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The "ds o image analysis, computer vision, and artificial intelligence all make
wue ot descriptiosf shape in grey-level images. Most aisting algorithms for
the automatic recognition and clsifcation of particular shape have been d1l-
oped for specific purposes, with the result that these methods are often restricted
in their application. The use of advanced and theoretically well-founded math-
ematical methods should lead to the construction of robust shape descriptors
having more genera application.

Shape description can be regarded as a meeting point of vision research,
ah ac computing science, and the application fields of image analy-

sis, computer vision, and artificial intelligence. The NATO Advanced Rosearch
WorsMhop "Shape in Picture" was organised with a twofd objective: first, it
should provide all participants with an overview of relevant developments in
these different discplines second, it should stimulate researchers to exchange
original results and ideas across the boundaries of these disciplines.

This book comprises a widely drawn selection of papers presented at the
Workshp, and many contributions have been revised to reflect further progress
in the field. The focus of this collection is on mathematical approaches to the
construction of shape descriptions from grey-level images. The book is divided
into five part., e devoted to a difieet discipline. Each part contains papers
that have tutorial sections; the are intended to assist the reader in becoming
acquainted with the variety of approaches to the problem. It is hoped that the
collection may thus be useful as a reference work and as a graduate text.

The editors would like to thank all who contributed to the production of
the proceedings and to the workshop. More specifically, the editors are grateful
to the authors for their essential contributions, to the numerous reviewers for
thewr contructive comments, to the English-language editorial assistant for her
precise correctios to the text, and to the participmts for making the workshop
succesfl In particular, the editors wish to mexre, their sincere gratitude to
the NATO Scientific Affars Division and The United States Air Force European
Office of Aerospace Research and Develoment (EOARD) for their generous
support, and to the co.pomsrs hr ma this at possible.
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In picciple, shape is that quality of an object that depends on the relative
positi of all the points comprising its outline or external surface. In prac-
ticw, my description of shape should reflect those attributes or features which
ae rlevant for the intended purpose. These features may in turn be described
by symbols through an appropriate function or mapping. A hierarchical shape
representation may then be obtained by defining an order relation on the de-
scribing symbols, which thus allows an analysis of shape at different levels of
" Mresolution".

A suitable shape description might therefore have the following properties:

- it is based on an underlying (continuous or discrete) topology;
- it is (semi-) continuous with respect to the topology;
- it is local, which means that the domain of influence must be restricted;
- it is invariant under certain transformations, such as translations or rota-

tions;
- it is symbolic; that is, features can be described by symbols;
- it is hierarchical, in the sense that there exists an order relation on the

describing symbols;
- it is compatible with changes in scale of both the domain and the grey-level.

In the light of these requirements, five main subject areas are considered,
each forming a separate part of the book. The ordering of the parts reflects the
conceptual development of shape description; that is, mathematical background,
local extraction, theory of shape, symbolic representation, and evolutionary sys-
tems.

Part 1, Mathematical Background, introduces fundamental formal theories,
topology and geometry and categorical shape theory. Topological and geometrical
concepts are bound to play an important role in shape description. Although
topology is a rich theory for continuous spaces, only very recently have consistent
theories on topology for discrete spaces been proposed. Category theory arose
from algebraic topology and provides an abstraction of structures and structure-
presrving mappings in mathematics. It has found numerous applications in the
field of computing science, as well as being used more recently to develop an
abstract approac to shape theory.

•. .. ...... .. .. '......' ...- . . ... ..... ........ - ;........... .•...•............. •.. . . .. • ,
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Part 2, LcW Ftraction, presents mathematical methods that are capable
of yielding relevant features for shape description. Two major topics are mathe-
m4tical morphology and wavelets. In the last decade mathematical morphology
has developed into an important method in the fields of image processing and
computer vision. The basic idea underlying mathematical morphology, namely,
to analyse the structure of an image by probing it with small test shapes, makes
it eminently suited for shape description. Wavelet transformations involve de-
compositions of functions at different scales and positions. Recently, the theory
of wavelets and its relationship to other methods based on fractal descriptions
has become well established.

Part 3, Theory of Shape, considers aspects of differential geometry and the
theory of shape perception. Differential-geometric methods are introduced here
mainly to deal with the problems of the definition and estimation of differential
features, and of how the invariance properties of these quantities may be investi-
gated. Useful extensions to classical differential geometry are, in particular, dis-
crete differential geometry and fuzzy geometry. The theory of shape perception
deals with biologically and psychophysically oriented interpretations, in which
invariance properties are again important. The outcome of this work may be
useful in determining which processes of shape recognition and classification by
human operators are relevant to more general methods of shape description.

Part 4, Symbolic Representation, focuses on shape primitives and hierarchical
representation. It considers the formation of structured features from single fea-
tures, and the representation of these features by symbols. Shape primitives are
combinations of features that can be regarded as fundamental parts of shapes;
hierarchical representation, on the other hand, concentrates on nested grouping
of these primitives, forming layered representations. Most shape primitives are
based on geometric descriptions of planar figures, and the extension of these
methods to grey-level images is not always straightforward. A commonly used
hierarchical representation is the pyramid, but a more general approach is based
on graph theory, employing layered graphs. As a result of the latter, symbols in
a single layer as well as symbols in different layers may be related to each other.

Part 5, Evolutionary Systems, comprises evolutionary representation and
multiscale description. An evolutionary system depends continuously on a scale
parameter. A well-known evolutionary representation is scale-space, derived frrr-
the linear isotropic diffusion equation; recently other types of equations have
been considered. Multiscale description deals with the behaviour of shape de-
scriptions in an evolutionary system as a function of a scale parameter.

A general mathematical description of shape necessarily draws upon ideas
in all five subject areas. As a consequence, subject areas are interrelated: some
papers specifically deal with these relationships; others do not fall exclusively
into any one of the five areas.

Although a wide range of topics has been addressed, this book concentrates
on mathematical issues. More computationally oriented aspects, for instance,
have not been explicitly considered. With this caveat, the present collection is
intended to be as complete as possible.



a oundation for Digital Tbpology

Dopwtet n Mo amis, City CoHee of New York, New York NY 10031, USA

Abstract. An object is defined from which digital spaces can be built. It com-
bines the "one-dimensional connectedness" of intervals of reals with a "point-by-
point" quality necessary for constructing algorithms, and thus serves as a foun-
dation for digital topology. Ideas expressed in quotation marks here are given
precise meanings. This study considers the Kholimsky line, that is, the integers,
equipped with the topology in which a set is open iff whenever it contains an
even integer, it also contains its adjacent integers. It is shown that this space and
its interval subspaces are those satisfying the conditions mentioned previously.
The Khalimsky line is used to study digital connectedness and homotopy.

Keywords: digital topology, general topology, connected ordered topological
space (COTS), Alexandroff space, specialization order, Khalimsky line, digital
n-space, digital Jordan n-surface, digital homotopy.

1 Introduction

A central problem of image processing is to represent regions in "continuous"
Euclidean n-space, ]R* on a finite computer screen which is manipulated using
step-by-step programs. The most common approach to this problem is to ap-
proaimate a portion of Euclidean space with an adjacency graph standing in
for the nearness relationship between points; particularly popular instances of
such graphs are the 2-dimensional (4,8), (8,4) and (6,6) adjacencies. A classical
reference to such methods is [16]; [10] surveys a portion of the plentiful literature
in this area.

Here we discuss a second approach: It" is the product of n copies of the one-
d n nreals, and bounded portions of it may be viewed as being embedded
in [a, b]* for some closed interval [a, b] C IL Using this, we reduce the problem
to finding a "one-dimensional discrete space" which combines virtues of the reals
with useful properties of "discretenem". With this approach, the Jordan curve
theorem holds in the 2-dimensional case, and the Jordan surface theorem holds in

" The author wishes to acknowldge commeats by David Foster, Paul Meyer, and two
unknown referee, which led to substantial impeovem- in this paper.
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so& dimanios. Further, many of the cft known pspb-bsoed rmult
ca be drived frm thos results. Soee of the literature using this and related

appecacis discussd, in [648) and (101.

2 Notation and Basic Concepts of General Topology

Excpt as noted, we include here only those definitions of general topology which
can be found in standard textbooks on the subject, and some rudimentary dis-
cusmom. Those acquainted with all of them may find a quick look at this section
usdul to familiarize themselves with the notation.

The reader can find further discussion of these concepts in any text on general
topology. Among thes texts, [17] is particularly easy to read; a text which is
difficult to obtain but easy to read, and which spends some time on the finite
topological spaces discussed here, is [14].

Recall that the interections MSof a setS of subsets of a fixed space X
(considered as a universe) is the collection of elements of X common to all
elements of S, its union US is those elements in some element of S.

Defnitlon 1. A topolog on a set X is a collection T of subsets of X, called the
open sets, with the properties:

(n) if Y_ T is finite thenn" E T,
(U) if SCg T then US E T.

That is, finite intersections and arbitrary unions of open sets are open (and as
aresult of this, X= nfe T and 0 = UO E T). A C C X in closed if its
complement X - C, is open (X - C E T). We often denote (X, T) by X, and
call the pair a topological space.

The intersection of all closed sets containing a given subset Y is necessarily
the smallest closed set containing Y, denoted d(Y); similarly there is a largest
open set contained in Y, denoted int(Y).

Definlton 2. For topological spaces, a map f : X --+ Y is continuous if f- 1 [T]
is open for each open T in Y (here, as usual, for A _ Y,f-I[A] = Ix I f(z) E Al,
and for A _ X, f[A] = {f(z) I x E A)). It is open if f[T] is open for each open
T in X. Further, f is an quotient map if it is onto, and a subset of the range is
open if and only if its inverse image is open; f is a homeomorphism if it is a
one-to-one open quotient.

We are interested below only in open quotient maps. It is routine to see that a
map is an open quotient iff it is open, onto and continuous. A homeomorphism
is often given the equivalent definition: it is one-to-one, onto, and both it and
its inverse are continuous.

Here are two standard equivalents to continuity which we use below: f X -,

Y is continuous
* f-1[CJ is closed for each closed C,
* f[d(A)] C d(f[A]) for eachA C X.

. .. ..... ... '
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DIIII.a.& By dubMiti of topology, X and 8 awe ,pe uen: m taosy
closed and open. A space (X, T) is connected if its only clopen subsets are X
Old t l4• V r X, th.. supe tOplooan Y resulting hem T is {TnY I T E T}
(which is emsily shown to be a topology).

By the deffnitias of o and the subepace topology, Y g X is con-
nected in the bsupace topology iff there are no open sets T, U E T such that
T n Y is either I nor Y, and Y - T n Y = U n Y. A useful equivalent wa to ay
this is that Y C_ X is connected in the subepace topology iff there are no open
sstsT,UETsuch that TnY,UflY #O,TnUfY =O, and Y r=TUU.

Recall that an image point of a map f : X ---# Y is a point of the form
f(z), while the image of f is f[XI, and a continuous image is the image of a
continuous function. Further, notice that the continuous image of a connected
space is connected. (For if not, we can find a clopen T in f[X] containing some
f(z) but not another f (y); then f-'[T] is clopen and neither X nor 0.)

Denkition 4. A connected subspace is a (connected) component of a topological
space if it is not a proper subset of another connected subspace.

It can be shown that each connected subepace of a topological space is a
subset of a component. Thus if two points are in any connected subset of a
space then they are in the same component of it. In particular, if they are image
points of a map from a connected space into the given space, they are in the
same component.

Definitions. For any set 9 of subsets of X, the topology gener,-ted by 9 is
*Tg = fT I if Z E T, there is a finite 7 Cg for which z En fl C T}. Tg is easily
seen to be the smallest topology on X which contains C. Further, if whenever
z E GnCG',G,G' E C, there is an H E 9 such that z E H C GnG', then T E T6
iff for each z E T there is an H E 9 such that z E H C_ T, and in this case, g is
a base for T0 .

DefinitionS. Given an indexed collection of topological spaces, < (Xi, Ti) I i E
I >, their Cartesian product is (l 1-[X,1,r1 T), where l1 Xi = {z : I --.
U{Xi I i E I} I for each i E I, z(i)E Xi}, and r1 , Ti is the topology gen-
erated by all sets of the form T* = {z E fl,. Xi I z(j) E T}, for j E I and

For finite I, a base for fl' Ti is lT,, Ti, T6 E Ti. In the last section of this paper,
we need some concepts related to compactness:

Definition 7. A topological space X is compact if whenever X = US for some
set S of open sets, then there is a finite " C S for which X = U T. It is locally
compact if whenever z E T, T open, there are U, C such that z E U g C C- T, U
is open, and C is compact (with respect to the subspace topology).

Nomenclature is not completely standard in this area. Many texts reserve the
term "compact" for those spaces satisfying the first sentence of Definition 7
which are also Hatudorff (if z 9 V, there are open, disjoint T, U such that
z E T, IV : U). The key spaces considered below are not Hausdorff.
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3 um drE isreeu . and the Khallimaky Line

Most of what ftllows can be Sound in [3-8], and [Ill. In som cases, we prove
results a"s shown in those papers, for convenience, and to give examples of
natural methods of working with thesn spaces.

Below we need a central property of intervals of real numbers:

Dd.~ItImS. A ewmeeted ordered topol/ical space (COTS), is a connected
topoogical s s X such that:

if Y X contains at least three distinct points, then there is a y E Y such
that Y - {(} meets more than one component of X - {¥}.

The fact that intervals of reals are COTS comes from the following well-
known c Ua.raeiai of connected set* of reals:

Proposition 9. The connected components of a set of real numbers are the max-
imal intervals it contains. A act of red numbers is connected iff it is an interval.

By way of contrast, the deletion of a point from Euclidean n-space, n > 1,
leaves a connected set (which thus does not have more than one component).
At the end of this section we give the examples of COTS which will of interest.
These spaces were systematically studied by Khalimsky, beginning in the late
1960D, and are discussed in [3] and [7I. They were independently rediscovered by
Kovalevsky in [12, 13]. The "one-dimensional" nature of a COTS is emphasized
by the following result of [3] (notice in its statement the notations T, $, which
ae used throughout the rest of the paper):

Theorem 10. Each COTS X admits a total order < such that for each X E X
the components of X - {z) are I(z) = {sly I< } and T (z) = {y I u > 4).
The second key idea of "discreteness" was introduced even earlier, in 1937, by
another Russian, Alexandroff in [1]. He even called the concept in the next
definition "discrete", but we follow all modern topologists by calling the discrete
topology that in which all sets are open. We also need the indiscrete topology:
that in which only X and 0 are open.

Definition 11. A topological space is Alezandroff if arbitrary intersections of
open sots are open.

Thus, an Alexandroff space is one for which the law (n") in the definition of
topological space is replaced by the stronger: (n) if S C T then flS E T.

It is useful to note that a space is Alexandroff iff d(US) = U{d[S] I S E S).
This holds because, by the de Morgan laws, a space is Alexandroff iff arbitrary
unions of closed sets are closed. In particular, in an Alexandroff space d(Y) =
Ufd(x) I X E Y). Also, any subspace of an Alexandroff space is Alexandroff.

No Euclidean space is Ae, since {w) = fI, B 1i(z) is non-open
where B,(z) denotes the open ball { IIly - =11 < r}. On the other hand, each
finite topological space is Alexandroff, as is each locally finite space: one in which

7
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s*b ekmem is coatained in a Anite open at and a finite closed set. In fact, by
Lemma 12, wo only mnid that each element be in a inite open set, for then it is
in am open set with a smallest number of elements, which is necessarily minimal.

For nmy subset, Y, of any topological qsae, define n(Y) to be the intersection
of A.1 open subset. containing Y (and n(y) = n({y}) ). Note the analogy with
the fact that d(Y) is the intersection of all dosed subsets containing Y, but
the fect that arbitrary intersections of closed sets is closed leads to much of
the importance of this set. It is of passing interest to us that n(Y) is used in
computer science even when it is not open: it is the saturation of Y, important
in the theory of continuous lattices (for more on this subject, see [2]).

But this leads to a useful characterization of Alexandroff spaces:

Lemma 12. A topolqical space is Alewndroff if each element, z, is in a small-
eat open set, and thiA set is. n(z).

Proof. For Alexandrof spaces, n(Y) is open, and must thus be the smallest open
subset containing Y. Conversely, if each z is in a minimal open set, then this
open set is necessarily n(z), and T is open iff for each z E T, n(z) g T; since an
arbitrary intersection of sets containing n(z) contains n(z), this characterization
shows that an arbitrary intersection of open sets is open. 0

Notice that this last sentence showed that these minimal open sets form a
base for the topology. Here is the central example of an Alexandroff COTS:

Definition 13. The Khalimsak line is the integers, Z, equipped with the topol-
ogy K generated by Oic = {{2n - 1, 2n, 2n + 1) 1 n E Z}. Two integers z, y are
anyacent if Ix - VI = 1. A subset I of Z is an interval (of integers) if whenever
z,y E I and z < z < y, then z E I.

Proposition 14. A subse- of Z is open if whenever it contains an even integer,
it also contains its adjacent integers. It ie closed iff whenever it contains an odd
integer, it also contains its adjacent integers.

Proof. Suppose A C Z is open and 2n E A. Then for some finite T gC_ , 2n E
'lY" A. But since the only element of SIX containing 2n is {2n- 1, 2n, 2n+ 1}, . ......

we must have r = {{2n - 1, 2n,2n + 1}}, so fnY = {2n - 1, 2n,2n + 1) C_ A;
this shows that the elements adjacent to 2n are in A.

Conversely, assume that if A contains an even integer, it also contains its
adjacent integers. If x = 2n E A then, setting F = {{2n - 1, 2n, 2n + 1}}, we
have z E nfl = {2n - 1,2n,2n + 1) C A; if: = 2n + 1 E A then, setting
Jr = {{2n - 1,2n,2n + 1},{2(n + 1) - 1,2(n + 1),2(n + 1) + 1}}, we have
zE frl• {2n + 1} _ A, so A is open in X.

Now that this characterization of the Khalimsky-open sets has been estab-
lished, we use it liberally throughout the rest of the proof and paper.

IfACZ isclosed, and :=2n+l E A, then 2n+1 Z-A, an openset,
so 2n, 2n + 2 V Z - A (since 2n + 1 is adjamnt to each). Thus 2n, 2n + 2 E A.
Conversely, if whenever A contains an odd integer, then it contains the adjacent
integrs, then Z - A always contains the integers adjacent to each of its even
elements, and is thus open, showing A to be closed. 0
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O m. y M 7U cenmected empmnnents of a set of integer. are the maimal
intereek it contains. A ct of integer is connected iff it is an interval.

Poof. f I is an intrval of integers and T is a clopen subset of I, which is neither
I nor 0, let z E T, y f T, and asunme z < y (this involves no los of generality,
sim otherwise replace T by the clopen U = I - T in the argument). Proceeding
by induction, using the fact that I is an interval, we can find a z between z and
V so that z E T, z + 1 V T. But if z is even, this contradicts the openness of T
since it does not contain the adjacent odd z + I and if z is odd, the openness
of U is similarly contradicted. If A C Z is not an interval, find z < V < z such
that z, z E A but y i A. If y is even, set T =I (y), U =T (y), and notice that
T,U are open, z E TnA, y E U nA, A TUU, and AnTnU = O; if y is odd,
the sone is true of T =1 (yi+ 1), U =T(i-1). Thus A is not connected. 0

It is not difficult to show that the results in Proposition 9 and Corollary 15
hold for arbitrary COTS (with respect to the order given by Theorem 10). But
here we reverse the process to show that Z is truly a COTS in the following the-
orem. The second assertion of the theorem is of theoretical importance, showing
the central place of the Khalimsky line.

Theorem 16. Each interval in the Khalhmdsk line is a locally finite COTS. A
topological space is an Alezandroff COTS iff it is (homeomorphic to) an interval
in Z or the indiscrete space with ezactly two points.

Proof. If z is an odd integer, then by Proposition 14, {z} is open, and {z -
1, z, z + 1) is closed. If x is even, then similarly, {z} is closed and {z - 1, z, z + 1}
is open. Thus each z is contained in a finite open set and a finite closed set, so
Z is locally finite.

Each interval I of Z is connected by Corollary 15 and if Y C I contains 3
elements, it contains one, y, between two other elements of Y, z < y < z, z, z E
Y. Again by Corollary 15, the components of I - {fy) are I (y) n I and T (y) n I
and these both meet Y - {y).

The proof of the second sentence must be postponed to the next section. 0

Figure 1 represents part of the Khalimsky line. In it, odd numbers "look like"
the open intervals between their adjacent numbers.

3 1 41 5 7

Fig. 1. A portion of the Khalimsky line

Here a set is open if it "looks open" to our eye, which is trained to think of
the real line. The Khalimsky line is interpreted in it as an open quotient of the
real line, via the map k :R -* Z defined by: k(z) = x if x is an even integer,
= y if : E (y, - 1, y + 1), p an odd integer. It is routine to check that k is onto,
continuous, and open.
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Ak a his 193I7 pape, Alwznadrof defined the following relation on an arbitrary

topological space, the (Al&,eairoff) specialization order.

: 5 y if X E cl(y).

A pre•rder on X is a ref'ezive (i.. .: x<) transitive (z :- z and y < z *
x 5 z) relation on X; a partial order on X is a preorder on X which is also

.apmmetric (z y 5 and y _ -* = y). That ý is reflexive is clear, and
Sis also transitive: am um e : x t V and V •_ z. T hen y E d (2), so the lat ter

is a closed set containing V, and thus is a superset of the smallest closed set
containing , d(y). But then x E d(y) 9c d(z) so x •_ z.

Lemma 17. For any topological space, x 0 d(ly) iff there is an open T such that
X E T and y 0 T. Thus, x :_ Iy iff y E n(m) iff x E d(y).

Proof. Indeed: x 0 cl(A) 4* for some closed C, A g C and x (C
*forsomeopen T(= X -C),AnT=O and : ET.

But as a result, using contrapositives: x E d(Ly)
* for every open T 3 :, yE• T *• y E n(m). 0

An often-ignored separation axiom is equivalent to the antisymmetry of •,
thus to the assertion that it is a partial order. A space X is To if whenever x 6 y,
then there is an open T containing exactly one of :, V. The fact that the two are
equivalent is straightforward from the first assertion of Lemma 17.

The specialization order is itself often ignored, due to the fact that a stronger
separation axiom which holds for spaces usually considered by topologists is
equivalent to the assertion that _- is equality: A space X is T1, if whenever: # i*,
then there is an open T containing : but not y, and proof of this equivalence
again uses the Lemma.

However, all topological properties of an Alexandroff space are described by
its specialization order, and the graph of this order is the vehicle for computer
applications of these spaces. Much of the rest ct this paper is devoted to special
cases of this principle.

Proposition 18. If X is an Alexandroff apace and A C- X, then A is open iff
A =_- [A] (= {( I for some E A,: _• y}),A is closed if A =>- [A]. Further,
for arbitrary A _ X,n(A) =_• [A] and d(A) =_- [A].

Proof. Suppose first that A is open and x -(y. Then if x E A, we must have
y E n(:) g; A. By the arbitrary nature of :, y, this shows A =-- [A].

Conversely, assume A =-< [A], and : E A. To show A open, it will suffice to
show n(z) g A, but this hold,2 since if y E n(:), we have x 5 y, so yE A.

The result for closed sets follows from the routinely shown fact that if < is
my binary relation on X, with inverse >, then A =< [A] iff X - A => [X - A].

Finally, the results in the second sentence come from the fact that if < is any
partial order on X and A CX then !A [A] is the smallest set containing A and
closed under <. 0
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TW tbaxem amp that &ir Aluxmuddf spaces, we can tell which sets are
open by amply checking the specialization order. Thus for thes spaces, the

u order tells us the topology. It should also tell us which function.
awe continuous:

Prpo1itko I. For an Alexandroff space X, an f : X -, Y is continuous if
it is .pecisaliation-preeruing (i. e., whenever x z_ y then f(z) • f(y)).

Proof. Indeed, the fact that continuous maps are specialization-preserving holds
for arbitrary topological spaces, for if f is continuous and z "y then z E d(y)
so f(z) E f[d(y)] C cL(f(y)). Conversely, suppose X is Alexandroff and f is
specialization-preserving, and let y E f[d(A)]. Then for some z E d(A), y =
f(z). Thus forsomez E A,zx a xandy V =f(z) -€ f(z), showing yE d(f[A]). 0

Of particular interest in image processing is the issue of connectivity. This
can also be settled using the specialization order graph. Two distinct elements
of X, z,y are adjcent if {z,y} is connected. We also let A(z) = {y I {fy} is
connected and z 9 y}, the set of points adjacent to z. Of course, .A(z) depends
on the space and if the context does not make the space clear, we may use
a subscript. For example, if Y is a subspace of X, then notice that Ay(z) =
Ax (z) n Y. A (digital) path in Y from z to y is a sequence zo,. •. , z. of elements
of Y such that z = zo,y = Zx, and for each i < n, {zi,zi+s} i connected. A
set Y is (digital) path-connected if for each x, y E Y there is a path in Y from z
to y. A (digital) path-component of X is a maximal path-connected set. For each
element z of a topological space, C. = {z I there is a path from z to z}. Below
we do not use the modifier "digital", but the reader should note that the usual
meaning of the term "path" is the image of a continuous function whose domain
is [0,1]; it is not difficult to show that a digital path is the image of a continuous
function whose domain is a finite interval in Z.

Lemma 20. (a) In any topological space, {z, y}) i connected iff x -• y or y <_ .
Thu• A(z) = (d(z) U n(x)) - {z}. Also, this notion of adjacency coincides with
that in Definition 13 for Z.

(b) A subset of an Alezandroff apace is connected iff it is path-connected.
Its path-component. are its components, and these are the set. of the form C.
Further, the C. are clopen.

(c) If z E X, a connected Alezandroff space, then A(z) meets each component
of X-{W}.

Proof. (a) Recall from Sect. 2 that Y is connected in the subspace topology iff
there are no open sets TU E T such that T Y,U n Y # 0, T n U nlY = 0,
and Y C T U U. Thus in particular, {z, y} is not connected iff there are open
T, U such that X E T, y E U, x I U, and y 0 T. Thus, {z, y} is not connected iff
x d(ly) and y 0 d(:), or, by the contrapositive, {x, y} is connected iff x -_- y
or y •_ z. This shows the first assertion, and the second results by applying
the characterization of - in Lemma I7. For the last, if x E Z is odd, then
(d(x)Un(z))- {z} = ({Q- 1,x,z+ 1)U{z})- {z} = {z- lx + 1} 1and if X E Z
is even, then (d(z)Un(z))-{z} = ({z}U{z- 1,z,z+1})-{z} = {x - 1,z+ 1}.
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(b) Sieve suqw o Azmmdraf spaces wre Alexndroff, it winl suffice to

ww tthe s for do mAire space, X. Thus, suppose X is path-connected, and,
b! wq of mai 1ictimI T be a lopen set, z, VE X be such that z E T,y f T.
Find a papt in X from m to Ys, -0,..., X.; since z0 E T and z. 0 T, the last i
So which x, e T has the following properties, which are contradictory:

{,,#,zi+i) is connected,
i e T and xl it T, and T is clopen.

Conversely, suppose X is connected, but, by way of contradiction, not path-
connected. Thus for some z, y E X there is no path from z to y.

C. is open: if z E C. and z _- w, then there is a path zo,..., I, from z to
z; also since X. = z • w, {z,, w} is connected, thus : 0 ,. .. , zw is a path from
z to w, so t E C,. That CQ is closed is shown similarly, replacing • by t. But
then C, 910, X, and is clopen, contradicting the connectedness of X.

C. is path-connected, since if y, z E C., there are paths IO0,..., y,, from z
to y, z0,...,I 2M from z to z, so y., y.-l,...,100,IzI,...,)z,,• is one from Yo to Z.

Since the C.s are connected and no set properly containing one of them can
be connected (both by previous parts of this proof), they are components, and
since each z E X is in C., they are all the components.

(c) If y E X then there is a path zo,..., , .from x to y. Let j be least so
that ifj _< k then z: 6 x, and notice that {Xj,... , ,) is a connected subset of
X - fz} containing V, and must therefore be a subset of C,. But also, by our
choice, z zj-1 6 xj, and fzj-1,zj) is connected, so Xj E A(x) nfC,. 0

As a result of Lemma 20 (a), A(z) = cl(x) - {z} for open z, and A(z) =

n(x) - {x) for closed x. We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 16:

Proof. The reader should check that (because it has no subsets containing 3
distinct elements) the indiscrete two-point space is a COTS. However, we need
the following result (2.8 of [3]): Each point in a COTS with at least three distinct
points is either open or closed (but not both, by connectedness). Also, if fz, y}
is a connected subset of such a COTS, then exactly one of z, y is open, and the
other is closed.

Now let X be an Alexandroff COTS. Notice that for each element x E X, ...

n(z) has no more than 3 elements. For otherwise, let to, Y, z E n(z) be distinct
from x; we show that there is no point in {w, y, z) whose deletion leaves the
others in distinct components of the remainder. For without loss of generality,
suppose y, z are in distinct components of X - f}w). Then there must be a clopen
T containing y but not z. But if : E T then z E n(x) g T, and if z 0 T then
y E n(x) _ X - T (uince both T and X - T are open sets), and these are both
contradictions. Slqilarly, dl(z) has no more than 3 elements.

Thus let z be a dosed point. We begin to define f : X --* Z recursively, with
f(0) = z. Since {f(0)) is closed, and thus not open, choose f(1) E n(f(0)) -
{f(0)), i. e. toat f(0) _- f(1) (just as 0 -( 1). Assume that we have recursively
defined a speciimation-preserving one-to-one map f from {0,..., 2n - 1) with
the topology inherited from Z, and:

if d({f(2n - 1))) - {f(2n - 2), f(2n - 1)) #0, choose f(2n) in this set, and
then,
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it v.({I(2)}) - {f(2, - 1), (2,)} #6, choose f(2n + 1) in this st.
As 100 6 this choice is possible, f remains specialization-preserving, thus

cotiafnua Aim not, that for odd or even k, we are choosing f(k + 1) to be
the remaining element of A({!f())) - {I(k - 1)). As a result, f is also oneto-
one, for if them is somnej < k - I such that f(J) E A(f(k)), then there is no
element among the three distinct {f(j), f(k - 1), f(k)) whoem deletion leaves the
remaiing two in separate components of the remainder, contradicting that X is
a COTS.

Of course there may be a third element, z in n(f(0)); if so, an argument like
that of the previous paragraph shows that it cannot be 1(k) for any positive k
since it is always in the same component of X - { f (k - 1)) as is f(0). Thus let
f(-1) = x, and define ! recursively on the negatives as it was defined on the
positives above (of coy -se, replacing 2n- 1, 2n- 2, respectively, by 2n + 1, 2n + 2).
The result is a one-to-one ! : I -- X which is specialization-preserving, thus
continuous for some interval I in Z.

It remains to show that f-1 is continuous. By construction and the previous
paragraph, if j < k - 1 then {f (j), f(k)} is never connected, so if f(j) _-< 1(k)
then j, k are adjacent; further, we have f(j) E d(f(k)), and by our choice, that
could only happen if j were even, showing j • k. 0

As a result of Lemma 20, standard graph-based algorithms can be used to find
the components of a finite topological space. For example, for a finite topological
space X = {z,. . ., x.}, if p(xz) denotes the length of the shortest path from a
fixed zi to xi, then the fact that:

if (zk 5 zi or xi _- xk) and p(zi) = m and p(xk) : m, then p(z&) = m + 1,
leads to a simple algorithm to find p(zk), thus the connected components of X.

5 Digital n-space

It is not difficult to verify that if Yi C Xi for each i E I then d(IlrY,) =
Il1 cl(Yi), and n(lrI Yi) = Il1 n(Yi). This has two important consequences:

for x, y E rl Xi, z _ y iff for each i E I, xi -_ yi, and
the product of a finite number of Alexandroff spaces is Alexandroff.

Indeed, the first of these statemerts is merely another way of saying that d({z})
- I' cl(xi), a special case of the above.

For the other: If I = [1,. .. , r.}, then by the above, for X E 1r Xi, n(x) =
fl,1 n(xi). The last sentence in the section on basic concepts implies that this is
open and each basic open set containing z is of the form Iflk Ti, with zi E T,;
it thus contains this product, showing that each open set containing z includea
rl' ? )

Of particular interest to us is digital n-space, the product of n copies of the
Khalimsky line, V". Figure 2 shows digital 2-space (the digital plane) and digital
3-space. The former looks like graph paper, with "line crossings" emphasized.
Its points are the dots at the line crossings, the line intervals between crossings,
and the open boxes, and the 3-space is handled similarly. Notice that all the
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coordinae f a point are odd if that point is open, and that they are all even
if" .4 is closed, thus the remaining point.s ae neither open nor closed. We have
cale points wims coordinates wae all even or all odd pure, and others mixed
in [3] and elsewhere.

FIg. 2. Part of the digital plane Part of digital 3-space

This is our analogue of Euclidean n-Space, the product of n copies of the
real line, ]R*. The key diffe-rence, of course, is that ZV can be analysed using
the specialization order and resulting adjacency relation. Further, by the first
paragraph of this section, these are easy to find; for example, if z x (xl,... ,
with z,...,zmodd and x,,+,...,xn. even, then n(X) X{z - 1, z, z+ 1}
... X {Xm- 1, Zm, xm +1 x {Xm+} x ... x x.}, (and has 3 m elements) cl(z) =
{XI}X ... x {Xm} X f{Zm+1 - 1, Z•+,m+i + 1} x...x fZ,.- 1,x,,,,+ 1} (and has
3q-` elements' while A(x) = (d(x) U n(m)) - fx} and thus has 3m + 3•-' - 2
elements. In particular, for pure points, A(m) contains the 3n - 1 elements 6 x,
each of whose coordinates differ from the corresponding coordinate of x by at ....

most 1 (and is thus the 34 - 1 adjacency with which computer scientists are
familiar). For mi ,od points when n = 2, A(z) is the 4 points which differ from x
by I on one coordinate, and is thus the familiar 4-adactency. However, this differs
friom the (4,8) and (8,4) adjacency usually considered, since the adjacency graph
about a point depends on the position of the point rather than on whether it lies
on the foreground or background. In three dimensions, for mixed points .4(z)
contains 10 points (those which differ from z by I just on one fixed coordinate
or agree on that coordinate but differ by 1 on at least one of the other two
coordinates). Further, in dimensions over 3, not all mixed points have adjacency
sets of the same size (for example, in dimension 4, points with I or 3 open
coordinates have 26 adjacent points, while those with 2 have 16). Figure 3 shows
typical such A(x)s in dimensions 2 and 3.

Among the key similarities between IRs and Za is the Jordan Surface The-
orem. For Alexandroff spaces, Jordan curves and surfaces can easily be defined:
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Dumlti 21. A diital Jordan curve is a finite, nonempty, connected topolog-
ical space J such that if j e J then ,4(j) is a two-point discrete space.

We then have:

Theorem 22. If j C Z2 is a Jordan curve, then Z 2 -J consits of two connected
components, one finite, 1(J), called the inside, the other, E(J), the outside.
Further, for each j E J, Ax(j) meet, both 1(J), and E(J).

The above theorem requires the full notation Ax(j) (since A,(j) 9 J, thus fails
to meet either 1(J) or E(J)). A proof of the digital Jordan curve theorem is in
(3]. This proof uses only point-by-point methods using the specialization order
used in the preceding proofs involving Alexandroff spaces. While the definition
of Jordan curve given there is different, its equivalence with that in Definition 21
is shown there. Further, the above definition can be extended to an inductive
definition of Jordan n-surface for arbitrary finite n:

Def•ndtion 23. A Jordan 0-eurface is a 2-point discrete space. For n > 0, a
Jordan n-surface is a finite, nonempty, connected set J such that for each j E
J, A(j) is a Jordan (n - 1)-surface.

A Jordan surface is a Jordan 2-surface.

Theore 24. If J- Z*' is a Jordan n-surface, n > 0, then Z"+1 - J consists
of two connected components, one finite, 1(J), called the inside, the other, E(J),
the outside. Irther, for neh j E J, .A(j) meets both l(J), and E(J).

Howe,, the proof in three dimensions (in [11]) and in higher dimensions (a
Soinequc of M5]) is done by using the open quotient hm IW to Z% and the
Eucld... Jaodan sudace theorem. A proof using the digital tecniques appro.-
priMae to them spaces remaizis to be found.

Figure 4 shows a Jordan curve and a subset of Z2 which is not a Jordan
curve.

A prticulazly appealing way of looking at a portion of Z as reprentig
the phods on a computer screen is to view them as the (odd,odd) points in a

"' " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 .... .• ,,.T•:.;•",. ".. .-.. ".,.,,"....... •...... • . """. . "'..',
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not to pizes (but rather, between them, for use as boundarypoints). The resulting represetation has the property that the dim subspace
of pixels almost fill& the space, maki boundary points invisible, as they are in
ralit h representation, with the subepace of pixels called the open creen,
wsdiscued first in [4].

But some other embedding of the computer wsreen in Zae also useful.
Fbr example, in [4], the screen is embedded in Z2 via a 45" slant map, and the
resut gives an easy proof of the (4,8) and (8,4) graph-theoretic Jordan curve
te is from the digital Jordan curve Theorem 22, although the same result is
shown in [7] using the open acreen embedding. Hue we show the remaining two-
dimensional graph-theoretic Jordan curve theorem from the digital Jordan curve
Theorem, using another embedding. First recall that many of our definitions
for the topological graph in digital n-space are special cases of general graph-
theoretic definitions. Recall that a #mph is a set with a binary relation, which
we call a~jscencir.

2tlonl5. A graph is a Jordan curve if each of its elements is adjacent to
ptwo others. A path in a #rph Y from z to V is a sequence zo,..., of
elements of Y such that z = zO, V = z., and for each i < n, z,, zi+, are adjacent. ,
"A set Y is path-conneted if for each z, V C Y there is a path in Y from z to V.
"A path-component of X is a maximal path-connecte set. r--r each vertex z of a
graph, C. = {z I there is a path from z to z}.

Also, let HS denote the hexagonal tiling of Euclid-an 24pwe in which the
h g all have a hodrintal major diagoal. In HR, i-adjacency is that in
which a hexagon is adjacent to the 6 others which have a side common with it.
We we (Jordan) 6-curve, 6-adjacent, etc., to specialize grap-theoretic idea to
this cae (and continue to um the unadorned notations for the topological case).

Since it does ot affect the graph and mahes explanation of the following
poof eaier, we replace HI by a collection Hex of subsets of Z2 : the hexgone
aid edge. The kfllowing sentences should be -red with Fig. 5 in mind.

A bexgon, At cmuhtsof three points: its dqgnul, d(h) = (a, i), where we
requi tha a be odd and b mi (a - 1)mod 4, and its (sper and Loer) open

. .. ~ . ,.---., .T ,

. . . .~ . .(. *,t* *,* '
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Fig. S. Corresponding portious of M2 and of Hex (missing closed points, edges =solid
fines, diagonals = dodked Bins).

eleent-s, o+(h) = (ab+ 1) and o(h) = (a,b- 1). Two hexagons hand kare
6-adjacent if d(h)fnd(k) #0, and in this case the unique element whose closure
is d(h) nl d(k) is the midpoint qK'); we call this the edge between h and
k, denoted e(h, k). The two remaining elements of n(e(h, k)) are open; one is in
h, which we call o(h, k), the other is in k, and called o(k, h).

The edges embody the adjacency relation: A subset A C H2 is 6-connected
iff f Iz insin a hexaqon in A or is the edge between two adjacent hexagons in
A) is connected.in .WeletHdenotezIzisinahexagonoristheedge
between two adaent hexagons); then He is a of Z2 except its closed elements.

Given a 6-path, A .we define A recur-
sively: {h)I' = 0 and assuming -h) = .,b- ) T ,o he } we construct
{1-1,...+,h,)* for the only three cases which may occur:
if, h =oe =h, .The +) = r il,...,i ie f h%+I # h, then
if zwh, = o(hcal, h, k), the oher = {in , a.d called e(h., h.+I), o(h. +i, h,))I
if n9Qth 1,...,h, 41 )* = (zi -, 1. , XW~dh*),o(hk, h.+I),e(h*~, h%+1 ),o( h,+l, h)).

The readershould inductivelycheck that if A hubet. .. ,h _h is a6-path then
Asa path. IfitisAJo6-rvethcr ten h,. h,., h l1 , } *is aJordan curve
(wt soine points repeated): a diagonal or edge z i in A* if its two adjacent
points in M' (those in n(z) - {et ) ae in A*. For each open z, Aisth) is a
4 pait discrete apace, containing the diaHinal of the hexagon in which z lies,
and its edges w-th other hexagons,. But 2 hexagons in a Jordan -curve A are
6-adjacent to a gunas;,. but by construction, ze A' if and only if exactly two
of then edges ae in A, and the diagonal is not, o if exactly one edge and the

Thgniwe in A*. Thus anct elemeth of A' is adjacent to exactly two others.
A"i ah.I ti aJra -•rete { -',... h. -, -" s Jrsac-v
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Thin m 2. ifJ jC H2 i# a Joovyds &•,UM, th"M 2 - J coAst of two .-
Pon ii eemponeuts, one finite, I6(J), caled the inside, the other, F.(J), the

eu~ets. Airther, for uackhj E A, A4.() meets both Is(J), and Ee(J).

Pm!f Suppo•e that J im a Jordan 6-curve in HM. Since J* is a Jordan curve,
Z3 - j consists of two connected components, one finite, J(J*), the other
E(J-). W. det(ne 1(J) = {h E Hex I h _ I(J*)), E(J) = {h E He I h C
E(J,)). IG() is surely fiite.

If h E J then A.(h) meets Je(J): By the construction of J0, there is an open
z E h n J*, and by the Jordan curve theorem in Z2, A(z) n lI(J*) k 0; also, by
Lemma 20, d(z)- {:) = A(z). Thus suppose y E cl(z) ln(J*); by Lemma 17, y
is not open, and we now find, in either of the two other cases, an open z E n(y)
contained in a hexagon not in J:

If V is mixed, then n(y) = Iz, y, z), and z is open, thus in a hexagon, k. If
k E J then by construction y E J1 C JP, a contradiction.

If y is closed, there are 4 open elements of n(y). By definition of Hex, these
lie in 3 hexagons, and then by definition of Jordan 6-curve, at most two of them
can be in J. Let z be in the third.

Since V E n(z), {y, z} is connected, thus z is in the same component of
Z 2 _ J* as is y, namely I(J). Also, z E k V J, and k is connected, thus
k C_ I(J), whence k E I 6(J).

It remains to be shown that 16(J), Ed(J) are 6-connected; the proofs are the
same, so we do the former only. Given h, k E I(J), there is a path {fz, ... , zI,} in
I(J) from an element of h to one of k (since I(J) is connected). Let zx E d(hi);
then {hi,..., h,) a 6-path from h to k in Is(J) U J. If (by way of contradiction)
16(J) were not connected, then by the above, there would be some h, k E I6(J)
such that each 6-path in 6(J) U J from h to k meets J, and let i > 0 be the
smallest number of elements in such an intersection. Thus we have a 6-path
{h,. .. , h,) from h to k whose intersection with J has exactly i elements, and
let h.(9 h, k) be the first element of this intersection. Exactly two elements of
J, (h.-_1,hm+ 1 ) are 6-adjacent to hm, thus the elements of 16(J)UJ 6-adjacent
to hm form a 6-connected set, which therefore contains a 6-path {gi,..., g,} from
h.-I to h,+j. But then {hi,...,h,nh-1, ,g 2,...,gtI.-x,hhm+l,...,h,} is a 6-path
in Is(J) U J with i - 1 elements in its intersection with J, our contradiction. 0

It remains open whether the remaining known graph-theoretic digital Jordan
surface theorems (other than the two-dimensional (4,8) and (8,4) results of [4, 71)
can be shown by use of Theorems 22 and 24. Of particular interest are the three-
dimensional (6,18), (6,24), (18,6) and (24,6) results.

6 Alexandroff Homotopy Theory

We next define homotopy and digital homotopy. A straightforward discussion of
homotopy (on [0,1]) is found in [15].
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D2?. Given topological spaces X, Y, and continuous maps f, g: X -#
Y, a hoin" m If to e is a continuous F : X x [0,1] -. Y such that for
each z E X, F(x,0) = f(z) and F(c, 1) = g(z). If a homotopy from f to g
exist then f and 9 awe called homotopic mappings. A digital homotopy from f
to g is a continuous F : X x Z --* Y such tha for some positive integer n, each
z E X, F(x, m) = f(x) if m < -n and F(c, m) = g(z) if m > n. If a digital
homotopy from f to g exists, then f and g are called digitally homotopic.

Also, let YX denote the set of continuous functions from X to Y.

The two definitions are more similar than they look: For F : X x [0,1] --# Y
and k >odlneG: Xxit -. Y, by G(,t) = F(z, !W) if tE [-k, k], = F(x,0)
if t < -k, = F(, 1) if t > k. This replaces a homotopy by a redlhomotopy (=
a continuous F : X x R -+ Y such that for some positive integer n, each z E
X, F(z, i) = f(&) if m < -n and F(z, m) = g(z) if m > n), which like a digital
homotopy, is constant sufficiently far from 0. For Alexandroff spaces, particularly
the finite spaces which often interest us, it is preferable to use digital homotopy,
rather than homotopy, for reasons discussed below. To unify the discussion there,
let W = [0, 1], Z, or R.

Given a map F : X x W -. Y, there is an induced map F: W --+ yX,
defined by (FP(w))(z) = F(z, w). Under certain conditions on X and W, there
is a natural topology on yX such that F : W x X -* Y is continuous iff
F : W --* yX is continuous, thus a homotopy F between a pair of maps is
essentially a path P between the two:

Defintion 28. Suppose each topological space X, is associated with a set of
subsets Qx of X. Then:

X is locally Q if for each z E T, T open, there are Q E Qx, U open such
that z E U C_ Q C_ T. W is a Q-space if whenever Q x {z}) _ T E Txxw, X any
topological space, Q E Qx, there is a U E TV with z E U and Q x U C_ T.

The evaluation map is ev : X x yx - Y is defined by ev(z, f) = f(z). Given
a topological space X, ix : X -+ X denotes the (continuous) identity map on
X defined by ix(z) = z.

Given two topological spaces X, Y, the Q-open topology on yX is that gen-
erated by {S(Q,T) IQ E Qx, T E Ty}, where S(Q,T) = {g E YX I z E Q =*
g(z) E T}. In particular, the compact-open topology is the Q-open topology in
the case that Q is the collection of compact sets, and the all-open topology is
the Q-open topology in the case that Q is the collection of all sets.

Theorem 29. If X is locally Q and W is a Q-space, then F : X x W - Y is
continuous iff F: W --+ yX is continuous.

If each Q in each Qx is compact, then each topological space is a Q-space.
Thus if X is locally compact then for arbitrary W, F : X x W -- Y is continuous
iff F : W -- yX is continuous with respect to the compact-open topology on yX.

If W is Alezandroff, then W is a Q-space for arbitrary Q. Thus if X and
W are Alezandroff then for arbitrary Y, F : X x W --+ Y is continuous iff
F: W - yX is continuous with respect to the all-open topology on yX.
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V X it Amdte, betk of tie above tepeogies are restrictionse of Ati product
topwen to YX M ix Y.

Pr..!. We &f4 @ow thas e is cotinuous if X is locally Q: If (z,') f e x XY
and an open T V Y such that f(x) m= e*,(f) E T, then by the hkct that f is
SM nad X is localy Q, find an open U ; X and a Q E Qx such that
Z e U ( Q f-1[T7. Then consider the open U x S(Q, T) _; X x XY; certainly
(z, 1) E S(Q, T) and if (y, g) E S(Q, T) then ev(y, g) = g(0) E T.

Thus if X is locally Q an P: W -- YX is continuous then F: X x W -. Y
is catinuous, since F =- e o (ix, P), a composition of continuous maps.

We next show h for Y a Q-pwce, if F : X x W - Y is continuous then so
is P : W -. yx. We must fad, fi (4E T, T open in X, an open U 9 w in W
such thatI [U] C T. But P(w) e T., F[X x (w)] 9 T o (hince Y is a Q-pace)
for some U 9 w opm im W, X x U C F- 1 [T7. But then, P[U] = F[X x U] _ T,
a required.

Now -opus each Q in each Qx is compact, or Y is Alexandroff. The last
two assertions of the theorem will be shown if for arbitrary Q e Qx, z E Y, if
Q x {z} C- T E Txxy, Y, there is a U E Ty with z E U and Q x U 9 T. Because
T is open in the product topology, for each : E Q there are V. 9 z, U3 9 z
open such that V. x U. g T. If Q is compact, there is by Definition 7 a finite
R 5; Q such that Q g U.,s V.; otherwise, let R = Q, and in either case let

U = l,A Us. UIfR is finite or Y is Alexandff, U is open, and if (z,V) E Q x U
then for some w, : e V,, and then V E U., so (z, y) E T.

Indeed, if f E yX, z E X, f(z) E T, T open, then {g E YX I g(z) E T} is in
either of the above topologies, so each is at least as rich as the product topology.
On the other hand, for any subset Z of X, S(Z, T) = n.hEz{g I g(z) E T),
a finite intersection of sets open in the product topology, thus in the product
topology. 0

Thus for finite X, Y, maps are homotopic iff they are in the same component of

yX with the restricted product topology. Now consider a path between two such

maps. This is, in fact, an P : {0,..., n} --+ yX for some n > 0. The continuity of
F is by the definition of product, and the discussion of products of Alexandroff
spaces at the beginning of the section on digital n-space, equivalent to the fact
that for even i, P(i) E d(I'(i - 1)), and for odd i, F(i - 1) E d(lP(i)). Thus
to analyse when maps are homotopic in this situation, it suffices to determine
when f E d(g). But by definition of the product topology and the discussion
preceding, this will hold if for each x, f(z) 6cd(g(z)).
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~b Pa h~hh -611L, LaumburgWv SOr. 10, 13353 Balls, Gerassay

AbobvieL A ca.mpt d Aft topeksieu eeal is presented based on combina-
toWl %pope and a the notiom d abstact cdl cempkze,. It is dsown how to
ap*l~a temeePt le image poeming sard e cally to shape analysis. Tciog-
ic* mu ui own , oOm of the hawing pobleom awe presented: connectivito
d. sonao, lMbelling conneced comnemats, tracking boundaries in two- and
thr bsew s ih es, Alming interio no cure, and detemining the genus
of - a

Lwmdm abstract cell com*es, boundary, connectivity, filing, finite topo-
lo a space, gs of a surface, Wbeling connected components, membership
rl tracking.

1 Introduction

Topologial notions like boundaries, conetvity o subset, and gemns of a sur-
fae, as wel as various geometricol notions, are important for shape analysis.
For this reason it is necessary to look for possibilities of implementing basic
topological concepts in digital picture analysis.

The ovaewhelming majority of the topological literature is concerned with in-
finite sets. Digitised pictures, howeer, are defined on finite sets, for example, on
arrays of pixels or vooml. The problem of transfering the topological knowledge
conce-red with infinite sets into the world of digital pictures is by no means a
trivial one. Some basic idev of general topoogy are not applicable to finite set
a, for eomple, the oncp, that any small neighbourhood of a point contains
ininite many other poimts.

Pubiain cuvering finite topological spaces appeared at least 50 years ago
[1), but t knewl w. weeky repsented in topological text books. That
is w1hy upedahs in Imag andysie were fced to look for their own solution
df the problem. Thus Reseudsld [12) introduced the notion of edjefencj gmphs
rPresenig a digad impge as a raph whose verces are the pixels or voxels.

n WVs of the pbc osto each ps of adjacent pixels (vcresod). It
become paivible to introduce the notion of connected subsets ascorsndg
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to connectedsobeapb. The notion Of a ihothdwhich is neessary to
deins boundaries, was introduced as the set of adjacent graph vertices.

However, attempts to develop a consistent topology based on adjacency
raphs have failed due to the well-known connectivity paradox (101 and cer-

tain great difficulties in defining the boundary of a subset. More about these
difficulties and their solutions may be found in [7, 8].

Intuitive attempts to overcome the difficulties with the boundary were often
reported in the literature. About 15 years ago the notion of "cracks" was intro-
duced [13]. A crack is a short line segment separating two adjacent pixels, the
latter being considered as squares. Herman and Webster [4] define the boundary
surface of a three-dimensional region as a set of "faces": space elements separat-
ing two adjacent voxels from each other. These ideas may serve as evidence that
image processing specialists have a strong intuition that a consistent topological
concept for digital images must include space elements of various nature.

This intuition will be verified in Sect. 2 where it is shown that the solution
of these problems consists of considering the digital plane as a finite topologi-
cal space in full accordance with topological axioms. It is shown that the most
suitable for practical purposes is the particular case of a finite topological space
known as abstract cell complez. A topologically consistent definition of connec-
tivity is given in Sect. 3 with applications to labelling connected components.
Boundaries in cell complexes are considered in Sect. 4. Applications to tracking
boundaries in two-dimensional images, filling their interiors, and reconstruct-
ing subsets from their boundaries are presented here. Section 5 is devoted to
boundaries (surfaces) in three-dimensional images.

2 Finite Topology

As is well known, a topological space T is a set E of abstract space elements,
usually called points, with a system SY of some singled out subsets of T declared
to be the open subsets. The system SY must satisfy the axioms:

Al The union of any family of sets of ST" belongs to SY.
A2 The intersection of any finite family of sets of SY belongs to SY.

A topological space T = (E, SY) is called finite if the set E contains finitely
many elements.

As an example of a finite topological space consider the surface of a poly-
hedron (Fig. 1). It consists of three kinds of space elements: faces, edges, and
vertices. An edge I bounds two faces, say f' and f".

The edge I is bounded by two vertices V' and v". These two vertices are also
said to bound the faces f' and f". Let us declare as open any subset S of faces,
edges, and vertices, such that for every element e of S all elements of the surface
which are bounded by e are also in S. According to this declaration a face is an
open subset. An edge I with the two faces f' and "" bounded by it, also compose
an open subset. So does a vertex united with all edges and faces bounded by it.
It is easy to see that the open subsets thus defined satidy the axioms. Hence,

. . .. . .. ..
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L Tb1. asse - e of & p*bedios os.mded as & topolog*ca spam

a topologial space is defned. It is finite if the surface of the polyhedron has a
finite auuiber of elements.

T7e dwsIts of such a space amenttpooial equivalent. for exampl,
& face f' bood b* th. edge 1, belongs to all open subsets containin 1, but
I does W* bdong to the set if') which is an open subset containing ft. One
can NO 6 tWe* kind of order relaio between, the elements corresponds to the
bounding, *A!.

Further, it is poem"bl to assign numbers to the space elements in such a way
that elements with lower numbers are bounding those with higher number.. The
numbers arm caled dimuaen.n of the space elements. Thus vertices which are
not bounded by other elements get the lowest dimension, say 0; the edges get the
dimension 1, and the faces the dimension 2. Structures of this kind are known
as abstract cell complexes (15].

2.1 0.11 Complexes

Defluticu L. An absftrct cell complez (ACC) C = (E, B, dim) is a set E of
abstract elements Pr~vi 1.d with an antisymmletric, irreflexive, and transitive .-

Uinsry relation B C E x E called the boundinag nrgain, &and with a dimnsfiion
function dim: E -#Ifrom Einto theset Iof non-negative integessuch that
dim )<d~im(Ra frlps pin (el, e") e B.

ElemsUs of E are called ahstnict cells. It in important to stress that abstract
cell should not be regarded aspoint sows in a Euld~ean space. That is why
ACC9 and their cell awe called& asrc.Cosidering els& as abstract space
*00681te Makes it Pousible to developi the topology of AM~ as a self-continev.d
themv Whi9h is *,depmdmn of th" t"oreog Of Becluima specte..

Uf the dimemian dim(#') of a call elin equal to d then ef is called ik d
gjiwnloelcell oc a d.-clL An ACC is called Is-dinensionoi or a k-complex if

the dinenuiowsOf all its ceIliawe less orequal to, k. U (el,ell) eB then ef is said
to bound e".



Examples of ACs we shown in Fig. 2. Here and in the sequel the following

graphical notations (similar to that of Fig. 1) ae used: 0-cells are denoted by
"sm circles or squares representing points, 1-cells are denoted by line segments,
2-cels by interiors of rectangle, 3-cells by interiors of polyhedrons. The bounding
relation in these examples is defined in a natural way: a 1-cell represented in the
figure by a line segment is bounded by the 0-cells represented by its end points,
a 2-cell represented by the interior of a square is bounded by the 0- and 1-cels
composing its boundary etc.

The notion of a pixel which is widely used in computer graphics and image
processing should be identified with that of a 2-cell (elementary area) rather
than with a point, since a pixel is thought of as a carrier of a grey value which
can be physically measured only if the pixel has a non-zero area. On the other
hand, we are used to thinking of a point as an entity with a zero area. Similarly,
a voxel is a three-dimensional cell.

a b c

Fig. 2. Examples of ACCs: (a) 1-dimensional, (b) 2-dimensional, (c) 3-dimensional

The topological structure of an ACC is defined by

Definition 2. A subset S of E is called open in C if for every element e' of S,
all elements of C which are bounded by e' are also in S.

It has been shown [7] that for any finite topological space there exists an
ACC having an equivalent topological structure. A particular feature of ACCs
is, however, the presence of the dimension function. Due to this property ACCs
are attractive for applications: dimensions make the concept descriptive and
comprehensible for non- topologists. It is possible to make drawings of ACCs to
demonstrate topological evidence (e.g. Figs. 2 and 3), a possibility lost, unfor-
tunately, during the modem phase of topological development. ACCs invented
many years ago are being discussed more and more [3, 5] because of their at-
tractive features. Therefore we shall restrict ourselves to considering ACCs as
representatives of finite topological spaces.
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A~~b3 A,.bmpka S -(EB,Ir, dim!) of agiven ACC C=(E, B, dim)
isanACC wboe E s asubse~tof Rand threation B'tieaitesection

o( BwithVx E. The dimension dim' isequal todim forall cells ofEV.

This definition makes clear that to define a subcomplex S of C = (E, B, dim)
it sugknto define a ubset V of the elements of E. Thus it is possible to speak
of asuboomplex V C E while understanding the subcomplex S = (E', B', dim!).
All suabcomplexes of C mayr be regarded as subsets of C and thus it is possible to
use the common fowmulae of the set theory to define intersections, unions, and
complements of subcomplexes of an ACC C.

Definition 2, defining the notion of open subsets, simultaneously defines the
open subcomplexes of a given ACC. According to the aioms of topology any
intersection of a finite number of open subsets is open. In a finite space there is
only a finite number of subsets. Therefore in a finite ACC the intersection of all
open subcomplexes containing a given cell c is an open subcomplex. It is called
the smal lest open neighbourhood of c in the given ACC C and will be denoted
by SON(c). Notice that there is no such notion for a connected Hausdorff space.

It is easy to see that SON(c) consists of the cell c itself and of all cells of C
bounded by c. Figure 3 shows some exmuples of the SONs of cells of different

e T2  e

CICA

Fig. 3.Smallest open neighibourhoods of k-dimensional cells ek in d-dimensional AC~s
Cdd 1,2,3
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dmmsi in diff t ACCs. Notice that in any came the SON of a cell of the
higba dizunsiam is the cell itself. More about ACC, may be found in [7, 81.

2.2 Multidimailonal Manifolds

Them awe spwoo with some especially simple structures. They are called man-
ifolds. The notion of manifolds in the Hausdorff topology is defined in a rather
complex way. In the finite topology a manifold may be defined in a rather simple
war a finite manifold is a connected nonbranching finite space. To make this
notion more precise let us introduce:

D itlon4. Two cells e' and e of an ACC C are called incident with each
other in C iff either e' = e", or e' bounds e", or e" bounds e'.

Defnition S. Two ACCs are called B-isomorphic to each other if there exists
a one-to-one correspondence between their cells which retains the bounding re-
lation.

Definition 6. An n-dimensional finite manifold M,, is an n-dimensional ACC
satisfying the following conditions:

(1) a 0-dimensional manifold Mo consists of two cells with no bounding re-
lation between them;

(2) an n-dimensional manifold M,, with n > 0 is connected;
(3) for any cell c of M. the subcomplex of all cells different from c and

incident with c is B-isomorphic to an (n-i )-dimensional manifold (nonbranching
condition).

This definition is an attempt to generalize the well-known definition of pseudo-
manifolds [14].

Topological properties of two-dimensional manifolds are well known. They are
defined by the genus which in turn is defined by the Euler polyhedron formula:

N2- N+No=2(1-G).

Here N2 , NI, and No are the numbers of 2-, 1-, and 0- dimensional cells respec-
tively; G is the genus.
The notion of the genus can be illustrated by the following remarks: a manifold
of genus 0 looks like a sphere (subdivided into cells), a manifold of genus 1 looks
like a torus. A manifold of genus equal to G looks like a sphere with G handles.

Properties of manifolds of higher dimensions are still not sufficiently investi-
gated. On the other hand, they may be of great interest for our understanding
of the universe since there are reasons to believe that our physical space is a
four-dimensional manifold. Topological properties of the space may be of great
importance for the theory of elementary particles. Since ACCs of any dimension
may be easily represented by computers there is a possibility of investigating
the properties of finite manifolds of dimensions greater than two by means of
computers.
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3 Coaa.ctvlty

Consider now the transitive closure of the incidence relation accordi .g to Defini-
tion 4. (The transitive closure of a binary relation R in E is the intersection of all
transitive relations in E containing R). This new relation will be declared as the
conectednes relation. As any transitive closure it must be defined recursively:

Def tion T. Two cells e' and e" of an ACC C are called connected to each
other in C iff either e' is incident with e", or there exists in C a cell c which is
connected to both e' and e".

It may be easily shown that the connectedness relation according to Defini-
tion 7 is an equivalence relation (reflexive, symmetric, and transitive). Thus it
defines a partition of an ACC C into equivalence classes called the components
of C.

Definition 8. An ACC C consisting of a single component is called connected.

It is easy to see that Definitions 7 and 8 are directly applicable to subsets
of an ACC C: any subset is, according to Definition 3, a subcomplex of C ,
and is again an ACC. It is, however, important to stress that all intermediate
cells c mentioned in Definition 7 must belong to the subset under consideration.
Therefore it is reasonable to regard an equivalent definition of connected ACCs:

Definition 9. A sequence of cells of an ACC C beginning with c, and finishing
with c" is called a path in C from c' to c" if every two cells which are adjacent
in the sequence are incident.

Definition 10. An ACC C is called path-connected if for any two cells c', and
c" of C there exists a path in C from c' to c".

Koi.g et al. [6] have shown that Definitions 8 and 10 are equivalent. As shown
by .ht author [7, 8] these definitions are in full accordance with classical topology
and free of paradoxes.

3.1 Membership P.ules

An n-dimensional ,mage (n = 2 or 3) is defined by assigning numbers (grey
values or densities) to the n-dimensional cells of an n-dimensional ACC. There
is no need to assign grey values or densities to cells of lower dimensions. Such an
assignment would be unnatural since a grey value may be physically determined
only for a finite area. We have agreed to interpret 2-cells in a two-dimensional
ACC as elementary areas. Cells of lower dimensions have area equal to zero.
Similarly, a density may be physically determined only for a finite volume which
is represented in a three-dimensional ACC by a 3-cell.

However, when considering the connectivity of a subset (subcomplex) of an
n-dimensional ACC, the membership in a subset under consideration must be
specified for cells of al dimensions. Under this condition the connectivity of the
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subset is consistently specified by Definition 8 or 10. It is important to stress that
the connectivity is determined by means of the lower dimensional cells which are
serving as some kind of "glue" joining n-dimensional cells. A set consisting of
only n-dimensional cells is always disconnected.

Generally a partition of the ACC in disjoint subsets must be considered, and
each cell of the ACC must be assigned to exactly one subset of the partition.
Every cell gets the identification number of a subset as its membership label.

The membership of cells of lower dimensions cannot be specified in the same
way as that of the cells of highest dimension (n-cells) since the lower dimensional
cells have no grey values. This must be done by using certain a priori knowledge
about the image under consideration. The membership of a lower dimensional
cell may be specified as a function of the membership labels, and grey values
of the n-cells bounded by it by means of the membership rules. Consider an
example of such a rule.

Maximum Value Rule: In an n-dimensional ACC every cell c of dimension
less than n gets the membership label of that n-cell which has the maximum
grey value (density) among all n-cells bounded by c.

It is possible to formulate a similar Minimum Value Rule. The connectivity
of a binary image is similar in both cases to that obtained according to a widely
used idea of an 8- adjacency for objects, and a 4-adjacency for the background
[13]. An important advantage of the Maximum (Minimum) Value Rule is the
possibility of using it for multi-valued images. A slightly more complicated, and
also practically useful rule may be found in [7]. Also situations in which an
explicit specification of the membership labels may be useful, are discussed there.

8 - 11818111S 8

8 1 1 8 8L181 1 8 f
8 1 1 8 1 1 8
"8" 1 8 "8" 11 8

8 8 _ 8 a~8 8 a 8 8 8 8 8.k I8I

Fig. 4. An image with three grey values (empty pixels have the value 0, explanation
in text)

The advantages of the Maximum Value Rule may be seen in the example of
Fig. 4. The image has three grey values: 8, 1, and 0 (empty boxes in Fig. 4).
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their a from the pixels with the grey value 8, 0-cells shown as dots
belo•g to the sets with the grey-level 1. Correspondingly, the image has 2 com-
ponets with the value 8; 3 components with the value 1; and 5 components
with the value 0. This is in accordance with our intuitive idea of connected
components.

Compare these results with that obtained with adjacency relations. When
applying different kinds of adjacency for pixels with different grey values, one
obtains numbers of components shown in Table 1. The notation in the table may
be explained by the following example: GV = 1 and Ad = 8 means that all pixels
in Fig. 4 with grey value 1 have the 8- adjacency. NC = 1 means that the set of
such pixels consists of I component.

Table 1. Number of components in the image of Fig. 4 under different adjacencies
GV - grey value, Ad - adjacency, NC - number of components

Variant 1 1 Variantj2 Variant 3
GV Ad NC GV Ad NC GV Ad NC

8 8 2 8 8 2 8 8 2
1 8 1 1 8 1 1 4 9
0 8 1 0 4 5 0 4 5

It is easy to see that all variants contradict our intuition.

3.2 Labelling and Counting Connected Components

Definition 7 may be directly used to label connected components of a segmented
image. A digital image is given as a two- or three-dimensional array with grey
values (densities) assigned to each pixel (voxel). Results of the segmentation of
the image into quasi-homogeneous segments are also given as segment labels
assigned to each pixel (voxel).
The problem of labelling connected components consists of assigning to each
pixel (voxel) of the image the identification number of the component to which
it belongs.

The well-known solution for two-dimensional binary images [13] is as follows.
The image is scanned row by row. For each pixel P the following set S of pixels is
defined: a pixel belongs to S if it is adjacent to P, is already visited, and has the
same segmentation label as P. If S is empty, then P is given a new component
number. If all components of S have the same component number, then P has
this number. If S consists of more than one component and the components of
S have different component numbers, then P is given one of the numbers and
all the numbers are recorded as being equivalent. When the whole image has
been scanned in this way, the records must be investigated and the classes of
equivalent numbers determined. The image must then be rescanned and the old
numbers replaced by the numbers of equivalence classes.
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The awi•thmn based on ACCM is similar to that just described. The main
96@ we consists of the following. The set S of adjacent pixels is replaced by the
set C of incident cells of lower dimensions which are Aimultaneously incident to
some already visited pixels. Each cell of C is given its segment label according to
a membership rule as explained in the previous section. The cell is also given the
corresponding component number from one of the already visited pixels. Now the
subset CI of cells of C having the same segmentation label as P is investigated
in the same way as the set S. The advantage of this procedure is that it may
be used for non-binary images while avoiding wrong decisions demonstrated in
Table 1.

Unfortunately, in most publications (including [13]) there is no description
of an efficient procedure for finding the equivalence classes. The few procedures
described in the literature need either much computation time or an additional
memory space greater than the output image containing the component labels,
The author has found a component labelling algorithm which needs no addi-
tional memory. The processing time is twice the time of scanning the image.
The algorithm cannot be presented here for reasons of space. The algorithm is
applicable for three- dimensional non-binary images.

The problem of counting the components is much simpler than that of la-
belling them since no equivalence classes need to be determined. The subset C'
must be determined in the same way as before. The component counter is first
incremented for each pixel P. Then the counter must be decremented by the
number of components of C'.

4 Boundaries

The theory of ACCs leads to a topologically consistent definition of the boundary
of a subset of an image. The notion of a boundary remains the same as in general
topology:

Definition 11. The boundary (frontier) of a subcomplex S of an ACC C relative
to C is the subcomplex Fr(S, C) consisting of all cells c of C such that the SON(c)
contains cells both of S and of its complement C - S.

Figure 5a shows an example of a subcomplex S of a two- dimensional ACC,
Fig. 5b its boundary according to Definition 11, and Fig. 5c the "inner" and
"outer" boundaries of S under 8-adjacency [13].

Consider their properties. The boundary Fr(S, C) in an n- dimensional ACC
C contains no n-dimensional cells since n is the highest dimension and hence an
n-cell is bounding no cells of C. Therefore the SON of such a cell consists of a
single cell which is the cell itself. Hence the SON cannot contain cells of both S
and its complement, and the cell cannot belong to the boundary. Consequently,
the boundary of S is a subcomplex of a lower dimension equal to n - 1. Thus the
boundary of a region (a connected open subcomplex) in a two-dimensional ACC
contains no pixels and consists of 0- and 1-cells. It looks like a closed polygon or
several polygons if the region has some holes in it. The boundaries thus defined
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a analog. to the "(CD)-wbrdsre" or ase of "crack bridy mentioed in
(13, (secod *&%tion)].

8 C

a b C

Fig. 5. (a) A subset, (b) its boundary according to Definition 11, (c) and its "inner"
and "outer" boundaries under 8-adjacency

Similarly, the boundary of a region in a three-dimensional ACC contains
no vowels and consists of 0-, 1-, and 2-cells. It looks like a closed surface of
a polyhedron (or several surfaces if the region has some holes). A 2-cell of a
boundary separates a voxel of the region from a voxel of its complement. Thus
the 2-cells of the boundary are the "faces" considered in [4]. We may see now
that the theory of the ACCs brings many intuitively introduced notions together
in a consistent and topologically well-founded concept.

The boundaries Fr(S, C) in two-dimensional images have a zero area and
boundaries in three-dimensional images a zero volume, which is not the case for
boundaries in adjacency graphs (see Fig. 5c).

The next peculiarity of the boundary Fr(S, C) is that it is unique: there
is no need (and no possibility!) of distinguishing between the inner and outer
boundary as they were defined, for example, by Pavlidis [10] or between the "D-
border of C" and "C-Border of 17' [13]. A boundary according to Definition 11
is the same for a subset and for its complement, since Definition 11 is symmetric
with respect to both subsets. This is not the case for boundaries in adjacency
graphs.

The boundary Fr(S, C) depends neither on the kind of adjacency (which
notion is no longer used) nor on the membership rules as defined in Sect. 3. The
proof of the last assertion may be found in [81.
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The tracking algorithm described next is identical with "crack following" (13].
The present description is given in terms of ACCs which has the advantage that
it is topologically justified and more comprehensible. The tracking goes from
one 0-cell to the next, step by step, in such a direction that the region with the
chosen label (the object) always remains on the right hand side of the direction.
Them move travel along the 1-cells which in a two-dimensional Cartesian ACC
[9] are either horisontal or vertical. Thus there are only four possible directions
as shown in Fig. 6.

"R LI, I . .. ,

Fig. 6. Turn rules for boundary tracking

Having only four directions, rather than eight as is usual when tracking
"boundaries" in adjacency graphs, already makes the algorithm simpler.
When arriving at the next 0-cell p, the direction of the last step having led to p
is known. Thus it is known that the 2-cell lying to the right of this direction be-
longs to the object and that lying to the left belongs to the background (Fig. 6).
In this way the membership of two pixels of SON(p) is already known. It is only
necessary to test the labels of the remaining two pixels of SON(p) lying ahead:
one to the right and one to the left of the direction of the last step (L and R
in Fig. 6). Consider the case when the object has a greater grey-level than the
background and accept, for example, the Maximum Value Rule to determine
the membership of the 0-cells. Then the actual 0-cell p (denoted by a circle in
Fig. 6) always belongs to the object, because p is a boundary cell and, according
to Definition 10, there must be in the SON(p) at least one object pixel. This
pixel having the maximum grey-level determines the membership of p.

The direction of the next step depends upon the labels of L and R in the
following way: if L is in the object then turn left, else if R is in the background
turn right, else retain the old direction. This decision rule is the kernel of the
tracking algorithm. The reminder consists of some obvious procedures for calcu-
lating the necessary coordinates. The whole procedure contains about 20 Pascal
instructions. Tracking algorithms which do not use the concept of cell complexes
[11, 13] are much more complicated and less comprehensible.

When tracking the boundary of an object, it is possible to encode the bound-
ary by the crack-code, which is the well-known chain code (Freeman code) with
four directions. Together with the coordinates of the starting point, it gives the
possibility to reconstruct the boundary and the object itself (see next section).
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4L2 Ming~ Juatwerl of Curvesi

Cesid.er w the problem at lling tOe interior of a closed curve. Th. problem is
a bv', equivalMt to that of deciding if a pixel is inside or outside the curve:
the nem pixels must be filled, the outer must not. The decision is based on
the hfct that a ray which starts at a given point and goes to come point at the
boarder of the image crosses the given curve an odd number of times if the point
is inside the curve, and an even number of times otherwise. Difficulty arises in
ding between crossing and tangency.

r I Fllll
i I ~~l

a b C

Fig.?.- Recognizing inner pixels in adjacency graphs (a~b) and in an ACC (c)

It may be seen in Fig. 7& and Th that when describing curves as sets of pixels,
situations may occur in which it is impossible to decide correctly whether a pixel
p is in the interior of the curve when analysing only the line containing p: the
lines containing p are identical in Fig. 7a and 7b whereas p is inside the curve in
Fig. 7a but outside in Fig. 7b.

Algorithms not based on the concept of ACCa (e.g. [11]) are rather com-
plicated since they need to test three adjacent lines to decide between crossing
and tangency. In the case of an ACC, the ray is replaced by a horizontal open
strip consisting of alternating 2-cells and vertical 1-cells, all lying in a horizontal
row of the raster containing the pixel p (Fig. 7c). The curve is represented as a
1-dimensional subcomplex consisting of alternating 0- and 1-cells. There arises
no problem of tangency eince a horizontal strip does not contain horizontal 1-
cells. Crossings with the curve are only possible on vertical 1-cells. Therefore the
filling is reduced to scanning the image with the given curve horizontally, row
by row, and counting in each row the encountered vertical 1-cells of the curve.
Counting must start with 0 at the left side of each row. For each pixel in the
row the number of vertical 1-cells counted since the start of the row must be
tested: if the count is odd then the pixel must be filled, otherwise not. In other
words, filling of subsequent pixels in a row must be started whenever the count
becomes odd, and stopped whenever it becomes even. For example, in the 4th
row of Fig. 7c the count becomes equal to 1 in the second column. Thus the
pixels in columns 2 to 10 must be filled. In the 11th column the count becomes 2
and the filling must be stopped. A similar algorithm again based on the notion



of rsoche is described in [13).
Dbcrminai~gbetween inner and outer pixels of a closed curve is important

hbramlssic dot gvesathe poibiltyofdetrmlinig which ofaset o
objecft wit hoes awe interior to other objects. ft is possible to construct in this
wa (em e&drswwe completely describing the topological structure of acope
object.

5 Surfikees in Tb,.. Dimeamdona Images

An important means of determining the shape of objects in three-dimensional
imgsconsists of analysing their surfaces. A surface of an object is its boundary

according to Definition 11. The problem consist in detecting connected comipo-
nents of the boundaries and in deter--nWag their properties, both topological
and geometrical. One of the possible ways of realizing this consists of tracking
the surfaces. ¶frackng goes from a cell to another cell connected to it. Hence,
the process of uninterrupted tracking always relates to a connected component
of a surface.

z

6 9 x
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Fig. S. ltacking a surface in a three-diwmenional ACC

Tfracking surface is much more complicated than tracking curves. Only in
the simplest cass can it be organised as scanning rows and columns. However, it
may be shown that any surface in a Cartesian ACC [9) may be represented as a
union of "hoops3 (Fig. 8), each lying in a slice with one of the three coordinates
being constant. A hoop is a closed sequence of alternating mutually incident
two- -and one- dimensiona cells having one of the three coordinates constant.



1Tbom anthre fimm~ of hoo ach cottepwanling to one of the coordinat
m a hoep d am fmily cicus about an axis paralle to the corresponding

medimat. az The ammsp--ding coordinate remains constant. Hoops o( two
sk famies we shown in Fig. S.

Gordon and Udupa have shown [2] that, to track a component of a surface,
it suffices to track all hoops o( only two families. A hoop of the X-family and a
hoop of the Z-family have at least two common faces (2-cells) whose normal is
parllel to the Y-axis (for example, face I labelled with a cram in Fig. 8). One
of the normal orientations must be choewn as the basic orientation.

The hoops are tracked by means of the algorithm described in Sect. 4.1. for
two-dimensional images since a hoop lies in a two-dimensional slice. All faces
with the basic orientation encountered during the tracking are recorded in a list,
accompanied by a label of the hoop family.

When the tracking of a hoop finishes, a basic face is extracted from the
list; the tracking &iong a hoop of the other family is started; and the face is
debeted from the list. In this way any basic face is visited twice. Faces with other
orentations are visited only once.

The surfe may be economically encoded by means of the crack-codes of all
the hoops being tracked. This code may be used for the approximation of the sur-
face by planar patches, which is important for analysing geometrical properties
of the surface.

Topological properties of a surface may be described by its genus as explained
in Sect. 2.2. It may be shown that each component of the boundary of an object
in a three- dimensional image is (under the usual conditions) a two- dimensional
manifold, as defined in Sect. 2.2. Any such manifold is topologically equivalent
to a sphere with G handles, G being the genus of the manifold.

To calculate the genus of a boundary component, it is necessary to count
the 0-, 1- and 2-cells in the component. It is incorrect to count the cells directly
in the crack-codes of hoops, since some cells are repeated in many hoops. The
correct way consists of using the crack-codes to determine the faces (2-cells)
belonging to the desired component while labelling the already counted cells in
a three-dimensional array representing the image. Each element of the array must
have 7 bits for the labels of one 0-cel, three 1-cells and three 2-cells assigned to
the corresponding vozel, for example, by the "nearest-to-the-origin" membership
rule. At the beginning of the count all the labels (bits) must be set to zero. Each
boundary face is bounded by four 0-cells and four 1-cells. All nine cells belong
to the desired boundary component. The bit corresponding to each of the nine
cells must be found in the array and, if it is zero, the corresponding cell must be
counted with the proper sign and the bit must be set to one.
The genus of a boundary component provides important information about the
object.

6 Conclusion

This study has presented some concepts and algorithms for determining topolog-
ical properties of subsets of two- and three-dimensional images. These properties
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A Nw Cempt b Dig"ta Geomaetry

Vikok A Kmkueoto

IheWkah F&aUDAkscl Lemmbuu Str. 10, 133M3 Berlin, Germany

Abstract. A concept for geometry in a topological space with finitely many el-
ements without the use of i*flnitesimas is presented. The notions of congruence,
collinearity, convexity, digital lines, perimeter, area, volume, etc. are defined. The
classical notion of continuous mappings is transferred (without changes) onto fi-
nite spaces. A slightly more general notion of connectivity preserving mappings
is introduced. Applications for shape analysis are demonstrated.

Keywords: topological coordinates, continuous mapping, connectivity-preserv-
ing mapping, n-isomorphism, digital half-plane, digital straight-line segment,
digital circular arc, perimeter, area, volume, cell list, polygon matching.

1 Introduction

Researchers in the areas of image processing and computer graphics have re-
cently been placed in a strange situation. There is an increasing need to pro-
duce practically applicable results in the absense of adequate theory: there are
many problems in image analysis which cannot be solved on the basis of classi-
cal Euclidean geometry. Consider as an example the problem of measuring the
curvature of lines in digital images. All the knowledge of differential geometry
turns out to be useless in this case. Another example is drawing digital poly-
gons with some acute angles and filling their interiors: some vertices disappear,
others induce stripes running through the whole image. Similar situations occur
each time that some fine details of the image must be processed. The reason is
that classical geometry is developed for working with point sets having infinitely
many elements. According to the topological foundations of classical geometry,
even the smallest neighbourhood of a point contains infinitely many other points.
Therefore, classical geometry has no tools for working with single space elements,
which is highly important in analysing digital images. In such cases one gets the
feeling that Euclidean geometry give only an apprmimate description of geo-
metric figures in the digital space, namely with a precision of plus or minus a few
space elements. The feeling contradicts the common belief that classical geom-
etry gives a precise description of figures, while every numeric description is an

..... ... ,
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a o ate one. Tis e, of uurse, true as far asdassical geometry is applied
to ; space of infinitely small space elements: an error of "a few infinitesimal*"
is lsis than an error of a single finite element. However, when applying both
the classical and the digital approach to a space of finite elements, the digital
approach gives a higher precision.

Some elementary concepts of self-contained digital geometry in a two- and
three-dimensional space is presented. The concepts are kept, on the one hand,
as close as possible to the practical demands of image processing and computer
graphics and, on the other hand, as close as possible to the "macro-results" of
Euclidean geometry which has been proven to describe adequately the real macro
world. Therefore they are dissociated from such approaches to digital geometry
which, for example, consider a digital line as a disconnected set of remote points,
or use a non-Euclidean metric, or permit rotation of the space only by a multiple
of 900 [5].

The present approach is based on the topology of abstract cell complexes,
which is a special case of a finite To-topology in the classical sense of this notion.
The theory is independent of Euclidean geometry as well as of Hausdorff topol-
ogy: all the geometric notions are introduced anew and are based only on the
notions of finite topology. Therefore geometrical figures in the digital space are
not defined as results of digitizing some Euclidean figures. Digitization is con-
sidered as a transfer from a space with finer space elements to a coarser space.
The theory of cell complexes will not be repeated here since it may be found in
this volume [13].

In Sect. 2 the notion of a Cartesian finite space is introduced. This provides
the possibility of defining "topological" coordinates before introducing a metric
and the notion of a straight line. Section 3 introduces the notions of a half-plane,
a digital straight-line segment, and collinearity. An algorithm for drawing curves
as boundaries of regions defined by inequalities is presented. Section 4 is devoted
to metric, circles, and spheres. Also the notion of congruence is introduced there.
Section 5 describes mappings among finite spaces. It is shown here that it is
impossible to describe all mappings important for applications by functions.
The notions of continuous multivalued correspondence, connectivity-preserving
mapping, and n-isomorphism are introduced. The notions are used to analyse
the properties of digital geometric transformations. Section 6 presents methods
of calculating perimeter, area, and volume. Section 7 describes some applications
to shape analysis.

2 Finite Cartesian Spaces

Digita geometry must be developed in a finite topological space. As explained
in [13], it is expedient to accept an abstract cell complex (ACC) as such a space.
All properties of ACCs important for this presentation may be found in [13].
To analyse shapes in digital images, it is important to have coordinates in the
corresponding space. A natural way of introducing coordinates in ACCs consists
of constructing ACCs with some special simple structure as explained below.
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FiN comaider the finite number line as a one-dimensional ACC. There must
be ai Hasrorder in the set of its cells and hence no branches in the ACC. (See
[13, DWnition 6] for the nonbranching condition). ACCs without brmnche awe
manifolds [13]. Thus, what we need is a connected subset of a one-dimensional
maif"d: it is a connected ACC in which each O-cell, except two of them, has
exactly two incident 1-cells. Such an ACC looks like a polygonal line whose
vertices are the 0-calls and whom edges are the 1-cells (Al and A2 in Fig. 1).

It is pomible to asign subsequent integer numbers (in addition to dimensions)
to the cells in such a way that a cell with the number z is incident with cells
having the numbers z- 1 and z + 1. These numbers are considered as coordinates
of cells in a one-dimensional space. ACCs of greater dimensions are defined as
Cartesian products of such one-dimensional ACCs. A product ACC is called
a Cartesian ACC. The set of cells of an n-dimensional Cartesian ACC C, is
the Cartesian product of n sets of cells of one-dimensional ACCs. These one-
dimensional ACCs are the coordinate awes of the n-dimensional space. They will
be denoted by A,, i = 1, 2,..., n. A cell of the n-dimensional Cartesian ACC
C. is an n-tupel (a1 , a:,..., a.) of cells ai of the corresponding axes: aj E A,.
The bounding relation of the n-dimensional ACC C. is defined as follows: the
n-tupel (a,, a2,... ,a,) is bounding another distinct n-tupel (b1,b ,.. .,Ib,) iff
for all i = 1, 2, ... , n the cell aj is incident with b, in Ai and dim(ai) :_ dim(b,)
in Ai. The dimension of a product cell is defined as the sum of dimensions of
the factor cells in their one-dimensional spaces. Coordinates of a product cell are
defined by the vector whose components are the coordinates of the factor cells
in their one-dimensional spaces.

Consider the two-dimensional product ACC in Fig. 1. The 1-cell with coor-

A 2

(x. y+2) (z+l. y+2) (-*2, y.2)

yl (z. y ) (+1 Y) (a+Z. yYl)

(z, y) (z.1, y) f (a+z.,y)

A
X 3+1 x,2

Fig. 1. Composition of a two-dimensional Cartesian ACC

dinates (z + 1, V + 2) is a pair consisting of the 1-cell z + 1 of the one-dimensional
ACC A1 and the 0-cell V + 2 of the ACC A2. The 2-cell (z + 1, y + 1) of the
product ACC consists of the 1-cells z + 1 of Al and y + 1 of A2 etc.

Notice, that coordinates have been introduced without having introduced a
metric, or the notion of a straight line, or the scalar product. Therefore it is
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curct to call the coordinates tpoelogicl ones. Similar spaces without regarding
dimenuions of space elemnts were considered by Khalimsky [6] (se also [7] ). It
is easy to an that a Cartesian ACC represents a finite analogue of a Cartesian
Euhdoan spaic.

The coordinate notation used by Khalimsky has the disadvantage that the
sise of a pixel, which is equal to the difference of the coordinate of the sides of
the corresponding square, is equal to 2 rather than to 1 as is usual in image
processing. There are two possibilities for overcoming this drawback. One of
them consists of assigning the same integer to a 0-cell and to the next incident
1-cell of an axis. Dimensions of cells must then be coded by additional labels.
This notation gives no possibility of expressing the fine difference in the location
of a pixel and of one of the 0-cells incident with it. This sometimes leads to an
undesired asymmetry of figures described by inequalities. For example, a digital
circle, defined as a set of pixels whose distance to a point, that is, to a 0-cell, is
limited by the given radius, is asymmetric with respect to the point.

The second possibility is to assign subsequent rational numbers with denom-
inator 2 to subsequent cells of an axis. The size of a pixel is then equal to 1
and cells of different dimensions always have different coordinates. Under this
notation the coordinates of a pixel in a two-dimensional space and, generally,
of an n-cell c in an n-dimensional space, are equal to the arithmetic mean of
the coordinates of all cells bounding c. Hence, fractional coordinates of an n-cell
may be interpreted as coordinates of its "middle point". This prevents the im-
precise definition of figures by inequalities. In the general case, coordinates may
be rational numbers with any constant denominator, or floating point numbers
while even mantissae correspond to 0-cells and odd mantissae to 1- cells. It is
possible to achieve with this notation any required precision in determining the
coordinates while preserving the possibility in recognizing the dimension of a
cell from its coordinates. Let us consider in the sequel coordinates of cells of
the axes as rational numbers with denominator 2. Then dimensions of cells may
be recognized in the following way: the coordinates of 0- cells of the axes are
integers and those of 1-cells are fractions. All n coordinates of a 0-cell of Cn are
integers. All coordinates of an n-cell are fractions. A d-dimensional cell of Cn

has d fractional and n - d integer coordinates. The recognition of dimensions in
the general case of an arbitrary denominator is similar to that just explained.

3 Linear Inequalities in the Two-Dimensional Space

For convenience, let us call the 0-cells of the space "points", the 1-cells "cracks"
and the 2-cells "pixels". Some definitions are now introduced which are impor-
tant for subsequent development.

Definition 1. A region is an open connected subset of the space. A region R of
an n-dimensional ACC C" is called solid if every cell c E C' which is not in R
is incident with an n-cell of the complement C" - R.

Definition 2. A digital half-plane is a solid region containing all pixels of the
space, whose coordinates satisfy a linear inequality.
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Fig. 2. Examples of a half-plane and a DSS

For example, Fig. 2 shows the half-plane defined by 2x - 3V + 2 > 0. All pixels
of the half-plane are labelled "h".

Definition 3. A non-empty intersection of digital half-planes is called a digital
conier aubset of the space.

UDdntion4. A digital straight-line segment (DSS) is any connected subset of
the boundary of a half-plane.

In Fig. 2 the cracks of the DSS composing the boundary of the half-plane "h"
are drawn as thick lines and the points as black circles.

Definition 5. A point (0-cell) C is said to be strictly collinear with two other
points A and B if

(o - Z&)(Yb - Y,) - (Yc• Y)(Xb- .) = 0

It is said to lie to the right of the ordered pair of points A and B if

(:c - ,b)" (l, - Y.) -(Yc - Yb) - (Xb - X.) > 0

It lies to the left of A and B if

(xo - Xb). (Yb - Y.)- (Y, - Yh). (Xb - X.) < 0

Consider all ordered pairs of points of a DSS, such that all other points of the
DSS do not lie to the left of the pair. Choose the pair (A, B) with the greatest
absolute difference of the coordinates xb - z. or yb - y. (Fig. 2). If there are
points of the DSS which are strictly collinear with A and B, choose the pair of
such points which are closest to each other. Denote the points C and D. This
point pair is called the right base of the DSS. The left base may be defined
similarly. The slope M/N of the base is defined by two integers:

M =Y -Y and N=xd--c
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In the example of Fig. 2, M = 2, N = 3. Owing to the choice of points that
an closest and strictly collinear with A and B, the fraction MIN is irreducible.
From the definition of the DSS as a boundary of a half-plane (Definition 4) and
the definition of the boundary [131, it follows that every point (z, y) of the DSS
satisfies the following inequalities:

0 < (z - z•). - (y- •o).N <_ Il+ INI- 1(1

Note that z, V, zc, ye, M, and N are all integers. These inequalities are used for
the fast recognition of DSSs [10].

Deffnition 6. A two-dimensional vector with integer components (z, y) is called
right aemi-collinear with another integer vector (n, m) if the following inequali-
ties hold: 0_< (x.M - y.N) _ IM1+ INI- 1
where M and N are numerator and denominator of the irreducible fraction
MIN = m/n.

The notion of left semi-collinear vectors may be defined similarly.
By means of this definition, a DSS with a given base (C, D) may be defined

as a digital curve K (connected subset of a one-dimensional manifold, see [13])
such that each point P of K composes with one of the end points of the right
base (say, C) a vector (P - C) left semi-collinear with the vector (D - C) of the
right base. A similar definition is possible when using the left base.

One of the simplest methods to draw a DSS in a two-dimensional ACC con-
sists of tracking the linear inequality defining the corresponding half-plane. For
this purpose the tracking algorithm described in [13] may be used. To adapt the
algorithm for tracking an inequality rather than an object in a binary image,
the tests of the two pixels L and R for their membership in the object must be
replaced by the test of whether the half-integer coordinates of the pixels satisfy
the inequality. The tracking may be made faster when calculating the increments
of the left side of the inequality rather than the expression itself. The calculation
becomes still simpler when transforming the desired DSS to one lying in the first
octant. This modification of the tracking corresponds to the famous Bresenham
algorithm [2].

The tracking technique may be used to draw boundaries of regions defined
by any inequalities, also non-linear, for example, circles, parabolas, etc.

4 Metric, Circles, and Spheres

Only the Euclidean metric may be used in digital geometry. This is necessary to
obtain results as close as possible to those of classical geometry. Correspondingly,
the distance D(A, B) between two points (cells) A and B is declared to be equal
to

D(A,B) = (A -B)2
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Ai and Ed being the ith coordinates of tbe car.o ong points in an n-dimen-
uional Cartesian space as defined in Sect. 2.

Having doamed the distance, we may immediately specify the inequality of a
digital disk in the two4irnsional opace

DeMatlon 7. A digital disk is a solid region containing all pixels of the space,
whom coordinates satisfy the following inequality:

(z - Xz)2  + (Vy-)2< , (2)

where z and I are the half-integer coordinates of pixels, z, and y, are the co-
ordinates of the centre, R is the radius of the disk. The values of ze, 1y, and R
may be either integer or fractional.

Definition 8. A digital circular arc (DCA) is any connected subset of the bound-
ary of a digital disk.

To draw a DCA, the technique of tracking the boundary of an inequality,
as described in the previous section, may be used. As in the case of a line,
the tracking may be made faster when calculating increments of the left side
of 2 rather than the expression itself and when restricting the set of possible
step directions according to the known octant of the arc. This modification of
tracking is wellknown in computer graphics as the Bresenham arc algorithm [3].
Recognition of DCA is described in [101.

In a similar way, digital balls and spheres (as boundaries of balls) may be
defined in the three-dimensional space. Tracking surfaces in three-dimensional
binary images is described in [13]. The same technique may be used to track the
surface of an arbitrary body defined by an inequality.

The notions of distance and collinearity may be used to introduce that of
congruence:

Definition 9. The distance d between two points is declared digitally equal to
a number n, if the absolute difference between d and n is less than or equal to
length of a pixel's diagonal (V2 under the accepted notation).

Definition 10. The value of aemi-collinearity of a point C relative to an ordered
pair of points A and B is declared to be 0 if C is semi-collinear with (A, B). If
it is not semi-collinear, then the value is declared to be -1 or +1 depending on
whether C lies to the left or to the right of (A, B) according to Definition 5.

Definition 11. Two figures F and G are called congruent with each other iff
there exists such a mapping from F to G that the distance between any two
cells of G is digitally equal to the distance of their pre-images in F, and the
value of semi-collinearity of any three points of G is the same as that of their
pre-images in F.

The mapping is not necessarily a bijection. The class of considerable mappings
called CPM is described in the next section.
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S p Among Finite Spaces

Mappg among finite spaes are rather different from those among infinite
spaces. Consider the simplest example of mapping a one- dimensional finite space
X onto another such space Y by a function. A function must assign one cell of
Y to each cell of X. Consider a function F and a subset S of Y consisting
of two incident cells of Y having the coordinates y and y + 1/2 [13]. The pre-
image F-I(S) must consist of at least two different cells, since the function is
single-valued. The difference D, between the values of y is equal to 1/2, while
the difference D. between the extreme values of z in F-'(S) is greater than
or equal to 1/2. Hence the average slope D/1D) of F cannot be greater than
1. Thus a problem arises: functions mapping one finite space into another such
space cannot have a slope greater than 1. If we decide to restrict ourselves to such
functions, the problem is still unsolved, since there is no possibility of considering
inverse functions, which in this case must have a slope greater than or equal to
1.

The only possible solution is to consider more general correspondences be-
tween X and Y, assigning to each cell of X a subset of Y rather than a single
cell.

5.1 Connectivity-Preserving Correspondences

A correspondence between X and Y or a multi-valued mapping of X into Y
is a subset F of ordered pairs (z, y) containing all cells z E X and some cells
y E Y. There is a difference between a correspondence and a binary relation: in
the case of a relation the sets X and Y must be identical. A function is a special
case of a correxpondence: a correspondence is a function if any value of z E X is
encountered in exactly one pair (x, y) of F. Given a correspondence F, the set
of all y encountered in pairs of F containing a fixed x is called the image of z.
The set of all z encountered in pairs of F with a fixed V is called the pre-image
of y. The union of the images of all z of a subset SX of X is called the image of
SX. Similarly, the union of the pre-images of all y of a subset SY of Y is called " .
the pre-image of SY.

A correspondence may be continuous in the classical sense of the notion if
the pre-image of any open subset of Y is open (for example, G in Fig. 3). Coor-
dinates in Fig. 3 are denoted by their numerators, to make the notation simpler.
However, in finite mathematics another class of correspondence is important.

Definition 12. A correspondence between X and Y is called a connectivity-
preserving mapping (CPM) if the image of any connected subset of X is con-
nected.

An example of a CPM is F in Fig. 3. It is easy to see that every continuous
correspondence is a CPM but not vice versa.

Let us denote by V(z, y) the connected component of F(x) containing y, and
by H(x, y) the connected component of F- (y) containing z.
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Fig. 3. Examples of correspondences: F is connectivity-preserving, simple, and not
continuous; G is continuous and not simple.

Definition 13. A correspondence F is called simple if for each pair (x, y) E F
at most one of the sets V(z, y) and H(x, y) contains more than one element.

For example, F in Fig. 3 is a simple CPM, while G is not simple since for the
pair x = 13, y = 3 both V(x, y) and H(z, y) contain more than one cell. In
the sequel, we shall consider mainly simple CPMs which are the substitutes of
continuous mappings in finite spaces.

Consider some more examples. The translation y = z + a with integer con-
stant a maps a subset of X onto a subset of Y in such a way that a 0-cell is
mapped onto a 0-cell and a 1-cell onto a 1-cell. Thus the bounding relation [13]
is preserved. Such a mapping is an isomorphism. However, if we consider a mag-
nification, say by a factor of two, we cannot describe it as y = 2x, since this
transformation maps the cells of X onto each second cell of Y while the other
cells of Y remain uncovered by the image of X.

To perform a true magnification, each cell of X must be mapped onto several
cells of Y. To magnify a two-dimensional picture X by a factor of M, each pixel
of X must be mapped onto a solid region containing M x M pixels of the picture
Y. Thus magnification must be a multi-valued mapping. On the other hand, a
reduction by the factor M maps a solid region of M x M pixels of X onto a
single pixel of Y. Thus reduction is a contractive mapping.

Consider now the rotation of a two-dimensional image with pixel coordinates
z and y by an arbitrary angle a. The simplest version of the rotation is defined
by the wellknown formulae:

= Round (x cosa - y -sinca)

y= Round (z sina + y coscx)

where the rounding-off operation "Round" is necessary to convert the trans-
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fomned coordinates z', le to coordinates of pixels, that is, half-integers. It may
easily be shown, that this transformation maps some pairs of adjacent pixels of
the input image onto one pixel of the output. Thus it is a contractive mapping.
When using the more perfect "anti-aliasing" rotation, a grey value of an output
pixel is calculated as a function of the grey values of four adjacent input pixels.
Such a rotation must be considered as a mapping which is simultaneously con-
tractive and multi-valued. In any case it is not an isomorphism. However, it is
approzimately an isomorphism. Let us give this assertion a precise meaning.

5.2 The Notion of n-Isomorphism

The notion of the smallest open neighbourhood (SON) of a cell in an ACC
was presented in [13]. Two more notions which are needed to define the n-
isomorphism are now introduced.

Definition 14. The closed hull (closure) Cl(S) of a subset S of an ACC C is the
smallest closed subset of C containing S.

Definition 15. The open hull Op(S) of a subset S of an ACC C is the smallest
open subset of C containing S.

Examples are shown in Fig. 4.

Closeds I L I - ' _/ -4 1I

FiS. 4. Examples of some subsets, their closed and open hulls

Definition 16. The n-neighbourhood U,,(c) of a cell c E C is an open subset of
C satisfying the following conditions-

(1) U0(c) = Op(c) = SON(c)- the smallest open neighbourhood of c;

(2) U,.IIcC) = Op,(CI(U,(c))).

Examples are given in Fig. 5.
The notion in now introduced of an n-isomorphism as a multi-valued mapping

that approximately preserves the bounding relation of the cells in an ACC: it
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- 4

a b c

Fig. . Examples of a-ueighbourboodi: (a) a 0-neighbourhood of a 1-cell, (b) a
1-neighbourhood of a 0-cell, and (c) a 2-neighbourhood of a 2-cell.

maps two incident cells onto ceils that are not too far away from each other. In
contrast, two cells that are far away from each other must not be mapped onto
incident cells. Note that the bounding relation in ACCs may be expressed in
terms of SONs: if a cell cl bounds another cell c2 then c2 E SON(cl). The cell
cl "approximately bounds" the cell c2 if c2 is in a greater neighbourhood of ci.
Thus we introduce

Definition 17. A multi-valued mapping F : X --. Y from a finite space X into
a finite space Y is called n-isomorphism if for any two cells zi, Z2 of X and
for any cells of the images of them y1 E F(zl), y2 E F(z 2 ) the following two
conditions are satisfied:

(1) X2 E UO(zI) =0 Y2 E U,.(11)
(2) Z2 U U,,(1 ) p f Uo(Y)

Y4

, "

a Fb

Fig. 6. Illustration to Definition 17: a triple magnification F : a --. b and a triple
reduction F- b --+ a.

Figure 6 illustrates these conditions for the cases of a triple magnification and
triple reduction of a two-dimensional space (these transformations were defined
in Sect. 5.1). The cell V2 in Fig. 6b is an element of the image F(z 2 ) (dark shaded
area). Similarly, the cell y1 is an element of F(z1 ). The cell x2 is bounded by
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ah, tha is, z_ belongs to Uo(zi) (compare with Fig. 5a). Correspondingly, y2
be p to US(Y) which s reprmented by the light shaded area in Fig. 6b.

Figure 6 simultaneously illustrates a triple reduction F-I as a mapping from
Fig. 6b into Fig. U The first condition of Definition 17 is illustrated by the cells
pt and 14: y 4e Uo(1I1) and orempondingly, zx = F-1 (jk) E U2(z1) with xi =

F-1 (y). The second condition is illustrated by the cslls PI and y3: ya 0 U2(yl)
and correspondingly, z3 = F-1 (V3 ) f Uo(w) with x, = F-I(S).

It may be shown that a magnification and a reduction with the factor M are
both (M - 1)-isomorphisms. A rotation by an arbitrary angle is a 1-isomorphism.
The notion of n-isomorphism gives us the possibility of quantitatively estimating
topological distortions caused by various mappings. Thus, for example, a rotated
digital straight line is no more a straight line but its deviation from a digital
straight line does not exceed I pixel, since rotation is a 1-isomorphism.

6 Metrical Properties of Figures

Properties such as area, volume, perimeter must be independent of translations
and rotations of a figure. Consider first the two-dimensional space. The com-
monly used measure of the area of a region in a two-dimensional space is the
number of pixels. It may be demonstrated that this measure may slightly vary
under rotation. However, the difference of the areas before and after rotation
increases linearly with the scale, while the area itself increases quadratically.
Therefore the relative change tends to zero when the pixel size becomes smaller
and smaller relative to the size of the area.

Different behaviour is demonstrated by the commonly used measures of the
perimeter [15]. It was demonstrated in [11], both theoretically and experimen-
tally, that all perimeter measures known from the literature contain systematic
errors depending on the rotation of the figure, which do not disappear when
the pixel size decreases. It was also demonstrated that the following perimeter
definition is free from this imperfection.

Definition 18. The perimeter of a region R in a two-dimensional finite space is
the sum of the lengths of subsequent DSSs obtained by subdividing the boundary
of R into as few as possible DSSs.

It was shown in [11] that this perimeter estimate is invariant with respect to
rotation: the absolute difference between the per-meters before and after rotation
by an arbitrary angle tends to zero when the size of the pixels (relative to the
diameter of the region) decreases.

In a three-dimensional finite space the perimeter of a closed digital curve,
may be defined in the same way. Properties of DSSs in a three-dimensional
space are described in [1]. Estimation of the area of a two-dimensional surface
in a three-dimensional space is a problem still more difficult than that of the
perimeter. The author supposes that a surface must be dissolved into maximum
patches of digital planes and the areas of the patches must be added. However,
defining the area of a subset of a plane in the three-dimensional space is itself a
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Ia pAbm. By s =saws must the are be determind as the number of
hat (2-calls) in the subset. Such an estimate would have the same imperfection
s the perimeter esomate by the number of cracks in a two-dimensional space:
the etmale would not be rotation invariant. The area of a plane patch in space
mist be determined as the area of a plane polygon by means of the coordinates
of its vertices. The coordinates must be determined by means of a procedure
for recognising digital plane patches in space, similar to the recognition of the
DSS*. Unfortunately, no such algorithm is known to the au- or.

On the other hand, the estimate of the volume of a three- "-.ensional region
in a thre-dimensional space as the number of vozels in the region is supposed
to be rotation invariant: the error tends to zero as the size of voxels decreases.
Probably, this is the property of the measure of an n-dimensional subset of an
n-dimensional space for amy n.

7 Application to Shape Analysis

7.1 The Cell List Data Structure

Finite topology suggests a new means for an efficient coding of images: the
cell list [8, 12]. This data structure makes the calculation of geometrical fea-
tures and topological relations of objects of interest fast and easy. A segmented
two-dimensional image is described in the cell list by a collection of sublists: the
sublist of regions, of boundary curves, and of branching points. Branching points
are the locations where three or more regions meet. Each element of a sublist is
provided with pointers indicating which other elements are bounding it or are
bounded by it. The bounding relation is similar to that of the ACCs [13] and is
based on the theory of block complexes familiar in topological literature. This
topological part of the structure may be regarded as a generalization of the well-
known region adjacency graph [16]. The topological part is augmented by metric
data consisting of coordinates of the branching points and some intermediate
points of the boundary curves which define the location of the curves. Inter-
mediate points are determined by dissolving the curves into DSSs of maximum
length [4, 10] or by approximating the curves by polygonal lines with a desired
tolerance. Thus each boundary curve is represented as a digital polygonal line.

7.2 Polygon Matching

One of the methods useful for analyzing shapes consists of describing the ob-
jects of interest by polygons and in comparing the polygons with some prepared
prototype polygons. The corresponding problem statement is as follows:
Giwen: A polygon to be recognized and some prototype polygons.
Find: A prototype polygon and a set of transformation parameters, such that
the Hausdorff distance between the given polygon and the transformed prototype
polygon be minimal.

The difference of two polygons is defined as the minimum squared distance of
their vertices. The polygons must be converted in such a form that they have the
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SD (Vil - X"?) + (Yi° - Yi")3)

whm (Xi'.Y') &W (X,"Y,") ae the coordinates of the ith vwtex of the first
mid second polygons reapetively; n is the common number of vertices.

The squared distance SD must be minimized over all geometrical transorma-
timo of the protoqpe polygon. The transformations are: translation, rotation,
and magmikatio. The minimization is performed by the classical method of
leat square. The problem of making the number of vertices equal was solved
by some heuristics. The solution of this problem and of a more complex modifi-
cation with non-quadratic functionals has been successfully used for the recog-
nition of hand-written characters, analyzing hand-made and technical drawings,
digitizing topographical maps, and others (9, 121.

Consider the case when the image to be analysed contains overlapping ob-
jects that originate from orthogonal transformations of known prototypes. The
statement of the problem is as follows:
Giv•e One scene polygon SP and many prototype polygons PPI', PP2,... , PP,,.
Fin& The minimum number of prototype polygons and the parameter of their
geometrical transformations such that the "overlap" of the transformed proto-
type polygons form a polygon close to SP.

"Overlap" of polygons should be understood as the boundary of the union
of their interiors (Fig. 7). "Close" means that the Hausdorff distance should be
less than a given tolerance.

Fig. 7. The tolerance tube of a scene polygon and the optimally transormed prototypes
found by the program

An ate solution of this problem [14] is based on dissolving SP and
the PPs into pieces which contain no concavities. Certain geometrical features
of the pieces are used to find prototype pieces similar to the scene pieces. Trans-
formation parameters are found by the least-squares method while minimizing
the squared distance between two pieces. Then the whole prototype is trans-
formed by the found trn and compared with SP : its parts which
are outside of SP must lie in the tolerance tube around SP (the shaded area in
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FI 7). If th is the cum, the prototype with its transformation is accepted as a
. T m m m number of candidates completely covering SP is found

y dynamic rg. Figure 7 shows a scene composed of two overlapping
objecs (igum from a children's game "the blind cow") and the transiormed

r p s poblos inside the tolerance tube.
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Abstmte The paper presents a unified and general theory of objects in ii-

dinhmejomnd orthogovial lattice as used in image processing. In contrast to set-
th~eortical topology (cellular completes), the theory of incidence structures (see

Esuelpahe, Einffihruug in die endliche Geornetri. 1, Wiseenschaftsverlag,
Manxiheim, 196) is developed consistently. New object quantities beside the
Euler number are introduced, some inequalities between these quantities are
derived, and am efctiw alporthm for surface detection is presented.

K.~wards: digital topology, shape description, incidence structure, surface de-
tection, similarity of digital objects, Euler number.

1 Introduction

As already mentioned in 1963 by Klette, the theory of discrete spaces useful in
image processing can be developed using two basic notions [6]. The first is the
theory of n-dimensional cellular spaces. The n-dimensional cells are defined by
the n-dimensional unit cubes which build up the space.

The second notion is that of the n-dimensional grid point space (the n-
dimensional cu~bic lattice). Here, the lattice points are the basic elements of
the theory. This approach is preferred because the number theory offers many
results which awe useful or at least of interest for image processing problems.

But both approaches are possible ways of building up a theory of image
processing. They are dual theories as the following table shows:

cellular space C3  grid point Space Z

basic elements unit cubes lattice points
boundaries of b#Aic elements faces edges
boundaries of boundaries edges faces
constructed elements points cubes

Deffintion 1. An incidence structure E = [E, 1] is given by a set E =U'= E-
of elevment and a reflexive and symmetrical incidence relation I C U,. E, x Ek.
The sets E. are pairwise disjoint. The elements of set E, are called i-diesonal.
The number n is the dimension of the incidence structure.
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Fig. 1. Incikence releas between •dim nsional elments and 1-dimensional elements

The connection between k-dimensional elements and 1-dimensional elements
given by the incidence relation I is represented in Fig. 1. The line between a
k-dimensional element e(k) and an 1-dimensional element e(I) symbolises that
(e(k), e(L)) E I.

This representation is useful also for k = 1. But it must be taken into account
that, becaun of the reflexivity of relation I, there are loop-lines from each ele-
ment e(k) to itself. Therfore, we always set bbi, = 1. Counting lines in Fig. 1,
we obtain

1 b l(e) = bI,(e')
"EB&a e'EZ, . ....

for any k and I with 0 < k, l < n with n as the dimension of the incidence
structure. Tis formula is called a matching theorem. With respect to image
pr wceug, this is the only important formula for all n-dimensional incidence
structures. It should be pointed out that the notion of incidence structure some-
times also has another meaning. In [1], the matching formula is denoted as the
"principle of double counting", and it is used for general one-dimensional inci-
dence structures which anre called "designs". For one-dimenional structures, the
node theorem Y,,c,) bo=e €]oe)=

PEP eEZ0 E.

of graph theory follow with 4(p) as the number of directed edges outgoing from
points p E P, and ic as the number of all undirected edges of an undirected
graph.

.. ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ---- .. •'.' • ... ""•.....• .. :• ........ • "
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2 1• M ncila c Structures

Smath nw insighM are obtained only if we restrict ourselves to homogeneous

DMA&MM& An incidence structure is ceald homogeneou if bg(e) = b=
const for all elements e E El and all k,L with 0 5 k,l < n.

For finite n-dimensional incidence structures, a, = cs*E•(E) is the number
of k-dimensiasal elements of the structure. Then, we obtain from the matching
theorem the matchin'g formuke

ambia = a=bu, for 0 5 k,L < n. (2)

Given the number ao of points, we obtain at, = aobol/blo. Because ao and
ai must be integer numbers, not all integers ao are allowed in general. Therefore
the above relationships are a nonlinear diophantic equation system. Using the
formulae ai- = a.b,./b&%,, and al = a.n /bjg,, it follows that u.ibhmbIa/bkm,
awbmb1/blm,,; therefore with a,. > 0 the following relationships are obtained:

Ab---- bb- for O<k,l,m<un. (3)

These formulae and the generalizations

b,,b,, . . . bu bkl
bit ... b.,b,k bu.

are combinatorial laws for the structure constants which are based only on the
matching theorem and on the requirement of homogeneity.

It is certainly meaningful to represent explicitly some structures to illustrate
the notion of a structure and to give certainty that there are incidence struc-
tures in fact. One-dimensional incidence structures are represented in Fig. 2 (see
also 1). We will characterize such structures by tuples (ao, aibootbo,blo, b).
The matching formula requires that aool -= al/bo or e.v = K.2 if we assume
hi0 = 2 because of geometrical reasons (e is the number of points, r. is the
number of edges, and v is the number of edges incident to one point). Now, if
the tuple (e, v, r.) is a solution of this diophantic equation then (cc, v, c0c) and
(c, cv,, cK) with c > 0 are also solutions. In the first case, we get a c-fold reptl mn
of the structure (c, &,, ic) which is only a meaningless and tedious construction.
In the second case, we get graphs with multiple edges--also a solution without
interest for the theory of neighbourhood graphs and image processing.

The complete graphs (e, v, oc) = (c, c - 1, c(c - 1)/2) are also incidence struc-
tures because c(c- 1) is always divisible by 2. But we will not search here for all
possible solutions. It is important solely for image processing that the homoge-
neous incidence structures (-, &,, it) = (c, 2, c) with any large values of c are the
base for one-dimensional image processing.

Two-dimensional incidence structures are characterized by a 12-tuple of num-
bers a0,al, 2 and bo,bol, b2, blo, bu, b12,b'o, bl, b". In Fig. 3, theme numbers
are given for two examples-an octahedron and a cube (hexahedron).
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(4.6.1.32.,1) 0a

(5,10.1,4.2,1)

Fig. 2. One-dimensional incidence struc- Fig. 3. Two-dimensional incidence stuc-
turn tures

In the left of Fig. 3, pseudo-three-dimensional representations of these poly-
hedrons are shown where the polygonal sides of the polyhedrons are the two-
dimensional elements of the incidence structures. The right-hand diagrams show
the corresponding planar oriented neighbourhood structures where the meshes
are the two-dimensional elements.

Using the following geometrica' y motivated relations b10 = b12 = 2, b0i -

b02 , b2o = b21, boo =-bl = b22 = 1, we can characterize all two-dimensional inci-
dence structures by tuples (ao, a,, a2 , bo,..., b22 ) = (e,, X, W, 1iV/, V? 2, 1, , A7, A, 1),
where w is the number of meshes, and A is the length of meshes. Using the five
quantities e, r., w, v and A), we obtain three relationships given by the matching
formulae:

aobo1 = albl0o *o e.v = rc.2 ,

a0b2 = a262o 4 E.v = W.A
aIL-• = a=/hl =02 ..2 = w.A

There are many two-dimensional incidence structures of this kind (see [12,
14]). But as in the one-dimensional case, only a few of these structures are suited
for image processing, namely the toroidally closed lattices with (v, A) = (3,6),
(4,4), and (6,3), respectively.

Finally, it will be shown that three-dimensional incidence structures also
exist. Such structures are characterized mainly by four numbers (ao, a,) a2, a3) =
(K, &, 1, C) of points, edges, meshes, and cells. Further, we have 16 structure
constants and 6 matching relations between them. Because these relations will
be investigated in the following sections in general, here only a simple example
is given for demonstration (Fig. 4). The structure constants of this example are
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f

=,d

-- I 'V •

-..... -• •

h

Fig. 4. Three-dimensional incidence structure

(boo,bol, bo2 , b03) = (1,4,6,4) , (b10, b11 ,1h 2,b13 ) = (2,1,3,3)
(b2o,b2,b22,b23) = (4,4,1,2) , (b3o, b3l,b 32,b 3) = (8,12,6,1)

This incidence structure contains ao = c = 16 points a, b, c,... , a, = =

32 edges (for example {a, b) or {b, f}), a2 = ju = 24 meshes as for instance
< a, b, c, d > or < a, b,f, e >, and a3 = C = 8 cells like that built up by points
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h. Thereby the "outlying" cell is also counted, similarly to the
"outlying" meshes in the case of the right-hand diagrams of Fig. 3.

3 ZV as Incidence Structure

Some further general conclusions can be derived from the matching formulae.
Assuming that these formulae for all values k, I <: n are valid, the formulae are
also fulfilled for all k, 1 < n- 1. Therefore, we get an (n - 1)-dimensional incidence
structure E,-_ from an n-dimensional incidence structure E. by neglecting the
n-dimensional elements in E,,.

Thus, the structure of Fig. 4 is, by neglecting the cells, a two-dimensional
incidence structure with (e, r., p, Y, A) = (16, 32, 24, 4, 4) which cannot be drawn
in the plane without line crossing. Further, we get by neglecting cells and meshes
a regular (non-planar) graph with e = 16 points, ic = 32 edges, and with a
neighbourhood degree v = 4. Therefore, we can formulate the following theorem:

Theorem 4. Consider an n-dimensional incidence structure E_,,. Neglecting all
k-dimensional elements with n' < k <_ n, we get an n'-dimensional incidence
structure E,. The new structure E,,# is called a skeleton of Z.

There is another possibility of deriving a new incidence structure from the
given one. If we choose a single n'-dimensional element of an n-dimensional struc-
ture, than once more a structure arises with a, ' bR, 1-dimensional elements.
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The now structure constants are the same as the old because a k-dimensional
e is attached to bwj l-dimeisional elements in both structures for I < k.

Theoem 5. Consider an n.dimenuional incidence structure E. If we take a
single ný-dimenasional element with all of its attached k-dimensional elements
for k < ni', then we obtain a new n'-dimensional incidence structure _., with
the "ame structure constants as in E.. This incidence structure E,,, contains b,,.
1-dimnensinal element, with I < n '.

A third method of generating new incidence structures is given by a duality
principle:

Theorem6. Given an n-dimensional incidence structure E., a new incidence
structure E. is obtained by replacing the numbers of element. and the structure
constants by

a', = a.-.k and b',, = •

In all three cases described by Theorems 4, 5, and 6, we can prove that the
matching formula and the relations between structure constants are fulfilled. In
fact, therefore, new incidence structures are generated.

There is a simple and very important case where n-dimensional finite and
infinite incidence structures exist. The n-dimensional number lattice is such a
structure. Assuming that n = 1, we can close the ring-like structure so that a
finite homogeneous structure of type Z' arises (see the second row in Fig. 2).
The three-dimensional number lattice Z3 with integer-valued point coordinates
is an infinite incidence structure as given below:

bkl =0 1 2 3

k=O 1 6 12 8
1 2 1 4 4
2 4 4 1 2
3 8 12 6 1

With respect to the foregoing theorems, we can restrict ourselves to the
determination of the structure constants bok for 1 < k < n. Any k-dimensional
element attached to the origin as zero-dimensional element can be represented as
an n-tuple of is and Os in which the 1 occurs k-times. There are n!/(k!(n - k)!)
different tuples of this kind when we only take positive coordinate values into
account. If we take into account that the is can have positive or negative signs,
we obtain altogether V k = 2h
The number byz is given in Z" for k < I by all possibilities of (n - k)-tuples with
I - k signed is and n - I Os so that

I ) -k (n-k)
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The " umber b with k > I as the number at all -dime la.mnsents attached
to •l •mmt in V. This number is idpm of diamwn n.
Becam of Theorem 5 and 6, we obtain

= b -J. 2"- k'- 1=2-'

We condense these results to the formula of structure constants for ZV:

I21-h ( -) for k <I
blw(n)= 1 for k =I (4)

L2-k Q) for k>I

These expressions for the structure constants b&I of the n-dimensional num-
ber lattice considered as incidence structure are fundamental both for finite
toroidally closed structures and for infinite grid point spaces Z' (see also [9, 5]).
Using very simple proofs it can be shown that all matching formulae can be ful-
filled using the structure constants of Z". Therefore all axioms, laws, theorems,
and conclusions of homogeneous incidence structures are valid also for Z'. It
should be mentioned that with

Vb1, k ýbib = for k<_l,

b,__,= _ (n-k) - for k>L,bA,I 2 -_,% (k,) ( n)

the important identity

- ) (") .(n) =0 (5)

is valid for the structure constants bt of Z" for n > 0.
Theoretical approaches to three-dimensional images have been investigated

previously (2, 4, 7, 8]. But up to now there is no generally applicable theory
for n-dimensional objects in grid point spaces Z'. However the basic notion of
homogeneous incidence structures allows a fruitful generalization of the theory
of two-dimensional neighbourhood structures [12] to more than two dimensions.
In Z2 , we know the relation 1/v + 1/A = 1/2 for the structure constants v
and A (number of neighbours and length of meshes). In the general case of ZV
there are n(n + 1) structure constants which are, however, not independent of
one another. The special case of the "ortigonal" grid space VR is the most
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Simpetndt mMW for dit mmsial o amsmneou incidence structures. %r n =2
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-o-1 [13,14J.
The Suler characteristic of a finite imensional incidence structure is de-

5usd by

= E(-)'ea(6)
k=O

Fbr hooeeus structures and X(11) = 0, we obtain with Gj, albbu/biuj the
reaionships

Ofor 0=5 <n (7)
k=o

Using the relationships (3) between the structure constants, we can show that
all of these n + 1 equations are equivalent to one another.

4 Objects in Zn

A subset B C E0 of grid points of VR is defined as an object. Connectivity of
an object is determined by a neighbourhood relation: two points p, q E Eo are
neighbours if they are attached to the same edge. Each point p E B is an object
point. A k-dimensional element is called an object element if all bhj attached
i-dimensional elements with I < k are also object elements.

/TT

Fig. S. This object (e = 11, i = 16,I = 7,C = 1) is characterized byc = 34,C12 = 26,
and c23 = 8

Definition 7. A k-dimensional element e E Ej, is called an object element of B
if all b=o = 2k to e attached points p E Eo are object points, that is, belong to
B. Marginal elements of an object B are elements of ZV which are not object
elements of B but are attached at least to one point of B.
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The mumber ca(e) with I < k is the number ofg marginal

esmats w" an attached to the/-dimesml object element e. The sums

sE)Z

taken for all 1-dimensional object elements of B ae called marginal numbers (see
Fig. 5). Fr an object B, the general matching equations have to be replaced by

a0b,% - q = a8&bt for k >I
aibi& = a,%bi for k=l , (8)
alb1• + cg& = abI for k <I

Here a# means as the usual the number of k-dimensional object elements. The
first group of equations follows because all i-dimensional elements attached
to a k-dimensional element belong likewise to the object B. But there are
c~t k-dimensional elements among all k-dimensional elements attached to I-
dimensional object elements which do not belong to the object B. Finally, the
last group of equations follows by reversing k and 1.

These equations-called object matching fornmuae--expres the inhomogene-
ity of objects in opposition to the homogeneity of the underlying incidence struc-
ture. For any object B of ZV, we define

) =
k=0

as the Euler number of the object B. Contrary to the expression (6) for an
incidence structure, the Euler number of an object can be different from zero as
simple examples show (in Fig. 5, #(3) = e- i +IA- C = 1, where 14 is the number
of "meshes" or faces, and C is the number of cells of the object). A motivation
for this alternating sum is given in Sect. 7 where WP = qO is shown to be invariant
with respect to object magnification. It is

S(k )
(n) for k<lI

(n - ) for k>L .

Therefore using the structure constants of ZV, we obtain
n bt i 1- 1 " k h Ii n hb I A:

E( -1 = E(- 1)k + ()+ E (-1)-
- -- h - ---O k = 1+ 1

-(7)&=
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SfU r W" I with 0 : 1 : a. This fomula measi that the Euler number
of any object in V can be determined by counting only the marginal elements
(for n = 3, Lee and Roenmfeld have shown that O(y) can be determined by using
only the Gausian curvature of the object surfac [7]. Using the object matching
formula, it is possible to express successively all numbers a, by only the point
number o and the numbers -l.ij:

all = aob° -•oi- , . 1, 1- '

This equation is correct for k 0 0. Assuming the correctness for a given k, we
have for fixed I

= bh,+a _ CI~l+1
b+1 -' 1 b&+lI b1 1,+z,

= 0 obo,•+l cl_ ,jbl-_1,1+l-G 0b1,%+Io1 :b-I ,..i,ib..,b,+ijC1i+

so that the equation is also fulfilled for k + 1. Taking into account this general
expression for a0 and the formula 1(-1)hb0&/b~o = 0, we obtain

,=0 .=0.b..b,.

The double sum can be rearranged:

b,,_,, b,%,,-,

If we consider the structure constants b1, for ZV, the formulae (9) for the als,
w,d the identity

(-1)11 (n •'(1),% -( -n1),n"- (10)

which is provable by induction from m to m + 1, then it follows

in-
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TI& is a vry "*i krmula for the Euler number t(n) of an object in V.
domd ft ednsia R, the q-.1,1 e

- the numbw ea of all margina edge counted for all object points,
- the number 12 of Al marginal meshes counted for all object edges,
- the number a of all moainal cells counted ior all object meshes.

All c-_l, appeaing here and in many further formulae can be expressed by the
ea& m the object matching frmula shows:

ca-.,a = -b-~ - aaba,j.-., •

5 Similarity of Objects

A fundamental notion in geometry is that of similariyp. Similar objects can be
obtained in discrete geometry by m ication of objects or by refinement of
the ZV-lattice. At all coordinate axis between zI and zx + 1, we introduce new
values Z• = r. -x, r.- z + 1, r. zI + 2,..., r. *I + r - 1. Both values r • z, and
r. (su + 1) rmm the suppoat of a "super lattice in the new lattice (see Fig. 6).

This definition of similarity has the advantage that a point gets a point, a
line gets a line, etc. The first to use this notion of magnification of a curve-like
object was Freeman [31:

The process of expansion is performed as illustrated by the following
example. Given a curve represented by (the code sequence) 012075, a
curve exactly twice this size, but otherwise indistinguishable, is given by
001122007755. To expand a curve by a ratio n, each of the digits of the
curve must be replaced by a set of n digits. One notes that n must be
an integer. Ffeman

By means of r-fold magnification, each old k-dimensional object element
yields a k-dimensional r-cube, that is, a cube with (r + 1)h object points. The
1-dimensional object elements of the magnified object can be parts of different
k-cubes for k > 1. For instance, the points of the magnified object are caused by
points, edges, meshes, ... of the old object (see Fig. 6).

We will determine the number of 1-dimensional elements which are caused
only by k-cubes but not by m-cubes with I < m < k. Each 1-dimensional element
is characterized by an origin (x,,... xi ..... ,zT) and by I pairs {z.,Xi++ I which
determine the 2ý points of the 1-dimensional element. Within the k-cube, there
are r possibilities for the values of each of the I pairs so that both points zi and
Z•+l lie inside the k-cube. Therefore, we obtain r' possibilities for 1-dimensional
elements using I varying coordinates of the element origin and k - I fixed coor-
dinates.

The k - I fixed coordinates can have only r - 1 different values because the
"extremal values" would give 1-dimensional elements at the surface of the k-cube.
In total, we obtain rI(r - I)"- possibilities that a given 1-dimensional element
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+ C' =' (+ 0- €'(-+ JA )r°
2'-#' + 3 C' ( - 2p + 3()rv ,3C- = (p - 3C:• ,

flow. 1% can be am that there are -dimensionia" characteristics, the Euler
nUmmbn #(2) = C _X +a ap d t() - c - .c + I - C, and other characteristics
wich can be tnsformd by powers of the magnification factor r. Therefore, a
general investigtion should be successfu.

S Geral Surfac Formulas

The terms in the transformation formulae for a, can be rearranged with respect
to powers of magnification factor r:

al= t (m)rrSnqi (12)

Here q.. means

•ffi i ai+. (13

We obtain by lattice refinement or object magnification

j=0

By consideration of the new a',s given in formula (12), it follows that

q,=O LkT J j+vnn~-- E - ' (~)( j )r
k-rn MJ:. -I (jfi Jm (, +M r

The second sum has the value 1 for k = m and otherwise the value 0, and we
obtain the important relationship

qm n =,qf. (14)
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Now, we can take into account the relationships (9) where the apm are expressed
by the numbers ci-Ij of marginal elements. Then, it follows from the ab's as
function. of c's and b's

= (--- (Jm ob4r
j~o ) ao bo+m,

- • (-1 )' ( + •),_,,, .-,_J+mi -o bj , o, • b+ ,_

Using the structure constants of ZV (see formula (4)), we obtain

j=o

30 n=1 -(j Q- 1)j+ c* i •"(n-*) (j +M)j=O,,n-(1,1)• ) j?,)

The first term vanishes for m < n. The second term can be transformed to

"-=2 (n-m)ml- n-q"= E- 1•Eq••"••m-n .1j=0 1=1

(n)-- (n 21fi= , ,. (n) ,
or by rearrangement

£ 21 1()
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Ones aa, the Amt tam vanisie hi m < 9L The second term can be tram-
%r*md, using the identity krmula (10), to9M =-(n)

Finally, we obtain for 0 < rn < n the simple but very important geometric main

q() 2(n - m) M -)''' I)

Especially, it follows for the quantities used in image processing:

(1 ) = a= -=

90) c,

q(2) = =

-( = a2  =

(3)1JA - 3(,7Q a3 =•

7 Interpretation of Object Characteristics

We have already shown in Sect. 4 that the Euler number q0') - qo of an object
can be determined only by numbers C.-.,1 of marginal elements. The marginal

elements are attached uniquely to the surface of the object, and therefore cI)
means the number c-l, for the ith surface. With

?%' =2n D.•- -1 ,/14

1=1

it follows that

surface i
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Similar fiwtemba hold also for the object geometric dmracteristics q., be-
canm the gsomtrc main formula shows that we can ddine qo, ql,.,- q.-I for
s.l ssuraes.• For n 3, we can determine the Euler number #(3,i)- 1 - g(() =
1 - T7 E {1, 0, -1,...] depending on the genus g(') or on the number T(i) of
Tbumu through the s-th srace. Thvlore the -phenomenological" formula
for the Euler number of a thr.-dimensional object is

#(3) = 1: (1 -g('))=$S-Y T

where S is the number of surfaces and T is the number of tunnels through all
these surfaces.

It can be seen from the formulae of Sect. 5 and 6 that there are "dimension-
lem characteristics, the Euler numbers 2  e -•r + or #( 3) 6 -+ -p.
But there exist also "linear" characteristics: it - 2p = 1/2 for n- 2 with I = C12

as contour length, oc - 2# + 3< = (I - 2m)/4 for n = 3 with I = c1 2 as the
number of marginal meshes, and m = c23 as the number of marginal cells. The
expression r. - 21 + 3C for three-dimensional objects in Z 3 corresponds to the
mean curvature integral [11] for objects in E 3 , and p-3( = m/2 is a "quadratic"
measure for the surface content of an object in Z 3 (Rosenfeld offers the number
col of nodes of the surface graph as a measure for "surface area" [101).

Because qm, has to be transformed by the factor r'i, we can derive many
"nonlinear" dimensionless numbers. For two-dimensional objects in Z 2 , the shape
factor or form factor

qf (= -q2?) 2  >

492 4p 16p
exists for p > 0, which has the same value for all similar objects, and reaches
its minimal value for square-shaped objects. The proof for this statement can be
given in the following way:

1. Let X be any connected object with p meshes. Let F(X) be the correspond-
ing "filled" object where the included holes are filled with points, edges, and
meshes:

C__ 2 q_(F) < _(X) c12(X) _ c46) + E c 2
2 2 2

A")= q2(F) > q2 (X) = -

where the superscripts (a) and (i) denote values for the outer and inner
boundaries, respectively. Therefore we obtain
f(F) =- qf(F)/q9(F) S_ q2(X)/q 2 (X) = f(X).

2. Let F be any connected object without holes with p meshes. Let R(F) be the
circumscribing rectangle, that is, the maximal object with the same extremal
coordinate values as F:

c12(R) = 1(R) = 2ql(R) _5 2q1(F) = c1 2(F) = 1(F),

p(R) = q2 (R) 2! q2(F) = p(F),
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h M e "I(R) <(F) amd *uerf(R)! _f(X).
& A bt w ,i am larpaLed obje with M - N points. obWn

.s=.N(M- 1)+M(N- l),

qi= 2P = N + M - 2

Without restrictio, we can assume that M = N + k > Nwith k > 0. Then
t iuqualty (2N + h - 2)2 >. 4(N -1)(N + k -1) is ffl ,d fi•ay

= (N + M- 2)2 N + N- 2)2 =f(S)()=4(N_-1)(M _1) - 4(N- 1)2

follows with f(S) as the form factor of a square S. Because of that, the
inequality f(X) > f(S) = 1 is fulfilled for any connected object X.

In Z3, there exist two independent shape factors for objects:

S? (c - 2;& + X) 2  (c 1 2 - 2c23 )2

3q2 3(3- 3() 24C23
q=q2 - (r. - 21A + 3()(p - 3() = (C12 - 2C23 )C23 > 1
9q3 9( 72C

They have the same numerical values for all similar objects assuming that u > 3(
and C > 0. The minimal values will be reached for cube-like objects as can be
proved with the same proving method as for shape factor f in Z2 .
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On Boundaries and Boundary Crack-Codes of

Multidimensional Digital Images

T. Yang Kong

Departmt of Computer Science, Queens College, Flushing, NY 11367, USA

Abstract. An asymmetric, anisotropic relation on the boundary elements of a
binary image, due to Gordon and Udupa (Gordon, D., Udupa, J.K. (1989). Fast
surface tracking in three-dimensional binary images, Computer Vision, Graphics
and Image Processing 45, pp. 196-214.), is used to generalize the 2-D concept
of a difference crack-code to crack-codes that represent boundaries in higher-
dimensional binary images. For an n-dimensional binary image where n > 3,
it is shown how each connected component of the boundary (with respect to
Gordon and Udupa's relation) can be represented by a "crack code" consisting
of a single pair of sequences. It is also shown that the amount of memory required
to store such a crack code for each component of the boundary does not exceed
(4 + flog(n - 1)1 )(1 - 1/n) bits per boundary element. In particular, the memory
requirement is no more than 3 1 bits per boundary element for 3-D images, and
no more than 4- bits per boundary element for 4-D images.

Keywords: digital topology, digital geometry, binary images, 3-dimensional im-
ages, multidimensional images, adjacency, crack-code.

1 Introduction

The difference crack-code representation of boundaries in 2-D binary images ([8,
p. 1991) is well known. This paper will explain how an asymmetric, anisotropic
adjacency relation on boundary elements introduced by Gordon and Udupa [2]
(and further studied by Kong and Udupa [5]) can be used to give a space-efficient
generalization of difference crack-codes to higher-dimensional binary images.

A part of the work reported in this paper was done while the author held a visiting
appointment at the Medical Image Processing Group, Department of Radiology,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA. The author has enjoyed
many useful and stimulating discussions with Dr G. T. Herman and Dr J. K. Udupa
on the subject of boundaries in multidimensional digital images.
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2.1 The Simple S.Boundaries of a Set of Pixels

In this paper the term pixel means a unit square in the Euclidean plane whose
corners have all integer coordinates. If C is any set of pixels then 0 denotes the
set of all pixels that are not in C. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
standard concepts of u-adjacency, u-connectedness and x-components for u = 4
or 8. (For definitions of these concepts, see [4].)

A boundary element of a set of pixels C is a pixel edge pnq where p E C, q E C
and p is 4-adjacent to q. The set of all boundary elements of C is called the
boundary of C, and written OC. Note that 6C = BC.

Let X be a 4-connected finite set of pixels. A finite 8-component of X is
called an 8-hole of X. If X has just m 8-holes (where m > 0) then the boundary
of X can be decomposed into m + I parts, where one part separates X from the
outside (more precisely, from the unbounded 8-component of X) and each of the
other parts separates X from one of the 8-holes. Each of these parts of OX will
be called a simple 8-boundary of X. More precisely, a simple 8-boundary of X is
a set DY in which Y is an 8-component of X. Thus OX can be partitioned into
m + 1 simple 8-boundaries, where m is the number of 8-holes of X.

2.2 Strong Neighbours and Strong Successors

Let C be any set of pixels. if p n u and q n v are boundary elements of C, where
p, q E C and u, v E C, then we will say pfnu is a strong neighbour ofqfnv relative
to C if one of the following holds:

1. p = q, and u is 8-adjacent to v.
2. p is 4-adjacent to q, and u is 4-adjacent to v.
3. u = v, p is 8-adjacent to q, and the other common 4-neighbour of p and q is

in C.

The different cases of this definition are illustrated in Fig. 1, where the spotted
pixels are in C and the white pixels are in V.

Let e = p n q be a boundary element of C, where p E C and q E C. Then eý
will denote the directed edge obtained by orienting e in such a way that p lies
on the right and q on the left.

Every element e of BC has exactly two strong neighbours relative to C: the
initial point of eý is an endpoint of one strong neighbour, and the final point of
eb is an endpoint of the other strong neighbour. The former strong neighbour
will be called the strong predecessor ofe relative to C; the latter strong neighbour
will be called the strong successor of e relative to C. These definitions are also
illustrated in Fig. 1.

For e E DC, let ac(e) denote the strong successor of e relative to C. Then
ac is a bijection of DC onto 6C and, for every e E aC, oI(e) is the strong
predecessor of e relative to C.

F . .... . I
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Fi. I. If the spotted pixes an in C ad the white pixels we in then in each can:
(i) the boundary elements p n u and q n v are strong neighbours of each other relative

to C; (ii) q n v is the strong succesor of p n1 u relative to C, and p n u, is the strong
predecessor of q fn u relative to C.

Now let X be an arbitrary finite 4-connected set of pixels. Note that a strong
neighbour of 6 E OX relative to X must lie on the same simple 8-boundary of
X as b itself. If the simple 8-boundary of X that contains b has just A boundary
elements, then a4(b) = b; moreover, the sequence (b, ax(b), 4X2(b), ... , -(b))
contains all elements of that simple 8-boundary.

2.3 A Difference Crack-Code for Simple 8-Boundaries

Again, let X be an arbitrary finite 4-connected set of pixels, let b be any
boundary element of X and let A be the number of boundary elements in
the simple 8-boundary of X that contains b. For every non-negative integer
y let cj(b) E {-1, 0, 1} be 2/v times the anticlockwise angle change from the

direction of (oJX(b))*r to the direction of (oJx+(b))•. The sequence c(b) =

(co(b), cI(b)...cA-2(b)) is called a difference crack-code of the simple 8-boundary
of X that contains b.

It is evidently possible to reconstruct that simple 8-boundary from the dif-
ference crack-code c(b) provided the position and orientation of bI are known.
Thus if X has exactly m 8-holes and each of bo,b 1,... ,b,, is a boundary ele-
ment on a different simple 8-boundary of X, then it is possible to reconstruct X
itself from the pairs {(c(bi), bi4) 1 0 < i < m}. Whenever the number of bound-
ary elements of X is much smaller than the number of pixels in X, difference
crack-codes provide a means of representing X compactly.

In addition, many properties of X can be computed directly from the pairs
{(c(bi), biý) I 0 < i < m} in no more than 0(t) time, where I is the sum
of the lengths of the crack-codes c(bi) (so I is the total number of boundary
elements of X). In fact, if f is any function for which F{f(zo, y) I < y < u 2)
or '{f(z,yo) I z1 _< z 5 zX} can be evaluated in 0(1) time, then the sum

Lf{f(z,y) I (z,V) are the coordinates of a pixel in X} is such a property of X.
Thus the area of X (f(z,y ) = 1) and all moments of X (f(z, y) M zy') are
such properties of X, and hence so are the coordinates of the centroid of X and
the central moments of X (i.e., the moments of X when the origin is shifted to
the centroid of X).
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3 Generalimation to n Dimensions

A gneralizaion of the strong successor relation to n dimensions will now be de-
fined which yields concise difference crack-codes for boundaries in n-dimensional
binary images. This relation was introduced by Gordon and Udupa in [2] for
boundaries of 3-D images. For this reason it will be called the GU-aucceuor
relation.

In the rest of this paper n denotes an arbitrary but fixed integer greater than
or equal to 2, except that in Sect. 3.6 we will assume n > 3.

3.1 u-Dimensional Digital Topology: Digital k-Cells, ai-Adjacency,
Boundary Elements

Let k be an arbitrary integer such that 0 < k < n. A digital k-cell is a cartesian
productli x12 x...JI. in which just k of the Ii are closed unit intervals of form
[ii,ij + 1] and the remaining n - k of the Ij are singleton sets {ij}, where each
ii is an integer. (Note that in the case n = 2 a digital n-cell is a pixel, and in
the case n = 3 a digital n-cell is a voxel.) If C is a set of digital n-cells then C
denotes the set of all digital n-cells that are not in C.

For 0 < r < k, a (k - r)-face of a digital k-cell Ix ×1 2 x ... I, is a digital
(k -r)-cell I, x× 1 x ... V where there are exactly r values of j for which Ij is a
unit interval and Ii consists of one endpoint of Ii, and where ]i = Ij for all the
other values of j.

For any positive integer i < n, ai-adjacency is the symmetric binary relation
on digital n-cells such that one digital n-cell is ai-adjacent to another if and
only if they are distinct n-cells that share at least an (n - i)-face. In this paper
ai-adjacency will only be used in the cases where i = 1, 2, or n.

When n = 2, a, and a2 are the standard 4-adjacency and 8-adjacency re-
lations. When n = 3, ca, a2 and a3 are respectively the standard 6-adjacency,
18-adjacency and 26-adjacency relations.

Every digital (n - 1)-cell f is an (n - 1)-face of exactly two digital n-cells.
Those two digital n-cells are al-adjacent to each other and their intersection is
justf.

A boundary element of a set C of digital n-cells is a digital (n - 1)-cell p fl q
in which p E C, q E 0 and p is a,-adjacent to q. The boundary of C, written WC,
is the set of all boundary elements of C. As in the 2-D case, OC = 80.

In the next section the 2-D concept of a simple 8-boundary will be generalized
to n-dimensional images.

3.2 Simple p-Boundaries

Let X be an ax-connected finite set of digital n-cells. In the 2-D case the 8-
adjacency relation was used on X to define the holes of X. When n > 2 it is
not immediately clear what adjacency relation should be used on X to define
the "cavities" of X. Any symmetric relation p satisfying al C p C_ a. would be
a reasonable candidate for use as the adjacency relation on X. (Indeed, if in an
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emprical digital image two such adjacency relations yield substantially different
sets of connected components of X, then one might infer that the resolution of
that image is too low.) Note that p need not be one of the relations ai.

For any symmetric relation p satisfying al 9 p C a., a finite p-component
of X will be called a p-cavity of X. (The concept of p-component is derived
from p in the standard way. A set of digital n-cells is p-connected if it cannot be
partitioned into two non-empty subsets which are such that no member of one
subset is p-adjacent to a member of the other. A p-component of a non-empty
set C of digital n-cells is a maximal p-connected subset of C.)

If X has just m p-cavities (where m >_ 0) then OX can be decomposed into
m + 1 parts, where one part separates X from the outside (more precisely, from
the unbounded p-component of X), and each of the other parts separates X from
one of the p-cavities. We shall call each of these parts of OX a simple p-boundary
of X. More precisely, a simple p-boundary of X is a set OY in which Y is a
p-component of X. Thus OX can be partitioned into m + I simple p-boundaries,
where m is the number of p-cavities of X.

Note that in the case n = 2 a simple 8-boundary may also be called a simple
a2-boundary.

3.3 Review of Three Properties of the Strong Successor Relation

Before defining the GU-successor relation, we observe that in 2-D images the
relation "is the strong successor relative to X of" has the following important
properties for any finite 4-connected set of pixels X:

1. The relation is "locally determined". (To find the strong successor of a
boundary element e relative to X it is only necessary to inspect the four
pixels incident on the final point of the directed line segment el.)

2. The relation's transitive closure is an equivalence relation whose equivalence
classes are the simple 8-boundaries of X.

3. In the digraph of the relation each node has just one successor and just one
predecessor.

These are the properties which make it possible to represent each simple 8-
boundary of X by a difference crack-code. Because of property 3, no boundary
element is represented more than once in a difference crack-code.

3.4 The GU-Successor Relation

As before, let X be an al-connected finite set of digital n-cells. The GU-successor
relation relative to X, which is defined below in Definition 1, is a relation on OX
that satisfies property 1.

Moreover, for a certain symmetric relation P which satisfies a, C P C a2
(see Definition 2 below) the GU-successor relation relative to X satisfies prop-
erty 2 when "simple 8-boundaries" is replaced by "simple P-boundaries". This
fundamental relationship between the GU-successor and P-adjacency relations
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will be stated below as Theorem 3, which will also be refbrred to as the Main
Themm.

By themselves, them facts about the GU-successor relation are not partic-
ularly imprem becaum they are also true of a simpler relation on OX. This
simple relation may be called the A,"-Frieder-Herman uwcuor relation be.
cause it was introduced by Artuy, Frieder and Herman in [1] for 2-D and 3-D
images. A definition of the Artsy-Frieder-Herman successor relation can be ob-
taiaed by omitting the word "horizontal" in the definition of the GU-successor
relation given below.

But ior purposes of this study the GU-successor relation is a substantial
improvement on the Artsy-Frieder-Herman successor relation when n > 3. This
is because it also satisfies property 3 at a majority of the boundary elements of
most al-connected sets of digital n-cells X, and because it relates each boundary
element to only 2 - 2/n other elements, on average, whereas the Artzy-Frieder-
Herman successor relation relates each boundary element to n - I others.

The definition of the GU-successor relation given below uses some additional
notation and terminology, which will now be defined. Let e be a digital (n - 2)-
cell Ix 12... I, in which lI and II are singleton sets and j < 1. Then w, will
denote the 2-D plane normal to e that passes through the centroid of e, with the
cartesian coordinate system in which the first coordinate is the jth coordinate of
n-space and the second coordinate is the Ith coordinate of n-space. In the case
n = 2, wr is the whole Euclidean plane.

Note that if v is any digital n-cell that meets we then the centroid of v lies
on Wre and v n we is a pixel in the plane We. If Z is a set of digital (n - i)-cells,
where i E {0, 1, 2}, then ir(Z) will denote the set {z n 7e I z E Z} - {0}. (Thus
we(Z) is the "cross-section" of Z determined by we.) According asi = 0, 1, or
2 W&(Z) is regarded as a set of pixels, pixel edges, or pixel comers in the plane
we. If C is a set of digital n-cells and f E OC meets we, then the pixel edge in
W,({f}) is a boundary element of wv(C), and so it has a strong successor and a
strong predecessor relative to w.(C).

Say that a digital k-cell I, x 12 x ... I,, is horizontal if I,, is a singleton set,
vertical if I. is a closed unit interval.

Definition 1. Suppose C is a set of digital n-cells and f, f' E &C. Then f' is a
GU-successor (GU-predeceasor) of f relative to C if f n fl is a horizontal digital
(n - 2)-cell, e say, and the pixel edge in we({f}) is the strong successor (strong
predecessor) of the pixel edge in w&({f}) relative to w,(C).

The GU-successor and GU-predecessor relations are illustrated in Fig. 2. In
the case n = 2 the GU-successor and GU-predecessor relations are just the same
as the strong successor and strong predecessor relations, since every digital 0-cell
is horizontal according to the above definition. But when n >_ 3 the restriction
that the shared digital (n - 2)-cell e be horizontal substantially reduces the av-
erage number of GU-succeesors that a boundary element will have. It is because
of this restriction that the GU-successor relation satisfies property 3 at most
boundary elements.
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Indeed, each vertical element of BC has just I pair of horizontal (n - 2)-faces
and therefore has just I GU-succeseor and just I GU-predeceseor relative to C.

Thum property 3 holds for all vertical boundary elements.
Each horizontal element of LC has just n- - pairs of horizontal (n - 2)-fac=

and therefore has just n- 1 GU-succeusor and just n- 1 GU-predecesnors relative
to C. So when n 2> 3 property 3 fails for horizontal boundary elements. But "on
averag" only 1/n of the elements of BC will be horizontal while (n - 1)/n of the
elements will be vertical. Thus one might say that the expected number of GU-

Psucwes or GU-predecessors of a boundary element is (1/n)(n- 1)+(n- 1)/n =

2 - 2/n < 2.

&5 The P-Adjacency Relation and the Main Theorem

A fundamental non-trivial result concerning the GU-successor relation, already
mentioned in the previous section, is that there exists an adjacency reiation P
satisfying 011 C P C 02 much that the GU-successor relation satisfies property 2
when "simple 8-boundaries" is replaced by "simple P-boundaries". It is time to
define the adjacency relation P and state the result precisely:

Definition 2. One digital n-cell is P-adjacent to another if they are a,-adjacent
to each other, or if they are a 2-adjacent to each other and they meet in a
horizontal digital (n - 2)-cell.

In the case n = 2 the P-adjacency relation is the same as the 8-adjacency
relation, since every digital 0-cell is horizontal according to our definition. But
when n > 3 the P-adjacency relation is strictly stronger than the a 2-adjacency
relation. (See Fig. 2.)

Notice that if X is a finite a,-connected set of digital n-cells and f is a
boundary element of X then a GU-successor of f relative to X must lie in the
same simple P-boundary of X as f itself. But the following theorem says much
more:

Theorem 3 Main Theorem. Let X be a finite a, -connected set of digital n-
cells. Then the transitive closure of the relation "is a GU-successor relative to

X of" is an equivalence relation whose equivalence classes are the simple P-
boundaries of X.

This theorem shows that the relationship between the GU-successor relation
and simple P-boundaries is a generalization to n dimensions of the relationship
between the strong successor relation and simple 8-boundaries.

The Main Theorem was conjectured in the case n = 3 by Gordon and Udupa
in [2], and a proof for the case n = 3 was given by Kong and Udupa in [5]. A
proof that the theorem holds for all values of n is outlined in [31. The author and
Udupa plan to include a complete proof of this result in a more comprehensive
paper on the GU-successor relation and its applications.
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3.6 Di~wermc Crack-Cod.. for Simple P-Budre

Suppose ni ', 3 and X is a finite a, -connected set of digital n-cells. Whether a
boundary element of X is horizontal or not depends on the way the coordinates
awe ordered - specifially, it depends on which coordinate is regarded ab the nth
coordinate. Now cyclically permute the coordinates in such a way as to minimiz
the number of horizontal boundary elements of X. This ensures that X has at
most IOXj/n horizontal boundary elements.

Let S be any simple P-boundary of X. A "difference crack-code" for S will
now be described.

Let Q denote the digraph of the GU-successor relation relative to X. Every
weak component of 9 is also a strong component, so we may refer to the comnpo-
nents of Qf without ambiguity. By the Main Theorem, S corresponds to the set
of nodesin acomponent9S of 9.Since each element ofOX has just as many
GU-predeceusors relative to X as GU-successore (1 or n -1I of each, according
as the boundary element in vertical or horizontal) the indegree of each node of
9 is equal to its outdegree. Consequently 9S has directed Euler circuits.

Let (hb,- ,4 be asequence of elements of OX that corresponds to the
sequence of nodes inusome directed Euler circuit -yof9S, where b, = bois a
vertical boundary element and the nth coordinate of the centroid of b, is greate
than the nth coordinate of the centroid of b.For 0:5i<5 r -2 let ej =fkbbi 1 .
Then ej is a horisontail digitail (ni - 2)-cell I, x 12 x .. I. where 1, mind exactly
*ae other I, awe singleton ad&. and the other ns - 2 1,s are closed unit intervals.
Let 1. denote the unique positive integer I <v - 1 for which 11 is a singleton
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Fbr 0 < i 5 r - 2 let ci E -1,0, 1) be 2/v times the anticiockwise angle
cap km the pi1e edge in w.e({(j}) (oriented twardm the centroid of e,)
to the pivel eV in i.,((h+i) (oriented away from the citraid of e,). For

l<_iv-2et•st•-i_1(rood n- 1), sods CE (0,1 I... ,n - 2). Notice

that d. can only be non-sero when b, is a horsontal boundary element. This is
becaus when k = 11 x x ... I is vertical t1 = 1-_=I where Iisthe unique
positive integer for which It is a singleton met.

Call the pair of sequences ((co, c,, c2, .. , c,- 2), (di, 2 ,. d , d,-2)) the preliM-
iwOV code foe S induced by the directed Euler circuit -f. If the cyclic permutation
applied to the coordinates at the outset is specifed, then it is possible to recon-
struct S from this pair of sequences and the coordinates of the centroid of ho.

The diffevence crack-code for S induced by - is obtained by taking the pre-
liminary code for S induced by -y and omitting from its sequence of djs every d-
for which k- is a vertical boundary element. No information is lost when all such
djs are omitted, for the following reasons. Firstly, we already know that these
djs are all equal to 0. Secondly, it is easy to determine whether h- is vertical from
the subsequence (co,cl,. ., ci- 1). Indeed, since bo is vertical it follows that bi
is vertical if and only if co + c1 + ... ci.I is even. A very simple example of the
crack-code is given in Fig. 3.

1

3

2

Fig. 3. Suppose n - 3, X is this set of two voxels, S OX, bo is the dotted voxel face,
and the directed Euler circuit -y is the circuit given by the arrows. Then the difference
crack-code for S induced by 7 is ((0,-1,-1,0,-1,-1,0,-1,-1,0,-1), (0,1,0)).

Let h(S) denote the number of horizontal elements in S, and v(S) the number
of vertical elements in S. The difference crack code contains (r - 1) cis and
(r - 2 - v(S)) djs. Each cj can be stored in 2 bits and each d, in [log(n- 1)1 bits.
Hence the code can be stored in no more than 2r + rkog(n - 1)1(r - v(S)) bits.
Horizontal elements of S occur just n - 1 times in the sequence (bo, bh,..., Ib.- 1)
whereas vertical elements occur just once. So r = (n - 1)h(S) + v(S), and the
code can be stored in no more than 2((n- 1)h(S)+v(S))+ Rog(n- 1)1 (n- 1)h(S)
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Lt So, S,..,S,. be the simple P-boundaries of X, and let H denote the
umber at boiWOma boundary elements of X. Then F," h(Si) = H and

= lXI - H. So if such a difference crack-code is constructed for
es& Si thea the mmmbe of bits needed to store all the codes is no more than
2((n- 1)H+(IOXJ-H))+ Pag(n- 1)(u- 1)H. Since H_5 IOXI/n, the number
of bits required is no more than (4 + [lg(n - 1)1)(t - I/n)IOXI.

In Particular, on putting n = 3 or 4 it can be seen that the memory require-
ment of the codes is no more than 31 bits per boundary element in the 3-D case,
and no more than 4' bits per boundary element in the 4-D case.

This difference crack-code is reminiscent of an Euler circuit based represen-
tation of digital surfaces suggested by Rosenfeld, Kong and Wu at the end of
Section 4 in [9]. However, Theorem 3 had not yet been proved when [91 was writ-
ten, and the possibility of constructing a difference crack-code based on Gordon
and Udupa's GU-succeesor relation was not considered in that paper.

Kovalevsky [6] describes a related method of representing boundaries of 3-D
binary images. Kovalevsky's representation is also based on the GU-successor re-
lation. However, whereas the difference crack-code presented above uses a single
pair of sequences to encode an entire simple P-boundary, Kovalevsky's repre-
sentation does not. Instead, it regards the boundary of a 3-D binary image as a
union of boundary element "hoops", each of which is represented by a separate
sequence.
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Abstract. According to a recent mathematical theory the intuitive concept of
shape can be formalized through functions, named size functions, which convey
information on both the topological and metric properties of the viewed shape.
In this paper the main concepts and results of the theory are first reviewed in a
somewhat intuitive fashion. Then, an algorithm for the computation of discrete
size functions is presented. Finally, by introducing a suitable distance function,
it is shown that size functions can be useful for both shape description and
recognition from real images.

Keywords: Shape description, size function.

1 Introduction

Shape description and recognition are important stages of vision. From the com-
putational perspective, many problems stem from the well-known difficulty of
dealing with qualitative and quantitative changes in shape within the same
scheme.

The study of shape through integer-valued functions, called size functions
(1, 2, 3], has recently been proposed. The key idea underlying the concept of a
size function is that of setting metric bounds to the classical notion of homotopy/,
i.e., of continuous deformation. Size functions are very good candidates for shape
representation because they (i) convey information about both the qualitative
and quantitative structure of the viewed shape, (ii) can be tailored to suit the
invariant properties of the shapes to be studied, and (iii) are inherently "stable"
against small changes in shape.

The aim of this paper is to asses the potential of the theory of size functions
for computer vision. Therefore, after a brief summary of the main concepts of the
theory, an algorithm for the computation of size functions in the discrete case
is described. Then a simple way to measure distances between size functions is
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2 A Simple Example
First, let us introduce the notion of a sins function through a simple example.
The aim of this section is to generate a description of the curve in Fig. la which
is useful for shape recognition.

K q 4

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Topological and metric obstructions. (a) Since the curve a has no topological
obstruction, the point p can be brought into coincidence with q without leaving a by
following either one of the two trajectories indicated by the arrows. (b) If D., the
distance from the centre of mass c, along either trajectory cannot be larger than 7
(the metric obstruction), p cannot be brought into coincidence with q any longer. The
size function ID. (a) at the point (3,7) equals 2 because two of the four connected
components of the set of points within the larger circle (the points with D. < 7)
contain at least a point within the mailer circle (the points with D. < 3).

As a preliminary step, let us define a transformation H which brings a point
of a onto some other point of a without leaving the curve. The arrows in Fig. la,
for example, help visualize two possible "trajectories" along which H brings the
point p onto the point q. The transformation H induces an equivalence relation
on the points of a, where two points u and v are said to be H-equivalent if there
exists a continuous trajectory on a which brings u onto v. Since, independent of
the shape of a, all the points fall into the same single equivalence class, the purely
topological concept of H-equivalence is clearly not sufficient to characterize the
shape of a. Intuitively, this is due to the absence of "topological obstructions"
between points of a.
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Lot us now change the definition of H-equivalence slightly by introducing

"metric obstructions" along the trajectories of H on a. For example, let c be

the centre of mass of a and D,(a) denote the distance between c and a point
a of a. In Fig. lb the continuous lines identify the points with D, 5 3, the
dashed lines the points with 3 < D, !5 7, while the points with D, > 7 have
not been drawn. The apps in Fig. lb make it clear that D,, which is called a
measuring function, eventually exceeds 7 (the "metric obstruction") along any
trajectory from p to q. This suggests that H should be redefined so that two
points u and v ae said to be H(Dc :5 y)-equivakent if a trajectory exists on
a from u to v along which Dc never exceeds y. It is evident that not all the
points of a are H(DC :5 y)-equivalent for some value of y and that the number
of equivalence classes depends on the shape of a. In Fig. Ib, for example, p is
not H(Dc : 7)-equivalent to q.

The notion of H(DC _ y)-equivalence is essential for the definition of size
function. For each pair of real numbers (z, y), the size function ID,(0; X, y) in-
duced by the measuring function Dc counts the number of equivalence classes
in which the equivalence relation H(Dc :5 y) divides the set of points of a with
D, : x (for y 2! x). In practice, the size function ID.(;*X, Y) can be computed
by counting the number of connected components of the set of points of a with
De _ y that contains at least one point with D, :5 x. In the particular example
of Fig. lb we have lD.(a; 3, 7) = 2, because the set of points with D, _< 7 has
4 connected components, two of which contain at least one point with D, _5 3
(i.e., a point on a continuous line).

The diagram of ID, (a; X, Y) is shown in Fig. 2a (the horizontal and vertical
axes are the x- and y-axes respectively). The size function ID, (x, y) is a piecewise
constant function which, within the triangular region T = {((, y) : 0 < x <
10.56...,z x < < 10.56...}, equals 0 for 0 < x < 1 , 2 for 1 < x < 4, and 4 for
4 < ax < 10.56.... The numbers 1, 4, and 10.56... are the critical values of the

measuring function D, (see Fig. 2b). The value of ID, elsewhere is independent
of a. In essence, l = 0 on the left of the vertical axis (there are no points to
start with), l. = 1 for y 2! 10.56... and 0 > a Ž p (all the metric obstructions
are removed), and lP o0 for x' > 0 and y < x (each point belongs to a different
equivalence class).

3 Main Definitions

Let us now define and comment on the notion of size function in more general
terms. We first establish some basic notation.

In this section a shape is an n-dimensional, compact, boundaryless, piecewise
C' submanifold M of the Euclidean space E m (n < n) [1]. The set of k-tuples
p of points pi of M, i = 1, ... , k, is denoted by Mk (in the example of Fig. 1,
it was simply k = 1 and thus M 1 = a 1 = a). If p and q are in Mk, let
di(p, q) = maxo<i< k d(pi, qi)} be the distance between p and q, where d(pi, qi)
is the usual Euclidean distance between pi and qi. The important concept of
measuring function can now be defined.
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Fig. 2. Representing sise functions. (a) The size function ID6 (X,Y) of the curve
a is a piecewise constant function which equ al 0, 2, and 4 for 0 :_ z < 1,
1 < z < 4, and 4 <:5 z < 10.56... respectively, within the triangular region
T = {(z,y): 0 _ z < 10.56...,: < y < 10.56...}. (b) The numbers 1, 4, and 10.56...
are the local minimum and maximum values of the measuring function DA. (c) The
sine function TD.(z, y) (output of the algorithm described in the text) consists of thin ,...
regions, called "blind stripes", which go all around the regions where Tv is known
exactly and in which the "true" value of T. is bounded by the monotonicity constraints
but otherwise uncertain. (d) However, a grey-value coded representation of TD, shows
that the estimated value of TD, within the blind stripes is mostly correct.

DIfklntion 1. A measuring function [1] is any continuous function

W0: /h -- R.

The notion of measuring functions leads to the key concept of metric homo-
toWy [ll.
DefamItio 2. A metric H(V < .)-hhomotopy betwen p and q in Mh i a con-
tinuous function H: (0, 1] M " such that
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We write p q_•Sj 9, if such a metric H(jo < y)-homotopy exists. Now let M"(W <
z) be the set of points p in M, with w(p) < z (e.g. the set of points on the
coutinuos lines of Fig. 1b). We have the following:

Definition3. The siz function 1,(M) : R 2 - NUf+oo} [1] can be defined as{ #- M"•+(iO 5 x)/ c--,--,} if finite,

+oo otherwise.

A fundamental theorem of the theory [1] ensures that the value of the size
function inside the triangular region T,(M) {(z, y) : Wo* S < y : max, ipnin <
z < y}, where 0mia and max are the minimum and maximum value of 'p on a
respectively, is finite. In what follows, for the sake of simplicity, let us assume
that the value of the size function on the boundary of Tv(M) is also finite.

The definition of size function in the previous section has been extended
in two important directions. First, a size function can be defined on piecewise
smooth surfaces of arbitrary dimension. Second, the measuring function does not
need to be the distance from the centre of mass and can be defined on k-tuples
of the shape. In the case of a curve, for example, the curvature, the distance
between pairs of points, and the area of the triangle whose vertices lie on the
curve, could equally have been used as measuring functions with k = 1, 2, and 3
respectively.

A size function 4 (M; z, y) has a number of general properties. First, by
definition, ,i is non-decreasing in z and non-increasing in y (see Fig. 2a). Second,
lf inherits the invariant properties of the measuring function 'p (thus, in the
previous section ID. (a) is invariant for translation and rotation of a on the
plane of Fig. la). Third, although If can be defined over the entire plane, the
relevant information is contained within the triangular region T,(M).

The relevance of the notion of size function to shape analysis is due to the fact.."........
that the main properties of size functions can be extended to the discrete case
[2] with little change. In the next section an algorithm for the tcLJcrete computa-
tion of size functions will be described and the main properties of the obtained
representation discussed. A rigorous account of the mathematical foundations
of the theory of size functions in both the continuum and discrete case can be
found in [1, 2].

4 Computing Size Functions

This section describes the implementation of an algorithm for the discrete com-
putation of the sin function of a planar curve a and discusses the main properties
of size functions in both the continuum and discrete case. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the discussion is restricted to the case in which the measuring function
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W is defned on single points of a (that is, k = 1) with p 2! 0 (a more general do-
scription can be found in [4]). In addition, let B(p)6 be the open circle of centre
p and radius 6, and 1, and T, the size function in the continuum and discrete
case respectively. The algorithm consists of four steps.

1. Sample (or approximate) the curve a at a finite number N of points pi,
i - 1,..., N, so that (i) a C UlfiB(p,)6 and (ii) the set B(p,) 6 n a is non-
empty and connected for i = 1,..., N. Compute w(p), i = 1, ... , N.

2. Define the graph G whose vertices are the points p' and whose edges link
vertices which correspond to adjacent points on a.

3. Compute the maximum Vax of W(p'), i - 1, ... , N and set A > !e,(6), where
ev(6) is the modulus of continuity of W at 6.

4. For y = 0 to y _< W`

(a) Define the subgraph G,,<, of G induced by the set of vertices of G for
which W<_ y.

(b) For z = 0 to z V
i. Let [,,(a; z, V) be the number of connected components of G,,5,

which contain at least a vertex pi such that W'(p') _ z.
. z-+ z + A.

(c) y--p4+

The conditions (i) and (ii) of the first step ensure that the curve a is covered
in such a way that each open circle contains exactly one connected arc of a.
The graph G, in the second step, is a discrete representation of a such that
a path on G between the vertices pi and pj is the discrete counterpart of a
trajectory between points of the two arcs B(p,) 6 n a and B(pj)5 n a. The third
step determines the minimal resolution at which TD., can be computed. In the final
step TD, is computed over a grid of equally spaced points within the triangular
region T, (a) = {(z,y) :0< 0 y 5 fip'a, 0 :_ z _ y).

The diagram of TD., that is, the output of the algorithm when a is sam-
pled at 100 points, is shown in Fig. 2c. Somewhat unexpectedly, the diagram of
Fig. 2c does not consist of a set of discrete estimates. This is made possible by
a fundamental theorem of the theory [2] which ensures that if Ax, Ay 2! cp(6)
(see the third step of the algorithm) and li, = n at two different points, then, at
"every" point in-between, 4, = n and, most importantly, 4, =- n. Consequently,
there are three areas in the diagram of Fig. 2c where Ti,. is known to be equal
to lzID and to 0, 2, and 4 respectively with "no margin of error". The differences
between 4, and 4, are located near the points where Z•. is not constant. In fact,
it can be shown [2] that if 1. takes on different values at two adjacent points
along either axis, neither of the two estimates is a priori equal to 1,. Thus, there
are regions, named "blind atripes", which go all around the locations where 1, is
known exactly and in which the "true" value of If is bounded by the monotonic-
ity constraints along the coordinate axes but is otherwise uncertain (see Fig. 2d,
however). Intuitively, the width of the blind stripes reflects the coarseness of the
sampling stage and the ambiguity of the finite covering of the first step of the
algorithm. A finer sampling would narrow down the width of the blind stripes,
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thssev mreducing the uncertwnty in the location and value of the dacontinuitis

5 --•.uiu---_I Resuft.

Let s pinet e m rnsult. a the computationd use of ae
functlsm fr object rsecgnitioa from red imagie. First, a distance between
functims needs to be dWined.

5.1 A Didavmc baenm She Funetk..

Let W be the measuring function with W > 0, al and a2 two planar curves,
and l'((ai) the maximum of V on ai, for i = 1, 2. Let us scale Wo by defining0 = jp/VP"u(c) on c, for i = 1, 2. As a rank, 0(ol) = 0(am) = I and a
scalesinvaurat distance D between the mis functions l,,(al) and 1,(a2) can be
defined simply

D(14,(a), #(*2)) =2 &V j dxli(aI; z, y) - 1(a; z,).

Shiilayin the discrete cae, 4p(a.) and [#(a2) can be computed at the same
fixed resolution R and regarded as triangular matrices 1(al))j and 4(CI2)ij

with i = 1,, R - 1 and j 1, ... , R - i. The distance D can then be redefined
as

2 t-I ft-s

D (To(or), 10(a2)) =R(R- 1) I j (C1)), - TO ),,j 1, (1)

where the normalization factor is chosen so that D = 1 if, on average, the
triangular matrices TO(al) and T'A(02) differ by I at each entry. The entries on
the diagonal of the triangular matrices are not considered because they may be
affected by large quantization errors.

In order to test the algorithm for the computation of size functions of the
previous section and then assess the usefulness of the concept of size functions for
object recognition, some experiments on sets of "real" objects were performed.
Let us now describe one of these experiments in some detail.

5.2 Leaf Recognition

Figure 3 shows the images of six leaves from six different plant species (from
upper left to lower right: ivy, lemon, oleander, pittosporum, oak, and olive).
Each leaf was picked from a set of eight leaves of the same species yielding a
total of 48 leaves and one image of each leaf against a dark background was
taken. Standard edge detection techniques were applied to extract the silhouette
of each leaf [5] and the size function ID. of each leaf was then computed over
a grid of fixed resolution. The distance from the centre of mass was always

- - . - •-- . .- • . , -.. . . .. ... . . - . . ... . ;- - . . . . . . . • . . .. . .
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normalized between 0 and 1. In order to test the invariance of ID, for translation
and rotation, the position and orientation of each leaf on a plane nearly parallel
to the image plane was varied from image to image.

Fig. 3. Six images of six different species of leaves. From upper left to lower right: ivy,
lemon, oleander, pittosporum, oak, and olive.

Figure 4 shows the grey-value coded "size functions" which have been ob-
tained by averaging the size functions obtained from leaves of the same species
(the value at each point of these "size functions" is the average of the value of the
size functions at that point). A number of qualitative conclusions can already
be drawn by a simple inspection of Fig. 4.

First, the size functions of the ivy leaves appear to be consistently different
from all the other size functions. Second, the size functions of oleander and
olive leaves are qualitatively similar but quantitatively different (the location of
the main discontinuity along the horizontal axis of the oleander size function is
further to the left). Third, the difference between the size functions of oak and
lemon leaves is localized near the diagonal (which is where the shape "details"
can be detected). Fourth, it might not be easy to distinguish between lemon,
olive, and pittosporum leaves. Lastly, the size functions of lemon, pittosporum,
and oak leaves present a higher degree of variability (larger regions over which
the average takes on non-integer values). It is interesting to note that similar
conclusions could have been drawn by looking at the original set of leaves.

From the quantitative point of view, the average "size functions" of Fig. 4
have been used to classify each leaf according to a simple recognition scheme.
Each "size function" of Fig. 4 has been considered as a "model" for each of the six
species, and the distance D between each leaf and each model has been computed
by using (1). Finally, each leaf was classified depending on the minimum distance.
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Fig. 4. Grey-value coded "size functions" which have been obtained by averaging the
sixe functions obtained from leaves of the same species. From upper left to lower right:
ivy, lemon, oleander, pittosporum, oak, and olive.

The method was able to classify all the leaves correctly with the exception of a
lemon leaf which was mistaken for a pittosporum leaf. A more robust technique
which combines descriptions from different size functions and correctly classifies
each leaf will be described in a forthcoming paper [6].

Similar results (with no classification errors) have been obtained by looking
at images of tools such as pliers, screwdrivers, scissors, wrenches, and hammers
of different sizes and quantitatively different shapes.

6 Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to assess the relevance of a recent mathematical theory
in relation to the problems of shape description and recognition. The theory is
based on the concept of size function which combines topological and metric
properties of shape.

Our analysis has shown that size functions in the discrete (i) can be com-
puted reliably from real images, (ii) preserve the invariant properties of the
chosen measuring function, (iii) can easily be made independent of change-of-
scale, and (iv) are inherently robust against small qualitative and quantitative
changes of shape. In conclusion, experiments on real images indicate that the
shape representation which can be obtained through size functions is likely to
be suitable for object recognition.

L ....
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Abstract. An introduction to category theory for workers in shape theory with
some elementary examples, including some from mathematical morphology.
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Introduction

Category theory was founded in 1945 by Eilenberg and Mac Lane [4] in order
to define natural transformations (see Definition 4). After the basic paper by
Mac Lane [11] and the usage of categories in algebraic topology and homolog-
ical algebra (started by Eilenberg and Steenrod [5]) category theory developed
rapidly, motivated mostly from algebra. In the 1960s its rich usage in continuous
structures like topological spaces or topological groups started, and also relations
with set theory were investigated. Recently, useful applications in computer sci-
ence have been found. Generally, one can say that category theory is an abstract
language convenient for describing general situations in mathematics; it helps in
finding similarities in theories of various areas of mathematics.

This paper is written for workers in shape theory who are not aware of
possible usage of category theory in their work. As further reading I would
recommend the recently published book by Adtmek, Herrlich and Strecker [1],
and the classic book by Mac Lane [12].

1 Basics of Category Theory

Perhaps the most illustrative example of a category is that of sets. In the next
definition, the reader should bear in mind that obC is the class of sets, and
C(A, B) is the set of mappinp from the set A into the set B. As can be seen
even from that example, we must distinguish between sets and proper classes.
Readers who are not too familiar with such set-theoretical notions and who work
only with small sets (e.g., with finite sets, or with at most countable sets, etc.)
need not be concerned.
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D itm 1. A aotM C is cOMM ed of a clas obC, of disjoint sets C(A, B)
r A, B e obC, and o an asoiative compoition o of members of UA,, C(A, B)

sathtylng th. properties:
(a) fog is defined for g E C(A, B), f E C(C, D) if B =C;
(b) for each A E obC, there exists IA E C(A, A) such that IA o f = f and
9o '0A = g whenever the composition is defined (i.e., if f E C(B, A), y E C(A, B)

ore so. object B).

The members of obC ae called objects of C, the members of C(A, B) mor-
phism. (or arrows) from A to B. The fact that f E C(A, B) is often denoted by

f : A --+ B or by A B; then A is called the domain of f, B is called the
range or codomain of f. The composition f o g from (a) of Definition I can be
expressed by

Remarks. (1) In Definition 1 two assumptions are made about C(A, B) that
need not be regarded as important in the usual practice. First of all the fact
that C(A, B) is requested to be a set, not a proper class. The other assumption
is disjointnesw of all the sets C(A, B). It is an auxiliary or technical assumption.
Usually one does not worry about it in practice; in case the sets C(A, B) are not
disjoint, it is easy to change their definition to make them disjoint (e.g., instead
of f, one takes triples (f, A, B)).

(2) If in Definition 1, condition (a), one replaces the equality B = C by the
equality A = D, we have again a category with the same objects and morphisms
but with the "converse" composition. This category is called dual to the original
one. One may get the dual category by converting arrows: if f : A --+ B in
the original category, then f : B --+ A in the dual category. Such a "duality"
helps a lot with definitions and proofs. The situation is similar to the concept
of conjugate matrix. If one defines a notion for categories, it is defined also in
the dual category and can be carried back to the original category by converting
arrows to get its dual notion. See Definition 6 for an example.

(3) Careful readers might notice that all the objects A are in one-to-one
correspondence with the unit morphisms 1A, and so categories can be defined
without mentioning objects at all, as a partial semigroup (being a class in general,
not a set) having enough units.

Before we come to examples, two kinds of special morphisms will be defined,
namely isomorphisms and retracts, and then subcategories. Other important
special morphisms like monomorphisms (corresponding to one-to-one maps) or
epimorphisms (corresponding to surjections, i.e., onto-maps) will not be defined.
Note that only those concepts which are defined usually by means of points can
(and must) be defined in categories without using points.

The definition of subcategories is quite natural and corresponds to subsemi-
groups if one adopts the approach explained in the last remark (item (3)).

.,...... ......, ,,



• .(a,) Aa=hmU f : A -* 8 in acategoy C is calld isome A.,
if thi•si a amopism : B -. A inC with 1o 8 0,g f = IA (g is often
dimoted byt I-).
(b) A phi :I A D in a ctgo ry C is caled retracti if there in a

oephisimn: B-* A in C with 1off o .
(c) Ac ce y A is a nbawh ,ov of a category C if

obA c obC,
A B) C C(A, a) for all objects A, B of A,
every *A,A) contains IA E C(A,A),
the composition at A is tie restriction of that of C to A.

If A(A,B) =C(A,B) for all objects A,B of A then A is said to bef ful in C.

Aaiwm. (1) Notice that if A is a full subcategory of C, then it is completely
described inside C by specifying its objects. Usually one says that A is a full
subcategory of C generated by the class of objects obA.

(2) In any category, isomorphic objects cannot be distinguished by means
of the inner procedures of the category. That means, that uniqueness of objects
having a given property is always up to isomorphism (an object of a category
A has a property defined inside A iff every object isomorphic to it has that
property, too).

We shall start with examples of structures on sets. In that case, the mor-
phisms are mappings between the underlying sets (usually, they preserve the
structure in some sense) and the composition is just the usual composition of
mappings. The unit morphisms 1A are the identity mappings. So it suffices to
describe the category by describing the objects and morphisms. One must check
that the identity mappings are morphisms, and that the composite of two mor-
phisms is again a morphism.

Ezamples. (1) The category Set of sets: the class of objects is the class of sets
and the set of morphisms Set(A, B) is the set of all mappings from A to B.
The isomorphisms in Set are exactly the bijections (one-to-one and onto-maps);
retractions are exactly onto-maps.

(2) The category Gr of groups: the clas of objects is the class of groups and
the set of morphisms GI(A, B) is the set of all group homomorphisms from A to
B. The isomorphisms in Gr are exactly group isomorphisms.

The category AbGr is the full subcategory of Gr generated by the Abelian
groups, that is, between Abelian groups the homomorphisms are the same as
the group homomorphisms.

(3) The category Top of topological spaces: the claw of objects is the class of
topological spaces and the set of morphisms, Top(A, B) is the set of all continuous
mappings from A to B. The isomorphisms in Top are exactly the homeomor-
phisms onto.

One can define many full subcategories of Top like Comp generated by all
compact spaces, Haus generated by all Hausdorff spaces, etc.

(4) The category Met, has for objects the metric spaces and for morphisms
the uniformly continuous mappings. The category Met, has for objects the metric
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spces and for morphisma the continuous mappings (note that Mete is not a
subcateory of Top because different metrics may induce the same topology).
The category Mett has for its objects the metric spaces and for morphisms the
nm-expensive maps (i.e., the Lipechits maps f with the Lipechits ,constant 1:
Aftz, <y : d(Z' )).

Clearly, Mett is a (non-ful) subcategory of Met, which is a (non-full) subcat-
egory of Met,. The isomorphisms in Met, are the distance-preserving onto-maps.

(5) The category Poset of partially ordered sets: the class of objects is the
class of partially ordered sets, and the set of morphisms, Poset(A, B) is the set
of all order-preserving mappings from A to B. The isomorphisms in Pout are
the order-isomorphisms.

The category Latt is the (non-full) subcategory of Poset with the class of
objects being lattices, and with Latt(A, B) being the mappings from A to B
preserving infima. One can define here various modifications taking into account
other kind of mappings (preserving suprema or both infima and suprema).

The next example belongs to those categories in which objects are points of
some structure and morphisms are relations between the points:

Ezample. If X is a partially ordered set, then the category X determined by X
has for its clas of objects the set X, and X(z, y) is at most a one-element set:
it is non-empty iff z < y. If one wants to specify the morphisms, it is possible to
define X,(z, y) = (x, y) iff z < y, i.e., the class (in fact, the set) of morphisms of
X coincides with order regarded as a subset of X x X. The composition here is
in fact the transitivity of the order. The isomorphisms are identities.

If Y C X, then Y determines the full subcategory Y of X generated by the
points of Y.

It is said that topological spaces were defined in order to define continuous
mappings. One may understand in general that relations between objects are
sometimes more important than the objects themselves. If categories are objects
of interest, there should be some relations between them; we shall define them
as functors. Of course, one can continue: if functors are objects of interest, there
should be some relations between them, and these can be defined (by natural
transformations). We shall not go into higher levels. Since categories may be
regarded as partial semigroups, functors should be mappings between them,
preserving units and composition.

Definition 3. (a) A functor F from a category A to a category B is a mapping
which maps objects of A into objects of B and sets A(A, B) into B(FA, FB)
such that it preserves the units and the composition. Notation: F : A --+ B.

(b) Two categories A, B are said to be isomorphic if there exist functors
F : A-- #B,G : B--+A with FoG =ls andGoF-= 1A. In that case the
functors F, G are called isofunctors.

Remarks. (1) The last conditions of Definition 3 (a) mean that 1 FA = F(IA) for
each object of A and that F(f o g) = Ff o Fg whenever f o g makes sense, i.e.,

F(A• B C) = FA ! FBL FC.
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(2) Th6 notion of functor we have just defined has a more precise term,
namly coevaist func.or. That is becatue there is also a contrvariant functor,
which is, in fact, a (covarant) functor into the dual category of the original range
category. For the purpose of this study, the first kind of a functor is sufficient;
when one needs the second kind, the dual category can be used.

Examples. (1) Except for the identity functor IA : A -* A, the simplest examples
are the so-called forgetful functors from categories of structures into Set or into
categories having some weaker structures. The forgetful functors Gr - Set, Top
--* Set "forget" the structure; they assign to a group or to a topological space
its underlying set (i.e., the set X to a topological space (X, C), and the map
f : X -# Y is assigned to a continuous map f : (X, 9) -.- (Y, N)). The forgetful
functor Ring -.- AbGr forgets the multiplication structure of rings but not the
additive structure.

(2) If A is a subcategory of 8 then the inclusion of the clas of objects of A
into that of B, together with, for each pair of objects A, B of A, the inc!hsion of
A(A, B) into B(A, B) form a functor.

(3) If X, Y are partially ordered sets, then functors from X into Y (the
categories determined by X, Y, resp.) are exactly the order-preserving mappings
X - Y.

(4) If S, T are semigroups (or groups), then functors from S into T (the
categories determined by S, T, resp.) are just the homomorphisms S -+ T.

Definition 4. (a) A natural transformation i7 : F ---, G between functors F, G:
A --* B is a class of morphisms {fA : FA -- GA}, indexed by objects of A and
having the property that for every f E A(A, A') one has Gf O qA = 77A, o Ff,
i.e., the following diagram commutes.

FA/FA -7A GA

Ff Gf

FA' GA'

(b) Two functors F, G are said to be naturally isomorphic if there exist nat-
ural transformations i, e such that 17o e = 1F, e o0 = lG.

Examples. (1) Let Ban be the category of Banach spaces and continuous linear
mappings, F be the functor Ban --+ Ban assigning to each Banach space B its
second dual B**, and to a continuous linear mapping f : BI -- B 2 its second
dual f** : B•* -- B*. The canonical embeddings B --+ B** generate a natural
transformation 1Ban - F.

(2) The classical example showing the difference between natural transfor-
mations and "usual" transformations is the category A of all finite-dimensional
vector spaces and of linear mappings. It is well-known that the first dual X*
is isomorphic to X for every finite-dimensional vector space X, but there is no

S• .. . .. • . .. ., ,' '• . . .. i• • • • : .. .. • '• .... . . . . " . . .. .. . , •' "• . . .. . ..- I- ---" --. . .
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natural trkashomation expvssmzg that is morphism because it depends on the
choice of a base in X; howeer the embedding X --* X* does not depend on the
chice oa a bse.

2 Shapes, Clorinp and Reflections

In this section possible applications of category theory in shape theory will be
described. We shall start with a simple came where we have a class of objects with
a given subclass (members of which we may call models or prototypes), and our
took is to asign to each object a model which is as close to the object as possible.
In other words, we are looking for the shape of an object, expressed by means of
properties of models. One may take for the clas of objects all letters of a set of
typewriters and for the clan of models the letters of one specified typewriter; our
task is assign to a letter, say "J", of a typewriter the closest letter of the specified
typewriter. We must know what "close" means and so, we shall suppose that
the objects together with relations between them form a category C; the models
form a subcategory M. To describe precisely the category and its subcategory
may not be easy in practice (e.g., in the example with letters of typewriters it
will not be easy to describe the relations, i.e. the morphisms) and so we shall
use for an illustrative example the following slightly artificial one. Let C be the
category determined by the partially ordered set of all subsets of the plane and
M be its full subcategory generated by closed convex sets. To say that a model
M is "close" to an object A could mean that there is a (specified) morphism
f E C(A, M) (in our example it means A c M). The model M which is closest
to an object A is then described in the following way:

There exists a morphism rA : A -- M such that for any other morphism
f A -- P with P being a model (an object of M) there exists a morphism
g: M -. P in M such that f = gorrA, i.e., the following diagram is commutative.

ArA rA M

P

In our example the closest model to a set A is its closed convex hull, of course.
In that connection, a reader may ask why the relation was defined by means of
single morphisms and not by the relation C(A, M) 0 0. That is also possible,
but it is equivalent to the investigation of a partial order on the class of objects.
The more relations (morphisms) between objects we have at our disposal, the
more information we get and the closer model we can find (but also, the more
complicated the investigation we will have).

In our example, the closest model is unique and corresponds to our intuition
of what it should be. Is it so in general? Consider the following example: Take
the category Set a- A and its full subcategory generated by infinite sets as M.
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TMw clsest model in our see dscribed above, say to the singleton, exists and
it is an arbitrary infinite wt.

To avoid such an unwanted situation, one must add uniqueness somewhere;
the best way is to require it for the morphism g in the diagram above. Using
that oified version of the above notion of the closest model, we come to the
following definition.

Defntim 5. Let C be a category and M a subcategory. An object M of M is
said to be a reflection of an object A of C if there exists a morphism rA : A -* M
such that for each morphism f : A -* P with P E ob M there exists a unique
morphig: M --* P inM with f =gorA.

If every object of C has a reflection in M, then M is said to be reflective in
the category C.

In the case where the uniqueness of the shape is not required, it is possible to
use the notion described before Definition 5, that is, not to require the uniqueness
of the morphism g. Such situations have been studied in categories and they are
called weak reflections (see e.g., the survey paper [9]).

Using the last definition, we may illustrate the duality mentioned in remarks
after the definition of categories. We shall reverse all the arrows in the above
definition and get the notion of coreflectivity.

Definition 6. Let C be a category and M its subcategory. An object M of
M is said to be a coreflection of an object A of C if there exists a morphism
rA : M -- A such that for each morphism f : P - A with P E obM there
exists a unique morphism g : P --. M in M with f = 0Ao g.

If every object of C has a coreflection in M, then M is said to be coreflective
in the category C.

The commutative diagram for corefiections looks as follows:

A rA M

P
It should be mentioned that we could proceed dually from the beginning of

this section, and define the closest model for an object as the coreflection.

Examples. (1) The subcategory AbGr is reflective in Gr. Indeed, the reflection of
a group G is the quotient group G/C, where C is the commutator of G, i.e., the
smallest subgroup of G containing all the elements aba-lb- 1 for a, b E G.

(2) The full subcategory of torsion abelian groups is coreflective in AbGr. The
embedding of the torsion subgroup T of G into G is the coreflection.

(3) The following full subcategories of Top are coreflective in Top: the ones
generated by all discrete spaces (or by locally connected spaces, or by sequential
spaces). One gets the coreflection by modifying the given topology on the same
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underlying set: tahe the smallest topology having the given property which is
larger than the given topology. All coreflections in Top can be described in that
wq.

(4) Except in trivial cases like indiscrete spaces, to prove that a subcategory
ot Top is reflective in Top, one must know more about properties of reflections.
So, here we shall just say that, for example, Haus, Comp are reflective in Top.

(5) The nonfull subcategory of Poset composed of partially ordered sets hav-
ing suprema of nonvoid subsets and of mappings preserving suprema, is reflective
in Post.

(6) If a partially ordered set A is regarded as a category A and B C A is
regarded as a full subcategory 8 of A, then a E A has a reflection in B iff the
infimum of all elements of B greater than a exists in B; then this infimum is the
reflection. Dually for coreflections.

If B is reflective in (A,:5) and we assign to every a E A its reflection Ra,
then the map R : A --+ B is idempotent (R o R = R), extensive (a :5 Ra) and
order preserving. Conversely, every idempotent, extensive and order preserving
map R: A -- A gives rise to a reflective subcategory B C (A, 5), namely
B = {a: Ra - a). For coreflections one must use compressive maps (Ra < a)
instead of the extensive ones.

The uniqueness of the shape is expressed in the following result.

Theorem 7. Let M be a subcategory of a category A. A reflection in M of an
object A is determined uniquely up to isomorphism in M.

Proof. Let C be a category and M its subcategory. If M is a reflection of A in
M and i : M --* M' is an isomorphism in M , then M' is also a reflection of A
in M:

A rA M i M

P

Conversely, if rA : A -* M, r' : A - M' are two reflections of A in M, then
there are (by Definition 5) i E M(M, MP),j E M(M', M) such that i o rA
r'A,j o rA = rA, as in the following diagram:

A TrA

A • M
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Thei ioj oa a r' = ,d or=a ; becatse ofthe uniquenem ofthe
via •A, oe has ioj i= Im, and similarly j o i = lu. Consequently, M,M' are
isom hic in M. 0

Remark Lot M be refctive in . It is an exercise to show that asigning to
A e A its redection RA is idempotent (in the sense that R(RA) is isomorphic
to RA in M) iff M is full in A. In shape theory, it is natural to assume that the
shape of a model (prototype) M is M itself; to achieve that situation, one must
have M fufl in A. Perhaps, it may be convenient in some situations to accept
also non-idempotency of the shape.

Example. Now, we shall look at connections between mathematical morphology
and reflections. To do so, we shall recall several basic concepts (for more details
see other papers concerning mathematical morphology in this volume, e.g., the
contributions of Heijmans [6] or of Roerdink [20]). Mathematical morphology is
a part of image analysis. When investigating objects, it transforms them conve-
niently. If one looks carefully at such transformations, one can see very general
features which are not difficult to express in categorical language. The transfor-
mations were investigated from a topological point of view [15], later also from
a lattice-theoretical point of view (23, 7, 21] and applied to lattices of functions
(grey-level morphology) [18, 10]. The following transformations are of particular
interest. If X, B C BR then the

dilation of X by B is the set {x : X n (z - B) 960},
erosion of X by B is the set {z : B + z C X},
closing of X by B is the se, {x:y - E B * X n (y - B) #4 •,
opening of X by B is the set U{B + z: B + z C X}.

Other important examples are similar transformations of functions used in
the investigation of grey-level images: If f is a real-valued function on RR and
B is again a subset of BR, then

dilation of f by B is the function sup{f(z - b) : b E B},
erosion of f by B is the function inf{f(z + b) : b E B},
closing of f by B is the function inffsup{f(z + b - b) : b' E B}: b E B},
opening of f by B is the function sup{inf{f(z - b + b ' E B} : b E B).

In a sense, dilations form B-hulls and erosions B-interiors of the investigated
object and they may be rather far from it. Closings and openings are closer to
the object and can describe it in a better way; that is, closings fill small holes
and gulfs, openings delete small promontories, and both smooth some edges.

As defined here, the closing is the composition of dilation followed by erosion;
the opening is the composition of erosion followed by dilation. There are other
approaches to the above notions, for example, not by using the set B but by
testing the set X or the function f by an area or by a function. Moreover, the
above definitions of erosion, dilation, opening, and closing can be used without
any change in Abelian groups instead of in Euclidean spaces (one did not use
any geometric or topological properties of the given space). If one takes for B
a ball with a given radius, then it is easy to change the definitions to work in
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amtsic spuen (and in uniform spaces), or in another kind of distance space: If
(X, d) is a metric spce and e > 0, one can define an e-dilation (reasp. L-erosion)
of a set A C X as the set

U,(A) = (z e X: d(z, A) < e (ramp. V(A)= {z E X: U,(z) C A)).

Then the closing Ve(Ue(A)) contains the metric closure of A but is usually bigger
(the metric closure of A is the intersection of the above closings for all positive
e *).A similar statement holds for openings and metric interiors.

Sometimes, openings and closings can be defined without any reference to
dilations and erosiona if we are testing a set of pixels and cannot decide whether
certain pixels belong to the set or not, the extreme solutions are to add them
(closing) or to delete them (opening). The natural question arises: can one assign
to such primarily defined closings and openings some corresponding erosions and
dilations? To answer that question, one must have a categorical description of
the properties of all the concepts under consideration. We shall do it now for
closings and openings. For erosions and dilations, it will be done in the next
section; there one can find the answer to the above question.

Take for X a Euclidean apace or an Abelian group or a metric space and let
A be the category determined by the partially ordered set of all subsets of X,
for B its full subcategory generated by all closings with respect to some B. Then
B is reflective in A, reflection of A C X is its closing. Similarly, openings form a
coreflective subcategory of A.

In fact, we may say that two sets have the same shape with respect to a set
B if they have the same closing with respect to B (or if they have the same
opening, or if they have the same closing and opening).

In summary one may say that looking at closings as reflections and at open-
ings as coreflections (in partially ordered sets, or in lattices, or in any other situa-
tion) should be a unifying point of view for investigating their general properties
and relations.

Coming back to general theory, we could see in the example of reflections in
partially ordered sets that reflections generate some mappings. More generally,
every morphism between objects determines uniquely a morphism between the
corresponding reflections and this assignment generates a functor. Thus every
relation between objects under consideration determines a relation between the
corresponding models of the objects (or in other words, every relation between
objects determines a relation between their shapes - but not conversely).

Theorem S. IJ.M iM refective in C, then there u a functor R : C -- M assigning
to every object ofC it reflection in M. The cta" {rA : A --+ RAI form, a natural
transformation lc -+ IR, where I : M -- C is the embedding.

Proof. If f E C(A, B) then there is a unique morphism g E M(RA, RB) such
that the diagram

-.. ... . .. --, .- . . .-. . ... - .. . ..-. . • . . . . . .. • • . .. . . . • . . . . . ..
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ArSA rA RA

B -=RB
'5

.mmmes PutiW AI - g as masin the uiquenmm in the dWdm of idec-
t*m, Omf e"t"at is 4 AMh . IA n 1e ,4 iff = I A then g - IAA Mnsh@ the
abdi, a camaaive &nd thwe is o other possibility, so R(1A) - IR..

n Isadditin to te . sv I E C(A, D), cm. hal. E eC(B, C) them RhoRforA =
reo 1. f = A(ho a) o rA; spin by the uniquenes, Rho R! = uR(ho f).

The fact that {rA) 6on, the requested natal rasrmation Woows di-
eCty fiven the shov diagram.

Careful readers will notice from the proof above that the functor R having
the properts of Theorem S i dqtersined uniquely up to natural iomorphis.
That does not mom that there is a unique functor R from C into M; there
are usualy many such functors, but only one is such that there is a natural
t f"AO{?rA) : IC - R hving the property that rPA is an:somorphism
for each object A. Therefore, not every "enlargement" of a set in a Euclidean
spae can be a closing.

Let us return to the shape motivation of reflections. If the class of models is
reflective in the whole class of all the objects, then we can assign to each object
its closest model, that is, we can say what shape objects have, and also whether
two objects have the same shape or not (i.e. whether they have isomorphic
reflections or not). That is the ideal situation. Very often such a situation does
not occur. If we return to our original example of closed convex plane sets as
models and all plane sets as objects, and change the clams of models to be all
convex closed polyhedra in the plane, then only exceptionally does an object
have a reflection. In that case, we cannot assign closest models to all objects.
Can we decide whether two objects have the same shape? In our example the
answer is very easy and it is in the affirmative. It suffices to realize that the
closed convex hull of a set A is the intersection of all closed convex polyhedra
containing A; so, two sets have the same shape if they have the same collection
of closed convex polyhedra containing them.

We can use such an approach in general. We must find out how to express
"the same collection of closed convex polyhedra containing them" in categor-
ial langua. From the above procedure we can deduce what corresponds to
"collection of closed convex polyhedra contahig them". For a given object A
of a category Awe denote by MA the css U{fA(A,M) : M isan object of
M}1 (home, it is the clas of arrows starting at A and ending at objects of M)
We shall regard MA as a category with the morphism. from an arrow f into
an arrow g beig a morphism ofM wsch that hof =fg, i.e., the following
diagram is commutative:

S•, ,.:•,,/ i -.•. -.:.-V . • i• •,. -••.. .. . :... .
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MRUA a

7U xg to "the nsa m ains to be explained. In this situation, when
We COMPMr tw CategorWe MA, MS, the naUral meaning iS "isomorphic". But
such an approach is too Seneral. If we look at ouw example af planar sets and
polyhedra, &11 bounded ests would have the same shape. Indeed, for bounded
sets A, B, the fimilies {K: K is a closed convex polyhedron containing A),
f{L : L is a closed convex polyhedron containing B) wre isOMOrphic as partially
oidered sets; of course, this i cannot preserw the polyhedra K, that
is, in general it mapm K into another polyhedron. That is the main difference
to the ca described above and so, to maintain what we meant by "the same",
we =uat put some restriction onto the isom-piMsn, namely it must preserve
therm ng ofobjects ofourcatgories (i.e., thei ofanf:A --# M from
MAu inMB munt be a morphism #: B--# M with the su M). It is posible
to express this in categorical languag denote by ZA the functor MA --+ M

eping t ne M tothe object f : A -M of MA, and h: M --+ P to the
morphm hof MA (from f: A --# M to g: A -- P). It is a kind of a forgetful
functor, it forgets the morphism f : A -- M and remembers only the range M.
The situation when no restrictions are required from an isofunctor MA -"+. ts
may be useful in some cams; one might then say that the objects have the same
M-shape in a weak sense.

Deizatm 9. Let M be a subcategory of a category A. Two objects A, B have
the "me M-.As-e provided there is an is•aunctor F : MA MB M5 such that
Z0 a F = ZA, i.e., the following diagram is commutative:

MA M

.M

We could proceed dually and take for MA not the morphisms starting at A
and ranging in M but those starting in M and ranging in A. One could denote
such a property to have the same M-cAohape. Of course, it is also possible to
require that two objects have the same M-shape as well as the same M-coshape.
It is not difcult to modify our procedure to investigate also those concepts.

We show now, that the property having the same shape" really generalies
the property "hving isomorphic reflection?".

.... , " , " , i,. . . . . . . ...... , , '. , . •'
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Tmsu IL. Let/M bes a p of a t VM A4 and let tw object A, B
home i..wui. mfltectimou in M. Then the have the same M-Aahpe.

Pe.j £vmry f : A -.# M, M E ohM can be written uniquely as g o rA for some
# E M(RA, M), where N : A --. RA is the reflection of A in M, and similarly
kor B. Let i : RA -. RB be an isomorphism in M. Then one can define, for
I E MA, F/ = goi-1 org. It is easy to show that F is an isofunctor MA -` ME
commuting with the forgetful functors Z. 0

If A, B havs the same M-shape and A has a reflection in M, then B has the
sam reflection in M. If A, B would have the same M-shape in the weak sense
only, and if A has a redaction inM then B has also a reflection in M but one
cannot say in general that their reflections are isomorphic; it may happen that
the ane no morphimns between these reflections.

In some cases it is easy to modify the situation above to show that A, B have
the same shape iff they have isomorphic relections in a modified category. Such
a modification is artificial and makes sense theoretically, but not in practice. We
shall not go into details here.

Several easy examples showing various possibilities of shapes will now be
given. The main task of the examples is to be illustrative and that is why they
are "mathematical" and not "practical". The second and the third examples
show how the comparison "to have the same M-shape" depends on relations
between objects and models.

Ezamples. (1) Let A be a category where all the morphisms are isomorphisms
(e.g., take the partially ordered set of planar sets as objects, and translations
as morphisms). Let M be a full subcategory of A such that every object of A
is isomorphic to an object of M. Then A, B have the same M-shape iff A, B
are isomorphic. This example may be found in the paper by Roerdink in this
volume [201.

(2) Take for A the bounded planar sets as objects, and for M the full subcat-
egory of the planar closed convex polyhedra. We consider each of the following
cases in which the morphisms of A are defined by:
(a) A(A, B) consists of inclusions. Then A, B have the same M-shape iff the
closed convex hulls of A, B coincide. This example was our illustrative example
for the basic definition above.
(b) A(A, B) consists of restrictions of the translations (or the rotations, or the
scalings) of the plane mapping A into B. Then A, B have the same M-shape iff
the closed convex hull of A is a translation (or a rotation, or a scaling) of the
dcoed convex hull of B.
(c) A(A, B) consists of affine mappings (i.e., compositions of translations, rota-
tions, and scalings, or of translations and linear maps) of the plane mapping A
into B. Then A, B haw the same M-shape iff the closed convex hulls of A, B
we affine isomorphic.
(d) A(A, B) consists of continuous maps (or uniformly continuous maps) of the
plane mapping A into B. Then A, B have the same M-shape iff they are home-
omorpic (or uniformly homeomorphic).



(4) .4(A, B) cemisi of son-.xpmansie maps (ass the example 4 after the ddn-
tim of wsasgqiws) of the ploe mapping A into B. Then A, B have the san
M..hape iff they ar isometric.

(3) We adapt the pevious example in the sense that fullness is no longer a
preqVste.
(a) A(A, B) coists d continuous tape othe plane mapping A into B; M(P, Q)
coss of incluions. Then A, B have the same M-shape iff their closed convex
halls are hoine ovorphic.
(b) .A( A, ) consists of continuous maps of the plane mapping A into B; M(P, Q)
consists of identities. Then A, B always have the same M-shape.
(c) A(A, B) consists of continuous maps of the plane mapping A into B; M(P, Q)
consists of translations. Then A, B always have the same M-shape.

Usually, the categories MA ane rather big. Instead of MA one may take
smaller subcategories N, which are in some sense initial in the whole category.
An object A of a category C is said to be initial, if C(A, C) consists of one
morphism for every object C of C. If one wants to transfer this definition to
a bigger class than just a single object, one must require for every object C
some morphism from an object of the initial subcategory, and also some kind of
uniqueness. The following definition is taken from [3].

Defintion II. A subcategory A is said to be initial in C if
(i) for every object C of C there exists a morph g E C(A, C) for some object A
of A;
(ii) for every two such morphisms 91 E C(AI, C), g2 E C(A2, C), there exists
a finite sequence {h, r- C(A,, C)},<2,2 with h0 = gi, h2, = 92 and morphisms
(mj : 1<j _5 2n) such that h2 i+I o mai+1 = h2i = h2i-.1 0 Mi-.

The last condition of the Definition 11 means that the following diagram is
commutative:

Al ~~~4 l~ A2

h2,
C

Of course, the best situation occurs if the initial subcategory is the simplest
possible one, namely if it consists of a single morphism. The following result
shows that it is just the case when the reflection exists:

Theorem 12. An object A of A has a reflection in M if MA has an initial
subcategory eoniting of a single morphism (and a single object).

Proof. If rA : A --. RA is a reflection of A in M, then the subcategory of MA,
consisting of the unique object rA and its identity morphism is, clearly, initial.
If, conversely, a subcategory of MA consisting of a single object f : A -. M and
its identity nmorphismn is initial, then to prove that f: A --* M is a reflection of A
in M, one must show that for any g: A --* P with P in Mthere is a morphism
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hs: M -- P in M with kof = k (that l from the Art condition of initiality
in Ddaitiua 11) md that such a muepbimm 4 is unique (that follows from the

c mad eaiton of Debition 11). 0

A vey important example of the preceding theory is Borsuk's shape theory
t Am u into cakqsia lanupage by Marddit and Sao [14]. Details can be
lotd in Seal's contribution to this volume (22]. It is briefly described in the
next example.

Enzepke. In the category C =CompHom of compact metric spaces and homotopy
clauses of continuous mapping (i.e., two continuous mappings are regarded the
same if they are homotopic) we take the full subcategory M of polyhedra. Then
one can show that for each compact metric space A there is an inverse sequence
in M having A as its limit and generating an initial subcategory of MA. In
other words, there is a sequence {A.} of objects of M, a sequence of morphisms
{p. : A,,+, -- A.) in M and a sequence of morphisms {f, A -* A.) such
that f,.+i op, = f. for each n; moreover, the sequence {f,} is in some sense
universal with respect to the sequence {pII} and their properties.

When dealing with non-metric spaces, then one must admit more complicated
systems than just sequences (e.g., for compact Hausdorff spaces, one deals with
an inverse system of finite polyhedra, i.e., with families {A.,p.,p}n, where 12
is a directed partially ordered set, A.'s are finite polyhedra, p.., : Ap -* A.
for a _< P). See, e.g., (14, 16]. In this case, the "zigzag" sequence {mi} from
Definition 11 consists of mn2 , mn only (the other mi a are identities).

There is no room here to explain in detail how to work with initial sub-
categories of MA. As the previous example shows, the initial subcategories for
different A, B may have no objects of M in common, and so one cannot use Def-
inition 9 without change. The possibility of using much smaller categories than
MA has an unpleasant consequence that one must use more complicated formu-
las for functors between the initial subcategories. They are described for a special
case in the paper by Segal in this volume [22]. If NIA, KB are initial in MA, M B,
reap., the admissible functors ANA -" Js consist of a functor 0 : JVA --# ANB

and a mapping # from MA into morphisms of M such that for each p :f -- g+
in NA one has p o t(f) o (f) = IF(g) o 0(g). Such (and only such) functors
can be extended uniquely to functors MA -* MB commuting with the forgetful
functors Z.

3 Shapes, Dilations, and Adjunctions

In the previous section, we investigated the situations when the class of models
is a subclass of all the objects under consideration. It may happen that this is
not the case. The models form a category M, objects under consideration form
another category A, and the relation between objects and models is given by a
functor F : M --4 A. This means that models and/or relations between them
cannot be described by means of properties of A, and one must go outside A
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to demibe then. A saimple example is a classification of mome physical experi-
ments whre . fie ueatures at not taken into account explicitly; if one "forgets"
temperature, there are various models with different temperature having "the
same other features considered.

The nbAion for a model M to beclse to an object A now means to specify
a morphism A -, FM, that is, we still work in the category A as before, but
the relatims between models are taken in M, i.e., outside of A. The model M
which is closest to an object A is then described in the following way:

There exists a morphism rA : A --* FM such that for any other morphism
f : A --+ FP with P being a model (an object of•M) there exists a morphism g :
M --* P in M such that f = Fgo0A, i.e., the following diagram is commutative:

A FM

f 1Fg
FP

Again, as in the previous section, to assure uniqueness of the closest model,
one must require g to be unique (see Definition 5).

Definition 13. Let F : M --+.A be a functor. An object M of M is said to be
a F-universal for an object A of A if there exists a morphism rA : A --+ FM
such that for each morphism f : A -. FP with P E ob M there exists a unique
morphism g: M --. P in M with = Fg o rA.

f every object of A has an F-universal object in•M, then Mis said to be
F-universal in A and F is called adjoint functor.

The dual concepts, obtained much as coreflection was from reflection in Def-
inition 6, are F-couniversal and coadjoint.

The counterpart of Theorem 8 is as follows:

Theorem 14. If M is F-universal in A then there exists a unique functor G:
A --. M such that every GA is the F-universal object for A.

Proof. For every object A of A, denote by GA its F-universal object in M. For
f : A --+ B in A there exists a unique morphism g : GA --+ GB in M such that
the following diagram commutes:

A N FGA

fl______ IFg

B FGB
rB

Define Gjrff g; it is routine (an exercise) to show that G is a functor. [3
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Ahsmen . Ib mm man, adoant fund.,. geeahxes GaOis conneciows. If F:
M -. A,G: A-* M awe - d-preserving mappings between partially ordered
sot As M, tbm th Swmn a Galiscam ection if, by definition, Ga < m * a <5
F,. If N M an the catqone. determined by A, M, then the mappings F, G
fw= a Galis conoetionm if F isan adjoint fuwctor and G is the corresponding
kxctor from Tbkoum 13.

Remarks. (1) When F : M --*.A is an inclusion, then F is adjoint iff M is
redective in A.

(2) If F is adjoint, then F preerves limits (the notion of limit is not defined
in this paper). In some cam, the converse is true, e.g., in complete lattices: a
mapping F between complete lattic is .ajoint if F preserves inmima.

Using the notation of Theorem 14, the closest model from Definition 13 to
an object A is now of the form FG(A). The morphisms rA : A --- FG(A)
form a natural transformation, r : 1A --+ F o G, as the commutative diagram
from the previous proof show.. It is interesting that there also exists a natural
transformation e : G o F -+ 1.. Its existence follows from the F-universality
of rpm : GM --* FGFM used for the identity morphism IFu; there exists a
unique morphism eM : GFM --+ M making the following diagram commutative:

rFM
FM rp FGFM

'FM j PeA

FM

One can prove easily that e is really a natural transformation and in addition
to the property from the previous diagram, i.e.,

FM 4 FGFM ý-1 FM = 1FM,

for every object M one has also

GA 24 GFGA ' GA = IGA

for every object A. The situation described above (that is the existence of
G : A -. , M,r : 1A --* GFe : PG --, 1M, with the latter two properties)
charactrizes adjointnese of the functor F, and is called an adjoint situation. In
the case when F is an embedding of a full reflective subcategory, c is the identity.

Another characterization of adjointness of the functor F requires also a func-
tor G : A -, M and a natural isomorphism A(A, FM) --+ M(GA, M) (compare
the last example above).

In the previous example, it is stated that every Galois connection between
partially ordered sets forms an adjoint functor. One can proceed to higher levels
of Galois connections and get other examples of adjoint functors. Details can

.. . . . . . ... ....
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be hand in (18 by Hw'riih and Hudek. But adjoint situaton ar too generalt
rekeGlrecneto vrwee in the came that F isan 4doint functor

M -. A smch that rpm is an isomophism for ewy object M, then F together
withits cor.r ndi functor G from Theorem 14 may be called a generalized
Geli cmnacton (it is called Galois connection of the fourth kind, or Galois
adjunction in [8]). Such a situation preserves many basic properties of Galois
connections; one will be stated in the next result.

Tbeorem 15. Let F be an adjoint functor M -- A and G be its corresponding
fimcter A M- M. Then (F, G) is a generalised Galoie connection iff the full
subctegory B of A generated by all the images FGA is reflective in A, the full
aubcategory C of M generated by all the images GFM is coreflective in M, and
the restrictions of F, G to C, B respectively, are isofunctors.

Thus, each such adjoint situation can be decomposed as a coreflection and a
reflection. In the cae that an adjoint functor does not form a generalized Galois
connection, that is, some rFM is not an isomorphism, then no combinations
of F, G, r applied to this M can be an isomorphism (they are retractions or
coretractions). In the case of small categories (e.g., those determined by partially
ordered sets) such a situation cannot occur.

In the next example we come back to erosions, dilations, closings, and open-
ings defined in the previous section in partially ordered sets of all subsets of
some structures, and will apply our preceeding theorem to them.

Example. The assignment of the erosion to a set, regarded as a functor, gives
rise to an adjoint functor F; the corresponding functor G assigns to a set its
dilation. Of course, the corresponding natural transformations r, e are formed of
inclusions in this situation. It follows from Theorem 15 that the composition FG
generates a reflection and the composition GF generates a coreflection. In our
case they are just the closings and openings. The lattice of closings is isomorphic
to the lattice of openings.

Now, we may repeat the procedure from the previous section for the case
that the F-universal objects do not exist. Again we can form special categories
of "approximations" of a given object A in order to be able to speak about
objects having the same shape. For the present situation, for every object A of
.4, we define the category FA as follows:

the objects of FA are morphisms f : A --- FM for objects M of M;
the morphisms of FA(f, g), where f : A --+ FM, g : A --+ FP, are morphisms

m:M--. Pof M with Fm of =g.
Again we define the forgetful functor ZA : FA --+ M by ZA(f : A --I' M) -

M, ZA(h) = h. The fact that H : FA --o FB commutes with the forgetful functors
(i.e., ZR o H = ZA) means that H(f : A --+ FM) E A(B, FM).

Defnition 16. Let F : M --+.A be a functor. Two objects A, B of A have
the same F-shape provided the categories FA, FR are isomorphic by a functor
commuting with the forgetful functors Z.
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The caegr MA is now identical with the category IA whore I is the eam-

bedding functor M -- A. What follows is then quite analogous to that from
the pmeding section. We shall state modificatios of the two Theorems 10, 12
without proof The first result says that the expression "A, B have the same
F-shape" really gsneralises the expression "A, B have isomorphic F-universal
objects', where the F-univerad objects r : A --* FM, r9 : B --* FP of A, B,
rasp., are isomorphic if there is an isomorphismn i : M -- P in M such that the
Mowing diagram commutes:

A - FM

FP

Theorem 17. Let F : M -. A be a wn~ctor and let two objects A, B have
isomorphic F-universal objects. Then they have the seme F-8hape.

Theorem 18. Let F: M -- A be a4functor. An object A of A has an F-universal
object if FA has an initial subcategory consisting of a single morphism (and a
single object).

Also the following analogue of a result mentioned in the previous section
holds: if A, B have the same F-shape and A has an F-universal object, then B
has also an F-universal object coinciding with that of A.

4 Conclusions

It is not a task of category theory to prove deep results concerning shape the-
ory. Category theory should help to find basic properties of various concepts
and deduce from them genera, results valid for all those concepts. Using cate-
gorical theorems may help in finding at least basic result, or good questions. In
shape theory, one may ask what constructions preserve the shape; among the
constructions one can include products, sums, various hulls, and transforms. For
instance, the fact that sowe; closings are invariant with respect to certain trans-
formations, has a categorical background and follows from more general resudts.
Knowing such general results may help in finding other invariants or showing
that not only closings of sets, but also closings of functions in grey-level theory
are invariant under certain transformations. To bring some example of another
kind, in the recent paper [131 by MardeW it is proved that a Tychonoff space X
has the same shape (or strong shape) as its COech-Stone compactification iff X
is pseudocompact.
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Shape Theory: An ANR-Sequence Approach

Jedk SqsL

Dspartemt of Matheatics, Uniwusity of Wesiagton, Seattle, WA 96195, USA

AbstmmA. This is an epmsitory article about the relationship of shape theory
and some geometric notions. The ANR-sequence approach to shape theory is
described. Then the shape classification of subcontinua of the plane is given.
This is used to show that the dyadic solenoid is not the shape of any planar
continuum. The shape classification of (m-sphere)-like continua is also obtained.

Keywords: shape, inverse sequence, inverse limit, e-mapping, P-like, ANR,
pro-group, solenoid.

1 Introduction

Although shape theory applies to general topological spaces, in this expository
article only compact metric spaces will be considered. Moreover, we will concen-
trate on a few examples and techniques in an attempt to convey some of the basic
ideas and yet keep the paper reasonably self-contained. To reduce the abstract-
ness of the subject only the relationship of shape theory and some geometric
notions will be dealt with.

Shape theory is like homotopy theory in that it studies the global properties
of topological spaces. However, the approach used in homotopy theory is of
such a nature that it yields interesting results only for spaces which behave well
locally (like ANRs or polyhedra). On the other hand, the tools of shape theory
are so designed that they yield interesting results in the case of complicated local
behavior (like that which occurs in metric compacta). Moreover, shape theory
does not modify homotopy theory on ANRs, that is, it agrees with homotopy
theory on such spaces.

It should be mentioned that one cannot ignore spaces with complicated local
properties since they arise in nice settings, for example, they show up as fibres of
maps between spaces with good local properties. In an attempt to overcome such
difficulties, Borsuk [3] undertook the development of shape theory in 1968. One
would expect shape theory to yield a classification of metric compact&, weaker
than homotopy type but coinciding with it when applied to ANRs.
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FIg. 1. The Wasaw circle and unit circle

Ezsample I. Let X denote the Warsaw circle W C R2 (see Fig. 1), and Y denote
the unit circle 81 C W. Then there are maps f X -- Y which are essential
(i.e., not homotopic to &:constant map), but there is no essential map of Y into
X ime the image of Y in X would have to be a locally connected continuum
and the only localy connected subcomtinua of X are arcs or points. Since all
maps -: Y -* X ae homotopic to a constant map, fyg t 0, and so they are not
homotopic to the identity map on Y. Therefore, Y A X (i.e., they are of different
horaotopy type). Informally, the reason X and Y are not of the same homotopy
type is that there are not enough maps of Y into X due to local difficulties.

Borsuk's idea to overcome this difficulty was to introduce a notion more
general than a mapping. He was able to generalize mappings and yet maintain
a great deal of the geometry inherent in the original notion. For example, one
expects the Warsaw circle W to be in the same shape class as S" because of
their global similarities (e.g., they both divide the plane into two components).

In 1970 Mardelii5 and Segal [12] (or [13]) gave a more categorical description
of shape theory using ANR-systems. In this paper a brief description of this
ANR-sequence approach to shape theory is given for cnmpact metric spaces. In
Sect. 2 a brief description of inverse sequences and t: ,- limits is given. In Sect.
3 ANRs and ANR-sequences are described. In Sect. 4 various shape invariants
such as the (ech homology groups, homology pro-g,. ýu and movability are con-
sidered. In Sect. 5 the shape classification of planar continua are considered and
used on some embedding problems. In Sect. 6 e-mappings and P-like compact&
are considered and their connection with limits of P-sequences is investigated. In
Sect. 7 the shape c an of Stm-like compacta is derived. Finally, in Sect.
8 the shape classification of 0-dimensional compacta is obtained.

2 Inve Sequ c and Limits

The notion of the limit of an inverse sequence appeared, in a slightly different
form, in a 129 paper by Alexanaf [1]; the present definition was first stated
by Lafbets in [8]. Mapping of inverse sequences and induced limit mappings
were first studied in Froudesthal'. paper [6]. In full generality inverse systems

, • ' '..•, • •.• ; '• ' *• '' . .,? . . -:. , .,•. , . * , • * L•• • • • • , .
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wwt de•ined by Lebkeets in [9]. An extensive treatment of inverse systems was
pmtsd bF ZiIberg and Steenrod in their 1952 work [5).

An jiwC. eqenc. Of compaCt o tmetric spcM and bonding maps is a family

x Vsi Nx. S,.,I
wher
; p,,,., { X,., -, X

is a Map of Xx, into X. for each pair n, n' with n _< n'. Moreover for n < n' < n"
the following conditions must hold:

and
"= idx,

for all n.
Given an inverse sequence I {XR,puR,} consider the Cartesian product

'X,; the elenwnt {zj J of this product is called a thread of the inverse sequence
if for each pair n, n' of positive integers such that n :< n' we have

S~ ~Pu,I,'' (3lb') = ••

The subepace of the product space fI X. consisting of all threads of the inverse
sequence X is called the limit of the inverse sequence X and is denoted by
X = lirX or X = lm{X5 ,p.,p }.

The limit space X is a closed subspace of fI X, and since the latter is a
compact metric space so is the former. Moreover, if each X, is a non-empty
compact metric space, then the limit space X is non-empty. The projection of
the product space I1 X. into X,, is denoted by the map W. : ll X, --* X, defined
by •0({z.}) = x. for each n. The natural projection of the limit space X into
X. is the restriction of V. to X, i.e., p. = (po,1X. For n 5< n' one has

Pf = Pt.

Let X = {X, p,., I} and Y = {Y.,qn,•,} be inverse sequences. Then a map ...
of inverse sequences

F:X-- Y

consists of an increasing function f : N -- N of the positive integers N and for
each n E N a map

fn : X/ -- Y

such that if n' >_ n, then commutativity holds in the following diagram

XA(,) P"(')" I,,

.I ,=, , ,

$ . . * ,.,-,-
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faoFI ms(,') -%,, •

Supp•se P : X - Y is a map of the inverse sequence X into Y. Then the
iawme Umit of F is a map f of the limit of X into the limit of Y, f : X --+ Y.
The map f is defi as Molovs: if a = (x.) E X then f(z) = (f.(zI(.))). It
fallows from the commutativity condition that f talmk X into Y. Moreover, we
have OMMUutativity holds in the diagram

Xs(,) X

f,,I If

y 5 4.- Y

One of the most useful results on inverse limits is the following.

Theorem 1. Any compact metric space X is the limit of an inverse sequence
X = {X,, ,,,++} of compact polyhedra.

3 ANRsequences

Let A be a subset of a space X and f : A- Y a mapping of A into a space Y.
A mapping F: X --+ Y of X into Y satisfying

F(z) = f(z) for z in A

is called an extension of f over X (with respect to Y).

Tietuse' Zxtanion Theorem. Suppose C is a closed subset of 4 space X
and f is a continuous real-valued function defined over C and bounded by a
constant k:

If()l<-k

Then there ezists a real-valued extension F of f over X such that

IF(z)I _< •

As a corollary to the Tietze Extension Theorem we have:

Corollary 2. Let C be a closed subset of a space X and f a mapping of C into
the n-sphere St4. Then there is an open set in X containing C over which f can
be eztended (with respect to 81).
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If a space ha the property stated her for S" then it is called an absolute
nei4hourhood retract or ANR. Every polyhedron is an ANR. More generally, the
class of ANR& contains the clau of polyhedra as a proper subset but the two are
closely related since every compact metric ANR has the homotopy type of some
compact polyhedron. However, while polyhedra are constructive in nature (be-
longing to elementary geometry), the ANRa are usually described axiomatically
and are purely topological objects.

Consider ANR-sequences, that is, X = {X,,p.,.+i,) where X. is a compact
ANR for compact metric spaces and p.,.+, : X.+1 --* X. is a continuous map
for all n E N, the positive integers. These ANR-sequences will be organized into
equivalence clauses so that one can use any representative to denote the clans.
In this paper an ANR-sequence X is said to be associated with a space X if
X = limX, i.e., X is the inverse limit of X. This allows one to use any such
sequence asociated with X. Either X is described this way to begin with as
in the case of the solenoids or one obtains such an ANR-sequence associated
with X through some construction. Such an ANR-sequence associated with X
always exists. A map of ANR-sequences f : X -- Y consists of an increasing
function f : N --b N and a collection of maps {fX}, f,, XJ(R) --* Y, such that
the following diagram

X(,) -Z- Xf(,+l)

AR If,+1 (1)

q

commutes up to homotopy (where we delete subscripts from bonding maps in
the diagram) i.e., fRPf(n),j(n+1) t- qn,R+lfR+1.

The identity map 1 : X --# X is given by 1(n) = n, 1,, = id. The composition
of maps of sequences f : X -* Y, g : Y --+ Z = {Zn,rrn,T+i} is the map
h = gf : X --* Z defined by h = Ig: N --+ N and for hn : Xh(n) -- ZR we take
gR49(.). So the increasing function h =f(g) : N -- N and the collection {hn}
form a map of ANR-sequences h: X -- Z.

Now we define homotopy for maps of sequences. The maps f , g : X --" Y
are homotopic (written J c- g), if for every n E N, there is an n' E N such that
the following diagram commutes up to homotopy.

Xn'

Xf(n) XY(n) (2)

Y.

This homotopy relation for maps of ANR-sequences is an equivalence relation
and classifies all maps of ANR-sequences associated with X to those associated
with Y. These classes are called the shape maps from X to Y, written f X --+ Y.
A continuous map f : X -- Y always determines a shape map f X -- Y. The



O"M * is asnsm in erMal. Foer ex le, consider a shape map f X -,
thMJ is,

Sx•o) xA,) xf(3) ,..x

h I , h A, (3)

Y1  Y2 - Y3 .- '"YI I

mao doe tnew the equates in the diagram ouly commute up to homotop (not
exacly), m oam doa "t expect to get a coutinuous map from X to Y but only
ashape map frm X to Y. We do have a special cam though when Y is an ANR;
tbem aw shape map iate Y as induced by a continuous map into Y.

In amabD with bmotoW theory we deine two spaces X and Y to be of the
.me shape (Sh X =ShY) if and oaly if thm exist shape mapsf : X -+ Y aW
g: Y -- X such that (a) If a,1y and (b) f -= Ix. In ca () and(b) hold
f is caled a shape equimvence. Fure we say that X is shape dominated by
Y(Sh X 5 Sh Y) provied (b) holds. •n this can f is called a shape domination.
Note that in the special came that X and Y are ANR, if Sh X = Sh Y then
Xt-Y.

Example . In general X and Y may have the same shape but be of different
homotopy type. Let X denote the Warsaw circle W, and Y denote the circle S1
Then we consider the ANR-sequence X =- {X,,.pN.++1 ) associated with X given
by X_ = 8' for each n and p,. ++ : X.+1 -. X is a properly chosen degree-one
map. We also use an ANR-sequence Y = {Y.,q.,.+l} associated with Y given
by Y -= S1 for each n and q.,.+, is the identity map on $1. For the shape maps
f : X - Y, g : Y -- X we take f. = g. = identity on S'. Then fg - ly
and gi = lx. To obtain the necessary commutativity up to homotopy in the
diagrams below we recall certain well-known facts about the degree of maps from
S' to itself. These are deg(f(g)) = degg. degf, if deg! = degg, then f = g,
and deg(id) = 1.

id / \q
Y(f(is)) YX

Am'•() •.id

Y,

(4)

id /p

U,,ufg(,,) "\ /id
idsX,

Thus w have Sk X = ShY but by Example 1 we know X andY are of different
homotopy type.
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5SpL.*. Ure we de sr be two circle-lilk continua of different shape. Let X
dimeWt the dyadic solenoid, that is, X is the inverse limit of an inverse se-
qucm of circle of unit radius in the complex plane and bonding maps given
by p,%+I(s) - z. Let Y denote $1 as described in Example 2. Then any shape
map 9 : Y -- X must have the property that deg g. 10 1 (due to the commuta-
tivity up to hommotopy in the diagram below). Then relation (2) of the definition
of the homotopy of two map of ANR-sequences cannot hold, since if it did we
would have fa(#x) ly so deg f, degga = 1 which is impossible. Therefore we
have that X and Y are of different shape.

X, 4 X,4+1

g, T T Tg+, (5)

Yo(,) -y(47 +I)

4 Shape Invariants and Pro-groups

Various functors of algebraic topology such as Nech homology or cohomology are
shape invariants. Furthermore, if one does not pass to the limit in this situation,
one obtains the homology pro-groups which are an even more delicate shape
invariant.

For every ANR-sequence X = {XR,p.,.+,) one can define the homology pro-
groups. These are inverse sequences of groups H.(X) = {Hm(X,.),Pf,n+z-),
which are objects in the category of pro-groups. Here we are taking the integers
as the coefficient groups but one could use any abelian group. if X and X' are
two ANR-sequences associated with X, then Hm(X) and Hm(X') are natu-
rally isomorphic pro-groups, that is, they are isomorphic objects of pro-Group.
Therefore, one can define the homology pro-groups of a compact metric space
X as the homology pro-groups of an associated ANR-sequence X, since they
are determined up to isomorphism in pro-Group. Clearly, isomorphic pro-groups
have isomorphic inverse limits but the converse is not always true. For example,
consider the pro-group G = {G,w,1 ,,+,} where each Gn is a copy of the inte-
gers Z and each W.,.+, is the homomorphism determined by multiplication by
2. Then G is not isomorphic to the zero pro-group {0) although they both have
as their inverse limit the zero group.

The inverse limit of the homology pro-group Hm(X) is the usual (tech ho-
mology group f/,,(X). Homology pro-groups are finer invariants than the Nech
homology groups. For example, A/ of the dyadic solenoid is zero but the corre-
sponding pro-group is nontrivial (as shown in the previous paragraph).

Borsuk [4] also introduced a far-reaching generalization of ANRs, called mov-
ability. The name of this shape invariant comes from a geometric interpretation
of Borsuk's original definition. After its restatement in the ANR-sequence ap-
proach it became apparent that this is a categorical notion. So although the
definition which follows is for spaces and maps it applies more generally, for
example, to inverse sequences of groups and homomorphisms.



Acmpmtum X is now "N ithberssan ANR-equemce X {X., ,+-)Smm-,--ed with X uch that wr *my positive integer a, tbhre adds n' > a such
tbta rr .1 A N le thek . is & nAP T: X., -* X.. satisying pN,..r 2 ps,3a.

u 4. icall from Example 3 the description of the dyadic solenoid X
as tb. inaw.. Imit of a sequence of circles with bonding maps of degree 2.
Aplying the 81 f•uctor to this sequence, we get pro.HI(X) as the following
usve sequence

Z +-- Z 0- Z -. .

with each banding homomorphism given by multiplication by 2. Then pro-H1 (X)
is not movable as a pro-group (and so X is not movable as a spam). To wee this
suppose otherwise and take n = 1 in the definition. Then for n" = n' + 1
we would have a homomorphism r. : H(S 1 ) --. H1 (S1 ). So we would have

,,,r.= p,,.. Thus 2%3-Ir.(1) = 2%'1- which implies that r.(1) is not an
integer, a contradiction.

5 The Shape Classification of Planar Continua

Here the shape classification of planar continua is described.

Theorem 3. Every planar continuum has the shape of some wedge of circles P.,
0 : n _ oo (where Po is a point, P. for n finite and > I is the wedge of n circles,
and P. is the Hawaiian earring, i.e., an infinite wedge of circles).

Proof. There exists a sequence of compact connected polyhedra X Cg R 2 such
that X,•+ 1 _ Int X, and nX. = X. Since a regular neighbourhood of X, in
R2 is a compact connected 2-manifold with boundary, one can assume from the
beginning that each X. is such a manifold. By the classification theorem for
2-manifolds, each X. is a perforated disk, i.e., is of the form

X = D, \ Int Di,
I

where {DI}, i = 1,..., r,, is a finite collection of disjoint disks contained in the
interior of a disk D. IR2 . Observe that 8D.+1 C- X.+ C Int X. C Int D.
oo that D.+1 g Int D.. One can assume that no D.i belongs to the unbounded
component of B2 \X (otherwise, one modifies D, so as to exclude D3 i). Similarly,
one can assume that for i 0 j the disks D3,, Di belong to different components
of •2 \ X. It is now clear that each disk D1. is contained in D.+1 for otherwise
it would belong to the unbounded component of R 2 \ X. 0

Notice that

D3• _U Dy , =Int Da \ Int X, C Int D\ X,+I

- (Int D, \ D1+1) U (DV+ \ X,+ 1 )

- (Int D\ D%+1) U (U Int D3 +1 j)•
3
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F14g. 2. Pegforated disks

Since Di ; D,+,, we have Doi C UInt D,+I,. In fact each Di, is contained
j

in lnt D,+i, for some j 1,.. r+, because these wae disjoint open sets.
Moreover for a given j, one can have at most one i such that Dai C Int D+Ij
so that Dn+ij \Int Doi is annnnulus contained in X, This is because otherwise
we would have two Ds, in the same component of R2 \ X. Consider the inclusion
sequence (X,s) = ((X,..), ,,,+,).

It is not difficult to define an inverse sequence (Y,s) = ((Y,, .), q•,+x) and a
shape map (fs) : (X, *) --# (Y, *) with the following properties. Each (Y,, *) is a
finite wedge of circles, each (Y,+ 1, *) is of the form (Y,, *) V (Z,&, *), q.,,+ I Y, =
In, q.,%+1 Z. = *, (see Fig. 3) and each f,. is a pointed homotopy equivalence.
Consequently, (fe) induces a sha equivalence (X, *) -- (Y, *) = lim(Y, ,).
Observe that (Y, *) is either a finite wedge of circles or the Hawaiian earring. We
have thus obtained a complete shape classification of planar continua.

FIg. 3. Inverse sequence construction of the Hawaiian earring

Next consider an application of this dassificaio to the question of em-
beding wcotinua in the plane. In 1930 Kurat,.ki characterised i-dimensional
p017h eda which aw embeddable in the 2-sphere 2 thoe which do not con-
tain either of the two primitive skew curves K, or K2 . The polyhedron K1 is the
1-skeleton of a tetrahedron with midpoints of a pair of non-adjacent edges joined

". ..........
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by a siaeat, and K(2 is the complete graph on five vertices. In 1966 Mardeiii
wad Segal [11] showod that the connected polyhedra which are embeddable in S2
an as those which do not contain any one of the three polyhedra
K1, -AC2 or T, whore T is the %spiked disk" consisting of a disk and an arc which
have only one point in common and this point is an interior point of the disk
and an endpoint of the arc. They also conjectured that such a result was also
true for ANRs. This was shown to be the case by Patkowska [14] in 1969.

But the question of embedding an arbitrary continuum in the plane is much
more difficult. However, it is now shown how the above shape classification and
shape invariants may be used to settle the question for the dyadic solenoid X
which was described in Example 3. Suppose X embeds in IR2 then by the above
classification it would have to have the shape of some P.. Then since the (tech
homology functor is a shape invariant we would have

A,(X W "t (PI) I

but
l (X) = 0 and Ao(P,) $0 for n $0,

so the only possibility is n = 0. However, pro-Hi (X) is also a shape invariant
and we have

pro-Hi(X) 0 and pro-HI(Po) = 0.
So the dyadic solenoid does not embed in the plane.

6 'P-like Compacta

If e > 0, we say a mapping f : X -- Y between compacta is an s-mapping
provided diam[f -'(y)] < e for each y in Y. Let P be a class of (compact)
polyhedra. We say a compactum X is P-like provided for each - > 0 there is a
polyhedron P in P and an e-mapping f : X -+ P of X onto P. If X is P-like
and P consists of a single polyhedron P, then we say X is P-like. For example,
if X is P-like and P = {S 1}, then X is called circle-like.

Ezample 5. Let X = CI {(z, y) E IR' I y = sin () <0x < 2w}, be the contin-
uum in the plane which is the closure of the sin (!)-curve. Then X is P-like
where P - {I}, I = [-1, 1] or in other words X is arc-like. To see this take for
any e > 0 an e-mapping which is a retraction of X into a subarc X' which we
call g : X -+ X' C X. Note that X' is an arc, and therefore there is a homeo-
morphism h : X' -- I of X' onto I. Then f = hg : X -- I is the desired c-map
of X onto I, since f-'(y) is either a point or a small set of points determined
by the retraction g.

The notion of an £-mapping is a generalization of that of homeomorphism.
However, e-mappings form a much broader clas than homeomorphisms. Notice
in the above example one can use e-mappings to squeeze out some local diffi-
culties (non-local connectedness) in the domain. On the other hand, -mappings
can do things like raise dimension and create homology. This is illustrated by
the next example.
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•. LoetXwI--1, 1] and, P=$ 1. Thea XisP-like. Let.e > 0 and
WM Xi X o ,e e ay 16 = [fi._ i•j] of dism~r diam(l, ) < so that

0 C j 0 hk- 1,k, k+ I
X U Il smd jnlbfi{ -

Awl {(ib,. j k +

Now decompose S 2 the unit sphere in W3 as follows: 62 - U S, where S, and
b=i

. are disks bounded by simple closed curves C1 and C,.- 1 around the north and
south poles respectively, and Sb, 1 < k < n, is an annulus bounded by simple
cloed curves C- 1-, C, so that

I j k, kk+ 1

Since a the S1 are locally connected continua by the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz The-
orem one can map each II onto Sb with a mapping lfb : Ik --* Sb so that

fi(ib) = fb+1(it). Then f = fb , : X -* S' is an e-mapping of X onto S2

since

f -(V.) C Ik U Ik+1( or Ib-1 U ,k), y E Sb

and so
diam( -'(y)) < 2 +.

Example 6 can be generalized to show that if C is any locally connected
continuum which contains an open n-dimensional disk n > 2 as an open subset,
then I can be e-mapped onto C for all c > 0. In particular, I is S * -like for n > 2.

On the other hand, I cannot be e-mapped onto $1 for all e > 0. This can be
made more precise by the following result of Kuratowski (7]. If f : I" -. S' is
an e-mapping of the n-cell I" onto the n-sphere S", then there is a positive real
number 1. = ,,,,ch t >
2 - V2- = 0.586...).

The following theorem summarizes the classical results on *P-like compacta.

r (1) all polyhedra
Theorem 4. If P - (2) all connected polyhedra , then P-like compacta

(3) all polyhedra of dim < nf (1) all compacta }
consist of (2) all continua

(3) all compacta of dim < n

(1) is proved by using geometric realizations of the nerves of open coverings and
applying canonical mappings into nerves. (3) is Alexandroff's theorem charac-
terming dimension by polyhedral approximation.
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if all the baedifg maps are suujective, then X is called a P-sequence. It follows
that the inverse limit X = limX of a P-sequence X is a P-like compactum.

In 1963 MarduW and Segal in [10] established the converse of this last state-
ment in cas X is a compactum and P is a clas of connected polyhedra. In fact,
such an X is the limit of an inverse sequence X = {X,,p.,.,} where all the
bonding maps are surJective (i.e., X is a P-sequence).

Theorem . Let P be a class of connected polyhedra. Then the class of P-like
compaecta coincides with the class of limits of P-sequences.

7 The Shape Classification of 5t-Mice Compacta

The above results on P-like compacta can be used to obtain shape classifications
of P-like compacta for various classes P. As an example we will examine Stm-like
compacta.

We first consider the 1-dimensional case. Let Sp denote the P-adic solenoid
where P = (pi,p2,...) is a sequence of primes and Sp = lim{X,,p.,,,I} where

Xn = {zjjzt = 1) is the unit circle in the complex plane and the map P,,,+, :

X+,+ -, X. is given by p.,,,+I(z) = zP- (a map of degree p.). Two sequences of
primes P = (p1 ,p2 ,...) and Q = (q1 ,q2 ,...) are said to be equivalent (P - Q)
provided it is possible to delete a finite number of terms from each so that every
prime occurs the same number of times in each of the deleted sequences.

Theorem 6. Let Sp and SQ be two solenoids. Then the following statements
are equivalent:

1. ShSP = ShSQ,
*. P~Q,
3. Sp and SQ are homeomorphic.

Proof. (i) =* (ii) Since t•ech cohomology is a shape invariant we have Al (Sp) ,
AR(SQ). From the continuity of (tech cohomology it follows that /J/(Sp) ;z Fp
the group of P-adic rationals of the form n - where m E Z. However,
Fp s, FQ implies P - Q. ?IP2P

(ii) =* (iii) As noted by Bing [2] the two solenoids Sp and SQ are homeo-
morphic if P , Q.

(iii) =* (i) This is obvious since shape is a topological invariant.
For every sequence of primes P = (p1,p2,...) we now consider the inverse

sequence S' = {X.,p,,*+} where each X,, is the m-sphere S' and p.,.+i:
X+,+ - X, is a - ap of degree p.. We denote the inverse limit limr S by S'.
The shape of SpI is completely determined since any two bonding maps of the
same degree are homotopic and so the limit spaces will have the same shape. 0

Theorem 7. Two spaces S; and Sa are of the same shape if and only if P ,, Q.
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P0 COWWWA106400i SP *ad its ANR-squeme Sp. Applying the (m-l-

%Wd pmei Lh""- - oebta the unique sequence

r-Iti($,) = fEM-1(W), Z a'- +1)

wo sit im t "O' I((Sp). Let f. : X. = S' --, E-- 1 () = S"' be any map-
prgof dopm. I. Them the maps {f.) form a map of ANR-sequences Sp --.
Z`-(Sp) becaus d the Hop( Clssification Theorem for ma of spheres. In
fAct, f is a homoaoM ekptivaUce and thus Sp is of the same shape as Em1 I(Sp).
In this wsy the problem reduces to show that E" 1-(Sp) and E'-t(SQ) are of
the same shape if and only if P--Q.

If L-' 1 (Sp) and "•- 1 (SQ) are of the same shape, then

ka(wn-I(Se)) -," A'f(_r'-I(SQ))

aI"(SP) Rk(SQ)

which implies P - Q. Conversely, if P - Q, then Sp and SQ are homeomorphic
and therefore so are Vft-E(Sp) and E-I (SQ). 0

Theorem 8. Every S m -like continuum X has the shape of a point, S', or S'.

Proof. Since X is Sin-like it admits inverse sequence expansion X = {X,, Pn,n+1 }
where each X. is an m-sphere. Let k,, = deg(p,,,+l). We can assume that all
k. > 0 (this can be achieved by omitting a finite number of initial terms and
by taking compositions of consecutive bonding maps with an even number of
negative degrees). If there are infinitely many zeros among the degrees, then X
is the shape of a point because the maps of degree 0 can be replaced by constant
maps without affecting the shape. Thus, if X is not the shape of a point, we
can assume k, > 1. If there is an no such that k, = 1 for n > no, then by .,.
replacing the bonding maps P.,.+i by identity ,naps, we conclude that X is of
the shape of ,m." Otherwise, we can assume that all k,, > 2 (this can be achieved
by taking suitable compositions of consecutive bonding maps). We now decom-
pose the bonding map p,,,,,+ into a product of maps from SI into S" each of
prime degree. This yields a limit space SP of the same shape as X and we are
done. 0

These last two theorems classify all S"m -like continua with respect to shape.

8 Shapes of 0-dimensional Compacta

Theorem 9. Two 0-dimensional compact metric spaces are of the same shape if
and only if they are homeomorphic.
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P•v•e. Fist notice that every 0-dimensional compact metric space X is the in-
verse limit of an ANR-uequence X = {X.,pN,.,}, where all X. are finite sets.
Indeed, X can be obtained by considering the nerves X. of finite coverings U of
X formed by disjoint open sets and the projections N,., uniquely determined
by inclusion.

Now assume that X and Y are compact metric spaces of the same shape and
that X and Y are associated ANR-sequences with X. and Y. finite sets. Then
there exist maps of sequences f : X - Y and g : Y - X such that gf t
and fg t_ 1. Since the components of YR are single points, the homotopy

fpf,(n)j (n,) = qnn, fn, , n < ni

becomes an equality

f,,Pf(,%j(,v) = ,,' fwi;
Therefore, {ff} is actually a map of inverse sequences and so induces a map
f : X --+ Y such that for every n

fnPt•f) = q-f (6)

Similarly, we have a map g: Y -" X such that for every n

gnqg(n) = pg . (7)

Furthermore, the homotopy gf -e I implies that for every n there is an n' >
n, fg(n) such that

9nfg-l)Pfg),n' = Pnn• (8)

'-.;n-.uently, for every n,

gnf,(n)PJUg(n) = Pn - (9)

By (6), (9) becomes

gfqg,()f =l P, (10)

which, by (7), gives

Pgf = P, (11)

Since (11) holds for every n, we conclude that

gf = lx (12)

Similarly, we obtain

fg- =ly (13)

(12) and (13) show that f X - Y is a homeomorphism which completes the
proof. 0
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CMan al Shape Theoy Handle
Grey-level bmas?

Subse d~saias Umiewit of Wahe at 1a404w, Des. Street, Bangor, Giwynedd,
Lu? lU, uaite Klaio

Abstraet. Categorical shape theory can be considered as a formal model of a
recognition proces, but can it handle grey-level images? In this paper, some of
the available pure mathematics, mostly from topology and category theory, that
My be useful in this context are considered and the feasibility of such a model
is diacussed both from the machine-implementation viewpoint and a biological
one.

Keywords: shape, categorical shape theory, sheaf theory, hierarchical systems,
neural networks, formal languages.

1 Introduction

Categorical shape theory is seen as providing a formal language for describing
certain aspects of the pattern recognition process, and examining the theoretical
limitatiom of pattern recognition, limitations that are there even if one assumes
a theoretical posmibility of potentially infinite processes. It emphasizes the role
of archetypes or models in the comparison process that leads to recognition.
It grew out of geometric shape theory which uses approximating systems of
polyhedral spaces to obtain information on compact metric spaces ( for instance
(closed) subsets of a Euclidean space such as one imagines the real world to
be). A straightforward extension of the ideas of geometric shape theory thus
provides a geometric example of a categorical shape theory, although of course
the historical development of shape theory was in the opposite direction. How
then can one use insights from shape theory to handle grey-level images where

one does not only have a space? What should be the mathematical models of the
obec and of the archetypes? What mathematical machinery might provide a
pMuible language for this? This paper reviews some mathematics that may be
potentially =def for this problem and describes the first steps in a= attempt to
stVw it.
"The Sathor Vould Mw to thank Gavin Wath for providing an explanation of Law-

ver's ideas an ineric spaces and Ade Catmss Ehresmaaa for discusions of her
ideas on dth modefig of brain factlosm
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2 Why Category Theory?

This mathematical context is richer than many of the usual methods of math-
ematics used in pattern recognition as it emphasises, at the same time, the
algebraic, topological, and combinatorial aspects of the subject. In fact Pavel
[44] has already argued for its use as a unifying language for various aspects of
pattern recognition. Furthermore categorical methods we also increasingly being
applied to problems in theoretical computer science (see the excellent discussion
in Goguen [19]) and in the description of evolutive hierarchical systems (the work
of Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch [see reference list]) in theoretical biology. In
both of these latter situations, the applications use the power of categorical lan-
guage to discuss the way in which the whole of a system is greater than the sum
of its parts. This is evident, for instance, in the study of the denotational seman-
tics of modular programming languages in Moggi [42], using indexed categories
or in the description of a hierarchical system in Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch
[again see reference list], where categorical (co)limits are the structure used at
a very fundamental level. (As noticed by Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch [11],
the processing of signals in the visual cortex would seem to correspond to such a
colimiting process in a hierarchical system and this suggests that similar use of
colimits may be of help here in describing mathematical models for images and
archetypes.)

The structure suggested here to handle grey-levels or colour is based both
on category theory and on sheaf theory. Sheaf theory is designed to handle the
passage from the local to the global, to act as an integrator even when any
integration in the usual analytical sense would seem inappropriate. It is thus
well suited to describing the combination of local and global information needed
for an adequate description of a visual object.

Sheaf theoretic models for the objects, models, and comparison maps will
be described. This raises many questions as to the adequacy of such models. It
also raises questions of the mechanism by which a machine might approximate
such a complicated mathematical object as a space together with a grey-level.
To examine this, a brief summary of some recent relevant results from the theory
of neural networks is included.

The paper will attempt to interpret these pure mathematical concepts in
such a way that their utility, or otherwise, for the theoretical problem under
consideration may be better evaluated.

3 Categorical Background

A brief introduction to category theory including some of the definitions needed
to describe categorical shape theory is given in the introductory article to this
section of this volume [27]. The notions that will be assumed in addition to those
of categories, functors, and natural transformations, include limits and colimits.
More technical definitions will be given below. A general reference for category
theory is Mac Lane [34], and a good introduction to its basic ideas and to how
they are applied in theoretical computer science is to be found in Goguen [19].
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The use of sets, or more usually of structured sets of some kind, is now
commonplace in modelling situations. Such a theory is adequate as long as there
is only one set of things being considered. When more than one such set is needed
then structure-preserving functions or morphisms between the structured sets
are usually considered. With the minimum of extra conditions (associativity of
composition and existence of identity morphisms), the structured sets and the
morphisms between them form a category. The motto is that structure is only
observable ,ia comparison; in other words, if a structured object is not interacting
with others, if there are no morphisms, then the structure is essentially a closed
system and little can be said about it. Hence to understand objects, one must
also understand the morphisms between them.

In many situations the structure imposed on the sets includes that of an
order <. Such an order structure, by itself, determines a category (see Mac Lane
[34]). Another structure common in applications is that of a graph, or network,
consisting of some vertices or nodes and some edges, which for simplicity we will
assume are directed, that is each has a start vertex and an end vertex. Such a
directed graph is often studied by examining paths in it. The paths in a graph
G again form a category, which is sometimes denoted Pa(G).

If (X, <) is an ordered set, then one can consider it to be a category in which
each element of X is thought of as being an object of the category and if x and
y are elements of X, then there is a single arrow from z to y exactly if z <•y.
Composition is expressed precisely by transitivity of the order relation:

z < y and y _5 z together imply that z _ z .

It is important to notice that in such a category the objects of the category are
not usually sets, and the morphisms or arrows between them are not usually
functions. The same comments apply to the category Pa(G) of paths in a graph
G. This category has the vertices of the graph as the objects of the category and
the paths from a to b as the arrows from a to b. Composition is by concatenation
of the sequences making up the paths, provided that the end of the first path is
the start of the second. The identity path at a vertex a is the empty sequence of
edges that start and end at a, so again the objects are not sets and the morphisms
are not functions.

The point just made is worth repeating as, if misunderstood, it can lead to
difficulties. The objects of a category are merely objects, the morphisms merely
arrows. The only structure that an object has is by virtue of its interaction with
other objects. It is interesting to note that a similar point is made in a recent
article on theoretical computer science by Marti-Oliet and Meseguer [37]. Their
examples are also useful for one of the general points of this article, namely how
one may think of categorical shape theory as a formal language. In logical type
theory, one thinks of formulae as giving rise to types and proofs to functions and
this is formalized in the Curry-Howard correspondence by saying that concepts
pair up

Formulae .-- Types

and
Proofs - Functions
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Formulae .-. Objecsat

amd
Proofs *- Morphism.

and while this looks naively as if it is just a reinterpretation of Curry-Howard,
in fact it is much wider as it does not assume that the objects are sets or
types and nefither does it assume that morphisms are tied to being functions.
Objects ae objects, morphisms are morphisms, that is all. This has been a key
point in the development by Girard [17, 18] of linear logic, whose connections
with natural deductions, Petri nets and concurrency may be of general relevance
here. Continuing these correspondences, this theory pairs up

Formulae .-- States,

and
Proofs .-ý Transition.

and to complete the triangle, Meseguer and Montanari [39], working with Petri
nets, develop the correspondence

States 4-- Objects

and
Transitions - Morphisms.

Thus a modern interpretation of a formal language may be in terms of states
and transitions, or objects and morphisms, instead of being merely in terms of
formulae and proofs, and in our attempt to interpret categorical shape theory
as a formal language, it will be wise to keep in mind these correspondences and
the imagery they generate.

In any category C, a diagram in C is an interacting system of objects and
morphisms in C. More precisely, the diagram's organizational structure is given
by a (small) category D, sometimes called the diagram scheme, and then the
diagram itself is a functor F : D -- C. A morphism of diagrams from F : D --+ C
to G : D --. C is a natural transformation between the functors. A morphism of
diagrams is thus given by a compatible family {f(d) : F(d) --+ G(d) I d in D} of
C-morphisms between the corresponding nodes of the two diagrams.

If, as Goguen [20] suggests, "systems are diagrams", how can a single ob-
ject observe the behaviour of a system? Any object X determines a constant
diagram, kx whose node objects kx(d) are just copies of X itself and whose
interconnecting morphism. are all the identity on that object. A diagram mor-
phism from kx to F allows X to observe the system F. A limit for F is a single
object LimF (together with a diagram morphism from kLimF to F) such that
there is a natural bijection

Diagram morphisms(kx, F) L- C(X, LimF).
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* This oan imtmit* be thou&bt o as saying that whomn am object observes the
system F it am co y -m the imxuation available in LimF; that is, to quote
Gogom (AO "pin. "Rebavkiou s limit.

Ifdi.* a @syum F interacts with X via morphisms from F to X, then a
mlim feor F is an object C.imwF (together with a morphism to kcwi.F) such
that there is a natural bijectiom

Diegiwei swpi*m.(F, kx) 21 C(CofimF, X).

For the introduction to sheaf theory in the next section and to categorical
shApe theory in Sect. 5, some intuition about limits and colimits, beyond their
cifinitions, will be needed.

Example. In an ordered set, the limit of a diagram consisting of two elements is
just their greatest lower bound or meet, whilst their colimit is their join or leut
upper bound.

Of course, in a given setting, theme may not always exist. (See Ehresmann and
Vanbremeersch (8] for a discussion of how one can add colimits to a category in a
useful way. The cas when the category is that associated with a neural network
leads to the concept of categorical neurons, that is collections of neurons inter-
acting in a coherent and concerted fashion, see Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch
[11].) The intuition of the colimit of a diagram is that it is obtained by gluing
together the objects in the diagram. Colimits thus are a bit like unions of sets.
The dual construction of limits then corresponds loosely to intersections and
such an intuition will probably be sufficient. For those readers with a computer
science background the articles of Goguen, [19, 20], provide examples that may
be of use.

4 Sheaf Theory

If X is a topological space, one often needs to study continuous or upper semi-
continuous functionc on X with, say, real values. For instance X may be a
subset of the plane with an intensity function defined on it. The properties of
such functions are locally defined, that is they are often defined using the open
subsets of X. For example, to require that a continuous real-valued function f
is non-zero is equivalent to specifying the open set {X I AX() # 0).

In some sense a continuous real-valued function can be thought of as a con-
tinuously varying real number. The notion of a sheaf corresponds to an idea of
a continuously varying family of sets. A preliminary notion is that of a presheaf.

Defnition 1 Presheaves and Shemaves. A presheaf F on a space X assigns to
each open set U in X, amet F(U). If V is a smaller open set V C U there is a
function restF(U, V) given from F(U) to F(V). (This function is usually called
the restriction map as in practice it usually is one.) Furthermore if W C V
then the composite restF(V, W) o restF(U, V) is required to be the same as



map(U, W). Altusratiwly let Open(X) be the lattice of open sets of X, then a
Aie F is a fiuKtr from the dual at OpOR(X) to the category Sets.
Giwm two dieme•ts in F(Ui) and f2 in F(U2) such that the restriction of

these slum ts to F(U1 n U,) are equal, then the sheaf consition requires that
them b ctlo• f in F(Ut U Us) which restricts to h in F(Ui) and to h in
F(U,). A preshef that satisfies the shed condition is called a shest.

A colimiting process is used to complete a presheaf, converting it to a shed.
Locally defined elements or sections (i.e. elements in the F(U) for U open in X)
are glued together to make globally defined ones, whilst any non-uniqueness that
would result from this process is killed off by the formation of a quotient, again
using a colimit.

Examples of sheaves abound in mathematics and are beginning to be noticed
as a potentially useful tool in theoretical computer science, see Goguen [20] and
Ehrich et aL [15]). The most easily accessible example to the non-expert is perhaps
the shed of continuous real-valued functions on a space, where F(U) is the set
of continuous functions on the open set U of X. It is easy to replace continuity
by upper semi-continuity or if the space has extra structure (for instance if it
is a differential or complex analytic manifold) then the functions used can be
those appropriate to that structure. In general if p : Y --+ X is any continuous
map, then one can define a sheaf of sections of p, often denoted F(p), in which
for an open set U of X, F(p)(U) = {s : U --- Y I pa(z) = z for all z E U}. In
fact all sheaves aise in this way and given a sheaf on X, one can find a suitable
Y -. X giving the particular sheaf F as its shed of sections, or, more exactly,
giving one that is isomorphic to it. The case of the sheaf of real-valued functions
is given by taking Y = IR x X with p being the projection.

If F and G are two sheaves on X then they can be described efficiently as
functors from the dual of the lattice Open(X) of open sets of X to the category
Sets. As F and G are functors, the natural definition of a morphism from F to G
is a natural transformation between the two functors. This translates as follows:

Definition 2. A sheaf morphism 0 : F --. G between two sheaves F and G on
X is a family {4(U) : F(U) --, G(U) I U E Open(X)} of functions between the
sets in the two families which are compatible with the restriction maps in the
sense that if V is an open subset of U then

,(V)restF(U, V) = re,•G(U, V)O(U).

If F is a shed on X, and f : X -. Y is a continuous map, then f gives a
morphism of ordered sets f -' : Open(Y) --+ Open(X) that maps an open set U
in Y to the open set f-(U) = 1z I f(z) E U). Composing this with F gives a
shed G on Y defined by G(U) = F(f -I(U)). The notation often used for this
induced shed is f-IF and it is called the direct image of F along f. Given a
sheaf Fon X and a sheaf G on Y, a morphism # from F to G consists of a pair
(f, ) where f : X -. Y is a continuous map and : F -G is a morphism
of sheaves on Y.
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The shaboe dehoed &ave, should -mw precisely be referred to an sheaves of
s*s. A prebesf F c ads on X isthus•just a functor from Ope,(X)' to Sets and
it is a shead if it satisfies the shea condition. There are many examples in which
the sets F(U) for U open in X have more structure. For instance, for F the
shoaf contiomuam real-valued functions an a space, each F(U) is a ring or even
a Deemed algebra and all the restriction maps are ring morphism. or continuous
hs of normed algebras, depending on how much structure is being

e. In that cae, F is a sheaf of rings or of normed algebras. It should
be clear that any category mig see as a cudomain category for presheaves
but that for the sheaf condition to make sense some extra properties would be
needed. The following singles out a class of categories having suitable properties.

Deition 3. A concrete category is a category C together with a faithful func-
tor : C -. Sets, so for all X, Y E C, the natural mapping

C(X, Y) -,, Se*UY, UX)

is one-to-one. The set UX is called the underlying set of the object X. The
functor U is said to be the forgetful functor.

Typical examples of concrete categories include those of monoids, groups, rings,
topological spaces, topological algebras, etc. Many examples are categories of
single sorted algebras. For the future development of the ideas of this paper,
it may to be necessary to replace Sets as the base category by a more compli-
cated category, thus allowing many sorted algebras of various types, but for the
purposes of this exposition the above will suffice.
Definition 4. Given such a concrete category C and a space X, a presheaf F

with values in C or a presheaf of C-objects is a functor from Open(X)OP to C.

Note that if F is a presheaf with values in C then UF is a presheaf of sets.

Definition 5. A presheaf F of C-objects is a sheaf if UF is a sheaf of sets.

Ezample (based on Goguen, [20]). Any object is known only by the observations
made of it. These can be thought of as being functions from some space-time
domain into some space of attributes f : U --o A. If more than one attribute
is observed, then A may be a product A, x ... x A.. The different observed
attributes may not be independent and can be assumed to satisfy some functional
or relational laws embodied in an expression P(f), which is true if for each X in
the domain of f, P is satisfied by the n-tuple f(z) = (f 1 (z), ... , f,,(z)). In such
a case, there is a presheaf given by

O(U) = If: U -- Al x .. x A. I P(f)}

The morphisms are the restriction maps. Note not all such presheaves need be
sheaves, but in most situations such a presheaf is either a sheaf or can be com-
pleted to be a sheaf. The completion process may, however, warp the underlying
relation P used to define the admissible n-tuples of attributes.
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Gq r } ( • o- dinot specic examples from computer science
bWsd m thi gssi t . This example will be looied at in mor detail

Cetuain other ficets of the theory of sheaves an worth mentioning. The sheaves
oa I psim spen together with the morphisms between them form a category.
This category km mam•y of the properties of the category of sets and functions.
In fact it is often thought o as a generalised model for set theory (see Johnstone
[2U], or Goldblatt [21]). The main diffeence is that it corresponds to a somewhat
strampe intuitionistic logic, whose truth values are the open sets of the base
space. In this set theory, the role of the real numbers is taken by the sheaf
of continuous or semi-continuous functions depending on how one forms the
sheaf corresponding to the real numbers from that corresponding to the rationals
within this set theory. An element in F(X) for a sheaf F on X is called a global
section. If F is the (semi-)continuous function sheaf then two global sections
can be compared using the usual means of analysis, for instance metric space
theory. It is also possible to do this purely categorically using ideas of Lswvere.
(The following sketch uses a deeper level of category theory than the rest of
this article and is only used at one place later on. It may therefore safely be
omitted. A reference for the theory is Lawvere [31] and for a recent application
in computer science [5].)

In an enriched category C the collections of morphisms between objects in
C form objects in another category; for instance they may carry a topological or
algebraic structure. Technically the category used for enriching the structure of
C must be a monoidal category. In our case we need only consider the case when
this monoidal category is the underlying monoid of the set R+ of non-negative
real numbers with addition. If X is a metric space with metric d then we can
form an IR+-enriched category C whose set of objects is the set of points of X
and where C(z, y) = d(z, y). The composition is given by the triangle inequality
for the metric. It is now fairly obvious how to proceed to encode enriched limits
etc. in this setting. The detailed theory of complete metric spaces from this
viewpoint also involves the theory of enriched adjoint profunctors, that is the
enriched version of the distributeura (B6nabou, [3]), which are used by Bourn and
Cordier to give a description of the shape category as a category of free algebras
(Kleisli category). (This latter theory can be found in Cordier and Porter, [6].)

Other enrichments may possibly be of use. If C is chosen to have a richer
algebraic structure, for instance that of some models of some data types, or
automata, then these categories often have natural enrichments. Order-enriched
categories have been also been considered in many recent papers on computer
science and to some extent the enrichment chosen depends on the model of the
storage and analysis of information being used. These issues are discussed briefly
in [45].

The important intuition to retain is that a sheaf is obtained by gluing together
local information, and a map between sheaves is obtained by gluing together
locally defined maps.

Finally in this section, recall the way in which invariants of a sheaf are cal-
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cv"d Aithqg probably not relevant directly, or in detail, to the problem of
patte recognition, shedf cohomology may give guidance on how to proceed by
way of analogy. One of the constructions of this cohomology consists of consid-
ering a covering of the space by open sets. Given a covering U = {U, : i E I)
of X, one can form a polyhedron Ner(U), called the nerve of U, built up from
families of intersecting open sets in the family U. For instance, the vertices of
Ner(U) correspond to the open sets in U; if U and V are in U, there is an edge
joinig U to V in the polyhedron if U n V is non-empty; if U, V, and W are
in U, there iatriangular face with vertices U, V, and W if U n V n W is not
empty, and so on. Using information in the sheaf over such finite subfamilies of
U which have non-empty intersection, one builds an invariant of the space (with
coefficients in the sheaf) by considering ever finer open covers. A process like
this but without the shedf, leads to one of the approaches to classical geometric
shape theory. (See Mardei and Segal [36], Segal [47], or for a detailed account
linking it with the categorical approach, Cordier and Porter [6]. None of these
sources attempts to look at the situation where a sheaf is present, and more
work on interpretation and detailed modelling will be needed here before this
can be directly applied to the recognition problem for grey-level images.)

5 Categorical Shape Theory

(The main reference for this section is Cordier and Porter, [6].)
The basic idea of categorical shape theory is that in any approximating situ-

ation, the approximations are what encode the only information that the system
can analyse. Formally it is assumed that there exists a category C of objects of
interest and a category A of archetypes, together with a functor K : A --. C that
allows archetypes to be compared with objects. The importance of the category
structure is that it requires one to specify what transformations of objects and
archetypes are going to be available within the system.

5.1 Categories of Approximations

Suppose that we are given some functor K: A -- C as above, and an object X
of C.

Definition 6. An approzimation to X is a pair (f, A) where A is an object of
A, hence an archetype, and f : X --+ KA. A morphism between approximations
u :(fA) -- (g, A') is a morphism u : A --, A' of the underlying archetypes, such
that K(u)f = g. The category of approximations to X will be denoted (X, K).

This category contains the only information available to the system about the
object X. The idea behind the definition of a morphism of approximations is
that an approximation (f, A) informs the system of the comparison f between
the object X and the archetype A. If u is as above, then the information given
by f can be filtered through that given by g and so to some extent f might be
considered to be redundant. This is only partially true as it is possible for there



abm to be a nmpbisa fma (9, A) to (AA). It would be tempting at this stae

to tahe a Wokt of the diapmm
6X : (X, K) --* A,

(f,A)- A ;

that is, of the A-compoment factor. If this limit existed, it would give an object
of A that was a better approximation to X than may other one, and hence would
asiga a definte archetypa label to X. The problem is that such a limit may
not exist. For instance, in the geometric form of shape theory, A is a category of
polyhedra, and although one can take limits of these polyhedra as spaces, the re-
sult need not be a polyhedron. This to some extent explains the intuition about
(X, K). It acts as a formal limit of all approximations. This may be compared to
the concept of a categorical neuron introduced by Ehresmann and Vanbremeer-
sch, which being a formal colimit of lower-order neuronal patterns, represents
an interacting system of lower-order information elements (see later).

5.2 The Shape Category of K

It has been suggested above that (X, K) encodes the only information available
to the system about the object X. The idea behind the shape category of the
system K is that its morphisms should compare these categories of approxima-
tions for the various objects of interest; hence they should be functors, but not
all functors are suitable. To gain some insight into which functors should be used
note that if a : X -- Y, then a induces a functor

(a, K) : (Y,K) --+ (X,K)

given by sending (fA) in (Y, K) to (Ia, A) in (X, K). These induced functors
have two interesting properties:

(i) reversal of direction: the morphism a is from X to Y but (a, K) is from
(Y,K) to (X, K);

(ii) stability of A-components: the A-components in (f, A) and in (Ia, A)
are the same, namely A.

Theae two properties will be abstracted to give the definition of the shape
category of K.

Definition 7. The shape category ShK of the system K has as objects the
objects of C, and from X to Y in ShK the morphisms are the functors F :
(Y,K) --+ (X,K) that preserve the A-component of objects, so if (f,A) is in
(Y, K), then F(f, A) has the form (g, A) for the same A in A, and some g : X -
KA in C.

Two objects are said to have the some K-shape if they are isomorphic in
ShK.

• • ."' . .. ... .. . . l, " • + + + ..... -..... . + . . . ....
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att this amouns to saving that the information available via K is not
sucient to tell the two objects apart, as the K-approximation categories of the
two ab ts wre, in a precise sense, equivalent. To recognise an object is to assign

ms archetypal label to it. This amounts to saying that the given object X and
the archetype A, say, corresponding to the label, have the same K-shape, or that
X and K(A) arm isomorphic in ShK. In this case that the object X is said to
be K-stable (or simply stable, if there is no possibility of confusion from such a
shortened form).

For such objects X whose shape is recognizable in this way, the category
of approximations (X, K) has an initial object, that is, there is a best approx-
imation, f : X --+ KA. Here best means that if g : X --+ KB is some other
approximation then there is a morphism a : A --+ B of archetypes such that
g = K(a)f, and moreover a is the only morphism with this property. Not all
objects in C need be recognizable in this sense. For a given K it would seem to
be important to decide which objects are stable by some characterization inde-
pendent, if possible, of K. (Huiek's paper, [271, in this volume, contains several
examples of systems in which all objects are stable.)

Another pattern recognition problem is that of classification of shapes from
the available information. It is clear that this corresponds to deciding when two
objects have the same K-shape, so that classifying shapes is equivalent in this
sense to the problem of determining isomorphism types within ShK. To attempt
to do this one can hope to define shape invariants, so that non-isomorphic shapes
will give different values for the invariant. The problem of defining such shape
invariants is treated in the abstract case in Cordier and Porter [6].

6 Modelling Grey-levels and Colour

6.1 Observations and Objects

Ignoring grey-levels or colour for the moment, geometric objects will be modelled
by topological spaces, typically specified as a closed subset of 2- or 3-dimensional
space or 4-dimensional space-time if considering a moving or changing object.
This is not necessarily a good model, but to examine a better alternative would
necessarily involve a detailed discussion of the theory of observations, domain
theory, the logic of assertions, and many other topics on the interface between
mathematical logic, psychology, philosophy, and computer science (see Vickers,
[49] and Barwise, [2]). One of the main points of that discussion, however, is
that it questions the observational validity of the concept of point and as a
topological space is made up of points, the question arises whether one is wise
to model observed objects using concepts that are observationally invalid or at
least questionable. There is sonre similarity between this querying and current
models for visual perception mentioned elsewhere in this volume, and perhaps
this resemblance is not coincidental.

In the model proposed here for the observation of a physical object, the points
of the space are not important as such. The method used will give pointwise
information only as a limiting case. As suggested by the example given earlier,
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it will be assumed that there is an object A of attributes. This object may be
assumed to have extra structure, for example, A may be a product of structures
of very difieret types, some being a normed algebra so that the corresponding
attribute might represent a light intensity function, others may be a discrete
algebraic structure such as a Boolean algebra giving True-False-type information.
Other possibilities might involve a component having a measure-theoretic or
probabilistic nature. There is a large choice here and more complex structures
will presumably give more detailed models. Several of the papers in this volume
show facets of this. For example, Noest [43] considers orientation as being S'-
valued, velocity as being D 3 -valued and disparity either Da or I'-valued, whilst
Zhang [50, 51] considers a non-Euclidean visual space. Schmitt [38] considers
attributes such as a graph (the skeleton) with a function defined on it and then
looks at the extent to which the attributes allowed for the reconstruction of the
image. Given these examples, it seems be probable that it will be neccessary to
replace a single sorted A by a more complex, many sorted algebra, so that an
attribute might be a state in some finite state automaton or complex structured
database, storing the possible observations made of a class of objects.

Definition 8. An observation is a function f : U --+ A from an open set U of
the underlying spatial or space-time domain X. The presheaf of observations is
formed by defining

0(U)={f:U-.AJP(f)}

where, as befor-, the proposition or relation P expresses some property of ob-
servation, embodying the laws that 0 is to satisfy. The elements of O(U) are
called local observations. A global observation of the object is an element a of
o(X).

To ensure that local observations glue together, it may be necessary to com-
plete this presheaf 0. In this process one does obtain information at each point
z of X by forming the object

0z = Colim {o(U) I x U} ,

This construction thus corresponds to considering pointwise observations as the
limit of local observations. It will be assumed from now on that the basic objects
considered are sheaves and not just presheaves. An observation of such an object
will be a global observation in the above sense, that is a global section of the
sheaf 0. The category B of objects of interest will be the category of such
global observations of attributes of spatial or space-time domains. Formally the
definition will be:

Definition 9. The catepory of global observations has as objects tr.'ples (X, 0,
a) where X is a closed subset (of JR 3 or of IR4), 0 is a sheaf of observations,
and a is a global section of 0. A morphism 0 : (X, Ox, ax) -* (Y, Oy, ay)
is a sheaf morphism 0 = (f, 46), where, as in Definition 2, f : X -+ Y is a
continuous function and 4): f-x ̀ -- Cy is a sheaf morphism over Y, so that
4)(Y)(ax) = ay.
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.2 IHiearchical Systems and Attributes

In a real-life recognition system, observations may be considered to be the com-
plex synaptic patterns of neuronal impulses arriving in the brain from the retina
caused by light from sore real object. The archetypes could then be thought
of as being memorized synaptic patterns (see von der Malsburg and Bienen-
stock [35]). Following Livingstone and Hubel [33], it seems that these objects
and transformations of them may be built up from localized information coming
from high-resolution analysis of detail and, in addition, from gluing information
including information for figure-background discrimination, motion detection,
and relative positions in space. Thus both local and global information is ob-
tained.

The recent work of Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch [13] suggests a categor-
ical model of such a system, compatible with the ideas suggested here. This
theory combines a "localist" viewpoint (see Arbib [1] pp. 97-98 for a very brief
description) with the conjectured models of biological neural networks in which
the nodes of the network associated with concepts are interpreted as assemblies
or virtual nodes; that is they are nodes corresponding to interacting families of
neurons rather than actual physical neurons. Their model is phrased in the lan-
guage of hierarchical systems. At the basic level, the model of an actual neural
network is the category of paths on the graph whose vertices are the neurons
and whose edges from a neuron N to a neuron N* are the synapses with their
pre-synaptic part in N and their post-synaptic part in N*. Such a category of
paths was considered earlier by Mink'o and Petunin [40].

Definition 10 (see Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch [8] p.29). A hierarchi-
cal system is a category C in which the class of objects is divided into levels,
labelled with the natural numbers 0, 1, ... , p, such that each object of level
n + 1 for n < p is the colimit in C of a diagram of objects of level n.

The neuron category would then represent level 0, with concepts appearing
at higher levels as patterns of interacting neurons. The hierarchical system con-
sidered can evolve in time reacting to external stimuli, memorizing patterns and
forming concepts and thus, in terms of categorical shape theory, archetypes.

In their paper [14], Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch adopt a modular theory
of brain function, postulating the existence of distinct modules to treat specific
features. "The modules treat objects and discriminate two objects according to a
specific attribute without considering their resemblances or differences for other
attributes."

The information stored in such a modularized system thus loosely corre-
sponds to the use of the object of attributes earlier in this paper. Their modular
hierarchical models are examples of what they call Memory Evolutive Systems
(MES) and "the architecture of a MES is a compromise between a parallel-
distributed processing (system) with a modular organization and a hierarchical
associative network ... ." In other words, their modules are many sorted alge-
bras modelling a computing system sometimes like an object-oriented database,
sometimes like a neural network (e.g. a Hopfield net).
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The geometry modules provide the geometric information combining local
infirmation with information on how it is to be glued to give a global picture.
The colour modules handle information that is not involved directly in this de-
termination of spatial form. The assignment of a colour attribute to a geometric
feature provides the attribute function that is globally defined. The use of many-
sorted algebras complicates this picture considerably as it is no longer simply
the assignment of an element of some set with structure that is needed. (An in-
dication of how one might get around this is suggested by Goguen [20] when he
clas "Behaviour is limit", interpreting the limit of a diagram as its behaviour.)
Ignoring this difficulty, it is clear that there is a similarity of approach inherent
in this biological systems model. The fact that the type of category theory be-
ing used is also that used within theoretical computer science for the semantics
of object-oriented programming languages, for modelling modular systems, and
relational databases suggests that there is perhaps some hope of using insights
from this theory for the development of new automatic pattern recognition lan-
guages.

An interesting question arises as to whether grey-level processing should be
thought of as being distinct from orientation and structural processing. The
assumption is sometimes made in mathematical morphology that the grey-level
profile should be considered as a graph and then handled combinatorially (see
Heijmans [221). This assumes that they should be handled together; compare
also the critique by Ronse [46].

6.3 The Categorical Model and Local Considerations

In this categorical model, the sheaf-theoretic interpretation might be questioned
in as much as the neuronal pattern is not, in fact, a space, but is merely a colimit
of simpler patterns in a hierarchical system. What is to be meant mathematically
by locai in such a situation? To answer this problem in detail would seem to be
quite difficult. The answer may be to use a combination of the fact that local
has a definite meaning in the object that is generating the pattern and also, as
that pattern is a formal colimit of a diagram of lower order neurons, the linking
between those neurons must presumably reflect that external local structure.
Sheaf theory and category theory would suggest that the structure of a locale or
an internal Grothendieck topology might be useful, but these ideas are not clearlyi
those that are needed. A model roughly on the lines suggested here, but paying
more attention to the local information processing, might replace sheaves of sets
by fibred categories or indexed categories and would correspond more closely to
that which would seem to be implied by the hierarchical systems approach of
Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch. Such theories would involve categoriea of local
information not just sets. Such a development may be necessary later and would
correspond to the way in which categorical methods within computer science are
evolving.
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6.4 Mod.ping Archetyps

The archetype are idealized or remembered patterns. Thus it will be assumed
that they have similar structure. The actual processes of memory and the forma-
tion of concqft are not needed here (see von der Malsburg and Bienenatock [351
and again Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch [11]). The archetypes are thus either
a memorised physical (coloured) object and thus modelled by a space, sheaf,
and section as would be a real-life object, or alternatively one might attempt to
model the neuronal pattern using the language of Ehresmann and Vanbremeer-
sch [11]. Again the shed-theoretic picture would seem to work well enough for
a first approximation at least.

6.5 Comparison Maps and Transformations

As defined earlier, in the simplest space-sheaf-section model of observations, the
comparison maps or transformations will all be sheaf morphisms that send one
global section to the other. If the object of attributes is endowed with a metric
space structure, underlying perhaps an algebraic one, then it will be possible
to consider an enrichment of the categorical model using the ideas of Lawvere
sketched out at the end of Sect. 4. The formal categorical shape theory would not
change in essence, but convergence within the sets of comparison maps would
be able to be modelled categorically. This has not yet been done in detail.

In general, the archetypes and the transformations will form a category as
will the patterns and their transformations. Even in the case of natural recogni-
tion systems, these categories will differ from person to person as the patterns
involve filtered and preprocessed information, whilst the archetypes depend on
memorized patterns and hence both depend on previous experience, cultural
background, etc. In particular the transformations involved may be very differ-
ent, as may be witnessed in the different speeds at which different people can
identify deformed images, or can visually unmix images of knotted string. The
increasing time delay corresponding to increased complexity of the deformation
may be explainable if a generating set of potential transformations from which
others are built by composition is postulated. It could still formally be assumed
that the whole of the class of transformations was available just as in a study
of a computer language, in which general formal results can apply to sentences
that are so long that they could not be physically generated.

If the archetypes are memorized patterns (possibly simplified in some way),
then the process of remembering gives a functor K from the category of archetypes
to that of neuronal patterns. This functor is by its very nature unknown but
properties of it could be investigated by studying the properties of this formal
recognition system made up of the patterns, the archetypes, and K.

In an automatic recognition system, the choice of generating transformations
is clearly of importance. This may indicate a link with mathematical morphol-
ogy, where thickening and thinning operations based on the basic operations of
dilation and erosion are by Matheron's theorem, the basic building blocks of
the transformations used; (see Heijmans [22] or [23] for an introduction to this
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area). This link does not extend to the way in which grey-level image would be
handled however.

The intuition of theme transformations, and similarly of the comparison mor-
phim. moeed to compare an input pattern with an archetypal pattern, is that
they are bsically geometric, being rotations, translations, or affine maps, at
least at the spatial or structural level, and the categorical notation of an arrow
is comsistent with this as it is an extension of the notation often used for func-
tions. However, as was mentioned earlier, modern theoretical computer science,
in its use of categorical language, has emphasized several different interpreta-
tions of categories and therefore of the arrows that they contain. For instance an
arrow may be interpreted as a proof, a transition between states, or a process.
This again suggests that the categorical notion of morphism should not be too
narrowly interpreted but rather that more detailed models might try to decide
between possible interpretations by recourse to non-mathematical theories, ex-
perimentation, and data from simulations. One possible direction for research in
categorical shape theory is the investigation of it as a formal language, with an
eventual aim of developing a customized language for managing the processing
of images and an implementation of that language that will integrate the activity
of processing modules that handle various attributes of an image.

7 Observational Mechanisms

The categorical shape-theoretic model is formal. It does not presuppose a mech-
anism and work from there. This article has perhaps concentrated on the biolog-
ical rather than the engineering context, but how realistic are the assumptions
about the processing of sections within either context? In fact can a brain or a
man-made neural network do any of the tasks potentially involved in the shape-
theoretic description of the recognition process? (For an introduction to neural
network theory at a readable level, see Arbib, [1]).

The classical result of Minsky and Papert [41] showed that a simple two-layer
perceptron can only represent or approximate a very small class of functions; ,..
however they left open the possibility that a multilayer feed-forward net might
be capable of doing better. Duda and Fossum [7] showed that any piecewise-linear
decision region can be realized by a multilayer network. Clearly this is relevant to
the problem of the approximation of polyhedra and thus to the approximation of
more general shapes by polyhedra. Lippman [32] argued that arbitrary complex
regions can be formed using four-layer networks. Hopfield's work [24] on asso-
ciative memory then provides a model for the retrieval of archetypal patterns
from the memory, involving the non-deterministic minimalization of an energy
function. These results and ideas are sufficient to argue for the feasibility of a
shape-theoretic model provided that no grey-levels or colour are involved, but can
one justify the extension proposed here? The solution came in 1989 when Funa-
hashi [16] and shortly after, Hornik et al 125] proved that feed-forward multilayer
networks are capable of approximating arbitrarily closely any continuous func-
tion defined between compact sets, provided that there are enough hidden units.
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(More reaPt results, spin by Horuik et at [26], showed that with some restric-
tioms, such networks can approximate an arbitrary function and its derivatives
if they exist.) Although of course any brain or machine has only finitely many
neurons available, these results indicate that even with the limited power of the
machines available today, the hypotheses of shape theory that presume arbitrar-
ily fine approximations to spaces and to locally defined (upper-semi-)continuous
functions may not be as unreasonable as they might seem and hence that the
simple shea-theoretic model for observations as proposed above may be able to
be implemented with no great difficulty.

8 Conclusion

Without the development of categorical shape theory beyond its present stage
(e.g. to use enriched category theory), the question posed as the title of this arti-
cle depends mainly on the possibility or non-possibility of finding categories that
can act as categories of objects and archetypes relevant to modelling grey-level
images or more generally, coloured images or objects. A possible solution has
been sketched here, namely that both the objects of interest and the archetypes
be modelled by structures consisting of a space, a sheaf, and a section of that
sheaf. To some extent, the spatial nature of the space may be in question, but
to avoid that assumption would have needed a discussion of much more math-
ematics than space would allow. The use of a space does permit one to model
the local/global interaction without too much difficulty, and sheaf theory then
suggests a way of handling the integration of the local grey-level or colour in-
formation into the global picture. A further elaboration of this will be needed if
the theory is to be rich enough to act as an adequate model.

The nature of the space of attributes will govern the applicability of the
sheaf-theoretic approach. For instance, if developments in information modelling
suggest, as looks very possible, that a better model would be a complex cate-
gorical structure such as an abstract data type, then there would probably be
a need to enrich the sheaf-theoretic model; however the simple sheaf-theoretic
intuition would remain usable as a first approximation.

Another advantage of a sheaf-theoretic model is that the theory handles com-
parison of objects fairly easily via the induced sheaf construction and the good
properties of categories of sheaves on a fixed space. A categorical approach to
pattern recognition does require that an analysis of objects includes an analysis
of their allowable deformations, and this, in turn, puts demands on the type
of model used. The model proposed here and the more structured categorical
models that will perhaps be needed for finer modelling pass this test with flying
colours.
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Abstract iahmtclmrhlg s an approach in image processi* based
on geometrical concepts mch t t groups and nmtric spaces. As
stuch it is wdl suited to the extraction of infomation about the shape of the var-
ions parts in a sow. This paper presents an overview of some known morpholog-
ical techniques (e.g. sletonisation, granulometric analysis) for the description
and decomposition of shape.

Keywords: mathematical morphology, dilation, erosion, opening, closing, com-
plete lattice, umbra transform, transformation geometry, distance geometry,
translation-rotation group, granulometry, skeleton, shape decomposition.

1 Introduction

It has been frequently claimed in the literature that mathematical morphology
is an approach well suited to the extraction of shape information from a scene.
The aim of the present paper is to justify this claim by presenting a number of
morphological tools for the description of shape.

Section 2 recalls briefly the basic concepts from mathematical morphology
and discusses some elementary morphological operators for binary images. In
Sect. 3 it will be explained how such operators can be extended to grey-scale
images by means of the umbra transform. Two geometrical concepts lay the
foundaion of mathematical morphokly, namely (i) geometrical transfoma-
tiena such as translations, rotations, reflections, perspective transformations,
and (ii) metric spaces and convexity. Geometrical transfomations form the ba-
sis for Sect. 4, in particular Sect. 4.1 where transformation-based morphology
is discussed in a rather general context. It is shown how an arbitrary transfor-
mation group can be used as the basis for a family of morphological operators
invariant under these transformations.

An alternative method of constructing morphological operators, discussed in
Sect. 4.2, is based on the notion of distance. On any metric space one can define

* The author wishes to acknowldgp Adri Steembeek for impleumeting the decompoei-
tion alcgrithm.
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Iorphological operators like dilations, erosion, openings, closings etc. A class of
metric spces particularly important in the context of m morphology
is formed by the so-called Minkowski spaces. It turns out that for such spaces
the tnsionatwu-based approach and the distance-based approach are closely

In Sect. 5 granulomnetries will be discussed. These can be viewed as the math-
ematimal formnalination of a sieving process, and have been applied with success
to many practical image analysis problems.

One of the most popular tools for shape description is formed by the skeleton
(and its variants). The skeleton can be defined conveniently in terms of morpho-
logical operators. The morphological definition makes it rather easy to define
skeletons based on a distance other than the Euclidean distance. As in Sect. 5,
'convexity' is the important word here.

Section 7 explains how to use morphological opening as a tool for shape
decomposition. Actually, two decomposition algorithms will be discussed here,
the first due to Pitas and Venetsanopoulos [22] and the second to Rouse [27, 29].
The exposition presented here is largely taken from the paper by Ronse [27]
where a more general approach has been discussed.

Section 8 concludes with some additional remarks.

2 Basic Notions

There is considerable literature on mathematical morphology. Basic references
are the monographs by Matheron [19] and Serra [30]. A basic account can also be
found in [7]. A second volume, edited by Serra [31], treats a number of theoretical
issues; a substantial part of this book is devoted to the theory of morphological
filters. In this section some basic material will be presented. More details can be
found in the references listed above.

The central idea of mathematical morphology is to examine the structural
content of an image by matching it with small patterns at various locations in
the image. By varying the size and the shape of the matching patterns, called
structuring elements, one can obtain useful information about the shape of the
image. Such an approach results in nonlinear image operators which are well
suited to the analysis of the geometrical and topological structure of an image.

Originally, mathematical morphology was developed for binary images which
can be represented mathematically as sets. The corresponding morphological
operators essentially use only four ingredients from set theory, namely set inter-
section, union, complementation, and translation.

Let P(It'•) be the space of subsets of Wtd and choose a structuring element
A C ltd. The Minkowski addition and subtraction are resp. defined as

XOA= J x. (1)
aEA

XeA= n x., (2)
&EA
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wh,.. X. isthe truslast aIX aloug the vector a. Instead of (1) we can also

X*A={h 'WI,4nX #0) (3)
XeA=f{hE ZIA& X), (4)

whare A is the raectim of A with respect to the origin, that is, A= {-a a
A).

Fig. 1. A set (left), and its dilation (middle) and erosion (right) with a disk.

Usually, one refers to the Minkoweki addition (1) as the dilation by A, and
to the Minkowski subtraction (2) as the erosion by A. Dilation and erosion are
illustrated in Fig. 1. We introduce the notation 6 A(X) = X 9 A and eA(X) =

X e A. In general, the operators 6 A and CA are not each other's inverses, that
is, (X 9A) eA 96 X 9 (X e A) eA. The operator

XoA=(XeA)eA (5)

is called the opening by A. It is easy to show that

X o A = Uf{A& I h E ' and Ajg• ; X).

In other words, X o A is the union of all translates of the structuring element A
which are contained in X. An example is given in Fig. 2.

The opening has the following properties: it is

- increasing, i.e., X _Y implies that X oA _Y oA;

- translation invariant, i.e., X& o A = (X o A)1,;
- anti-extensive, i.e., X o A C- X;
- idempotent, i.e., (X o A) o A = X o A.

Note that the first two properties also hold for dilations and erosions. Every
operator a : P(Rd) --# P(IR) which is increming, anti-extensive and idempotent
is called an opening. If a,, a2 are openings on P(R1 d), then

01 02 40 012 =01 -•l 02010l 1-
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Fig. 2. The opening X o A (right) of the set X (middle) with the disk A (left).

Here 'a, _1 a2' means that a,(X) _ a,(X) for every X E VP(B), and 'aja2'
is the composition of a, and a2, ije., a0a 2(X) = ai(a 2 (X)). For the openings
X -XoA it can be shown that XoAC XoB for every X if and only if A is
B-open. The latter means that A o B = A. For example, this condition holds if
A is a square with sides 1 and B a line segment with length _< 1.

The operator given by

X *A =(X sA)E A

is called the closing by A and has the same properties as the opening apart
from the third: it is extensive instead of anti-extensive. The latter means that
X C X 9 A for every X E P(IRd).

The observation that Minkowski addition and subtraction are not each other's
inverses motivated Ghosh [6] to address himself to the problem of extending
p(JRd) with so-called negative shapes in such a way that the space becomes a
group under Minkowski addition.

Recently, mathematical morphology has been extended to the framework of com-
plete lattices. Recall that a complete lattice is a partially ordered set in which
every subset has an infimum (greatest lower bound) A and supremum (small-
est upper bound) V; see [1]. The space P(lRd) with the inclusion order is a
complete lattice. For a comprehensive account of the extension of mathematical
morphology to complete lattices refer to [13, 28, 31] and [11].

Definition 1. Let Z be a complete lattice. An operator 6 : C --+ C is called a
dilation if it distributes over arbitrary suprema, that is,

6(v X,) = V 6(x,),
iEl iEl

for any family {X, I i E I}. Dually, an operator e : C -Z C is called an erosion if
it distributes over arbitrary infima, that is,

-(A x,) = A (xi),
fEl aEl

for any family {X. i E I).
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(X)5 Y ,-, X5 <C(Y). (6)

If (e,6) in an adjunction, then 6 is a dilation and e an eromion. Moreover, with
every dilation 6 one can associate a unique erosion e so that (e, 6) forms an
adjunction. We say that e and 6 are eadjint operators. If (e, 6) is an adjunction
on Z then 6c is an opening and e6 a closing.

The pair (CA, 6A) introduced above forms an adjunction on P(R1). In Sect. 4
some other examples will be discussed.

3 Grey-scale Morphology

Many binary morphological operators can be extended to grey-scale images
(modelled mathematically as functions). Denote by Fun(E) the space of func-
tions mapping E into R = R U {-oo, oo}. It is easy to check that Fun(E) is
a complete lattice. If E = Rd, the Minkowski addition and subtraction of two
functions F and G can be defined as

(F e G)(z) = V [F(z - h) + G(h)], (7)
hEz

and
(F e G)(x) A[F(x + h) - G(h)]. (8)

hER

The opening is given by F o G = (F e G) D G, where G is called the structuring
function.

A general approach to extend binary morphological operators to functions
is provided by the umbra transform. For an extensive discussion refer to [10].
The key idea is to represent a function F on the space E by the set of points in
E x R on and below the graph of E. The resulting set is called an umbra.

Definition 2. Let E be an arbitrary set.
(a) A set U C E x R is called an umbra if (z, t) E U if and only if (z, 8) E U
for every s < t.
(b) A subset U C E x JR is called a pre-umbra if (z, t) E U implies that
(x, s) E U for every a < t.

For an illustration refer to Fig. 3.
The set of all umbras is denoted by Umbra(E). For a subset X C_ E x B we

define U.(X) as the smallest umbra containing X. In other words, U.(X) is the
intersection of all umbras containing X; see Fig. 4. If F is a function mapping a
set E (usually Rd or Zd) into K, then we define the umbra U/,(F) of F as

U1(F) = {(x,t) E E x R1 t 5 F(z)}; (9)

see Fig. 4.

• ,., .... .. ..* . .... ..... ... ... ... .. , -- .. ... ... . • • I



Fig. S. A pm-umbra (WIt) and an umbra (right).
x

Fig. 4. The umbras U.(X) of a set X (left) and U1(F) of a function F (right).

The subscripts a and f refer to set and function respectively. The mapping
U1 : Fun(E) --. Umbra(E) is called the umbra travnform.

To every umbra U corresponds a unique function given by

[Y.(U)](z) = V{t E JR I (z,t) E U}.

From now on Y and U will be used to denote Y. and U! respectively.

Proposttion 3. Umbra(E) with the set inclusion as partial order is a complete
lattice with infimum and supremum of Ui, i E I, respectively given by AEI U. -=
nlr U, and V•E. U, = U.(Ui,. U,). This lattice is isomorphic to Fun(E) with
the isomorphism and its inverse respectively given by .r and U.

Given a scalar v E 11, the vertical translate of a set X C E x JR and a function
F E Fun(E) are respectively defined as X' = {(z,t + v) I (x,t) E X} and
F'(x) = F(z) + v. It is obvious that X -- X' mapG a (pre-)umbra onto a
(pre-)umbra. Furthermore Jr(Ul) = [Y'(U)] and U(F-) = [U(F)]t.

Lemma4. Let U C E x JR.

(a) U is a pre-umbra if and only if U _ U"' for every v > 0.
(b) U is an umbra if and only if U = nf>0 U,".
(c) If U is a pre-umbra then U.(U) = f,,>0 U,.

For a proof refer to [10].
The umbra transform is used to map operators on P(E x R) to operators

on Fun(E). Assume that 0 is an increasing operator on P(E x IR) which is
invariant under vertical translations. The latter means that Ob(Xv) = [O(X)]"
for X C E x R. If U is a pre-umbra, then U g U" for v > 0 and hence

O(U) C_ (U() [OM
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in other word, #(U) is a pre-umbra as well. The operator i on P(E x R) is
chesnd a

(X - n [#(x)i, = n #(x,). (10)
V>0 W>0

From Lemma 4 it follows that #(U) = U.(k(U)) if U is a pre-umbra, and thus
4(U) is an umbra. This shows in particular that • leaves Umbra(E) invwriant.

Theorem 5. Giuven an increasing operator 0 on P(E x R) which is invariant
under vertical translations, the operator t given by

IF =- "o • o U (11)

defines an increasing operator on Fun(E) invariant under vertical translations.

Obviously, if jU is invariant under translations in E, then the same holds for W.
Consider, as an example, the Minkowiki addition for functions. Given a func-

tion G on 1R0, the operator F --, F D G may be derived from the above con-
struction with O(X) = X s U(G).

Define the domain dom(F) of a function F as the set of all z E R" for which
F(x) > -oo. If G is a function which assumes the value 0 on its domain A and
-oo elsewhere, then the resulting dilation (erosion, etc.) is called a flat dilation
(erosion, etc.). More generally, a flat function operator can be defined as follows.
Given an increasing binary operator 00 on P(E), define an increasing operator
0 on P(E x IR) by putting

wrto(x) = ko(,wtx),

for X C_ E x R and t E R. Here wrt is the operator given by irtX = {z E E ]
(z, t) E X}. In other words, O(X) is the set obtained by applying •0 to every
cross section wtX. The extension of 0 given by (11) yields a grey-scale operator
#'. If the threshold sets of F are defined as X(F, t) = {z E E I F(x) Ž_ t} then
W(F) is given by

P(F)(x) = sup{t E R I x E •,(X(F,t))}.

The operator Wi is called the flat eztension of t0o to Fun(IRa), and inherits most
properties of t#0; for instance, if 00 is an opening then W' is such as well. Refer
to [9] for more details.

4 Morphology Versus Geometry

Generally speaking, morphological operators are defined by moving a small test
pattern over the image, checking at all positions how it relates to the image and
using the outcome to define an output image. In classical translation morphology,
.moving' means 'translating'. But one can think of situations where translation
is not appropriate, or even worse, not possible. We mention some examples.

In certain applications, for example, radar imaging, rotation symmetry comes
in naturally. In such cases one has to include rotations in the group cf permitted
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motios. Similar remarks apply to situations where perspective transformations
play a role; think, for instance, of the problem of monitoring the traffic on a
highway with a camera at a fixed position. It is apparent that in this case the
detection algorithms must take into account the distance between the camera
and the cars.

If the underlying support space is not just the Euclidean space R" or a regular
grid, but rather a manifold (e.g. the sphere), translation has to be understood in
the sense of parallel transport along geodesics, as Roerdink explains in [26]. In
general the motion of a pattern along geodesics is quite troublesome. However,
for some specific examples such as the sphere, it is possible to obtain concrete
results (25, 24].

Another clans of images which requires reflections about ways of matching
patterns is formed by the graph-based images. In a number of applications a
graph provides the appropriate mathematical structure to model an image. This
occurs when the image contains a large amount of relatively small objects (e.g.
cells in an electron microscopy image). In such cases the edges of the graph
can be used to model the spatial relationships between the objects. Htijmans
et al. [12, 14] use the notion of a structuring graph to define morphological
operators on such graphs. A more direct approach, based on distance, was given
by Vincent (351. In the latter approach the central idea is to define a pattern
at every position (a ball with given radius) rather than moving around a given
pattern using a given group of transformations.

In this section both approaches will be discussed in a more general context.
For the sake of exposition the discussion is restricted to binary images, or, to
stay within mathematical terms, to the space P(E), where E is the support
space. This can be the Euclidean space IRd, the discrete space Zd, a manifold,
"a graph, etc. In the transformation approach it is assumed that we are given
"a transformation group on E. In practical cases the choice of this group is of-
ten determined by the underlying mathematical structure of E. In the distance
approach it is merely assumed that E is a metric space.

4.1 Transformation-based Morphology

This section outlines how basic morphological operators such as dilation, ero-
sion, opening, and closing can be extended to general geometric spaces. A first
observation is that translation morphology is rather special since translations
define a simply transitive abelian group (definitions below).

Consider the Minkowski addition X --. X @ A where A C ]R2 . In general,
this operation is not invariant under rotations, that is (R X) a A : Rp(X E A).
Here 1,v is the rotation around 0 over an angle W. In fact, one can show that the
operation is rotation invariant if and only if A is, that is, PVA = A for every
Wp E [0, 2wr]. Below, this simple example will be put into a more general algebraic
framework.

The following account is based on previous work of Heijmans and Ronse [8, 13,
28] and Roerdink [25, 24]. For a comprehensive account refer to [11]. Assume
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that E is a met and that T is a transformation group on E; here transormation
mosm bijective mapping. T is tranaitive on E if for every z, y E E there exists
a transformation 'r E T such that rz = y. If this transformation is unique for
every pair z, y, then T is called simply transitive on E. It is easy to show that
for an abelian transformation group, transitivity implies simple transitivity. The
group of isometries on R 2 is transitive but not simply transitive. Recall that
an isometry is a transformation which preserves distances [23]. The translations
form an abelian, simply transitive transformation group on R 2. The rotations
around 0 yield an abelian group which, however, is not transitive.

The operator , : P(E) --+ P(E) is called a T-operator if

or = r o,0, for everyr E T.

A T-operator which is a dilation will be called a T-dilation, etc. For X C E and
-r E T define rX = {'rz z E X}.

Following the expression X $ A = UWeA X1, one might attempt to define a
T-dilation as follows:

6A(X) U TX; (12)
rEA

here A is an arbitrary subset of T. It is apparent that 6 A is a dilation in the
sense of Definition 1. The adjoint erosion is given by

CA(X) = f T-Xx. (13)
rEA

If the transformation group T is abelian then 6 A is a T-dilation and eA a T-
erosion. If, in additional, T is transitive, then every T-dilation and T-erosion on
P(E) are of this form. We consider this case in more detail. First, fix an origin

o E E. To every z E E there corresponds a unique transform -r. E T which
carries o to x, rTo = x (compare this with the relation between affine spaces and
vector spaces). For z E E we define A(z) _ E as

A(x) = {fr Ir E A}.

Obviously, A(x) = 'rA(o), so A(x) can be interpreted as the 'translate' of the
structuring element A(o). Then

bA(X) = U A(x), CA(X) = {z E E I A(x) _ X}. (14)
zEX

The opening 6 ACA is given by

6 ACA(X) = U{A(h) I h E E and A(h) _ X}. (15)

In fact, in this case one obtains all the results also known from the translation
invariant case.
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forms a T..4unctiea on P(E). Moreover, ever T-adjunction u of this form.

If the translation group T i not abehan then neither 6A nor CA are T-invariant
in general. To achieve T-inariance 6A is rewritten in the following way:

SA(X) - U A(z), (18)
aEX

where A(z) = {rzI -r e A) = 6 A({x)). This expression for 6A corresponds to
the intuitive idea of moving a structuring element A over all points x E X. The
operator given by (16) is a dilation for every mapping A : E -, P(E). It can
easily be shown that 6A is T-invariant if and only if

A(rz) =- rA(z) (17)

for every z C E and r E T. Assume from now on that T is transitive on E.
Fix an origin o E E. Let E be the subgroup of T containing all i- which leave o
invariant,

E = { E T •ro = o}.

E is sometimes called the stabilizer of o. For example, if T is the group on R2

consisting of all rotations and translations, then the stabilizer of a point consists
of all rotations around that point. If T is simply transitive then E contains only
the identity mapping. Clearly, (17) implies that

A(o) = LEA(o), (18)

where EX = {frz I E E, x E X). It follows from (17) that

A(z) = r.A(o),

where -r is a transformation carrying o to z.

Proposition 7. Let T be a transitive tmnsformation group on E and let o E E
be fized. The dilation 6 given by

6A(X)= U A(z), (19)
zEX

where A : E --. P(E), is T-invariant if and only if A(rz) = TrA(x) for every
r E T and z E E. This implies in wkrticular that A(o) = EA(o). Moreover, every

T-dilation is of this form under the given assumptions. The adjoint erosion is
given by

CA(X) =z E I A(z) _ X}. (20)
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Essentially, this result sop that the only way to obtain T-adjunctions is as
zglomTake a structuring elenent A r E and define A(z) =r,,EA. Then the

pir (CA, 6 A), where 6A,CA re given by (19) and (20) respectively, ddfnes
T-a4junction. In fact, in the introductory example of this section dealing with
the translation-rotation invariant cae, was reached a similar conclusion.

We conclude with some remarks about the corresponding openings. The
Openng 6AA give by

6 ACA(X) = {rf A Ir E T and rEA g X),

is T-invariant. However, the opening

OA(x) = UfrA Jr•E T and rA 9 X}

is T-invariant as well. It is easy to see that

O9A -> 6 AEA,

where the equality holds if and only if A is E-symmetric, that is A = EA. The
difference between these two openings will be illustrated for the translation-
rotation invariant case. Let X o A be given by (5), with A C 1R2. Then

6A•A(x) = X o( U RA),

(observe that in this case EA = LJ0<_<_2w RA), and

CA(X)= U X o RvA.

For instance if A is a line segment with length I and centre 0, then aA preserves
all line segments with length Ž I regardless of their orientation, whereas 6ACA

preserves only disks with diameter _> see Fig. 5.

4.2 Distance-based Morphology

In this section, the construction of morphological operators on 'P(E), when E
is equipped with a notion of distance, will be explained. Recall that a function
d : E x E -* R+ is called a metric or distance function if for z, V, z E E

(D1) d(z,y)=0*=o- z=, y=;
(D2) d(zpV) = d(y,z);
(D3) d(z, z) <_ d(z, y) + d(y, z).

The last property is called the triangle inequality. If d is a metric on E then we
say that (E, d) is a metric space. The ball with radius r centred at z is given by

B(z,r) = {y EE I d(z,y) •4 r}.
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5qS. The opening aA preserves all ine segments with length _1 1, whereas the opening
OASA prmerves only disks with diameter > i.

One can define morphological operators on P(E) by taking these balls as struc-
turing elements. More specifally, one can define a family of dilations 6P, r >_ 0,
as folow&-

6" (X) U B(z,r). (21)
sEX

The adjoint erosion is given by

e'(X) = {h E E I B(h,r) C X}. (22)

One can easily show that

6r6a < 6r+&, r,s_>0. (23)

In fact, this relation is a consequence of the triangle inequality.
An important instance of a metric space is the so-called Minkowaki space; this

can be defined as a finite-dimensional normed vector space [23]. If f1" If is a norm
on E then d(z, y) = liI - yfl defines a metric. Besides the axioms (DI)-(D3),
this metric satisfies

(D4) d(z + h, y + h) = d(z, y),
(D5) d(04,y) = IjAid(--,)

for A E ]R, and z, , h E E. The best known example of a Minkowski space is
of course the Euclidean space. In a Minkowski space the balls are of the special
form B(z, r) = (rB)3 , the translate of rB along the vector z. Here B is the unit
ball cen&-4 at the origin. This unit ball is compact, convex, contains 0 in its
interior, lnd is reflection symmetric with respect to 0. Since the equality

rAosA=(r+,)A. r,,ŽO0 (24)

holds if and only if A is convex, the dilations 6" given by (21) satisfy

6 -6" = 61+, r,8 > o, (25)
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if 8 is a Miaheavki spae It follows that this semigroup relation is of geat
importance for the construction of granulometriss.

It is worthwhile pointing out that the distance-based approach and the
trasmaioa-based approach are not complementary but rather alternative
formulations of the same idea. To make this point clear consider the cae E = Rd.
Let the structuring element A ý Rd have the same properties as the unit ball
in a Minkowski space. That is, A is compact, convex, contains 0 in the interior,
and is refiection symmetric with respect to 0. Then there is a norm IA on R
for which the unit ball is A, namely,

IIZIIA = infit > 0 I E Al.
t

In this case the dilation 6? is given by

6(X)f X erA.

This identity says that the transformation-based dilation X -. X $ rA corre-
sponds to a distance-based dilation with a suitably chosen metric.

For a comprehensive discussion of the role of metric spaces in mathematical
morphology refer to [11]; see also [31, Sections 1.6 and 2.4].

5 Granulometries

In certain image-analysis problems one is interested in the size distribution of the
various objects in the scene. Many sizing techniques are based on the intuitive
notion of a sieving process. Consider a binary image consisting of a finite number
of isolated particles. Pass these particles through a stack of sieves with decreas-
ing mesh widths and measure the number or the total volume of the particles
remaining on a particular sieve. This results in a histogram which may be in-
terpreted as a size distribution. Such an intuitive approach immediately raises a
number of questions. A first objection is that objects are not classified according
to their size but rather according to the property that they can or cannot pass
a certain mesh opening. Furthermore, one has to decide which motions (transla-
tion, rotation, reflection) should be allowed in order to force a particle through
a certain sieve. Another problem is that particles in an image may overlap and
will be classified as one large particle. Thus we are led to the cbnclusion that
the intuitive characterization of a size distribution as the outco'me of a sieving
process is too vague and too restricted.

Matheron [19] first realized that the concept of an opening in the morpholog-
ical sense should underlie a formal definition of a size distribution. This approach
is not only general but also attractive from a mathematical point of view. This
section presents Matheron's definitic iranulometry (meaning a tool to 'mea-
sure the grains'). In the first Yart. iection the discussion is restricted to
the binary image space P(R ). At w, end some recent results for grey-scale
images will be discussed.
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o, I > o)suc that

a. <ir ia >r. (26)

It is obvio that "arty (26) is equivalet to

Oro = aa, = a, if 8 r. (27)

If &,(X) is dined asthe union of all connected components of X whom voeMme
is not lea than CrS, where C > 0 is a constant, then {a,} is a granulometry.
This granulometry satisfies the additional properties

- a, is translation invariant;
- a,(X) = tel(r-IX), r > 0.

A ranulometry on P(BRd) with these properties is called a Minkoweki granu-
lometrv. Note that the terminology 'Euclidean granulometry' is more common
in the morphological literature [19]; however, this name will be reserved for a
more specific example (see below).

If {1" I r > 0} is a family of dilations which have the semigroup property

brbs e 6=+'8, rs> 0, (28)

then the openings a, = 6'er form a granulometry. Here er is the erosion adjoint
to 6"'. In particular, if d is a metric on IR then the balls with radius r, B(r) =
B(0, r), satisfy

B(r) @ B(s) 9 B(r + s). (29)

This is a direct consequence of the triangle inequality. If equality in (29) holds,
that is,

B(r) @ B(s) = B(r + s), (30)

then the dilations 6r(X) = XOB(r) have the semigroup property (28) and in this
case the openings a,(X) = X o B(r) form a granulometry. Since every opening
involves only one structuring element, this granulometry is called a atructural
granulometryj. To avoid confusion note the following two facts: (i) in general the
family B(r) satisfies only (29) and not (30); (ii) for a,(X) = X o B(r) to be
a granulometry, (30) is sufficient but by no means necessary. More specifically,
X o B(r) defines a granulometry if and only if B(a) is B(r)-open for s 2> r.
There are many families B(.) which satisfy this condition but not (30). However,
this is no longer true if we assume in addition that the resulting granulometry
is of Minkowski-type. Namely, suppose that a, is of Minkowski-type and that
ai(X) = XoB. Then a,(X) = ral(r-"X) = r(r-vXoB) = XorB. This shows
that B(r) = rB for some B W. In order that the openings X o rB define
a granulometry the structuring element must satisfy the condition that sB is
rB-open for s _> r, or equivalently

rB is B-open for r > 1.

The following result is due to Matheron [19].
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N46 that h Convex B the ripsiss ,B*B ,, (r + e)B holds.

S1o.Y Aau 9W DB(r)i is m c* r > O. The opeing, c,(X)=
X 3(,.) dgf, . 6,M-,hUe, -r*eM1 if OW eul if B(r) = rE for some B
Wuhch is compact and co"em.

Jkesrk. Fbr confipnm enes no"e that the openings

caX= Ux oB

ddne a Minkoweki granulme r hr any structuring element B C Rd. In ap-
plications the infinite union is undesirable. To get rid of it, it must be assumed
that B is convex.

In the previous section it was shown that, for a compact, convex subset B of
R'd which contains 0 in its interior and is reflection symmetric with respect to 0,
there is & unique norm 11 IE 1n 1 Rd such that the unit ball {z E Rd I II~llJ -< 1}
coincides with B. The corresponding metric space is a Minkowski space; in other
words, every Minkowuki space is uniquely determined by a set B with the given
properties.

To close the circle of arguments let 6' be the dilation given by 6r(X) =

X ( rB, where B is convex. Then 6" obeys the semigroup property (28) and
6S'W(X) = X 0 rB.

As was note earlier, granulometries which are translation invariant and scale-
compatible are usually called 'Eucidean granulometries'. However, the adjective
'Euclidean' is used for the granulometry given by the openings X o rB where
B is the unit ball in the Euclidean metric (obviously, this is also a Minkowski

ranulometry).
The granulometries mentioned in Corollary 10 and the subsequent remark

are not the only ones which are of Minkowski-type. It is not hard to show .. †

that the union of an arbitrary collection of Minkowski granulometries is again a
Minkowski granulometry. In fact, one can prove the following result.

Theorem 11. Every Minkowski granulometrp onP(Rd) is of the form

o,(X)= U UXosB,

where B is an arbitrary collection of subsets of Rd.

Consider the granmulometry given by the openings X o rB, where B is convex.
Suppose that Y is a component of X which contains at least one translate of
rB, that Y orB 1. In a(X) = X orB the whole component Y will not be
pr•mr•ed, but only the subset YorB, which may be much smaller in practice. In
some applications (e.g. in the cm where one memres the total area of a,(X))



a* IMM pbwr to rekii the whole pwtil Y if its opening rB in non-void.
This can be achieved *y defiing the follwing moodification:

44M p(X a rE; X), (31)

where P(X; M) is the recostruction of X within the mask set M, that is, the
unin of &Dl connected components of M which intersect X; se Pig. 6.

Fi& S. Geodesic reconstruction.

In fact, a more general result can be established.

Pvopoeltlon 12. If {o,.} isa agranulometry and if 6,. is given by 6,.(X)=
p(a,(X); X), then f{,) defines a granudometrz ca well.

This section is concluded with some results for grey-scale granulometries recentl
obtained by Kraus et at [15]. As in the binary case, a granulometry on Fun(R )
is defined as a collection of openings a, on Fun(1R') which satisfy (26), or equiv-
alently (27). It is easy to show that the extension of binary granulometries to
grey-scale functions by thresholding yields grey-scale granulometries. In order to
extend the notion of a Minkowski granulometry we must define translations and
scalings for grey-scale functions. Concerning translations one may either restrict
attention to translations in the domain (H-translations) or allow translations in
the grey-level space as well (together called T-translations). A T-translation of
F is given by (FI)(z) = F(z - h) + v, where h E Rd and v E R. Here only
the second alternative will be considered. A similar choice has to be made for
scalings. Either one can choose the so-called umbr•l scaling

(A. F)(z) = AF(az/A) (32)

(here the adjective 'umbral' expresses that this operation scales the umbra, the
points on and below the graph of the function) or the spatial scaling

(A. F)(z) = F(z/A). (33)

Both cases are illustrated in Fig. 7.
It is apparent that the choice between these two scalings has an enormous

impact on the kind of shape information extracted by the granulometry. Here
the spatial scaling, also referred to as H-scaling, is chosen.
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Ts. ca n veins spatial scain.

A granulometry a,. on Fun(IRd) is a (TH)-Minkowski grnulometr if it is
invarnt under T-translations (i.e., a,(FO) = [ot(F)]I,) and compatible with
H-scaling c (i.e., o(F) = r. al(r-. F)) where '.' denotes the scaling defined by
(33). ft is esy to show that, for every structuring function G, the openings

a =(F) V F o (s. G)
s)_r

define a (T,H)-Minkowski granulometry. To eliminate the outer supremum the

function G must satisfy

(r.G)oG =r.G fort >_ 1. (34)

If G is upper semi-continuous and has compact domain, then condition (34) is
satisfied if and only if the domain of G is convex, and G is constant there. If B
is the domain of G, then ar(F) = F o (r . G) is the flat extension of the binary
Minkowski granulometry X --* X o rB. For more details refer to [15]. Related
results can be found in [5].

6 Skeletons

Skeletonmzation algorithms have become enormously important in image process-
ing. A first systematic study of skeletons was undertaken by Blum [2, 3] in the
context of models for visual perception. However, the underlying ideas can be
traced back to the work of Motakin [20, 21, 32]. Blum introduced the prairie fire
model to visualize his ideas. Think of the set X as a dry prairie and suppose
that all the gram at the boundary of X is set on fire at the same moment. The
resulting fires propagate at constant speed according to Huygen's principle. The
skeleton Z(X) (or medial axis as Blum called it; later he introduced the term
symmetric axis [3]) is the set of quench points where fire fronts coming from dif-
ferent directions extinguish each other. Shortly after the publication of Blum's
first paper (2] there appeared an influestial paper by Calabi and Hartnett [4]
which carried the mathematical theory of skeletons much further. Lantuejoul [16]
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Was the fistu to write down an explicit expreson for the sWeton using mor-
phological t rma•ons see [30, Chapter XI] and [17]. Recently, Matheron
[31, Chapter 11,12] derived a number of interesting topological results about the
sWoleton. Note, however, that both Serra and Matheron restrict themselves to
open sets.

In the original work of Blum it was assumed that the fire spreads at a constant
speed in all directions. In the formal discussion below this restriction will not be
made; instead the speed is allowed to be non-isotropic.

Assume that B C_ Rd is a compact convex set and, moreover, that B contains
more than one point. The regular and singular parts of a set X (with respect to
B) are respectively defined by

reg,(x) = UXo.rB, (35)
r>O

sng(X) = X \ reg(X). (36)

The first expression means that a point lies in the regular part of X if it is
contained in (rB)&, for some r > 0 which lies completely inside X. Apparently,

X = reg,(X) U sing0(X).

It is easy to show that regg(.) defines a translation invariant opening on P(l'd),
and that X0 C regB(X). Here X* denotes the interior of X. Consequently,
sing 8 (X) _ OX, the boundary of X.

Definition 13. Assume that (rB)h is contained in X. Then (rB)h is a mazimal
B-shape in X if (rB)& CZ (r'B)&', _ X implies that r' = r and h' = h.

Furthermore, define the rth B-skeleton subset by

EB,r(X) = singB(X e rB). (37)

Lemma14. (rB)& is a mazimal B-shape in X if and only ifh E ZB,,(X).

Proof. Use the property that h E EB,,(X) if and only if

(i) h E X E) rB, and
(ii) hi (X erB) o eB, for every e > O.

'If': assume that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. We show that (rtB) is a maximal B-
shape in X. Suppose that (rB),, _ [(r + E)BI& _ X. Then h E (eB)t _ X e rB,
which yields that h E (X e rB) o cB, a contradiction.
'Only if': assume that (rB)& is a maximal B-shape in X. Then h E XerB, i.e. (i)
holds. Assume that h E (XerB)ocB for some e > 0. Then h E [(r+c)BlkerB -

(cB)k _ (X e rB) which implies that (rB)& 9 [(r + c)B]& g X o rB g X. But
this means that (rB)A is not a maximal B-shape, a contradiction. 0

It is obvious that EB,,(X) n EB,.(X) = 0 if r 9 s. The B-skeleton EB(X) of X
is defined as the (disjoint) union of all EB,r(X),

rB(X) = U ZB,,(X). (38)
r•O

~~~~~~~~~ .• J ..r', .r ' . • J .' ." .' .... ....... ""... ...
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Thems 5I. Te B-ehdetoi of1 a t h" empty interior.

Proof. Assume h e EB,,(X). We show that h does not lie in the interior of
Zs,,(X). If r = 0 then h e 8X and therefore it cannot lie in the interior of
Ep(X). We assume that r > 0. The set (rB)#, must intersect the boundary OX
in a point V 9 h.

We restrict attention to the 2-dimensional case; for higher dimensions one can
use similar arguments. Suppose first that B" A 0. If 0 E BO then the assertion is
trivial; otherwise choose a point p so that 0 E (Bp)* and use (40) below. Suppose
next that B" = #- Then B is a line segment. It is obvious that a maximal line
segment in X must intersect OX in at least two points. This proves the assertion.

We show that a point k E (h,y] cannot be contained in E,(X). Suppose
namely that k E EB,,(X). Then, by Lemma 14, (sB)& is a maximal B-shape
inside X. There is a A E [0, 1) so that k = Ah + (1 - A)y. It is easy to check
that a < so where so is the solution of k + 80/r(y - h) = y. A straightforward
calculation shows that so = Ar and we conclude that s < Ar. But it is not
difficult to show that (ArB),% 9 (rB)A, which contradicts our assumption that
(sB)h is a maximal B-shape. 03

The skeleton contains information about the shape of an object. In a sense it
expresses how the shape of a set X relates to the shape of the structuring element
B. Although it is tempting to make this assertion more concrete this matter is
not pursued and consideration is limited to the example depicted in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The B-skeleton of a rectangle and a disk when B is a disk (top) and a square
(bottom).

Here we compute the B-skeleton of a rectangle and a disk when B is a disk
and a square respectively. Note that in the first case the speed of the prairie fire
is uniform in all directions, whereas in the case where B is a square, the prairie
fire has the highest speed (,/ v2) in the diagonal directions and the lowest speed

LI



(1- 1) in the horiual and vertical dinrctions. The quench function qa is deiae

q,(X,h) = r if Ah E Ea,(X).

Note that q.(X,.) has domain EB(X) for every set X.
If I.E E,&(X) and r = qB(X, h) then (rB), g X. This yields the result that

U [qa(Xh)B], = U E,.,(X)rB _x.
&EZA(X) '.O

If equality holds then the original set X can be reconstructed from the data of
the B-.&leton and the associated quench function. It is not difficult to see that
this holds if every z E X is contained in at least one maximal B-shape.

Theorem 16. Let X be closed. The equality

U EB,,(X) 9 rB = X (39)
r>O

holds in each of the following cases:

(i) X is bounded;
(ii) B is the closed unit ball and X contains no half-spaces;
(iii) B is a finite line segment and X contains no half-lines with the same

orientation;
(iv) B is a square and X contains no quarter-spaces with the same orientation.

The B-skeleton depends on the position of the origin (which we always assume
to be contained within B). Moreover, a translation of B does not only induce a
translation of te skeleton. In fact, one can show that a translation B - B. has
the following effect:

EBl,(X) = 1h - qB(X, h)p I h E EB(X)}

q, ( X, h - qB(X, h)p) = qB(X, h).

The erosion X e tB obeys the expression:

E,(X e tB) = sing((X E tB) e rB)

= sing(X e (r + t)B)

This yields the result that

E,(X e tB) = E,.+(X) and X e tB = U E,+t(X) a rB,
r>O

and hence that
E(X etB) = U E,(X).

r >t.



Cbsk the X otB. If r2! tlb8

(X otB)8 r8= (((x 9et)etB)etB) e(r-t)B

= (X e tB) e (r- t)B
= XerB.

From this identity one derives that

r,,(X o ta) = Z,(X) if ,. > t.

Unfortunately it is not possible to make general statements about E,(X o tB)
for r < t. Even though X otB is a union of B-shapes of radius 2! t, it is possible
that X o tB contains maximal B-shapes of radius <_ t. However, it is possible to
reconstruct XotB from the rth skeleton subsets E,-(X), r ? t. For that purpose
the expression for X e tB derived above is used. One obtains

X otB = (X e tB) s tB

- [U E,+,(X) rB] e tB

- U Zr+t(X) $ (r + t)B;
r_>0

that is,
X otB= U E,(X),rB. (40)

r>_t

This observation suggests a family of morphological transformations, called quench
f•tnction transformations by Serra [30, Exercise XI-I.8]. Let f : ++ -- JR.; define
the transformation tb1 on P(JR•) as

Of(X) = U ZB,,(X) f,(r)B,
r>O

where f(r)B = 0 if f(r) < 0. Dilation, erosion and opening by tB are examples
of such transformations.

Finally, it is pointed out that there is a relation between the B-skeleton and
the Minkowski granulometry ar(X) = X o rB discussed in the previous section.
If B is convex then X o sB C X o rB if s > r. If X o rB is substantially larger
than X o (r + c)B, where c > 0 is small, then it may be concluded that X
has components with B-size r; here the phrase 'Y has B-size r' means that /
contains a B-shape with radius r but not with radius > r.

Theorem 17. For any set X,

EB,,(X) = 4=0 X o rB =U X o (r + L)B
e>0

if r > 0.
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Pmf. '*b': mume that ZE,,(X) = i.gB(X e ,B) I. This mem that X e
rB U,>o(X erB)o alB. Then

X o rB = (X erB) e rB

= [U(x erB)oB] rB
C>0

= U[((x eoB) oeB) erB]
C>0

= U ((x ereB) e B~) 9 eBB
C>0

= U x o (r + c)B.
C>0

'4-': assume that X o rB = U,>o X o (r + e)B. We get

XerB = (X o rB) e rB

= [U x o (r + e)B] erB
C>0

= [U(x e(r + e)B) E eB] 9rB ErB
C>0

_ [U(x E (r +e)B)E e]
C>0

= U(x ErB)o B.
C>0

The reverse inclusion is trivial. Hence ,B,,(X) = singB(X e rB) =0. 0

7 Morphological Shape Decomposition

An important problem in image analysis is the decomposition of an object into
simpler parts. Such decompositions can, for example, be used for object recog-
nition tasks. In the literature one can find a multitude of techniques for shape
decomposition. In this section two approaches based on morphological openings
are briefly described. A first approach, described in Sect. 7.1, was given by Pitas
and Venetsanopoulos [22]. In their approach the simplest possible shape is a
disk B (or any other convex structuring element). Starting with an object X
one finds the largest radius r, for which X o r1 B # 0 and defines

X= = X o riB,

the first-order approximation in the shape decomposition. Subsequently, one
computes the largest radius r2 for which

(X\ X1 )or 2 B #0.
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The second-order approximation is given by

X2 = XI U (X \ XI) o r 2B.

Thus tbim deomepsitios algorithm is described by the recursion formula

Xs+j = XU(X \ X,)or,+lB, t > O,

where r, is the radius of the maximal inscribable ball rB in X \ X,-1 . Note that
(X \ X-,) o rB is of the farm L @ rB, where L is the part of the skeleton
of X \ Xs-I where the quench function is maximal. A set of the form L e rB,
where L is an arc, is caled the Blum ribon [22] An example is depicted in Fig. 9,
where X is a binary imag on the hexagonal grid. The structuring element is the
elementary hexagon consisting of 7 points. This figure depicts respectively the
original image X and its de pito X1 (ri = 29), X6 (r6 = 17), X 11 (r71 =
11), X1S (r15 = 7), X 19 (r19 = 3). In this example 21 iterations are required to
recover the original image.

Recently Ronse [27] has developed a very general theory for morphological
shape description and decomposition; see also [29]. His theory, which applies to
a large clam of partially ordered sets, is based upon notions as toggles of open-
ings, choice functions and open-condensations. The latter concept will appear
again. Besides the Pitas-Venetsanopoulos decomposition, which yields a union
of disjoint components, Ronse also studied a decomposition in which the building
components are not necessarily disjoint.

Section 7.1 describes the Pitan-Venetsanopoulos algorithm, and Sect. 7.2 the
algorithm due to Ronse. Both sections are based on Ronse's work [27], in par-
ticular on his notion of open-condensation; this notion will be discussed below.
Throughout the remainder of this section only the binary case is considered.
However, the results can easily be extended to grey-scale images.

Definition 18. An operator 'k on P(E) is said to be condensing if X C Y C Z
and 10(X) = O(Z) implies that O(X) = O(Y) = Oi(Z). If 0' is anti-extensive,
idempotent and condensing then it is called an open-condensation.

The condensation property is slightly more general than monotonicity: every
increasing or decreasing operator is condensing. Similarly the concept of open-
condensation extends that of an opening; in particular, every opening is an
open-condensation. Refer to [27] for a number of basic results.

7.1 Pitas-Venetsanopoulos Decomposition

This section describes a morphological decomposition algorithm originally due
to Pitas and Venetsanopoulos [22]. The present treatment, however, is based on
the work of Ronse [271.

Suppose a finite collection of o, -enings

Of 1_< a25 ... "" _< n
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Fig. 9. Pitas-Venetsanopoulos decomposition.
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i 0 m. In the original theory of Pita and Venetaaopoulas the opesies
Catmeo _ to openings with halls with decreasing radius.

Let X • E and defin i(X) as the small index i such that ci(X) 9k04; put
i(X) = n + I if ,sch index dos not exist. Define

O(x) = ci(x)(X)

with a.+l(X) = 0. In general, 9 is not increasing. However, the following result
can be proved.

Lemma 19. 9 is an open-condensation.

Proof. It is obvious that 0 is anti-extensive and idempotent. We show that 9 has
the condensation property. Suppose X C Y _ Z and *(X) = 9(Z). It is obvious
that i(X) > i(Z). On the other hand,

a,(z)(Z) = a,(z)(atqz)(Z)) = aj(z)(a,(x)(X)) C ai(z)(X),

which gives that i(X) :_ i(Z). Therefore equality holds. But then also i(Y) =

i(X) and the result follows. 3

Consider the following decomposition algorithm:

Xo =0
Xt+1 = X, U O(X \ Xt), t >_ 0.

It is not difficult to see that the corresponding index sequence i(X \ Xt) is
increasing. As soon as i(X \ Xt) reaches the value n+ 1 the recursion is stopped.
Define the operator -t as

-y(X) = Xt.

Proposition 20. The operator -yt is an open-condensation.

To prove this the following result is required.

Lemma2l. Assume that i is an open-condensation. Then -y defined by "y(X) =

O(X) U 6(X \ O(X)) is an open-condinsation as oell.

Proof. It is evident that -y is anti-extensive. We show that -y is idempotent. Since
O(X) C_ -y(X) _ X, O(tk(X)) = *&(X) and 0 is an open-condensation, we obtain
that 07(X) = O(X). Therefore,

.y (X) = 10(X) U 0(7(X) \ •,(X)).

Use -y(X)\O(X) = O(X\O(X))\O(X) = O(X\,(X)) and obtain -y2(X) = -y(X).
Finally we show that - is condensing. Suppose that X C Y C Z and 7y(X) =

"f(Z). Since i-y = 0 we get •O(X) = O(Z). Since 0 is an open-condensation, this
means that O(X) = O(Y) = O(Z). Then

#(X \ 1(x)) = .7(x) \ ,(x) = 0(Z) \ ,O(Z) = O(Z \ M(z))

and x \ 10(x) 9_ Y \ 10(y) C_ Z \ 1(0).
But 0 is an open-condensation (d. Lemma 19) and we may conclude that 9(X \
O(X)) = 9(Y \ •O(Y)). Therefore -f(X) = f(Y). 0



Pepmition 20 flows from this result by induction. Namely 70(X) = 0 defines
an open-condensation. Suppose that -f is an open-condensation. Then -f+l (X) =

Su(X) \ and by Lumma 21 this is an open-condensation as well.
Note that the above decomposition is quite different from the 'classical' mor-

phological multiscale description given by the sequence Xt = ag(X).

7.2 Rons. Decomposition

In this section a variant of the decomposition algorithm given by Ronse in (27J is
discussed. An application can be found in [291. The underlying idea is captured by
the following example. Suppose that one has a collection of structuring elements
BI, B2 ,, •., B,, and that one wants to approximate an object X by the openings
X o BI,X o B2 ... X o B,,. It depends on the shape of X which Bi suits best.
Consider the convex polygon X which has 8 equal edges of length I as depicted in
Fig. 10, let D be a disk and S a square both with area A. If 12 > A then Xs = X
whereas XD is a strict subset of X. Therefore XS is a better approximation than
XD for such values of A. This changes if A is increased. In particular, if A > 412
then Xs = 0; however XD = 0 if and only if A > w (3 + 2vt2)L2 . Inside X always
fits a disk with radius 1(2 tan -= il(i/ + 1). Note that 1(3 + 2v/2) > 4.

464

D S

x

Fig. 10. A convex polygon which has 8 equal edges, and structuring elements D and
S both with area A.

How can such a simple observation be put into a formal mathematical frame-
work? For that purpose Ronse [27] introduced the general notion of a choice
function. In the discussion hereafter an attempt will be made to be more specific
and it will be assumed that there is a distance function on the object space.
This distance function is used to choose, at every step, between the different
alternatives.

Assumption. Let £ C P(E) and let D be a function which maps a pair X, Y E C-
with X C Y onto a positive real; assume moreover that D has the following
properties:

- D(X, Y)= 0 iff•X = Y;
- D(X, Y) D(X, Y') if X C YCY'.
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Auume that the object space . is closed under finite unions. As a concrete
example consider the can where £ is the space of compact sets in Rd' and
D is the lamdmaf metric. Let a,, a3,. ., a. be a finite collection of openings
which map Z into Z. Furthermore, let 0 be an open-condensation. Define, for
X Y,i(XY)athesmallestindeximschthat D(X, Xu x(Y))is maximal.

IC however, this expresuion is 0 for every i (which is the case iff ai(Y) g X for
evry i) then i(X, Y) = n + 1. Furthermore, defne a,,+(X) = 0 for every X.

Lemm-a22. Given an open-condensation 0, the opemator 7 given byt

-0(x) = (0 V Ov,(X(X),X))(X)
is an open-condensation as welL

Proof. Assume that "y(X) 9 Y C X. We show that "y(X) = -7(Y). It is clear that
0(X) C_ Y C X. Since to is an open-condensation we get that t(X) = 10(Y). Let
io = i(O(X), X), then ai.(X) C Y C X. The fact that ch is an opening implies
that

and therefore o,(X) = ai4 (Y). Since aj(Y) C_ aj(X) for all j we conclude that

D(tk(Y), O(Y) U o3 (Y)) = D(O(X), O(X) U ,ii(Y))

is maximal if j = io. This shows that i(tk(Y), Y) = io, and hence that y(X) -
"y(Y).

It is obvious that - is anti-extensive. Thus, substituting Y = -y(X), we find
that -y is idempotent. We show that 7 is condensing. Assume X C Y C Z and
y(X) = -y(Z). Then -y(Z) = -y(X) C X C Y C Z. From the considerations above
it follows that -y(Y) = -y(Z). This concludes the proof. 0

Consider the algorithm:

Xo =0,
X,+x= Xt U cl(,x)()

It is obvious that X0 g X, C_ ... C X. In fact, this sequence is strictly increasing
until it reaches the final result U 1 adi(X) (after at most n iterations). Putting

"iv(X) = Xt,

the following conclusion can be derived from Lemma 22.

Proposition 23. "t is an open-condensation for every t > 0.

The approach outlined above is less gen"al than the original approach of Ronse
[271. The algorithm described by Ronse and Macq [291 uses structuring elements
of different scales. It first checks if there is a structuring element in the largest
size scale which yields an increment in the approximation; within that scale class
it chooses the shape giving the largest increment. If there do no longer exist
structuring elements which give increments, only then is the scale decreased and
structuring elements in the next, smaller size class are considered.

Finally, observe that in both approaches the decomposition operators -yt are
translation invariant if every ai is translation invariant.
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A Final Remark

M atical mr- oog is a branch of image analysis particularly suited to
shae" decriptim. In fact, the concept of a structuring element enables one to
iner slape-related information from a scene. It has been explained that there are
sesentiAy two different ways to conceive of a structuring element. Firstly, it can
be reganded as & subset of a certain transformation group. This point of view
is quite flexible in that one may choose those transformations which are best
suited to the given application. Alternatively, one can use the notion of distance
to define structuring elements. In this approach, the notion of convexity plays
an important role.

This paper has presented a bird's eye view of the different morphology-based
methods for shape description, including granulometric analyses, skeletonization
techniques, and morphological decomposition algorithms.

A concept very closely related to the morphological granulometry is the so-
called pattern spectrum introduced by Maragos [18]. For a compact set X C R'
the pattern spectrum relative to a convex structuring element B C Rd is defined
as

PSx(r, B) = - Area(X o rB), r > 0,dr

PSx(-r, B) = -Area(X e rB), r > 0.
dr-

For discrete images one defines nB = B e... ED B (n times) and

PSx(n,B)=Area(XonB\Xo(n+1)B), n>O,

PSx(-n, B) = Area(X .uaB \ X .(n,- 1)B), n > 1.

Analogous definitions can be given for grey-scale images. Maragos uses the pat-
tern spectrum as a shape-size descriptor. Furthermore he points out connections
between the pattern spectrum and the skeleton transform (cf. Theorem 17).

Van den Boomgaard and Smeulders [33, 34] have initiated a theory which can
be regardel as the morphological analogue of the Gaussian scale space. The basic
idea is to dilate (or erode) an image with a parameterized family of quadratic
structuring elements. They show that resulting images satisfy a nonlinear PDE
related to Burger's equation.
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Abstract. An erosion curve can be associated with any binary planar shape.
This curve is the function which maps a given radius to the area of the shape
eroded by a sphere with this radius. Note the analogy with the approach whereby
a shape is quantified by granulometry. Under some regularity conditions the
erosion curve of a given shape can be expressed as an integral of the quench
function along the skeleton of this shape. This paper describes the relationship
between sets with the same erosion curve. It is shown that this curve is not
affected if the arcs of the skeleton are bent: the erosion curve quantifies "soft"
shapes. In the generic cae, there are five possible cases of behaviour of the second
derivative of the erosion curve: each case corresponds to a different behaviour
of the skeleton and the associated quench function. Finally, it is shown how to
reconstruct the family of shapes with a given erosion curve.

Keywords: mathematical morphology, erosion curve, granulometry, skeleton,
quench function, shape index, isoperimetrical deficiency index, elongation index,
concavity index, stretching index, spectral function.

1 Introduction

Shape description is a very important problem in pattern analysis. It provides
descriptions of objects according to their shape, which can be used for pattern
recognition.

The principle [7, 3, 27] is to synthesize the information contained in a shape
into a curve, called the "erosion curve". The eroaion curve of a subset X of R 2

is defined by Wx(r) = A(X e rB), for r >_ 0. Here A(X) stands for the area of
X and B is the unit ball of W2 . The erosion curve is translation and rotation
invariant, and gives global information about the shape.

This paper deals with the following questions:

- Having an erosion curve, what can be said about the original shape? How
can one reconstruct a shape from only knowledge of the erosion curve?

- What information is lost during the computation of the erosion curve?

. . ..
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After recalN m en basc ntions of mathematical morpholog, we give prop-
erties of the skeleton of a compact planar shape and its links with erosions by
disks. Then, we study the erosion curve Wx and show that its second derivative
gives information about shape and characterizes classes of shape. Finally, we
present a method for building a shape from knowledge of only *Px

2 Notions of Mathematical Morphology and Shape Index

2.1 Notions of Mathematical Morphology

Morphological shape analysis uses the idea of Boolean operations to make com-
parisons between an arbitrary reference shape called the structuring element and
the image.

X

Dilation of X by the ball B B Erosion of X by B

0
Fig. 1. Dilation and erosion by a disk B

If we consider an isotropic structuring element, a ball of radius r centreed at
the origin, denoted by rB, the eroded set of X with respect to rB is given by:
X e rB - {x, (rB). C X}, where B. stands for the translation of B at point

According to the usual duality principle with respect to the complementation,
the dilation is expressed by X 9 rB = {x, (rB)2 n X # 0), and we have (Xc e
rB)Y = X D rB.

The opening of X by rB is the domain swept out by all translates of rB
which are included in X: XB = U{rB., rB. C X}, and the closing of X by
rB, XrB = ((Xc),B)c.

2.2 Shape Indices

Since the shape index successfully gives information on the shape, it must be
translation, rotation, and scale invariant. We recall four shape indices:
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1. The iaoperimetrica1 deJiciency index of a planar compact set X is defined by
(20]:

FP(X)= 4rA(X)
P(X)2

where A(X) stands for the wea of X and P(X) is the perimeter of X. It
is a very popular index which ranges froom 0 (for a disk) to I (for an object
with null surface area); indeed this index is very sensitive to noise on the
perimeter.

2. The elongation index, that is the lengthening index related to the inscribed
radius, is defined by:

FE(X) = AR(X)2 (2)A(X)'()

where R(X) is the maximal radius of the inscribed disks. We can compute
it by erosion:
R = max{r, X E rB 6 0}, where B is the unit disk. This index is maximal
and equal to 1 for a disk and it is a good characteristic for elonga-ed sets.

3. The concavity index in surface is defined by [31:

FC(X)= A(X)A((X))' (3)

where --(X) is the Euclidean convex hull of X. This ratio is equal to 1 for
a convex set and it gives information on the crevices of X.

4. The stretching index, that is the geodesic lengthening index, is defined by
[61:

s(x) = L(X) 2

4A(X) ' (4)

where L(X) is the geodesic diameter of X, that is the length of the longest
geodesic path included in X. This index ranges from 1 (for a disk) to infinity
(for an object with null area) and is more robust than the isoperimetric deficit
index.

2.3 Granulometry and Related Transformations

Shape indices give global measures of X. We need a deeper analysis of crevice size
repartition. The "granulometry" principle [7] is to transform the binary planar
shape X into a curve which is translation, rotation, and scale invariant by a
family of morphological transformations (0,) depending on r, which typically is
the size of the structuring element. Then, we build a map !F'x which associates
r with the Lebesgue measure of 0,(X).

For example, if 0,(X) = X e rB for X C R1, then Wx(r) = A(X E rB) is
called the erosion curve, with r > 0, where B is the unit ball of R2 .

It is obvious that this curve is not sensitive to a translation and rotation of
the shape.
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The scale invariance of the curve #x is obtained by a normalization number
which is the are of the limit of the closing of X by the increaing famiiy
(ABho (241.

Ddltk 1. The spectral function ax of the set X is defined by:

sx(u) A (X E uRB) (5)

A-(UMmXAB)

where R - max{A, AB C X} is the maximal radius of the inscribed disks.

Since X will totally disappear after an opening by a structuring element of
size bigger than the radius R of the maximal inscribed disk R, we have ax (u) = 0
for u > 1.

ax is a decreasing mapping from 1 to 0, and left continuous. Note that the
computation of the spectral function does not use any knowledge of spectral
theory or of Fourier analysis;

ax is translation, rotation, and scale invariant with respect to X.
The following theorem characterizes the limit lim._.+• XAK:

Theorem 2. [7, 26] If K is a compact convex set with non-empty interior, and
if K admits a finite curvature at each point of its boundary, then for every closed
set X, twe have:

e-&(X)= liM X.g,

where o-1(X) is the Euclidean convex hull of X.

4 Study of the Erosion Curve in Higher Dimemnions

We first study the erosion curve in 1Rn defined by Wx(r) = V(')(X e rB) where
V(') stands for the hyper-volume measure, and we give the expression of its first
derivative. We must define the notion of surface area measure and we use the
distributional derivative.

Definition 3. Let X C IR" be a Borel set. We define the n-surface area measure
of X by:

S(u)(X) =su / J lx(x)div(f(x))dx f is C1 on R' with

compact support and Vz, 11f (x)I :- 1

where Ix(x) = 1 if x E X and lx(z) = 0 if z V X,

and where div(f(x)) = if 1(z) = (fA (z), f2(Z), .. , A(W)
Oi=
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In fact, if X is a compact set in R* such that its boundary is C' almost
evry where, this n-surface area definition is the same as the usual one:

Perp tto•s 4. [14] Le•t X be a compact set of It* such that its boundary OX
is CI almost everwhere. Then:

s(")(X) = dh

where dh is the differentiable n-surface area measure of the boundary OX of X.

#x is almost everywhere differentiable because #x has bounded variation [19].
In the convex case, the derivative of tx is now well known:

Lemma 5. [8, 10] If X is a compact conveo set such that X is open with respect
the unit ball B (i.e. X = XB) then

dv(s)(X evE) = -S(')(X e rB) , Vr E [0,1].

The following proposition shows that in the distributional sense the previous
formula remains true under much more general conditions.

Proposition 6. [14] Let X be a compact set (not necessarily convex and open
with respect to B) such that for all r E [0, R] (R = sup{r, X erB r 6 0}) the
eroded set X e rB is measurable. Then, the mapping Wx : r -- V(n)(X e rB) is
differentiable in the distributional sense, and its distributional derivative is equal
to r -. -S(n)(X e rB):

d (V(-)(X e yE)) = -s(n)(X e rB)

dr

5 Properties of the Skeleton

In the following, we restrict our study of LWX to X in the plane (X C R2). The
erosion curve in the function S*x : r -. A(X e rB). As the properties of the
function #x are based on the skeleton of X, we first recall its definitions and
properties and its links with erosions by disks.

The skeleton Sk(X) of a compact planar set X is the locus of the maximal
inscribed closed balls in X [2] (see Fig. 2).

If we denote by c,.(X) the set of centres of the maximal balls of radius r > 0
then Sk(X) = U,> 0 c,(X) and the object reconstruction is given by the formula:

X= Ucr(X)@rB
r20

The datum of the set X is equivalent to that of its skeleton together with the
maximal radius r associated with each point of Sk(X) [26, 11]. This maximal
radius function, called the quench function, denoted by qx, is defined by: qx (z) =
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End point

Local -ini-mu

4ee

Local Maximum
Triple point

Triple point

Fig. 2. Skeleton of a planar compact shape

d(x, Xc), for z E Sk(X), where d is the Euclidean distance, and XC is the
complement of X.

The expression of the skeleton of X e roB is

Sk(X eroB)= U c,(X) and X er.o= U c,(X)$(r,--ro)B. (6)
r_>ro r>_ro......

In other words, the skeleton of the eroded set X E) roB is composed of points z
of the skeleton of X where qx(z) Ž_ ro.

Note that, unfortunately, there is no similar formula for the skeleton of the
open set X,.B, (contrary to [26, p. 377]) because in general Sk(X,0B) 0 Sk(X).
We have only the reconstruction formula:

Xro = U •(X)(DrB. (7)
rfto

The skeleton of X is not necessarily a finite graph [11, 12]. Nevertheless, if
the boundary OX of a compact planar set X is a finite union of C3 arcs, then
Sk(X) is a connected finite graph with simple arcs [18, 17].

Thus, if the boundary of X is a finite union of C3 arcs, the skeleton Sk(X)
of X has a finite number of end points and multiple points. We consider each
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e d Sk(X) as a curve y(s) where is a skeleton parameterization with its
arc length (see Fig. 3). The skeleton parameterization with arc length goes over
the skieleton by following the boundary parameterisation. Note that all points
which are not end points have many abscissae (for example, a triple point of the
skeeon has three abscissae because it is the centre of a maximal inscribable ball
with three contact points with the boundary). We finally define on each edge
the function q by q(.) = qx ('v(.)) = d(-y(s), Xe).

Origin of arc lenght

an end point has 1 abscissa

a triple point has 3 abscissae

a simple point has 2 abscissae

Fig. 3. Skeleton parameterization with arc length

8i: skeleton parameterization
with its arc length ,'...

"1N,p,: points
PS

Av(z) = [=,piJ, Am(z) [miz], Ar(x) = [mipij

Fig. 4. The skeleton parameterization with arc length goes over the skeleton by
following the boundary parameterization

We define the downstream of a point z E X (resp. the upstream), denoted by
Av(x) (resp. Am(z)), to be the set of y E X that satisfy the relation [11]:

d(y, X') = d(z, XC) - d(z, y) (reap. d(y, XC) = d(z, X') + d(z, y)).
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If E Sk(X) then its upstream is reduced to the point x itself and conversely:

z E Sk(X) ,* Am(z) = {z).

We define the edge of z, denoted by At(4), to be the union of the upstream
and the downstream of z: Ar(z) = Am(z) U Av(:).

Two non-identical edges are either disjoint or cros at one point x E Sk(X),
which must be their common upstream extremity.

6 Study of the Erosion Curve in Two Dimensions

Let F be a finite union of C3 arcs [2, 18, 17]. Let X be the connected compact set
defined by X = -rit U F where rit is the interior of r (Jordan's theorem [4]). By
hypothesis, X has no holes. The boundary of X is 8X = F. We say that a point
m of F is a critical point of the curvature if there exists an open neighbourhood
V(m) of m such that the curvature is constant and strictly positive on V(m) n F.

The right framework for our theorem is the following: suppose that for all
r E R', the number of connected components of Sk(X e rB) is finite and that
the boundary 1X of X is a finite union of C3 arcs without critical point. This
clas of shapes is a very wide one including polygons and avoids pathological
cases.

Ar(s) = [m(s),p]

m 8)
sk(x)

Fig. 5. Skeleton parameterization

Proposition 7. For all s such that s is a skeleton parameterization with arc
length of a point x in the skeleton Sk(X) which is not an end point or a multiple
point (i.e. 'y(s) = z), then the function q: s -* d(7,(s), Xc) is differentiable and
we have
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•(a) = -min.)

whoem f(s) s the single between the normal on s at Sk(X) and Ar(z).
f•y(a) ie the A.sieton prmneteristion with an length a of a point x E Sk(X)

which is an end point (but not critical) then the function q is right and left
difterentiable and

with (S) = U-om 9(3 + - , the right derivative, and

(!ý)' w= lm_ q(.+e)-9(.) the left derivative.

For) la (8) mean. that 9(.) = -0(s) =

X2

Sk(X) +()=(.+ C)

and e >0

Fig. 6. End point came

If z E Sk(X) is a multiple point, let (s,)!i' be the different curvilinear ab-
scissae of x, then the function q is right and left differentiable at each si and

(ds(.)) =- sin#+(a,) , =((.) -sine-(.,)
r (d

with F," I (#+(,) -V (s,)) = (n - 2)w.

The proof of this proposition and all other propositions and theorems are
given in [15, 13].

In fact q is Lipschitz and twic differentiable ezcept for. such that -y(a) is
an end point or a multiple point of Sk(X).

Using remark 5, Proposition 7 and the parameteriation of the sksleton Sk(X)
and of the boundary OX of X, we are able to express the surface area of X and
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d X erBIfor al r < R where R =naxr I rB C X) is the si of the greatest
disk coatained in X,as an inteal on Sk(X) or on S(X e rB) of a function
of q ad of its frAst second deivyative

A(X er).) - r 2(1 - e(s)) - q(,)q"(s) + rq"(s)] d49)fszes 2V-e / n
VO_<r<R.

The first consequence in that all these integrals depend only on the skeleton
parameterisation with arc length s of the skeleton and not on the actual shape
of the sheleton.

Theorem S. Two shapes having the same topology of skeleton, the same edge
length and the same q function have the same erosion curve (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Two shapes having the same erosion curve

This result may be expressed thus: the erosion curve quantifies soft shapes be-
cause bending the skeleton does not change the erosion curve. But note that two
shapes having the same erosion curve do not necessarily have skeletons which
are topologically equivalent.

Let us study the erosion curve in more detail.
Lemma9. The function #x : r E -- A(X e rB) is continuous, decreasing

and differentiable for all r ElO, R[ wpith R = max{r, rB C X}, and we have

#X' (r) = -P(X e rB) , (10)

where P(.) represents the perimeter measure [13].

We recall that X is defined by riUu r where r is a finite union of C3 arcs
without critical point. This hypothesis means that each point of Sk(X) is the
centre of a maximal inacribable disk with a finite number of contact boundary
points (i.e. an end point (resp. a triple point, ... ) is the centre of a maximal

A
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kucrib&bW circ, witk am (rep. three, a.)cntact, boundary points). Nf we
as um. only that r is a fitu of C3 ac, tk- (10) becomes

I_ F X(r + e) - #X(r) =_( ÷•o( ))
BID X~+)~Xt = -P( lim X E)(r + )B),

,•_ #x(r + CI - #X(,) . -P( l X e (r +,)B)

F•ir,, shows a problem ariing when X has parts of sero thicknes (X # X).

X X

Fg. S The set X has parts with zero thickness, that is X .X

In the convex case, we have Miles' formulae [8]. For all compact convex sets
X C R2 such that X = X3 , and for all r E [0, 1]:

{P(X e.rB) = P(X)- 2r,
A(X e rB) = A(X) - P(X)r + wr 2 .

We examine what happens during an infinitesimal erosion of X e rB by cB
for e -- 0+. Five cases are possible.

1. The erosion is simple: the number of end points, multiple points, and con-
nected components of Sk(X e rB) and Sk(X e (r + e)B) are equal.

2. There is a disconnection: X E rB has less connected components than X e
(r + e)B.

3. A connected component of X e rB containing & multiple point of Sk(X)
which is a local maximum of the quench function qx vanishes.

4. A connected component of X erB not containing a multiple point of Sk(X)
vanishes.

5. A multiple point of Si(X) vaniashe.
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We dda. the ,W and the lft second derivatives .1 tx by

t'r= un1 [~ 'r]

e lir I [f(r + e) - #'(r)],

e-.0- C

T16nm & 1#. the Af awes oemr at difeet size of cr~osin, then they can
be distinguished on the erosion curve. The discontinuities of the second derivative

of t x characterize them.

All results are summarized in the Table 1.
But note the following points:

If two cases occur at the same r, nothing can be said, and the equivalences
are only implications.

- The order of multiplicity of the multiple points cannot be computed. For
example, in the convex polygonal case [13], it can be shown that the number
of edges cannot be computed from the erosion curie.

More precisely:

Proposition 11. Given an erosion curve #X of a convex polygon circumscribed
on a circle, there exists no Ž_ 0 such that for each n > no, a convex polygon with
n sides can be constructed that has *x as erosion curve.

In fact, for a convex polygon inscribed in a circle, the only information con-
tained in the granulometric curve is F=l tan(6,/2) where 6i is the angle of the
polygon at vertex i.

7 Principle of Reconstruction

We now tackle the problem of constructing shapes from the knowledge of erosion
curves #x. To stay in the same conditions as before, the skeleton of X will be
a finite union of C3 -arcs whose multiple points are only triple points. We will
read the erosion curve with decreasing r from R to 0.

At each step, we point out the degrees of freedom in the reconstruction
process. Note that the reconstruction process gives us all the shapes having the
same erosion curve.

Suppose that for a given r EIO, R1, the set XerB is already constructed. The
skeleton Sk(X e rB) and the function q. : s E Sk(X E rB) -.+ q(s) - r are also
known. We propose a method for building a set Y having the same erosion curve,
such that there exists e > 0 independent of r, Y e eB = X e rB (e is smaller
than the difference of two successive values of r where V(' is discontinuous).
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- If r is not . discontinuity of t• (Case 1), then at each extremity a, of
s5(X 9 ), we extend the segment line of a length equal to 9. = e/q.(aj).
The values of q,'_,(aj + %) are constrained only by one equation involving
#"(r - C). This infinity of solutions gives the first degrees of freedom in the
reconstruction process.
We first draw parallel exterior arcs of the boundary of X e rB at distance r
and add tips at each extremity such that the total surface area of these tips
is equal to a suitable constant induced by L'x(r) (see Fig. 9).

X E) (t - e)B

tips

a, +• T

X G tB

Fig. 9. Reconstruction of X e (t - e)B from X e rB when r is not a discontinuity of

If r is a discontinuity of IP• then
- If WPx(r) - lPx'#'(r) > 0 (Case 5), we arbitrarily choose an end point so

of Sk(X e rB) that we transform into a triple point (see Fig. 10).
If 6o, 6i are the angles between the new line segments at so with the old
line segment, we have

tan(bo+60 )-tanbo -tan 61 _._ [Ikx"(r)-I-Px'(r)]
coe(6o + bi) -q'(so)

We extend the skeleton of ei - e/q.(cj) for all other extremities ai
so and of respectively e/sin6o and 4/sinb6 for the new branch of the
skeleton. In general, the system (11) has two symmetrical solutions in
6o, 61. We implicitly infer q_-((a•i + -t ) from the value of WPj(r - e) and
compute in the same way as the boundary of X e (r - e)B.
If WPX" (r) - 9'x ' (r) < 0 (Case 3), a new connected component is created,
the skeleton of which has a triple point. This triple point is a local
maximum of qx and if 60, 6 i, 6b are angles between the three edges of
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Skeeton alzeAy
built

q(*) < 0

... •q'(, 
< 0

">>0 '" .... 9' () < 0
//- 91() > 0\ 0 M•

q'() < q'()

Fig. 10. The arbitrary chosen end point so of Sk(X e rB) is transformed into a triple
point.

this new piece of Sk(X) we have

2 1 2

E tan6, = 6 [Ix,(r) - IPx'(r)] with E"bi= 2w
i=O i=O

In general, this equation has infinitely many solutions, with one degree
of freedom, for example 60.

If fx"(r) = +oo (Case 2), we have a narrow part on X. We reconnect
two arbitrary different components of Sk(X e rB), i.e. the union of two
end points belonging to two different components.

- If IPx"'(r) = +oo (Case 4), one adds a new connected component, the
skeleton of which is an edge with a local maximum of qx on it.

Note that at each step, the curvature of the skeleton is not derived from the
erosion curve.

Let us now illustrate the use of these rules on a real example of an erosion
curve IP. Table 2 shows the different steps. The discontinuities of IF" are located
at r 1 1 and r = 2. As W" is a staircase function, we can choose X to be a
polygon. The WP" cutve shows that the skeleton of X is topologically equivalent
to

Then, we have only one degree of freedom in the reconstruction process,
namely 60 (see Table 2). Figure 11 shows other reconstruction polygons with
different 6o.
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8 Conclusion

The spectral function is not only of mathematical interest but also a powerful
tool in the discrimination of shapes as illustrated by the following application
[13, 16]. We want to discriminate the morphological extracted shape features
of four types of hand-drawn shapes (stars, almost circular objects, elongated
shapes, and objects consisting of many blobs) by neural methods.

A set of 100 patterns is used in discrimination experiments. For each pattern,
we first cobnpute the associated spectral function and we sample the curve at
the 26 values:

u E {0.0, 0.4,0.8,..., 0.92, 0.96, 1.0)

The learning set is composed randomly of 2/3 of the examples. The results
obtained with a multi-layer perceptron ((26-8-4) totally connected), averaged on
10 random experiments are as follows:

Spectral function
Learning 100.0%
Generalization 99.0D

The study of WPx : r E R' -- A(X e rB) has shown that WPx is continuous
and differentiable, and the discontinuities of its second derivative give charac-
teristic shape information. There are three types of discontinuities, each one
characteristic of an unambiguous event. For a given r:

1. If •Px•(r) = +oo, then the shape X under study has a narrow part (Case 2).
2. If Wx"'(r) = +0o, then X has a swell (Case 4).
3. If iFWx'(r) and IF'x"(r) exist but are different, then there is a multiple point

on the skeleton of X (Cases 3 and 5). Nevertheless, it is impossible to know
the order of this multiple point.

If we suppose that the five cases of Table 1 could not occur at the same time,
then the number of narrow parts and swells on the shape and the number of
multiple points in the skeleton are information contained in the erosion curve;
otherwise we have only a lower bound for these numbers. Besides, the polygonal
feature is not measurable from the erosion curve, because bending the skeleton
does not change the erosion curve, and if we are sure that the shape is a polygon,
we have only a lower bound on the number of its vertices.

As to opening curve, (i.e. 0 : r --+ A(X,.U)), the results are very similar. The
opening curve extracts the same kind of information about X, located in the
discontinuities of 0, W, and W'. The study of the opening curve together with
the closing curve, i.e.

: A(X-rB), r < 0
1:r -+

A(XB), r > 0

(where (XrB), = XIB and Xc represents the coinplementation of X), gives
much more information about X but its study is not yet undertaken.
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Fig. 11. Exampe of polygons having the same function I'x given in Table 2.
(a) PQ=2, (b) PQ=3, (c) PQ=4, (d) PQ=5, (e) PQ=O.
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Abstract. The filter that removes from a binary image the components with
area smaller than a parameter X is called area opening. Together with its dual,
the area closing, it is first extended to grey-scale images. It is then proved to
be equivalent to a maximum of morphological openings with all the connected
structuring elements of area greater than or equal to A. The study of the rela-
tionships between these filters and image extrema leads to a very efficient area
opening/closing algorithm. Grey-scale area openings and closings can be seen as
transformations with a structuring element which locally adapts its shape to the
image structures, and therefore have very nice filtering capabilities. Their effect
is compared to that of more standard morphological filters. Some applications
in image segmentation and hierhrchical decomposition are also briefly described.

Keywords: area opening, extrema, filtering, opening and closing, mathematical
morphology, shape.

1 Introduction

A classic image analysis preprocessing problem consists of filtering out small
light (respectively dark) particles from grey-scale images without damaging the
remaining structures. Often, simple morphological openings (respectively clos-
ings) [10, 11] with disks or approximations of disks like squares, hexagons, oc-
tagons, etc., are good enough for this task. However, when the structures that
need to be preserved are elongated objects, they can be either completely or
partly removed by such an operation.

Let us consider for example Fig. la, representing a microscopy image of a
metallic alloy. It is "corrupted" by some black noise that one may wish to remove
(note that part of what is called noise here is the intra-grain texture!). As shown
in Fig. 1b, a closing of this image with respect to the elementary ball of the

" The author is grateful to Henk HeiJmans, Christian Lantu6joul, Ben Wittner; and

Gill.. Leborgne for several useful suggestions and fruitful discussions.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Microscopic image of a metallic alloy (a) and its morphological closing by an
elementary (9 pixels) square (b).

8-connected metric (i.e. a square of 9 pixels) severely damages most of the inter-
grain lines, while still preserving some of the largests bits of noise (like the blobs
in the bottom right and left corners).

This is the reason why, in this context, openings and closings with line seg-
ments are widely used. In this paper, the morphological opening and closing
by a structuring element B are denoted by 'YB and rkB respectively (see, e.g.,
[10, 11, 12]). Denote also by lt, l1, l1, l3 the line segments of length n and
respective orientation 00, 450, 900 and 1350. The following operations

r = ViE[o.31,yzi and 01 -iE[0,3]0in

are respectively an algebraic opening and an algebraic closing [10, 11, 121. They
tend to preserve elongated structures better than their disk-based counterparts
(see also [11, pp. 110-112]). However, they are still far from being ideal: in-
deed, they are first very computationally intensive, since they involve a series
of expensive operations. Furthermore, as illustrated by Fig. 2, they may remain
unsatisfactory in some cases; when n is small, some of the noise fragments are
still present, and with increasing values of n, the inter-grain lines tend to be
damaged.

The remedy to this last problem is to increase the number of orientations of
the used line segments, but this in turn increases the computational complexity
of the algorithm. In addition, even with a large number of orientations, very thin
lines might still end up broken. As will be seen in Sect. 4, the classic solution to
this involves a transformation called grey-scale reconstruction [4, 2, 16, 17]. In
this paper, an even better and more systematic technique is proposed: use all
possible connected structuring elements of a given size (number of pixels). This
will lead to the introduction of the area openings and closings.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, area openings and
closings are defined and some of their properties are reviewed. Their relations
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Maxima of linear openings of increasing size of Fig. la.

with image extrema are studied and are at the basis of a very efficient algorithm.
Lastly, Sect. 4 illustrates their usefulness for some filtering, segmentation, and
hierarchical decomposition applications.

2 Area Openings and Closings: Definitions and Properties

2.1 Definition in Terms of Areas

Throughout the paper, the sets X under study will be constrained to be subsets
of a connected compact set M C JR2 called the "mask". All the notions and
algorithms introduced easily generalize to arbitrary dimensions.

The definitions proposed below for area openings and closings are based on
the so-called connected openings [11, 12]:

Definition 1 Connected opening. The connected opening CQ (X) of a set X C
M at point x E M is the connected component of X containing x if x E X and
0 otherwise.

On binary two-dimensional images (i.e., on subsets of the mask M), the area
opening y' is defined as follows:

Definition 2 Binary area opening. Let X C M and A > 0. The area opening
of parameter A of X is given by

- - {x E X I Area (CQ(X)) >_ A}. (1)

More intuitively, if (Xi)iEI denotes the connected components of X, it becomes
clear that -y\(X) is equal to the union of the connected components of X with
area greater than A:

"_()= UfXi Ii E I, Area (Xi) > A} (2)

By area is meant the Lebesgue measure in IR2 .
Obviously, ya is increasing, idempotent, and anti-extensive. It is therefore

legitimate to call it an opening [7, 11, 121. By duality, the binary area closing
can be defined as follows:
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&The u closing of paaee A ?: 0 of X C M is given by:

Sx) =(xC)]c.

where Xc denotes the complemet of X in M, i.e. the met M \ X (\ denoting
the *e diffrnce operator). An the dual of the am opening, the ae closing
Os in the holes of a set whom awes are strictly smaller than the sise parameter
A.

The growth of these transfwmations makes it possible to extend them straight-
forwardly to grey-scale images [12], i.e., to mappings from M to 9:

DWefnition 4 Grey-scale area opening. For a mapping f : M -- I, the
area opening 'v%(f) is given by:

(y(f))(z) = sup{h _< (z) I Area (-vz(T&(f))) A )} (3)

= supfh < f(z) I z E •'%(T&(f))} (4)

In this definition, TA(f) stands for the threshold of f at value h, i.e:

Th(f) = {x E M I f(x) _> h} . (5)

In other words, to compute the area opening of f, all the possible thresholds
T&(f) of f are first considered and their area openings 'v,(Th(f)) are found. Since
-.% is increasing, Y C X == a ,(Y) -y% •(X). Thus, the {fv%(Th(f))}he]t are
a decreasing sequence of sets which by definition constitute the threshold sets of
the transformed mapping -y.(f).

By duality, one similarly extends the concept of area closing to mappings
from M to I. These area openings and closings for grey-scale images are typical
examples of flat increasing mappings (also called stack mappings) [12, 19, 13].
Their geometric interpretation is relatively simple: a grey-scale area opening
basically removes from the image all the light structures which are "smaller"
than the size parameter A, whereas the area closing has the same effect on dark
structures. It is stressed that the word size exclusively refers here to an area (or
number of pixels in the discrete case). Theorem 10 below will provide a more
refined interpretation of this intuitive interpretation.

2.2 Second Approach to Area Openings and Closings

In this section, it is shown that area openings can be obtained through maxima
of classic morphological openings with connected structuring elements. Recall
that ayB denotes the morphological opening by structuring element B.

Lemma 5. Let B C M. 11B C_ Y if and only if B is a finite union of connected
components of area greater or equal to A.

Proof. If B = U!,*IBi with Vi E [1, n), Bi connected and Area (B,) > A, then for
any i, YEa _ yt . Thus, -YE _ y. Conversely, if YB _ 'yr, then -YB(B) _ 7y(B),
i.e. B C_ -jr(B). Since 'yO is anti-extensive, this implies that B = 'v•(B). Thus,
by definition of y.%, this implies that every connected component of B is of area
<A. Since we operate in domain M these components are in finite number. 0
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eud who vsm is vustr thans or equal to A, the followin~g equation holds:

"-fA- U , , (6)
DEAA

Pof.J t being a truislatlan-inwiant algebraic opening, a famous, result by
Matheroga [7] states that it is the supremum of all the morphological openings,

7gthat wresmaller than or equal to 71!6:

-1% m U{7 73B I orholpcopenhng ,7 -f =-

Thus, applying lemma 5,

7!. = U{7-ti I B = U. Bi, B, connected, Area (B,) -> X1.

Obviously, for each of these Do, -i g 7yB,, ~Vi. The above union can thus be
reduced to the connected sets B of area 2! A:

-f.'%-U{7'f I B-onected , Aresa(D) 2!X,
which completes the proof.

Similarly, it can be proved that the area-closing of parameter A is equal to the
infimnum of al the closings with connected structuring elements of area greater
or equal to A.

In the discrete domain, any connected set of area greater or equal to A E IN
contains a connected set of area equal to A. The theorem can thus be made more
specific as follows:

Corollary 7. Let Z2 be the discrete plane equipped with e.g., 4- or 8-connectivity.

For X E Z2 nM and A EIN,

-'%X)= U{-yB(X) I B E Z2 connected , Area (B) = A).

Theorem 6 can now be extended to grey-scale:

Proposition S. Let f : M -. Ube an upper aemi-continuous mapping [10,
pp. 4-05-42*91. Th&e area opening of f is given by:

.7!(w) =V -fs(I) (7)

Note that to extend Theorem 6 to grey-scale, we need to apply it to the threshold
sets T&,(f). They thus have to be compact, and this is why upper semi-continuity
of f is required. A dual proposition can be stated for grey-scale area closings,
which now requi-1owwsenwiconinuity forf .

The previo~u proposition leads to a difierent, understanding of area openings,
(respectively closings). As a maximum of openings with all possible connected
elements of a minimal size, it can be seen as adaptive: at every location, the
structuring elemenit adapts its shape [1] to the image structure so as to "remove
as little as possible".
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3 Relation with Extrema, Algorithm

This section encliively deals with openinp, the dual case of the closings being
eay to derive from the results. We first recall the notion of maximum on a
mnppng [10, p 445].

DeAnatkl 9 Uqioaul maximum. Let f be an upper semi-continuous (u.s.c.)
umapp m M to IL A (riomal) maximumoff at level h E Iisa connected
cm etM of Ta(f) sudh that

VA'>h, T&,nM=f. (8)

The following theorem can now be stated:

Theorm 10. Let f be a u.s.c. mapping from M to JR, A > 0. Denoting M.,
the class of the u.s.c. mapping g: M ia- J such that any mazimum M of 9 is
of arm greater than or equal to A,

-y.%(f ) =sup(9g:5f 1gE MA} (9)

Proof. Let g E M.%, g : f, and let h E J. Let A be an arbitrary connected
component of T&(g). Since g is u.s.c., A is a compact set and therefore, there
exists x E A such that g(z) = max{g(y) I y E A}. Let P' = g(x) and B =
C. (TA, (g)). B is obviously a maximum of g at altitude h'. Indeed, if there existed
a V E B such that g(y) > h', we would have y' V A (the maximal value of g
on A is h), and thus A C A U B g TA,(g). Furthermore, A U B is connected
as the union of two connected sets with non-empty intersection, which would
be in contradiction with the fact that A is a connected component of Tk,(g). B
is therefore a maximum at altitude It' of g and B C A. Since by hypothesis,
Area (B) Ž X, we therefore have Area (A)> A.

Thus, for every h E 1R, -y'(T,(g)) = T&(g). Besides, T%(g) C Th(f). There-
fore, by growth of 'y7, -y(Th,(g)) = T,%(g) _ y7'(T,(f)). This being true for every
threshold, we conclude that g _ Sf(f).

Conversely, Vh E IR, any connected component A of TA(y-(f)) is of area > A.
Thus, all the maxima of -y7(f) are of area > A. It follows that -y"(f) E M.A and
(anti-extensivity) 7-y(f) -< f, which completes the proof. 0

This theorem provides a third interpretation of grey-scale area openings use-
ful for implementation purposes. Indeed:

Obviously, applying Definition 2 and computing -y'(I) for every threshold of
the original grey-scale image I then "piling up" the resulting binary images
is a much too computationally expensive operation.
Similarly, computing all the possible openings with all the possible connected
structuring elements of A pixels (see See. 2.2) becomes an impossible task as
soon as A is greater than 4 or 5. Indeed, the number of possible structuring
elements becomes tremendous! Note however that an approximate algorithm
based on such principles has been proposed for A _< 8 [1]. It is however still
very slow and inaccurate, and the constraint A > 8 does not leave enough
filtering power for most applications.
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The algorithm developed for this study is based on theorem 10 and Corol-
iary 7. Its first step is to extract (and label) the regional maxima of image I
under study (for this step, refer to [15, 18, 2]). Then, to each maximum are
proressively added its neighboring pixels, starting with those with largest value
(in other words, the local threshold around the maximum is progressively low-
ered). As soon as the area of the current broadened maximum becomes larger
than A, the process stope and value v is assigned to all pixels of the broadened
maximum. The next maximum is then considered, etc. Implementation of this
procedure on a Sun Spare Station 2 allows us to compute area openings of size
100 on a 256 x 256 image in leos than 3 seconds on average! Adapting it to area
closings is straightforward.

4 Applications

4.1 Grains Image Filtering Problem Revisited

. .- .. . ...........

()(b)

Fig. 3. (a) After dual reconstruction of Fig. la from Fig. 2c. (b) Area closing of Fig. I&.

It was mentioned in the introduction that grey-scale reconstruction helps in this
image filtering task. As illustrated by Fig. 3a, dual reconstruction (refer to [15,
16, 17]) of Fig. la from the minimum of closings of Fig. 2c yields a very clean
image. However, the area closing introduced in this paper performs even better:
Fig. 3b represents an area closing of size 40 of Fig. la.

One can see that, while the overall cleanliness is relatively similar in Fig. 3a
and Fig. 3b, the latter does a better job of preserving the inter-grain separations,
especially those whose orientation is not one of the four orientations used in the
original minimum of closings with line segments. This is illustrated by Fig. 4,
which is the thresholded algebraic difference between Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. Note
that on the contrary to classic morphological openings and closings, both the
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1i. 4. Argas wher, the am closing performs substantially better than the llter of
Fig. U at preserving the thin dark lines between grins.

reconstruction method and the present area openings/closings yield filtered im-
ages where no roughness due to the shape of the chosen structuring elements
may be observed.

4.2 Use for fImg. Samemmtatlon

Just as with clasi openings and closings, one can very well perform top-hats
[8] with ares openings and closings. This allows the straightforward extraction
of small light or dark structures regardless of their shape. As an example, let us
consider Fig. 5a, an image of eye blood vessels where microaneurisms have to be
detected. These are small light structures which are

(a) (b)

M& L. (a) Original izug (sagograpby) of e. blood vessels with miromneurisms; (b)
ares openiang of Wse s.
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- disconnected from the network of the blood voel.s,

- predominantly located on the dark areas of the imap, i.e. here, the central
region.

A direct area opening of size larger than any possible aneurism yields Fig. 5b
and its subtraction from the original image (area top-hat) is shown in Fig. 6a.
The aneurisms are clearly visible but some other small structures not located on

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (r.) Pixelwise algebraic difference between Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b (area top-hat);
(b) morphological opening of Fig. 5a by a large square.

the dark image areas are also present.
Now, by computing an opening of Fig. 5a with respect to a large square,

we basically remove all the light structures and end up with an image of the
"background" (see Fig. 6b). After inverting this image and computing a pixelwise
multiplication of the result with Fig. 6a, we get Fig. 7a where the aneurisms
really stand out. A simple thresholding of this image then provides an accurate
detection (see Fig. 7b). Note that an alternative solution to this microaneurism
detection problem is given in [16, 17].

4.3 Area Alternating Sequential Filters, Hierarchical Image
Decomposition

Having a fast area opening/closing algorithm at our disposal allows us to use
these transformations in more complex filters. In particular, since the 'ya} ]N
and the {10 }X]N obviously constitute a size distribution and an anti-size distri-
bution [7], they can be used in alternating sequential filters (ASF) [14, 11, 12].

In most practical cases however, there is almost no difference between the
following ASF
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(a) (b)

Fig. T. (a) pixelwise multiplication of inverted image 6b with Fig. 6a; (b)
microaneurisms detected after straightforward thresholding.

and the simple open-close filter Oa o -y! (This statement would be wrong in the
case of weird nested structures.) Besides, the latter is also extremely close to the
close-open filter y2 o 0'. It filters darks and lights equally well and is very good
at removing impulse noise while preserving the shape of the underlying image
structures, as illustrated by Fig. 8.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. (a) A radar image with impulse noise and speckle; (b) its area open-close filter
of size 9.

With increasing sizes of area ASF (or simply open-close), one progressively
gets images with more and more flat "plateau" areas, originally corresponding
to minima and maxima. As illustrated by Fig. 9, this process produces a series
of images of decreasing complexity (or level of detail) and could therefore be I
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used in a hierarchical image decomposition scheme.

Fig. 9. Area open-close filters of increasing size of Fig. 8a.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, grey-scale morphological area openings and closings have been in-
troduced, and their properties studied. It has been proved that the area opening
of size A is equivalent to a supremum of morphological openings with connected
structuring elements of area > A. We conjecture that, in fact, this is true with
connected structuring elements of area exactly equal to A. This latter result is
true anyway in the discrete case and establishes the connectivity-preserving be-
havior of these openings and closings. It has been showed that these operators
are ideal for many difficult image filtering tasks. Moreover, they can be of great
interest in image segmentation and decomposition applications. A fast algorithm
derived from the results of this paper has been outlined and will be detailed in
future publications. Hopefully these new area openings and closings will be useful
for solving a variety of image analysis problems.
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Abstract. Much progrsm has been made in extending Euclidean mathemati-
cal morphology to more complex structures such as complete lattices or space.
with a non-commutative symmetry group. Such generalizations are important
for practical situations such as translation and rotation invariant pattern recog-
nition or shape description of patterns on spherical surfaces. Also in computer
vision much use is made of spherical mappings to describe the world as seen
by a human or machine observer. Stimulated by these developments the ques-
tion is studied here of the shape description of patterns on arbitrary (smooth)
surfaces based on mathematical morphology. The primary interest in this paper
is to outline the mathematical structure of this description. Some concepts of
differential geometry, in particular those of parallel transport and covariant dif-
ferentiation, are used to replace the more restricted concept of invariance used
so far in mathematical morphology. The corresponding morphological operators
which leave the geometry on the surface invariant are then constructed.

Keywords: mathematical morphology, differential geometry, parallel transport,

dilation, erosion, closing, opening, shape concepts, group invariance.

1 Introduction

Much progress has been made in extending Euclidean mathematical morphology
as developed by Matheron and Serra [7, 12] to more complex structures such as
complete lattices [13, 3, 11] or spaces with a non-commutative symmetry group
(9, 10]. Such generalizations are important for practical situations like transla-
tion and rotation invariant pattern recognition or shape description of patterns
on spherical surfaces (satellite data of the earth, microscopic images of virus
particles, etc.). Also in computer vision and image understanding there is in-
creasing use of group theoretical methods [4]. Stimulated by these developments
the question is studied here of the shape description of patterns on arbitrary
(smooth) surfaces based on mathematical morphology. The primary interest in
this paper is to outline the mathematical structure of this description. It is clear
that human observers are able to recognize patterns on a curved surface (say,
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pattm cm a cersmia) as "similar. This notion is quantified by introducing some
concepts of differential geometry, in particular those of parallel transport and
covariant e tiation which can be used to replace the more restricted con-
cept of invariance groups used so far in mathematical morphology. When using
a geometric concept of shape in line with F. Klein's Erlanger Propramm [61 such
invariance concepts form an essential ingredient in shape descriptions. Next, the
corresponding morphological operators which leave the geometry on the surface
invariant will be constructed. In view of the fact that both differential geometry
and mathematical morphology start from local operations it is perhaps not too
surprising that a connection between the two can be established. The present
paper presents a first step in this direction.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 a number of prereq-
uisites are stated from mathematical morphology, with particular emphasis on
symmetry properties and their role in shape description. Then in Sect. 3 the re-
quired differential geometric concepts are briefly introduced. The study is mainly
restricted to smooth (hyper)surfaces in n-dimensional Euclidean space, although
most of the results carry over to more general Riemannian manifolds as well.
Finally, in Sect. 4 these differential geometric concepts are used to construct
morphological operators on smooth surfaces which leave the geometry of the
surface invariant. The results presented here are of a preliminary nature. Both
the mathematical treatment and the question of the usefulness of the approach
outlined here require a more detailed study.

2 Invariance Concepts in Mathematical Morphology

In [10] a study was made of a homogeneous space (r, M); that is, a set M
on which a transitive but not necessarily commutative group r of invertible
transformations is defined. Here transitive means that for any pair of points in
the set there is a transformation in the group which maps one point on the other.
If this mapping is unique the transformation group is ce!&. d simply transitive [15].

Each element g E r is a mapping M -* M : ý- g(x, satisfying

(i) gh(x) = g(h(x)) , (ii) e(z, = x

where e is the unit element of F (i.e. the identity mapping z '-+ x, z E M),

and gh denotes the product of two group elements g and h. The inverse of an
element g E F will be denoted by g- 1 . Usually we will also write gz instead of
g(x). The stabilizer of z E M is the subgroup Fr := {g E F : gz = x). The
object space by which binary images on M are modelled is the Boolean lattice
P(M) of all subsets of M, ordered by set inclusion. A brief sketch will be given
of the construction of morphological operations on this homogeneous space with
full invariance under the acting group F.

First recall the construction of dilations on P(M) without any invariance
property, as given by Serra [13, Ch.2, Proposition 2.1] (a dilation/erosion is a
mapping commuting with unions/intersections):
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P~in-_Mon1. A nppin 6: P(M) P(M) i adilation if anienlyif there
a" j&7netion : M --* P(M), oglled a 'str'ucturing function", such that

6(X)M U I z) (1)
SEX

This statemenat can be interpreted as follows. Attach to each point z of M
a subset 7(x) of M, that is, think of M as being completely "covered" by a
collection of subsets of itself. Then the dilation 6(X) is the union of all the
subsets which are attached to points of X. On the complete lattice Z =P(M),
there exists for every dilation 6 : C --+ C a unique erosion e : Z C, called the
ajoint of 6, such that (e, 6) is an adjunction. Here a pair (e, 6) of mappings on
Z is called an adjunction if for every X, Y E C the following equivalence holds:

6(X) < Y x <E(Y) ;

see [3, 11]. It is easy to see that the erosion c associated (by adjunction) with 6
is given by

S= {y E M: - }. XI(2)

Next morphological operators which posesa. invariance properties under a
transformation group are considered. Assume that M is a homogeneous space
under a group r which acts transitively on M. In that case it is appropriate to
take a fixed set A (the "structuring element") and attach to any x E M all the
sets gA := {ga : a E A), where g runs over the complete collection of group
elements which move a fixed point w (called the "origin") to z. The set gA is
sometimes referred to as the (group) translate of A (by g).

Example. The translation group on the plane
Consider the plane M = R 2 , acted upon by the commutative group T of trans-
lations. This is the classical case [12, 7]. Here one uses translates r, (A) = fx+a :
a E A) of a single set A, where 'r. is the unique (Euclidean) translation which
maps the origin to the point x.

Example. The translation-rotation group on the plane
Consider the plane M - 1R2, acted upon by the group r generated by trans-
lations and rotations of the plane (Euclidean motion group, group of rigid mo-
tions), a noncommutative group. Let the origin w be the point (0, 0). The sta-
bilizer E is equal to the group R of rotations around the origin. The collection
of all group elements which map w to z is the set fr.s : a E E}, where r. is
the unique translation which maps the origin to the point x (see the previous
example). The basic objects in defining morphological operations with respect
to this group are formed by all translated and rotated copies of a single set A.
An application which occurs in the problem of motion planning for robots has
been considered in gret detail in [9].

Example. The rotation group on the sphere ([8])
Consider the unit 2-sphere M = b2, acted upon by the three-dimensional rota-
tion group r SO(3), also a noncommutative group. Let v = (z, v), v E S1 $



be a ait taapt vector at x E S2 . Choose the north pole X as the origin of
the pbu, sand defn a bus-vector b to be an arbitrary unit tangent vector at
Ar. Then the tangent vector v represents a unique rotation, i.e. the one which
maqs b to v. The stahiliser E is the set of rotations around the north pole A.
For a fixed set A c S' the set {gs.A : E S2, a E ) Z, where for each _ E S2,
9. is any particular group element (a representative) which maps w to x, forms
the bas collection from which morphological operations are constructed.

2.1 M og opertes

In the classical case, one uses Euclidean translations to define dilations and
erosions.

Minkow.ki .adition: XOA=f{+a:zEX,aEA)= UX, , (3)
&EA

Minkowski subtraction: X e A = f X-.4, (4)
,sEA

where x, = ,(x) =fz+ a: z•x }.

Next consider the case of a homogeneous space (F, M). First the following
definition is needed.

Definition 2. Let (F, M) be a homogeneous space with Z the stabilizer of the
origin w in M. A subset X of M is called E-invariant if X = X, where X =
UeIa sX. If X is not E-invariant, X is called the E-invariant eztension of X.

Let A C M. Then the mapping

6(X):= U U gA (5)
uEX {gEF:gwa,}

is a dilation 6 which is r'-invariant; that is, b(gX) = gb(X) for all g E F,
X E P(M). Moreover, all F-invariant dilations are of this form [10]. Using
Definition 2, (5) can be rewritten as

6(X) = U U gsA= UgA (6)
ZEX .ES sEX

where, again for each x, g. is any particular group element which maps w to x.
The adjoint erosion of (5) is formed by associating with a subset X the collection
of points V E M such that gA C_ X for all g E F which move the origin to y.
For a representation of this erosion as an intersection of translated sets, see (10].
This shows that any F-invariant dilation on P(M) can be reduced to a dilation
6Ar involving a E-invariant structuring element A; the same is true for erosions.
Openings by a subset A of M can be defined by

-sy(X) =U {gA: A X}, (7)
pEr
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which is the uim at all trasslates #A of A which an included in X. Such F-
oan generally not reducible to openings by a E-invariant structuring

2.2 The Roe of Symmetry Groups In Shape Description

Usually, "shape" is defined as referring to those properties of geometrical figures
whi ame invariant under the Euclidean similarity group (5]. Intuitively speaking,
one first has to bring figures to a standard location, orientation and scale before
being able to "compare" them. The foMowing definition generalizes this.

Definition 3. Let M be a set, F a group acting on M. Two subsets X, Y of M
are said to have the "eme shape with respect to F, or the same F-shape, if they
are P-equivalent, meaning that there is a 9 E F such that Y = gX. If no such
g E F exists, X and Y are said to have different F-shape.

In esence this definition goes back to F. Klein's "Erlanger Programm" (1872),
which considers geometry to be the study of transformation groups and the prop-
erties invariant under these groups [6]. In Euclidean morphology, all translates
of a set X by the Euclidean translation group T have the same T-shape. After
adding rotations to obtain the Euclidean motion group M, rotated versions of
X or its translates have the same M-shape as X.

This notion of shape is still too restricted in the case of sets on arbitrary
surfaces M, for in general no group F exists which acts transitively on M.
Therefore a more general definition of shape equivalence will be sought using a
number of concepts from differential geometry. To motivate this whole enterprise,
a simple but important example of a morphological operation on an arbitrary
surface will first be given.

2.3 Motivating Example

Let M be a smooth surface in WR3 supplied with the induced metric. That is,
lengths are measured "along the surface". For any x E M, let D,(x) be the disk
of radius r centred at z. Then a dilation 6 : P(M) --+ P(M) can be defined as
follows:

6(X) = U D,.(Z) . (8)
SEX

That is, 6(X) is the union of all points of M with distance smaller than r to
some point of X. Comparing with the caes studied above one could say that a
disk of radius r is used here as the "structuring element". In the same way one
can define erosions or openings by a disk of radius r. The problem described in
the rest of the paper essentially boils down to the question of how this can be
generalized when the structuring element is not a disk.



3 Dt Concepts from Differential Geometry

'AA bri outline is given here of some background material on Riemannian man-
ibod.. Since it is the aim to develop in the next section some new concepts in
a way which is intuitively clear, the discussion here is mainly restricted to the
case of smooth surface in Euclidean 3-space. Thorpe [161 is followed as far as
terminology and notation is concerned. For results in a more abstract setting see
Boothby [1] or Helgason [2].

A wtf ace of dimension n, or n-surface, in R*+1 is a non-empty subset M of
R*+' of the form M = f-I(c) where f : U --# R, U open in KR , is a smooth
function with the property that Vf(p) 0 O for all p E M, and c E JR, where V
is the gradient operator. That is, M is a level set of f at height c. The gradient
property implies that all points of M are regular. A vector at a point p E R*+1
is a pair v = (p, v) where v E JR"+. The set of all vectors tangent to M at p
equals [Vf(p)]l and is called the tangent space of M at p, denoted by M. in
the following. A parameterised curve, or "curve" for short, in M is a smooth
function ,r : I --+ M where I is some open interval in R. The space M. consists
of velocity vectors at p of all curves passing through p and is an n-dimensional
vector subspace of the space of all vectors at p. The disjoint union of all tangent
spaces,

T(M)= U M,,
pEM

is called the tangent bundle of M.
A geodesic in M is a parameterized curve a : I --+ M whose acceleration is

everywhere orthogonal to M, that is, &(t) E M.i) for all t E I. Geodesics have
constant speed,

d 2 d.
I) & k(,, ) = 2(6,&) = 0

since & E M,(t) and &(t) E M-L (angular brackets denote inner products).
Given any p E M and any v E Ap there exists a geodesic passing through p
with velocity v at p. When the domain I of a is chosen as large as possible,
the resulting geodesic is called a maximal geodesic. For each p E M, v E M,,
there is a unique maximal geodesic a with a(0) = p, 6(0) = v. For example, on
the sphere S2 the geodesics are great circles (or single points); on the cylinder
they are straight lines, circles, or spirals (or points). An n-surface M is said to
be geodesically complete if every maximal geodesic in M has domain R. For
example, the n-sphere is geodesically complete, the n-sphere with north pole
deleted is not.

3.1 Parallel 'fransport

In Euclidean space one knows how to transport vectors from one point to another
by using the operation of translation. On an n-surface a comparable operation
can be defined, which is called parallel transport or parallel translation. The
concepts are developed in a few teps.
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A ictorGld X om U C R"' is a functiom p -- X(p) (p, X(p)) for
seram*u io X :U -R". A vector field X is smooth if the components

Sthe function X :U -R" ar a ll smooth, that is, have continuous partial
derivatives of all orders. A vector field along the curve a : I -. M is a function
t '-. X(t) where X(t) E R+'; if X(t) E M,(I) for all t E I, the vector field
is called tngent to M along a. If X is a tangnt vector field along a curve
a : I --* M then the derivative X is generally. not tangent to M. To obtain a
vector field tangent to M one has to project X orthogonally onto M.(t). This
operation is called covariant differentiation and the resulting vector field

X'(t) = X - (X(t), N(a(t)))N(a(t))

where
N(p) = Vf(P)

IIVAp)I I p M

is a unit normal vector field, is called the covariant derivative of X. The covariant
derivative measures the rate of change of X as seen from the surface M. A curve
a : I -+ M is a geodesic if and only if the covariant acceleration (&)' is zero
along a. A smooth vector field X tangent to M along a is called constant or
(Levi-Civita) parallel if X' = 0. If X and Y are parallel vector fields along a,
then (X, Y)' = 0, so (X, Y) is constant along a. In particular, X and Y have
constant length; therefore, also the angle between X and Y is constant. For an
example see Fig. 1. The velocity vector field along a parameterized curve in M

Fig. 1. Parallel vector fields along geodesics in the 2-sphere.

is parallel if and only if a is a geodesic. The following theorem is fundamental

[18J: ,



Th'lsýý 4. Lot M &e an -awfe in Wit-+, a : I - M a parmete.re c,,r.e

inM, 1Wto EI mdv Ve MO(). Th"s thene exits. unique vector filLdV,
l W to M eIaq a, whkA is parslel and k" V(to) - v.

A simpl, cara iis as possible for a 2-surfac M: a vector field tangent
to M alag a modemic a is parl if and only if both IlXII and the angle between
X and 6 ae constant along a.

Parallelism can be ued to transport tangent vectors from one point of an
n-urface to another.

Ddnitlon S. Let p, q E M and let a : [a, b] --* M be a parameterized curve
from o(a) = p to a(b) = q. Fr v e Mp let V be the unique parallel vector field
along a with V(a) = v. The map P. : Mp -# M. determined by

P0 (v) = V(b)

is called parallel transport from p to q, and P.(v) the parallel translate of v
along a to q.

Parallel transport from p to q is path dependent: if a and P are two curves
from p to q then, in general, Pa(v) : Pp(v) (an exception occurs for surfaces
of zero curvature, such as the Euclidean plane). More precisely, Pp(v) differs
from P.(v) by a rotation around the normal to M at q. When a vector in M,, is
transported along a closed curve beginning and ending in p, it will carry out a
rotation in M.. The set of such rotations of M. generated by parallel translation
along closed curves is called the holonomy group at p. Holonomy groups at
different points of M are isomorphic.

The following result will be needed later [16]:

Theorem 6. Let M be an n-surface in 1R*+, p, q E M and cc a piecewise smooth
curve from p to q. Then parallel translation P. : Mp --- M, along a is a vector
space isu morphism which preserves inner products:

1. P. is a linear map;
2. P. is 1-1 and onto;
S. (P.(v), P.(w)) = (v, w) for all v, w EM,.

To study questions concerning lengths of curves in M, it is convenient to
parameterize curves by arc length, that is, choose a reparameterization such
that a has unit speed. A well-known result concerning geodesics then asserts
that if a is a shortest unit-speed curve from p to q in M, then a is a geodesic
(the reverse is in general not true, consider e.g. geodesics on a sphere).

3.2 The Exponential Map

Above we have seen how to transport vectors from one point of an n-surface to
another. The next question is how to map points of M to vectors in the tangent
bundle T(M). This then will enable us below to transport subsets of M from
one point to another.
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DaIhm oT. For v in the tangnt bundle T(M), let ov denote the unique
maximal dsicinMwith6v(O) =v. Lot U - {vE T(M) : domain ov.

The map Exp : U -. M defined by Exp(v) =- av(1) is called the exponential map
atM.

For p E M, we will also write Exp, to denote the mapping M. --. M : v
Exp(v). Since geodemics have costant speed, Exp,(v) is the point on the unique
geodesic determined by v whose distance from p along the geodesic is precisely
1JvU1; d. Fig. 2. The following theorem summarise the most important properties

of the exponential map [16].

Fig. 2. The exponential map maps a tangent vector v E Mp to the point lying at a
distance IvH from p on the unique geodesic through p with initial velocity v.

Theorem 8. The ezponential map Exp : U -. M of an n-surface in R*+l has
the following properties:

1. The domain U ofExp is an open set in T(M).
L. f v E U then tv e U for O!5 t < 1.
3. Exp is a smooth map.
4. For each p E M and v E Mp, the maximalgeodesic av with &v(O) = v is

given by the formula av(t) = Exp,(tv).
5. For e > 0 sufficiently small, ExpP maps the f-ball B, = {v E M, : livJJ < <)

diffeomorphically onto an open subset U. of M' containing p. For q E U, the
curve av(t) = Exp,(tv) (0 < t _ 1) with Exp,(v) = q is the unique geodesic
joining p and q; it lies in U. and has length shorter than that of any other
curve joining p and q.



FigS. The geoXdesic. in S2 throughi p ane the images under the exponential miap of
thw e r through 0 in sp.

This theorem says that geodesics through p E M are images under Exp, of
the reps a(t) = tv in Mp,; see Fig. 3. In the caue of the 2-sphere S2, Exp, maps the

bal fv - .3: IlvJl < 4J difeoomorphically onto S2 \ q, where q is the antipodal
point of p. In M.,, the geodesics through p are the orthogonal trajectories of
bykcesufU

{Exp,(v):v6~M,, Ilvi = con~tant)

Ifp C-M, theset US(p)of points within distance 6of pis calledaaspherical
neighbourhood of p or a disk of radiusi 6 at p. A neighbourhood JUs(p) such that
there exists at most (at least) one geodesic segment contained in Ua;(p) joining
any pair of points in IUa(p) is called, simple (cornvex). For sufficiently small 6, any
neighbourhood (4(p) is simple and convex [2].

In general the domain an,' iaige of the exponential map is restricted. On so-
called g~oodesicellp comaplete surfaces, such as compact surfaces, every maximal

gedscon M has domain AR, that is, can be infinitely extended. In that camethe
domain of the expovential map is all of T(M). In certain came the exponential
map on a geodesically complete surface mapseM. diffeomorphically onto M for
any p E M., so that a 1-1 correspondence between points of M and points
of Ml, exists, that *s geodesics between any two points are unique. Examples
of such spaces are sivi*l connected geodesically complete surfaces of negative
curvature; see Theorem 13.3 of Helgason [2].

Eziam pie. The one-sheeted hyperboloid defined by the equation

X2 + 2 22(9)
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which b aweywhe negative (14). Nr a sketch of this (ruled) surface, se Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Sketch of the one-shoeted hyperboloid defined by (9).

4 Mathematical Morphology on Smooth Surfaces

In this section a sketch is given how a morphological description of binary images
on smooth surfaces can be developed. The general construction of dilations on
complete lattices by Serra (see Prop. 1) holds also, of course, for the special case
of the lattice P(M), where M is a smooth suface in R 3 and 'P(M) denotes
the set of all subsets of M. The problem is to define morphological operators
satisying some form of invariance. In Sect. 2 we have seen how to handle the case
when a transitive group action on M exists. It will be shown that this theory
carries ovra to a large extent to the case when M is an arbitrary surface by
replacing group translations by parallel translations, which ae based upon the
concept of covariant Iife-entiation. The resulting morphological transformations
may thus be referred to as "covariant" operations.

The basic problem is how to transpot" subsets of M from one location to
another while preerving as many geometric properties as possible. Let X be a
niglhbourhodm of the point p E M. To transport this set X from the point p to
another point q C M we perform the following steps. First map X to the tangent
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spe M, by usng the inver of the exponential map: the imag under this map
is demoted by I. Then use parallel translation from p to q along a curve with
initial point p and endpoint q. This maps X to a neighbourhood, say k, of q.
Finally map Y back to M by the exponential map, thus obtaining a subset Y of

q-e e Fig. S.

Fig. 5. Parallel transport of subsets of a surface.

To formalize this, let -y= -yr,,] be a curve from p to q. Then an operator -r.
can be defined by

Y = T",(X) = Exp,P,Exp' (X) , (10)

where P-, is the parallel transport of tangent vectors from Mp to M. along
-y (see Definition 5) and P,(X) is simply the union of all translated vectors
P.,v when v runs over X = ExpP 1(X). By transporting the initial set X at a
fixed point w along all possible curves to other points of M we cover M by an .. ,-
infinite collection of diffeomorphic copies of X, which in addition preserve several
metrical properties (lengths, angles of tangent vectors). It may be verified that
the operation (10) reduces to Euclidean translation when M is a plane, and to
rotation in the case of the sphere (in the latter case one has to take for X a subset
of the sphere not containing the antipodal point of w in order for Exp- 1 (X) to
be well defined).

The following points should now be made. First, the exponential map is in
general only invertible (in fact, a diffeomorphism) for a sufficiently small neigh-
bourhood of the origin in M., although on some manifolds the inverse exists for
arbitrary neighbourhoods of the origin in Mtp, so that there is a 1-1 correspon-
dence between the neighbourhoods of a point p E M and the neighbourhoods of
the point 0 E M,; see the example at the end of Sect. 3. Therefore we will take
as the basic "structuring element" a subset, not of M but of the tangent space
at a given point w of M. If A is such a subset of Mk,, then an operator Py (also
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uhudl 1to as "pam e translation along y") can be defined by

f(A) = ExpP 7 (.) , (11)

where P, is the parallel transport of tangent vectors along a curve -y from w to
P.

Second, the image of the set X under parallel translation from p to q will in
general depend on which path is taken. This, however, is a situation which we
have alrady encountered when discussing mathematical morphology on spaces
with a noncommutative group action; see Sect. 2. The solution found in that
case works here as well: simply consider all possible paths from p to q.

Now it is possible to define dilations and erosions. Let A (the "structuring
element") be a subset of the tangent space M,, w an arbitrary but fixed point
of M. Then define a mapping 6 : P(M) --. P(M) by

6A,(X) = U UExp ,, (12)
zEX 7

where the second union runs oer all curves y - , from w to z. This can be
rewritten as follows. Choose for every z E M a particular curve ("representa-
tive") from w to z. Let f. denote parallel translation along this particular curve.
Then, if Z is the holonomy group at w, which for the surfaces in JR3 considered
here is simply the group of rotations around the normal at w, (12) can be written
as

6A(X) = U U 3f"(sA) " (13)
zEX .EE

It is obvious that this mapping is a dilation, either by direct proof or through
the invocation of Prop. 1. Since parallel translation commutes with unions-
both Exp, and the vector space isomorphism P. do-we also can write (13) in
the form

6A(X) = U f,(A) (14)
zEX

where
A:= U sA (15)

.EE'

may be called the E-invariant eztenaion of A. For example, if A is a line segment
of length r starting at w then A is a disk of radius r centred at w. The similarity
of these expressions with the results in Sect. 2 is clear. Erosions can be defined
in a similar way. If A is a E-invariant structuring element then the mapping

-A--(X) = fz E M: f.(A) C X} , (16)

is an erosion which extracts all the points z of M such that the parallel translate
of A from w to x fits in X.

Openings can also be easily defined, where one does not have to restrict
oneself to E-invariant structuring elements. For any neighbourhood A in M•,
let

A(X)= U -,(A) fi(A) X} (17)
z4EM

S. , .M,"
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be the union of all pnle translates of A along curves starting at w which are
included in X. It is obvious that this is an opening. Closings can be defined
similarly.

Ezamlde. This example was already discussed in Sect. 2. Take for A a disk of
radius r centred at the origin in M,,. Then the parallel translate f.(A) is a
spherical neighbourhood at z E M. The dilation 6A(X) by A is the union of
all points of distance smaller than r to some point of X, and the opening by A
extracts from X all spherical neighbourhoods of radius r which fit into X.

&ampile. Take for A a straight line.segment of length L through the origin in
M,. Then the parallel translates of A are geodesic segments and the opening by
A extracts from X all geodesic segments of length L which fit into X.

5 Discussion

In this paper the study of shape description of patterns on arbitrary (smooth)
surfaces based on mathematical morphology has been initiated. The main aim
has been to give an outline of the mathematical structure of this description
based on concepts of differential geometry, in particular those of parallel trans-
port and covariant differentiation which can be used to replace the more re-
stricted concept of invariance groups used so far in mathematical morphology.
Various morphological operators have been constructed on a surface M which
are defined in terms of neighbourhoods of M which are obtained by parallel
translation of a single set A C M (the "structuring element"). If M is Euclidean
sl•ace or a sphere then these morphological operations reduce to the known ones

,hich are invariant under the appropriate group (translations, rotations). What
has not been discussed here is a precise formulation-in algebraic terms-of the
ira.i•a ce properties satirfied by the operators introduced here for arbitrary
surfaces. Ttis is an open problem which requires a more detailed study.
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Abstract. The notion of negative shape is that it is an artifice suggested in
aebra on various occasions when geometric problems an translated into the
languaI of algebra. Though the notion appears to be very useful, its significance
and potential have hardly been explored till this day. In this paper two such cae
are considered, namely, an algebraic formulation of Minkowwki addition of two
geometric objects and an analytic formulation of the area/volume of an object,
and it is shown how such formulations indicate the negative shape notion. By
means of a mixed area/volume concept, it is shown that negative shape notions
derived from the two formulations are exactly identical. The usefulness of the
negative shape concept is also briefly indicated.

Keywordw shape description, mathematical morphology, slope diagram rep-
resentation, negative shape, Minkowski addition and decomposition, dilation,
group, boundary addition, shape lgebra, mixed area, signed area.

1 Introduction

1.1 The Basic Idea

A simple geometric interpretation of negative shape is that it is like a hole
without any positive region surrounding the hole. In contrast to this, the shape
of any ordinary object in our natural world may be considered positive. For
any ordinary shape there is a restriction that every hole in the object must be
completely surrounded by a positive region. This restriction on shape is clearly
imposed by our experience of the natural world. By introducing negative shape
we effectively extend the conventional shape domain to a domain where a shape
is salowed to be an unrestricted combination of positive regions and holes.

1.2 Some Relevant Questions

Any extension of this sort poses three questions to be answered in precise terms:
(a) What is the usefulness, that is, what is the extra advantage of such an
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extesion? (b) Can we redefine all the necessary operations on this extended set
so that they do not contradict the existing definitions of these operations on the
restricted set? For example, assume we start with the set of all real numbers and
the four arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, etc.) defined on them. Now
if we extend the real number set to the set of all complex numbers, it is necessary
to redefine the arithmetic operations on complex numbers in such a way that
they agree with the existing definitions when applied to two real numbers. (c)
How does such an extension evolve? Is it possible to arrive at the same notion
by other means?

In this paper an attempt is made, as far as is possible within the scope of a
single paper, to answer these questions.

1.3 The Organization of the Paper

The paper is organized in the following form:

- We begin with a short discussion on the evolution of negative numbers in the
number system, since there is a close analogy between negative numbers in
the number domain and negative shapes in the shape domain. The answers
to some of the aforementioned questions for negative shapes can be indirectly
obtained if we answer them for negative numbers.

- In the next section (Sect. 3), following the analogy of negative numbers which
were evolved in an attempt to solve an equation of the form x + a = b within
the set of natural numbers {0, 1, 2,... , }, it is shown that the concept of neg-
ative shape evolves naturally if one tries to solve the equation X @ A = B,
where A and B denote two sets of points in the real Euclidean d-dimensional
space Ed and (D denotes Minkowaki addition operation (also known as di-
lation in mathematical morphology). Minkowski addition is essentially the
vector addition of two set of points,

S=AeB=-a+blaEA, bEB},

where "+" denotes the normal vector addition of two points, and A and B
are called the summands of the sum S. Note that the geometric shapes A
and B are represented as sets of points, which is one of the most general
representation schemes for geometric shapes.

- In Sect. 4 some of the immediate advantages of introducing the notion of
negative shape are indicated.

- Minkowski addition is not the only way to arrive at the negative shape no-
tion. In Sect. 5 it is shown that a similar notion also follows from an analytic
formulation of the length/area/volume of a geometric shape. Indeed the
notion already existed in the mathematical literature from the beginning
of the nineteenth century. This is not surprising, because whenever alge-
braic/analytic tools are employed in solving geometric problems, not only
is the task of proving a result in geometry shifted to that of proving a cor-
responding result in algebra, but something deeper than that happens. In
the process the properties of algebraic entities, particularly the properties of
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number, are also imposed on the geometric concepts, and their geometric in-
t epetion may lead to the discovery of new and unsuspected geometrical
mslts.

- One question may arias at this point. Are the two notions of negative shape
- one derived from the concept of Minkowski addition and the other from
the length/area/volume consideration - identical? Although this question
should be dealt with rigorously, in this paper the question is answered in a
simpler way by the indirect means of mixed arma/volume concept. The topic
of mixed area/volume is an appropriate one since it combines the notions
of Minkoweki addition and the area/volume of geometric shape within a
single concept. The discussion in this section also elucidates some of the
basic properties and usefulness of negative shape.

- Section 7 is the concluding section where some related problems are posed
that are of immediate significance.

2 On Negative Numbers

For the sake of brevity any discussion of the nature, the origin, and the theory of
natural numbers, as well as of the four fundamental arithmetic operations (ad-
dition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) relating them, will be omitted.
It may be noted that they originate from our immediate physical experience of
the natural world. The reader may compare this state with the present state of
geometric shapes.

2.1 Difficulties in Accepting Negative Numbers: A Historical Note

The negative numbers (for that matter, any other numbers, say, rational, al-
gebraic, transcendental numbers) are not very natural. The need for negative
numbers was felt quite early, but their acceptance as numbers did not happen
easily. Most probably the Hindu mathematicians first introduced negative num-
bers (around the middle of the seventh century), but with much reservation.
Though the Arabs were familiar wi.h negative numbers through the work of the
Hindus, they rejected such a concept. Even after a thousand years, most of the
European mathematicians of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries did not
accept negative numbers as numbers, or if they did, would not accept them as
roots of equations. Such mathematicians included even Pascal and Descartes.
Take one typical argument against negative numbers. Antoine Arnauld (1612-
94) doubted that -1 : 1 = 1 : -1 because, he argued, -1 is smaller than 1;
hence, how could a smaller is to a greater be equal to a greater is to a smaller?
Even in the eighteenth century, opposition to negative numbers was frequently
expressed. As late as 1831 mathematicians like De Morgan insisted that it was
absurd to consider numbers less than zero, and it was always possible to avoid
them altogether. He illustrated this by means of a simple problem: "At present
a father is 56 and his son is 29 years old. When will the father be twice as old
as the son?" If we solve, 56 + z x 2(29 + x), we obtain z = -2. This result,
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aotg to Do Morgan, i absurd. He concluded that the original problem was
ph e •wrongly and thus led to the unacceptable negative anw•. It is not
intended here to extend the list of such objections, and the reader is referred to
K e 1[6 for more onch details. In short the concept of negative numbers was not
well understood until very modern times. (The same is equally true for other
kinds of number..)

2.2 Genesls of the Negative Number Concept and Its Utilities

The basic problem is that, unlike natural numbers, negative numbers lack an
immediate physical meaning. From where did they evolve then? Why were they
accepted finally? Note that the arithmetic operation addition (and also multi-
plication) can be carried out for any pair of natural numbers, but this is not
the case for its inverse operation subtraction (and division). In order that the
difference b - a be defined within natural numbers, it is necessary that b must be
greater than a. This is a very troublesome restriction. When we have to solve a
problem in which the given quantities depend on the particular case of the prob-
lem, then instead of obtaining a solution which can be expressed by a general
formula, we have to consider several cases to carry out its complete treatment.
This untidiness can be avoided by the introduction of zero and negative numbers.

There were basically three reasons that compelled mathematicians to finally
accept negative numbers. The first reason is, of course, the necessity to eliminate
the troublesome restriction mentioned above. It is a mathematical stratagem.
The second reason is the possibility of utilizing negative numbers to solve con-
crete problems. For example, to deal with oriented quantities, the best way to
distinguish those oriented in one direction from those oriented in the other is
to use negative numbers; this is the case with assets and debts, temperatures
above or below zero, or dates before or after Christ. The third reason, which is
the most decisive one, is the accumulated labours of many mathematicians over
the centuries to examine carefully all the operations that could be defined on
natural numbers and then to extend/redefine them to both positive and negative
numbers. Clearly, this was the most difficult part. The reader will be aware, for
example, of the problem that was caused by extending the square root operation
to negative numbers.

Once the set of all negative numbers was accepted as a true extension of the
set of natural numbers N to form the set of all integers Z, a great mathematical
unification was achieved. The mathematicians realized that one could dispense
with the subtraction operation altogether. In modern terms, the algebraic system
(Z, +) is now the best known Abelian group where the addition + is the internal
composition law. On the other hand, the algebraic system (N, +), that is, the
set of all natural numbers under addition, is just a subsystem of (Z, +) and an
Abelian monoid. In the next section we shall see the implications of these facts.
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&I Arithmetlc Addition vs. Minkowdk Addition

Lot us turn our attention to the conventional geometric shapes under Minkowski
addition operation. We denote this system by (Qe) where 0 denotes the set of all
geometfic shapes (that is the set of all subsets of EJ; for all practical purpose.
d5 _3). Note the closemblcbetween the two systems (9, e) and (N, +):

system (9,e) System (N, +)
1. Clon: If A, B ae in 0, thenA BIf a,barein N, then a+bis

i aiso in 9. also in N.
2. Associative: For any A, B, C E, Ae(Be For any a,b,c E N,a + (b +

C) =(A 9B) 9C. c) = (a+b) +c.
3. Identity: If {o} denotes the origin The number 0 E N is the

point of our coordinate sys- identity element, since for any
tern, then {o} E 9 and it isaEN,a+0=a.
the identity element, since for
any AE9, A9{o}=A.

4. Commutative: For any A,B E Q,A @ B = For any a, b E N,a+b= b+a.
B(A.

5. No inverse: For all A E 9, there does For all a E N, there does
not exist an element A-' E Q not exist an element a-' E N

_such that A 9 A-' = {o}. such that a + a-' = 0.

In summary, both the systems (9, 9) and (N, +) are Abelian (commutative)
monoids - but not groups.

Since by appending the set of negative numbers (which are the additive
inverses of the numbers in N) to the set N we obtain the group (Z, +), it is clear
that we have to extend the set Q to include negative shapes (which should be the
inverses of the shapes in 9) in order to form a group structure with geometric
shapes. If this could be done, then it is possible to add and subtract geometric
shapes in exactly the way we add and subtract integer numbers. Therefore, the
natural question at this point is: How can we define inverse shapes (negative
shapes) under Minkowski addition operation?

3.2 In Search of Negative/Inverse Shape

Before proceeding further, let me mention a convention adopted here. Note that,
according to the conventional definition of Minkowski addition, the sum S =
A 9 B depends on the choice of origin and the locations of A and B in that
coordinate system. This is inconvenient, since we are primarily interested only
in the "shapes" of the objects - and not upon their positions relative to an
arbitrarily chosen coordinate system. It is easy to show that the shape of the
sum S remains invariant under changes of origin and parallel displacement of
A and B; under such circumstances S undergoes only a parallel displacement.
It is, therefore, more natural to assume that all the translates, say [A]T, of an
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object A we equivalsat, sad, to consider Minhwki addition as operating on
tclases [A]T of objects instead of on the objects themselves, that
I[Sir = [AIT 0 [BI ..

According to this convention, therefore, the identity element {o) is not only
the origin point of the coordinate system, but any singleton point set in the
space.

Coming back to the question of inverse shapes, we ask the question: Is there
any operation already known which can be regarded as the inverse of Minkowski
addition, as there is a subtraction operation in arithmetic? The answer is "partly
yes"; Minkotuk decomposition operation e (also called erosion in mathematical
morphology) is the inverse of Minkowski addition in a restricted sense. Given
two sets of points S and B in EV, Minkowski decomposition S e B is defined as

C=SeB= fl S-b,

-bE'

where the set B = {-b I b E B) is called the symmetrical eet of B with respect
to the origin point, and S-6 denotes the translate of the set S by a vector -b,
that is, S_& = S e f{-b}.

We use the word "restricted" because, in general, (S E B) (B B is not equal
to S, but (S B) 9 B C S. The equality holds if and only if B is a summand
of S, i.e., S =A9B. Moreover, ifS = Ai 9B = A2 0B = ... = A.,9 B,
then (Se B) yields the biggest set, say Am, of all these A,'s; to be more precise,
Am = A, u A2 .. .U A,.

However, in the domain of compact convex sets in Ed, if B is a summand of
S, then Minkowski decomposition behaves exactly like the inverse of Minkowski
addition. In such a situation, if AIEDB = A 2 BB then A1 = A2 , that is, the other
summand is unique, and S ( B yields that unique summand. For this reason,
we begin our search for negative shapes from the compact convex domain.

3.3 Minkowski Decomposition of Convex Polygons and Emergence
of the Notion of Negative Shape

Let A and B be two convex polygons in the plane. Any planar polygon can be
represented by a cyclic sequence of its edges e1, e2,. .. , e., and each edge can be
represented by its length and the direction of its outer normal. The Minkowski
sum A 9 B can be easily obtained by carrying out the following algorithm:

1. List the edges of A such that the corresponding outer normals are arranged
in some sorted angular order; do the same for the edges of B.

2. Merge the two list of edges by maintaining the sorted angular order and
concatenate the edges accordingly. By "concatenation" is meant joining the
end-point of one edge to the start-point of the next edge.

It has been shown in [3, 4] that the above procedure can be very conveniently
carried out by a method called the slope diqsym method The slope diagram of
a polygon is a representation of the polygon on a unit circle in the following
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way: The outer normal direction at each edge can be represented by the corre-
speeding point an a unit circle, while the outer normal directions at every vertex
is represeted by the coresponding arc on the unit circle. (By "corresponding
point" is meant that point on the unit circle where the outer normal direction
is them • s the outer normal direction of the edge.) We may term them edge
point and vertex are respectively. The length of each edge is associated with its
corresponding edge point like a label (Fig. la). The slope diagram method of
computation of A $ B is then nothing but the mtging of the slope diagrams of
A and B into one, and realizing the sum polygon from that merged slope dia-
gram. By "realization" is meant the concatenation of the edges in the sequence
in which they appear in the merged slope diagram.

Note that if an edge of A is parallel to an edge of B, that is, if both the edges
have the same outer normal direction, their lengths are added automatically
by the concatenation process. Thus Minkoweki addition of two convex polygona
in E3 essentially involves aorting and addition of real numbers. In Fig. lb we
demonstrate this process.

9a3

a.2
. ... .... . .... .. b

R f{b l,b 2,b3,b4 ) 1cU~no h u oyo

A a~ rrdd ps a~I

(aa)

Fig. 1. Minkowki addition of convex polygons by means of slope diagrams.

Consider the task of determining S e B, where S - A @ B and A, B are
two convex polygons. We expect to obtain S e B - A. This expected result
can be easily obtained if we carry out the following algorithm: (a) merge the
slope diagrams of S and B into one, and (b) at the time of realization of the
polygon from the merged slope diagram, whenever an edge of B has the same
outer normal direction as that of 5, "subtract" the length of that edge of B from
that of S. Clearly, the subtraction of a directed edge from another is nothing
but reversing the direction of the former and then adding/concatenating with
the latter. Thus the computation of S e B turns out to be exactly like the
computation of A @ B, except that at the final stage the length of every edge
of B has to be subtracted from the corresponding edge of the other operand,
instead of being added. For the sake of easy reference in future we shall denote

1 - •- • ' lum~ r m W i ' lg • • 1 . . .• -... ', •. .. ... •.. ..- ' .. ... .. .... :/ " . . ...
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tis mu timpodure as P.
As Wi the intes.e arithmeic we regard subtraction operation as the addition

e with a segative number, here too we may view the deompoition
S8O B as the WMinkwshi addition of S and the additive inverse of B, ay B-
(seatiuss, to naintain the analogy with negative number, we also write it as
-B). That ma e B = S e B-1.

Thus we have arrived at a prcedurvl definitiem of the negative shape B-1 :
It isuch a geometric object that in the cae of its Minkowski addition with an
ordinary (positive) convex polygo, its edges have to be subtracted instead of
being added.

Interestingly, from this definition of negative shape, it is possible to obtain a
geomeWic interpretation too.

3.4 A Geometric Interpretation of Negative Shape B-1

Let S be a singleton point set {o}. Then {o) e B = {o}@ B- 1 = B-. Therefore,
by following the procedural definition of B-' one finds that the shape of B-1

will appear exactly like the shape of A (the symmetrical set of B). On the
other hand, B-1 cannot be a, since to be the inwerse of B, B D B-1 should
be equal to {o}, but B $ A # {o}. The distinction between B-' and & can be
obtained by reversing the direction of the outer normal at each of the faces of A.
This is equivalent to reversing the sense of the outer normals, of B. In Fig. 2 an
example of B-' polygon is presented where the corresponding A is also shown
for comparison.

The word "sense" of a normal, which is implicitly present in the name "outer
normal", may be elucidated further. Two distinct concepts are associated with

e4 ý2e4 ý
be2 eb e2

e. el B el B
0 .." 0

De~l • e

e3 B-1  e3I

(a) Pogon B and coreponding (b) Pogon B anoe dng

B-1 polyon • poon

Fig. 2. Geometric representation of negtive object B-'; A is also shown for
comparison.

i i. ... i l ii I i ' / i i i 'j l l.... .: ' . . . ............ ..
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the nactio of normal:

- dirsc•tw of the normal which is commonly specifid by a unit vector u;
- -re at the normal which specfes whether the normal is diverging outward

from the object or converging inward.

Consider an ordinary convex polygonal object. The outer normals at any
two adjacent edges appear to diverge outwards from points inside the polygon.
That is why the name "outer/outward" normal is used in practice. We may
then think of its reverse situation, that is, of an object whose normals from any
two adjacent edges converge inwards to points inside the object. Such normals
should be called "inner/inward" normals. However, to conform with the present
terminology, we shall say that an inward normal is an outer normal but having
opposite sense. In other words, if an ordinary outer normal is considered to have
the positive sense, then an inward normal has the negative sense.

B-1 is an object whose every outer normal has the negative sense. Geomet-
rically it appears like a hole without any positive region surrounding that hole.
Of course such an object cannot exist physically, and, for the time being, it can
be considered as a purely mathematical object, such as V4-l.

For convex objects, the differences among the objects B, A, and B-I become
clear. The sense of every outer normal of both B and A is the same, and it is
positive, while the directions of the outer normals at the corresponding edges of
the two are exactly opposite. Because of the positive sense of the outer normals,
we consider both B, and 6 as positive objects. On the contrary, the directions
of the outer normals at the corresponding edges of B and B- are exactly the
same, but the senses are opposite. Because of the negative sense of the outer
normals, B` is considered as a negative object.

We shall see later (in Sect. 4) that the notion of the sense of the outer normal
plays a crucial role in distinguishing nonconvex objects from convex objects.

What will be the slope diagram representation of the B-1 polygon? Every-
thing should remain same, except that we have now to distinguish between the
positive and the negative sense of a normal. We adopt the convention that if the
sense of an outer normal is negative, it will be shown by thick black points or
arcs. In contrast to that, an outer normal having positive sense will be shown
by thin lines.

3.5 Self-crossing Polygon in the Convex Domain: a Combination of
Positive and Negative Shapes

So far we have considered Se B where S = Ae B. We shall now try to determine
S e B where S 9 A 9 B. In this case there is no guarantee that for every edge of
B-I there will correspond an edge of S whose length is equal to or greater than
that of B-1; for example, a vertex of S, or an edge of S shorter in magnitude,
may correspond to an edge of B- 1 . By "corresponding edges" is meant the edges
of B-' and S whose outer normal directions are the same, though they may be
of opposite senses. Therefore, by applying the same procedure P we shall obtain
a self-cro.,ing polygon, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Note that the resulting self-crossing polygon normally contains a positive and
a few isolated negative portions (negative portions are shown shaded in Fig. 3c).
An interesting fact is that, the positive portion (i.e., the physically/ realizable
portion) i. equal to S e B. A proof of this result for polygons is given in [2, 5].
(The proof implicitly assumes that S e B # S. That means the self-crossing
polygon generated by P has at least some positive portion. Therefore, in the
following discussion it is assumed that S is either bigger or equal to B to ensure ........
such a condition.) 8

In fact, a slight change in the notational system allows the above result
to be expressed in a more compact form. The procedure P can be viewed as a
binary operation, say the boundary addition operation (denoted by "Wt"), and the
determination of the positive portion of a generalized object 0 (by "generalized
object" it is meant that 0 may have both positive and negative portions) as a
unary operation, say Poa(O). Therefore, we can write S e B = Po.(S W B-').
Following the same notion we can also write, A@•B Po.(A W B), since for
convex polygons, A W• B does not contain any negative portion, so that A W• B =

P.e(A W B).
This result quicyexpainwhy (Se0B)•SB is, in general, not equal to

5, but only a subset of S. The reason as, in computing S e B, we ignore the
negative regions occurred in SW B-'. Clearly, the equality is achieved only when

• r :4 W
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W B-1 = P (SW B- 1 ). We have obsrved that such a situation happens in
the conv= domain when S = A s B. On the other hand, it is alwkvs true that
(Sw B- 1) W B = S.

&.0 Simple Polygon: a Fusion of Positive and Negative Shapes

By a "simple polygon" is meant a simply connected nonconvex polygon. Some of
its edges and vertices are nonconvex, while the rest are convex. For example, in
Fig. 4a the vertex vI, and the edges el, e2 of the polygon are nonconvex, while

2S, V3, V4, or edges e3 , e4 are convex. A vertex is called a nonconvex vertex if
the internal angle at the vertex is more than 180 degrees; otherwise it is convex.
The edges of the polygon that are incident to a nonconvex vertex are called
nonconvex edges.

Q 3

C e e2 a ~ bI S2

(B) A simple polygon and its slope

(b) Transforming a doubly-
connected polygon to
a simple polygon

Fig. 4. A simple polygon may be viewed as a fusion of positive and negative shapes.

Note one basic difference between convex and nonconvex portions of a poly-

gon: the nature of the outer normal at a flofCenlVeZ portion sa different from that

at a CORVCZ portion. As we have already noted, for a positive object, the outer

normals at any two adjacent convex portions appear to diverge outwards from a

point inside the object. In contrast to that, the outer normals at any two adja-

cent nonconvex portions cootierg to a point outside the object. This difference

can be nicely captured by the notion of negative shape and the slope diagram

representation.
Consider the complementary region of the nonconvex portion of a simple

polygon (part of this complementary region is shown shaded in Fig. 4a). This
complementary region appears exactly like a hole or a negative region. The

only difference is that, unlike a conventional hole, this hole is not surrounded
gon th...reo.teoue.nral..a......potoni.dfern fo ta

at. a. . co ve p o.rtio n~ m -- , ...- A s. .. . . ...... . .. . . .... alr ad no e ,.. .. ..ii e ob e tt e u e
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by psitive regions from all directions. This can be observed more explicitly in
Fig. 4b where a doubly-connected polygon with a hole inside is transformed into
a simple polygon by cutting an infinitesimally thin slit. For most of the practical
purposes including Minkowski operations (but not for topological purposes),
these two polygons could be thought of as equivalent. Here notice how a hole
turns into a nonconvex portion of a simple polygon. Thus, intuitively we may
view a nonconvex object as a fusion of positive and negative shapes.

By means of the slope diagram representation this situation can be depicted
very clearly. In the can of convex portions of a polygon, as we have seen, proper
topological connections are automatically established if the consecutive edge
points and vertex arcs are appropriately marked on the unit circle (Fig. la).
On the other hand, for the nonconvex portions we have to observe a forward
and backward motion along the unit circle in order to maintain the topological
connectivity of the edges (Fig. 4a). Besides, the vertex arc corresponding to the
nonconvex vertex must be depicted by thick black lines, since the sense of the
outer normals is negative there.

To see the consistency of this view of a simple polygon, consider the fol-
lowing fact: by applying the same procedure P which is developed for positive
and negative convex polygons, we can also determine Minkowski addition and
decomposition of simple polygons. In [3, 5] this algorithm is described in detail.
Here, for the sake of completeness, the method is briefly indicated. In the slope
diagram of a simple polygon, the path along the unit circle corresponding to a
nonconvex portion is traversed three times - twice in the positive sense and once
in the negative sense (Fig. 4a or Fig. 5b). Therefore, according to the procedure
P, if there is any edge point of the other summand lying within this portion, it
must be considered three times in the appropriate manner. By the "appropriate
manner" it is meant that, if the edge point is a positive one then in the negative
portion it has to be subtracted, while in the positive portion it has to be added,
and so on. In Fig. 5 this method is shown.

3.7 In the Three-dimensional World

Though the discussion has been centered on polygons in E 2 , the key notions are
completely general and can be easily extended to three- and higher-dimensional
spaces. For example, we distinguish between a positive and a negative polygon
b-- the senses of the boundary normals, i.e., whether the normals are outer or
inner. The same rule applies to higher-dimensional objects as well. Another key
notion is the slope diagram representation. The slope diagram of a polygon in E 2

is represented on a unit circle. Therefore, in the case of a three-dimensional ob-
ject we have to use a unit sphere. In [5] these extensions have been workr,.d out in
detail. More interestingly, it was shown there that Minkowski addition (decom-
position) of convex polytopes in Ed eventually reduces to Minkowski addition
(decomposition) of convex polygons in E 2 . That means, it finally reduces to the
sorting and addition (subtraction) of real numbers. The implication is that the
same procedure P can be used to compute Minkowski addition and decompo-
sition of both polygonal and polyhedral objects, and of any higher-dimensional
objects as well.
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Fig. 5. Minkowaki addition with a simple polygon.

4 Some Immediate Advantages of Introducing the Notion " ...
of Negative Shape

The development of the concept of negative shape, at this stage, is still in its
infancy, and its total significance is yet to be fully comprehended. However, we
have already observed some of its immediate advantages, particularly the scope
for gener~'liations/uniflcations of various geometric concepts. In this section the
advantages are briefly summarised.

1. Algebra of shapes. With the introduction of the notion of negative shape,
we are now in a position to add and subtract geometric shapes exactly the way we
can add and subtract integer numbers. It is now possible, within the generwiized
shape domain, to solve every equation of the type XW•B = A as X =A
B-'. Such manipulations of shapes are now possible since we have extended the

i conventional shape domain to include negative shapes. (Only when the question

[ ' • •; .. .. : :,i• ;;'•:':•':• • '-:•:::• .:. . ...... " • •: ' -: • • :....... ... ..
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of "physical realization" of a generalized shape arises, do we exclude its negative
portions by means of the unary function Pos(X).)

2. Unifcation of the Minkowaki operations. We have already observed
that the unnesmary distinction between Minkowski addition and decomposi-
tion disappears within the generalized shape domain. Minkowski addition is
esentially the boundary addition W of two positive objects, while Minkowski de-
composition is the boundary addition of a positive and a negative object. More
precisely,

A (D B = Pos(A W B),

AeB = Pos(A W B- 1).

3. A generalized concept of shapes and a new categorization of con-
vex and nonconvex objects. The notion of sense of a normal apart from its
direction generalizes the concept of shapes to a great extent. The physically re-
alizable objects in our natural world, as we have seen, can have only positive
(outer) boundary normals. But we can conceptualize objects in a mathematical
world whose boundary normals may be both positive or negative (inner).

With respect to the sense of a normal, a convex object can be seen as a pure
shape - either completely positive or completely negative. A nonconvex object,
on the other hand, is like a fusion of positive and negative objects. The same is
true with self-crossing objects.

A question of the following type may arise here: Is it possible to construct a
simple (nonconvex) polygon by means of convex polygons - positive and nega-
tive? The answer appears to be "yes". In Fig. 6 it is shown how a negative simple
polygon may be constructed by the boundary addition of two convex polygons.
The example figure also demonstrates that a simple polygon may also be viewed
as a special case of a self-crossing polygon. (Warning: In Fig. 6b we violate one
of our assumptions that, in carrying out the operation A W B- 1 , A must be
greater than or equal to B. In certain circumstances such violations may give
rise to wrong results.)
Further characterization of geometric objects is possible if we take into account
not only the senses of the boundary normals, but also their directions. For a
convex object, the sense of every normal is of the same type, and the normals
are sorted in terms of their directions (Fig. 7a). (Since in higher dimensions this
sorting order is difficult to visualize, these points will be illustrated by means
of two-dimensional examples.) In contrast to that, we may think of a geometric
object where the sense of every normal is of the same type (say, positive), but
their directions are not sorted. Such an object appears to be a self-crossing object
which includes positive portions inside positive portions (Fig. 7b). Alternatively
we may also think of an object where the directions are sorted, but the senses
of the normals are not of the same type. Such an object, in general, appears
to be a self-crosing object, but the positive and negative portions are outside
each other (Fig. 7c). As was already noted in Fig. 6, as a special case of such a
self-crossing object, we may obtain a simply-connected object.
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Fig. ?. Constructions of various kinds of polygons by varying senses and directions of

boundary normals.

4. A new geometric framework. Using the notions of positive and negative
shapes, it is possible to recast many geometric results, particularly those con-
cerning Minkowski operations, in a new and advantageous way. Since it is beyond
the scope of this paper to go into those details, we sketch here our intuitive line
of approach by means of an example.

Consider the following theorem: If A and B are convex objects, then A $ B
is also convex. (Here by "convex object" is meant an ordinary (positive) convex
object.)

Since A and B are both convex, every boundary normal occurring in AWB has
the positive sense. That means A tW B is either a positive convex object, or a self-
crossing object having positive portions within positive portions (see Fig. 7a and

S. ... ... ... .. .•:• ....... • ..... ... .. i .. . .r . . .. .. .. ... . •...... . . ... .. ....... . . .' .. . , i
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Fig. Tb). But the latter is not possible, since the directions of the normals in both
A and B are sorted and the boundary addition operation merges the faces of A
and B 1w maintainin •that sorted order. Therefore, AWB = Pos(AWB) = ABB,
and A 9 B i a convex object.

As an exercise the reader may examine the validity of the following theorem
takig the above line of approach: If S is a convex object, then S e B is either
convex or null.

5 Arriving at the Notion of Negative Shape Through a
Different Route

In this section it is shown that, from an analytic formulation of the length-
/area/volume of objects, there emerges a notion close to our concept of negative
shape.

5.1 Analytic Formulation Introduces a Definitive Sign

We begin by formulating the length C of a straight line, the area A of a triangle,
and the volume V of a tetrahedron (Fig. 8):

X,~ ~ 3i X 1 Y 1

21, = T A1, 2, 3 =- 2 1 2 1 ,2,V,4 =
1 X2 221 1. 2' 1.2.3 X3V3 lZ3

333131 34314 Y4 Z41

Y4 2 2Y#

3 4

-- -- -- -- -- a.... .- ................... 4. X

2 1 '
z..

(a) Une segment in I D (b) Triangle in 2D (c) Tetrahedron in 3D

Fig. S. A line segment, triangle, and tetrahedron in a right-handed coordinate system.

The common practice is to take the absolute value of the determinants as
the length, area, or volume of the objects. But note that any of these analytic
formulae furnishes, in addition to the magnitude of the determinants, a definitive
sign which is ordinarily ignored.

Let us inquire here as to the geometric significance of this sign. Two points
may be immediately noted:
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- The sign depends upon the order in which the vertices are taken, that is,
-1,2 1" -t- 2,1, Ai,2,3 = -A 2 ,1,3 , VI, 2,3,4 = -V2 ,1,3,4, etc.

- In the right-handed coordinate system (as in Fig. 8), the formula for len-
gth/area/volume has a positive or negative sign according as the order of
the vertices turns out to be counterclockwise or the reverse. In the left-
handed coordinate system, on the other hand, the sign will be positive when
the order of the vertices is clockwise, etc.

The general practice is to represent the positive orientation of the vertices by
means of directed edges (Fig. 9). However, one may also use directed boundary
normals to achieve the same purpose. The direction of the normal of a directed
edge may be assigned as follows: If one moves along the edge facing its indicated
direction then, in the right-handed (left-handed) coordinate system, the direction
of the right (left) hand will be the direction of the normal (Fig. 9). In summary,
the length/area/volume becomes positive if the order of the vertices are taken in
such a way that the normals are directed outwards. Conversely, if the normal.
are directed inwards, the length/area/volume becomes negative.

Y 2 Y# 2 --------.. .-----. .X .. ............. 1X

0. x.......x * ........ 4. x YYf
R~swetrer6ion by Resrewtmum by Rpest~om -by 4e sefX1OMn by
direbd edges drcted ncrmnis dCroole edges dtooled norasJs

(a) Positive orien~ton in rigNI-tdled (a) Poseit orleralmlon in left-handed
coo s "awem coordmnae syam~

Fig. 9. Representations of the positive orientation of the vertices of a triangle by means
of directed edges as well as by directed normals.

If an object, whose length/area/volume turns out to be negative, is viewed
as a negative shape, it becomes akin to our concept of negative shape reached
earlier through Minkowski operations. (However there is a subtle difference. The
length/area/volume of an object A is the same as that of T(A), where T(A)
is an isometric (congruent) transformation of A. Therefore we cannot decide,
from the sign consideration of the length/area/volume, which of the instances
of T(A) would correspond to the shape of A- 1 . Minkowski operations, on the
other hand, indicate that the shape of A` ought to be that of A.)

5.2 Signed Length/Area/Volume Provides Greater Generalization

It is well-known that a greater generalization of length/area/volume becomes
possible if we accept that the length/area/volume of a negatively oriented object
is negative. For example, consider the simple polygon in Fig. 10. If o denotes any
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point in the plane (say, the origin), then its area will be given by

A,1 ,a,...,, S= .A,1,2 + .4o,2,3 + ... + Ao,,,-1,, + Ao,1

Now depending on the position of the point o, some of the component triangles
nma appear to be negative. For example, in Fig. lOb the triangles A0,.,v and
47, 1 an negatively oriented, while every triangle in Fig. l0a is positive. If the

areas of those two triangles are considered negative, we shall obtain the same
value of Ai,2,...,. in both the cues.

5 4 5 4

6 ... 6.. 0

3............. ............... 3

1 2 12

(a) Point o is chosen in (b) Point o is such that
such a way that alt some of the component
the component VianVes tWagee are negative
are posie

Fig. 10. Determination of the area of a simple polygon as the sum of the signed-areas
of its component triangles.

In fact it is possible to achieve further generalization. As we know, it is not
possible, in general, to talk about the area of a self-crossing polygon. But now,
by means of the signed-area concept, we may assign a value for the area of such
a polygon. For example, the area of the polygon in Fig. lla would be given by,
Al,2,3,4 = .A0,2,3 + .A0,4,1, where we choose the crossing point as the point o. It
is clear that the first triangle must have negative area and the second positive
area; hence the area of the self-crossing quadrilateral will be equal to the absolute
value of the area of the triangle Ao, 4,1 minus that of LAo, 2,3 . The areas of the
polygons in Fig. 1ib or Fig. lic can be determined in a similar way. For example,
in Fig. Iib the inner positive part within the positive part will be counted twice
in the area calculation, while the outer positive part will be counted once. For
more details refer to [7].

In a similar fashion we can assign the volume of an arbitrary polyhedron
by resolving it into component tetrahedra, and adding and subtracting their
volumes depending on whether they are positive or negative. (Here may be
mentioned the remarkable fact that, in determining the volume of a polyhedron
in the above manner, M6bius observed that there are polyhedra to which one
cannot in any way asaign a volume, whereas one can, as we have seen, define
area for any plane polygon no matter in how complicated a manner it intersects
itself. This observation finally led to the discovery of the M6bius strip.)
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6 M1 mxed Aroa

The primary purpose of this section is to answer the question raised in the
introduction: Are the two notions of negative shape - one obtained from the
concept of Minkowuki operations and th. other from the analytic formulation
of length/ame/volume - identical? In the process should be understood the
importance of mized eree/vohame in defining a more generalized concept of
area/volume of objects containing both positive and negative shapes.

6.1 A Ginrlus Deintion of Area/Volume

The concept of mixed area/volume has been brought into the mathematical
Literature in the following way [1, 9]. If A and B are two convex polygons in
the plane, then the area of the polygon AkA (9 pE (where AI, p arte two positive
numbersand AA = {An ICE A}) is given by

.A(AA • pB) -- A2A(A) + 2Ao(vnized GreG of A & B) +/zp.A(B).

Similarly, if A and B are two convex polyhedra, then the volume of the polyhedra
AA • B is given by,,....

V(AA @ pE) -f A3V(A) + 3A'p~mized volume of A, A, B) +
3AM2 (mnized volume of A, B, B) + ps3 V(B) .

Interestingly, it is possible to generalize, from the above two equations, the
concept of are/volume of a generalized object. Such a generalization can be
achieved by suitably extending the notion of m-conient to generalized objects.
Thus for any object A, let Atm denote this new notion of rn-content which is
a real number, positive or negative. That means, 1A11 is the 1-content or the
length of A, IA2j is the 2-content or the area of A, lA31 is the 3-content or the
volume of A, etc. For reasons that will be obvious later, we take A° to be equal
to 1. Similarly for the extended notion of ,rnzed (mn+ n)-coiitent of A"' and B",
let us adopt the notation Am 0 B"P.

S.... •.mm:. Ww~wmmm mmmmWmw mmin.7
4 . . . . .poo.. .l"" . . . : N " " ' ' • i
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I. AmoP-BoAm.
2. As a A'*- = Am.
3& QriA) o (pB)* = Xmp(A' a B"). [To ac motenegative shape, we
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4 Seative ane B- 1 = -B = (-1)B.]4. "!
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(Notice its resemblance with the binomial expansion.)

More generally, if A,, A2,..., As are I number of generalized objects, then

(.%It wAA 2 .... W AdA) =

•!i•1... 111A,'2 '''A,"'(At' a Ad2" o ... o A") A(t)

One crucial step in this generalisation is to use the boundary addition operation
W instead of Minkowuki addition operation 9. The reader must have noticed
that Eqn.(1) agrees with the equations of ame and volume as given for convex
polygons and polyhedra, siuce for convex objects, AA 0 pB = Poe(AA W pB) =
AA W IB.

6.2 An Answer to the Question

We ae now in a position to show, though in an informal way, that the two notions
of negative shape are indeed identical. For the sake of simplicity discussion will be
restricted to the two-dimensional domain, and reasoned in the following manner... ..........
First, we determine the area of the polygon AAW$&B using Eqn.(1). Second, from
the shape of XAW#B we identify its positive and negative portions, and determine
the area of AA Wt pB by appropriately adding and subtracting the signed areas
of those portions (as explained in Sect. 5). We can show that the values of the
area calculated in these two different ways will be the same. We shall take up
two simple examples to demonstrate this fact.

In the discussion that follows we make use of the following fact: It is always
possible to suppose, by means of introducing edges of zero length, that any two
convex polygons have pairwise parallel and similarly directed edges. In other
words, according to our slope diagram terminology, we can always suppose that
any two convex polygons have exactly the same slope diagrams, though some of
the edge points in the diagrams may have zero length.

Let o be an interior point of a convex polygon A. Let h.A denote the per-
pendicular distance from o to the ith edge of A, and a, denote the length of
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For A = B, the mixed area M(A, B) coincides with the usual ar of A. (For this
reason, sometime the usual ar of A is denoted by A(A, A), instead of .(A),
and the mixed ares by A(A, B), instead of M(A, B). Notice the resemblance of
this notation to Eqn.(1), that is, IA(A, A)I = IAI, 1.4(A, B)I = IA' o BI, etc.).

K Example 1. Summand popgon• are all positie
Let the summands A, B, C be three positive line segments having lengths a,
b, c respectively, and making angles 0, 91, h with some arbitrarily chosen axis
(Fig. 12a). We shall determine the Area of their boundary m S = (A H B W C)
in two different ways. Clearly, S will be a centre-symmetric positive hexagon as
shown in Fig. 12b. The area of every line segment is zero, that is, A = B2

C 2 = O. The mixed area ofAand B,that is, AloB 1 B= abh b -= sin 81
(see Fig. 12c). Similarly, C0 o A1 = 'casin 92, and BI o C1 = 'bcsin(02 - 91).
Therefore, according to Eqn.(1),

S2 =(AW B W C)2 = A2 + B2 +C2 + 2(A' o B') + 2(B' o C) + 2(C' o A')
= o sin 01 + bc sin(02 - 01) + ca sin 02.

. : • '." •. 4

A B C a 1 2.

(0) POOuMW smMan pa4 " (b) Baoudwy ami S (W Mbud m (S C" rd...W.. S
odaiumon ir ire -M

Fig. 12. Demonstration that the area of a sum polygon determined by two different
methods yields the same result: all summands are positive.

To calculate the area of S by the method described in Sect. 5, we place S
within a conveniently chosen coordinate system as shown in Fig. 12d. It is easy
to see that the coordinates of the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 will be (0,0), (a,0), (a+
bcosl,,bsinf,), (a+b cosel+ccos0,,bsin9l+csin92), (bcose,+ccose9,bsin9,+
csin 9,), (ccoo 09, cusinG) respectively. Therefore, the area of S will be given by

A(S) = A,2,2 3 +-" + A,4,,, = absinG1 + bcsin(G, - 91) + casin 0.

Thus we find, IS'[ = IA(S)I.

r"~•............ -... ...... - -. ,,,, 7.,,- . . .
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k~ Ie On0e positive end one "Ostiwe suummand
Lot tie ommda A, B be reepoekivy a triangle and a line mament (Fig. 13a).
We @WaB ddennin the aem a the boundary msm S = A W B-I (Fig. 13b). The
Winsdare Al o8 1 = Ijbh' a sb min 0(referto Fig. 13c). Then, according to
Equ.(1), the area( S will be given by

S2 = (A W B-') 2 = A2 + B2 - 2(A' o B) =A(A)- absin ,

where A(A) denotes the area of the triangle A.

A"I S
( Wfid OgW )IMdy(a) sthudo 0' Ne(4 OWhW (- (4a SSIdin SubSM ACiiON ciski mi , Ian b

Fig. 13. Deterninations of the area of a sum polygon when one summand is positive
and one is negative.

To determine the area of S in the other method, we find that S has one
positive portion T, and two negative portions T2 and T3 (Fig. 13d). That means

A(S) = IA(TI)I - IA(T2)I - IA(T3)1

If the region shown shaded in S is denoted by R, then we notice that

IA(TI)I + IA(R)1 = IA(A)I; IA(T2)1 + IA(t3)1 + 1A(R)l - albsinO

Subtracting the second equation from the first we get, A(S) A .(A) - absin9.
Thus we again find that, IS21 = IA(S)I.

(Interestingly, if the length b of the summand B is made longer, the sum S
will become a negative simple polygon (see Fig. 13e and refer to the discussion
in Sect. 4). It is easy to see that the area of this simple polygon is also A(A) -
absin 0.)

7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper the concept of negative shape has been introduced in an intuitive
way. But in order to make negative shape a "true" extension of the concept of
geometric shape, a more formal approach is needed. Further, its introduction
leads to many fundamental questions that remain unanswered. For example:
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- The =acep of "outer/positive" normal has been rigorously introduced into
pom t by means of the supporting function H(A, u) of a set A C ' (6[].
It is defined, for all u E V, as

H(A,u) = sup{< ,u > SaEA).

What will happen if weue "inf", instead of "sup", in the definition? Is it
possible, in that way, to define the concept of "inner/negative" normal more
formally?
Some of the most common operations on the conventional geometric shapes
are the set operations (that is, union, intersection, difference, complement,
etc.), or, various geometric transformations. How do we redefine those op-
erations so that they could De extended, without contradicting any of our
existing notions, to generalized shapes?
Can the shape domain be extended even further, just as the integer number
domain was finally extended to the complex number domain? Will that serve
any useful purpose? For example, a real line aixi + a022 + a3 = 0 always
contains real points, such as the point (-a3/al, 0), if a, # 0, but it also
contains the "imaginary" point (-(3i2 + a3 )/al, i). Or, a real circle, x,2 +

X22 + 1 = 0 has a real centre at (0, 0), but contains no real points. What are
the geometric interpretations of such phenomena?

Clearly, at present we are leaving our exploration in a state of incompleteness.
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Abstract. In this pap.r an attempt is made to give an overview of some existing
wavelet techniques. The continuous wavelet transform and several wavelet-based
multiresolution techniques leading to the fast wavelet transform algorithm are
briefy discmeed. Different families of wavelets and their construction are dis-
cussed and compared. The essentials of two major applications are outlined: data
comprssiou and compression of linear operators.

Keywords: wavelets, Littlewood-Paley techniques, Calderdn-Zygmund theory,
continuous wavelet transform, multiresolution analysis, discrete wavelet trans-
form, splines, orthogonal wavelets, biorthogonai wavelets, fast wavelet transform,
multidimensional wavelets, data compression, Burger's equation.

1 Introduction

Wavelets and wavelet techniques have recently generated much interest, both in
applied areas as well as in more theoretical ones. The clam of wavelet techniques
is not really precisely defined, and what is placed in this clas keeps chang-
ing. Here an overview of some of the important wavelet techniques and existing
wavelet functions is presented. We shall also briefly discuss, whenever appro-
priate, their advantages and disadvantages. This short overview is unavoidably
incomplete and does not cover many important and interesting developments.
Many of the results we do not mention are more significant than the ones we in-
clude, and we apologize to the people whose work is not discussed. For example,
we hardly mention the significant volume of work done more in the direction of
approcimation theory, and the efforts in the field of fractal functions and the
more applied areas are left out almost entirely.

Although wavelets are a relatively recent phenomenon, there are already
several boeks on the subject, for example [10, 11, 20, 24, 32, 47, 56, 63].
• The &,rt author is partially supported by AFOSR Grant 89-0455, DARPA Grant

AFOSR 89-0455 and ONR Grant N00014-90-J-1343. The second author is Research
Amdsant of the National Fund of Scientific Research Belgium, and is partially sup-
ported by ONR Grant N00014-90-J-1343.
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2 Notation and Deinitions

Muk of the notation will be presented as we go along. Here we just note that

the inmne pmduct of two functions 1f, E L2(R) is defined as

/(f') f 0-51(X) -Z d
The ourer rmuormof afunction f E L 2(IL) is dfnda

We shall also use the following formula

S(A(X),g(A- L)) e' = ,(w + k2w) (w ++k2,r)
! &

which in the cas of f = g becomes the Poisson summation formula. if no bounds
are indicated under a summation sign, E Z is understood.

A countable system {f f} of a Hilbert space is a Rieuz basis if every element
f of the space can be written uniquely aii f c,1 f,, and positive constants
A and B exist such that

A 1112 1 2< •IC'2 < B 11f,112

3 A Short History of Wavelets

Wavelet theory involves representing general functions in terms of simpler, fixed
building blocks at different scales and positions. This has been found to be a
useful approach in several different areas. For example, we have subband coding
techniques, quadrature mirror filters, pyramid schemes, etc., in signal and image
processing, while in mathematical physics similar ideas are studied as part of
the Theory of Coherent States. In abstract mathematics it has been known for
quite some time that techniques based on Fourier series and Fourier transforms
are not quite adequate for many problems and so-called Littlewood-Paley tech-
niques are often effective substitutes. These techniques were initially developed
in the Thirties to understand, for example, summability properties of Fourier
series and boundary behaviour of analytic functions. However, in the Fifties
and Sixties they developed into powerful tools for understanding other things
such as solutions of partial differential equations and integral equations. It was
realized that they fit into Calder6n-Zygmund theory, an area of harmonic anal-
ysis which is still very heavily researched. One of the standard approaches, not
only in Calder6n-Zygmund theory but in analysis in general, is to break up a
complicated phenomenon into many simple pieces and study each of the pieces
separately. In the Seventies, sums of simple functions, called atomic decomposi-
tions [19], were widely used, especially in Hardy space theory. One method used
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to eiablish that a gase function f has such a decomposition is to start with
the "Calder6 fmula": for a general function I,

f (a) = +cc + *0 f )(y) ý (x - y) dy d

The * denotes convolution. Here -t(x) =t- 1 t(x/t), and similarly for ý,(4 for
appropriate fixed functions , and ,'. In fact, as we shall see below, this repre.
sentation is an example of a continuous wavelet decomposition. In the context
of trying to further understand Hardy spaces, as well as other spaces used to
measure the size and smoothness of functions, and showing very deep, but also
very abstract, functional analytic properties, the first orthogonal wavelets were
constructed by Str6mberg [67]. A discrete version of the Calder6n formula had
also been used for similar purposes in (41] and long before this there were results
by Haar [37], Franklin [28], Ciesielski (13], Peetre [61], and others.

Independently from these developments in harmonic analysis, Grossmann,
Morlet et al. studied the wavelet transform in its continuous form [34, 35, 36].
The theory of "frames" [25] provided a suitable general framework for these
investigations.

In the early to mid Eighties there were several groups, perhaps most notably
the one associated with Meyer and his collaborators, that independently real-
ized, with some excitement, that some of the tools that had been so effective in
Calder6n-Zygmund theory, in particular the Littlewood-Paley representations,
had discrete analogues and could be used both to give a unified view of many
of the results in harmonic analysis and also, at least potentially, could be ef-
fective substitutes for Fourier series in numerical applications. (The first named
author of this paper came to this understanding through joint work with Frazier
[29, 30, 31].) As the emphasis shifted more towards the representations them-
selves, and the building blocks involved, the name also shifted: Meyer and Morlet
suggested the word "wavelet" for the building blocks, and what earlier had been
referred to as Littlewood-Paley theory now started to be called wavelet theory.

Lemari4 and Meyer [48], independently of Stromberg, constructed new or-
thogonal wavelet expansions. With the notion of multiresolution analysis, intro-
duced by Mallat and Meyer and which we shall discuss below, a systematic frame-
work for understanding these orthogonal expansions was provided [53, ' , 55].
Soon Daubechies [23] gave a construction of wavelets, non-zero only on a finite
set and with arbitrarily high, but fixed, regularity. This takes us up to a fairly
recent time in the history of wavelet theory. Several people have made substan-
tial contributions to the field over the past few years. Some of their work and
the appropriate references will be discussed in the body of the paper.

4 The Continuous Wavelet Transform

As this overview is brief, more detailed treatments of the continuous wavelet
transform can be found in [10, 34, 38, 43]. As mentioned above, a wavelet ex-
pansion consists of translations and dilations of one fixed function, the wavelet
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e L2(R). In the continuous wavelet transform the translation and dilation
parameter vary continuously. This memms that we use the functions

a= with a,bEIR,a9O

Thes functions are scaled so that their L2(R) norms are independent of a. The

continuous wielet ftrisorm of a function f E L'(R) is now defined as

W(a,b) = (f,'..) (1)

Using the Parueval identity we can also write this as

2IrW(ab) = (f,,i&.) (2)

and
a-e b(a). (3)

Note that the continuous wavelet transform takes a one-dimensional function
into a two-dimensional one. The representation of a function by its continuous
wavelet transform is redundant and the inverse transform is possibly not unique.
Furthermore, not every function W(a, b) is the continuous wavelet transforma-
tion of a function f.

We assume that the wavele.% k and its Fourier transform 4 are window func-
tions with centres t and ýD and radii A. and A.,. The latter quantities are defined
as

1 (+00

zz = -iI2L2 (- -0 )20 k (z)12 d ,

and similarly for D and d4,. Although the variable x typically represents either
time or space, we shall refer to it as time. From (1) and (3) we see that the
continuous wavelet transform at (a, b) essentially contains information from the
time interval [b + a- - aA,, b + a2 + aA,] and the frequency interval [(C -
A,)/a, ((D + 4.)/a]. These two intervals determine a time-frequency window. Its
width, height and position are governed by a and b. Its area is constant and
given by 4A4A,. Due to the Heisenberg uncertainty the area has to be greater
then 2. The time-frequency windows are therefore also called Heisenberg boxes.

Suppose that the wavelet 4 satisfies the admissibility condition

CV j00 dw < oo

then the continuous wavelet transform W(a, b) has an inverse given by the rela-
tion

Ax) 1 +00 + a, b)fb,(0) dadb
S0 0 0 W a2 (4)
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From tbe adminibility condition we ae that i(O) has to be 0, and, hence, 0 is
oscillatory. This together with the decay property gave 0 the name wavelet or
""mall wave" (French: ondelette). Other, more efficient inverse transforms exist
that only use W(a, b) for positive values of a in the reconstruction, or even only
use W(a, b) at discrete values of a.. This transform is used to analyse signals, e.g. in geophysics. The transform
is often graphically represented as two two-dimensional images with colour or
grey value corresponding to the modulus and phase of W(a, b). The continuous
wavelet transformation is also used in singularity detection and characterization
[29, 50]. A typical result in this direction is that if a function f is Lipschitz
continuous of order 0 < a < 1, so that If(z + h) - f(x)I = O(ha), then the
continuous wavelet transformation has an asymptotic behaviour like

W(a,b) = O(a*+1 /2 ) for a--*0 .

In fact, the converse is true as well. The advantage of this characterization with
respect to the Fourier transform is that it does not only provide information
on the kind of singularity, but also on its location in time. There is also a cor-
responding characterization of Lipschitz continuous functions of higher order
a > 1; the wavelet must then have a number of vanishing moments greater than
a, that is

j k(x)xPx = 0for O<p<a.

Example: A classical example of a wavelet is the Mexican hat

;(x) = (1 - 2x2)e-,
2

This is the second derivative of a Gaussian and it has thus two vanishing mo-
ments.

5 Multiresolution Analysis

5.1 The Scaling Function

There are at least two ways to introduce wavelets: one is through the continuous
wavelet transform as in the previous section; another is through multiresolution
analysis. Here we shall start by introducing the concept of multiresolution anal-
ysis and then point out the similarities with the continuous wavelet transform.

A multiresolution analysis of L2 (R) is defined by means of a sequence of
closed subspaces Vj, with j E Z, that has the following properties [23, 53]:

1 - ';CyVj+i,
2. v(x) E V*v(2x)E ,+,
3. v(x) Vo0 4 v(x + 1)E VO,

4. U V, isdensein L2 (JR) and fl vi ={0o,
j=-00 j=-00
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5. A uasdjn Imetwu ,c- VO with a non vanishing inegral exists such that the
ollection {oO(a - 1) 11 E Z) is a Ries bauis of Vo.

Let us maake a couple of simple observations related to this definition. Since
rE VO C V1, a sequence (h,) E 12(Z), referred to as the .caling parameters,

exists such that the scalin function satisfies a refinement equation

)=2 hj,,(2z - (5)

The collection of functions {Oj I[ E Z} with Oi, (x) = /-r 0(2ix - 1), is clearly
a Riesz basis of Vj.

We also note that a multiresolution analysis allows us to approximate a
given function f and obtain an approximation fj in each of the spaces Vj. Since
the union U+ ',,_ j is dense in L2(R), we are guaranteed that there are such
approximations converging to the original function, f = limj--.+O fj.

By integrating both sides of (5) and using the fact that the integral of 0 does
not vanish, we see that

h, -(6)
k

The properties of a scaling function are closely related to its scaling param-
eters. In fact, the scaling function is, under very general conditions, uniquely
defined by its refinement equation and the normalization

00Oz dx 1

In many cases, no explicit expression for 0 is available. However, there are quick
algorithms that use the refinement equation to evaluate the scaling function 0 at
dyadic points (z = 2 -jk, j, k E Z) (see, for example, [65]). In most applications,
we never need the scaling function itself; instead we may often work directly
with the scaling parameters h,. ,...

To be able to use the collection {f (a - 1) I E Z} to approximate even the
simplest functions (such as constants), it is natural to assume that the scaling
function and its integer translates form a partition of the unity, or, in other
words,

VX E R sk) = 1
k

This is also used to prove that a certain 4 generates a multiresolution analysis.
By Poisson's summation formula, the partition of unity relation is a consequence
of

0(2wk)=6k for kEZ . (7)

By (5), the Fourier transform of the scaling function must satisfy

•(w) = H(w/2) ý(w/2) , (8)
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were H is a 2w-periodic function defined as

H(w) = Ch'e- .

Using (7) and (8), we see that we obtain a partition of the unity if

H(r)= 0or E(-)bh, = 0

We also we that (6) can be written as

H(0) = 1

Since (O) = 1, we can apply (8) recursively. This yields, at least formally,

tj(w) ~fl H(2-w).

The convergence of this product is examined in [14, 231. The product formula

for ý is nice to have in many situations. For example, it can be used to construct
,z) from its scaling parameters.

Ezamples of scaling functions:

- A well known family of scaling functions are the cardinal B-splines. The

cardinal B--spline of order 1 is the box function N1(z) = Xo0,11(z). For m > 1
the cardinal B--spline N. is defined as a convolution,

N. = N.._ * N .

These splines satisfy

Nmn(Z) = 2`~1 ('N.(2ZT-k)
kk

and

*%Tm(W) = (1 e)

- Another classical example is the Shannon sampling function,

Wz) - sin(wz) with ý(w) - X[_.,.](w)

We may take

H(w) = X(v,r/2,w,/21(W) for w E [-w, 1r]

and, consequently,

h2= 1/2 6A. and h -- ( l for kEZ .
(2k + 1)r
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We will use W, to denote a space complementing V' in V,+1 , i.e. a space t'ot
"stiMsA

Vj+i = Vj (w• ,

and, consequently,
-W = L2(IR)

The symbol 0 stands for direct sum. A function b is a wavelet if the collection
of functions {0(z - l) 1I E Z) is a Rion basis of W0. Since the wavelet 0 is also
an element of VI, wavelet parameters g, exist such that

O(z) = 2 Eg,%,(2x - k) (9)

Also here the wavelet has to satisfy

" cc 0 .
(10)

The collection of wavelet functions {1,,a I ,j E Z} now is a Riesz basis of L2(IR).
The Fourier transform of the wavelet is given by

ý(w) = G(w/2) (w/2) , (11)

with G a 2r-periodic function defined as

G(M) = gk e-
k

From (9) and (10) we have

9, = 0 or G(o) =0.
k

Each space Vj and Wj has an L2(R) complement denoted by V1 and Wj,
respectively. We have:

00

V': E @W. and W7=(DW,.
i=j 'i•

We define Pi and Qj as the projection operators onto Vj ind Wj parallel to Vje
or Wi, respectively. A function f can now be written as

A(X) = • Qf(z) = ,
I jIs

This can be seen as a discrete version of (4). The mapping from the function
f to the coefficients sj,I is usually referred to as the discrete wiavelet transform.
How the coefficients uj,j are found will become clear in the following sections.
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6 Orttbopal Wavelets

A particula interesting class of wavelets consists off the orthogonal wavelets.
We start their construction by introducing an orthonormal scaling function. This
is a function 46 such that

0(a- 0) = 6l IEZ (12)

As a result the collection of functions {f(z - ) 1 lE Z} is an orthonormal basis
of V0 and the collection of functions {10j I I E Z} is an orthonormal basis of V1.
Using Poisson's formula, (12) follows from

VW•E : R 'tl(w +k21)l = 1. (13)
k

Using (8), or the refinement equation, we can write this as a property of the
scaling parameters

Vw E R : IH(w)12 + IH(w + )l= 1 , (14)

or
Shjh4-21 =6i/2 for IEZ

The last two equations are equivalent but they provide only a necessary condition
for the orthogonality of the scaling function and its translates. This relationship
is investigated in (451.

We define the wavelet spaces Wj here as the orthogonal complement of Vj
in Vj+.. An orthogonal wavelet is now a function 0 such that the collection of
functions {f'(z - 1) I 1 E Z} is an orthonormal basis of WO and consequently the
collection of functions {X',, I J, Z ) Z} is an orthonormal basis of L2 (Rt). This is
the case if:

(= 6 and (•(z),4(z-l)) = 0 IEZ

These conditions are a consequence from

VwE..R• 1: Iý(w + k21r)12 = 1

and
V wEIR : 4(w +k2r) ý(w +k2w) =0.

Again a necessary condition is given by

Vw E•R : IG(W)12 + IG(w + )12  1

and _______

Vw E R G(w) H(w) + G(w + ) H(w + ) =0.
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Fom this last equation we oe that a possibl e for the function G(w) is

0(w) = - -.iW(W+W).

This mesas that we can derive an orthogonal wavelet from an orthogonal scaling
function by choosing

Uk = (-1)khi.•... (15)

Now, using the condition (14) and the fact that H(O) = G(w) = 1 and G(O)=
H(r) = 0, we se that n(w) e•entially represents a low-pass filter [0, v/2] and
G(w) represents a band-pas filter [w/2, w]. Then, from (8) and (11) we conclude
that the main part of the energy of .(w) and j(w) is concentrated in the intervals
[0, W] and (w, 2w], respectively. This means that the wavelet expansion essentially
splits the frequency space into dyadic blocks [2Vw, 2j+lw] with j E Z. The time-
frequency localization is one of the most important characteristics of the wavelet
transform.

In [46] an orthonormalixation procedure to find orthonormal wavelets is pro-
posed. It states that if a function g and its integer translates are a Rioe basis of
Vo, then an orthonormal basis of Vo is given by '* and its integer translates with

•() = g(w) (16)

Vt'X(w + k2ir)1
2

The fact that we started from a Riess basis guarantees that the denominator is
non-zero. We see that .0 now indeed satisfies (13). The projection operators Pj
and Qj are now orthogonal projections and can be written as

Pjf(r) = • , and Qjf(z) = E (f,,,)O,,(x).

They are the best L2 (R) approximations of a function in Vj or Wj. For every
function f E L 2(IR) we have now an orthogonal expansion

f(z) = �,pj, jj(x) with /jl = (f, Oj,)
j,'

Again, this can be viewed as a discrete version of the continuous wavelet trans-
form.

Ezamples of orthogonal wavelets:

- Two simple examples of orthogonal scaling functions are the box function
and the Shannon sampling functiw; The orthogonality conditions are trivial
to verify here either in time or ,-acy space. The corresponding wavelet
for the box function is the Haai - et

OW() = x[o,1/2j(X) - X[1/2,1](X)
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asd the Shaan MWavle is

Sz -sin(2zr) - sin(vr)

Thes two, howevr, are not vry useful in practice since the first has very
low regularity and the second has very slow dcay.

- A more interesting example is the Meyer wavelet [32, 56] This function is
C*D and has faster-than-polynomial decay. Its Fourier transform is compactly
supported and it has an infinite number of vanishing moments which makes
it particularly suited for singularity detection. It is also symmetric around
X = 1/2.

- The Battle-Lvman6 wavelet is constructed by orthogonalizing B-spline func-
tions using (16) and has exponential decay [6, 46]. The wavelet of order m
is a piecewise polynomial of degree m - 1 that belongs to C-* 2 .

- Probably the most commonly used wavelets are the Daubechies wavelets
[23, 24]. They are a family of wavelets indexed by N E N, where N is the
number of vanishing wavelet moments. They have compact support [-N +
1, N], which makes them particularly useful in engineering applications. A
disadvantage is that they cannot be symmetric or antisymmetric and thus
cannot have generalized linear phase. This can lead to distortion in filtering.
Their regularity increases linearly with N and is approximately equal to
0.3N.

7 Biorthogonal Wavelets

The orthogonality property puts a strong limitation on the construction of
wavelets. As was mentioned in the previous section compactly supported, sym-
metric, orthogonal wavelets do not exist. Hence, the generalization to biorthogo-
nal wavelets has been introduced. In this case, dual scaling functions and wavelets
4•,t and tj,1 exist such that

(4•,,~, ,a,) = 6_,,~ 1,1',j E Z , (17)

and

,,,) = - -l,',j,j' EZ . (18)

Notice that again the biorthogonality for the scaling functions is only needed on
each level separately and for the wavelets on all levels at the same time. The
dual functions also generate a multiresolution analysis f and W~j. This is not
necessarily the same as the one generated by the primary functions. The dual
functions also satisfy:

4•z)=2 hi,(2z-k) and 2 ýz)=2E (2z-k). (19)
h k1
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Time hf tikm tand 1 ae dianed similarly to H and G. The iorthogemality
.'aditica can now be written as

IR(W) _HW + (W + W) H(W+) = 1

VwER: J (W)o- + O(W + 1)G( w+z) =i
SO(W) + (W + W) H(W + W) = 0

#(W) (• + A(w +W)(G(W +W) =0
or

: O() H(w+w)G(w+i) -r 01
or

V WEIL [+wk~~r H(w) G(w) [20

-wEH(W T) (+)G(W) +(

The projection operators take the form

Pf(x) = (f, #,,) O,,a(z) and Qjf(z) = • (f, ,,j) j,j(x)
a a

From (17), (18) and (19) we see that

4,-2 = ((z -1),0(2z-k)) and hk-21 = (j(z-1),0(2-- k))

such that
0(2x - k) = h2 O_,(X - 1) + N#-21,O(Z- ).(21)

SI I

and since primary and dual functions are interchangeable,
ý(2z- k) = h,_1,•(z- 1) + •gh-_1 4(- ).(22)

£ 1

A clans of wavelets somewhere between orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets
are the so-called semi-orthogonal wavelets or prewavelets [42, 58, 59, 62]. In this
case

= 0 for j• 4' .
This means that the wavelet spaces Wj are still mutually orthogonal, but the
wavelets of a certain level j are not orthogonal. This has the advantage that the
projection operators P, and Q; are still orthogonal, and the expansion

A(X) = A()

is an orthogonal expansion. Since here not only Wj I Ap, for j $ j', but also
Wj I WW, forj 9j',wehavethat W = =Wj and Vi = j forj E Zand
thus that primary and dual functions generate the same multiresolution analysis.
This means that under certain conditions a dual scaling function can be found
by letting

•() = •

tI~w+k2w)12

L&
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- Typical examples of biorthogonal wavelets are the ones developed by Cohen,
Daubechies and Feauveau [14, 16]. The scaling functions are the cardinal
B-opinm and the wavelets are spline functions too. All functions including
the dual ones have compact support and linear phase. Moreover, all scaling
and wavelet parameters are rationals which property is of use in hardware
implementations. A disadvantage is that the dual functions have very low
regularity.

- Examples of semi-orthogonal wavelets are the ones constructed by Chui and
Wang [12]. The scaling functions are cardinal B-splines of order m and the
wavelet functions are splines with compact support (0, 2m - 1]. All primary
and dual functions still have generalized linear phase and all scaling and
wavelet parameters are rationals. A powerful feature here is that analytic
expressions for the wavelet, scaling function and dual functions are available.
A disadvantage is that the dual functions do not have compact support; they
have exponential decay. The same wavelets, but in a different setting, were
derived by Aldroubi, Eden and Unser [70].

8 Wavelets and Polynomials

The moments of the scaling function and wavelet are defined as:

~p = (zP,O(z)) and X.4 = (x', O(z)) with p_Ž0

These inner products only make sense if 0 and 0 have sufficient decay. The
scaling function has Mo = 1. Recursion formulae to calculate these moments
are derived in [69]. The number of vanishing wavelet moments is denoted by N
where N is at least 1: AKp = 0 for 0 •_ p < N, and Is/N # 0. This can also be
written as

(P)(0)- =0 or G(')(0) = 0 for 0_<p<N

Similar definitions and equations hold for the dual functions, involving Mp, Rp,
N, (d(w). We have already seen that the number of vanishing wavelet moments is
important for the characterization of singularities. It also defines the convergence
rate of the wavelet approximation for smooth functions (27, 65, 66], since if
f E CN, then

IIPjf(r)- f(x)II = O(h1) with h-- 2-j

An asymptotic error expansion in powers of h which can be used in numerical
extrapolation is derived in [68]. There it is also shown that the wavelet approx-
imation of a smooth function interpolates the functions in twice the number of
points as compared to the number of basis functions. Another way to look at
is:

Proposition 1. For every j E Z, any polynomial with degree smaller than
can be written as a linear combination of the functions Oj,l with I E Z.
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9 T7U ftat Wawlet M-andorm Algorithm

Wbc= V, is equal to V,...1  j a function vj E V3 can be written uniquely as
the sum of a funaction vj- e V,..4 and a function wi-I e W,... 1:

Thin, is a one-to-one relationalhip between the coefficients of these functions.

Fig. 1. The subband coding scheme.

P 1 -IL'I Piri-2,1 #I~I iUo,1

Fig. 2. The decomposition scheme.

Io VI, 1 V2,1 .. M -' f~

Fig. 3. The reconstruction scheme.
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7b1•d p os can , be ,nd umsig (10),

,-,Ij. Using (21) we have

(25)

When applied recursivdy, these formulae define a transformation, the fisnt iaved

trnsorm [53, 54]. In signal processing this technique is known as subband cod-
ing, wee Fig. 1. The decomposition step consists of applying a low-pano (A)
and a band-pan (6•) filter followed by downsampling (123) (i.e. retaining only
the even index smple). The reconstruction consitto of upsampling (T 2) (i.e.
adding a ge2 between every two samples) followed by filtering and addition.
One can show that the conditions (20) correspond to the exact reconstruction
of a subband coding scheme.

A multirasolution analysis on the interval [0, 1] can be constructed by peri-

odising the basis functions and defining:

= xjo,1I(z) •,,a(x + m) for 0 _< < 2i and 3 _ 0. (26)

Similar definitions hold for tk.', •., and •*,.
In the description of the algorithm we assume that the h&, hi, are non-zero for

-L:5 k < L, and that thej•r, g, are non-zero for -M:5 k:5 M with L and M
odd (L = 2L' + 1, M = 2M' + 1). We start with 2* coefficients Y,,j of a function
of V. and can thus apply n steps of the algorithm. How these coefficients vj
can be calculated efficiently from function evaluations of f is described in [69].

for j+.-n- 1(-1)0
for 1--0(I)V2-I

L

j h. 1 A&4 'j+l,(k+2) mod 2J+'

j~~jj .4- j+l,(k+2I) mod 2J+I

end for
end for



f k k *-- 0 (1) 2

if k Ove them
Le

5m-L'+j -- 925 J' ,-1,(1& /2 -1) mod V -

en (k odd)

+• - h+2 1 mj-,((,-1)I2-5)mod V-1

IAn-Al-I

emui

end for
end for

For L or M even, the reconstruction algorithm has to be modified slightly.

10 Multidimensional Wavelets

Up till now we have focused on the one-dimensional situation. However, there
are also wavelets in higher dimensions. A simple way to obtain these is to use
tensor products. To fix ideas, let us consider the case of the plane. Let

O (z, ) = O(x)z(Y) =( ,)

and define

VO {f:f(z,')= ) *4,&2 #(z -kjy, -k),A k 2 (zE)} •Z2

Of course, if {(z - l) 1 1 E Z} is an orthonormal set, then {f({ - ki, y- k2 )}
form an orthonormal basis for V0. By dyadic scaling we obtain a multiresolution
analysis of L2(IR2). The complement W0 of VO in V1 is similarly generated by
the translates of the three functions

#(I) =O@@•o, #(2) = - 0, and p(3) =0•0@ . (27)

There is another, perhaps even more straightforward, wavelet decomposition
in higher dimensions. By carrying out a one-dimensional wavelet decomposition
for each variable separately, we obtain

f(-T Y) = >2 • (, . 0j,10 0,. ® l b ,,(x, Y). (28)
iI i,k
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Note tW th. functions *,,,. e Oj,b involve two scales, 2` and 2-J, and each of
the functions are (essentially) supported on a rectangle. The decomposition
(28) is the rectangular wavelet decomposition of j while the functions (27) are
the basis functions of the aquare wavelet decomposition.

There are also several other extensions to higher dimensions, e.g. non-separable
basis functions [15, 62, 64], other lattices corresponding to different symmetries
(18] and Clifford valued wavelets. However we leave these topics for now.

11 Wavelets on Closed Sets

So far we have been discussing wavelet theory on the real line (and its higher
dimensional analogues). For many applications the functions involved are only
defined on a finite set, such as an interval or a square, and to apply wavelets
then requires some modifications.

To be specific, let us discuss the case of the unit interval [0, 1]. Given a
function f on [0, 11, the most obvious approach is to set f(z) = 0 outside [0, 1],
and then use wavelet theory on the line. However, for a general function f this
"padding with Os" introduces discontinuities at the endpoints 0 and 1; consider
for example the simple function f(x) = 1, x E [0, 1]. Now, as we have said
earlier, wavelets are effective for detecting singularities, so artificial ones are
likely to introduce significant errors.

Another approach, which is often better, is to consider the function to be
periodic with period 1, f (x + 1) = f(x). This was done in the description of the
algorithms of the fast wavelet transform. Expressed in another way, we assume
that the function i.i defined on the torus and identify the torus with [0, 1]. Wavelet
theory on the torus parallels t' At on the line. In fact, note that if f has period 1,
then the the wavelet coefficients on a given scale satisfy ( f, Oj,k ) = (f, L j,k+2j ),

k E Z, j _> 0. This simple observation readily allows us to rewrite wavelet expan-
sions on the line as analogous ones on the torus, with wavelets defined on [0, 11.
This "wrap around" procedure is satisfactory in many situations (and certainly
takes care of functions like f(z) = 1, z E [0,1], for example). However, unless
the behaviour of the function f at 0 matches that at 1, then the periodic version
of f will have singularities there. A simple function like f(z) = x, x E [0, 1],
gives a good illustration of this.

What really is needed then are wavelets intrinsically defined on [0, 1]. Such
wavelets were recently given by Meyer [57], and we shall very briefly sketch his
construction next. We start from the Daubechies wavelets and a scaling function
with 2N non-zero coefficients:

2N-1

(x)= 2E h,, ,(2x-k). (29)
k=O

It easy to see that supp(O) = [0, 2N - 1], and, as a consequence, there are
2j +2N-2 functions whose supports intersect with (0, 1) if j > 0. For sufficiently
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unal scsi., j 2! jo, say, a function #j& can only intersect at most one of the

andpoints 0 or 1. We now let VIO'" denote the restriction of functions in V.:

V110,1]"' ={': (z) = g(z),z E [0, 1],for some function g E Vj}

The II j _> J, form a multiresolution analysis of L2 ([0, 1]). It is Als obvious

that the functions in {fo(z - 1)110,11 : -2N + 2 <_ 1 < 2i - 1} span y0,". Here
g(z) 110,1I denotes the restriction of g(z) to [0, 11. Not quite as obvious, but still
easy, is the fact that the functions in this collection are linearly independent
and, hence, form a basis for V[°'11. In order to obtain an orthonormal basis,
we may argue as follows. As long as supp(OjI,) C [0, 1], restricting it to [0, 1]
does not affect it. The orthogonality is only violated for the functions whose
support intersects an endpoint and can be re-established with a Gram-Schmidt
procedure.

Now, if we let W!0'11 denote the restriction of functions in Wi to [0, 1], then
we of course have that V°0'1  " +11-- W°'11. So, the basis elements in VJI°'1] to-

j+1 - 0,1]

gether with the restriction of the wavelets 'jk, to [0, 1] span V[°'1]. However there

are 2 +2N-2 wavelets that intersect (0, 1), and since dim vj°'+] -dim V0 '1 ] = 2i
we in fact have too many functions. The restrictions of the wavelets in ?V whose
support is a subset of [0, 1], are still mutually orthogonal and they are also or-
thogonal to Vj[°1]. Among the functions which intersect an endpoint, we use
(21) to find the redundant ones and remove them. After that we just apply a
Gramn-Schmidt argument again, and we have an orthonormal basis for WI°'11.

Meyer's elegant construction has a couple of disadvantages. Among the func-
tions Ojk that intersect an endpoint there are some that are almost zero there.
Hence, some functions are almost linearly dependent, and, as a consequence,
the condition number of the matrix, corresponding to the change of basis to
the orthonormal one, becomes quite large. Furthermore, we have dim V1]01t h
dim W10'11 which means that there is an inherit imbalance between these spaces,
which is not present in the case of the whole real line.

As was noted earlier (proposition 1) all polynomials of degree <_ N - 1 are
in Vj. Hence, the restriction of such polynomials to [0, 1] are L V11°0,]. Since
this fact is directly linked to many of the approximation properties of wavelets,
any construction of a multiresoluti.n analysis on [0, 1] should preserve this. The
construction in [17] uses this as a starting point and is slightly different than the
one by Meyer. This construction starts again with the scaling function 4, from
the Daubechies construction with 2N non-zero scaling parameters, and assume,
a sufficiently fine scale so that the endpoints are independent as before. Now,
at each boundary, N specific linear combinations of the 2N - 1 functions whose
support intersects an endpoint are taken such that each polynomial of degree
smaller than N can still be written as a linear combination of these 2N new
functions at the boundary and the 24 - 2N interior functions whose support is
a subset of (0, 1). Again an orthonormal basis is obtained by orthogonalizing
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the boundary functions. It is easy to see that the spaces Vj° generated by these
functions are nested and define a multiresolution analysis.

To get to the corresponding wavelets is straightforward as well. We let Wj1 be
the orthogonal complement of 17 in V4 1 . There are 2' - 2N interior wavelets.
The remaining 2N functions required for an orthonormal basis of 11', can easily
be found, for example by using (21) again. The dimension of a space at scale
2-i is now 2J. This last construction also carries over to more general situations
[39]; for example we can use biorthogonal wavelets and also much more general
closed sets than [0, 1].

There are also other constructions of wavelets on [0, 1]. In fact, foi nistorical
perspective it is interesting to notice that Franklin's original construction [28]
was given for [0, 1]. Another interesting one, in the case of semi-orthogonal spline-
wavelets, has been given by Chui and Quak [9] (see the original paper for details).

12 Applications

12.1 Data Compression

One of the applications of wavelet theory is data or image compression. There
are two basic kinds of compression schemes: lossless and lossy. In the case of
lossless compression one is interested in reconstructing a message or image ex-
actly, without any loss of information. We shall consider lossy compression. In
this case, we are ready to accept an error as long as the quality after compression
is acceptable. To be specific, let us assume that we are given a digitized image.
With lossy compression schemes we potentially can achieve much higher com-
pression ratios than with lossless compression. The compression ratio is defined
as the number of bits the initial image takes to store on the computer divided by
the number of bits required to store the compressed image. The interest in com-
pression in general has grown as the amount of information we pass around has
increased. This is easy to understand when we consider the fact that to store a
moderately large image, say a 512 x 512 pixels, 24-bit colour image, takes about
0.75 MBytes. This is only for still images; in the case of video, the situation
becomes even worse. Then we need this kind of storage for each frame and we
have something like 30 frames per second. There are several other reasons than
just the storage requirement for the interest in rompression techniques. However,
instead of going into this, let us now look at the connection with wavelet theory.

image transform codine

Fig. 4. Image transform coding
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First, let us define, somewhat mathematically, what we mean by an image.
Let us for simplicity discums an L x L gry-scale image with 256 grey-scales (i.e.
8 bit). This can be considered to be a piecewise constant function f defined on

@qua*

f(z,y) = pij, for is<z<i+l and j5y<j+l and 0<_i,j<L

where 0 :5 p, :5 255 are integers. Now, one of the standard procedures for
loesy compression is through transform coding, see Fig. 4. The most common
transform used in this context is the "Discrete Cosine Transform" which uses a
Fourier transform of the image f. However, we are more interested in the case
when the transform is the wavelet transform.

There are in fact several ways to use the wavelet transform for compression
purposes [52, 51]. One way is to consider compression to be an approximation
problem [26]. More specifically, let us fix an orthogonal wavelet 0. Given an
integer M > 1 we try to find the "best" approximation of f by using a repre-
sentation

fM(x) = •'bjPij,% with M non-zero coefficients bj1,. (30)

The basic reason why this potentially might be useful is that each wavelet picks
up information about the image f essentially at a given location and at a given
scale. Where the image has more interesting features, we can spend more coef-
ficients, and where the image is nice and smooth we can use fewer and still get
good quality of approximation. In other words, the wavelet transform allows us
to focus on the most relevant parts of f. Now, to give this mathematical meaning
we need to agree on an error measure. Ideally, for image compression we should
use a norm that corresponds as closely as possible to the human eye. However,
let us make it simple and discuss the case of LV

So we are interested in finding an optimal approximation minimizing the
error 1jf - I•MJL2. Because of the orthogonality of the wavelets this equals

(1"1 (!f, 0jI, -bjk1 2 ) 1/2 (31)
jk

A moment's thought, reveals that the best way to pick M non-zero coefficients
bjk,, making the error as small as possible, is by simply picking the M coefficients
with the largest absolute value, and setting bj,k = ( f, Op. ) for these numbers.
This then yields the optimal approximation f P.

Another fundamental question is which images can be approximated well
by using the procedure just sketched? Let us take this to mean that the error
satisfies

Ii! - f j=jj = O(M ) , (32)

for some/3 > 0. The largerf/, the fewer coefficients are generally needed to obtain
a certain error. The ýexponent / can be found quite easily; a simple argument
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WrIWs that in fiat

(M"II - n~rIII)p I ( ,-Oil/.0•, IP)xh. (33)

with 1/p = 1/2 +#5. The maxmai$ for which (32) is valid can be estimated
by finding the smallest p for which the right-hand side of (33) is finite. The
e s on the right is one of many equivalent norms on the Besov space
Bp.2P0; recall that Besov spaces are smoothness spaces generalizing the Lipechitz
continuous functions (which is the case p = q = oo). However, the 8 in the
left-hand side of (33) is not exactly the same as in (32). For practical purposes,
the difference is of no consequence.

12.2 Numerical Analysis

As mentioned earlier, one interest in wavelets has historically come from the fact
that they are effective tools for studying problems in partial differential equa-
tions and operator theory. More specifically, they are useful for understanding
properties of Calder6n-Zygmund operators.

Let us first make a general observation about the representation of a linear
operator T and wavelets. Suppose that f has the representation

3k

Then
Tf(x) = f, ( j ,k ) Tojk(z)

and, using the wavelet representation of the function, this equals

i i it it ik

In other words, the action of the operator T on the function f is directly trans-
lated into the action of the "matrix" AT = { (TkjA,, Oza) }uji, on the sequence
{ ( f, Okjk ) }jk. This representation of T as the matrix AT is often referred to as
the "standard representation" of T [7]. There is also a "nonstandard represen-
tation"; for virtually all linear operators there is a function (or, more generally,
a distribution) K = KT such that

Tf(z) =f (z, V)Y(y)dy

The "nonstandard representation" of T is now simply the (two-dimensional)
wavelet coefficients of the kernel K, using the square decomposition {( K, 1(J) )
(again, we have more than one wavelet function in two dimensions).
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Let us then briefly discuss the connection with Calder6n-Zygmund operators.
Consider now a typical example. Let H be the Hilbert transform,

f f_ 1(a) ds
Vz = o z - 8

The basic idea is now that the wavelets Oi, are approximate eigenfunctions
for this, as well as for many other related (Calder6n-Zygmund) operators. We
note that if Oil, were exact eigenfunctions, then we would have H~ijl,(z) =
AjA&j,(z), for some number Ap% and the standard representation would be a
diagonal "matrix":

Air = I Is,,• = (•,%i (Oil, ) = {X"6"jh .

This is unfortunately not quite the case. However, it turns out that AT is in
fact an almost-diagonal operator, in the appropriate, technical sense, with the
off-diagonal elements quickly becoming small. To get some idea why this is the
case, note that for large J:z, we have, at least heuristically,

H~jA:(x) ;t f Op,(y)dy.

A priori, the decay of the right-hand side would thus be O(1/z), which of course
is far from the rapid decay of a wavelet Obji, (recall that some wavelets are even
zero outside a finite set). Recall, however, that Oj,% has at least one vanishing
moment so the decay is in fact much faster than just O(1/z), and the shape of
Hijip(z) closely resembles that of Ojjt(z).

So, for a large class of operators the matrix representation, either the stan-
dard or the nonstandard, has a rather precise structure with many small ele-
ments. In this representation, we then expect to be able to compress the operator
by simply omitting small elements. In fart, note that this is essentially the same
situation, especially in the case of the nonstandard representation, as in the case
of image compression, the "image" now being the kernel K(z, y). Hence, if we
could do basic operations such as inversion, and multiplication, with compressed
matrices, rather than with the discritized versions of T, then we may signifi-
cantly speed up the numerical treatment. This program of using the wavelet
representations for the efficient numerical treatment of operators was initiated
in [7]. We also refer to [1, 2] for related material and many more details.

In a different direction, because of the close similarities between, on the one
hand, the scaling function and its translates and dilates, and finite elements,
on the other, it seems natural to try wavelets where traditionally finite element
methods are used, for example for solving boundary value problems [40]. There
are interesting results showing that this might be fruitful; for example, it has
been shown [8, 22, 60] that for many problems the condition number of the N x N
stiffness matrix remains bounded as the dimension N goes to infinity. This is
in contrast with the situation for regular finite elements where the condition
number in general tends to infinity.
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One of the first problems we have to address when discussing boundary prob-
lems on domains is how to take care of the boundary values and the fact that
the problem is closely associated with a finite set rather than with the entire
Euclidean plane. This is similar to the problem we discussed with wavelets on
closed sets, and, indeed, the techniques discussed there can be often used to
handle these two problems [3, 4].

Wavelets have also been used in the solution of evolution equations [5, 33, 44,

49]. A typical test problem here is Burger's equation: a +U as = VLa2. The time
discretization is obtained here using standard schemes such as Crank-Nicholson
or Adams-Mouton. Wavelets are used in the space discretization. Adaptivity can
be used both in time and space [5].

One of the nice features of wavelets and finite elements is that they allow us
to treat a large class of operators or partial differential equations in a unified way,
allowing for example general pde solvers to be designed. In specific instances,
though, it is sometimes possible to find particular wavelets, adapted to the opera-
tor or problem at hand. For example, Dahlke and Weinrich const.rcU.ted wavelets
adapted specifically to each operator in a general class of pseudo-differential
operators [21].
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Abstract. Certain clamses of multivariate vector-valued functions are construc-
ted whose graphs are fractal sets. These functions generalize those introduced
earlier by Barnsley and the authors, and they may provide a means of describ-
ing the many scale structure of real-world images. This class of functions is then
used to generate a sequence of nested spaces as they occur in wavelet theory.
Wavelet expansions, decomposition and reconstruction algorithms for the func-
tion representing the image are given.
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tion group.

1 Introduction

Real-world images very often exhibit structures on many scales that are fractal-
like. Mathematical representations of such images often involve piecewise con-
tinuous but not differentiable functions whose graphs are fractal sets in JR3 . It
is therefore natural to use methods from fractal geometry in the mathematical
representation of these images.

Recently, wavelets have been used to describe images containing both fine and
coarse structures. This may be done by introducing a multiresolution analysis
on L2 (]R*) consisting of a sequence of nested function spaces that contain the
representation of the image at various scales. These function spaces are generated
by the translates and dilates of a single scaling function [5, 15, 16]. This method
also provides fast decomposition and reconstruction algorithms.

In this paper certain classes of functions are constructed whose graphs are
fractal sets that may be used in the mathematical representation of images. These
functions are generalizations of those constructed in [1, 6, 9, 14]. In particular,
these functions are used to generate a slightly modified multiresolution analysis
on L 2(]R): the nested function spaces are generated by the translates and dilates
of several scaling functions. This approach extends earlier results presented in
[10].
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The structure of the paper is as follows: The next section summarizes some
facts from the theory of Coxeter groups and buildings necessary to understand
the constructions in Sect. 4. In Sect. 3 the construction af fractal surfaces de-
fined on simplicial and cubical domains is presented. Wavelet expansions based
on fractal surfaces will be considered in Sect. 4. There a construction of a mul-
tiresolution analysis of L 2(JR*) is presented using a finite set of scaling functions
whose graphs are the surfaces described in the previous section.

2 Coxeter Groups

This section is a compendium of definitions and theorems from the theory of
Coxeter groups, or more generally, the theory of buildings. Only definitions and
results relevant to the set-up in this paper are presented. The interested reader
is referred to the following, albeit incomplete, list of references: [2, 3, 4, 11, 17).

An afine hyperplane of R* is a subset of the form z + Ho with z E JR"
and H0 a linear hyperplane of IR?, i.e., Ho is a codimension 1 linear subepace
of JR'. Affine hyperplanes may be defined via linear equations of the form f =
c, where f : JR" -- R is a nonzero linear mapping and c E JR. An affine
isometry is a norm-preserving afflne map. Let H0 be a linear hyperplane. A
linear transformation rg0 : JR' --- R' is called a reflection with respect to Ho
iff ryoJ,0 = idH. and rmo(h±) = (-1)h±, for all h' E H&, the one-dimensional
orthogonal complement of Ho. Now let H be an affine hyperplane and Ho the
linear hyperplane parallel to it. Then there exists an z E R' such that H =
x + H0 . The reflection rH with respect to H is defined by rn = T. o rHo o
where rHo is the orthogonal reflection with respect to H0 and T. : JR .-. IJR is
the translation y e-* y + x. Clearly, ri is an (affine) isometry.

Suppose 7h is a collection of affine hyperplanes of R'. Denote by W the
group of affine isometries generated by reflections rH with H E 7W. A collection
7 is called W-invariant iff rR7/= 7, for all ra E W. The group W is called an
affine reflection group if there exists a W-invariant family of hyperplanes % that
is locally finite, that is, every point in JR' has a neighbourhood which intersects
only finitely many H E Xi. A given collection 7 of hyperplanes partitions WR
into convex cells; these cells being defined by f = c, f > c, or f < c, where f = c
defines a hyperplane H E Nl, c E JR. The support of a cell is the linear subspace
L defined by the inequalities f = 0 that occur in its description. (If there are
no such equalities, then L := JR3 .) The dimension of a cell is the dimension of
its support. A chamber is a cell of maximal dimension n. The chambers are the
connected components of the complement of it in JRn. The walls of a chamber
are the supports of the faces of codimension 1.

Now choose a chamber C and denote by R the set of all reflections with
respect to the walls of C. Then the following facts hold true:

Theorem 1. 1. W is simply-transitive on the chambers.
2. R generates W.
3. 71 is the set of all hyperplanes H E JR' with rH E W.
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4. T ammeV of eC is 4 fusamentadomain for the action of W on I",
it., no Pe W mapa p•int of V to another point of C, and for all x E R"
thereexssantS rnNE W suchthat rf(m) E ?.

The next theorem addresses some finitenew questions.

Theorem 2. 1. C has only finitely many walls, and thus R is finite.
2. There are only finitely many linear hyperplanes Ho such that It contains a

translate of Ho.
I. Denote by W the set of linear parts of all elements in W. Then W is a finite

reflection group.

Remark. A finite reflection group, such as W, is called a Cozeter group.

The following theorem deals with the structure of C. But first a few more
definitions: The group W is called essential iff its associated finite reflection
group W is essential, that is, if the origin is the only point fixed by all r E W. A
reflection group is irreducible iff it cannot be expressed as a product of reflection
groups.

Theorem 3. Suppose that W is essential and irreducible. Then the chamber C
has ezactly n + 1 walls and is a simplez in JR". Furthermore, W is infinite.

An essential irreducible infinite afline reflection group is called a Euclidean re-
flection group or a Weyl group.

Finally, consider the structure of W. Since W acts on R", the stabilizer of
x E R" is the subgroup W. of W given by {rHf E W: rsz = x).

Theorem 4. 1. There ezist points z E R"n such that the stabilizer W. is iso-
morphic to W.

2. Let F := {z E R•R : T. E W}. By an appropriate choice of the origin it
may be assumed that 0 E F. Then F is a lattice in ]R", that is, a subgroup
of 1W of the form Ze, E... ED Ze,,, for some R-basis {ej,..., e,} of R1.
Furthermore, W is isomorphic to the semi-direct product F N W.

Remark. It follows from the second statement in Theorem 4 that the finite re-
flection group W leaves the lattice F invariant. Such groups are called crystal-
lographic. There is a classification of these crystallographic Coxeter groups in
terms of so-called Cozeter diagrams. It can be shown that for each n there exists
only a finite number of such groups.

3 Construction of Fractal Surfaces

In this section a class of fractal surfaces is introduced using methods from the
theory of iterated function systems. In particular, the cases where the domains
are n-simplices and n-cubes are considered.
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Let V be a closed convex polyhedral region in It" with non-empty interior
made up of a finite number of af.e copies of itself with non-overlapping interiors,
that is* there exists a finite set of affMe maps ui V --* V,

ujx := Aix + Di,,()

where A is a nonsingular n x n matrix and DiERi= E,..., N, such that
V = Uij uj(D)) and u,( 0 ") n uj (V 0 ) = 0, 4

Denote by V the collection of all vertices of V, and let Vi be the set of vertices
of ui(V), i = 1,.. , N. Suppose there exists a function I : U Vi -- V, called a
labelling, such that for all i = 1, .., N, ui(I(v)) = v, for all v E V1 . In this case,
(D ; u,, i = 1,..., N) is said to have Property (1).

Let B be a nonsingular m x m matrix whose spectral radius a is less than 1.
Throughout this paper the value a is fixed. Note that there exists a norm 11" JIB

on "R' such that the induced matrix norm of B equals a.
Let Ai E C(V, Rm ), i = 1,...,N, and assume that whenever u,(V) and

ui(V) have a common face Eii, then Ai(x) = Aj(x) for all z E u, (Eii) =

u, (Ej). This last assumption is referred to as Property (M).
Define a norm 11 II on C(V,iR') by 1f 11 := supfllf(z)IIB z E V) and let

S: C(9, R't) -- C(V, R'") be defined as follows:

(Of)(z) := \i(ui'(x)) + Bf(u; '()) , (2)

for all x E ui(V), i = 1,...,N.

Theorem 5. Suppose that (V; ui, i = 1,..., N) has Property (1) and that (Xi{:
i = 1,. .. , N) has Property (m). Then the mapping O given by (2) is well-defined
and contractive with cc-tractivity factor . in 1 " 11. Hence, it possesses a unique
fixed point f* E C(V, Rt m ).

Proof. Suppose E,, is a common face of u,(D) and uj(D). If v is one of the vertices
of Eij then v E Vi n Vj. Note that by Property (1) 1(v) = u, 1 (v) = u71 (v).

Since each point of E,, is a convex combination of the vertices of E,,, uT" (x) -

uj1 (x), for all z E Ej, and thus by Property (m) A,(u,1(z)) + Bf(u 1 (z)) =

,Xj(u7'(z))+Bf(u;l(z)), for all x E ui(V)fuj(9). Hence, for any f E C(9,Rt m )
*(f) is well-defined and continuous on V.

Now let f,g E C(V,JR'). Then

II(f)- (g)IJ = sup {B(f(utg(z)) - g(u•'(z)))IIB: z E V, i = 1,...,N}

<sl8f - gjl

Therefore, by the Banach Fixed-Point Theorem, 0 has a unique fixed point
f* E C(Vl m ). 0

The fixed point f* E C(V, JR.m) is called a fractal function and its graph a
fractal surface [6, 9, 14]. Note that the mapping

.1...,\N) •f* (3)

is linear.
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Romurk. Th. graph G of fo is the attractor of the iterated function system
(ID x RM ,: i= 1,..., N), where w, : V x IR' -# D x IR is defined by

w C(, (z)=A,(z) + B,

that i, G = UN., wi(G) =: w(G). It can be shown that the iterates of any
compact set K under the set-valued map w converge in the Hausdorff metric to
G. By taking K to be a compact neighbourhood of G, it is easy to see that G
is the inverse limit of the iterates of K under w. Thus, from a shape-categorical
point-of-view, all fractal surfaces have the same shape [181.

3.1 Simplicial Domains

Now suppose that V is an n-simplex, that is, V) = Iz E Ii : x &=0 as,
0 < at ( 1, E'*=o a= = 1}, where {jv,..., v.) is a set of geometrically inde-
pendent points in RL", with the property that u,(V) is similar to D and that
(D ; ui, i = 1, . . ., N) satisfies Property (1). The existence of such simplices fol-
lows from well-known results in the theory of Coxeter groups (see Sect. 1 for
more details.) Therefore, Ai has to be a similitude with scaling factor ai < 1,

=I,...,N. Let

A ) := Ciz + Ei ,(4)

where Ci is an m x n matrix and Ei E IR ,i ,..., N. The quantities C, and
Ei can be uniquely determined by prescribing values z. E JR' for f* at each
v E U Vi, that is,

S= A,( ) + Bzt( , (5)

for all v E Vi. Thus, if ui(V) and uj(D) have a common face Ej, them, A,(v) =
3j (v), for the vertices v of u- 1 (Eij) = u 1 (Eij). Since the \is are affine Property

(m) holds.
These arguments prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Suppose that V is an n-simplez, {ui : i = 1,...,N} consists of
similitudes, and that (7);ui, i = 1,...,N) satisfies Property (t). Assume that
{z,, E I"` : v E U1V) is a given set of interpolation values. Let Ai : V -+ R'
be the unique affine map satisfying (5), i = 1,..., N. Then {,i : i = 1,.. , N}
satisfies Property (M), and the resulting continuous fractal surface interpolates
{(V z"): vEUV,}.

Let c denote the cardinality of U Vi, and let A(IRt, lR') be the linear space
of affine mappings from JR" into iatm.It is easy to see that the mapping

r: (lRn)' -- (A(JR'RJ ))N , Z, ý` ( 1 1, .. .,N) , (6)

is linear. The range of -r will be denoted by A.. Define a linear function space Y.
by setting F, - (A.). Note that .F, is exactly the collection of fractal surfaces
in Theorem 6.
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£aMmple. Let D g IR2 be the triangle with vertex set ((0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)}. Define
maps u, i = 1, 2,3, by

ul(:, y) (4/2, (y + 1)/2) , u2(z, ) ((y + 1)/2, x/2)

1L3(x, V) (x/2, (1 - y)/ 2 ) , u4(, , v) ((1 - y)/2, x/2)

and the labelling I by

1(1,0) = t(O, 1) = 1(0, ) : (0, 1),

1(1/2,0) = 1(0, 1/2) :=(0,0) , and t(1/2,1/2) := (1,0)

Let Z(o,o) 1, Z(1/ 2 ,o) 0.35, Z(1,o) 0.25, Z(o,1/ 2) := -0.1, Z(1/2 ,1/2) 0.3,

Fig. 1. Fractal surfaces defined on a triangle.
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and 2(0,1) 0.45. Figure 1 shows the fractal surfaces constructed for a =1/4 +
(1110)j, .y 0, 1,3,4.

For the rest of this section B is assumed to be a similitude.
Next a notion of oscillation of a surface in IR`l is introduced that gives a

measure for the regularity of the surface. It can be shown that this oscillation
is related to the fractal (box) dimension of the surface. Recall that the bocx
dimension, dimB, of a bounded set S CR"W is defined as

diMB(S):=~ logA(S provided this limit exists, (7)e-0O - loge

where .A((S) is the minimum number of e-balls necessary to cover S.
In order to state the next theorem a definition is necessary.

Defnition 7. 1. Let 0 < e < 1 be given. An e-cover C, of a bounded set
S g K" is called admissible iff it is of the form

C, ={JB(r.) : Jr. - r# 1 Ž-- for all r. 0#re}

where B,(r.) denotes an n-dimensional ball of radius e centreed at r. E S.
2. Let f :S - R' be a function. The oscillation of f over B C S is defined as

w&(f; B): sup 111(x) -f(x')II
z,z'CGB

and the oscillation over S as

$7,(f; S) :=inf E w(f; B)
BEC.

where the infimum is taken over all admissible c-covers C. of S.

The following result concerning the oscillation of a fractal function f :VC
1W' -* IR' and the box dimension of graph(f*) in the case m = 1 is proved
in [9]. For the rather lengthy and involved proofs the reader is referred to the
above-mentioned paper.

Theorem 8. Suppose that

1. The set of interpolation points {(vi,,z,) :j n + .,n$1} is not contc~ned
in any (n + m - 1)-dimensional hyperplane of RnW' m ;

Then there exist positive constants to, k1 , and k2 such that

for all 0 < e < co, where 6 is the unique positive solution of

N

~saf= (9)

Furthermore, if m =1 then the box dimension of graph(f) is equal to 6 +1.
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&2 Cubkal Domains

Here 2 is the n-dimensional unit cube [0, 1]J. A construction of Co fractal sur-
faces on this domain is given.

Denote the vertices of V by v -(v,...,v,,), where each vi is either 0 or
1. Let 1/a be a integer greater than 1. The set U V can be chosen to be as
follows:

UVs {(aii,...,.ai),: Ef0,...,1/,kn...,)} (10)

Then define the labelling I by

t~a•,..ai,) :=(1..i,),nod(2) .(1

Now the maps u, can be chosen in such a way that Property (1) holds. The maps
are then of the form Ai = @a6, where 19 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal

elements are ±1 and a < 1.
Let H17([0, 1]) denote the set of all real polynomials p : [0,1] --+ R'm of

degree less than or equal to 1, and ® ,= ([0, 1]) the n-fold tensor product of
H, ([0, 1]). Choose

A, E 4 H, ([0, 11) , (12)
h=I

where i = 1,..., N. It follows from the theory of multidimensional interpola-
tion that, given a set of interpolation values z, E JR at the vertices v of V),
there exists a unique interpolant in e).=. 1H([0, 1]) through {(v, z,) : v E V}.
Furthermore, if F is a face of V) then \i I E (&n- =11([0, 1]) and is uniquely
determined by {z, : v is a vertex of F). Therefore, (5), with B being a nonsin-
gular m x m matrix whose spectral radius a is less than 1, can be used to obtain
the A\s from {z, : v is a vertex of V)}. Clearly, {f,,: i = 1,..., N} then satisfies
Property (m). Hence the following result holds.

Theorem 9. Let V be the cube [0, 1]' and let {u: i = 1,... N) be the set of
similitudes determined by the labelling given in (11). Assume that {z, E R'.t

v E UJVi} is a given set of interpolation values. Let A, E •I,® __/([O, 11), i -
1,...,N, be the unique function satisfying (5), i = 1,..., N. Then {A,; i =
1,..., N} satisfies Property (m), and the resulting continuous fractal surface
interpolates {(V,Z,): v E UVs}.

As in the previous section one can define linear function spaces Ac and YF. Again,
X' consists precisely of the fractal surfaces in Theorem 9.

Ezample. Let D C IR2 be the square with vertices at (0, 0), (1, 0), (0,1), and
(1, 1). Choose 1/a := 2, and define a labelling I as in (11). The maps ui V .. V
are then given by

ul(zy) = (x/2,y/2) u2(:,y) = (1 - x/2,y/2)

u3(xy) = -/2, 1- y/2) u4zV) = (x/2,1- y/2)
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Choose z(0,0) := 0, z(1/2,0) := 1/2, x(1,o) := 3/5, Z(0,1/2) 3/10, Z(1/2,1/2)

3/4, x(oj) := 3/5, S(1,1/2) := 3/10, and z(1,l) := 7/10 as interpolation values.
Figure 2 shows the fractal surfaces constructed for s = 1/4 and a = 3/5, respec-
tively.

If a grey-scale is amociat•d with each z-value on the fractal surface, the follow-
ing grey-scale imags are obtained (see Fig. 3). Notice that the larger s-value
introduces a more noticeable texture.

4 Wavelet Expansions Generated by Fractal Functions

As seen in the previous section, fractal surfaces can be used for interpolation
purposes. Here it is shown that they may also be used to obtain nested function
spaces forming a multiresolution analysis of L2 (R") whose associated wavelets
are fractal surfaces. For simplicity the case m = I is considered.

A Multiresolution Analysis (MRA for short) consists of a collection {Vb}.,•7

of subepaces of L 2 (IR,) such that

1. V,+I C V.,, for all to E Z;
2. n.,Ez v, I io);
3. dL 2(.)(UEZ V.,) = L2 (]U);

4. There exists a finite number of scaling functions VI...., IiA E Vo such that
{ (• - t):a =1,...,A; I E F}, F a lattice in R , is an orthonormal basis
for V0;

5. f(z) E V. if and only if f(nx) E V,- 1, for some natural number r greater
than 1.

Remark. The above definition generalizes the usual notion of an MRA in that
more than one scaling function is assumed.

Remark. The condition that {fo"(. - 1) : a = 1,. . . , A; t E f} is an orthonormal
basis for V0 is sometimes replaced by requiring that {Io"(.-t) : a = 1,... , A; I E
i} is only an unconditional or Riesz basis of VO, i.e., there exist positive constants
R, and R 2, called the Riesz bounds, such that

A A A

a=1 irer a=l il"r a=1 iEF

Remark. MRAs can also be defined for function spaces other than L2(BR") (see
[6, 10]).

Let W. be the orthogonal complement of V,,+, in V.. A collection of functions
{1 , €,0 ) is called a set of waveleta associated with the MRA if {J07(. 1 I):

-= 1,..., G; i e F) is an orthonormal basis for WO.
Let V denote a compact connected subset of WR. In order to use fractal

surfaces defined on V as scaling functions for an MRA of L2 (R*), V has to be
a foldable figure.
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Fig. 2. Fractal surfaces defined on a square.

Fig. 3. Grey-scale, images for the fractal surfaces constructed in Fig. 2.
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Ddni m 10. A compact and connected subset F of It" is called a foldable
f-gure if there exiis a finite set of bypea pbmn. in R" that cuts F into finitely
many congrunt sublhgures F,..., Fm each similar to F, so that the reflection
in say of thes hyperplanes bounding F. takes it into some F.,.

Ile fMlowing result is proven in (121.

Theorom 11. A foldable figure in t' is a convez polytope that tessellates IR*
by reflections in hyperplanes. Moreover, foldable figures are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with cvystallogymphic Cozeter groups.

Example. A foldable figure in 1R2.

The following is example of a foldable figures in IW. whose associated (crys-
tallographic) Coxeter groups is reducible.

Ezample. The three-dimensional unit cube [0, 1] x (0, 1] x [0,1].

Let F be a foldable figure in 1W". Let Z be the tessellation and ?i be the
set of hyperplanes associated with F, and let W be the affine reflection group
generated by Ii, i.e., 14W is the group of affine isometries in 11* generated by the
reflections rH for H E Ii. Then the following properties of W and W hold (see
Sect. 1):

1. 71 consists of the translates of a finite set of linear hyperplanes.
2. W is simply-transitive on E, i.e., for any a, a' E E there exists a unique

element r,,, E W mapping a onto a'.
3. For a proper choice of the origin, ocli Cg 7 for any t E IN, where 0ic

{iH: HE %).

Now let ID : = F. Clearly, V is also a foldable figure whose subfigures V1 are
in E. Note that the tessellation and the set of hyperplanes associated with V are
.E and M?*, respectively. Furthermore, the affine reflection group generated by

oc? is an isomorphic subgroup of W. Using the fact that the group W is simply-
transitive on E, one obtains a set of similitudes u. : -. V i, i = 1,..., N,
N - c", such that ('D;ui, i = 1,. .. , N) satisfies Property (1). More precisely,
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Wt Vj be aoe of thw mabfgue. A bijectim mapping the met V, of vertices of
D mA V, can beextendedto a m ping : U V --* V by setting

A(•,V,( )) : ) ,(14)

for v E Vj and all I -,...,N, where rvv, is the unique element in W
mapping �V into Pr. Furthermore, I defines a unique similitude u. V --# V)
by

ui(I(v)) := v for allvV , (15)

which can then be used to define uj, : -. Vj,, by

UP := r1Dj 1 o uj , (16)

for all j' E {,..., N}, j' - j. It is easy to see that u,, = i,..., N, is well-
defined and, clearly, (ID; ui, i = 1,..., N) satisfies Property (1).

In what follows V denotes either an n-cube or a foldable n-simplex. Let

A if V is an n-cube,
: A. if V is a foldable n-simplex,

and let
F,, if V is an n-cube,
T : . if V is a foldable n-simplex.

Define function spaces V•, by

Vo := {f E L2(1*) : fl1D or-D,- E.Y, for all V E #E} , (17)

and
V. : {E L2 (R*) : f(.'-) E Vo}, for v E Z, v 90 . (18)

Theorem 12. The function spaces { V}v},E; have the following properties:

I. (Neatednee.) V, C V,+,, for all v E Z;
s (separation) nlaz v, = {o};
3. (Density) dLz(R.)(UUeZ V.) = L-(I);

Proof. Nestedness. Suppose f E V1 , i.e., f(r .)Iv' o r-,-D E F, for all V E KE.

Therefore,
f(0 rV, 0o ui(z)) = Ai(z) + Of (r- r'V(z)) , (19)

for i = 1,..., N. For V E cE and j = 1,..., N, letV := r2 vpou,(D). Note that
for any V' E rlc there exists V 'V E Eand j E {1,..., N} so that V1 -. Vi. It
needs to be shown that g f 1.1>, o r - E •. But (19) implies

g(U,(z)) = Ai(Ui(z)) + f(IC rV-V' Ui(Z))

= o aU(z) + o(X,(X) + A09(,rDv(z))
= ,o U0(X) + e(k,(z) - A•(z)) + ag(z)
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Sic A in inarat unde the oprtin(A %) (X Oj a i -S,-OM1
for all i 1,.. .., N, it follows that gE '.
Sep•ration. Let Uv: {f= I : f E VO). Since UV is finite-dimensional the norms
11. 112 and 11. Ijac are equivalent on UV. The translation invariance of V0 implies

that these norms are also equivalent on any V' E #cE. Hence

for al f E V.. Thus, if f E nEz v.,, then II11j' = 0.
Density. Due to the translation and dilation invariance of U.,EZ V. it suffices
to show that XI E dL3(a.)(UeZ V,). (Here Xv denotes the characteristic

function of V.) This, however, follows immediately from choosing z, := 1, for all
v E U Vi, and using the linearity of # and T (see (3) and (6), respectively). 0

Next a basis for VO is introduced. Recall that W = F 4 w (see Sect. 1),
where F is the lattice {z E PR" : T, E W} and T, R" -. R" the translation
V .- ' y + z. Furthermore, recall that F = Zel $) - $ Ze, for some R-basis
{ei,.. .. ,ee} of W". Let {1,.. .,A} be an enumeration of the vertices of the
smallest collection C of elements in rcE containing V such that each element
in the tessellation is an r-translate of some element in C. Using Theorem 5, a
fractal function V* E F satisfying

1 for z = v{ (20)•°=() := 0 otherwise,

for all v., a = 1,. . , A, can be constructed. The linearity of r- and W implies
that every f E F is a linear combination of the functions in {I W.: a = 1,..., A}.
It now follows that {V(.- -t) : a E {,...,A},t E r} is a basis for V0. The
Gram-Schmidt Orthonormalization Algorithm yields then an orthonormal basis
which-in order to ease notation- will also be denoted by {(W(. - 1) : a E
{1,..., A}, I E F}. This procedure requires the calculation of the inner product
between two fractal functions. It is a well-known fact that such an inner product
can be expressed in terms of the moments of the fractal functions, and that
these moments can be calculated recursively, explicitly, and uniquely. (see [10]
for the univariate case and [14] for the bivariate case. The general case is easy
to obtain.)

Setting V1,t : *(K. - -1), for all a E {1,...A, I E r, it is easy to see
that the collection {(o*, I : a E {1, ... , A), 1 E F} is an orthonormal basis for V•,
V E Z. The functions in {IV., I: a E {1,.. ., A), I E F) are obviously compactly
supported. Theorem 12 now implies that the function spaces {V. : v E Z} form
an MRA of L 2 (BR) with compactly supported and orthonormal scaling functionsI E ,...A), It r).

Next the construction of the wavelets associated with the above MRA is
given. Denote by W0 the orthogonal complement of VO in V- 1, i.e., V- 1 = Vo(Wo.
Suppose D E •C, where C is as above. Note that {1,..., A} is a labelling of the
vertices of #cC. Since V consists of oc" subfigures there exist OcA scaling functions

1, "A forming an orthonormal basis for L(R") -functions defined on
W1 forin an L2 (B
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the subfigures of the elements in #cC. Hence the wavelets ({1,. can
be defined by

0 ,,:= -1,,e s (21)

for all - G:= 1,...,A} - {1,...,A}.Clearly, {7,1 : • EG, E r) -isan
orthonormal basis for W0 whose elements have compact support. Thus, if W,, is
such that V. D W. = V. -1 , the c'-dilates and F-translates of {f0,1 : -Y E G, I E
rf}, {o,7,: -t E G, I E /}, form an orthonormal compactly supported basis of
W., Y E Z. The function spaces fW.).,EZ are usually called the wavelet spaces.

Theorem 13. The function spaces defined by (17) and (18) form an MRA of
L'(R*) with orthonormal, compactly supported scaling functions. Furthermore,
there exists a finite set of compactly supported and orthonormal wavelets that
are fractal functions in T.

Theorem 13 provides a means of decomposing L 2(IR") into subepaces. More
precisely, let {W,, : v E Z) be the wavelet spaces. Since by construction
W,, n W, --= 0 and W, I W.,, v 0 V', the following orthogonal direct sum
decomposition of L 2 (1R,) is obtained:

L 2 (Rn) - W . (22)
vei7

Hence every function f E L (RL") has a unique representation as a wavelet series
in the form

f (-,) C-."' 10',YI(x) (23)
"7EGUEZ*EF

where the sum is understood in the L sense. A more compact representation is
obtained by using vector notation. Let c,, := (c,,, CGt, where t denotes
the transpose, and let ,tP :- (, ,,k 1 )t. Then (23) can be expressed as

f = z , ., (24)

a, E lter

The coefficient vector c,, , is given by

,,= Wf O 1 ), ... ., . (25)

(Here (.,.) denotes the L 2 inner product on 1W.) Let ) :, - for
a E R - {O} and b E 1W-, and define the (integral) wavelet transform Wb on

L 2 (R") by

(26)

The wavelet transform can be used to write the vector coefficients in (25) as

C,, -- W f ,l) .(27)
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Since V1 and W1 are subspae of VO, there exists a sequence of A x A
mtricesr and a sequence of G x G matrices {)aae r such that V

(-,), and to ?O) satisfies the following two-scale matrix
dilation equations:

•(z)= • t•(z - ) ,(28)

tEr

and
1: qV~xz- 1)(29)

ter

Since both ip and # have compact support, all but a finite number of pis and
qts are equal to the zero matrix.

Finally, let us have a brief look at the decomposition and reconstruction
algorithm associated with the MRA introduced above.

Suppose a function Jo E Vo is given. Since Vo = V, @ WI, there exist functions
f) E V1 and A E W1 such that the following unique decomposition of fo holds:

fO=fi+9i - (30)

Conversely, given functions fj E V1 and gx E W1, one can reconstruct Jo. Since
fo E V0 there exists a sequence of vectors c(O) := {cI(O) : I E Z) E (t2(r))A

such that
10(z) = , cl(0)i(x - 1) . (31)

tEr
In a similar fashion, since Jf E Vi and 91 E WI, there exist two sequences
c(1) := {cj(1) : t E Z) E (t((r))A and d(1) := {dt(l): I E Z) E (t2(r))G such
that

hi(z) = E c'(i)ip(z/ - t) , (32)
tEr

and 91(z) = d (1•z/ t (33)
tEr

It is important to note that d(1) = (Wo1 f)(r., I). Using (28) and (29), the fol-
lowing reconstruction algorithm is obtained:

ct(O) = j ,(1)pe-.a, +- +t,(1)ql-MI , (34)
C' Er

for all I E Z. Due to the compact support of jp and 0 this algorithm is finite.
Since V(o. -- ) E V- 1 = V0 1 WO the following decomposition relation holds:

p - tI = - [E _,,'p(z - t') + b_...i(z - t£)] , (35)

for some AxA matrices {ag : I E Z} andsomeGxGmatrices{bC: I E Z}. Now
given that f (z) = ite r ct (1)*P(4/0 - f) one has--after some straight-forward
algebra-

fj(z) = X [ at_,cC(O)]p(z -e) + • b._acj(O)]JO(z- -'). (36)
e' EF IEr E' EF EF
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ca.(1) atreO , nd dI'(1) = bta.rct(0) . (37)
14Er

Again, this agorithm is finite.
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Abstract. The decomposition of images into multiscale representations pro-
vides a fundamental starting point for the analysis of grey-scale images. This
paper examines some practical implementation issues centered on the tradi-
tional tradeoff between computational complexity and storage. Critically sam-
pled wavelet transforms provide compact, complete, orthonormal representa-
tions, but interpolation is computationally expensive. Oversampled, non-ortho-
gonal pyramid representations provide computationally simpler interpolation at
a modest cost of increased storage, leading to more efficient image analysis sys-
tems.

Keywords: pyramids, wavelets, basis functions, interpolation, Lie operators.

1 Introduction

Multiscale repreeentations of images have been known to be important for im-
age analysis for some time [8, 10]. The Burt Laplacian pyramid opened the door
for efficient implementation of these concepts [3, 4]. More recently, the discrete
subband decompositions that are critically sampled, such as wavelets, have be-
come very popular [1, 9, 11]. These have proved highly efficient in encoding im-
ages because they are compact representations which match the scale-invariant
structure of most images. Their proponents suggest their mathematically clean
properties of orthogonality make them superior to the earlier pyramid represen-
tations, which are overcomplete and non-orthogonal [9]. But, in practice, these
representations have not been able to replace the filter-based techniques in many
areas of image analysis. The primary reason for this turns out to be the classi-
cal trade-off between computational complexity and storage. Overcompleteness
provides more local interpolation formulae in space, scale, and orientation.

The shortcomings of the critically sampled multiscale representations have
been detailed in a paper by Simoncelli et al. [12]. They show that, while the basis
functions of the wavelets are related to one another by translation, dilation, and
in some cases rotation, the coefficients do not show simple invariance along
these dimensions. To resolve this problem they have formalized the concept of
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ushiýt , which pmvides the functionality of local interpolation within one
of these dimensions without utilizing the parameters in the others. Achieving
this computational compactness carries the cost of overcompleteness.

2 Interpolation of Uniformly Sampled Data

This paper first explores the interaction between interpolation complexity, sam-
ple density and precision for the simple case of uniform sampling in one dimen-
sion. Assume a band-limited continuous function F(z) uniformly sampled at the
Nyquist frequency. The function at location a can be reconstructed using the
familiar form

F(a) = • F.sinc(k.(a - nA)/2.o), (1)

where
A = 2w/k. is the sample spacing,
k. = 2k. is twice the maximum frequency of F(z),
F. = F(nA) is the sample values.

Equation (1) can be interpreted in three ways: as an interpolation formula, a
complete orthonormal basis representation where the F. are the amplitudes, or
the sinco as an analog poetfilter operation that recreates the original continuous
function from the samples.

Practical issues are: (1) how many terms in the sum are required to achieve
a desired level of precision; (2) are there better interpolating formulae; (3) how
does oversampling help? An examination of the root mean square (rms) error,
in reconstructing a sinewave, F(x) = sin(kx), using a variety of standard inter-
polating functions shows that performance becomes very bad as the frequency
approaches the Nyquist limit (Fig. 1). Simple linear interpolation does quite well
with an rms error less than 5%, up to k = k./8. A cubic spline pushes a similar
level of performance to k = k./4. Finally, for a given precision the width of the
interpolation function must be increased dramatically as the Nyquist limit is
approached, which seems to imply that high-frequency information is encoded
non-locally.

This behaviour can be formalized by considering (1) for a frequency near the
Nyquist limit, k = k./2 - e. The sample values in this case are values alternating
in sign with an envelope at the beat frequency between the input and half the
sampling frequency,

F, = sin(nkA) = sin(nA(k./2 - e)) = - cos(nw) sin(nAe) , (2)

as shown in Fig. 2.
A stringent test is the reconstruction of this function at the point a = 0.5A,

where the value should be close to 1.0. However the sample values in the region
around 0.5 become vanishingly small as the beat frequency e approaches zero.
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Equatiou (1) gives

F(o.SA) = F. sin(w(o.5 - n))/w(0.5 - n)

= -•cos2 (nw) sin(neA)/(w(0.5 - n)) . (3)
S

The factor of 0.5w in the denominator can be ignored since most of the contri-
butions to the sum comes from large n.

F(0.SA) m eA/wE" sin(neA)/(ned) .(4)

The edA times the sum is approximately equal to the integral of the sinc0 function
between -oo to +oo, whose value is ir. The major contribution to the integral
lies in the interval [-w, w], hence the range of summation must be of the order of
w/(eA) = k./(k. - 2k) to give a reasonable estimate of F(O.5A). Note that this
diverges as k. approaches 2k and provides an analytic basis for the behaviour
observed in Fig. 1.

Consider the case of re-interpolating a sinewave sampled over a fixed interval
L with Lk./w sample values. Using the result given above for the width of the
interpolation formula, the total number of operations scales as

N % Lk.(k./(k. - 2k)) . (5)

This diverges at k. = 2k and k. = oo, and has a minimum at k, = 4k, or twice
the Nyquist rate. Oversampling clearly pays in this case.

3 Oversampling in Laplacian Pyramids

How to carry out local interpolation using information in multiresolution repre-
sentations is an important issue. Consider the Laplacian pyramid which separates
information into bands whose width increases by a constant multiple factor, usu-
ally 2. The encoding of the information at the edges of the subbands is a problem.
The previous discussion should make it clear that hard, square boundaries be-
tween bands remove all hope for locality of interpolating formulae. Instead the
band edges should extend into the neighbouring bands as shown in Fig. 3, which
raises the problem of encoding these extended bands.

A simple approach would be to sample each band at a rate where aliasing of
the information is eliminated and interpolation can be done locally. In general
this is difficult because the convolution kernels of the filters generally lose the
property of translational invariauice in the sense that the kernel values become
dependent on absolute spatial location. Oversampling by a factor of 2 is a case
which does not have this difficulty and, as discussed above, there are reasons to
believe this is a desirable sampling rate. The following discussion reviews two
simple Laplacian pyramid techniques and extensions that allow them to achieve
double sampling.
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The original Burt Laplacian pyramid is generated by the following recursive
rules, starting with the original image defined as GO:

G.+i = Reduce G.,
Lft = G. - Expand G,.+,.

The Reduce operation is defined as a low-pass filter followed by Decimation or
subsampling by removing every other row and column. The Expand operation
creates an enlarged image by inserting zeros at the points removed by the Reduce
operation, multiplying the retained values by 4, and then smoothing the results
with a low-pass filter operation. The Burt Laplacian pyramid, composed of the
band-pass L.,, plus a residue GN, is a formal wavelet-like transform with an
exact reconstruction rule that is non-orthogonal and oversampled by a factor of
4/3.

A variant, the Burt double density pyramid [5], provides a practical method
for over-sampling the bands by a factor of 2 along each spatial dimension. This
procedure begins with creating G, by low-pass filtering the Go, but not sub-
sampling. The next levels of a Gaussian pyramid are then created by convolving
with a spread-tap filter, followed by subsampling in the usual fashion. A spread-
tap filter is created by interleaving the coefficients in the original low-pass filter
with zeros, which produces a low-pms response with half the bandwidth of the
original, plus a band-pass response in the region where the low-pass images have
minimal respoase. Laplacian or band-pass components can be generated from
the Gaussian levels by subtracting them from one another before the decima-
tion process. All the levels are sampled at twice the linear density of a normal
Laplacian pyramid except for the first level. The overall computational cost of
forming a double density pyramid is the same per coefficient as constructing a
normal pyramid, so the overall increase in cost in both computation and storage
is (1+ 4/3)/(4/3)=7/4.

The Filter Subtract Decimate [2], FSD pyramid provides an algorithm for
locally computing twice overuampled coefficients. The FSD pyramid is generated
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by the recursive rules:

,+ = H * G,, Low-pan Filter,
L% = G - %+I Subtract,
G.+= Decimate G.+l Decimate.

This has the advantage over the original Burt Laplacian pyramid of not having
alimed information introduced into the middle of the Laplacian bands. Aliasing
does however appear at the high spectral end of the Laplacian components in
both of these pyramids.

Perfect reconstruction of the FSD pyramid is generally not possible because
the Expand interpolation process always removes some high frequency infor-
mation. However, in this case the information lost in expanding G.+1 can be
recovered to a good approximation from low-pass filtering L.;

Gna =- Ln + 6%+1

SL,. + H * L + Expand G,+,, (6)

where the low-pass filter in the Expand operation is the same as the H used in
the formation of the FSD pyramid. Using this observation, it is possible to create
a doubly sampled Laplacian from an FSD pyramid using

fn = H * L,,.- + Expand L,. (7)

This operation can be done locally, which is advantageous since most real-time
pyramid applications operate on windowed regions of selected levels of the Lapla-
cian pyramids.

4 Performance Comparisons

A hierarchical database of small templates, less than 16 pixels in width and
height, of selected features of an object on multiple scales is an efficient and
robust way to encode complex objects [6]. This allows coarse to fine searches
where rough outlines are first located and then precise identification is carried
out by focusing on those key features that uniquely define the object. Such a
procedure depends on a method for comparing the stored templates with the
selected windowed areas of a Laplacian pyramid. The comparison however must
allow for small changes in the scale, rotation and other warpings between the
two image patches being compared. A standard means for doing this is the least
squares correlator

E - L[i,j]- Tfi,j]- =:p,,D,[i,j] , (8)

where the ij sum is over the entire Laplacian patch L, which is taken to be
the same size as the template T. The p. are distortion parameters for the corre-
sponding Lie group operators D.. The p. which minimize E provide estimates



for thei values and the value of E at the minimum provides a measure of how

clas I and T mre to one another.
The Lie opemator for simple translations is the spatial derivative, where an

estimate of the amount of a simple translation in the absence of other distortions
ia, s-"-b(L - T)dT/dz

= i,j(eT/d_,)2()

This equation was used to compare the performance of the various Laplacian
pyramnids discussed above where the derivative was estimated using the simple
equation

dT[i,j]/dz = (T[i + 1,j] - T[i - 1,j])/2 . (10)

This is equivalent to the assumption that the Laplacian values can be found by
linear interpolation, an assumption that the first result of this paper suggests is
very suspect if the functions have been critically sampled.

The test was carried out by creating a floating point image of random num-
bers 1027 x 1025 pixels in size followed by a low-pass filter using the separable
5-tap filter given in Table 2. Three 1025 x 1025 images, A, B and C, were ex-
tracted at the points (0,0), (1,0), and (2,0) respectively and Laplacian pyramids
generated from them. The comparison was then computed at various pyramid
levels using

6[n, m] = Ej (Lc[n + i,m + jI - LA[n + i,m + j])dLB[n + i,m + jJ/dz
E,,j (dLB[n + i, M + j]/dz) 2

(11)

where the sum was taken over a 7 x 7 local window around each n, m point. The
mean and standard deviation of the estimated displacement, as normalized to
the known values, are summarized in Table 1 for the pyramids discussed above
using two low-pass filters. The first filter (Table 2) is a separable, efficient and

Table 1. Displacement estimates

Pyramid FSD5 Burt5 FSD7 FSDDbl5 BurtDbl5

Simple dz 1.60(0.17) 1.52(0.14) 1.40(0.10) 1.16(0.08) 1.19(0.06)
Filter dz 1.10(0.10).1.02(0.10) 1.08(0.06) .

compact 5-tap filter that minimizes aliasing in the pyramids. The non-separable
7-tap filter (Table 3) is designed to provide 7 bits of precision in reconstructing
the FSD pyramid and to give strong low-frequency rejection in the Laplacian
bands to compensate for the 1/f spatial-frequency structure of images. There
is a specialized pyramid chip [13] that utilizes the 5-tap filter, and the 7-tap
design can be utilized on commercially available convolvers designed for image
processing.
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A second •st of tests weo run using a 9 x 9 filter for the derivative in the
FSD5, Burt5 and FSD7 pyramids. The derivative was found using the following
procedure. The basis functions in thee discrete representations can be gener-
ated by inserting the value 1.0 in the centre of the lowest band-pas level, say
L5, and setting all the other coefficients in the representation to sero and then
reconstructing until the function is defined with sufficient samples, 0o in this
case. The resulting basis function can be then be differentiated by taking finite
differences. The construction of a Laplacian pyramid on this sampled version
of the derivative will create a representation for the derivative in the pyramid.
Howe this will be spread awos several pyramid levels, which increases the
computationl load. Instead the result was subseapied at the density of L& and
then band-pms filtered to create an approximation that is restricted to a single
level. These kernels are given in Tables 4, 5, and 6.

The first thing to note in Table 1 is that all caes using the simple form
of the derivative provide estimates of the displacement that are too high; 50%
in the case of the simple pyramids. This is because finite differencing always

Table 4. FSD5 dx kwie

.000.000.001.00 00-.001 -.001.000 .000

.001 .004.007 .007 .000F.007 .007-.004-.001

.004..012.021.019 .000-.019-.0021-4012 .004
.007=.02039-.132.000.132 -A=.022 . 07
MS 027.041 .tS.000.626. .027 00WO
.W71.02~2 .0.132.000,.132 -.039 .022-.007
.004012.021.0O19 .000 -.019 .0121 .012-.004
001.004 07.007 .0000-00707.00? 4 -100

7Noo~ol.i.- -W_.Ol~o __1000
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1•b 5. Suit dx huud

Table A. Bud7 dxt hmars

.W.001o..001 .000 -. o000 k1-.002 -.001

Io0..,06 .M -on 0W 107.089 .•0o6 -.001
.00. 013 -0.01-.000 .013 .020 0.013 -.003

A4 061An -00ý.337 -.o05 I-.034-.Noo
1.o007.0203-.140.000.14 -.039.026-.007

.001 .006 .006 .003 .000 -.006 -.006 -.005 -.001

.000.1.0012. .00 000 i -W -. 01.000

TableS6. FSD7 dx heruel

.0041.0061.007 .005 .0001-.005 -.007,-.006 .004

.0081.014 .016 .011 -0.011 -.016 -.014 -.008
~T.015041.025 -.009 .0001.009 -.009 -.025-.015

.0201.0331-.025 -.327 .000 .327 .025 -.033 -.020

.0231.036 -.101 -.678.000.678 .101 -.036 -.0231

.020.033 -.025-.327.000 .3271.025 -.033-.020

.015 .024.025 -.009 .000.009 -.009-.025 -.015

.0080414 .016 .011 .000-.011-.016-.014"-.008

.004 .0061.007 .005 .000 -.005 -.007-.006-.004

underestimates the derivative for oscillatory functions such as the Laplacian
bands. The double density pyramids are much better than the single density
ones as expected. The second line in Table 1 shows that the derivative kernels
provide better absolute estimates of shifts. In practice it has been found that
a good working estimate for the translation parameters can be found by using
the simple estimate (10) for the derivative and then rescaling the results by the
values given in the first line of Table 1.

5 Summary

Interpolation and the closely associated microscopic distortions described by Lie
groups are fundamental to robust image analysis in multiscale representations.
Critically sampled representations have computationally expensive interpolating
formulae and when total system costs are computed using the total number of
operations then oversampled representations can be less expensive. The simple,
computationally efficient, Laplacian pyramids can be easily extended to double
density representations where simple linear interpolating works quite well.
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Abstract. Discrete models for growth of a shape from a point on a two-dimensio-
nal Cartesian grid are described. By 9owth is meant an accretionary process
occurring at the boundary of the shape. Three types of growth models are dis-
cussed: deterministic (periodic), probabilistic (stochastic), and probabilistic mix-
ing of deterministic processes. ELch type is defined and illustrated with examples.
It is shown that probabilistically mixing deterministic processes can produce
smooth isotropic or elongated regions, concavities, and protrusions. The paper
emphasizes empirical results; analytical studies are in progress.

Keywords: shape, shape models, growth processes.

1 Introduction

Examples of deterministic and stochastic parallel growth models have appeared
in the literature on cellular automata (CA), mathematical morphology (MM),
L-systems, and fractals.

Cellular automata (e.g. [12]) are described by cell-states and transition func-
tions. A transition function assigns a new state to a cell based on the cell's
current state and possibly the states of neighbouring cells. In general, the transi-
tion function may lead to finite, infinite, periodic, or chaotic growth phenomena.
Research on such phenomena has emphasized their ability to generate complex
patterns (e.g. [9]). For a famous example, see Conway's "Game of Life" [1].

In mathematical morphology ([10]), structuring elements are used to perform
dilations and erosions of shapes or patterns. Combining dilation and erosion is
a powerful technique for shape analysis (e.g., skeletonization).

In L-systems and fractals [6, 7, 11], single cells are recursively replaced by
patterns of cells. Such processes produce self-similar scale-invariant patterns.

While CA, MM, L-systems, and fractal procemes have been shown to be
useful in many applications, they afford a degree of generality unnecessary to
model the growth of compact shapes. Little or no work in these areas has dealt

"The support of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant F49620-93-
1-0039 is gratefully acknowledged.
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with processes for geerating simple shapes. An example is [3]; but it used a
sequential, rather than parallel, growth proces.

In this paper, three simple deterministic growth processes are described that
produce compact regions, elongated regions, and concavitica. A procedure called
proMbilistic mixing is also introduced, which allows composition of deterministic
processes. These models are special Lases of CA and MM, but they are purely di-
lational; and, unlike L-systems and fractr 'r, they produce simple "solid" shapes.

2 Definitions

A (digital) ahape is a non-empty, finite set of grid points S {P : P E Z 2}. The
grid points belonging to S will be called cells. The background (complement) of
a shape S is the set of grid points 9 = {P : P V S}.

For P, Q E Z 2 , the City Block and Chessboard metrics are respectively:

MA(P Q) = 1--I - --21 + IYI - Y1 ,

ds(P,Q) = Ma•a(lz - - 2 1, II - Y21)

where P = (XI,yi) and Q = (z2, 2). If di(P,Q) = 1 (i=4 or 8), P and Q are
called i-adjacent or i-neighbours. The reflexive, transitive closure of i-adjacency is
called i-connectedness; in other words, P and Q are called i-connected (i = 4 or 8)
if there exists a sequence of grid points P = Po, Pi,'",P,, = Q, such that Pk
and P&+1 are i-adjacent, 0 _ k < n.

The boundary 5' of a shape S is the set of cells of S that are 8-adjacent to
points of the background:

S'= {P: PE 5, da(P, Q) =l for some QE }

Similarly, the coboundary 9' of S is the set of grid points of 9 that are 8-adjacent
to points of 5:

9'={P : P E 9, ds(P, Q) = 1 for some Q E S1

A growth process applied to a shape adds to that shape some (or all) of the
points in its coboundary. In other words, if M is a growth process and S is a
shape, then applying M to S yields a set of cells M(S) such that

S 9 M(S) and M(S) - S C •'.

Since the points in k' are 8-adjacent to S, the result of applying a growth process
to an 8-connected shape is still 8-connected. In particular, shapes grown from a
single cell by iteratively applying a growth process are 8-connected.

The remainder of this paper is organized into two main sections, dealing
respectively with isotropic growth and nonisotropic growth. In each of these sec-
tions, three types of growth models are considered: deterministic, probabilistic,
and probabilistic mixing of deterministic processes.
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3 Imistuv Growth

sotre* wwth bapfin that the rate of growth should be the samu in all di-
rectiow The exper mit reported in this uection attempt to simulate isotropic
growth on a Cartesian two-dimensional grid. S is approximately a disc if

S = {P E Z 2 : d,(o,P):r r, r E Z}

where do,(PQ) = 4(31-') 2 +(V -1)2 , P = (zii.,), Q (x,,ya), and
0 = (0,0). The goal is to dene a growth proces capabe of growing shapes
that are approximately discs, starting from a single point 0 at the origin.

3.1 Deterministic 4/8 Mixing

The simplest growth processes on the grid are the processes that repeatedly add
to a shape all the points that are i-adjacent to it (i = 4 or 8):

D 4(S) = S U{P: da(P,Q) = I for some Q E S},

Ds(S)=SU{P:da(PQ)-= 1 for some Q E S} ,

where S is any shape. D4 causes growth in the horizontal and vertical directions,
and D1 also causes growth in the diagonal directions. It is easy to see that D4
alone produces diamonds, and D1 produces squares. Combinations of )4 and
Ds produce octagons whose sides have slopes that are multiples of 450. It can be
shown that D4(L (O')) (t Ds-steps followed by s D4-stepl) yields an octagon
with vertices

f{(+(8 + t), t), ( +(8 + t), -t), (±it, (8 + t)), (:±t, -(8 + t)))

and that the order in which the D4 and Ds processes are applied makes no
difference.

Since the length of the horizontal and vertical sides is 2t, and the length of
the diagonal sides is vl/s, the octagon can be made arbitrarily close to regular
by letting s/t approach v"2 (Fig. 1). Note that this near-regular octagon has a
circumscribed circle of radius a + t. It has been shown that octagons are the best
"discs" which can be obtained using only the D4 and Do operations [8].

3.2 Probabilistic Growth

Much rounder but slightly ragged discs are obtained by making the growth
process probabilistic. The probabilistic growth model associates a probability of
creating a new cell with each 8-neighbour of an existing cell. This structure is
called an 8-neighbour probability kernel:

P3 P2 P1
P4 13 PO
Ps P6 P7
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U....
1:100 I: 1:2 23 1A

F2: 1.3:2 2:1 1W. I0:

Fig. 1. D'(Dg(O)) best approximates a disc when s/t : vr2.

This growth process iterates over a sequence of discrete time steps; at each
time step the jth neighbour of a cell becomes a cell with probability pj. If a point
is a neighbour of more than one cell, the probabilities combine independently.
Setting all the pjs to 1 produces a square, but lowering the diagonal probabili-
ties produces growth that is more nearly isotropic. The corresponding kernel is
defined to be

p1p
101

p1p

Experimental results for this growth model are shown in Fig. 2. Setting p =

0.2 gives the most disc-like shape. (For the measure of circularity, the ratio of
mean radius (I,) to standard deviation of radius (oa,), proposed in [4], is used.
The higher the ratio, the more circular the shape.)

3.3 Probabilistic 4/8 Mixing

Ragged discs can also be obtained by probabilistically mixing the D4 and D8
growth processes, independently for each cell. Recall that in deterministic growth
all cells on the boundary of S are treated the same,

Di(S)=Su U Di(P)
PES'

and each iteration involves applying either D4 or D8 to all cells on the boundary.
In probabilistic mixing, the cells are treated independently; at each iteration, a
separate choice between D 4 and D8 is made for each boundary cell. Subscripts
(4 or 8) are randomly assigned to the cells of S'; let S4' and S8 denote the sets
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p=I 0 p=O K pA) p7=O 6 p=0-5
• I "1-,* 14* I?4*

p -I) 
4  p . p O 2 p=O I p=O0

11. 421 1; ;." 2,0l *I

Fig. 2. Probabilistic growth with horizontal and vertical probability 1 and diagonal
probability p. The starred numbers are values of a circularity measure [4].

of cells that receive subscripts 4 and 8 respectively. Then a probabilistic mix of
D, and Ds applied to S is

P.M(D 4 , DS; S) = S J U D 4 (P) U U D8 (P)
PES4 PES;

When 4 is assigned with probability p and 8 with probability 1 - p, for various
values of p/(1 - p), the results are as shown in Fig. 3. Apparently, the most
disc-like shapes result when

212 p 2 .
p = 2,2 that is, 2,/21 -2 -v2 "l P)

3.4 Smoothed Growth

Evidently, probabilistic models allow, wit" low probability, "arbitrary" growth
at the boundary: this is why the boundary may become ragged and "hairy", as
illustrated in the first part of Fig. 4 (the process that gezierates this figure will
be described in Sect. 4.4). The raggedness occurs because each cell generates
new cells without knowledge of its ne ghbours' offspring. By requiring "local
support" for new cells, the degree of boundary jaggedness can be controlled.
(This notion of "local support" is not new. If we think of cells as requiring bonds
with neighbouring cells, the notion of local support (i.e., requiring more than
onc bond) is consistent with biological embryology [5]. Other growth models in
the past have imposed similar constraints on the addition of new cells [3].) One
way to achieve this is to require that a new cell must have at least k pre-existing
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1I(XI0 1:l It) 1:2 1:1

9. 1. If Is*

:I24-'2: 1 ": 1 10.:1 1 Wt :I1

402 56.21 *7 210

Fig. 3. Probabilistic mixing of D4 and D8 growth processes.

cells as neighbours after some time t, where clearly t > 1 since growth begins
with a single cell. Figure 4 shows the results of requiring k bonds during the last
five iterations of the growth process, for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

KK WK K9 1k
k=I k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

Fig. 4. Smoothing by requiring multiple support for growth: in the last 5 (of 60) steps,
k nei.hbours are required.

3.5 Growth from a Skeleton

So far, only examples of growth from a single point have been shown. It is
clear, however, that growth processes can be initiated at multiple points and
allowed to proceed in parallel. As a simple example, Fig. 5 shows a curve-like
".'skeleton." At each point of this skeleton a probabilistic 4/8 growth process with
p/(1 - p) = 2v-2 is initiated. The envelope of these processes gradually "fleshes
out" the skeleton. No topological constraints are imposed on the paralle) growth
process; thus the growing shape will eventually fuse with itself. This paper will
not investigate growth from a skeleton any further, but will concentrate only on
growth from a single point.
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t=O 1=10 t=25

Fig. 5. Growth from a skeleton.

4 Nonisotropic Growth

The remainder of this paper describes methods for achieving "controlled" non-
isotropic growth from a point where the control allows the production of elon-
gation and concavities. It will be seen that simple probabilistic growth is quite
limited in the types of shapes it can produce; but a richer class of shapes is pro-
duced by probabilistic mixing of nonisotropic deterministic growth processes.

4.1 Probabilistic Models

The simplest class of nonisotropic shapes is symmetric around the horizontal and
vertical axes; ellipses and rectangles are classic examples. Three possible ways
of growing such shapes using probabilistic growth are defined by the following
kernels, all of which have the highest probability (1) of growth in the horizontal
direction:

- Low-probability vertical growth and no diagonal growth:

op 0

101
0p 0

- Low-probability diagonal growth and no vertical growth:

pOp
101
pOp

- Low-probability vertical and diagonal growth:

PPP
1131

PPP

The results obtained using these three kernels, for various values of p, are
shown in Figs 6, 7, and 8, respectively. It appears that such processes can yield
only pointed or blunted "ellipses." Note in particular that they do not yield
significant concavities, even in directions in which the growth probability is zero.
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p.05 p.-0.25 p-0.1 p.0.05

p-0.025 p.0015 p.0.005 p=0.003

Fig. 6. Horizontal elongation: diagonal probability 0 and vertical probability p.

p=0 .5  p=0.25  p=O. I p=0.05

p-0.025 p=0.015 p=0.005 p---0. 0 0 3

Fig. T. Horizontal elongation: vertical probability 0 and diagonal probability p.

4.2 Deterministic Models with Phase Control

In this section, it will be shown that better-controlled nonisotropic growth can
be achieved by using deterministic periodic growth processes in Vw :h the phases
of the processes can be adjusted.

In directional periodic growth, the ith neighbour of a c. , becomes a cell
after ti time steps. (If a point has more than one neighbourinE ;ell, it becomes
a cell at the earliest of the times ti.) Thus, directional periodic growth is con-
trolled by an 8-tuple of tis, representing the time delays (positive integers) in
the eight possible directions. This 8-tuple is called a time delay kernel (TDK)
T = Nt, t2,... -,t7W, ti E Z+:

t 3 t 2 tl

t4 0 to
t5 t 6 t 7

Periodic growth is implemented by decrementing the tis of all cells by 1 at
each time step. The ith neighbour of a cell becomes a cell one time step after ti
counts down to 1. When a new cell is created it is given a TDK, which in turn
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p. 0 .5  p-. 25  p.O.1  p- 0 .0 5

pffo025 p- 0 .0 15  po0.005  p=0.00 3

Fig. 8. Horizontal elongation: vertical and diagonal probability p.

controls the growth from that cell. The TDK of a new cell can be defined in at
least two ways:

- The cell is given the same TDK that its parent started with. This is called
the phase-resetting, or restart clocks method.

- The cell is given the decremented TDK of its parent. In other words, the
new cell copies the tis from its parent at the time step at which the cell
is created (except for ti, which is reset to its original value). This is the
phase-preserving, or copy clocks method.

Both the restart clocks and the copy clocks methods are capable of growing
octagons. However, the copy clocks method has the added capability of growing
arbitrarily elongated octagons, as we shall now see.

Restart Clocks As in Sect. 4.1, T is restricted to be symmetric with respect
to the x and y axes:

bcb,. ...

bcb

The first three steps of a simple restart clocks process are shown in Fig. 9.
In general, it is not hard to see that this process yields convex polygons whose
vertices lie on the axes and on the diagonals. Thus, after n iterations, the kernel
shown above yields the polygon shown in Fig. 10, where

a =[!] , '0= [,j , = [nj, 6=L 21.]

Since the vertices lie on the lines x = 0, y = 0, y = ±x, the polygon must be a
square, hexagon, octagon, or rhombus (without loss of generality, assume a < c):

1. When b < a, the polygon is a square with vertices (+, ±3), (±-B, •).
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2. W•m < b <5 c, it is a hexagon with vertices 1(-+#, 0•), (±#•, :F#), (±O, 0)}.
3. When c < 4 < a+c, it is an octagon with vitices {(:±a, 0), (0, :ky), (-, t:),

4. When a + c < b, it is a rhombus with vtices {((+a, 0), (0, ±-f)}.

Note that the polygon can be arbitrarily elongated in the horizontal direction
(or the vertical direction, if c < a), but only by coming to a sharp point in that
direction; this method cannot generate rectangles because the off-axis vertices
must lie on the diagonals y = :z. (Some examples will be shown below.)

t=O t=1 t=2

3 223 33 3332 22111 2223 33

It 3ff Wi 2 1 I333 1 33 212

3 33 2 2 21 1 222 333

3 33 333 333

Fig. 9. A simple restart clocks growth process. The starting cell is shaded.

(0,m z(.p,y)),,....

S"•"(ma•p),O)

Fig. 10. The polygon produced by a restart clocks process.

Copy Clocks The first three step. of a simple copy clocks process are shown
in Fig. 11. It can be shown that when horizontally and vertically symmetric
time delay kernels are used, as in Sect. 4.2, convex polygons having horizontal,

. . i ' i i i i i i i 'i l id Ill iI t . .. . .. ... ... . ....it'] . . . .
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3~ ~ 2 IA 2 I 3

3  33 3  n 33i 3 3 if b 3  3i3 3
3

33

Fig. 11. A simple copy clocks growth process. The starting cell is shaded..... ...... ... .
Fig. 12. The polygon produced by a copy clocks process.

vertical, and diagonal sides are obtained, as shown in Fig. 12. Let a, 3,y be as
above, and let

= lcm a,b)' A lcm b,c)' Ic(,)' C , lcm(: b,c)'

where lcrn(z, y) is the least common multiple of z and y. Then it can be shown
that

p = (a - JA) + ( -K) + LI,

Or = JA - Vi,

S= (O - U) + (• - A) + M.

Since the slopes of the sides of a convex polygon must be monotonic, and
here they are multiples of 450, the polygon has at most eight sides. In fact, the
polygon must be a rectangle, hexagon, diamond, or octagon (without loss of
generality, amume a < c):

1. The polygon is a rectangle (with vertices {(±p, ,-r), (±p, :Fr)}) if and only
if a = 0; this mean that p = P,, i.e., that b divides lcm(a, c).

2. The polygon is a hexagon (with vertices { (+p, ±v), (±p, F:o), ( k(p + a), 0)})
if and only if 'r = 0. It is not hard to see that this is equivalent to -y = ju,
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- A, and to = 0. Evidently, P = 0 requires n < lcm(a, b, c). Since c
divides Lm(a, c), -y = p implies c = Lcm (a, c), which implies that a divides
c. Similarly, 0 = A implies that c divides b, so that lcm(a, b, c) = b. Thus a
hexagon is obtained if and only if a divides c, c divides b, and n < b.

3. The polygon is a diamond (with vertices {(±a, 0), (0, ±a)}) if and only if
p = r = 0; as in the previous case, this is equivalent to a = c, a divides b,
and n < b.

4. Otherwise, the polygon is an octagon (with vertices {(±p, ±(r + -r)),
(±p, Ffr + -0), (±(p + or, ±j, (±(p +

Note that the rectangle, hexagon, or octagon can be arbitrarily elongated,
but the diamond is square.

Comparisons The restart and copy clocks methods are compared in Figs 13-14
for two TDKs:

- No diagonal growth, slow vertical growth;
- Slow diagonal growth, no or slow vertical growth.

00 c 00

00 C 00Raw Clodl

Itmnm -~

C=I c=2 cz3 c-4 C=5

Fig. 13. Horizontal elongation (no diagonal growth, slow vertical growth).

Note that these TDKs all yield rhombuses, hexagons, or rectangles. Recall that
the restart clocks method yields octagons (for a < c) when c < b < a + c, which
requires a > 1; the copy clocks method yields octagons when b does not divide
lcm (a, c), and when either a does not divide c, c does not divide b, or b <_ n, for
example as in Fig. 15. In the restart cases, the same hexagon is obtained for all
c > 3; in the copy cases, rectangles are obtained when 3 divides c, and octagons
are obtained otherwise.
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boob bbb
101 or 101
boob b b b

Camn mcia

.b oo

3c3

3c3

Copyr Ckcb

c-! c=2 c-3 c-M€•

Fig. 15. Horiontmal elongation (slow diagonal growth, very slow vertical growth).

Probabilistic Mixing Shapes with curved, but ragged boundaries can be pro-
duced by probabilistically mixing these deterministic processes; two examples
are shown in Figs 16-17, using, respectively, the kernels

oo5oo 555 oo~oo 555
1 7 1 + 1C1 and 1 C1 + iC1
oo5oo 555 oo~o3 555

where 1R and C denote "restart" and "copy. Thus, this approach makes it pos-
sible to obtain elongated shapes that have rounded ends.

- ••• • • ...---- • . t Wa .• mk .- i -• .•• •,- . -,• . . ..... •: . . ...1 0..1 . . .
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~~ +-

10&l 10&1 5:1 24 1 2:1

1:1 1:2 1:5 1:10 1:100

FIg. 16. Probabilistically mixing a rhombus with a rectangle.

S1 .1 5:1 g2:1 2:1

1:1 1:2 1:5 1:10 1:100

Fig. 17. Probabilistically mixing a hexagon with a rectangle.

4.3 Time-Varying Growth

In all of the previous examples, the kernels have remained the same throughout
the growth process. In this section two examples are shown where the kernels
change during the process. In the first example, the kernels change abruptly half
way through the growth (Fig. 18); in the second example, the first pair of kernels
gradually changes into the second over a period of 15 iterations (Fig. 19). The
kernels used were

oc 5 oo 555 5 0o 5 555
1 R 5 + 1C5 changing to ca Roo + 5C5

oo5oo 555 1 0o 5 155

4.4 Concavities

All the time-invariant growth processes described thus far can produce only
(ragged) convex shapes. Setting the probability in a particular direction to zero,
or the time delay to infinity, does not create a concavity because growth from
neighbouring cells fills it in. It will now be shown that, by making appropriate
changes in the kernel, concavities can be produced.
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Fig. 18. Changing the kernels abruptly; the resulting elongated shape takes an abrupt
"turn."

Fig. 19. A gradual change from one pair of kernels to another produces a smoother
"turning" effect.

To prevent a concavity from filling in from the sides, a growth process must
be introduced in which some child cells can have longer periods (or lower prob-
abilities) than their parents. (Note that in both the restart and copy clocks
methods, the time delays in a child's TDK never exceed those in its parent's
TDK.) A concavity can then be formed by giving certain child cells long periods
in the appropriate directions. An example of this method is shown in Fig. 20.
In this example, when children are produced by a cell whose TDK has a local
maximum (i.e., a long delay flanked by short ones), indicating slow growth in a
certain direction, these children are given TDKs having long delays on the sides
that face that direction.

COD,~~~ t= _Dl i E1E
PI I•Q- I I I

Fig. 20. The first two steps of a concavity-producing process.
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Concavities can be produced in this way in any of the eight directions. The
depth of a concavity is controlled by the length of the time delay(s) specified in
the TDK (Fig. 21). Lobes or protrusions can be produced by creating pairs of
concavities. Probabilistic mixing controls the concavity sharpness and the lobe
shape (Figs 22-23).

'C

101 cwl c=2 c=3 C= =

I IIEbb&&

Fig. 21. Vertical and diagonal concavities. (Only the original TDKs are shown.)

100:1 10:1 5:1 2:1

1:2 1:242 1:5 1:10 1:100

Fig. 22. Producing lobes by combining pairs of concavities. Probabilistic mixing
controls the lobe shape.
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100:1 10:1 5:1 2:1

1:2 1:2,02 1:5 1:10 1:100

Fig. 23. A second example of lobe generation.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, simple deterministic (periodic) and probabilistic models have been
described for growth of a shape from a point on a two-dimensional Cartesian grid.
It was found that "natural"-looking shapes can be produced by probabilistically
combining deterministic growth processes which would individually yield simple
polygons. In particular, it was found that long parallel-sided "ribbons" with
rounded ends can be generated by mixing a process that produces rectangles with
a process that produces elongated hexagons or rhombuses; and that a "ribbon"
can be made to turn smoothly by gradually changing the directional bias of the
growth periods (or probabilities). (Evidently ribbons of varying width can be
produced by using a varying growth rate.) It was also found that these models can
be made to yield shapes with concavities by allowing some of a child cell's growth
periods to be longer than those of its parents (or some of its probabilities to be
lower than its parents'). It was shown that the raggedness of the shapes can be
reduced by requiring "local support" (k-adjacency) for new cells. A more detailed
paper, including proofs of the results stated in this paper, is in preparation.

The models introduced in this paper have many possible generalizations. It
would be of interest to study the general class of processes in which the periods
(or probabilities) have Markovian dependencies on the previous generations' pe-
riods. Evidently a wide variety of complex, hierarchically-structured "natural"
shapes can be generated in this way.

It would also be of interest to study models in which "environmental" factors
can influence the growth (in analogy with the effects of gravity, illumination,
nutrition, etc., on the growth of organisms), and to study how two growing
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shapes might interact (or how a growing shape might interact with itself, e.g. to
avoid "fusing" with itself). In addition, it would be of interest to study processes
in which cells can "die"; this allows the growth of shapes that have holes.

In addition, various modifications of the ideas in this paper could be investi-
gated. This paper dealt only with a discrete, two-dimensional Cartesian grid and
with a discrete, synchronous sequence of time steps; other grids (in two or more
dimensions), or the growth of clusters of cells in Euclidean space, where the time
between the creation of a cell and the creation of its children is a random vari-
able, could be considered. Hierarchical or "multigrid" growth processes, which
take place at more than one "scale", could be studied (see, e.g., [2J). Finally, it
would be of considerable interest to investigate the recovery of growth models
from examples of their output.
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Abstract. This study considers four means of defining differential operators
for extracting local aspects of shape in ill-specified environments: fuzzy differ-
entiation as kernel smoothing; differentiation in the sense of weak or general-
ized derivatives; differentiation for fuzsy functions between norned spaces; and
fussy differentiation for mappings between fuzzy manifolds. More consideration
is given to the last, norm-free approach, which involves the notions of an abstract
fussy topological vector space, fuzzy differentiation between fussy topological
vector spaces, fuzzy atlases, and tangent vectors of fuzzy manifolds.

Keywords: shape description, differential geometry, fuzzy set, fuzzy derivative,
fuzzy topological vector space, fuzzy manifold, tangent vector, tangent space.

1 Introduction

A common technique for characterizing shape in an image is to use some kind of
differential operator to extract the critical local variations in the light distribu-
tion. For images of two-dimensional objects, and their boundaries in particular, ,..
one might determine the positions of curvature extrema [1, 38, 9]; and, for images
of three-dimensional objects, the positions of extrema in, for example, principal
curvatures [17].

Yet in real vision systems, whether machine or human, imprecisions are in-
herent in the spatial and intensity characterization of the image. At the low-
est, most immediate levels of image representation, there are effects of noise
in sensory transduction and of limits on sampling frequency, both spatial and
temporal. At higher, more removed levels of image representation [13], there are
more general imprecisions to do with the specification of image qualities [40]. For
the human observer it is unclear what geometrical framework is used to form
the representation, and indeed whether a metric structure or the structure of

* I am grateful to P. Fletcher, R. Kopperman, S.R. Pratt, and M.G.A. Thomson for
critically reading the manuscript and to J.J. Koenderink for comments on Sect. 2.
This work was supported by ESPRIT Basic Research Action No. 6448 (VIVA).
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a normed space is part of it [i1, 14]. How then should differential operators be
defined for these ill-specified environments?

The approaches to this problem have differed in the restrictions they have
placed on the class of admissible image characterizations and on the analytic
machinery assumed to be available at each processing stage. Four of the main
approaches may be summarized as follows.

1. Assume a Euclidean framework and smooth the low-level image representa-
tion. The classical differential methods of real analysis may then be applied
straightforwardly.

2. Assume that the low-level representation is important only in the way that
it "interacts" with certain other functions. For a sufficiently large set of
such functions, this interaction defines an operator which is differentiable, in
the sense of generalized derivatives, and which can be used in place of the
representation.

3. Assume that the image representation is "fuzzy" but constrained in such a
way that it may be isometrically embedded in a normed space, which then
allows classical differential methods to be applied.

4. Assume that the image representation is fuzzy and introduce a natural fuzzy
topological vector space structure-or more generally the structure of a fuzzy
differentiable manifold---so that the notion of fuzzy differentiation follows
naturally without the imposition of a norm.

This article reviews briefly methods (l)-(3), and then more fully method (4),
which involves some relatively unfamiliar topological-geometrical notions. The
treatment is not complete: topological [19, 23, 24] and graph-based [22] digital-
topolog-raI approaches are not considered, nor are synthetic methods [20].

It is assumed, with little loss in generality, that the images of interest are
monochromea c, viewed monocularly.

2 Fuzzy Differentiatir'n as Kernel Smoothing

Suppose that the image is represented by some luminance distribution I(x),
where x ranges over the real plane 1R2 , and suppose that I is non-smooth in
some way, that is, I or its first or second derivative is discontinuous in the
standard differential structure on R2. There are various ways of smoothing the
data defined by I. A kernel smoother uses an explicit set of local weights, defined
by the kernel K, to produce the smoothed estimate I of 1 at each x [42, 16];
thus

i(x) = JK(x - x') I(x') dx'.

If I is obtained by discrete sampling, that is, determined only on a finite subset
{x 1 <,i<, of points in 112, the integral is replaced by a summation over i [16].

In general the kernel takes the form

K(x) = (cola) d(lixlll/'),
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where d is a decrasing function; I" II is a norm; cr is the window-width or
bandidt; and co is a normalizing constant. There are several criteria for the
choice of kernel (31]; in the present context a natural candidate for d is the
standard Gausian function [42].

For functions of IR', and for luminance distributions in particular, a definition
of a fussy derivative has been been proposed [21] that may be viewed as a kernel
smoother, the kernel being the derivative of a Gaussian function; that is:

Definition 1. The nth (partial) fuzzy derivative at z E IR is the kernel
an

where or = vIs sets the scale parameter.

The functions 0. have a ready physical and physiological interpretation [21],
and show a concatenation property such that the higher-order derivatives are ob-
tained at lower spatial "resolutions", the resolution corresponding to the inverse
of the scale parameter value o. A discretized version of this scale-space approach
has been described in [27, 28], where a discrete analogue of the Gaussian kernel
is used.

There is, however, a fundamental problem of deciding how appropriately the
fitted surface represents the original surface [10, 4]. A critical question, for ex-
ample, is whether Gaussian smoothing leads to robust derivatives. As has been
noted elsewhere [43], there are two conflicting requirements: accuracy (correct
derivatives should be obtained, at least for low orders), and smoothing (the ef-
fects of noise and discretization should be minimized). Gaussian kernels can lead
to "over-smoothing" errors, but other kernels can be derived that achieve a bet-
ter compromise between these two requirements [43]. The technique of adaptive
kernel estimation has been reviewed in [42].

The approach summarized in Definition 1 and developed in [21] differs from
some others in that it does not assume necessarily that an "original" surface
exists, other than that which can be observed through the kernels (see Sect. 3).
This foundational issue has been circumvented in an approach [4] that uses
a statistical covariance technique [26] for surface descriptors. By analogy with
classical differential methods, the technique yields, for discretely sampled data,
definitions of the first and second fundamental forms for a surface in R 3 , and
the Weingarten equations, which relate the rate of change of the unit normal
vector and the corresponding chosen direction of a curve on the tangent plane
[4].

The next section considers more generally the notion of derivatives as oper-
ators.

3 Generalized Derivatives

Suppose that the image luminance distribution I(x), x E R 2, is such that it
can be associated formally with an operator on a set of "test" functions on R 2 .
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(The association may be through convolution, as in the preceding section; the
test fuactions are eined shortly, after a natural topology for them is intro-
duced.) Although derivatives of the representation may not be defined in the
ordinary way, derivatives of this operator may be defined, providing that certain
conditions ae satisfied.

The set of test functions is given a topology based on a family of seminorms.
A aeminorm on a vector space E is a mapping p : E -, [oo ) such that:

1. - A + !5 _<PM• + PMn, for all f , 77 E E.
2. p(of) = I p(f), for all fE E, EC (or R).

A family {P7}7.Er of seminorms separate. points if

3. p,(f) = 0 for all -fE r implies t = o.

The natural topology on a vector space with a family {py}.Er of seminorms
separating points is the weakest topology in which all the py are continuous and
in which the operation of addition is continuous.

The set of test functions on R 2 (or, more generally, R") is the set S of
functions of rapid decrease; that is, the set of infinitely differentiable functions
Son JR2 for which

sup (x'1 
,x2) 4)(XiX 2 ) < 00

(ZI,z2)ER 2 1 ,19.20

for all non-negative integers a 1,a 2,j/1,f12. The functions in S are thus those
that together with their derivatives fall off more rapidly than the inverse of any
polynomial. The quantity on the left-hand side of (1) defines a seminorm I".
on S. These seminorms give S the natural topology.

The space of operators can now be defined as the (topological) dual of S; that
is, the set of all continuous linear functions ("functionals") on S. It is denoted
by S' and called the space of tempered distributions [41]. The derivative of a
tempered distribution is defined as follows.

Definition 2. Let T be a tempered distribution. The weak or generalized deriva-
tive D(al,*2)T (or the derivative in the sense of distributions) is given by

(D('@1 0)T)(O)) = (-1)101+021 T O(01+02) 0) , for all E S

There is a natural way to associate a certain class of functions f on .R2 with
tempered distributions T! such that if T! = T. then f = g almost everywhere.
For an image luminance distribution that falls into this class, its derivative may
thus be defined as the derivative of the corresponding tempered distribution.
The connection between this approach to the differentiation of image functions
and the smoothing approach of Sect. 2 is discussed in [101.
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4 Normed Spaces of Fussy Sets

Suppose, now, that the sampling of the image is leas precisely specified. For
example, consider a function that assigns to each point x in R2 with luminance
I(x) some measure of the "goodness" of this characterization of the image at
that point, or, more generally, consider a function that assigns to each element of
some set X of image attributes, possibly including an estimate of spatial position,
a number that specifies the extent to which that attribute is associated with the
image or part of the image. Both of these functions are examples of "fuzzy
sets", the formal notion of which was introduced by Zadeh [44]. Thus, given an
arbitrary set X, a fuzzy set (or fuzzy subset) in X is a function A : X -* [0, 11
such that the value A(z) of A at the point x E X gives the "grade of membership"
of z in A. (Fuzzy set theory should not be confused with probability theory; for
discussion of this and related issues, see [45, 33, 34].) For a classical set the
grade of membership would be either 0 or 1 (and A would then coincide with its
characteristic function). The grade of membership of a fuzzy set may be taken in
a complete lattice [15]-that is, a lattice in which every subset has a supremum
and an infimum-rather than in the unit interval [0, 1]; see [331 for examples.
A kind of fuzziness for which there is no greatest element has been considered
in [321, but this weaker structure limits the definition of a topology (Sect. 6).

The set F(X) of all fuzzy sets in X is a complete distributive lattice. For
any fuzzy set A and any number a E [0,1], the a-cut A,, of A is the set
{ z E X I A(x) > a }. If X is a vector space, a convex fuzzy set A in .f(X) has
the property that

A(Axj + (1 - A)X2 ) Ž_ min{A(xi), A(X 2)},

for every X1 ,X 2 in X, and A in [0, 1].
The next section considers the differentiation of a "fuzzy" function from a

normed vector space into a set of fuzzy sets in a reflexive Banach space Y with
norm 1 -1. It is possible to introduce a norm on a subset of .F(Y), the set of all
fuzzy sets in Y. Recall that the Hausdorff distance dH(P, Q) between non-empty
bounded (classical) subsets P, Q of Y is given by

dH(P, Q) = max {sup inf 1Ip - qII, sup inf I1p - qjI
1pEP qEQ qEQ pEP I

This distance can be extended to the subset Fo(Y) of .F(Y) containing those
fuzzy sets A with the following properties [361:

1. A is upper semicontinuous;
2. A is convex;
3. Ac is compact for every a.

For A, B E Yo(Y), define the distance d(A, B) between A and B by

d(A, B) = sup{dH(A., B,)}.

,•... .,, , • • ... .., • ,• . , ~ •. ~ m m W .. . . ... .. •.. ... . . .. . .....-0. . .. . .
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Them it can be shown [36] that (•o(Y), d) is a complete metric space.
The subset 7o(Y) can be given a linear structure in the following way [36].

For A, B C Jvo(Y), the sw C = A + B of A, B (sometimes denoted by A e B)
is the fumy met in Y defined by

C(y)- sup (aI e(Acj+Ba)}, forallyE Y,

where A. + B. is the (classical) subset f z E Y I z = a + b, a E A., b E Ba }.
For my caLar a E I, the secaar product aA of a and A is the fuzzy set in Y
defined by

SA(y/l), •if a i 0,
(aA)(y)- 0, if a=0andyO0,

supSEy A(z), if a=Oandy=O.

Although Yo(Y) is not a vector space with this sum and product [37, 36], the
embedding theorem of Rhdstr6m [371 may be used to embed Jro(Y) isometrically
in a normed vector space. Let Y be this normed space and let j : YO(Y) -* Y
denote the embedding.

5 Differentiation of a Fuzzy Function between Normed
Spaces

One definition [36] of a fuzzy function f from an arbitrary set X to an arbitrary
set Y is that it is a set-valued mapping or multifunction [3] that assigns to each
point z E X a fuzzy set f(z) E .F(Y) (but see e.g. [33] for other interpretations).
Suppose that X is a normed vector space; U a (classical) open subset of X; Y
a reflexive Banach space, as in Sect. 4; and f a fuzzy function from U into Y
such that f(z) E Y'o(Y); that is, for each z E X, the fuzzy set f (z) has the
properties (1)-(3) of Sect. 4. Then the differentiability of f at a point in U may
be defined [36] by the differentiability of its composition with the embedding j
in the normed vector space Y; thus:

Definition3. The fuzzy function f : U --+ Fo(Y) is differentiable at a point
zo E U if the composition j = j o f is differentiable at z 0 ; that is, if there exists
a linear bounded mapping I'(zo) from X into Y such that

--im. { "-) - .(zO) - !,(zo)(z - z°)II = 0.
Z-*Z { 111(Z - -XotI

Further details are given in [36, 3], where the Hukuhara differential is also dis-
cussed.

By definition [46, 30], a type 2 fuzzy set A in a set X is a fuzzy set char-
acterized by a fuzzy membership function whose values are each fuzzy sets
in the unit interval [0, 1]; that is, for each z E X, the grade of membership
A(z) : J -, [0, 11, where J C [0, 1]. Type 2 fuzzy sets are a special case of
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the fussy fiucto just defned. An application of Definition 3 might thus be to
tamat characterizai that form type 2 fussy sets; that is, as in Sect. 4,
where each point x in 1R2 of the image is associated with a fussy estimate f(x)
of (normalized) luminance.

6 Fussy Topology and Fuszy Topological Vector Spaces

Consider, next, fussy sets in a set X where there is no norm. As will become
clear later, all that is needed for a basic definition of differentiation is that X
should be equipped with an appropriately fuzzy version of the structure of a
topological vector space.

Note. In fact an even simpler framework is possible. R. Kopperman has consid-
ered (1992, personal communication) the equivalent definition: f'(z) is a deriva-
tive for f at z if f(y) = f(z) + m(z, y)(y - z) and lim,_.. m(z, y) = f(z),
with m(z, y), the slope of f between z and y, defined for x, y E Dom(f).
This definition extends easily to any category of topological abelian groups
such that if X, Y are topological abelian groups, then Hom(X, Y) is also a
topological abelian group and [(f, z) -+ f(z)] : Hom(X, Y) x X - Y and
[ (f,g) -- fog] : Hom(X, Y) x Hom(Z, X) --. Hom(Z, Y) are jointly continuous.
In this situation, functions are continuous at points of differentiability and the
chain rule and sum rule hold; further, theorems on partial derivatives and the
inverse and implicit function theorems, among others, can be formulated and
shown in natural settings (see Sect. 8).

For the sake of completeness, some elementary properties of fuzzy sets are
briefly recalled (44, 33, 35, 7]. For each c E [0,1], let k. denote the constant
fuzzy set in X, that is, kc(z) = c for all z E X; and let zx denote the fuzzy point
in X, where eI c, for y = z;

.() = 0, otherwise.
For a fuzzy set A in X, one writes zx E A when c < A(z). The set X is
identified with the constant fuzzy set k1 and the empty set is identified with k0 .
The inclusion, intersection, union, and complement of two arbitrary fuzzy sets
are defined in an obvious fashion [44, 7]; for example, for fuzzy sets A, B in X,
the intersection An B is given by (A n B)(x) = min{A(z), B(z)}, for all z E X.

Let f be a mapping from a set X to a set Y. Let B be a fuzzy set in Y. Then
the inverse image f- 1 [B] of B is the fuzzy set in X defined by f-1[B](z) =
B(f (z)), for all z E X. Conversely, let A be a fuzzy set in X. Then the image
f[A] of A is the fuzzy set in Y defined by

f [A] (y) = supZ-Ef-('() A(z), if f -'(y) is nonempty,

[0, otherwise.

Notice that although f takes fuzzy sets into fuzzy sets, it is not a set-valued
mapping in the sense of Sect. 5, where (classical) points are taken into fuzzy
sets.
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A f mpok. an ma ut X isa a o T of fm now in X tat tise the
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1. Fbrl A cE [0,1], k.e ET.
2. I A,BET,thenAfnBET.
3. I Aj E T for al j e J (J om ide t), then UjejAj C T.

In the defaition of a fussy topology due to Chang [5], the condition (1) is

V'. ko, k• eT.

The inclusion in T of all fussy sets that are constant functions on X is required
for the fussy continuity of the constant functions from X to any other set Y
equipped with a fuzzy topology (fussy continuity is defined shortly). A fussy
topology that satisfies condition (1) is called a proper fuzzj topology. The pair
(X, T) is called a fzz topologicl #pace. An open fussy set A in X is one which
is in T, and a closed fuzzy set is one whose complement A = 1 - A is in T. A
fuzzy set B is a neighbourhood of a fuzzy point zx in X if there is a fussy set A
in T such that X, E A C B. A fuzzy topological space is called a fuzzy T space
if every fuzzy point is a closed fuzzy met.

Let (X,T),(Y, V) be two fuzzy topological spaces. A mapping f of (X,T)
into (Y, V) is fuzzy continuous if for each open fuzzy set V in V the inverse image
f -I [V] is in T. Conversely, f is fuzzy open if for each open fuzzy set U in T, the
image f [U] is in V. For related properties, including the notions of an induced
fuzzy topology on a fuzzy set, and relatively fuzzy continous and relatively fuzzy
open mappings, see [12].

Suppose that E is a vector space over IK (the real field IR or complex field
C). Let A, B be fuzzy sets in E. The definitions of the sum and scalar product
(Sect. 4) may be reformulated thus. The sum 'C = A + B of A, B is the fuzzy set
in E defined by

C(z) = sup min{A(o), B(b)}, for all x E E;
a+bafi

and, for any scalar a E lC, the scalar product aA of a and A is the fuzzy set in
E defined by

) A(z/a), for a # 0,
0W(z), otherwise,

for all z E E, where 0 is the fuzzy point at 0 in E with c = sup,E,, A(y).
Suppose that E is equipped with a fuzzy topology T and that ]K is equipped

with the usual topology X. A fuzzy topological vector space (ftvs) is a vector
space E over IK such that [18] the two mappings

I. (z,V) "z+s Vof (E,T) x (E,T) into (E,T),
2. (a,x) "-. az of (K, X) x (E,T) into (E,T),

are fussy continuous. Notice that the fussy topological vector space E may be
proper or improper, but K is a special cae of an improper fussy topological
vector space. In the sequel, E denotes a ftvs with scalar field ]K.
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7 FMWy D r•S atiatioU Between Fussy o1pological Vector

The following ddnition of a fuzzy derivative a a pneralisation of the clausical
ddmition fr topological vector space [25]. Let E, F be two fussy ftvs's and let
*be a mapping from E into F. Let o(t) be any function of a real variable t such
that lim,...o o(t)/t = 0. Then 0 is tangent to 0 if given a neighbourhood W of 06
in F, 0 < 6 < 1, there exists a neighbourhood V of O% in E, 0 < A < 6, such
that

S(tV] o(t)W,

for some function o(t). If both V, W are clamuical sets and E, F are normed, then
this amounts [25] to the usual condition

where limn40_, 0 i(z) = 0.
Let E, F be two ftvs's, each endowed with a fuzzy T, topology. Let f : E --+ F

be fuzzy continuous. The fuzzy differentiability of f at a point in E may be
defined [6] thus:
Definition 4. The mapping f : E --* F is fuzzy differentiable at a point X E E

if there exists a linear fuzzy continuous mapping f'(z) of E into F such that

f(x + y) = f(x) + f'(x)(y) + 4(y), for all y E E,

where q$ is tangent to 0.

The mapping f'(z) is the fuzzy derivative of f at x; it is an element of
L(E, F), the set of all linear fuzzy continuous mappings of E into F. The map-
ping f is fuzzy differentiable if it is fuzzy differentiable at every point of E. That
f'(z) is unique depends [6] on the fuzzy topology being fuzzy TI.

An application of Definition 4 might be to those image characterizations
which associate with each image point x in R2, say, a fuzzy estimate of location
(Sect. 4), and with each point f(x) in R, say, a fuzzy estimate of an attribute
value such as contour curvature.

The next section considers a generalization of this notion of differentiation
to spaces which are only locally like fuzzy topological vector spaces.

8 Fuzzy Differentiation Between Fuzzy Manifolds

Let E, F, G be ftvs's. It may be shown [6] that the composition go f of two fuzzy
differentiable mappings f : E --+ F, g : F -, G is fuzzy differentiable, and that
the fuzzy derivative of go f at z E E is g'(f(x)) o f'(z). It may also be shown [6]
that if f, g are two fuzzy continuous mappings of E into F that are each fuzzy
differentiable at z E E, then f + g is fuzzy differentiable and so is af for all
a E IK. A bijection f of E onto F is a fuzzy diffeomorphism of clas C if f and
its inverse f- are fuzzy differentiable, and f' and (f- 1 )' are fuzzy continuous.
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Ckmicsat, .ae can glue together the open smbeets o a topological vector
spec (more commonly a Bamach space) to form a manifold. Fuzzy differntiale
nmaihids can be defined in the sam. way; the glue is a family of (local) fuzzy
diM1pime betmme fuzzy topological vector spaces.

Lot X bea set. A fw atlas•A. of cLh C' on X is a collection of pairs
(A j,#) (here aed subsequently j ranges in some index set) that satisfies the
fo conditions:

1. Each Aj is a fuzzy set in X and supj Ai(z) = 1, for ill z E X.
2. Each O is a bijection, defined on the support of Ai, which maps Aj onto

an open fuzzy set Oj[Aj] in some ftvs Ej, and, for each I in the index set,
S[Aj n All is an open fuzzy set in E,.

3. For each I in the index set, the mapping 01 o ', which maps Oj[Aj n Al]
onto Ok,[Aj n Al], is a C1 fuzzy diffeomorphism.

Each pair (Aj, j) is a fuzzy chart of the fuzzy atlas. If a point x E X lies in the
support of A, then (Aj, 0j) is a fuzzy chart at z.

It is then possible to show [8] that given a C1 fuzzy atlas A on a set X, the
set X may be endowed with a fuzzy topology such that each Aj in A is an open
fuzzy set and each Oj is fuzzy continuous. In fact, the family {Aj} of fuzzy sets
forms a base for a proper fuzzy topology on X and in this topology the Oi are
fuzzy continuous.

Let (X, T ) be a fuzzy topological space. Suppose that A is an open fuzzy
set in X and that 40 is a fuzzy continuous bijective mapping which is defined
on the support of A and which maps A onto an open fuzzy set V in some ftvs
E. The pair (A, ) is compatible with the C1 atlas {(Aj, Oi)} if each mapping
Oj oO-1 of O[A fl Ai] onto Oj [A fl Ail is a fuzzy diffeomorphism of class C1. Two
C' fuzzy atlases are compatible if each fuzzy chart of one atlas is compatible
with each fuzzy chart of the other atlas. Compatibility between C' fuzzy atlases
is obviously an equivalence relation. An equivalence class of C' fuzzy atlases on
X defines a C' fuzzy manifold on X. In the following, reference is made simply
to fuzzy manifolds.

Suppose that X, Y are fuzzy manifolds and that f is a mapping of X into Y.
The fuzzy differentiability of f at a point z in X may be defined [8] by its fuzzy
differentiability in fuzzy charts at x and f(z); that is:

Definition 5. The mapping f : X -+ Y is fuzzy differentiable at a point z E X
if there is a fuzzy chart (U, 0) at z E X and a fuzzy chart (V, tp) at f(x) E Y
such that the mapping o fofo-1, which maps O4U nf-I (VII into O{VI, is fuzzy
differentiable at (z).

It is obvious that this definition does not depend on the choice of fuzzy chart
at x and f(z). The mapping f is fuzzy differentiable if it is fuzzy differentiable
at every point of X; it is a C' fuzzy difleomorphism if it is a bijection and both
it and its inverse f -' are fuzzy differentiable.

Let X, Y, Z be fuzzy manifolds. The composition g o f of two fuzzy differ-
entiable mappings f: X -- Y, g : Y -- Z is fuzzy differentiable, and, as a
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cerlm• y, if I,# an C, fussy den, then the composition g of is a

CI fusydmmepim (51

9 Tangent Vectors in a Fussy Manifold

The notion of a directional derivative in Euclidean (or aSfne) space leads to the
classical notion of a tangent vector of a differentiable manifold. A tangent vector
of a fuzzy manifold may be defined as follows. Let X be a fuzzy manifold and
let z be a (classical) point in X. Consider triples (U, 0, vA), where (U, 0) is a
fuzzy chart at z and v% is a fuzy point of the ftvs in which O[U] lies. Two such
triples (U, 0, v%), (V, 0, wj%) are related, written (U, 0, vA) , (V, 0, wA), if the
fuzzy derivative of 1 o 0-1 at O(z) maps into wA; that is,

(0 0 0-)'(#z))vA = W%.

It is straightforward to show that the relation (U, 0, vA) - (V, 0, wA) is an equiv-
alence relation. The equivalence class of triples (U, 0, v.%) constitutes a tangent
vector of the fuzzy manifold X at z. The tangent apace T7.(X) at z is the set of
all tangent vectors at z.

The set T.(X) can be given the structure of a vector space. Define the sum
of two tangent vectors at x E X as

(U1 , ,, VA) + (U2, 4,,VU) = (U2 , 62, (02 o '1 )'(€(z))vlA + V2A);

and the product of a tangent vector with a scalar ci as

a. (U, 0, V) = (U, 0, ,v).

These two operations do not depend on the choice of fuzzy chart [8]; thus if
(U1 , 01, v1A) - (V1, 01, w1A) and (UW2 , 02, V,) - (, 02, u2.y), then (U1, 4, ,v1)+
(U2 , o 2, v2 ) - (VI, 1, wlA) + (V2, 02, w2.,); and if (U, 0, j) - (V, k, w), then
of (Wo, VA) ~ a. (W, 0, •).

10 Conclusion

Of the possible approaches to defining differential operators in ill-specified en-
vironments, the four considered here vary, necessarily, in the directness of their
application to image representations. The definitions of differentiation based on
convolving image luminance distributions have an immediate applicability, but
they may be less suited to the analysis of higher-level image representations.
The definitions of differentiation based on fuzzy sets make weaker assumptions
about the nature of image representations and the extent of the analytic ma-
chinery available; but, for practical applications, they require the construction of
an explicit relationship between the physically measurable properties of images
and the fuzzy sets that, at some processing level, represent them.

The last issue may be addressed with the aid of a fuzzy location; that is, the
kind of fuzzy set that, as introduced in Sect. 4, associates with each point x in R2
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with huminance I(x) a measure of the adequacy of that characterization of the
image at that point. At leat one experimental procedure has been described [2]
for estimating the reliability of visual positional sense, and this procedure could
be used to determine a fuzzy location. Based on the notion of fuzzy location
and fuzzy orientation, the elements of a fuzzy geometry for visual space have
been set out in [7] (see also [39]), where the notions of fuzzy locations for lines
and curves have been introduced, and some of the fuzzy relations among them,
including fuzzy collinearity, straightness, and tangency.
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Abstract. This study introduces the notions of fuzzy location and fuzzy prox-
imity to capture the imprecision associated with judgements of absolute and
relative visual position. These notions are used to establish the elements of a
fuzzy geometry for visual space, including the fuzzy betweenneas of points, the
fuzzy orientation of a pair of points, and the fuzzy collinearity of three or more
points. Fuzzy orientation and fuzzy collinearity are, in turn, used to define the
fuzzy straightness of a curve and the fuzzy tangency of two curves.
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1 Introduction

Any description of perceived visual shape is based on certain assumptions con-
cerning the topology and geometry of visual space and the parts of the shape
under consideration. For example, the representation of an image by a scalar
field f :1 2 R - IR, where f(x) is the light intensity at the point x E I1 2, assumes
that visual space is a manifold, usually smooth, and that (x, f(x)), x E IA.2 ,
is a surface, namely a Monge patch, the characteristics of which can be anal-
ysed by geometrical methods. Other types of visual representations, oriented
more towards graph-theoretic methods, assume that shapes can be partitioned
into elementary geometrical components, such as points and lines, which are
connected by certain geometrical relations [5].

Although classical topology and geometry provide powerful tools for inves-
tigating shape, they fail, by definition, to acknowledge that visual space is not
an abstract space and that its properties are determined by the processes that
lead to perception. Any visual measurement-that is, any operation performed
to estimate the attributes of an image--is affected by imprecision that arises
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S.R. Pratt for critical review of the manuscript. This work was supported by the
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche and ESPRIT Basic Research Action No. 6448
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from various sources. Thus, if an attribute has numerical values, the accuracy
with which these values can be estimated on some absolute scale is limited, by
noise and by quantization errors; and, whether or not an attribute has numerical
values, the labels used by human observers to characterize those values may still
be vague [13]; consider, for example.. the notion of the "nearness" of two objects.

This study uses the theory of fuzxy sets [14) as a basis for a more appropriate
approach to the geometry of visual space in that it addresses directly the impre-
cision associated with visual measurements. The structure of fuzzy sets is poorer
than that of classical sets since the law of the excluded middle does not hold [10]
(see comment after Definition 3). The theory of fuzzy sets has sometimes been
interpreted as a part or reformulation of probability theory, but the two theories
are distinct, philosophically and operationally. Discussion of related issues can
be found in [15, 10, 11], and a review of some other fuzzy geometrical concepts
in [12].

2 Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Topologies

This section reviews, briefly, some of the basic properties of fuzzy sets. Let X
be a set. Any subset W of X has associated with it a characteristic function
Xw : X --* {0,1}, where Xw(x) = 1 if x E W and Xw(x) = 0 if x f W.
This definition may be generalized to form the notion of a "fuzzy set", which
associates with each point z E X a "grade of membership", usually taken in the
unit interval [ 0, 1 ]. Thus a fuzzy set A in a set X is a mapping A : X --+ [ 0, 1 ]
such that A(x) is the grade of membership of x in A. The grade of membership
may be taken in a lattice [6] rather than the interval [ 0, 1 ].

Definition 1. Let A be a fuzzy set in X. The support of A is the classical set
Supp(A) = {z x A(x) > 0}; the a-level of A for a given a E [0,1] is the
classical set A* = { x A(z) = a }; and the a--cut of A for a given a E [0,1] is
the classical set A, = { I A(z) > a}.

The following proposition presents a different view of fuzzy sets, namely, as
a sequence of classical sets A, for a E [ 0, 1].

Proposition 2. Let A be a fuzzy set. Then

A(x)= sup {aIxEA}.
oEfo,1J

Proof. See [10].

Relations among fuzzy sets such as equality or inclusion, and operations such
as union, intersection, or complement can be defined naturally for fuzzy sets by
generalization of the classical definitions. The following summarizes the basic
definitions, for the sake of completeness.
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D]emoim 3. Let A,B,C be fumy sets in a set X. Then

A = B if and only if A(z) = B(z) for all z E X;

AcB if and only if A(z)!_B(z)forallzEX;

C = A U B if and only if C(z) = max{A(z), B(z)}, for all x E X;

C = A n B if and only if C(z) = min{A(x), B(z)}, for all z E X;

and the complement A of A is given by

B =A if and only if B(z) = 1 - A(z) for all z E X

More generally, for an arbitrary family {Aj})jj of fuzzy sets, the union C =

Ujej Aj and the intersection D = njl. Aj are defined by C(z) = supjE j Aj(z),
for all z E X, and D(z) = infjej Aj(z), for all z E X.

It is easy to verify that if membership functions are replaced by characteristic
functions the classical definitions result.

For each c E [0, 1], denote by k, the fuzzy set in X with membership function
k0(z) = c, for all z E X. The fuzzy set k, corresponds to the set X and c0 to the
empty set 0. Notice that in general for a fuzzy set A the intersection A n A 6 ko
and the union A U A 6 ki.

Definition 4. Let f be a mapping from a set X to a set Y. Let B be a fuzzy
set in Y. Then the inverse image f-I[B] of B is the fuzzy set in X given by

f -[B](z) = B(f(z)), for all z E X.

Conversely, let A be a fuzzy set in X. The image f[A] of A is the fuzzy set in Y
given by

f sup-eC-,(I) A(z), if f-(y) is nonempty,
f[A](y) = O, )otherwise,

where f-'(y) x { I f(m) = y}1.

Definition 5. Let E be a linear space. A fuzzy set A in E is convex if

A(Ax + (1 - A)y) _2 min{A(z), A(y)},

for all z,y E E and 0 < A < 1.

Proposition 6. A fuzzy set is convex if and only if all its a-cuts are (classical)
convex sets.

Proof. See [10].

Given a family of fuzzy sets it is possible to define a fuzzy topology that is a
natural generalization of the classical definition.
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Ddumtloa 7. A fuzzy topology on a set X is a family T of fuzzy sets that satisfies
the following conditions [2]:

1. ko, ki E T.
2. IfA,BET,thenAnBET.
3. If Aj E T for all j E J (J some index set), then UEJ Ai E 7T.

The pair (X, T) is called a fuzzy topological space, or ft. for short, and the mem-
bers of T are called open fuzzy sets. Definition 7 is not completely satisfactory-
for instance, it fails to make constant functions between fts's fuzzy continuous-
and an alternative definition [7] has been proposed in which condition (1) is
replaced by

1'. For all c E [O, 1], k, E T.

A fuzzy topology that satisfies condition (1') is referred to as a proper fuzzy
topology [3].

Definition 8. A subfamily B of T is a basis for a fuzzy topology T if each
member of T can be expressed as the union of members of B.

Proposition 9. A family B of fuzzy sets in X is a basis for a proper fuzzy
topology on X if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. supB9EB B(z) = 1, for every x E X.
8. If B 1, B 2 E B, then B, n B 2 E B.
3. For every B E B and c E [O, 1], B n k, E B.

Proof. Let T(B), or simply T, be the family of fuzzy sets that can each be
expressed as a union of elements of B. From condition (1), kI E T, and it is
obvious that if A, E T for all j E J (J some index set), then Ujj Aj E T.
Let {Bj} and {BI} be subfamilies of B (j and I ranging in index sets J and L
respectively) and let A = UjEj Bj and C = U1EL BL. Then, for each z E X,
min{A(z),C(z)} = min{supi Bj(x), sup, BI(x)} = supj, ,min{Bj(x), B,(x)}}.
Thus if A, C E T, then A n C E T. Finally, it is necessary to show that k,
belongs to T for every c, 0 < c < 1. Condition (3) implies that for each such c,
the fuzzy set with membership function supBEB{min{B(z), c}}, x E X, belongs
to T. By condition (1) there exists, for each x E X and c, 0 < c < 1, a fuzzy set
B E B with grade of membership B(z) _> c; hence supBEBf{min{B(z), c}} = c,
which shows that kc, E 7". Thus the family generated by unions of B E B is a
proper fuzzy topology. 0

Notice that in a basis for an improper fuzzy topology, condition (3) is unneces-
sary.

3 Fuzzy Locations and Fuzzy Proximities

Consider a "physical point" p, for instance, a tiny spot of light, that has position
x in the space R.. If an observer attempts to locate p visually he or she obtains
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an estimate that is imprecise, for the reasons mentioned in the Introduction; in
addition, each such measurement depends on the experimental conditions under
which the determination is made. The effects of this imprecision can be modelled
by assuming that, for a given experimental condition, the point p is associated
with a fuzzy set, thus:

Definition 10. A fuzzy location of a physical point p is a fuzzy set Pp . R2
[0, 1 ]. The family of all fhuzz locations of the point p at a given position x in 1R2
is denoted by P., and over all possible positions by P; that is, P = U.RE P•1.
It is assumed that for every physical point p there exists x0 E •12 such that
s p, . Pp(xo) 1 1, and that suppEp Pp(x) = 1 for all x E 112; that is, the

family of all fuzzy locations covers 1R2.

Sometimes an additional assumption is made; namely, that fuzzy locations
are convex (Definition 5). Some relevant properties of convex fuzzy sets are given
in the following propositions (where the subscript identifying the physical point
has been omitted). Convex sets will be used in the next section in the develop-
ment of the elements of a fuzzy geometry. The notation Pp for a fuzzy location
and Pao for an ao-cut of P should not be confused.

Proposition 11. Let P be a convex fuzzy set and let x 1 , x2 E Rt2 be such that
P(xi) = P(x 2 ) = ao, where 0 < ao :5 1. Then there exists a set Y = I y =
Ax1 + (1 - A)x2 , 0 _ A <_ 1 ) such that P(y) Ž_ ao for ally E Y.

Proof. Consider the a 0 -cut P,. (Definition 1). It must be convex, by Proposition
6. Hence Y must be a subset of P,-o, and the assertion follows. 0

Proposition 12. Let P be a convex fuzzy set and let a0 = supxeR2 P(x), where
0 < ao <_ 1. Suppose that there exist x 1 , X2 E R2 such that for every neighbour-
hood (in the standard topology on R 2 ) A 1 , A2 of x 1 , x 2, respectively,

sup P(x) = sup P(x) = 0o.
xEAi xEA2

Then there exists a set Y Y I Y = Ax1 + (1 - A)x 2 , 0 < A < 1} such that for
every y E Y there is a neighbourhood A, of y for which aO = supxEA, P(X).

Proof. Suppose that the statement of the proposition is false for some point
y E Y. Then there exists e, 0 :_ c < ao, such that sup 1EA. P(x) < ao-e for every
neighbourhood A. of y. By hypothesis, there exist neighbourhoods A&, A2 of
X1 , X2, respectively, such that P(z 1 ) Ž a0-c and P(z 2 ) Ž_ ao-e for some zi E A 1
and z2 E A 2. Choose Ao, 0 _5 A0 :< 1, and yo belonging to a neighbourhood Al of
y such that y0 = AOz 1 +(1 - AO)z 2 . Set a, = min{P(zl), P(z 2 )1 and consider the
a,-cut Pc1 . This set is not convex, which implies that P is not convex (compare
Proposition 6), contrary to the hypothesis. [3

Proposition 13. Suppose that a convex fuzzy set P has a maximum value, ao
say. Then the cao-cut P.. is a point, or an interval of a line, or a convex subset
of 12.
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Proof. Obks nm P.. must be convex. 0

Next, a fussy et is dmind that determines the grade of proximity of any
two phyhical points.

Defntion 14. Given two physical points p, q, with fuzzy locations P.., P. re-
spectively, thel fit proximity of p, q, denoted by 6(p, q), is given by the fuzzy
set Pp l Pt. The two points p, q are mid to be fuzzy proximal if 6(p,q) # ko; that
is, there exists X0 E Wt2 such that 6(p,q)(xo) = min{P,(xo), P,(xo)} > 0.

Notice that if p, q awe fussy proximal, then supRE1s min{Pp(x), Pf(x)} > 0. The
fuzzy set 6(p, q) can be thought of as quantifying the vague description"near to".
This definition extends naturally to pairs of any (not necessarily finite) number
of points: if {pj }lEJ, {fPiIEL are two sets of physical points, then, with an abuse
of notation, their fuzzy proximity is given by

6 pj1,(p))= (y P~j) n (U PP,)
A fuzzy proximity 6 for physical points and their fuzzy locations satisfies

conditions analogous to those characterizing a proximity for classical sets, except
for a separation condition (see [9I); thus:

Proposition 15. Let p, q, r be physical points. Then:

1. 6(p, q) = 6(q, p).
2. 6(p, q) 9 ko impliesP, P 6co and Pq 0 k0 , where Pp, P, are the fuzzy locations

of p, q respectively.
S. 6({p,q},r) 0 ko if and only if 6 (p,r) 0 lo or 6(q,r) # leo.

Proof. Statements (1) and (2) are obviously true. To prove statement (3), con-
sider the following. Let P,. be the fuzzy location of r. Suppose that there ex-
ists a point xCo E B 2 such that min{maxf{Pp(xo),Pq(xo)},P,(xo)) > 0 and
min{Pp(xo), P,(xo)} = 0 and min{Pq(xo), P,(xo)} = 0. Then min{max{Pp(xo),
Pq(xo)}, P/,(xo)) = 0, contrary to the hypothesis. Conversely, suppose that there
exists a point X0 E R2 such that min{Pp(xo),P,(xo)) > 0 or min{Pq(xo),
P,(xo)} > 0. Then min{max{Pp,(xo), Pq(xo)}, P,.(xo)} >_ min{Pp(xo), P,(xo)} >
0, or min{max{Pp,(xo), Pq(xo)}, P,(xo)} Ž> min{ Pq(xo), P,(xo)} > 0. 0

The form of the fuzzy locations Pp, P. determines the form of b(p, q), as
follows.

Proposition 16. If fuzzy locations Pp,, P. are convex fuzzy sets, then 6(p, q) is
a convex fuzzy set.

Proof. It is enough to recall that the intersection of two convex classica) sets is
convex and the result follows from Proposition 6. 03
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NIcs t"a it is pienibi. to dibn the fusuy proximity of an arbitrary, finite
numbsofd pmnta p, *s...,PS:

and if all the Pp, ame convex fuy sets, then 6(p,,pz,...,p/) is a convex fuzsy
Ost.

Although not developed here, it is easy to see that fuzzy proximities define
a basis for an improper fussy topology on visual space.

Proposition 17. The family of fuzzy sets formed by fuzzy proximities of the
form 6(pl,p2,. .. ,PN), for every finite integer n, is a basis for an improper fuzzy
topology.

Proof. Let B be the family of all fuzzy proximities 6(plp2,... ,p,.), n finite. For
all Pp E P, the family of all fussy locations, 6(p,p) = P. and hence P C B.
Then condition (1) of Proposition 9 is satisfied, since suppJ. Pp(z) = 1 for
all x E IR2 (Definition 10). Next, given two fuzzy proximities b(pj,p2,...,pro),
6 (Pm+1,Pm4+2, ... Pm+,n), their intersection

6 (pI,p2,...,p,) n 6 (Pm,,+1,P,+2,..., Pm+,) = 6 (Plif,..., ,PM+n)

belongs to B and thus condition (2) of Proposition 9 holds. 0

If fuzzy locations are assumed to be convex, then fuzzy locations and fuzzy
proximities are open fuzzy sets of a proper fuzzy topology.

Proposition 18. The family of all convex fuzzy sets defined in JR2 is a basis for
a proper futzzy topology.

Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 9 are obviously satisfied because
the fuzzy set k, is convex and the intersection of convex fuzzy sets is a convex
fuzzy set (see Proposition 16). To prove condition (3) it is enough to observe
that the fuzzy sets k,, c E [0, 1], are convex fuzzy sets. 0

4 Elements of a Fuzzy Geometry

In this section, the notion of fuzzy location is extended to the notion of the fuzzy
orientation of a pair of points and the fuzzy collinearity of three or more points.
It is shown that these notions make it possible to define the fuzzy straightness
of a curve and the fuzzy tangency of two curves. First, the notion of the fuzzy
betweenness of points is introduced.

Definition 19. Let p, r be two fuzzy proximal physical points. A physical point
q is fuzzy between p and r if 6(p, q) D b(p, r) and 6(r, q) D 6(r, p).

Consider the set of all possible orientations 9, 0 < 0 < 2w, in the plane.
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D• m s•or any pair of physically distinguishabis points (p, q), the Auu"
orientati.• (o (p, 9) is a fuzzy s.tO, : [0, 2r) -. [0,1}. H the points mw not
physically distinguishable, then O,,,: [0, r) -. [0,11.

It is, in principle, possible to derive a fuzzy orientation from the fuzzy location
of two distinct physical points p, 1. Let A# be the set of all pain (x, y), xE
Supp(P.), y E Supp(Pq), x,y y E R, Sor which the orientation ofthe line joining
x and y is 0. The derived fuzzy orientation &,,, of (p, q) is then defined as the
fuzzy set

O,,,(O) = sup {min{P,(x),P,(y)}), for all E• [0,21).
(t,Y)4EA.

Observed orientation estimates need not, however, follow such a rule.
The notion of fuzzy proximity may be extended to fuzzy orientations.

Definition 21. Let (p, q), (r, a) be two pairs of physical points with fuzzy orien-
tations 0,,,, 0,,. respectively. Their fuzzy proximity with respect to oreientation,
denoted by -y(p, q; r, s), is given by the fuzzy set 0,4 n O,.. The two pairs of
points are said to be fuzzy prozimal with respect to orientation if 'Y(p, q; r, s) # ho.

Notice that -y(p, q; r, s) = -y(r, a; p, q). Fuzzy proximity with respect to orientation
makes it possible to define for three physical po~nts their fuzzy collinearity.

Definition 22. Let p, q, r be physical points with fuzzy orientations 0,,,, 09,,,
0,,, taken a pair at a time. Then the fuzzy collinearity of p, q, r, denoted by
q(p, q, r), is given by the fuzzy set Op, n 0q,, n 0,,,.. The points p, q, r are said
to be fuzzy collinear if t(p, q, r) # ko.

The definition may be extended to four or more points.
In the following, a physical curve in ] 2 is considered as the image of a

mapping of an interval in JR into JR2 rather than as the mapping itself.

Definition 23. Let c be a physical curve in JR?. The fuzzy location P, of c is
the union Ulf c Pp of the fuzzy locations P. for all p E c; that is, P"(x) =

sup,,E Pp(x), for all x E JR2 .

The fuzzy proximity 6(p, c) of a physical point p and a physical curve c is de-
fined by the extension of Definition 14 as the intersection P. n Pc of their fuzzy
locations P. and P,. If p and c are fuzzy proximal, then P. n Pc ko; that is,
there exists xo E JR2 such that 6(p,c)(xo) = min {P,(xo),sup,, P,(xo)} > 0.
It is easy to show that

6(p, c)(x) = mint P,(x), sup P,(x) = sup {min {P,(x), P.(x)}}

I. qEc ) qEc

for all x E JR2 . That is, the fuzzy proximity b(p, c) of a point and a curve is the
union of the fuzzy proximities 6(p, q) of p and the points q belonging to c.
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P2C Let p be a physicul point and c a phy.ic•l curve. T7en p and
c ar f*zq pom'imal if and only if there ezxits a point q in c such that p and q
am Amy puwOdmsaL
P^jwf. Suppose that thereexists no qE csuch that 6(p, q) # ko; then 6(p, c)(x)
sup,4a(min(P,(x), P,(x))) = sup.. 6(p, q)(x) = 0, for all x E II. Conversely,
lt x0 E I1 be such that for some q E c, 6 (p, q)(xo) > 0; then 6(p, c)(xo) =
sup,•e 6(p, q)(xo) > 0. 13

Givum a pbysical curv c and two fussy proximal physical points p, r, the
curve is said to be fiuz between the two points if there exists q E c such that
6(p, q) : 6(p, r) and 6(r, q) : 6(rp). The fussy proximity 6(c, h) of two physical
curves c and h is also defned by the extension of Definition 14; that is, as the
intersection P.n ft of their fussy locations P, and PA.

Proposition 24. Two physical curves c, h are fuzzy prozimal if and only if there
exist points p in c and q in h such that p and q are fuzzy prozimal.

Proof. Omitted, since it is analogous to the proof of Proposition 24.

The definition of the fuzzy collinearity K(p, q, r) of three points p, q, r (Defi-
nition 22) can be extended to define the fuzzy straightness of a curve.

Definition 26. Let I be a physical curve. The fuzzy straightness of 1, denoted
by q(t), is given by the fuzzy set n q,,, (p, q, r). The curve I is said to be fuzzy
straight if i7(l) # ko.

Notice that the fuzzy straightness of a curve is simply the intersection of all
fuzzy orientations 0,, for all p, q in the curve.

The definition of the fuzzy proximity with respect to orientation -y(p, q; r, s)
of two pairs of points (p, q), (r, s) (Definition 21) leads to a definition of fuzzy
tangency (a different approach to fuzzy tangency is discussed in [4, 3]).

Definition 27. Let c, h be two physical curves and suppose that there exists a
point p that is fuzzy proximal to both c and h. Then c, h are fuzzy tangent at p
if, for any two points q E c, r E h that are each fuzzy proximal to but distinct
from p, the pairs (q, p), (r, p) are fuzzy proximal with respect to orientation; thatis, -y(q, p;r,,p) 9k k.

The notion of fuzzy betweenness can be extended to fuzzy orientations. Let
(p, q), (r, s), (u, v) be three pairs of distinct points. Then (r, s) is said to be fuzzy
between (p, q) and (u, v) with respect to orientation if the fuzzy proximities
7(p, q;r,,) 7(y ,q;u, v) and y(u,v;r,,) D -y(u,v;p,q).

Proposition 38. Suppose that two physical curves c, h are fuzzy tangent at a
point p, and a third curve g is fuzzy prozimal to p. Suppose further that, for any
three point. q in c, r in g, a in h that are each fuzzy prozimal to but distinct
from p, (r,p) is fuzzy between (qp) and (s,p) with respect to orientation. Then
g is fuzzy tangent to both c and h at p.

Proof. The fuzzy proximity with respect to orientation -y(q, p; a, p) 9 ko, and
both -y(q,p; r,p) D -y(q, p; s, p) and 'f(s,ep;r,p) D -(s, p; q, p). 3
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a Conclusion

The approach of this study to the geometry of visual space has been formal in
that the construction of geometrical properties and relations was not founded on
a particular set of empirical data. It is, however, possible to determine by experi-
mental measurement-for a given observer and experimental paradigm-typical
instances of fussy locations and fussy orientations, and typical nstances of (in
principle) dependent relations and properties such as fuzzy bet,-ev,,ness, fussy
collinearity, fussy straightness, and fussy tangency. A possible expe, aiental pro-
cedure for making these measurements has been described by Attneave [1]. This
procedure could be used to generate examples of fuzzy locations, and extended
to the generation of other properties and relations. Whether the results of such
measurements can be related to each other according to the present analysis may
offer a test of its physical appropriateness.
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On the Relationship Between Surface
Covariance and Differential Geometry

Jewa Berkmwan and Terry Caelli *

Computer Science Department, The University of Melbourne Parkville, Vic. 3052,
Austalia

Abstract. In this paper the application of covariance techniques to surface rep-
resentations (whether of range or intensity type) of 3-D objects is discussed and
is compared to traditional methods using differential geometry. An analogous
operator to the classical Weingarten map is defined and it is shown how this
operator provides local invariant descriptors without using surface parameteri-
zations or calculus.

Keywords: differential geometry, covariance, Weingarten map, second funda-
mental form.

1 Introduction

Differential geometry provides one of the more popular forms of surface repre-
sentation in object recognition and, more recently, for the encoding of images in
general [2, 1, 4, 5]. This is because differential geometry provides quantities (in
particular Gaussian curvature) which are invariant under rigid motions. Making
differential geometry applicable to discrete representations or sampled surfaces
is usually done by smoothing with a Gaussian filter or regularizing by fitting at
each surface pixel a bi-quadratic surface with respect to a support window. After
fitting the surface the derivatives are usually computed from the fitted surface
parameters or by using finite-difference operators directly on the filtered sur-
face. The crucial point of all such techniques is their inevitable operation on an
erroneous surface. Covariance techniques, on the other hand, provide invariant
descriptors in terms of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, without using
calculus or even the need for a consistent parameterization of the surface, but
using methods of topology to orient the surface and infer surface shape. The aim
of this paper is to investigate the properties of the covariance approach and to
propose a definition of the Weingarten map on the basis of discrete geometry.
However, before the covariance method is discussed, differential geometry will
briefly be reviewed.

* This project was funded by grants from the Gottlieb Daimler and Karl Benz Foun-
dation and the Australian Research Committee. Requests for reprints should be sent
to Terry Caelli.
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2 Di feisutl Geometry

We consider the cam of a surface in Monge patch representation (view-dependent
ranm map) which is purmeterised as:

X(U, V) = I +t +Z(Ue 003(1)

There ae two basic mathematical entities that are considered in the classical
analysis of surfaces: the first and second fundamental forms.

The first fundamental form I of a surface is defined by the following quadratic
form:

I(du, dV) = dxT• dX = duTAdu = Edu2 + 2Fdudv + GdV2 , (2)

where the elements of matrix A are defined as

x1, , F=x ,.x, , G=x•.x,. (3)

The subscripts signify partial derivatives, du and dv are small elements in the u-
and the v-direction respectively, dx denotes the total differential of the vector
x along a chosen direction which is given by du = (du dv) in the parameter
space and xT corresponds to the transpose of x. The value I, at a particular
point, is invariant to translations and rotations of the surface as well as to
parameterization changes. The first fundamental form measures the metric of
the surface and does not depend on how the surface is embedded in 3-D space.

The second fundamental form H is, in contrast, an extrinsic property of a
surface because of its additional consideration of the normal vector. The second
fundamental form is defined by the following quadratic form:

II(du, dv) = -dxT - dn = duTBdu = Ldu2 + 2Mdudv + NdV2 , (4)

where the elements of matrix B are defined as

L-xl., M=xLn, N-x *n, (5)

with
n=X% X X, (6)

Ix. x x,(
as the unit normal vector.

An alternate formulation for the second fundamental form is as follows.
Let P be the point on a surface and Q a point in the neighbourhood of P
(Fig. 1). Let a = PQT. n be the projection of the vector from P to Q onto
the unit normal vector n at P. So, a is the orthogonal distance from Q to the
tangent plane. Now suppose that P and Q are determined by the vectors x(u, v)
and x(u + du, v + dv) respectively. Applying Taylor's formula to

a = (x(u + du, v + dv) - x(u, V)) T _n (7)
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P

Fig. 1. Definition of the second fundamental form by the projection distance of Q onto
the tangent plane at P with normal vector n.

results in

a A (dx + 1d2x)T. n

222 d•x. n -- -. de, (8)

since dx is parallel to the tangent plane (neglecting higher-order terms). Thus,
the second fundamental form 1 is approximated by simply doubling the orthog-
onal deviation a from the tangent plane. The function •IH is also referred to
as the osculating paraboloid. The behaviour of this paraboloid describes and
characterizes the shape of the surface in a small neighbourhood and the ratio
of H(u, v)/I(u, v) is known as the normal curvature at a particular point (Do
Carmo [3] and Lipschutz [7]).

Now, let us consider the Weingarten equations Weingarten map. They can
be written in the following manner:(n __W(::)
where W = A-' • B holds with the matrices A and B according to (2) and
(4) respectively. These equations define the relationship between the rate of
change of the unit normal vector and the corresponding chosen direction of a
curve on the tangent plane. Equation (9) defines a mapping between tangent
vectors because dn = Ou/lt n. + Ov/it n, lies on the tangent plane as well as
dx = Du/t x. + Ov/t x,. The eigenvalues of the matrix W are the principal
curvatures (kI, k2 ) and the eigenvectors of W the principal directions (v1 , v2) at
a particular point on a surface.
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Principal curvatures and principal directions have played an important role
in segmentation and feature extraction in the recent focus of object recognition
from range data (wee, for example, Fan et al. [4]). Unfortunately, such descriptors
arm subject to the limits of their numerical computation. For this reason unified
surface geometry without using calculus, but equivalent to the Weingarten map
eprmesentation, is desirable.

3 The Covariance Method

In the following section a definition of an operator is presented which can be
seen as an analogy to the Weingarten map in (9) using covariance techniques.

Liang and Todhunter [61 introduced covariance methods in the calculation
of surface normals and principal directions as a technique for orienting surface
quadratics. The covariance matrix they used is defined by:

C1 = I :j(x, - xm)" (x, - X.)T , (10)

where xi = (zX,, y,, zJ)T correspond to the projection plane (z, y) and depth (z)
values at position i; the xm = 1/n E'i=1 xi correspond to the mean position
vector; and n is the total number of pixels used to compute (10).

This method corresponds to a least-squares planar fit of the surface data,
since it defines the plane as the tangent plane which minimizes the deviation of
the data points from the plane under orthogonal projection. It should also be
noted that (10) does not depend on a consistent labelling of pixel neighbours,
as the covariance involves summation over all such elements. In this sense the
covariance method does not require a consistent surface parameterization. In [6]
the tangent plane was originally defined by the eigenvectors corresponding to
the two largest eigenvalues of C1 . However, a pair of eigenvectors constitutes a
tangent plane (analogous to a tangent plane) only if the order of surface points
under orthogonal projection onto this plane is preserved (Fig. 2). If the pixels
are ordered in a 3 x 3 window as follows:

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

a wrong tangent plane may, after projection of the pixels onto this plane, result
in the following ordering:

1 2 3
789
45 6
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w" vWaw the . r-prewwi prinncile. This orjer-pruerwing princpe can
be am as a roplacawset of surface parwamterization, since it make sure that
the *es-mvectors form analogues to the tangent vectors and the normal vector. It
is important to note that such eigenvalues, capturing equivalent information to
the first fundmentl form, are already invariant to rigid motions of the surface.

/U

Fig. 2. (left) Surface with possible tangent planes. A pair of eigenvectors constitute
a correct solution if points of the surface under orthogonal projection onto the plane
preserve the order. (right) Cross-sectional view with accepted normal.

We then define, analogous to the Weingarten map about a point xO on a
surface, a two-dimensional covariance matrix in the following manner:

C H = n-- I ' (Yi -Y.n). (Yi _ y.)T ,( )

with the two-dimensional vectors yi defined by:

Yi = si -[xi - x0]P, (12)

where the [... .p operator denotes projection onto the tangent plane, n - 1 ir' the
total number of surface points in the neighbourhood of the central point xO, and

Ym = 1/(n - 1) E-ni yi corresponds to the mean vector of the data vectors
used to compute (11). We project the difference vector which points from the

central xO to xi onto the tangent plane and weight the resulting two-dimensional
vector by distance a, which measures the orthogonal distance from the tangent

plane to the point xi. The analogous definitions for the tangent vectors t, and
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t2 as well as for the normal vector n at point xO are obtained by assigning the
eigenvectors of C, according to (10) as discussed above. (12) may now be written
more explicitly:

[X _ (X, - t') (13)

ad

After this we define the quadratic form

IIc = vT. cUv (14)

as a second fundamental form based on covariance methods with the covariance
matrix defined according to (11) and a chosen unit vector v on the tangent
plane, where now the matrix C,, plays an analogous role to the matrix W in
(9), since for each chosen direction v (unit vector) on the tangent plane the
value I1C provides a measure of the ensemble deviation of surface points in a
small neighbourhood of a particular point. Analogous to classical computations
of surface geometry, principal directions (directions of eztremal curvature) are
defined as those directions which are given by the eigenvectors (vf', v2) of this
covariance matrix. Unfortunateiy, surface types can no longer be distinguished by
the signs of the estimated principal cury-tures, that is, the eigenvalues (A1', M')
of the covariance matrix defined above. Also the size of the eigenvalues does
not help to classify surface types uniquely. Hence, a classification has to be
sought which captures the surface type, independent of the principal curvatures
as derived by this method.

This can be done via the relation of surface points to the tangent plane in
a small neighbourhood of a particular point. A point is elliptic if all points in a
certain region around the point lie on only one side of the estimated tangent plane
(t 1 , t 2 ). In contrast a particular point is defined as hyperbolic if the points in a
given region around the point lie on both sides of the tangent plane. Planarity
can be detected by one zero (smaller than an appropriate threshold) eigenvalue
of C1 . The neighbourhood of a parabolic point has a line in common with the
tangent plane. Hence, the detection of such points is achieved by observing the
deviation si from the tangent plane in a window around the particular point as
already computed in (12).

4 Discontinuities

Discontinuities present well-known problems for surface representations using
differential geometry, since they violate the assumption of continuity of the sur-
face and its first-order derivatives. Many reseachers have tried to detect such
discontinuities by using various techniques so that classical surface computation
can be applied to the remain.ag surface (without discontinuities). However, by
using covariance methods discontinuities can be treated as natural parts of dis-

crete surface representations. In order to do so we shall discuss the properties of
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the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix C1 in a neighbourhood
of discontinuities as, for instance, with jumps and cream.

A jump is known as a discontinuity in the surface itself, whereas a crease is
known as a discontinuity in the first-order derivatives of the surface. For the sake
of simplicity we first assume that a discontinuity appears only in one direction.
Hence, without loss of generality, we can choose the z-direction as the critical
direction, whereas along the y-axis the surface is assumed to be constant. We
will later relax this assumption. Let us first discuss jump-discontinuities.

As in the continuoua case we define the normal vector as that eigenvector
which corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue of C1 . Here, we do not need to
consider the proper choice of the eigenvectors controlled by the order-preserving
principle, since a jump manifests itself in a large first eigenvalue and a corre-
sponding eigenvector which can be interpreted as a tangent vector to an implicit
curve. It can easily be shown that the eigenvector corresponding to the middle
eigenvalue has no z-component. For this reason the eigenvector corresponding
to the smallest eigenvalue can be defined as the normal vector, since ambiguity
arises only in the case of an infinitely high jump. Again, such interpretations
are derived from the fact that this local eigenvector/eigenvalue representation is
concerned with the directions which best describe (in a least-squares sense) the
directions of the surface orientation.

The magnitude of the jump discontinuity can be classified by either the
steepness of the normal vector or the smallest eigenvalue which increases with
jump height but remains bounded even for an infinitely high jump.

N N

Fig. 3. Appropriate definitions of tangent planes (dotted planes) and normal vectors
for jump (left) and crease (right) discontinuities derived from the covariance method
with cross-sectional views (below).
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Now consider crease-discontinuities. As in the cae of jump discontinuities,
the covariance method provides natural definitions for the crease's tangent plane
and normal vector. The magnitude of the crease-discontinuity may be classified
by either the largest or the smallest eigenvalue. Figure 3 illustrates a typical so-
lution of tangent planes and normal vectors for jump- and crease-discontinuities.

If the crease is not symmetric the eigenplane tends to tip in the steeper direc-
tion of the crease. The defined normal vector can also be seen as a mean vector
between the normal vectors on the left and the right side of the discontinuity. In
contrast to jump-discontinuities, a non-symmetric crease may cause a situation
where no order-preserving eigenplane can be found. However, this problem is
solved by reformulating the order-preserving principle. If an eigenplane can be
found which preserves the order of surface points under orthogonal projection
onto the plane then we define this plane as the tangent plane. If no such tangent
plane exists then the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue is cho-
sen as the normal vector. This modification allows us to handle the situations
described above.

Here we have dealt with the case of discontinuities in only one direction.
However, even for the cases of two-dimensional discontinuities, like jump-corners
or combined crease-jump discontinuities, the principles discussed above remain
the same, up to the directions of the eigenvectors which will depend on the
orientational structure of the discontinuities.

A final note should be made on the detection algorithms for jump- and crease-
edges. In the literature, detection algorithms for crease-edges usually require the
computation of the normal vector field of the surface. However, it has become
clear in this section that with the covariance method a unified detection of jump-
and crease-edges based on the Ci-eigenvalue spectrum should be feasible.

5 Discussion

The aim of this paper was to extend the covariance technique introduced by
Liang and Todhunter [6] and to develop a more formal representation of invariant
surface descriptors without using surface parameterizations or calculus. In order
to achieve this the covariance method was used as well as the order-preserving
principle. It is important to note that the eigenvalues of this covariance matrix of
the first kind are already invariant to rigid motions whereas differential geometry
requires the calculation of second-order derivatives in order to obtain invariant
quantities.

Furthermore an analogous operator C11 to the Weingarten map was defined,
on the basis of a covariance matrix of weighted data which measure the deviation
of points from the tangent plane in the neighbourhood of a particular point. The
eigenvalues of this covariance matrix of the second kind are invariant to rigid
motion as well, since the computation operates on the tangent plane only. A
rigid motion of the entire surface will preserve the orthogonal distances of surface
points onto the tangent plane. Table 1 summarizes the covariance representation
and compares it with the definitions of differential geometry.
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Tabl I. Comparson of surface characteristics of differential geometry and discrete
geometry using covauiance methods.

Chmical DO Couarimnce a.ppvch

Firt fundamental form: Covauiance of the first kind:
I = duT. A. du, Ic = vT. C1. v,
with with

Sx.,C 1 = I/n (x Xm)T (X,

XulZI a=n(-(x XX.)/IX- X X.I t.,2,U 1, 2, 3

Second fundamental form: Covaziance of the second kind:
H= vT.W.v HIC =VT'CU'V

Weingarten mapping: Analogous Weingarten mapping:
dn=W-dx An = Cr.Ax
principal data: v 1,v 2,k 1,k 2  principal data: v1',v , 1, 2

In addition, it has been shown how the covariance method treats disconti-
nuities in a very natural manner. Estimations of the eigenplane and the normal
vector can be defined by using the same principles in the continuous as well as
in the discontinuous case.

It has been dispensed with the notion of parameterization. The tangent. and
normal vectors were defined as eigenvectors of covariance matrices. Once more,
the importance of the order-preserving principle is noted which controls the
choice of the eigenvectors and that, already the covariance method of the first
kind provides three eigenvalues which are invariant to rigid motion.

Finally, since covariance methods do not rely on the definition of a surface
in terms of a surface parameterization, the spectrum of the covariance matrix
(the full set of eigenvalues) provides us with a type of smooth transformation
between lines, surfaces and volumes. One non-zero eigenvalue defines merely
linear components while a solution of three equal eigenvalues corresponds to
data of uniform density in a volume about a point - analogous to fractile-
dimensionality. Further to this, covariance methods provide ideal ways of treating
signals embedded in additive Gaussian or white noise and so may provide further
integration of geometry with principles of signal processing.

Such covariance representations apply equally well to range or intensity image
information where, in the latter case, the surface corresponds to the distribution
of light over the projection plane. In this case the representation would be in-
variant to translations on the projection plane or in intensity - the latter not
necessarily being always desired. Further, rotational invariance only has meaning
in this latter context when restricted to the image plane (Barth et al. [1]).
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UnmisVt of Mck ia, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104-2994, USA

Abstract. To achieve affin.-uavariant image representation and shape recogni-
tion, one must rely on a set of affine covariant image coordinates. It is proposed
that such coordinates be derived from the second derivatives (Hessian) of a
grey-level image. The two eigen-directions of the image Hessian are everywhere
orthogonal. Connecting corresponding direction at neighbouring points results in
a smooth flow field. Proper parameterization by Lie bracket operation gives rise
to two orthogonal flow fields that may serve as the coordinate bases for an arbi-
trary image. From its construction, this coordinating "net" covaries with affine
transforms of the visual manifold. Topological deformation of the image shape
can be concisely described as Lie group actions on these curvilinear coordinates.

Keywords: shape description, Lie transformation group, image Hessian, Lie
bracket, image coordinates, gauge transformation, Gestalt image.

1 Introduction

A central issue in shape representation is that of its invariance. It is common
sense that human object recognition is invariant under linear transformations
of visual space that may involve translation, scaling, and, to a certain extev*,
rotation ('affine" transforms technically). In order to derive affine-invariav'. de-
scriptors of image shape, one must look for a set of afine covariant coordinates
of the visual manifoid (i.e. coordinates that covary with affine space transforms)
to counteract the consequence of an affine transform on shape descriptors. In
previous studies [3, 1, 4, 6] shape invariance under a global and uniform trans-
lation, rotation, or scaling was achieved through a mapping of the visual space
onto itself via the action of a corresponding Lie group. The generators of those
Lie transformation g ,ps are image-independent, that is, they do not involve
the specific image under analysis.

There is yet another kind of shape invariance, that is, under moderate but
arbitrary deformation of the visual space where shapes ire defined. Similarity

• The author thanks the McDonnell-Pew Center for Cognitive Neuroscience at San

Diego and Dr. Terrence J. Sejnowski for support.
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judgements can be easily made on an object undergoing varimo degrees and man-
ners of distortion. However, different image shapes may tolerate different pat-
terns of distortion before visual recognition finally breaks down. In other words,
shape invariance under this local and point-wise distortion is image-specific. To
characterize such distortion (and therefore achieve invariance), the set of desired
coordinates, which serve to re-partition the visual space, ought to be derived
from a grey-level image. The image-dependent coordination of the space will not
only enable invariant shape description under global affine transforms, but also
allow convenient expressions for local symmetry at individual locations associ-
ated with relatively "harmless" deformation.

The intention here is to derive such coordinates for an arbitrary grey-level
image. Noting that the two-dimensional visual manifold is the natural support
of shape perception (and visual perception in general), it is important to under-
stand first why the said manifold should be "coordinated" in one way as opposed
to another. One immediate reason is that a good, image-driven coordination of
visual manifold facilitates (or even enables) perceptual processing. It has previ-
ously been suggested [8] that visual perception has the mathematical structure
of fibre bundles. The sensory representation of image attributes is described as
constructing vector fields defined on the visual space (base manifold). Image seg-
mentation is achieved by identifying intrinsically constant portions of the sensory
vector fields or cross-section of the fibre bundle under a given connection on the
base manifold. The connection for the tangent bundle of the visual manifold (i.e.
the space under which image motion is processed) has been derived. The "good"
coordinates or geodesics are given by the first-order image gradients. The metric
tensor consistent with this interpretation was shown to equal the square of the
second-order gradients (the Hessian) of a grey-level image:

9 ( 9212) (Az fz92 (2z fh 'f ) ,()

where f V1, ft,, and f are second-order spatial derivatives of an image func-
tion or grey-level intensity distribution f(z, y). The metric tensor is, quite nat-
urally, symmetric (with respect to its lower indices) and semi positive-definite
(non-negative). The associated Riemann curvature tensor is identically zero, in-
dicating that it is indeed possible to globally define image coordinates on the
two-dimensional base manifold where image shape is to be defined. The task
then is to find these image coordinates based on the above-mentioned geometri-
cal framework of visual perception.

2 Establishing Image-based Coordinates

Let us start by diagonalizing the image Hessian and, according to (1), the met-
ric tensor of the visual manifold (the latter is called "perceptual" metric to
distinguish it from the trivial, Euclidean metric), The characteristic directions
or eigenvectors are (with corresponding eige, Al, A2)

nj = cos8e 1  e2
n2 = -sincej + c e 2 (2)
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wbere # is the angle to be rotated with respect to a pro-chosen Cartesian coor-
dinate basis *1, 2 such that

The aecond derivtives (Hessian) of an image function f(z, v) can be explicitly
related to At1 , A2 , and 46, after some reanwr:nng

fX8 f*V Alcoal 0 + A3min2 , 0(A - A3) sin4,O2#(4(:fl ((At -A2 ) sin cos Aiuin24',•Asn) + A(c:4

The directional derivatives (Lie derivatives) along n1 , U2 are, respectively,

d 8 8 d .8 8 (

l =Coo 0 +sino bi 4 s-sn +6i, + (c)

Since -efs-= O--,()

it follows that

(sin d d c (Al cos02 0 + A2 sin, O)

= (cos d - ((A_1 -XA 2) sin 0 cos 0) ; (7)

Since
OIZ Ofyl (8)

it follows that

si 0 d o- d ) ((Ak A2) sinO cos4,)

=- - sin (d (A, sin 20+ A2 cos2,). (9)

Simplifying (7) and (9) yields

dA d 1 d d2•-•n2 -co+ (A2-A)co•+•.--(A-Asin4,=O, (10)

dA2- - -O !LA I( - A,.) sin 4- + . - COS --- 0, (11)

a-d1 2  ai 4
or, written compactly ((., .)T denotes matrix transposition),

02A O' coe 0sin'( 0 do do)T( coe46sinO' 1 (dAi dA2 ) ~T (0)(~-sin4,cos,_jd d1 2  -sin4,cose4,, •1 d12  T -- 0
(12)



d 1 I dA1 ' 1 i X2  (13)
ai- Al -A 2 dI2  A1 Al -A2 L (A3

Not. that, although the three functions Al, A2, and 0 are algebraically indepen-
dent at my image point, they are analytically related to each other at a common
neighbourhood, as indicated by (13). This is because the Hessian of any image
function satisAes (6) and (8).

Now, at each image location, there is a pair of orthogonal unit vectors (tiny
"needles") which represent eigsn-directions of the image Hessian. Assuming they
are continuous vector fields (i.e., for sufficiently smooth images, presumably af-
ter filtering), the corresponding eigenvectors at neighbouring locations may be
connected to form two orthogonal flow fields, which can in turn act on the
two-dimensional visual manifold. Either flow field will "fill up" a surface patch;
together, they mesh into a new coordinating "net" for the underlying manifold.
However, the eigenvector fields (5) do not themselves form coordinate bases. To
see this, calculate their Lie bracket which expresses the commutativity of the
two flow field actions (c.f. [5, pp. 42-49]):d, ,1 d d( d-) _ ,-( d

( a 428
= cos + sin ( ino° + CO-)

- sin + Cos cosO + sin a) . (14)

Evaluated and expressed in terms of d/dli and d/d12 , the Lie bracket becomes

d d (O =d + dO ds 36o. (15)
al 4d 2 Jd d1 1  d12 d1A

This means that the two directional fields, though mutually orthogonal, have
not been properly parameterized to form a coordinate system. Let

d = d• d d
d= A , d -= A2 •- (16)

be the coordinate system along the same characteristic directions of the im-
age, with (u, v) the orthogonal, properly parameterized coordinates and the two
functions A 1, A2 to be determined. Recalculate their Lie bracket:

d d] d d d d d (Ad_ d d
A2 -= • = -

L ddvJ dudýv dv du Tu d1 2 / dV ( d11
A 2 d d d d) dA 2 d dA1 d

a l 42 2 1) U+ 2 a-i dv dW l

=-A - 4A d+ -A o+- (17)
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wer (15) is used in tw lat step. For (u, v) to be coordinates, (17) is required
to be idmscafl aa (fromn mw on we write 0/0(') instead of d/d(.) to indcate
that the directional derivatives of the u, v variables are, in addition, coordinate
or "partiai derivatives):

80 1 49A1  80 1 OA2 (18)
&s = TD 6 ' =A I (8

This, along with (13), gives rise to the following useful identities:

0 1 80(iAI) 0 _ 1 8(A2 A2 ) (19)
O =A 2 A2  OV ' & iv A, O ;

L0Al) = A1 (. 2 A2) A, •A2 (20)

0 log A, 1 B,1x 6log A2 1 0,\2  (21)
&V A, -A 2 8 Ds & Al - A2 B (21

The last equation (21) specifies, at least in theory, the two unknown functions
A, and A2 up to a freedom to be discussed in the next section.

The integrability conditions for 4 (i.e. the exchangeability of its mixed second
derivatives) associated with (18) and (19) are as follows:

1 4 ( -1 + 0 A _0O (22)
Ou A, + A2 W0

ct( (1 )1 6 A) +A ) =0. (23)

These equations may yield formal solutions under certain circumstances, but
they do not impose further constraints on the two unknowns A,, A2.

3 Gauge Freedom in Image Coordinates

So far, we have derived, for an arbitrary image, the set of orthogonal curves
u = uO and v = vo which correspond to directional flows of the image Hessian.
These curves are dependent and only dependent on the image function f(x, y);
hence they are specific to a given image. This curvilinear coordinate net (u, v),
together with the critical points of the image Hessian (either umbilic points
Al = A2 , or degenerate points AIA 2 = 0), form the "signature" of a grey-level
image. This characteristic flow "portrait" is called image coordinates.

The perceptual metric (1), being the square of the image Hessian, is diagonal
under this new, image-dependent, coordinate system (u, V):

g ((A ,)2 (A2A2 )2) (24)

so that the line element (under the perceptual metric) can be written as

d92 = (AA 1 )2 du2 + (A2A2)2 dV2
. (25)



On the oter hand, the ine elemt under the physical metric (452 = + 4.2,
eby an overbhed bar) is now expressible using (u, v) coordinates as

dJ2 = A2 du2 +A2dV 2 , (26)

with the metric tensor

A(27 2J

From (27) and (24), one can see that the curvilinear image coordinates (u, v)
are orthogonal under both the physical and the perceptual metric (their respec-
tive metric is diagonalized). In fact, these two families of coordinating curves
are unique in that they are orthogonal everywhere and in any sense (physi-
cal or perceptual). As a comparison, the image-independent coordinates (z, y),
which render trivial the physical metric (identity matrix), are not best suited
to express the perceptual metric (resulting in the complicated Hessian matrix).
Likewise, though the geodesic coordinates (X, Y) = (f., fl) trivialize the per-
ceptual metric as in [8], they are not orthogonal under the image-independent
physical metric.

As good image coordinates as (u, v) are, the metric tensor (either perceptual
or physical) is not trivialized, but merely diagonalized. Furthermore, they are
only partially determined, which will now be discussed. Note that there is a basic
freedom in specifying any coordinate system, that is, the freedom of arbitrarily
(but individually) stretching the two coordinating lines. If 0/8%u, /Ov are the
coordinate bases, then A(u) /Ou, B(v) O/Ov are also coordinates for arbitrary
functions A(u) and B(v); it is easy to verify that their Lie bracket vanishes iden-
tically. In the present case, this freedom is reflected in the solutions of AI (u, v)
and A2 (u, v) from (18). To see this, let

G9 69 69 9S-,A(u) O - B(tv) (28

then
A,(u, v) --* A(u) A,(u, v) , A2(u, v) -. B(v) A2 (u, v) (29)

also satisfy (18), the equation to re-parameterize the flow fields. The directional
derivatives (5) remain unaffected (see (16)). Equations (28) and (29) together
form what can be called a gauge transformation of the image coordinates.

To fix a particular gauge, the following approach may be adopted. The Lapla-
cian of any function in orthogonal coordinates under metric tensor G•,, is given
by (e.g., [2, p. 41])

Vi? - ( L (VG_ýiG 2 2G" c9) + a ( VGuG2 2 G2G2)) . (30)

Applying the perceptual metric (24) yields:

u")AX2A2)QtijA 1 ) Ifu- X A1 jOu) 69 1\A2 A2 49~
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(,X2AIXAIAI) { ( (AIAI & ) 6 -3 O
1 02 A2A2  (31)S(•A2A)(•AjA) &_& (lo j--t ) '

It can easily be verified that A4 is a gauge-invariant quantity. It is suggested

that a clam of image functions ("good" or Gestalt images) exist such that

'dO= 0. (32)

This makes
(log = 0, (33)

or

log ( ý-2= log A(u) - log B(v) . (34)

The arbitrary functions A(u), B(v) may always be absorbed into A,, A2 respec-
tively (due to the basic gauge freedom), giving rise to the perceptual gauge for
Gestalt images:

A1A 1 = A242 (= -Q1) (35)

From (19), it can been seen that 4)(u, v) and log f2(u, v) satisfy Cauchy-Riemann
equations: n00 logS? '0 ) log 0 (36)•,= 0v• ' • -- * 36
The line element of the perceptual metric now becomes

ds2 - f 2 (du 2 + dv2) . (37)

This is to say that, when the perceptual gauge (35) is satisfied, the perceptual
metric is merely an isothermal mapping under image coordinates (u, v).

To find the relation between image coordinates (u, v) and geodesic coordi-
nates (X, Y) = (f, f,) (as in (81), apply the chain rule of differentiation and
observe: ,.

(O7 ) f,~; (00)T9 O (38)

An application of (3), (5), and (16) yields

(0 T )T ( 1A ) ( cosO sin )( 0 )T (39)' -- XAA) k-sin •bcosO kO-X' OY (9

Under the perceptual gauge (35), equation (39) can be recast after introducing

complex variables w = u + iv, Z - X + WY:

dw = (12 exp(iok)) dZ = exp(-(log 1 + iO)) dZ. (40)

Since log R and 0 form a Cauchy-Riemann pair (see (36)), the above expression
indicates that the image coordinates (u, v) and the geodesic coordinates (X, Y)
are conformally related.

-,•... • • , ,



A siia dervtionm um be carried out using the physica metric L,.The

amwlqmus equagim for (31) is

1 ) IA2 (41)
4(uXeJ -A.A 2 6u&I A I

which hods, to the following physical gauge:

Al = A (=A) (42)

and the corresponding Cauchy-Riemann pair:

0A logoA (43o
Ou Ov '-bu (

Analogous to (40), the new coordinates (u, v) are now conformally related to the
Cartesian coordinates (z, y) through (after introducing z = z + iy):

dw = (A exp(i1))-'dz = exp(-(log A + i1)) dz . (44)

The conformal relationships (40) under the perceptual gauge or (44) under the
physical gauge indicate that q - and hence (u, v) - will be completely specified
given the boundaries and critical points of the mapping. These include locations
where the image Hessian is umbilic (A1 = A2) or degenerate (AA2 = 0).

4 Manipulations Using Image Coordinates

The curvilinear image coordinates (u, v) involve only the second derivatives with
respect to space. Hence, they are covariant under an affine transformation (or
mapping) of the two-dimensional visual space. They are "centred" on the visual
image - in fact, the two sets of curves u = u0 or v = vo represent "line-
drawings" of a grey-level image. We now intend to relate their curvature, a
geometrical descriptor, to the original image function. The intrinsic (geodesic)
curvatures of the orthogonal coordinating curves u = uo and v = vo are (e.g.,
[7, p.130]):

1 8V•j
k= =- - alongu=uo, (45)

V1 I C22 O
k2 = 1 alongv-=-v0o. (46)

VjIIV22 Ota

Under the perceptual metric gpjy, they are

ki= 10L k2=- 1 A& (47)k!=AjAj u 'A2As 0,

Likewise, under the physical metric D,

k 1 0u k2 = (48)

A2 -&V
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Topological mappings of the visual manifold that preserve the neighbourhood
relationship, including translation, rotation, scaling, and rubber-sheet deforma-
tion, can now be described as Lie dragging of the image "hne-drawings". In
particular, the two vector fields A(u)8/Ou and B(v)8/Ov themselves form the
commutative bases for Lie transformation groups operating on an image or its
associated sensory fields. They capture local symmetry of an image and express
all sensible rubber-sheet deformations (see Sect. 1).

The image coordinates can be used to compute the intrinsic (Gaussian) cur-
vature of a space via the well-known Gauss equation (e.g., [7, p.113])

K=- VYr 8vV iij &v ýV (1 Ci22 6UGý 2 ) } 50

For the perceptual metric (24), a straightforward calculation using (23) yields

K =0. (51)

This is consistent with the fact that the Riemann curvature tensor of the per-
ceptual space vanishes identically [8]. There is no intrinsic curviness for the per-
ceptual space. Since the Gaussian curvature is an intrinsic geometrical quantity,
any three-dimensional embedding of the two-dimensional perceptual geometry,
if possible, would have to be a developable surface. By the way, a similar cal-
culation demonstrates, quite trivially, that the Gaussian curvature k under the
physical metric (27) is also identically zero.

5 Patterns with Circular Symmetry: an Example

As a concrete example of this approacA, let us calculate the image coordinates of
a circularly symmetric pattern f (x, y) = F(r), with r =_ + -y 2 . The second
derivatives (image Hessian) are

=2F" +Y2F' ,Y F" -XY F' G " + X2 F1, (52)f 2 7-3 ' , = 7r3 r2 -

with eigenvalues easily found to be

Ai = F"(r) , A2 = F'(r)/r . (53)

Their corresponding eigenvectors simply point along the radial and angular di-
rections respectively,

nl = [x/r, y/rl" n2 = [y/r, _xir]T (54)

Denoting i- arctan(y/x), the two directional derivatives in (5) become
d _ d 18d-1 -d 0 (55)

~ ~~~~~~~~~~ý1 = -r. mii i i 'l~ i ii l i . .. .. .. ... . .. - ....
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Equation (13) can be verified as being satisfied. To solve for the unknown, ps-
rauneterising functions A&, A 2 , apply (16), (55) and (21):

alogA_ I OAJ = 0, (56)
89 A1 A2 6i

O log A2  I 8A2  1No A2 - (57)
Or -A 2 - Or r

The solutions are, along with arbitrary functions A(r) and B(O),

A, = A(r) , A2 = rB(9) , (58)

so that

a a() B() (59)
Therefore, the variables r and 0 (or arbitrary functions of either) are indeed
image coordinates for circularly symmetric images, though they were previously

introduced merely as shorthand notations of given functions of (z, y). In this
case, both Ao and A4o equal zero (see (33) and (41)); thus patterns of circular
symmetry are good "Gestalt" figures. It can be shown that (u, v) = (log F', 6)
and (u, v) = (log r, 6) under perceptual and physical gauges respectively.
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Equivariant Dynamical Systems:
a Formal Model for the Generation of
Arbitrary Shapes

William C. Hoffman

Professor Emeritus, P.O. Box 2005, Sierra Vista, AZ 85636, USA

Abstract. The nature of the visual system is discussed. It achieves "constancy"
and shape recognition by means of an exact map. The ideals of this mapping are
invariants of Gv, the Lie transformation group of the constancies and of shape
recognition, thus generating "perception by exception". The neuropsychological
correlates, both neuronal and psychological, of the Lie transformation group are
discussed at length in terms of the Bishop-Coombs-Henry model of the basic
neocortical circuit and are shown to constitute a hyperbolic dynamical system.
The local and global topologies of the latter are analysed. Shape recognition via
annulment by the Lie derivatives of the constancies is discussed. Shape genera-
tion by means of the Lie transformation group of the constancies, using for this
purpose the exponential map and "dragging the flow" along the group orbits, is
then illustrated.

Keywords: shape generation, perceptual neuropsychology, geometric psychol-
ogy, Lie tranformation groups, invariants, psychological constancies, pattern
recognition.

1 Introduction: Structure and Function of the Visual
Pathway

To record shape has been far easier than to understand it. C.S. Sherrington
Man on His Nature, Cambridge University Press, 1940.

Geometry is a magic that works. Rene Thorn

The visual system processes shape stimuli by first of all preprocessing them
in the visual cortex (Area 17) to remove the distortions imposed by the viewing
conditions. This is the role of the visual constancies: size, shape, motion, binocu-
larity, and colour. An electrode or strychnine pad placed upon the exposed visual
cortex evokes such images as stars, sparks, whirling spirals, and circles, which are
exactly the path-curves (orbits) of the constancy transformation groups listed
in Table 1. An electrode or pad similarly placed upon the psychovisual cortex

S lul • i•-i aln ii Il ii dli IHi llll I i ' Il IllrolnD nl/i. ... . ..... .... .... .. ... .. ....... . .. .
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Table 1. Lie transformation groups corresponding to the constancies. " c't
whele & is the pek corticl signal velocity is cortical plane-time (x, V, t), the planar
projection of the visual field of view. Constancies in parentheses are predictions of the
theory that are bore out. C. =.° 1, 'CV= 11 &, = 0; a. = 81

Constancy Lie tranformation group Orbit patterns Lie derivatives

Size constancy Dilation group ca= X8. + ,o
(perspectivities) A Z" C. = ro,. + X8.

"C.42 = "rO. + Y80),

Shape constancy Affine (unimodular)
group SL(2)

Right-left, up-down Horizontal & vertical 49. = 8, 4V = 8V
location in translation groups - 1
field of view

(Form memory) Time translations Time continuum C, = 8,
or clock "ticks"
(discrete group)

Orientation and Rotation group C Lo = -YOz + Z8,
obliquity SO(2)

Afferent binocular Pseudo-Euclidean Cb = Y8. + Z8,
function (hyperbolic)

rotations

(Efferent binocular Pseudo-Euclidean . C, = X&I - A
function) rotations in Lai = -r& - -To.

space-time £92 = -'1 - Y

Motion-invariant Generalized Lorentz AC4 = •U
perception group of order 2 4.1 = 're. + -8,

Z4..2 T'O,, + Y9,.

Group of rotations M = -- o
CM1 = X8, - ra.

SnO(llCM2 =. 7J.8
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(Areas 18 and 19) produces ordinary mental images such as those we ordinar-
ily me about us, but without any apparent size or location in apace. It is clear
that the primary role of the visual cortex is to preprocess higher visual forms
and pass them on to the higher visual areas stripped of their distortion-induced
redundancies. As von Fieandt (291 has put it, without the constancies we would
always be moving through a surrealistic world of perpetually deforming rubbery
objects. The penalty for memory storage is obvious.

McKay's Complementary (actually transverse) After Images (CAI) are pre-
cisely those induced by the orbits of the constancies, including certain new ones
such as the hyperbolas corresponding to binocular functions. Furthermore, only
the orbits of the constancies induce such CAl. McKay [24] attributed the site of
such CAI to the visual cortex.

These same patterns - and their local linear combinations - are the bases
for much of optical art and so apparently correspond to something rather deep
and intrinsic in human perception. For example, the golden ratio of shape length
to width follows readily from the logarithmic spiral pattcrn generated by a linear
combination of the Lie derivatives for size constancy and the rotation-invariance
component of shape constancy, Z. and Zo in Table 1.

2 The Topology of Visual Perception

2.1 Global Aspects

Not every psychologist will accept the figure-ground relation, which in effect
states that figure-emerges-from-ground is a basic visual phenomenon, even though
this seems to be the first sort of visual phenomenon noted by those persons blind
from birth who have had their sight surgically restored [30]. But all psychologists
will apparently accept the presence of visual contours. We therefore take such
visual contours as the states of the visual system. It follows that, mathematically
speaking, the "cortical retina" V is a path-connected manifold. (Colonnier's [5]
"cortical retina", constituting the cortical correlate of the retina of the eye, will
be denoted by V. The retina itself will be denoted by M.) The argument for the
retina and "cortical retina" being manifolds has been given at length in [20] and
will not be repeated here.

According to the visual constancies (size, shape, colour, motion, etc.), recog-
nition of visual objects defined by visual contours is invariant under the dis-
tortions imposed by viewing conditions. This makes the "cortical retina" into a
so-called orbifold, that is, a space with the local structure of the group orbits
of a finite transformation group. The appropriate group here is the Lie group of
the constancies Gv, acting on V:

Gv x V -- V - Gv, (1)

where Gv is the direct product of the conformal group CO(1, 3) and the General
Linear Group GL(4, R) [17].

The retinal image on M projects along the visual pathway to the "cortical
retina" V. The visual system is thus a fibre structure (M, p, V) consisting of the
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two spaces V and M and a continuous surjection p: M -. V that corresponds
to the retinotopic projection. This mapping further has a cross-section corre-
sponding to the inverse mapping that is given locally by p-' : V --. M. This
cross-section is a lifting from V to M of the identity map of the Lie group of the
constancies Gv, that is, an efferent projection from the "cortical retina" to the
midbrain region.

The temporal variation in the successive distortions of any given visual con-
tour constitutes a homotopy, that is, a continuous deformation of any one dis-
torted contour into successive ones. Since every homotopy (distorted image)
upon M is lifted in this way onto V, the fibre structure (M,p, V) has the cover-
ing homotopy property. This makes the fibre structure into a fibration, in fact a
Hurewicz fibration [6, p. 393]. This fact has important consequences, not only for
the coherent lifting process from retina to "cortical retina" basic to shape per-
ception, but also for cognitive phenomena, which may be regarded symbolically
as fibrations in the sense of Kan [8, p. 65] acting upon the category of simplicial
objects [19]. This is the way that meanings are attached to the shapes that we
perceive. Attaching meaning to perceived form is the essence of cognition.

2.2 Local Structure

Thus far the structure and function of the visual system at the macroscopic,
psychological scale have been considered. No less important is the structure and
function at the microscopic, neuronal scale. According to the Neuron Doctrine,
which asserts that the neuron is the fundamental structural, functional, and
trophic unit of the nervous system, the two must be consistent, and the local
structure must somehow generate the global, psychological structure. The many
facets of Lie transformation groups make them and their associated manifolds
ideal for this purpose. Where there are Lie transformation groups, fibre bun-
dles, dynamical systems, functorial maps, and invariant structures cannot be far
behind.

The Lie group Gv x V -- V is determined locally by a vectorfield X acting
upon V. This makes the fibre bundle described above into a vector bundle. The
infinitesimal transfor'aations of this local structure are generated by the Lie
derivatives that are determined by the group Gv. From a theorem of Vilms [28]
we know that associated with the tangent space TV of a smooth vector bundle
such as (M, p, V; Gv) there are two kinds of vector bundle structures:

p. : TM --+ TV , (2)

where p. is the tangent map of p, and the tangent bundle r : TM -0 M itself.
Here M is the visual field of view; p is, as noted earlier, the retinotopic projection
from retina to "cortical retina"; V is the cortical manifold in subjective space-
time; TV is the cortical vectorfield found electrohistologically by Hubel and
Wiesel [22] and others; and -r denotes dissection of the field of view by tangent
elements at the microscopic scale. By duality, the cotangent bundle T* M induces
representations as differential forms of the visual contours themselves in the
cortical microstructure.
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In short, the retinotopic map induces a cortical tangent bundle with Hubel
and Wiesel orientation responses as vectorfield-generated crow-sections. At the
same time appropriate contact transformations [13, 16, 201 generate visual con-
tours as elements of the orbitspace V/Gv. Hence perceived shapes f E F con-
stitute equivariant imbeddings in the visual manifold V:

fg- =gf =0 f = g9-fg , f E .r , g E Gv (3)

If X is a vectorfield belonging to V/Gv, and if f E ." is a shape invariant
under the Lie derivative of Gv, then

CXf = , (4)

and all such X and f generate the ideal of the Lie group. This is the basis for
the exact mapping cited above in the abstract:

visual object 2-- perceived form . shape recognition

The relationship between the local scale, given by TV and/or T*V, and the
scale of the full image is given by the exponential map:

TV - V -. V/Gv (5)

of which more later in connection with the generation of images.
As will shortly appear, cell morphologies of the visual cortex are such as to

generate a hyperbolic dynamical system. The neocortical circuit model of Bishop
et al. [1], together with the hyperbolic character of the neuronal network, strongly
suggests a normal hyperbolic flow [10], that is, one wherein the the mapping of
Tf normal to the neighbourhood U is hyperbolic and dominates the tangent
behaviour...........

More precisely, normal hyperbolicity is defined as follows. Suppose U is a
smooth compact submanifold of V and f(U) a diffeomorphism of V leaving U
invariant, such as a constancy transformation. Then f is normally hyperbolic
at U iff the tangent bundle of V, restricted to U, splits into three continuous
subbundles

TuV = Nu D TU 9 N8 (6)

that are invariant under the tangent operation Tf, and further are such that
(i) Tf expands the unstable manifold N* more rapidly than Tf expands TU;
(ii) Tf contracts the stable manifold N' more rapidly than Tf contracts TU.
Normal hyperbolicity appears to describe well the branching of the neuronal

arborescence from the cell body of the neuron (the soma). We will now establish
the significance of this structure for the cortical neuronal net.
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3 The Visual System is a Hyperbolic Dynamical System

In earlier papers [12, 14] it was postulated that cortical neurons constitute local
phase portraits that are characteristic of the Lie derivatives of the constancies
and their prolongations. In these papers it was shown that the intrinsic morphol-
ogy of the dendritic arborescence in the neighbourhood of the perikaryon itself
agrees in essentials with the appropriate local phase portraits, thus constituting
a Lie group germ. This postulate antedated the Bishop-Coombs-Henry [1] model
for the basic neocortical circuit and also Hubel and Wiesel's [22] findings on the
electrophysiological nature of cortical cells, which appear to provide further sup-
port for the postulate. We therefore take this opportunity to update the theory
and demonstrate the further correspondences to the postulate.

Hubel and Wiesel [22] found that the incoming information from the visual
pathway is rearranged so that, first of all, most neurons in the visual cortex
respond to specifically orievted line segments and, secondly, information origi-
nating from the two eyes converges upon single cells. These two functions are
embodied in cortical structure and function wherein cells with common neu-
ropsychological properties are grouped together in columns that traverse the
cortical layers transversely, and ocular dominance columns respond to the same
eye. This layered, columnar system of neurons is superimposed upon the well-
known topographic representation of the visual field.

The foregoing description of functional cortical microstructure has the es-
sential nature of a physiological embodiment of the general conformal group of
transformations C0(1,3) acting upon Minkowski space, as is required by mo-
tion constancy [3]. The binocular representation also corresponds well to the
known hyperbolic geometry of binocular visual space [23, 16]. The successive
small shifts in orientation during traversal of adjacent hypercolumns connotes
a cortical vectorfield. These columns are tubular neighbourhoods in the cortical
fibre bundle described above, with a principal connection induced by the contact
structure [20].

Bishop-Coombs-Henry's [1] model for the basic neural circuits of the visual
cortex as follows is shown in Fig. 1.

Like Hubel and Wiesel, Bishop-Coombs-Henry [1] remark upon the presence
of a slight overlap of successive afferents, together with a columnar structure of
the cortex for processing these afferents. In mathematical terms this slight over-
lap, together with the recurrent neuronal morphology within the laminas of the
cortical cytoarchitecture (Fig 2) represents progression through the exponential
map (5) that generates contours. In other words, basic perceptual contours are
generated by interacting neurons of the same morphological type which repre-
sent successive terms in the exponential map series. This is one type of action
that could generate such visual contours.

According to "Geometric Psychology" (also termed the L.T.G./N.P.: the "Lie
transformation group theory of neuropsychology"), the first-stage cortical pro-
cessing of an afferent volley represents the action of the transformation group
Gv x V -+ V, where V is the cortical representation of the visual field of view and
the biochemical/psychophysical control processes reside in the parameter group
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the Bishop-Coombe-Henry [1] model for the basic neural circuits
in the organization of the receptive fields of simple cells in the striate cortex (area, 17).
The specific aeferents are numbered to correspond to their lateral geniculate cells of
origin. The stippled cells are pyramidal cells and the rest anr various kinds of stellate
cells. S1, S2, and S4: Golgi Type II (short axon) stellate cells; S3 : basket cells. Open
cell bodies and synaptic boutons: inhibitory neurons and synapses.

1 S 4

In 0 0

Fig. 2. Contour diagram for densities of pyramidal neurons (PI, P2 , PA, and PA) and
stellate cells (Si, S2, S3) in the human visual cortex (after Sholi [27]). According to
Colonmier 15] the pyramidal cells basically exhibit cylindrical symmetry; the stelate
cells, radial or spheroidal symmetry. The numbers indicate the density of that type of
neuron per cubic centimeter of cortical tissue.
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Gv • The induced tangent map p. : TM --. TV thus defines a cortical tangent
bundle which contains the local cortical vectorfields for the Hubel-and-Wiesel
"orientation response." A local vectorfield X is thus defined on V, and associ-
ated with it, by a standard theorem on the characteristics of a partial differential
equation, is a corresponding Pfaffian system [7]. The solution of the latter deter-
mines the orbit family embodied in the ensemble of neuronal processes. In turn
the Pfaffian system induces a dynamical system. (See (7) - (9).)

• ponkaryon

-t

recuffelnt
conateral

axon •'of axon

Fig. 3. Golgi preparation of a pyramidal neuron from the sensorimotor cortex of cat.

Consider the archetypal pyramidal neuron of Fig. 3. The classical view is
that afferent volleys synapse upon the dendrites as well as the soma and are
conducted electrochemically as excitatory post-synaptic potentials or inhibitory
post-synaptic potentials toward the soma, as indicated by the arrows in the figure
on the dendrites and basal dendrites. A traditional exception has been the apical
dendrite, which is capable of antidromic flow that can conduct such post-synaptic
potentials away fro. -i the cell body as well as toward it. A more recent view [26]
is that other dendrites may also on occasion be capable of antidromic flow.

After the inward flow of an afferent volley has been sufficiently "integrated"
within the cell in a graded, electronic way, an outgoing discharge, which can be
efferent or corticortical, occurs along the cell's axon. This discharge has been
likened to that of a firecracker fuse. It furnishes the stimulus to the next station
(or stations) in the neuronal network. In addition to this "divergence" flow, a
neuron may also exhibit pacemaker, recurrent, or spontaneous discharges.

The neural circuit configuration depicted in Fig. 1 is strongly suggestive of
the dynamical, system shown in Fig. 4. Let us therefore consider the evidence

I
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Per turbatison

$ 
rc

Fig. 4. Modified -preparation for an omega explosion- in a balanced hyperbolic
dynamical system (after Nitecki, [251). "Omega here refers to the family of orbits
that are asociated with the system, through which the Saow occurs after the
"omega explosion." The latter apparently constitutes the cortical counterpart of the
firecracker-fuse like axonal discharge. rc = recurrent collateral. Conventions as in Fig. 1.

from the L.T.G./N.P. that the configurations of Figs. 1 and 4 do in fact, apart
from translations and rotations, embody a hyperbolic dynamical system.

Table 2 lists relative versus absolute invariants for the Lie group of the visual
constancies. Absolute invariants are those that correspond to pattern recogni-
tion; they are the ones that are annulled by the action of the corresponding Lie
derivative. Relative invariants, on the other hand, are derived functions gener-
ated by the action of the Lie derivative that are handed on to be recognized as
contact differential forms at some subsequent state of visual processing. In other
words, after a Lie derivative acts upon a shape that is not an absolute invariant,
the result is transmitted down the perceptual pathway in atandard position, fr-ee
from distortions, to be recognized as an absolute invariant at some later stage.

In Table 2 it is worthy of note that 4., which governs size constancy, pre-
cedes all the other Lie derivatives in the list of relative invariants. Except for
4b, which governs afferent binocular function and so would be distinguished
cortically from monocular afferents, the Lie derivatives Co, 4f, Li all have
some sort of circularly symmetric orbit structure resembling the approximately
spheroidal pericellular nests of the basket cells. 4. itself has the orbit structure
of a stellate cell (column (2) of Table 1). 4b, 4,Lm, and 4.2 have hyper-
bolic orbit structures resembling those of the archetypal pyramidal cell of Fig. 3.
It is emphasized that in this progression of an afferent volley r4 (stellate cell
morphology) precedes 4b and 4B (pyramidal cell morphology) as well as the
translational Lie derivatives 4. and Z, (laminar grids of nerve fibers in layers 1,
II-W~a, and V) in accord with the progression depicted in Figs. 1 and 4 for the
Bishop-Coombe-Henry model for the cortical neuronal circuit.
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We now tain up the question of whether the dynamical system associae

with the Lis derivatives of Table I is hyperbolic in the technical mathematical
seam. A typical Lie derivative from Table 1 is of the form

Lx = Xi(,) + X2(,) (7)

where ( and j7 denote any two of the variables z, y, and t. The corresponding
Pfaffian system, whose solution gives the orbital structure of the Lie group, is

Xi(Cq) X2(f,q) (8)

and the associated dynamical system has the form

d (f)= (j,) '(9)

where a is the parameter of the one-parameter Lie group that is provided by the
psychobiological functioning of the visual-teleceptor system.

The coefficients X, and X 2 in the Lie derivatives of Gv are linear functions,
and the associated dynamical systems take the form of a linear system

where A is a 2 x 2 matrix consisting of zeros and ones. A singularity at the origin
0 E R3 of such a system is a sink if the eigenvalues of A have only negative real
parts and a source if the eigenvalues have only positive real parts. A more general
situation is that of hyperbolic flow [ill wherein all the eigenvalues of A need oniy
have non-zero real parts.

We now take up in turn the dynamical systems and eigenvalues associated
with each of the Lie derivatives in Table 1. For Z = 01/6x, the A matrix is

A = O 0

which corresponds to a Pfaffian system of the form dx/1 = dy/O. The eigenvalues
are 1 and 0, and similarly for the other translation operators 4, and Zt. The
translation operators are thus non-hyperbolic, which is as it should be, given the
nature of the neuronal net, wherein horizontal and vertical translations are not
associated cytoarchitecturally with particular neurons but instead apparently
correspond to the plexuses of horizontal fibres that run laterally in layers I, III,
IV, and V. Any hyperbolic dynamical system must therefore embody Gv minus
at least its translation group. As we shall shortly see, the rotation subgroup
must also be subtracted out. Neither exhibit the singularities required to have
the neuronal soma as neuropsychological correlates.

Recall that for the Lie derivatives determining rotations, CO = -yo/8x +
xO/8y, and for those closely related, Z. = CM = -0, the neuroanatomical
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Conl.ts rmides in the pericellular nests that surround the stellate and pyramidal
cells. For 4o the matrix A takes the form

A = 0 -10

for which the eigenvalues are complex: ±i, and there is no non-zero real part.
Thus none of the Lie derivatives for Gv which lack a central singularity, namely
translations and rotations, have a hyperbolic character.

However, all the other operators in Gv do have a hyperbolic character, which
is as it should be, for it is the morphologies of the latter that are recognizable
in Fig. 2. For the Lie derivative governing efferent binocular function LB =
(LB, LB1, £82), the A matrices have the respective forms

1 A0 = AB = 10

AB( 0- ' 0 1 A '(0)

Each matrix has the eigenvalues A = ±1, Re A # 0, so that the dynamical
systems associated with LB are hyperbolic. Given their similarity of form, we are
led to identify the corresponding local phase portraits with the morphology if
pyramidal neurons [141.

The time-varying operators of the 2-dimensional Lorentz group, Li =
rO/Ox + :8/Or and 4n2 = O/Oiy + yi/Or, are also hyperbolic, the eigenvalues
of the associated dynamical systems again being ±1, and the same applies to
the Lie derivative governing efferent binocular function 4b = yO/Ox + xOc/,Oi.

The Lie derivatives for size constancy, 4 = (C,, C. 1 , 4.2), are also hyper-
bolic, the corresponding matrices all being of the form

1I0)
0 1 '

with eigenvalues 1, 1 and non-vanishing real parts. The corresponding neuroanatom-
ical correlate, namely, the stellate cells, thus act as the sources for the pyramidal
cell inputs in the other cortical layers in accord with the neuroanatomical reali-
ties.

To sum up, the neuron types in the Bishop-Coombs-Henry model for the
basic neocortical circuit shown in Figs. 1 and 4 are of hyperbolic type. Their
characteristic morphology agrees with that of the dynamical systems associated
with the isotropy subgroups of Gv. The other neuron morphologies - pericel-
lular nests, basket cells, and the horizontal rectangular grids of nerve fibers in
layers I, IIIA, IVa and IVb, and Vc - are non-hyperbolic, again in accord with
the L.T.G./N.P. Thus, as is consistent with the cytoarchitecture and the psy-
chological correlates in Table 1, the respective neural systems act as separate
entities that perform different neuropsychological functions. Here the main in-
terest lies in the hyperbolic system involved in the Bishop-Coombs-Henry model
for the basic neocortical circuit. For the other aspects, see [14, 16, 18, 20, 21].

Two properties of such hyperbolic flows are important for our purposes. First
of all, there is Hartman's Theorem ([25, p. 80]) to the effect that in the neigh-
bourhood of a hyperbolic point (the cell soma) the mapping is topologically
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conjugate to the derivative at the hyperbohc fixed point. It follows that the lo-
cal action of pyramidal and stellate cells is equivalent to differentiation (lateral
inhibition), which once again establishes the presence of the induced tangent
bundle mapping (2) p. : TM -- TV.

A second important property of hyperbolic flows for present purposes is that
such flows are direct sums of contraction and expansion mappings, as in (6).
More generally, the Bishop-Coombs-Henry neocortical circuit, together with the
hyperbolic nature of the other operators in av, is suggestive of the normal
hyperbolic flow described in (6), wherein the tangent bundle Tv V splits locally
into a local tangent bundle TU and stable and wandering sets. In the context of
cortical cytoarchitecture, this means that the axons of pyramidal cells wander
more widely than do those of the intrinsic cells and those of the basket cells
consisting of pericellular nests.

The Fundamental Theorem of Normally Invariant Manifolds [101 is
as follows:

Let f be r-normally hyperbolic at U. Through U pass stable and unstable man-
ifolds, invariant under f and tangent at U to TU 9 N' and N', which are of
class C". The stable manifold is invariantly fibered by C"-submanifolds tangent
at U to the subspaces N'; similarly for the unstable manifold and N". These
structures are unique and per-manent under small perturbations of f. Similar
results hold for flows.

This theorem describes well the instantaneous state of the neuronal net. In short,
the following identifications are postulated - in accord with the the basic neo-
cortical circuit of Bishop, Coombs, and Henry [11 and the known characteristics
of a hyperbolic dynamical system - for the stellate and pyramidal cells of the
visual cortex:

1. During the afferent phase the stellate cells of the visual cortex constitute
sinks (N');

2. In their efferent phase the stellate cells become sources (N" with ReA > 0).
3. In the afferent phase of pyramidal cell function the pyramidal cells constit gte

saddles owing to the possibility of antidromic flow in apical dendrites and
reculrrent collateral axons (N'' G N').

4. In their efferent phase the pyramidal cells become sources (N') since axon
discharges correspond to translation along a single dimension, that of the
canonical coordinate established via the cell morphology.

(A Lie group is in canonical form when it is defined by the Lie derivative
C = 0/0y for translations. The variable y which reduces it to this form is a
canonical variable. It is a theorem [4] that every Lie group can be reduced to
canonical form.)
A further word about the fourth identification in the above list. In general there is
only one axon emergent from the soma that conducts away the efferent neuronal
discharge. This feature is in marked contrast to the rest of the neuronal mor-
phology which exhibits complicated branching in the neuronal arborescence. In
accord with earlier work [13, 16], the neuronal output along an axon is regarded
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as constituting a canonical coordinate for a one-parameter Lie group. Such a
canonial coordinate can be either an absolute invariant of the Lie subgroup or
else a differential invariant, first or higher, that has been established by flow
through the neuronal morphology, the latter being regarded as the embodiment
of a local phase portrait for the Lie derivative.

We therefore advance the following.

P-rimiple. The several neuronal morphologies constitute local phase portraits
for the Pfaffian systems corresponding to the Lie derivatives of the constancies
and their prolongations. Except for translations in the field of view and rotations,
these Pfaffian systems correspond to hyperbolic dynamical systems. Axonal dis-
charges thus correspond to canonical coordinates generated by flows through these
phase portraits.

4 Lie's Fundamental Theorem

Lie's Fundamental Theorem [4, p. 218] may be stated as follows:

Every Lie group involving r essential parameters has r linearly independent in-
finitesimal generators Z1, 2 .... ., 4r, in terms of which every infinitesimal trans-
formation of the group can be expressed as a linear combination

f- ---- aji! + a2 f-2 +...ar4 .. (10)

Moreover, every transformation of this form, for all choices of the parameters
a,, a2,.... a,, belongs to the Lie group. L is made the infinitesimal generator of
a one-parameter Lie group in this way.

In the neuropeychological context, each of the Li corresponds to a constancy
group transformation (see Table 1), and the ai are psychophysical parameters
communicated to the visual system by visual and teleceptor physiology and
factored by the various neurotransmitter pathways. In the case of the visual
system r appears to have the value 17 (Table 3).

Consider a visual form f E T'. It has already been said that the non-specific
recruiting response and the stimulus itself interact in such a way that the combi-
nation is cancelled by the action of the Lie derivative. This is achieved as follows.
Let g(V) be the non-specific input from the reticular activating formation. The
Lie derivative (10) applied to the composition g o f yields

£C(g o .f) cg(.f) ý_C
df

since, for f an invariant, C.f = 0. On the other hand, where the contour f is
not present, Cg A 0, since g is like "background noise." In the above expression
C will in general be one of the 4j rather than the general f in (10). The same
argument then applies: Ci(f o g) 6 0 since f is not an invariant of the group of
4j, and 4j(f o g) is passed on for further processing.
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5 Application: the Generation of Shape

Thus far the focus has been on form memory and the basis for visual pattern
recognition, wherein image recognition occurs through cancellation by the action
of a Lie derivative upon the shape contours. We now turn attention to the
generation of shape. For this purpose there are two methods: the exponential
map and "dragging the flow" along the group orbits. It is worthy of note in this
connection, however, that the rotation group operation is enough to specify a
plane curve in terms of its natural equation in the intrinsic coordinate arclength
s. It is a theorem that any plane curve can be specified in terms of the natural
equation . = K (s), where K is the curvature,

yfl
(1 + (2)2)1

Prolongation of the Lie derivative 4t for the rotation group leads to the intrinsic
equation

S= F(u, ul) = F(Z2 + Y2 ' - Z'YX + Y,•"

where u is the absolute invariant, and ul the first differential invariant of 4

(fig)

Fig. 5. The familiar "smiling face" augmented by a triangular nose.

Consider the "smiling face" (Fig. 5), familiar from many posters and adver-
tisements, modified here by the addition of a triangular nose. The curves and
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arcs in Fig. 5 have been numbered (1) to (14). We now show how the exponential
map (5) may be used to generate these various curves. Curve (0) is a circle and
hence an orbit of the rotation group of the plane. Let (z, y) be any point on this
curve. The exponential map

e"(zV) = E = (xcosa - ysina, zsina + ycosa)

then gives the parametric equation of a circle, where the parameter a runs from
0 to 2w. The circular eyes (7) and (8) are generated in the same way, applying
the exponential map to the points (z + Z2, y - V2) (right eye) and (z - X2,y -

V2) (left eye). The parameter a again traces out the full range (0, 2r). The
succession of terms in the exponential expansion corresponds to the role of the
cytoarchitecture. Each term marks another element of the progression through
a cortical layer of particular neuron types.

The mouth (4) is an arc of a circle and so is generated by the same sort of
exponential map, where the parameter a now runs from -a, to al.

Consider now the triangular nose. Triangles are conformal invariants, and
so the nose is, as it should be, an invariant of the special projective group (2].
Consider first the line segment (1): lxz + zxl = 0. The exponential map of
cz* + Of- applied to the initial point on this line

a 2

-(Z Y) = (1 + a((cX. +/3)) + j(a4 ±/34)2 + ... )(x, y)

= (x + aa, y + a)

takes (z,y) = (0,0) to (aa, a3) = (-xl, -yl). It follows that a -- x =

-pl/0. Choosing a = 1 implies O = yl/xI, and a = -x1 . Thus

e al •c'(-T, ) = (X - X1, y - yl),

and, for (z, y) = (0, 0), the exponential map yields the terminal point (-XI, -yl)
of curve (1).

To illustrate the way that the Lie derivative "drags the flow" along the path-
curves we use a drawing (Fig. 6), "Preliminary draft of the portrait of Sir Osiris,
Paris, 1990," contributed by Pierre Szekely to Symmetry: Culture and Science.

The only curve that differs from the straight line segments and arcs of circles
that were treated previously by means of the exponential map is Sir Osiris' ellip-
tically shaped nose. We therefore illustrate "dragging the flow" on an elliptical
orbit of the Lie group of Z,, where

Ic ay a a

The next step in "dragging the flow" involves going to the corresponding Pfaflian
system and finding the invariant curves [4]:

dzi _ d. da
-apl /3z 1 '1



FIg. 6. Preliminary draft of the portrait of Sir Osiris, Paris, 1990, by Pierre Ss~kely.
(after Symmetry: Culture and Science, 1990, p. 109).

the solution of which is the ellipse O(z, y) = j3zi2 + apa 2 = 13z2 + Cy2 = C,
where c = constant, as an invariant of the group. The next step is to solve this
equation for one variable in terms of the other:

ZI = - . (12)

Substituting this back into (11) and integrating yields

V arcein -- a

whence, recalling (12), we have the parametric equations of the elliptical orbit
in terms of the parameter a and indexed by the constant c:

St CoS( a) , y1 " sin(V/ a)

6 Application to Affine Transformations

The group of afline transformations is the direct product of the General Linear
Group and the group of translations,

x-x=Ax+c.

[7, p. 43] gives the following formula for the vectorfield that generates the affine
group:

xi =• + E -yi ,i (i,j) =1,2,...,n.

S, i~i •*iiiliJ'i~iii~ii ii ii ii.. i = ' ,. .. .. .. i .. . .. i "
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Ih the planar cmse affne transfotmations are thus the result of rotations, dila-
tions, and translations, the Lie derivatives for which are given in Table 1. Either
the exponential map or the "dragging the flow" method can be used to determine
the associated path-curves.

7 Conclusion

Reasons have been reviewed for thinking that the Lie group of the constancies
and its prolongations describe the phenomena of visual perception, and the con-
nection with standard models of the neuronal cytoarchitecture has been shown.
The visual pathway involves preprocessing at the visual cortex level to remove
the distortions of shape imposed by viewing conditions. This is followed at the
level of the psychovisual cortex by image recognition of actual shape in standard
position free from distortions. It has also been shown that the neuronal soma
correspond to the isotropy subgroup of the Lie group of the constancies after
subtracting translations and rotations, and so to a hyperbolic dynamical sys-
tem. The topology of the latter was discussed in terms of the Hirsch-Pugh-Shub
theorem on normally invariant manifolds.

Methods of image generation were also demonstrated. Used for this purpose
were the exponential map of a Lie group and the process of "dragging the flow"
along orbits by means of the dynamical / Pfaffian system associated with the
Lie derivatives of a Lie group. The generation of higher differential invariants
for higher forms was not covered but may be found in [13, 15, 181. REDUCE is
the natural software [9] for computation of such differential-geometric, partial-
differential-equation entities as those that have been discussed in this paper.
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Neural Processing of Overlapping Shapes *
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Abstract. Visual information from physically distinct sources often becomes
overlaid or finely interspersed in the very process of image formation. For exam-
ple, one may think of shadows overlaid on surface patterns, or of the multitude
of tree branches and leaves that occur in images of a forest. Analyzing such im-
ages leads naturally to multi-valued fields of local features. This paper proposes
a general model structure for recovering shape characteAstics from such data.
It uses a "blurred relation" representation to group and segment the data in a
way that agrees well with psychophysical and neurophysiological evidence. Some
core examples of the behaviour of the model are worked out analytically.
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1 Introduction

Living and artificial systems alike must exploit the space-time structure of their
environment. However, the extraction of useful geometric information from sen-
sory inputs is often a non-trivial problem. For vision, it is the rule rather than
the exception that even simple geometric structure in the world is partially lost
or non-trivially transformed in the very process of image formation. Consider,
for example, an environment of long grass and bushes, or the canopy of a forest.
Objects of interest are usually seen only through many small gaps in the grass or
foliage. The visual structure of the object has thus become spatially interleaved
with that of the occluders. How is the resulting image to be segmented, and how
can the scattered data from multiple sources be grouped in a sensible way? Often
the situation will be worse still, because the foliage will sway in the wind. The oc-
clusion pattern then fluctuates wildly, and the sunlight piercing the canopy casts
dynamic patterns of light and shade on the scene below. The dangerous conse-
quences of failing to separate such overlaid or intertwined patterns must have
influenced the evolution of most animals. Accordingly, my proposal for handling
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these problems attempts to incorporate some relevant ideas and results from
psychophysics and neurobiology. Thus, one ain is to develop a general model of
the neural networks that tackle these problems in living systems. Independently
of its biological veridicality, the model may be of use to computer-vision systems.

1.1 The Basic Problem: Grouping and Splitting

The task is to group local measurements of visual attributes into coherent, dis-
tinct object representations suitable for computing quantities that characterize
the object positions and shapes. In particular, the question is how to do this
when data from multiple objects has become spatially interleaved or pointwise
superimposed. After introducing an appropriate representation, very simple and
neurally plausible operations will be shown to produce a "grouping and splitting"
process that brings together spatially dispersed data which probably originated
from one object(-patch), while separating intertwined data from probably dis-
tinct objects. I also propose ways of extracting from this representation some
shape characteristics which have hitherto been discussed only in a more conven-
tial setting.

The proposed model differs fundamentally from that of most presently pop-
ular and well-studied models that exploit assumed spatial coherence in attribute
fields. Many of these are based on regularization theory [8]. Their goal is to
reconstruct say velocity or depth as a function of space, using certain smooth-
ness constraints. However, most regularization models are equivalent to spatial
smoothing or spline-fitting, which implies a conflict between interpolation and
the preservation of crisp boundaries. Embellishments such as "breakable" splines
(or strongly related nonlinear diffusion) can preserve discontinuities [1], but only
at the cost of introducing convergence and uniqueness problems. The fundamen-
tal problem of all models using function-based representations is the inability
to let multiple attribute values coexist locally. Thus, unlike human vision, these
models cannot handle '"ransparency", that is overlaid or finely interleaved data
from multiple objects.

2 "Blurred Relations" Models

The data representation which is central to the proposed way of handling multi-
valued data naturally can be considered as an elaboration of the notion of
"channel-coding" [9] in psychophysics. The basic idea is to let each position
carry not some estimate of the local attribute value, but a distribution over
the set of all possible values. There are parallels with "value-cell" or "general-
ized Hough"-coding from computer science, but these methods usually lack the
required geometric structure

Conceptually, one can distinguish at least three stages of processing: First,
local measurements are taken. It is very important to have a proper choice of
the type of measurement and the format in which they are represented. Second,
local data will be "grouped" to exploit the physically plausible coherence within
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and incoherence between objects. Third, quantities characterizing the shape of
contours and surfaces are to be computed. In reality, the latter two stages may
be strongly intertwined.

2.1 Local Meaurement or Pre-processing

The key characteristic of the detectors in the first stage is that they have local,
spatially overlapping "receptive fields", and that their responses are "tuned"
smoothly for at least one attribute dimension, for example local orientation,
velocity, binocular disparity, etc. Much of the early processing in living visual
systems is of this nature. For example, many visual cortex neurons compute low-
order directional derivatives of the (multi-scale blurred) image L(z) [5]. Thus,
local orientation tuning is introduced very early on. More generally, linear or
non-linear combinations of the derivatives at nearby positions in space-time,
or nearly corresponding positions in the two eyes, then produce a collection of
functionals M,,.(L), parametrized by the position z and attribute value v for
which their sensitivity to L is maximal. For our present purpose, the input L
may be assumed fixed, so the measurements can be denoted simply by M(v, z).

2.2 The Geometric Structure of Blurred Relations

The central idea behind the proposed models is to represent the data by a
"blurred relation" between attribute values v E V and positions x E X, instead
of by a function v(x) : X --+ V. The notion of a blurred relation generalizes
the classical notion of a (crisp) relation in set theory. There, a relation R(a, b)
between a E A and b E B is identified with a subset of the Cartesian product
A x B. In our model, the factors in the Cartesian product are the set X of
position indices z and the set V of attribute indices v. The first generalization
is to replace the usual {0, 1)-valued subset indicator function by a real-valued
one; in our case, the measurement values M(v, z) E IR+. A natural notion of
"complement" no longer exists, unlike in the '"uzzy set" version of relations,
where the indicator takes values in the closed unit interval [0, 1]. The motivation
for this asymmetry is the easy visual detectability of peaks, but not dips, in the
distributions of velocity- or disparity-attributes of a stimulus. Formally though,
one could probably also construct a fuzzy set analogue of our proposed model
structure.

The next vital steps in constructing the model introduce the possibility of
blurring and differentiating M(v, z) in a way that makes sense with respect to
the coherence in the data. All the grouping and shape extraction operations to
be proposed rely on these notions. The required structure is a smooth geometry
on the set of detector indices (v, z), with at least the appropriate local and
global topology, as well as the notion of a connection of at least the affine type,
embodied in covariant derivative operators.

In artificial vision, this would be done by setting up appropriate wiring or
a data-structure, calibrating the sensor geometry and responses, and defining
blurring and derivative operators. In living visual systems, the structure has to
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arise autonomously. This is not the place to explore exactly how this happens
in nature, but it is worth noting a few aspects that are relevant to the choice of
an appropriate mathematical structure for the model.

First of all, the generalized receptive fields of the detectors, indexed by (v, z),
should pave the intended product space V x X in an overlapping manner in order
to establish the required topology on what would otherwise just be a product of
unstructured index sets. The natural measure of overlap is the correlation be-
tween "nearby" M(v, x), and this quantity is likely to modify the neural wiring.
The modular structure of visual cortex [11] suggests that the x and v ordering
are more or less decoupled initially. Within a "hypercolumn" module, all recep-
tive fields are overlapping in space, but all orientations, etc. are represented. The
spatial extent of the image is then covered by a large collection of such modules.

It may thus be assumed that the z-ordering defines a 2-manifold X, and
that at each point p E X, the v-ordering creates a manifold V., with all V.
assumed diffeomorphic to a typical V. Examples of V would be (topologically
at least) S1 for orientation, or the open 2-disk D 2 for motion and -perhaps-
for binocular disparity. The latter attribute may in fact be 1-dimensional, since
human sensitivity to vertical disparity seems to be weak.

The function M(v,p) : Vl -- R•I at point p then is an element of some
function space M.,, with all M. diffeomorphic to a typical M. For the systems
modelled here, the dimension of M exceeds that of V considerably. Taking the
example of orientations, V is obviously 1-dimensional, but the dimension of M
can be estimated as somewhere in the range 10-15, based on measured tuning-
widths of orientation detectors [11].

At this point, one has a fibre bundle with base space X and typical fibre M.
Thus, locally the intended structure e.ists, but it is unclear how a self-organizing
system could ensure that the global structure is as intended (that is "trivial"). Of
course, taking X to be, say, a 2-disk D2 guarantees that the bundle is globally
trivializable. Yet, any realistic process would take a very long time to actually
equalize the fibers globally using only local signal correlations. Moreover, the
retinal blind spot introduces a fundamental problem. With annular X, globally
non-trivial bundle structure is possible, even likely. For example, orientation may
then have a non-zero winding number on paths around the hole. No mechanism
using only local correlations and local wiring modifications could avoid getting
trapped in such structures.

Such topological defects become evident only under large displacements of a
physically constant visual pattern. This is precisely what occurs in saccadic eye-
movement. If -as seems likely- insufficient genetic information is available for
specifying the required topology, then the neural wiring will have to self-organize
using the saccadic image transformations as an error-check. Perceived constancy
of the world across saccades (as far as this occurs) implies that the fibre bundle
is trivialized to a global Cartesian product M x X. This also fixes V x X as the
global structure of the set of (v, x), and calibrates M(v, x) across X.

What is still missing is the ability to compare M(v, x) across V. For the at-
tribute types mentioned, each value v is associated with a vector in (the tangent
of) X, so the gauging over V is constrained by that over X. In any event, the
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system may manipulate objects while viewing them, and require the percept to
be transformed accordingly. It has to rotate objects to compare across orienta-
tions, change viewing-distance to do so for disparity, and scan the eyes across
objects to compare across velocities.

The system may even transcend the affine type of connections which suffice
for defining derivatives and blurring. To realize this, the system must require
triviality of the holonomy for self-induced image transformations which corre-
spond to parallel transport, that is, its percepts should remain constant after
traversing any such loop. This constrains the connections to be flat, so V and
X are Euclidean, and one may transform the (v, x) coordinates to form a Carte-
sian system. The assumption that the human visual system uses a flat geomet-
ric structure cannot be spectacularly wrong since we do not notice non-trivial
holonomies in our daily life. Yet, it is of great interest to explore the matter via
serious experiments.

For the time being, I shall simply assume a Euclidean structure for the blurred
relations models to be analyzed below.

3 Grouping and Splitting; Some Illustrative Examples

Blurring M•,(v, x) = G*,, M(v, x) with a Gaussian G, already realises a very
useful operation on the data. Loosely speaking, the result is a grouping based
on proximity in position as well as attribute value. Some blurring is inherent
already in the finite spatial and attribute resolution of the detection stage. Of
corrse, the blurring may be anisotropic, inhomogeneous, or both. As an extreme
example, blurring only in x, not in v, leads to a representation similar to a
"sliding" histogram. Actually, the assumption used here is that the blurring can
be made isotropic and homogeneous (with a = 1, say) by a suitable smooth
transformation of (v, x). The index a will then be dropped.

The properties of the distribution M(v, x) have been analyzed for some sim-
ple but important examples, which would pose very difficult problems for more
standard models. For simplicity only, the input is often taken to have structure
only in one x and one v dimension. Also, we ignore any boundaries of X, and
the possibly periodic global structure of V (for example for orientations).

3.1 Smooth, Opaque or Transparent Attribute Fields

An image characterized by an ("idealized") single-valued and smooth attribute
value s(x) will be represented as the blurred graph of s(x):

I- s(x)12
M(v, x) = b[v -. s(x)] * e-(V2 +Z 2 )/2 exp{ 2[ + (0 S(x))2] "

The approximation above requires 9.,,s(x) < 1. Evidently, some v-resolution is
lost when s(x) has a large gradient, but it will be shown below that discontinu-
ities are handled quite sensibly.
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TDupsrency (that is multi-valued e(m)) is represented just as naturally. The
only new feature is that M(v, z) becomes multi-modal in v. The branches interact
nqligibly as long as their distance A is well above unity. At A = 1, two parallel
branches fuse into one (slightly "thick") branch.

Miuing data are represented trivially as M(v, z) = 0 within the gap. More
generally, the intensity scale of M(v, z0) reflects the strength of evidence for
the attributes at z0. Models based on function reconstruction often confuse gaps
with v = 0 patches, which can lead to large biases, unless extraneous information
is used to limit the damage.

3.2 Filling-in, Extrapolation and Capture

Gaps can occur in image data because of partial occlusion or missing local de-
tectors (blind spot, retinal blood vessels). In any case, it may be necessary to
interpolate somehow across a gap ("filling-in"). It seems advisable to perform
such operations on the level of local attributes, rather than luminance values.
Indeed, this seems to happen in humans.

For example, assume a gap at xiI < A/2 in data 9(z) = 0, say. The ensuing
representation becomes

M(v,) =e-"2 /211 + 1[erf( - A/2. erf( x+ A/2)]

Small gaps, say with A < 1, are essentially filled in. At the midpoint of the
gap, M(0, 0) = 1-erf[A/(2vF)] = 1 - A/v/2 + O(A3 ). Thus, for any reasonable
choice of threshold, gaps are only encoded in units smaller than the gap diameter.

On the standard (=unit) scale, one has essentially the case of an "open
boundary" for all A >' 1. The unit-size "halo" of M activation which extends
into a gap can be revealed perceptually if v-noise is added in the gap. Those
noise components that lie in the halo are then "captured", that is they are seen
as if they were attached to the edge of the object.

3.3 Jump Discontinuity: Smoothing versus Segmentation

The stimulus is now characterized by s(z) = A sgn(x), and its representation
becomes:

M(v, 3) = F(x) e-('-)/2 + F(-z) e(v+A)2 /2

where F(x) = (vr)-1 exp[-z 2/2]dz = 1[l+erf(x/v(2)].
There are two regimes, separated by the condition A = 1, in which M(v, z)

near the jump has a qualitatively different shape. Analytically, the distinction is
evident in the behaviour of M(v, z) near the origin (III x 1 and Iv A):

M z)= e-" 2 /2{1 + ( -2 _ 1)' + r v+ 0(3v,3-)}.

2 ~ ~ M v x) = e-.. 2r AX + -mO(XnV,3-n'• .•-.• .. ... . . ." .. .:. .... • "':.... . .
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Th origin is always a saddle point (A #•0) with the midline v = 0 as one of its
two crosing contours where M(v,z) = M(0,0) = •-4'/2. The important point
to note is that the other contour emerges from the saddle as

X

Accordingly, in the regime A < 1, M(v, z) is unimodal in v at any z, and the
position of the mode 0 is a smooth function of z. Perceptual confusion with a
smooth-step stimulus should occur. For A - 1, one finds O(z) = A erf(z/V2-),
the same as in function-fitting models that apply Gaussian smoothing to samples
v(z).

In the regime A > 1, the M-contours that pass near the origin are folded back
along z. Then M(v, z) becomes bimodal in v near the jump, as if the stimulus
were locally transparent. The modes f remain very close to their asymptotes
±A right up to the jump, unless one is in the critical regime A = 1 + e. Away
from the jump, one branch quickly dominates the other. It may also be shown
that the position of the jump can be detected with hyperacuity (threshold <
blurscale) for A > 1 jumps, whereas this ability degrades with jumpsize in the
A < 1 regime.

Very similar behaviour emerges if the jump is not truly discontinuous, but
has a width X < 1, or when an equally narrow, empty, or noise-filled gap occurs
in the data at the jump location.

3.4 Interleaved Patterns: Merging into Transparent Planes

Recall the situation in which a complicated, patchy occluder is in front of a
continuous background pattern. The contributions of the two sources become
spatially interleaved in the image. The goal is to separate and re-group these
contributions appropriately. Here, I shall study the simplest possible example
which contains the essence of the problem: Two "layers", each with a constant
but distinct attribute value, which are multiplexed spatially in a periodic stripe
pattern. Thus, the stimulus has square-wave modulated attribute values: a(z) =
Aagn[sin(2w'z/A)].

We already know the behaviour of isolated jumps (A > 1), but new phenom-
ena occur in the regime X < 1. For any A, the representation can be written in
the form:

M(v,z) = •[1 + MA(X)] e-(-A,)2 /2 + 2 - M,(z)] e(+) 2/2

with a small MA(z) s. 1 exp[-21r2 /\ 2] sin(2irz/A). Again, one can distinguish
two subregimes, depending on A.

For A < 1, our model is again equivalent to smoothing of v(z). Then M(v, z)
is unimodal in v, with modal value i(z) s AM.(z). In addition to this residual 0-
modulation, the effective v-width of the M(z, v) pattern increases to .

For A > 1, the M(v,z) distribution will split in the v-direction, whereas
the high-v and low-v "segments" must still be merged spatially since A < 1.
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As a result, two transparent planes are formed. Indeed, one finds analytically
that M(v,z) is bimodal in v at any z, with modes at 0 = ±A(1 - e). The
quickly vanishing error e f exp[-2A2] is due to residual overlap of the blurred
representation of the planes.

4 Extracting Geometric Information

Many aspects of the 3-D geometry of the world and of an observer's path through
it are reflected in the 2-D structure of visual attribute fields of the kind we have
been discussing. Questions of how to use this structure for segmenting scenes and
extracting relevant information about paths and shapes have so far been posed in
the classical setting of single-valued, non-interleaved fields. Within this setting,
much progress has been made [6] in understanding how the differential structure
of smooth optic flow (or binocular disparity) fields [4] can be exploited. The
robustness of natural visual systems in dealing with superimposed or interleaved
attribute fields invites an extension of such studies to the present setting. Below,
I shall sketch how this can be done.

The basic approach is to extend the blurred derivative methods [5] normally
applied to L(x) to M(v, z). To prevent an explosive growth in the number of
quantities to be computed, it may be necessary to trade off the resolution (in x
and/or v) against the size of the repertoire of operators. Living visual systems
indeed show a progressive loss of spatial resolution in higher stages of processing.

Before the differential structure of M(v, x) can be used, one has to remove
its dependency on spatially varying contrast. Part of this problem is tackled by
"gain control" at the L level, but the remaining attribute-specific contrast has
to be handled at the M(v, x) level. It is reasonable to assume that one can, at
least approximately, factor the (noise-free) response as M(v, x) = y(x)J(v, x),
where J(v, x) then encodes the V-attribute structure independently of the V-
specific contrast function -y(z). Ideally, only J(v, z) must be used in extracting
object-specific information, but one should also avoid using data from regions
where -y(z) is smaller than the noise level of the initial stages. One obvious way
to proceed is to estimate -y(z) from the data, and use it as a gain-control signal.
This is equivalent to the "divisive" inhibition [10] found throughout the visual
system. The simplest formulation of such a scheme is N(v, x) = M(v, z)/[E +
f M(v, z)dv], where e is a small bias which prevents undue amplification of the
noise where -I(z) is small. A possible variation is the use of a spatially more
blurred version of M(v, z) in the integral.

4.1 Extracting Boundary Location and Shape

Segmenting an image representation into smooth patches with well-localized
boundaries is an obviously useful step towards object extraction. The natural
notion of grouping and splitting of the data which emerges within the present
model considerably simplifies the task of locating patch boundaries. Moreover,
the representation allows easy access to local boundary shape, which is an impor-
tant input to object shape mechanisms since object contour shape constrains the
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possible 3-D shape of the surface near the rim [2]. For example, contour convex-
ity implies surface convexity, and contour concavity implies surface hyperbolicity
near the rim [31.

The simplest useful boundary operator is B(v, z) = V.N(v, z), the pro-
jection of the true gradient VN on the position space X. For the usual 2-
dimensional X, one needs to compute at each position just a pair of directional
derivatives (0,., &.o) in transversal (preferably orthogonal) directions. Nature
seems to prefer a somewhat richer sampling of directions.

Maximal sensitivity of IB(v, z)I occurs for reasonably large gaps (A > 1) or
jumps (A > 1), and for those cases it is virtually independent of the structure
of the data in the adjoining patch(es). For the (1+1)-dimensional toy-model of
a jump s(z) = Asgn(x), one gets V/vB(v, x) = exp[-(X2 + (v - A)2)/2] -

exp[-(X2 + (v + A)2)/2]. Thus, sensitivity decays for jumps (or gaps) smaller
than the blurscale. In addition, a smoothly varying s(z) causes some B(v, z)
responses, but these are much smaller than the responses on jumps or gaps.

Note the consistency of B(v, z) with the representational structure of the
model. At each point p, one has a (vector-valued) distribution representing the
strength IB(vp)t and the inward normal direction B/I BI of the "boundariness"
for each attribute value. The advantages of this scheme are that each of several
overlayed attribute fields may have independent boundaries, and that the bound-
ary of a patch of any attribute structure always "belongs to" a well-defined patch,
namely the one that extends from the boundary into the direction of B(v, x). The
simplest example occurs in the representation of a jump discontinuity (A > 1):
Two distinct, but spatially superimposed boundaries are signalled by B(v, x),
each of which "points at" the half-space that it bounds.

The local curvature of a boundary can be obtained by comparing pairs of unit
normal vectors along its length, or by the method proposed by [7] for curves in the
L domain. The latter method therefore only uses the information in IB(v, x)1.
In the present case, the former scheme may be preferred because it requires
only one vector subtraction instead of three more orders of differentiation. The
unequivocal assignment of boundaries to their own patches is particularly useful
here, since the surface shape constraint given by contour curvature can now be
made to propagate unilaterally from a boundary onto its proper patch.

4.2 Extracting Within-patch Shape Characteristics

In the classical setting of single-valued attribute fields as generated by smooth,
opaque object surfaces, the first-order differential structure of, for example, dis-
parity or motion vector fields contains information about the relative attitudes
and motions of local surface elements with respect to the observer [4]. Likewise,
the second- (plus first-) order structure determines local surface shape up to a
depth scaling [6].

Not much is known about how complete and accurate the use of this informa-
tion is, nor what the relevant neural mechanisms are for extracting it. Necessarily
then, these last paragraphs are somewhat speculative.
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One cannot expect to be able to extract much relevant structure from data
that are very diffuse in V. This suggests computing operators such as DO(v, z) =
V2,N(v, x). In fact, a more physiologically plausible and functionally useful vari-
ant would be D+ = max(0, D). This is most sensitive to a narrow v-mode i
which is (locally) constant along x. The natural extension then is to compute
similar functional& DA(v, z), which differ from Do(v, z) merely by a rotation
with respect to the (v, z) coordinates, such that DA(V, X) is maximally sensitive
to narrow ridges with 6 = v0 + Ax. The response distribution over an appropri-
ate range of A corresponds to measuring a field of first-order contact elements
to the possibly multi-valued attribute field. The second-order structure could
be extracted either by pairs of first-order responses at small spatial offsets, or
directly by means of second-order contact elements.

Near boundaries, all such measures will show artifacts. Yet, this failure can be
cured nicely by suppressing the DA(V, z) outputs for all A by means of the output
of the nearby boundary signals IB(v, x')I that "point" from z' to z. As mentioned
previously, these boundary signals can take over the role of constraining the
surface shape near the rim.
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Abstract. An oak leaf can visually be easily distinguished from an elm leaf; yet
the same oak leaf cannot be distinguished from other oak leaves unless a detailed
inspection is performed. This paper presents a filter-based scheme for the recog-
nition of non-rigid objects, such as leaves, proposing a two-level representation
based on two novel notions, frame curve and contour texture. Examples of con-
tour textures include many complex object boundaries such as leaves, clouds,
forests, complex tools, and city skylines.

Contour texture is defined so that it is similar for leaves of the same type
and different across leaf types. The nature of the contour texture of a curve and
its relation to two-dimensional (2-D) texture is discussed, which it is contended
should be thought of as a separate concept. Several applications are suggested
and results of an implemented filter-based scheme are given.

Keywords: non-rigid objects, contour texture, frame curve, texture, filter, shape
description, human perception.

1 Introduction

The visual recognition of non-rigid objects has received very little attention in
the past (see [21] for a review). This paper examines so-called contour textures,
a certain type of non-rigid objects. A two-level shape description for contour
textures is proposed and an implemented filter-based scheme is suggested.

Oak leaves are readily distinguishable from other types of leaves (see Fig. 1).
The ability to distinguish leaves cannot be attributable to an exact shape prop-
erty since the leaf contours change significantly from one leaf to another. Instead,
another property, more statistical in nature, must be used. This property can be
called contour texture-, this term will be used to refer to the contour property as
well as the object itself. Contour texture has received very little attention in the
past and is the subject of this paper.

Contour texture is interesting because there are many non-rigid or complex
objects with distinctive contour textures (such as clouds, trees, hair, and moun-
tains) and because images without contour texture appear less vivid and are
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texture of thi boundries
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Fdg. 1. Which of the lcontes aexture oa lvs Sorebjects are defined by the contour
textures of their boundare.

Figl. 2. These two images are identical with the exception that one of them has been
drawn by removing the contour texture of its curves. The image without contour texture

appears les vivid and there is more ambiguity in identifying the origin of the different
contours in the image. In other words, significant information is lost when the contour
texture of a contour is replaced by its frame curve.

harder (or even impossible) to recognize (see cartoons in Fig. 2). Rigid-object
recognition schemes do not handle contour textures because they rely on "ex-
act" shape properties. Contour textures (and other non-rigid objects) cannot be
recognized by matching a pictorial version of the shape since the shape changes
from one instance to another. Contour texture is very common in classification
problems; however, it may also be used in the recognition of rigid objects as an
indexing measure, especially if the shapes are complex such as skylines of towns.

SitlLii
Fig. 3. This figure illustrates some of the applications of contour texture. (left)
Contours can be grouped based on their contour texture. (right) The contour texture
can be used as a powerful indexing measure in large databases of objects.

In addition, contour texture may help perceptual organization and indexing
schemes (see Fig. 3). In this paper a filter-based model is proposed that can be
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used for contour texture recognition, segmentation, and indexing.
Not all objects can be described just by their contour textures. In fact, leaves

ar a good example of this. Botanists have divided leave. using several attributes
but only one is based on contour texture (they use the term "leaf margin"). This
attribute generates several classes such as dentate, denticulate, incised or serru-
late. Botanists also use another attribute (called "leaf shape") which is comple-
mentary to contour texture. Leaf shape categories include oval, ovate, cordate
or falcate (see [17] for a complete list). The distinction between contour texture
and shape is particularly important for deciding what type of representation to
use, a question which will be addressed in this paper.

Of particular interest is the search for a useful and computable shape rep-
resentation for contour textures. The findings presented in this paper argue in
favour of a two-level representation for contour textures such that one level,
which is called the frame curve, embodies the "overall shape" of the contour
and the other, the contour texture, embodies more detailed information about
the boundary's shape. These two levels correspond closely to the two above
attributes used to describe leaves by botanists.

The notion of contour texture prompts many other questions as well: Can we
give a precise definition of contour texture? What is the relation between two-
dimensional texture and contour texture? Is there a computationally-efficient
scheme for computing contour texture? There are several factors that determine
the contour texture of a curve, for example, the number and shape of its pro-
trusions, but other factors influence the contour texture of a shape? Does shape
influence contour texture?

The rest of the paper addresses these questions and is organized as follows:
In the next section we discuss the definition of contour texture and its relation
to 2-D texture. In the following two sections the relation that contour texture
has with scale and inside/outside relations are discussed respectively. Lastly, in
Sect. 5 an implemented filter-based scheme for contour texture is presented.

2 Contour Texture and Frame Curves

2-D texture has received considerable attention, both in the computational and
psychological literature. However, there is no unique definition of it. Roughly
speaking, 2-D texture is a statistical measure of a two-dimensional region based
on local properties. Such properties typically include orientation and number of
terminations of the constituent elements (also known as textons).

In this paper it is proposed that contour texture, a related but different
concept, plays an important role in human perception. Contour texture can be
defined as a statistical measure of a curve based on local properties (see Fig. 4).
Such a curve is called the frame curve. The notion of a frame curve as presented
here is closely related to the one presented in [19]. A frame curve is defined there
as a virtual curve in the image which lies in "the centre" of the figure's boundary.
In the context of this paper the whole contour texture is the figure, defined in
[19] as the collection of image structures supporting visual analysis of a scene.
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Fig. 4. (eft) An image with a vertical two-dimensional texture discontinuity. The
discontinuity Is deined by the average orientation of the segments near a point in
the image. Such orientation is different for the two regions surrounding the central
vertical line. (right) The tilted segments in this image define a horizontal line. A contour
textur discontinuity in such a line is perceived in the middle of it. The discontinuity is
defined also by the average orientation of the segments surrounding a point. One of the
d e between contour texture and two-dimensional texture is that the statistics
are computed over a curve in one case and on a two-dimensional region in the other.
Other differences and similaritis are discussed in the text.

Fig. 5. (left) Different curves with similar contour texture. The frame curve in all these
cases is a horizontal line. (right) Some curves with different contour textures.

A frame curve can also %e used as a "non-circular" topological obstruction to
extend size functions [25] or to compute a part-description of a shape (see [19]).

Figure 5 shows some contours with different contour textures, all of which
have "invisible" horizontal lines as frame curves. The contours were drawn by an
implemented contour texture generator which takes as input a sample drawing
of a COntour Tezture ELement or Cotel (akin to texton and protrusion) and
produces as output a concatenation of one or more of these cotels subject to
certain random transformations.

3 Inside/Outside and Cnnvexity

There are several factors that determine contour texture. In this section it is
argued that the side of the contour perceived as inside influences contour texture
perception. Consider the examples in Fig. 6. The left and right stars in the third
row have very similar outines since one is a reversed version of the other. By
"reversed" we mean that a mirror image of one of the two contours around the
frame curve yields the other. They are partially smoothed versions of the centre
star but each of them looks very different from the others; in fact, the left one
is more similar to the centre star [19] despite the fact that both have the same
number of smoothed corners. Subirana-Vilanova and Richards [19] made this
observation and proposed that it is due to a bias which makes the outside of the
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Fig. 6. (top row) Use the middle pattern as reference. Most see the left pattern as
more similar to the reference. This could be because it has a smaller number of modified
corners (with respect to the centre) than the right one, and therefore, a pictorial match
is better. (second row) In this case, the left and right stars look equally similar to the
centre one. This seems natural if we consider that both have a similar number of
cornmers smoothed. (third row) Most see the left pattern as more similar despite the
fact that both, left and right, have the same number of smoothed corners with respect
to the centre star. Therefore, in order to explain these observations, one cannot base
an argument on just the number of smoothed corners. The positions of the smoothed
corners need be taken into account, i.e. preferences are not based on just pictorial
matches. Rather, here the convexities on the outside of the patterns seem to drive our
similarity judgement. (Them figures were taken from [191.)

shapes more "salient". In the context of this paper, the findings of [19] imply
that the contour texture of a shape depends on which side is perceived as inside.

4 The Role of Scale and Contour Complexity in the
Distinction of Shape and Contour Texture

As mentioned in the introduction, the notion of contour texture is meant to be
used in the differentiation of shapes belonging to different perceptual categories
(e.g. an oak vs an elm leaf) and not to distinguish shapes belonging to similar
perceptual categories (e.g. two oak leaves). This raises the following questions:
Are two types of representations (shape and contour texture) necessary? When
are two objects in the same category? When is a contour texture description
appropriate? An answer to these questions will be given later in the paper when
an implemented contour texture scheme designed to determine contour similarity
based on contour texture will be presented.

In this section it is argued that the difference between shape and contour
texture is relevant to computer vision (regardless of implementation details)
and, in particular, that it is important to find schemes which automatically
determine whether a shape is a contour texture or not. For contour textures it
is also important to embody both representations (shape and contour texture)
for every image contour. One of the strongest arguments was presented at the
beginning of this paper: some shapes cannot be distinguished by exact shape

properties (while others can).
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Fig. ?. This figure provides evidence that for simple objects like the top one (left),
the matching across scale. is done pictorially (see second row, left). For more complex
shapes, on the other hand, such as the one on the right, the matching is performed by
maintaining the contour texture description (see lower row). See text for details.

Three other psychological observations that support this difference will now
be presented.

First, studies with pigeons have shown that they can discriminate elements
with different contour textures but have problems when the objects have similar
contour textures [8, 4]. This suggests that different schemes may be needed for
the recognition of shape and contour texture.

Second, consider the object in Fig. 7 top left. Below the object, there are two
transformations of it: the left one is a pictorial enlargement, and the right one
is an enlargement in which the protrusions have been replaced by a repetition
of the contour (preserving the contour texture). The shape on the left appears
more similar to the one on the right [191. It is contended that this is true in gen-
eral if the shapes have a small number of protrusions (i.e. their "complexity" is
low). In these cases, contour texture does not seem to have an important role in
their recognition. However, when the shapes are more complex (see Fig. 7, three
shapes on the right), the similarity is not based on an exact pictorial matching.
Instead, the enlarged shape with the same contour texture is seen as more sim-
ilar [21]. For "complex" shapes, the visual system tends to abstract the contour
texture from the shape and the "enlargement" of such a property is done at a
symbolic level. In addition to supporting the distinction between contour texture
and shape (first question above), this observation suggests that complexity and
scale play a role in determining what type of description (shape or contour tex-
ture) should be used in each case: simple shapes are fully represented and complex
ones are represented just by abstract contour texture descriptors. [7], [14], and
[11] each performed similar experiments on a two-dimensional texture version
of the problem. [7] also presents some one-dimensional contour-texture-like ex-
amples (using the notions presented here) which support the role of omplexity
described above. Note that contour texture may not play an important role in
the recognition of simple shapes but may be used as an indexing property of the
shapes.

The third study which agrees with the distinction made between contour
texture and shape is that of Rock, Halper, and Clayton [16]. They showed sub-
jects a complex figure and later showed them two figures which had the same
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overall shape and contour texture (using the terms defined here), but only one of
which was exactly the same. The subjects had to find which was the previously
seen shape. They fuund that subjects performed only a little better than ran-
dom. This suggests, again, that they were just remembering the overall shape
and an abstract description of the contour texture of the boundary's shape.
When subjects were presented with non-complex versions of the same shapes,
the distinctions were based on the exact shapes themselves, which agrees with
the model given above.

5 A Filter-Based Scheme

The definitions of contour texture and two-dimensional texture, given in Sect. 2,
point out some of the relationships between them: both notions are based on
statistics of local properties, but they differ in the extent of such statistics -
a curve for contour texture and a surface for two-dimensional texture. In fact,
most existing schemes for two-dimensional textures can be applied, after some
modifications, to contour texture. Some of the problems that have to be solved
in doing so are the computation of frame curves and inside/outside relations.

Many theories of two-dimensional texture exist, but just a few will be men-
tioned. Preattentive texture discrimination has also been attributed to differ-
ences in nth-order statistics of stimulus features such as orientation, size, and
brightness [10, 9, 2, 27]. Other theories have been proposed, especially ones that
deal with repetitive textures (textures in which textons are similar and on a reg-
ular pattern), such as Fourier Transform based models [1] and histogramming of
displacement vectors [23]. All of these theories tend to work well on a restricted
set of textures but have been proved to be unable to predict human texture per-
ception sufficiently accurately in all of its spectrum. In addition, it is unclear how
these schemes could compute frame curves or inside/outside relations, specially
in the presence of fragmented and noisy contours.

Another popular approach has been to base texture discrimination on the
outputs of a set of linear filters applied to the image (see [24, 6, 15, 13, 3, 22]).
These approaches differ among themselves on the set of selected filters and/or
on the required post-processing operations. A purely linear scheme cannot be
used (see for example [13]), justifying the need for non-linear post-processing
operations. Malik and Perona [13] compare the discriminability in humans to
the maximum gradient of the post-processed output of the filters they use and
find a remarkable match among them. The approach is appealing also because of
its simplicity and scope and because it is conceivable that it may be implemented
by cortical cells.

Some work exists on curve discrimination which could be applied to contour
texture discrimination, however previous approaches are designed to process frlly
connected curves [26, 5, 12, 251. The present model, instead, works directly on
images and does not require that the contour be fully connected. The ability to
process the contour directly on the image enables the scheme to naturally extend
to fragmented curves and to curves without a single boundary (e.g. a contour
composed of two adjacent curves).
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This scheme segments and recognizes the curves based on their contour tex-
ture and consists of the following steps:

1. Find the frame curves of the contour to be processed.
2. Decide which is the inner side of the contour and colour (label) it.
3. Filter the image I with a set of oriented and unoriented filters Fi at different

scales, which yields I * Fj and I * Fj", the negative and positive responses
to the filters.

4. Perform nonlinear operations on the outputs obtained, such as spreading the
maxima and performing lateral inhibition (in the current implementation).

5. Normalize the orientation of the directional filters to the orientation of the
frame curve's tangent.

Contour texture discontinuities can be defined as places of maximum gradient
(along the direction of the frame curve) in the obtained responses, and recog-
nition can be done by matching such responses. Steps 3, 4, and 5 have been
implemented on the Connection Machine and tried successfully on a variety of
segmentation examples (see Fig. 8). Filters were used similar to those which

d n --r

tJ4j I fil

Fig. S. (left) Coloured contour. (second row) Normalized output of the selected filter.
(third row) Cross-section of the post-processed filter output along the frame curve,
horizontal in this image. (right) same as above for another contour. However, in this
case step 4 was omitted.

Malik and Perona [13] used in the context of 2-D texture; it is unclear though
whether only even-symmetric filters are needed as they proposed.

5.1 Computing Frame Curves

Finding the frame curve is the hardest part and is not fully implemented. A pos-
sible solution involves smoothing [18] but has problems with the often-occurring
complex or not fully connected curves.

However, frame curves tend to lie in the ridges of one of the filter's responses.
This suggests that frame curves can be computed by a ridge detector that can
locate long, noisy, smooth ridges of variable width in the filter's output. One such
approach was presented recently [20]. Note that computing ridges is different
from finding discontinuities in the filter's response, which is what would be used
to compute two-dimensional texture discontinuities in the schemes mentioned
above.

. ..i .e •. • .,, • ,- , r .. ~ . • ... . ..... . . . . .. .. . ....... ' . ..
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Stop 2, colouring, is needed to account for the dependence of contour texture on
the side perceived as inside, an discussed above (see Fig. 8). Colouring may Llso
be useu in increasing the response of the filters. Colouring runs into problems
if the contour is not fully connected or if the inner side of the contour is hard
to determine. Possible alternatives include using the frame curve as a basis to
spread and stop the colouring, and enlarging the contour's width to increase the
filter's response.

6 Conclusion

Contour texture has received very little attention in the past but it is suggested
that it plays an important role in visual perception and, in particular, in the
shape recognition of some non-rigid or complex objects and possibly in grouping,
attention, indexing, and shape-from-contour. It is also proposed that complex
contours (i.e. non-smooth or disconnected) be represented by abstract contour
texture descriptors, while simple ones be represented by the detailed location of
the contour's points.

A filter-based approach to contour texture is simple and yields useful results
in a large number of cases. Different techniques for colouring have been described
and it is recommended that a ridge detector be used to find frame curves in the
output of the filters of the present model.
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Conic Primitives for Projectively Invariant
Representation of Planar Curves*

Stefien CarluoR
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Abstract. An algorithm is presented for computing a decomposition of planar
shapes into convex subparts represented by ellipses. The method is invariant to
projective transformations of the shape, and thus the conic primitives can be
used for matching and definition of invariants in the same way as points and
lines. The method works for arbitrary planar shapes admitting at least four
distinct tangents and it is based on finding ellipses with four points of contact
to the given shape. The cross-ratio computed from the four points on the ellipse
can then be used as a projectively invariant index. It is shown that a given shape
has a unique parameter-free decomposition into ellipses with unit cross-ratio.

Keywords: shape representation, projective invariance, conics, shape decom-
position.

1 Introduction

The desire to achieve efficient viewpoint independent object recognition has
recently led to an increased interest in projective invariance for object repre-
sentation [1, 6, 7, 11, 15]. Projectively invariant descriptors of objects can be
computed from relations between points, lines and conics that are coplanar on
object surfaces in 3-D.

For arbitrary curved objects, projectively invariant point and line descrip-
tions are more complex. In this case invariant points and lines can be extracted
from inflexions or bitangents (e.g. [8, 11]). Related to this is the use of combined
algebraic and differential invariant descriptors [14].

These methods of point and line descriptions have limitations for arbitrary
curved shapes. They cannot for example be used for convex shapes. For complex
shapes the number of invariants grow very rapidly with the number of points
and lines used in the representation which leads to problems when the invariants
are used for indexing.

* Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Lars Svensson of the Royal Institute of
Technology for illuminating discussions on invariants. This work was part of Esprit
Basic Research Action 6448, VIVA, with support from Swedish NUTEK.
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It is therefore desirable to look for more complex primitives for projectively
invariant representation of planar shape. A most natural extension of the use of
lines is to use homogeneous polynomials. A homogeneous polynomial is trans-
formed projectively into a homogeneous polynomial with the same degree. The
parameters of the homogeneous polynomial can therefore be used in the same
way as the coordinates of points and lines as projectively invariant shape de-
scriptors.

The problem lies in the association of the homogeneous polynomial curve
with the given shape. This association must commute with the transformation.
For a restricted class of affine transformations, methods of invariant associations
of homogeneous polynomials to point sets were developed in [3]. This was ex-
tended to the general affine case in [7]. The restriction to point sets and affine
transformations is a limitation of this method. It requires the affine matching
of the point sets used for association and, since shape data are in general given
as continuous curves, this means that the point sets have to be extracted in an
affine invariant manner from the curves.

In the projective case and with continuous curves instead of points the as-
sociation has to be based on projectively invariant properties. Two curves are
said to be in contact of order n if they coincide at a certain point and their
derivatives up to order n - 1 are the same. Contact is a property that is in-
variant over projective transformations. For a given shape we can consider the
class of homogeneous polynomials and a certain number of contact points with a
specified order of contact. A member of this class will then project to a member
of the corresponding class given by the projective transform of the shape.

The method that will be presented, outlined in [5], is based on using ellipses,
which are a subset of second-order homogeneous polynomials. For a given shape
we will study the class of ellipses with four contact p-. cs with the shape. The
order of contact is two, that is, we consider ellipses nere the tangents of the
four contact points coincide with the tangents of ,'- given shape. As will be
explained in the next section, the choice of four conta;.t points and second-order
contact provides a method of identifying single members of this family of ellipses
over projective transforms using the cross-ratio of four points on a conic. It is
thus posible to extract a finite set of ellipses from a shape in two projectively
corresponding images in such a way that the ellipses in the two frames are in
projective correspondence.

The proposed method of shape representation has similarities with the medial
axis transform [2, 4, 12] and can in certain respects be seen as a generalization.
Using ellipses as primitives, which are convex, recalls shape decomposition meth-
ods [9, 13] . It will be seen that the ellipses extracted with this method, will in
general correspond to a perceptual decomposition of the object into its convex
subparts.
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2 Projective Invariance of Contact Point Ellipses

2.1 Crom-ratio of Points and Lines on a Conic

To discuss the invariance properties of ellipses with various contact points we
start with the cross-ratio, the fundamental invariant for points and lines in the
plane. The cross-ratio can be expressed as a ratio involving determinants. Given
three column vectors x1 , x2, x3 in R 3 we will use the bracket notation for the
determinant of the 3 x 3 matrix formed by these vectors:

[xI X2 x 3] = det(xi, x2 , xs) (1)

For 5 points in the plane, with homogeneous coordinates x., xb, xc, xj, x.,
the cross-ratio is defined as-

[X. Xb X.] [X. Xd X.1 (2)
[x. X', X.] [xo xd x.]

The invariance of the cross-ratio over projective transformations x' = T xi,
where T is a nonsingular 3 x 3 matrix, follows easily from the rule

[x' x, x,] = [Tx, Txi Tx,.] = [7] [x, xi x1] • (3)

Inserting this expression on the left-hand side in (2) we see that all determinants
[T] will cancel. If we consider the fifth point as a variable x and denote the cross-
ratio a = Ai\/A2 we have

Ak[x. x, x] [xb Xd x] - A2[x. xb X1 [x, Xd x] = 0. (4)

This is a second-order polynomial in x representing a conic through the points
xG, xb, xC, xd. The cross-ratio a = Al/A 2 is then the cross-ratio of the four points
on the conic. Varying the cross-ratio we get a pencil of conics through the four
points. This pencil of conics can be expressed using the homogeneous symmetric
matrices P(a), P1, P 2 as:

xTp(o)x- =xT(AIPI(X6....Xd) + A2P2(x... xd))x = 0 . (5)

Due to the duality between points and lines, a conic can be expressed as a
quadratic form in line coordinates u. The pencil of conics tangential to four lines
u6 , us, uc, ud expressed in line coordinates can be written:

i[uu. u] [Ui. u] - A2[u. u, u] [U, •u] = 0. (6)

Just as in the point case this can be expressed using homogeneous symmetric

matrices Q(Or), Q1, Q2 as:

uTQ(o.)u = uT(\IQI(U....U4) + "- 2 Q2 (Ua... Ud))U = 0 • (7)

A projective transformation T that maps points xi into x' = T xi will
map the matrices P(a) and Q(o) to matrices P'(a) and Q'(o). If we apply this
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•iuto the cordnae in the pencils (4) and (6) the conkc matrices
can be shown to be related as:

P(a) = TTP'(o)T Q'(a) = TQ(o)TT (8)

That is, the conic with croms-ratio o = AI/NA maps into a conic with the same
crom-ratio.

For a given shape we will consider the class of ellipses having four contact
points with the contour making up the shape outline. A contact point is defined
as a point of second-order contact of the ellipse and the contour; that is, at that
point both point and line coordinates of the contour and ellipse will coincide.
Point and line coordinates of points on a conic are related as:

U. = Px. ub = Pxuc = Pxc U = PXd. (9)

For four points on a conic the crmss-ratio will equal that computed from the
tangents of the points. This follows easily from the fact that

[U. U6 = [Px, Pxb Px] = [P] [x. xx] . (10)

which is applied to all the brackets in (6). An ellipse with four contact points
can therefore be expressed in point and line coordinates as:

xTp(a)x = 0 , uTQ(a)u = 0 , (11)

where P and Q are related to the point and line coordinates of the contact points
according to (5) and (7).

Since line and point coordinates of a conic are related by u = Px the relation
uTQu = 0 can be written as xTpTQpx = 0 from which we see that
p = pTQp; that is, we have the important relation:

P(a) = Q-1 (a) . (12)

This equation relates point and line coordinates of contact points and will play
an important part in the design of an algorithm for actually locating contact
points.

2.2 Four and Five Contact Point Ellipses

The cross-ratio computed from the contact points is invariant and can be used to
identify corresponding ellipses in projective transform pairs. In the general case,
for a given shape the clam of ellipses with four contact points will be infinite.
It is, however, a one-parameter infinite family as can be seen from the following
crude equation-counting argument. Suppose that the curve can be parameterized
with a parameter s. The contact points are then represented by parameters
Sa, 8b, Sc, and se. Together with the five parameters for representing the ellipse,
this gives us a total of nine parameters to be determined. These parameters are
subject to the constraint that the ellipse should be in contact with the shape
at the four points. This gives four constraints for coincidence of points and four
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constraints for coincidence of tangents, making up a total of eight constraints.
Nine parameters and eight constraints implies that the class of four contact point
ellipses will be a one-parameter family. The important consequence of this is that
in the generic cas there will only be a finite number of ellipses with a specific
cross-ratio; that is, we will have at most a finite ambiguity when identifying
ellipses in projective transform pairs.

An analogous argument can be applied to the case of five contact points. In
this case we will have ten unknown parameters and ten constraints, which in
general will give a finite number of ellipses.

In general there will be a multiplicity of cross-ratios for four points or lines
depending on the order in which the points are chosen. Permutations of the order
of the points will give new values of the cross-ratio. However, if we adopt the con-
vention of choosing the points on the ellipse in a certain order, e.g. clockwise, and
restrict the projective transformations to those leaving the order of the points
invariant, it can be shown that only two different cross-ratios can be computed
for a set of four points on an ellipse. These two values of the cross-ratio will be
each other's inverses. By choosing ellipses with croes-ratio = 1, this multiplicity
is also taken care of. It can be shown that the projective transformations leaving
the order of the points invariant are those corresponding to the case of relative
camera motions with the object in front of the camera, which is a most natural
constraint in real imaging situations.

The parameteis and cross-ratio of the ellipses with four contact points to a
smooth curve will in general vary smoothly with the contact points. When such
an ellipse makes a fifth contact with the curve, five different cross-ratios can
be computed, each corresponding to a selection of four contact points. A five
contact point ellipse is therefore a common member of five different families of
four contact point ellipses with smoothly varying parameters and cross-ratios.
Five contact point ellipses can be seen as the analogues of the circles of the
branching points in the skeleton of the medial axis transform.

Figure 1 shows five families of four contact point ellipses with varying cross-
ratio. The shape is a polygon and these ellipses were computed by an exhaustive
search of all combinations of four lines in the polygon. Figure 2 shows the five
contact point ellipse common to these families and ellipses with four contact
points and cross-ratio equal to one. As can be seen they correspond quite well
to the intuitive decomposition of the shape in convex subparts.

3 Iterative Algorithm for Fitting Four or Five Contact

Point Ellipses

3.1 Structure of the Algorithm

The ellipses of the polygon in Figs. 1 and 2 were computed by an exhaustive
search among all combinations of lines in the polygon. It is however desirable to
work with more general shapes extracted from grey-level images. The initial step
of shape extraction from grey-level images is edge detection. The contours are
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Fig. 1. Five families of four contact point ellipses. Left: one family. Center: two families.
Right: two families. The families in the center and right figure are symmetrically related
by a refieuion in the horizontal symmetry axis of the shape. All these families have the
five contact point of Fig. 2 in common.

Fig. 2. Left: Five contact point ellipse. Center and right: four contact point ellipses
with croes-ratio equal to one.

then represented by the sampled image coordinates (zi, yi) of the edge points.
These coordinate lists are of finite precision, determined by the sampling grid,
and long contours are often fragmented into smaller parts. An algorithm for
computing contact point ellipses has to take all these facts into account.

The algorithm works iteratively, starting with an initial ellipse and updating
it in a manner similar to that of active contour finding [10]. It is designed to
have a fixed point for ellipses with four contact points and unit cross-ratio, and
to break whenever five contact points are encountered.

3.2 Main Iteration Loop

The relation between the point and line coordinate matrices of an ellipse with
four contact points was derived in the previous section (12). This relation is the
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basis for deciding whether four points on a curve can be the contact points of
an ellipse.

Giwm for points on a curve x., xb, x, x4 with tangents u., u, u., ud, the
quantity:

mm IIP(a) Q(C)_I112  (13)
V

will be zero iff the four points are contact points of the ellipse P(,&) where
is the value of the cross-ratio that minimizes the quantity. P and Q here are
properly normalized. For arbitrarily chosen points the quantity will not be zero,
but the ellipses P(&) and Q(&) will represent a certain best compromise.

Minimization of the criterion in (13) is one step in the iterative algorithm,
mapping points on the curve to an updated ellipse. We actually have two choices
for the updated ellipse, P(&) and Q- 1 (&). By choosing P.,s,. = Q-1 (&) we will
get a four contact point ellipse in one iteration in the case the shape is a four
sided polygon, since all ellipses Q-1 (a) are four contact point ellipses in this

Fig. 3. Left: Ellipse in iterations, level curves of algebraic distance (broken) tangent
lines of points of local extrema of algebraic distance (thin) and minimal polygon (wide).
Right: four-line polygon and contact points for updating of ellipse.

In order to have a complete iteration a method of updating the four points
on the curve is required. For a given ellipse P we would like to find the four
new candidates for contact points. Referring to Fig. 3 start with computing the
algebraic distance 6 to each point zi, Vi on the curve. Using a normalized matrix
P and homogeneous coordinates X = (X,, V~, I)T we have

b(zi, Yi) = xTPx .(14)

A contact point on the curve will have its tangent coinciding with the tangent
of the ellipse Px. It will also be a local extremum of the algebraic distance
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J~i j alang the curve. Since the level curves of constant, algebraic distance
corresponds to scaled versions of the ellipse, any local extremum of algebraicdistane a g the curve will correspond to a contact point of a scaled version of
the ellipse, as shown in Fig. 3. The points of local extrema of algebraic distance
therefore form good candidates to be used as tentative contact points in the
iterative algorithm. There are however in general more than four local extrema of
algebraic distance along the curve. In order to select four specific points proceed
as follows.

1. For each local extremum xi, the tangent ui is computed using the matrix
P:Ui = Px.

2. From all the tangents ui, the polygon enclosing the center point of the ellipse
and not containing any other tangents is computed. This is referred as the
minimal polygon.

3. From all the tangents in the minimal polygon select the four that enclose
the center point of the ellipse and have minimal area.

This procedure gives four tangent lines to the curve (u.... ui) and their
corresponding tangent points (x,... xi), for a given ellipse P. This closes the
iteration loop. Note that four contact points will be fixed points of the algorithm.

The iterative algorithm is started by selecting an initial ellipse. This initial
selection is a critical step for the convergence properties of the algorithm. This
problem is treated in the experimental section

The iterative algorithm for finding four contact point ellipses to a curve
represented by its edge coordinates can be summarized in the following steps:

1. Select an initial ellipse.
2. Compute points on the curve that are local extrema of the algebraic distance

function generated by the ellipse. Compute tangents at these points.
3. Compute the minimal polygon from tangents enclosing the center of the

ellipse.
4. Select the four lines in the minimal polygon that encloses the minimum area.

Together with step 2 this gives four points and four lines.
5. Use these four points and lines to compute matrices P(a) and Q(o) param-

eterized by the cross-ratio o.
6. Find cross-ratio & that minimizes 1IP(o) Q(V) - 1112.
7. Update ellipse P.,.te = Q-l(&).
8. Check for convergence to four or five contact point ellipse.
9. If no convergence, go to step 2.

Convergence is in two steps: (1) Convergence to an ellipse with four contact
points but arbitrary cross-ratio. (2) Convergence to an ellipse with four contact
points and unit cross-ratio or an ellipse with five contact points.

The criterion for judging whether a point is a contact point is simply its
distance from the ellipse. If this is below a threshold the point is declared to
be a contact point. Since all points have the property of being local extrema
of algebraic distance along the curve, this will automatically mean that a point
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cikln with the ellipse will have its tangent parallel to that of the ellipse that

is, it will be a contact point.
When covergence to four contact points has been declared, the crow-ratio

& comiputed by the minimi ation in (13) is checked to lie within a threshold
of unity. If not, points of local extrema of algebraic distance along the curve
whose tangents are in the minimal polygon, are checked to lie within threshold
distance of the ellipse. If such a point is found, convergence to five contact points
is declared.

If no convergence is declared, the ellipse is updated in order to find unit
crose-ratio ellipses. This updating is simply

P a,.t'. = Q-(1) . (15)

That is, P is updated as the ellipse with unit cross-ratio in the pencil of ellipses
inscribed in the four-sided polygon made up of the tangents of the four points.
This can be seen as a linear extrapolation since if the curve to which we try to
fit ellipses is actually a four-sided polygon, we will get convergence in one step.

The iterations are stopped if no convergence is found within 40 iterations.
Iterations are also stopped if less than four lines are found in the minimal poly-
gon.

3.3 Experimental Results on Synthetic Shapes

Figure 4 shows an example of the evolution of the initial steps of the iterative
algorithm on a synthetic shape. The tangent lines corresponding to local extrema
of the algebraic distance of the ellipse are shown in white and the resulting
minimal polygon in black on the left side of the figure. The right side shows the
polygon of minimal area selected from the minimal polygon and the updated
ellipse. In this case convergence to a four contact point ellipse is in 3 iterations.
Typically the convergence to a four contact point ellipse is in 2 to 5 steps, while
the convergence to a unit cross-ratio ellipse is 5 - 15 iterations.

A critical step in the algorithm is of course the selection of the initial el-
lipse. The algorithm that has been described will converge to a single four or
five contact point ellipse. For a given shape there will in general be several four
contact point ellipses with unit cross-ratio and five contact point ellipses. Selec-
tion of the initial ellipse will of course determine to which of these ellipses the
algorithm will converge. This means that the parameter space of ellipses can
be partitioned into regions, with each region corresponding to the convergence
to a certain unit cross-ratio four contact point ellipse or a five contact point
ellipse. At least one initial ellipse must be selected from every such region in
order that all four contact point ellipses are found. Since four contact point el-
lipses with unit cross-ratio seem to correspond r •ther well with a decomposition
of the object into convex subparts, a natural way to find initial ellipses is to
use a very simple initial decomposition into convex subparts, and use a simple
ellipse approximation of these subparts. This initial decomposition need not be
perfect in any way. The important thing is that it should yield an ellipse within
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Tangents: iteration I Min. area 4 side polygon: iteration I

' M ............ .

Tangents: iteration 2 Min. area 4 side polygon: iteration 2

Fig. 4. Steps in the iterative ellipse fitting algorithm. The shape contour is in full black.
Left: tangents of points of local extrema of algebraic distance (white,) lines of minimal
polygon (black). Right: updated ellipse and minimum area four-side polygon.

the convergence region for the four contact point ellipse corresponding to that
subpart.

In the case of synthetic images the algorithm of 191, where convex subparts
are found by computing pr'nhs of local minima of negative curvature along the
shape contour, will be used. For the contour points p, = (Xn, Yn)T between two
such local minima w- find the center of gravity Pcg and positive definite 2 x 2
scatter matrix S.

N N

Peg = ZPna/N , S = ZF e)(~~ 9 )T/N

n=1 n=1

With p = (x, y)T, the initial ellipse is chosen as

(P _ Pcg)TS-I(PPc) = 1

This ellipse will give a reasonably good approximation to the shape of the points
P1 ... PN. In this process the end points of the contour segment between the
local curvature minima are given extra weight, which will bias the initial ellipse
towards the junction of the subpart with the main shape.
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Fig. 5. Initial ellipses from subpart approximation using negative curvature maxima
(left) and resulting ellipses with unit cross-ratio after applying the iterative algorithm
(right)

The results of choosing initial ellipses in this way are shown in Fig. 5 on
the left side. The right side shows the resulting unit cross-ratio four contact
point ellipses and the five contact point ellipses. The result confirms the initial
assumption that unit cross-ratio four contact point ellipses correspond to the
decomposition into convex subparts. Several alternative initializations with ran-
domly selected starting ellipses gave the same results and no alternative four
contact point unit cross-ratio ellipses.
Convergence in those cases needed more iterations however.
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4 Summary

An algorithm has been presented for computing ellipses from edge coordinates
of an objwct. For planar objects these ellipses will be related to the shape in a
projectivoly invariant way and can therefore be used for viewpoint independent
recognition. For synthetic shapes with perfect edge data the algorithm will con-
verge very fast if the initial ellipses are chosen as approximations to the convex
subparts of the shape.
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Blind Approximation of Planar Convex Shapes

Mich"• Lindenbm m and Alfred M. Bruckatein
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Abstract. This paper considers the process of learning the shape of an unknown
convex planar object through an adaptive process of simple measurements called
line probings, which reveal bangent lines to the object. A systematic probing
strategy is suggested and an upper bound on the number of probings it requires
to yield an approximation of the unknown object with a pre-specified precision
is derived. A lower bound on the number of probings required by any strategy
for such an approximation is also derived, showing that the gap between the
number of probings required by the suggested strategy and the number of prob-
ings required by the optimal strategy is a logarithmic factor in the worst case.
The proposed approach overcomes a basic deficiency of the classic geometric
probing approach, which is based on the assumption that objects are polygonal
and therefore is not applicable for a variety of real robotic tasks.

Keywords: shape, convex shape approximation, geometric probing.

1 Introduction

In this paper the process of learning the shape of an unknown convex planar
object through an adaptive process of probing is considered. A probing is done
by choosing a direction on the plane, and moving a line perpendicular to this
direction, from infinity until it touches the object. Each such line probing reveals
a tangent line (see Fig. 1). It is necessary to find a systematic procedure which
guarantees that, after a given number of probings, the best possible approxima-
tion to the unknown object may be generated.

The problem, suggested as a simplified theoretic model for the robotic task
of learning about an object from tactile sensors, is related to the class of geomet-
ric probing problems, but is very different from them. The geometric probing
paradigm formulates the shape learning process in an algorithmic setting and
usually addresses the following type of problem, initiated by Cole and Yap [3]:
Determine the shape of an object from an adaptive sequence of simple measure-
ments, called probings. The unknown object is known to belong to a restricted
class, such as convex polygons or palyhedra, a certain type of geometric probe
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Fig. 1. Line probing

is defined, and a reconstruction strategy is suggested and rigorously analysed.
The performance of the probing strategy is measured by the number of probings
which guarantee exact reconstruction. This number is a function of the object
complexity (V), and is usually compared with a proven lower bound on the
number of probinp required by any strategy.

One of the many examples of geometric probing [1, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18],
which is related to the problem we consider here, is the work of Li [8], who
considered the reconstruction of a convex polygon from line probings identical
to the ones we investigate here. Li improved earlier results [4, 6] and suggested a
probing strategy which guarantees complete reconstruction after no more than
3 V + 1 probings. He also derived a lower bound of 3V + 1 on the number of
...easurements required by any strategy for a guaranteed reconstruction, thereby
prnving the optimality of his strategy.

The polygenal assumption, together with the desire for perfect reconstruc-
tion, implies that geo metric probing results are not applicable for real robotic
tasks. Here these 4ficiencies are overcome by not restricting the objects consid-
ered to be polygonal and by modifying the exact reconstruction problem into an
approximation problem while maintaining the classical structure of geometric
probing. An adaptive strategy for approximate reconstruction is sought, and its
figure of merit is defined as the number of probings it requires, in the worst
case, in order to achieve a certain certified approximate reconstruction. An up-
per bound on this figure of merit is proved in a rigorous way, and compared to
a lower bound on the number of probings required by any strategy for achieving
an approximation with the same precision.

The specific goal considered is to obtain enough information to approximate
the unknown object. We intend to specify the shape of another object, referred to
as a certified approzimation, whose Hausdorff distance from the unknown probed
object does not exceed a certain prespecified value e. This probing procedure is
referred to as blind approzimation since the approximated object is not known
fully and the approximation is inferred and evaluated without seeing (knowing)
it.
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2 Approximating Convex Shapes with Polygons

First, the problem of approximating convex shapes with polygons under the
Hausdorff metric is considered. The Hausdorff distance between two planar sets
S and P, is

6 B (P, S) = maxisup inf lix - yfisup inf liz - ylI} (1)
zEpIES :ESZEP

where U" U is the Euclidean norm in R2 .
The number of vertices in a polygon providing an e-approximation of convex

planar sets, has been investigated in many variations (see, e.g. [7, 13]; more
references are cited in (10]). In a less quoted result [21, Bolour and Cover provide
the following simple constructive method for building an approximating external
polygon to a convex set S. Choose the first vertex v0 as any point, external to
S, whose distance from its boundary is e. Through this point, pass a tangent
to S and extend it to the point v, whose distance from the boundary of S is
also e. Let v, be the successive vertex. Repeat this process, each step obtaining
a new vertex vi and a new side vi -I vi, as long as the curve VOI ,,vi does not
cut itself. To complete the approximating polygon, connect the last vertex vm
and v0 by a line segment and let it be the last side (see Fig. 2). It is clear that
the polygon vo, -.. , v. is external and convex, and that its Hausdorff distance
from S is exactly e. Bolour and Cover [2] proved that every convex set S with
perimeter L can be approximated by an external convex polygon, built by the
method described above, whose number of vertices, n is bounded by

( L )1/2+1 .
n 5 i Y-• 1.(2)

(See [21 or [10] for a proof.) Asymptotically, this result coincides with the result
derived by Popov, (see, e.g., Gruber [7]), and by McClure and Vitale [13].

3 The Task

Consider the following discrete measurement process applied to an unknown
convex object S. Before each measurement, a direction is arbitrarily specified
and a line probe perpendicular to this direction is moved from infinity until it
touches the object, then a half-plane known to include the object S is revealed
(see Fig. 1).

After some measurements, inference about the object shape may be made.
The polygon Rj, defined as the intersection between all half-planes revealed by
the probings, must include the object and must have a point of the object on
each of its sides. The intention is to use the data gathered by the measurements
to specify a set S' whose Hausdorff distance from the unknown set is guaranteed
to be e or less. Such a set S' is called a certified approzimation and is denoted
CA,. If the certified approximation CA, is a polygon, then it is denoted CAPE.
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Fig. 2. Building external polygps to S, in distance e

Define a probing strategy to be a rule for choosing the probing direction,
which may depend adaptively on all previous probing results. A strategy is con-
sidered to be a better one if it requires, in the worst case, a smaller number of
probinp to achieve a certified approximation with a certain precision.

4 A Condition for Specifying a Certified Approximation

First, a necessary and sufficient condition on the probing results, for specifying
a certified approximation, is derived. Let the height of the vertex vi in a polygon
P be the distance between v, and the line v- vi+x. The height of the polygon is
h if hi :5 h for all i. Define a central polygon P' of a polygon P as the (convex)
polygon whose vertices v,..., v• are the centres of the sides of P. See Fig. 3, in
which a polygon P and its central polygon PC are described. With this notation,
the following result can be proved.

Theorem 1. Let Ri be a polygon created as the result of the probing process after
j probing.. Then Ri being of height 2c is a necessary and sufficient condition for
inferring a certified approximation CAE to the unknown object S. If the condition
holds, then the Hausdorff distance of Rft, the central polygon of Ri, from the
unknown object S does not ezceed e, i.e. R• is a CAP,.

The above theorem (proved in [10]) provides a stopping rule, and a direct
method for finding the required certified approximation from the given probing
results. One can look now for a strategy that achieves this approximation using
a small number of probing.

5 A Lower Bound

Before specifying a strategy the performance achievable from any strategy is
investigated by deriving a lower bound on the number of probings required to
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Fig. 3. A coavex polygon P and its central polygon Pr

achieve a certified approximation. The bound is derived by considering an ap-
proximation problem. A convex set S is given and a polygon P with the following
properties is sought. The polygon P should include S with every side being tan-
gent to the boundary of S, its height (as defined before) must not exceed the
number 2e, and its number of vertices should be minimal. Such a polygon, from
which the certified approximation to S (PC) may be clearly inferred, could be
thought of as a result of an optimal probing strategy which gets correct informa-
tion about the shape of S and needs only to produce a certified approximation.
The number of sides of this polygon is a lower bound on the number of probings
required to find a certified approximation using the best possible strategy, as the
additional information about S cannot degrade the performance of the probing
strategy.

Since an optimal strategy with respect to the worst case is sought, then, in
order to show the limitations of any strategy, it suffices to treat a single case.
Thus, the lower bound LB on the number of sides of P is developed for S being
a circle with radius R, and this bound turns out to be

m> L ) 1 =LB. (3)

(See (10] for a proof.)

6 The Strategy

The suggested strategy is very simple and is based on the following principles:
The jth probing is associated with a certain vertex of R.- 1 , which is the first
to meet it. The probing directions are chosen from fixed sets, such that in the Ith
stage the probing directions are taken only from the set
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S- {i.': i i1, 2, 3,-, 2h}, which includes an exponentially increasing
number of directions. The probing, however, is done only if the height of the
associated vertex exceeds 2e. This probing deletes the corresponding vertex of
Ri and creates two adjacent vertices in place of it.

First, all the directions are sampled uniformly and coarsely, but after the
height of some vertices becomes smaller than the threshold 2e, no further probing
is done on them and all probing effort is concentrated in the places where the
uacertainty is still higher than allowed. The strategy depends on the parameter
2e and the probing process terminates only after the height of the polygon Ri is
2e or less. This hierarchical and adaptive nature allows the strategy to use fewer
probings than a strategy based on a uniform sampling method.

The strategy proposed is similar, in principle, to the hierarchical representa-
tions of images [16]. The region quad-tree, for example, is based on examining
a square part of the image, and if it is not uniform it is recursively split to
four equal square cells. This process yields a representation of the image made
of square uniform cells whose sizes are adapted to the local uniformity of the
image. In the strategy proposed here, the amount of uncertainty is examined for
each of the angular intervals whose end points are directions of probings, and if
the uncertainty is above a certain level, another probing is done, the interval is
halved, and the uncertainty is recursively examined for each of its halves.

7 An Upper Bound on the Number of Probings Done
Until Reconstruction

To develop an upper bound on the number of probings done until reconstruction,
an indirect approach is used. Consider the circumscribing imaginary polygon
P(S) built around S using the method described in [2]. The result of probing
S with (exact) line probes is tangent lines which may be considered also as
the results of probing the imaginary polygon P(S) with a special probe that is
allowed to penetrate into the polygon up to a maximal depth e (see Fig. 4). Such

z<Fd w

Fig. 4. Probing with positive error
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probes ane demoted poaitive error line probe, and considered consistent if there
is a coewx object that is tangent to all of them (14]. Then, the flowing claim
is Owde. (See [101 for the proof.)

Lemma2. Let P be a convex polygon with V vertices and perimeter L. Assume
V It where e is the natural logarithm base. Then, probing according to the
proposed strategy with consistent positive error line probes associated with error
e guarantees that after no more than j = V l1g2 (TO¶) probings, the height of Ri
is 2e or less.

Recall now that P(S) does not have more than V _5 w ( L 1 + 1 vertices.
Inserting this value for the number of vertices V of the imaginary polygon now
yields the following main result. (See [10] for the proof.)

Theorem 3. Let S be a general convex object with perimeter L. Then probing
according to the proposed probing strategy (with parameter 2e) guarantees that the
height of Rj cannot exceed 2e and that Rc is a certified approximation to S after

no more than j = UB probings, where asymptotically UB ; log, (-- ).

8 Discussion

This paper shows how geometric probing can be made into a useful technique
for shape estimation from a sparse set of partial measurements. The demand for
exact reconstruction is replaced by an easier and practical demand of finding
a certified approximation from an adaptive sequence of line probings. A lower
bound LB on the number of probings required to achieve an approximation with
a certain precision, is derived. A probing strategy, relying on the basic notion of
starting by uniform probing and focusing adaptively on higher uncertainty direc-
tions, is proposed. The performance of the proposed strategy is investigated by
deriving an upper bound UB on the number of probings it requires to guarantee
an approximate reconstruction with a certain precision. Both bounds depend on
the normalized required precision e. defined as c,. = j, where e is the required
precision of the approximation and L is the perimeter of the unknown object. It
follows that the number of probings n required by the optimal strategy satisfies

n( iY= LB < noptimal < UB = O( ,lJog (4)

Thus, the number of probing steps is different only by a logarithmic factor from
the absolute minimal number of sides required to represent the object approx-
imately when it is fully known [7, 13]. The task considered here is similar to
the more general problem of approximating a function given only a discrete set
of samples [15]. It could be formulated in this context as the probing results
may be considered to be samples of the support function. However, the question
discussed here is more complicated as the partial data are collecvi dynamically
and actively, and the strategy for collecting the data is also be cobsidered.
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This new approach leads to many interesting open problems. The first obvi-
ous one is to close the gap between the lower bound and the proved performance
of the proposed strategy. Extending the results to hyperplane probing and to
higher dimensions remain open problems too. Extending the results to non-
convex objects is impossible in the context of line probings but may be possible
if other types of probes, for example, finger probes, are considered. Finding certi-
fied approximations using different metrics will also provide completely different
problems. It is interesting to note, in this context, that if the difference of area
is considered as the metric, and if a line probe which reveals the tangency point
is used, then an optimal blind approximation method could be obtained [12].
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Abstract. An algorithm for the recognition of a digital image of a planar curve
which has undergone an affine transformation is presented. The algorithm is
based on affine-invariant extremal geometric properties of curves, uses existing
computational-geometric methods, and is relatively insensitive to noise. Its time
complexity is linear in the number of image pixels on the curve.
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1 Introduction

A common problem in computer vision is the recognition of objects in images.
Usually, the objects are represented as three-dimensional models, which are
matched to their two-dimensional projections in the image. The typical view-
ing transformation is a perspective projection, characterized by 8 parameters.
Matching under this transformation has proved difficult, forcing various approx-
imation schemes to be employed. A common approach is to assume that the
objects are relatively flat and rigid, hence the relation between the model and
its image is approximated well by a two-dimensional affine transformation (char-
acterized by 6 parameters); see [16] on the use of affine approximation to the
perspective viewing transformation. Furthermore, it is amumed that the object
models are their contours, and that such contours are extracted from the im-
age. The object recognition problem then reduces to the matching of a digitized
planar curve to a model planar curve.

Matching under affine transformations and its special cases (congruence and
similarity transformations) has been the focus of much attention. The pure com-
putational - geometric problems deal with point sets, ranging from exact match-
ing of equal size point sets [12, 20], through exact matching of unequal size
point sets [13], to approximate matching [4, 3]. The more applied computer vision
problems are concerned with contour matching, where the contours are groups of
pixels extracted from images. This paper addresses these problems. The current
approaches to contour matching in the image processing literature can be catego-
rized into two major classes: "global" and "local" methods. For global methods,
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the entire contours an required to perform the matching. These include algo-
rithms based on global shape properties, such as perimeter, area, and moments
[15, 12]. Any such property invariant under a viewing transformation could serve
as a basis for a recognition algorithm. The main advantage of such methods is
their relative insensitivity to noise. However, by definition, these methods can-
not deal with cases where any part of the curve is occluded, a major limitation
in practical implementations. The local methods, considered the more modern
approach, are based either on the detection of rvpecial-feature points on the con-
tour, such as breakpoints or inflection points [16], or on differential invariants of
the curves [7, 8, 21]. Relying on tensor theory, Cyganski et al. [9] first proposed
the use of afline invariant curvature functions for recognition purposes. In their
original paper [9], mainly due to complex tensor derivations and global informa-
tion based normalization, it was not clear whether their method could be used to
solve the recognition problem under partial occlusion. However, Vaz and Cygan-
ski [21] did derive a local curvature invariant and employ a Hough-type method
to solve the affine transformation recognition problem. Independently, Bruck-
stein and Netravali [8] developed a similar differential invariant, and generalized
it to deal with arbitrary projective distortions.

Our approach to solving the contour matching problem can be considered
"semi-local". It is reminiscent of that of Hopcroft and Huttenlocher [13] to the
solution of the equal size point set matching problem. Both rely on the mathe-
matical fact that the areas of an arbitrary finite region in the plane before and
after the affine transformation are related by a constant factor. Hopcroft et aL.
took advantage of this by observing that the ratio of areas of transformed tri-
angles is invariant. Their method is applicable only to the exact matching of
equal cardinality point sets. It breaks down completely when confronted with
two noisy point sets of unequal cardinality. However, we use a different impli-
cation of the same mathematical fact - geometric shapes with extremal areas
among a number of possible shapes are invariant under affine transformations.
We identify such shapes and use existing computational-geometric algorithms for
their computation. The algorithms are adapted to the contour matching prob-
lem without degrading their performance significantly. This yields an algorithm
for affine matching, presented in Sect. 3, whose time complexity is linear in the
number of pixels on the image contour. Section 4 shows that this algorithm is,
in a sense, optimal in the presence of noise.

2 Problem Definition

In its pure form, the problem to be solved is the exact matching of two continuous
planar curves. In real-world problems, however, the curves are quantized, so that
only a limited number of sample points on each curve are available. Moreover, the
sampled points are corrupted by sensor noise and quantization errors, making
exact matching unrealistic, so a tolerance parameter e has to be imposed on the
solution. Our approach to the solution of the inexact problem is essentially the
same as that of the pure continuous problem, adapted to point matching and
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aa tolerance parameter. The solution carries over if the samples
of the curves are dense enough, and e is not too large.

A more exact mathematical formulation of the recognition problem under
affine transarmations is as follows: The model is assumed to be accurate, rep-
resented by an ordered list of planar points on its contour: P = {pi = (p;, p?):
i = 1, .. , n) (throughout this paper vectors are assumed to be row vectors). The
contour extracted from the image is digitized and possibly noisy, represented by
an ordered list of m points (pixels) Q = {1 = (q, q•) : i = 1,..,m}. Given
P, Q, and e > 0, we say that Q e-matches P under an affine transformation iff
there exists a 2 x 2 non-singular matrix A, a 2-D vector b such that for every j
there is an i and for every i there is a j such that I JpA + b - qjj -< e.

It is more convenient to formulate the problem in the planar homogeneous
coordinate system. Now P and Q are sets of 3-D vectors with 1 as their last
coordinate. Given P, Q and e, we say that Q e-matches P under an affine trans-
formation iff there exists a 3 x 3 non-singular matrix A of the form

(all a12 0
A= a21 a22 0  (1)

a31 a32 1

such that I tpA - qj[f 11 E. In this case, we say that Q e-matches P under A.

3 Matching Under Affine Transformations

Since a planar affine transformation has 6 parameters, it is determined uniquely
by aligning a triplet of non collinear model points with a triplet of non collinear
image points. Consequently, the recognition problem reduces to that of finding
such triplets efficiently. For complexity-analysis purposes, we assume that m and
n are of the same order of magnitude (otherwise the correct order parameter
would be max(m, n)). The "brute-force" method (introduced by Hutteulocher
and Ullman [15]) is to choose 3 arbitrary well-spaced points in P, and for each
triplet of points of Q, to solve for A, and check if it aligns the remaining points.
Note that checking the remaining points requires only O(n) time because of
the monotonicity of the points around the perimeter. Since there are O(n3 )
possible triplets of points in Q, the total time-complexity of this algorithm is
O(n4). If it were possible to extract from P (and Q), in time o(T(n)), unique
triplets of points such that a correspondence between P and Q exists only ifthese
triplets correspond, checking the remaining points would require another O(n),
bringing the total time to O(T(n) + n). A crucial matter is characterizing these
unique triplets, then devising efficient algorithms for their detection. Fortunately,
such triplets exist, and can be extracted in linear time, yielding a linear time
recognition algorithm.

3.1 Affine-Invariant Extremal Geometric Properties

Using homogeneous coordinates, consider a triangle with vertices T = {tI, t 2 , t 3 },
and its image S = {Sl, 82, 83} under the affine transformation A. Denote by
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Av T) the as of the triangle whom es ti m e T, and by T the 3 x 3 matrix

whom. the ith raw is the ho-opseous vector t,.- Then

Ars(S) ldet(S) = ldet(TA)= •det(T)det(A) = det(A)Area(T).

Since A is od the form (1), expansion of the determinant by the third column
yielde:

det(A) = det (ail aG2

This implies that for a fixed affine transformation, the area of a transformed
triangle relates to the area of the original triangle by the same constant factor.
For shape classes closed under affive transformations, such as the class of d-
gons or the class of ellipses, this "area-preservation" property can lead to simple
matching of such shapes across affine transformations. The "area-preservation"
property implies that given a set P of planar points, the d-gon whose vertices are
a subset of P and has extremal (minimal or maximal) area among all possible
d-gons, is an affine invariant, that is, the transformed vertices are the vertices
of the extremal d-gon in the image of P. This indicates that the vertices of an
extremal area triangle are candidates for the "characterizing triplets" mentioned
in the previous section. In our application, where there are many triplets of
close points, the maximal area triangle is to be preferred over the minimal area
triangle. Moreover, there exist efficient algorithms for its detection.

There is a wealth of literature describing efficient algorithms for computing
extremal-area geometric shapes from point sets [6, 1, 2]. It is easily verified that
both maximal area inscribed d-gons and minimal area circumscribing d-gons of
a point set are functions of its convex hull only, so that a preprocessing stage
computing the convex hull of the point set is likely to reduce the complexity of
subsequent stages by reducing the number of points to be considered. Determin-
ing the convex hull of an n-point set usually requires O(n log n) time (see [19]
for a variety of algorithms), but in the special case that the point set is given
as an ordered list of the vertices of a polygon, the convex hull may be com-
puted in linear time [17]. Effectively, this reduces our treatment of the point sets
representing the model and the image to convex polygons. The most practical
extremal geometric properties of a convex polygon P with n vertices are maximal
area inscribed d-gons, whose vertices coincide with a subset of those of P. For
the special cases d = 3,4, this extremal d-gon may be computed in linear time,
given the convex hull [10], otherwise (for d > 5) 0(dn + n log n) is required [1].
Similarly, minimal area circumscribing d-gons require only 0(dn + n log n) time
[2]. On a similar note, computing minimal area circumscribing ellipses requires
0(n 2 ) time [181.

3.2 The Matching Algorithm

Based on the above, the basic model-image matching algorithm (without occlu-
sion) is described.
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The. Aswlbim.

Input: Polygons P = {ip,.., p.} of model points,
Q = {q 1,..,q.) of image points and e _> 0.

Output: The (possibly many) affine transformation matrices A such that
P e-matches Q under A.

Method:

1. Compute the vertices T = {tt, t 2 , t3} of the maximal area inscribed triangle
of P.

2. Compute the vertices S = {sl, 2,93} of the maximal area inscribed triangle
of Q.

3. For each (one of the 3) cyclic permutations of T:
(a) Solve the matrix equation TA = S for A.
(b) If P e-matches Q under A then output A.

All the steps of the algorithm can be performed in linear time (Step 3(a) in
constant time), so the total time complexity of the algorithm is 0(n). There is
one major problem with the algorithm: the triangles T and S may not be unique,
and even if they are, the presence of (even minor) noise in the image points might
result in completely different triangles. The latter will typically occur when the
maximal area inscribed triangle has area just slightly larger than that of the
"runner up", and the noise corrupts the points in such a way that the "runner
up" has an advantage and wins. One approach to solving the uniqueness problem
is computing both the maximal-area inscribed triangle and quadrilateral of each
point set, with the hope that at least one of them will lead to a correct match. In
the case of the quadrilateral, step 3 of the algorithm is performed for each one of
the 4 cyclic permutations of the vertices, and A is obtained as the least-squares
solution of the resulting overdetermining set of equations (8 linear equations
in 6 unknowns). The results of this approach will be particularly good if the
triangle and quadrilateral are "uncorrelated", in the sense that their vertices
are (relatively) disjoint. Figure 1 shows the maximal-area inscribed triangle and
quadrilateral in a model and image curve pair. Another way of dealing with
the uniqueness problem is to compute a constant number of the largest area
triangles, instead of just the largest. Step 3 of the algorithm is then performed
for all possible pairs of the triangles extracted from P and Q. From experiments,
we have found that computing the three largest area triangles is sufficient, in the
sense that if Q is an afiine image of P, there is always a triangle among the three
extracted from P that correctly matches one of the three extracted from Q. The
algorithm of [10] may be simply adjusted to compute the three largest area
triangles, increasing the run-time of the algorithm by only a constant factor. In
practice, if the points on the curves are dense, the three largest triangles will be
almost identical. In this case, they should be treated as one "nominal" triangle.
Three "different" triangles in this sense should be extracted from each curve.
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Fig. 1. The largest triangle and quadrilateral in a model curve and its affine
transformed noisy image. In this case, solving for A from either the triangle or
quadrilateral yields a correct match.

4 Sensitivity Analysis

First we explain why we prefer to use maximal area inscribed d-gons, and not
minimal area circumscribing d-gons. The matrix A is obtained from the vertices
of the computed d-gon. Since most of the edges of the circumscribing d-gon are
tangent to the polygon representing the contour, even small displacements of the
polygon vertices (due to noise) could lead to large displacements of the vertices
of the circumscribing d-gon. This oversensitivity to noise, which does not exist
in the case of inscribed d-gons, renders these types of extremal geometric shapes
useless in our context.

Returning to inscribed triangles, the basic equation to be solved (for A) is:

TA=S.

This is obviously invariant to translations and similarity transformations, that
is, such a transformation on S will result in the transformation being composed
with A. Denote:

AX(S) = max{s, s, s} - min{st, @,s9

This invariance implies that, without loss of generality, we may transform to a
coordinate system where the oribin is contained in S, and

AX(S)AY(S) > Area(S). (2)

This will enable us to obtain more precise estimates on the sensitivity of S to
noise. Indeed, the solution A is sensitive to noise in the vertex matrices T and
S. Assuming that T is exact and the true image triplet S is corrupted by noise
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to 8 + I, wheroE is an error matrix, the relative error in the solution A + A of
the equton

T(A + A) = (S + E)

may be bounded by:
IIA II " I J ll 1 (3)hJAil 11Sl

where x(S) is the condition number of the matrix S defined as

•(s) = llSl1, lS-'ll (4)

(see [141, Chap. 5.8); hence the sensitivity of the solution A to noise in S is given
by IS- 1II. Note that I1S-111 is not dimensionless. This is because we assume the
magnitude of the error hJEll is independent of the magnitude of S, as frequently
happens in typical sampling scenarios. It would be convenient if the matrix
corresponding to the specific inscribed triangle we work with, namely that with
maximal area, had minimal JIS-11l among all triangles inscribed in Q, but this
is not the case. However, we are able to prove that it is not much larger than the
smallest possible value among all inscribed triangles. Equations (3) and (4) are
valid for any matrix norm. In what follows, we use the 1,, norm, to simplify the
calculations. This is not restrictive, as for any 0 < p < oc, there exist positive
constants ap, O3p such that

OpiAhk. <_ JIAIIp !5 OplIAII.

(see [5] p. 32). Consequently, any relationship based on the l1o norm holds for
any other lP norm, with appropriate multiplicativc factors.

The inverse of S is

det-(S) 
(5 ) sY s~sV 23~ ~ S s8'3 113 s1 s3)

Since S contains the origin, the third column of S- 1 is just twice the area of S,
and (5) reduces to

1 max{2Area(S), 2AX(S), 2AY(S)} (6)IIS•ll = Area(S)

- max{1, AX(S)/Area(S), AY(S)/Area(S)} . (7)

By (2), we obtain for the sensitivity of S to noise:

Sens(S) =--IS- 1 Ioo - max{AX(S)/Area(S),AY(S)/Area(S)} . (8)

A straightforward argument shows that for any triangle S

-Perim(S) _ max{AX(S),AY(S)} _ -Perim(S)
4 2

Consequently, Sens(S) of the triangle S which minimizes Perim(S)/Area(S) is
within a factor of 2 of the minimum value of (8) among all triangles inscribed
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in Q, so the triangle minimising Perim(S)/Area(S) is in a sense the least sensi-
tive to noise. This is the "fattest" triangle in Q. Unfortunately, this triangle is
invariant only under simple similarity transformations, not under general affine
transformations (see Fig. 2). However, we are able to prove that the maximal-
area inscribed triangle ha a perimeter/area ratio which is not much larger than
this optimal one. This is not obvious as any triangle's perimeter/area ratio may
be increased by an arbitrary factor X by scaling it down by X, so small trian-
gles tend to have a large perimeter/area ratio. To prove our claim, we need the
following two geometric inequalities:

Lemma 1. If K i a planar convex region and T a triangle ir scribed in K, then

Perim(T)/Area(T) > Perim(K)/Area(K) .

Proof. It is easily verified (see Fig. 3) that for any planar convex region K with
in-radius R (the radius of the largest inscribed circle), the inequality 2/R >
Perim(K)/Area(K) holds, with equality (among other cases) when K is a tri-
angle. Denote by r the in-radius of T. Since obviously r < R,

Perim(T)/Area(T) = 2/r > 2/R > Perim(K)/Area(K)

0

Lemma 2 Appendix of [11]. If S is an inscribed triangle of maximal area in
a convex hexagon K, then

Area(S) _> 4/9 Area(K)

We now relate the perimeter/area ratio of the maximal-area inscribed triangle
to the optimal value. We show that it is not larger than 9/4 times this optimal
value.

Theorem 3. Let K be a convex planar region. Denote by S the maximal area
triangle inscribed in K and by T the triangle inscribed in K with minimal perime-
ter/area ratio. Then

Perim(S)/Area(S) <_ 9/4 Perim(T)/Area(T)

Proof. Let K' be the (at most) hexagon whose vertices are those of S and T. Since
S is maximal in K, it is maximal in K' too. Obviously Perim(S) _< Perim(K').
This and Lemma 2 applied to K' yields:

Perim(S)/Area(S) _< 9/4 Perim(K')/Area(K') . (9)

But by Lemma 1

Perim(K')/Area(K') < Perim(T)/Area(T) . (10)

Combining (9) and (10) completes the proof. 0
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Fig. 2. The trisange with minimal perimetsr/area ratio is not an alffine invariant.

.... -- -- - -- --

Fig. 3. The proof that Area(K) 2 Perim(K)Inradius(K)/2 for a convex region K.
Observe that the heights of the triangles composing K are no shorter than Inradins(K).
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Abstract. This study investigates how the stereo view of a 3-D curve can be
characterized in a way that is invariant under 3-D Euclidean motions of the
curve. Depending on the knowledge about and the variability of the parameters
of the stereo-setup, several transformation groups are identified as the framework
relevant to the extraction of invariants. The point-derivative exchange principle
can be used to construct a new set of semi-differential invariants for stereo pairs.
The resulting invariants range from the quite simple to the rather complicated,
but the information needed for their computation remains limited at all times.
Finally, invariants from motion sequences as well as surface shape descriptors
are proposed as special cases.

Keywords: shape description, semi-differential invariants, stereo view, space
curves and surfaces, differential geometry, shape-from-motion.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the recognition of 3-D curves from stereo-image
stereo pairs. One way to proceed would be to recover a 3-D description of the
curve and to calculate its Euclidean invariants, for example, curvature and tor-
sion as a function of arc length [2]. Another strategy, however, is to try and to
find invariants on the level of the image projections directly, that is, features
that are invariant under the transformation group governing the curve projec-
tions when the curve undergoes 3-D Euclidean motions. This is the strategy
followed in the paper. In particular, the possibility of eliminating the need for
camera calibration via such an approach will be considered. To this end, one
first has to investigate what kind of transformations a 3-D Euclidean motion of
the 3-D scene induces in the image planes. Emphasis will be on identifying the
best suited transformation group for the problem at hand. Here 'best suited' is
to be understood as the smallest transformation group on the stereo image that

The support of ESPRIT Basic Research Action EP 6448 'VIVA' and the Post-
Doctoral Research Grants (T. Moons and E. Pauwels) of the Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven are gratefully acknowledged.
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encomp"s all the tanformations of the stereo pair induced by 3-D Euclidean
motions of the scene curve. In a second step, invariants are computed for these
transformations. They are obtained by the methods expounded in the literature
[1, 41. In particular, emphasis is put on the extraction of semi-differentiai invari-
ants (i.e. invariants combining low order coordinate derivatives at several points
simultaneously).

2 Towards the Optimal Transformation Group

Suppose a pair of images is taken with the stereo configuration of Fig. 1. Note

XYZ )

fX,I

Fig. 1. Configuration with a parallel, aligned stereo-image pair.

that the image planes are coplanar. Furthermore, assume that the 3-D scene
undergoes a 3-D Euclidean motion. Recall that a Euclidean motion is defined
thus: a point with 3-D coordinates x = (X, Y, Z)T is transformed into the
point x' = R x + V, with rotation matrix R = (rij) and translation vector
V = (VI, v2 , v3 )T. The more convenient linear representation X' = E X of this
transformation is obtained by putting

X=(XyZ,)T and E= ( )(1)
The two projections of the point will change accordingly. In fact, if the coordi-
nates for the left and the right images before the Euclidean motion are written
as (zg, y) and (z,., y) respectively, then the relation between the 3-D- and image-
coordinates is

X X-b 11 f -• , . f - , and y=f-, (2)

~~ .. . z -dl ii l / lii i ~ iil ~ l~" • I•'l • m ... ." ;. . .. .. . . . .: -.. . .. .
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where f denotes the focal length of both cameras and b is the intercamera dis-
tance. Moreover, if the image coordinates after the Euclidean motion are (zx, y')
and (x,, V%), then the new coordinate triple (x', x', y') is related to the old one
(xi, z,, y) by a three-dimensional projective transformation, namely

0 f=/ri' + v1/b)x, + (-vi,/b)z. +r. 2 Y +r 3 f
(31 + v3/b)za + (-v3/b)z, + r32Y + r33f

f (r, I - 1 + V1 /bz,+(I -v 1 /b)z,+r 12 y + rlsfr" = (r 31i + v3/b)Zi+ (- 3 /b)x, + r32 Y + r. f (3)

Y f r2l + v2 /b~x, + (-V 2 /b)zTr+ r2 2 Y +r 23 f
V31 + V3/b)-T1 + (-vs/b)Xr + r3 2 Y + r

The main disadvantage of projective transformations is their non-linearity.
In mathematics, this disadvantage is circumvented by introducing homogeneous
coordinates. For practical implementations, however, homogeneous coordinates
are not suitable. It was observed in [1] that the above transformation formulae
can be linearized by a change of coordinates:

Definition 1. The stereo pair of images of a scene point (X, Y, Z)T is (according
to the situation depicted in Fig. 1) characterized by the 4-tuple

1 1

r - Xr

Using the stereo coordinates r has two advantages:
1. It followb from (2) that r depends linearly on the scene coordinates:

(10 0 0
1 10 0 -b d Y- 4r=UX with U=11 0an X (4)
b= 101 0 01Z

(o01/f 0/

2. A Euclidean motion X' = E X induces a linear transformation of the stereo
coordinates r:

r'=UEU-1 r. (5)
If an accurate and reliable estimate for the focal length f and the inter-

camera distance b can be obtained, then by (4) the scene coordinates x of a
scene point can be computed directly from the stereo coordinates r. Explicitly,
if r = (p,p - 1,q,w)T, then x = (bp, bq, bfw)T. A Euclidean motion (1) of the
3-D scene induces a Euclidean transformation p' = R p + V/b of the image
parameters p = (p, q, fw)T, for which we have the obvious two-point invariant
(p, - p2) 2 + (q, - q2) 2 + f 2 (wl - W2)2 .

In general, determining the parameters b and f for the vision system accu-
rately (part of the calibration problem) may well involve tedious procedures. A
first reaction is to persevere with the projective transformations (3) and to look
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for descriptions of the image curve which are invariant under all projective trans-
formation. But then the question arises whether or not the transformations (3)
really constitute the entire 3-D projective group. Put differently, does there exist
a proper subgroup of the 3-D projective group that contains all the trandorma-
tions (3)? The advantage of having a proper subgroup is clear: a smaller group
allows one to distinguish more space curves on the basis of their stereo images;
and moreover, smaller groups admit less complex invariants.

Depending on the knowledge about and the variability of the parameters of
the stereo set-up, one can distinguish four different possibilities:

1. b and f are constant and (accurately) known;
2. b and f are constant but unknown (or insufficiently well known);
3. b and f are variable (and unknown for that matter);
4. cameras with different focal lengths (but parallel image planes).

The first case has already been solved above and leads to the 3-D Euclidean
motion group, which is a 6-dimensional (Lie) group. The last one - which is,
strictly speaking, not covered by the mathematical formalism introduced above
- was discussed in [5] and yields the 3-D projective group as the relevant one.
Note that this is a 15-dimensional (Lie) group. The large difference in dimen-
sions strengthens our hope of finding proper subgroups for the remaining cases.
Intermediate cases with one of the coirfiguration parameters b or f fixed and the
other variable are reducible to one of the cases considered earlier.

3 The General Stereo Group GS(4)

First consider case 3 in which b and f are variable (and unknown). This situ-
ation corresponds, for instance, to camera pairs having identical, but variable
focal lengths. The relation between the stereo coordinates of a scene point be-
fore (r) and after (r') a 3-D Euclidean motion is derived as follows: before
the motion the image is obtained by a stereo configuration with parameters
b, and fl. According to (4), the stereo coordinates of a scene point X are given
by r = U 1 X where U 1 is characterized by b, and fl. After the motion an
image is obtained by a stereo configuration with (possibly different) parame-
ters b2 and f2. Consequently, the stereo coordinates of the scene point X' are
given by r' = U 2 X' with U 2 defined by b2 and f2. Using X' = E X, these
expressions yield r' = U 2 E U 1 - r. Hence, the relevant transformations are
{U 2 E U -1 - E as in (1) and U 1 , U 2 as in (4)}. Unfortunately, this set of
transformations does not constitute a group, since it is not closed under matrix
multiplication. In order to get invariants, we first have to determine the enclosing
group. An arbitrary element of this set of transformations is of the form(birl, + vl -vr bir1 2  bifr 13

G 1 |brl + vi - b2 -vi + b2 bir1 2  b1f 1 r13  (6)
-2 b br 2 1 + v 2  -V2 blr 22  bifr 2 3

(biran + V3 )/f 2 -v 3 /f 2  btr3 / 2 bifinr3 3 / f 2

and thus belongs to the following subgroup of the general linear group GL(4).
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Dfii 3. The jeneml ster rep in deie as

GS(4){(xi) EGL(4) 1 921=91,- 1 , 922 =912+ 11 923=9131

9 =4 914, and det(gij) > 0}

Note that GS(4) is a 12-dimensional Lie group.
On the other hand, replacing the 3 x 3 rotation matrix R, i.e. R E SO(3),

in E by a general invertible 3 x 3 matrix A, i.e. A E GL(3), does yield a group!
This means that by extending the possible transformations on the original 3D
curve from Euclidean to affine motions, affine transformation causes the corre-
spondingly induced tranforma'ions on r to constitute a subgroup of the general
stereo group GS(4). Unfortunately, the following proposition shows that all these
groups actually coincide with GS(4). The notation grp S stands for the smallest
subgroup of GS(4) containing the subset S.

Proposition 3.

GS(4) j Rr VU) U 2
1  RE so(3), V E R 3 and U 1 , U 2 a in (4))

={u( V ) u 2 1 A E GL(3), det A > O and U 1 , U 2 a in (4)}

Proof. Denote the group at the right-hand side of the first equality by H, and
that of the second equality by K. It is clear that H C K C G(4) are Lie
subgroups of GS(4). It suffices to show that H = GS(4). The Lie algebra 7/
of H is a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra 9S(4) of GS(4). If these two Lie
algebras coincide, then so do H and GS(4), since GS(4) is a connected Lie
group. (All properties of Lie groups and their algebras used in this proof can
be found in [31.) Hence, it suffices to show that 71 = 9S(4). But Lie algebras
being vector spaces, one needs only to prove that they have equal dimensions:
dim N- = dim 9S(4) = dim GS(4) = 12. Since 71 is a linear subepace of 9S(4),
the claim will be settled if N has at least dimension 12. To prove this, we compute
the tangent vectors at the identity matrix to some particular curves in H. With
the notation of (6), the following curves are used:

- (r,,) = k,(0) is the 1-parameter subgroup of $0(3) formed by the rotations
about the X, Y, Z-axis respectively, vj = 0, and bj = f1 = 1;

- (rtO) = I the (3 x 3)-identity matrix, V = Ti(O) the 1-parameter subgroup
of Ris formed by the translations in the X, Y, Z-directions respectively, and
bi = fj = 1;

- (rti) = I3, vi = 0, b1/b 2 = e• and fj = 1;
- (rto) = I, vi = 0, bj = 1, fl - 1 and 12 = e-.
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The camupoeding tangunt vectors at 0 = 0 we:

00-10 0 001 (000 0

RI= 00-10 0 001 000 0
10 00 2 0 000 ,R 3 = 000-1
00 0 0 -1000 '001 0
1-100 0 0 00 0000

Tj= 1-100 T2 0 000 T3 0 000
00 00 = 1-100 0,T= 0o00
0/ 000 0 0 o0 o1-110
1000\ 0000

B= 000F= 00001
B 0010 0000

0001) 0001)
These matrices belong to the Lie algebra Xi. Therefore, their Lie bracket [P, Q] =

PQ - QP also belongs to Xi. In particular, this holds for

°0001\ (00 0 0\
s 2 =[R2 ,F]= 0001I 0000 I

S2 I2,F1 0000 S3s=[IR3, F 00 0 -ii1
(1000) (00-1 0 )

S0 0-10\ 000 0

S = R2 S3 1o 0 1 0  , R 3 S 3 ] C /01 000 000
S-10 0 0 00 0
0 0 0 0) (ooo-2)

A routine calculation shows that R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , T 1 , T 2 , T3, B, F, S1 , S2, S3, C
are 12 linearly independent elements of W. 0

An important consequence of this proposition is that stereo invariants for the
curve undergoing a 3-D Euclidean motion are also invariant for 3-D (positive)
affine transformations of that curve. Consequently, it is impossible to distinguish
between affine and Euclidean transformations of a space curve on the basis of
a stereo pair of images alone when the configuration parameters (b and f) are
variable.

4 Semi-Differential Invariants for GS(4)

Once the appropriate transformation group is identified, one can compute sets
of independent invariants for this group. Since Euclidean motions in the scene
induce linear transformations r' = G r, with G E GS(4), on the stereo coordi-
nates r, the value of a determinant jr, r2 r3 r4l whose columns are the stereo
coordinates of 4 scene points will be multiplied with IGI = det G if each of the
ri is replaced by r'. If the scene point belongs to a 3-D curve, its image traces
out a curve in the space of stereo coordinates, and the derivatives of r w.r.t. an
(arbitrary) parameter transform according to the same linear transformation.

. ............ ......... ... . .. ..
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Therefore replacing a column ri in the determinant above by a jth-order deriva-
tive r•) does not disadvantage its transformation behaviour. In particular, one
can distinguish between the following essentially different determinants:

Jr'r r,1 e2 = IGI Ir rl r3 r3l, JIr r'r1) r ',r•()I -= IGIiuirr(1) rM r) ,
Ir' r'(1) r, r'21 = IGI Ir r,)M 1 r2l, Ir'r'M r'( 2) rrI = IGtu3Irr(') r() r31

Ir' r' 1) r'1() re(3)1 = JGli6sr 1M r (2) r(3)1 ,
where subscripts denote measurements at fixed reference points, superscripts
indicate the order of derivative with respect to the curve parameter, and it is the
derivative of the curve parameter used before the transformation with respect
to the curve parameter which was used after the transformation. Invariants are
now obtained by taking appropriate ratios of products of these determinants.
Using the techniques explained in [4], one arrives at the following list of semi-
differential invariants for GS(4) (abs denoting the absolute value).

Absolute semi-differential invariants:
Case 1: r rl rZ r3

r rl r r ndrr r
Case 2: rr") rl r 2  and f rbs rrM r r 2 ) dt

Ir rrrM r rr r(r)r1

Case 3: ir r x1 r an d f a bbs irr rr1," rI I dt

Case 4: irrM r(2) r, r and f abs (r rM1 r r, I drjr(l) r(2) r, r•l)l Iir r(l) r, r•l)l dt

Admitting derivatives in the building determinants introduces the reparam-
eterization factor u in the transformation formulae, as indicated above. Quo-
tients of two determinants are invariant for the transformation group GS(4),
but some combinations are not invariant under reparameterization of the given
curve. However, these combinations F can easily be made invariant under repa-
raxneterization by integration: f abs(F) dt. The absolute value is taken in order
to obtain a nondecreasing function which may then be used as an invariant
parameter.

Invariants invoking derivatives of higher order may also be derived, but we
stop the list here, because they are very hard to obtain in practical situations.
Removing the denominator from the expressions above also increases accuracy.
By doing so, one gets the following, essentially different, relative invariants.

Relative semi-differential invariants:

Case 1: Ir ri r2 r 3J is a relative invariant.

Case 2: f abs (0r r( 1) r, r2 1) dt is a relative invariant parameter.

Case 3: fabe (Jr M1 )r 1 r.1)J) di is a relative invariant parameter.

Case 4: f abs (Jr r(') r(2) r1 ') di is a relative invariant parameter.
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5 The Special Stereo Group SS(4)

Now consider the case in which b and f are constant but unknown. This situation
corresponds, for example, to the case where images are taken from a moving 3-D
curve with a fixed camera set-up. In this case, the relation between the scene and
the stereo coordinates of a scene point is, before as well as after a 3-D Euclidean
motion, given by the same configuration matrix U which is characterized by
b and f. More precisely, r =U X and r' = U X' (cf. (4)). Since X' = E X,
thes expressions yield r' = U E U- 1 r, and the relevant transformations are
{U E U- 1 I E as in (1) and U as in (4)}. Again, this set of transformations
does not form a group, and, in order to get invariants for these particular
transformations, we first have to determine the group generated by them:

grp fu( RI[)U-1 I R ESO(3), VEl]R3 and Uas in (4)} (7)

As each generator UEU-1 of this group has determinant 1, the same prop-
erty holds for all group elements. This imposes an additional constraint on the
GS(4) parameters, yielding to a lower-dimensional subgroup. Hence this group
is contained in the following subgroup of GS(4).

Definition 4. The special stereo group is defined as

SS(4) = {G E GS(4) I detG = 1}

SS(4) is an 11-dimensional Lie group. Following the same lines of reasoning as
in the proof of Proposition 3, one shows that the transformation group defined
in (7) actually coincides with SS(4).

Proposition 5.

SS(4)-=rp {U(0R V)U-1 I RE SO(3), VI/ER 3 andU as in(4)

All relative invariants of GS(4) are absolute invariants of SS(4). Moreover,
all invariants of SS(4) are absolute invariants, since SS(4) is the semi-direct
product of a simple Lie group with a commutative one. Allowing affine trans-
formations instead of the rotations R in the defining equation (7) of this group
would destroy the property of having a unit determinant. In particular, allow-
ing affine transformations brings us back to the (larger) group GS(4). Taking
only Euclidean motions into account therefore effectively simplifies the absolute
invariants: 4 points and/or derivatives suffice. Moreover, the singularities compli-
cating the use of GS(4)'s absolute invariants are eliminated, since the invariants
of SS(4) no longer have denominator determinants.
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6 Shape from Image Sequences

The previous ideas on shape extraction through stereo find their natural trans-
lation to shape-from-motion by considering two subsequent frames as a stereo
pair. In order for the coplanar setup to be relevant, the camera motion is re-
strained to translion along the image z-axis (i.e. horisontal translations leaving
the image plane invariant). Similarly, the camera is assumed to have fixed in-
trinsic parameters during the motion fragment from which subsequent frames
are taken. The motion of the object(s) under observation is assumed negligible
between the two frames. In that case, one arrives at the GS(4) set-up. This
adaptation corresponds to the first step in the sequence below, where v denotes
the image velocity of the point and dt the time elapsed between the frames. Since
all the invariants are known to be based on determinants of such vectors, the x
in x + vdt can be eliminated. Carrying out this simplification and rearranging
the vector components yields the second step:

1 , I x + vdt 1 //V|
X1 - X,. Y vdt Y -- t 1/V

(1)I dt/

As before, one can consider coordinate derivatives, where care has to be taken
since the original vectors already contain velocity, i.e. temporal derivatives. This
leads to the semi-differential invariants found for GS(4), but now simply re-
expressed in terms of the motion-sequence oriented vectors. Elapsed time dt
should be known to replace the vectors in cases where SS(4) is relevant.

7 Surface Shapes

The techniques put forward in this paper might also prove useful for the de-
scription of textured surfaces. When the surface contains point markings or a
curve drawn on it, the previous results apply. However, surfaces might contain
some specific texture types that add to the possibilities of the semi-differential
technique. For instance, several drawn (or otherwise identifiable) curves might
run through a single point on the surface. Although in principle there may be
many, for the sake of argument let there be two. The parameter of one will be
called u, that of the other v. The availability of several curves leads to simpler
invariants as is illustrated by the following results for two points with two curves
through each:

jr r~1* r(l1) r I Ir r1 4w) r:) I and r r(":•) ri r 1:") IIr r(1:v) r1 r:

Ir r("') ri r,1 •IIr r(':-) ri r41:1) a Ir r(l:") ri r('1 :) Ir r(•:v) r1 r(":)I

If the surface pattern consists of dense point textures with some identifi-
able points embedded, then spatial derivatives at the identifiable points can be
estimated. Analysing the problem with different sets of curvilinear coordinates
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impfies that we also have to guarantee invariance under transitions from one set
of curvilinear coordinates to another:

a(ll T ( = t / where T = (u/LZ:; a:;:;O

Using the imag coordinates as the parameterization of a surface patch gives

fr(l:') r(1':') ri r21 = ITI Ir(1:") r(1:') rr1 •z

It is supposed that r, ri, r2 are all 'identifiable' points and that the derivatives
are calculated on the basis of neighbouring texture points. One cannot expect
the same texture points to be found in different sequences. It is assumed only
that there are sufficient texture points to always allow the estimation of the
spatial derivatives along the image coordinate axis directions by tracking some
texture points over a limited number of subsequent frames. Reparameterization
is more restrictive than in the two-curve case, in the sense that it requires the
combined use of both partial derivatives. The following expression is invariant
under changes in viewpoint:

Ir r, r(l:z) r(1:1)1
Ir r 2 pv(l") r(1:')I

8 Conclusions

This study considers the problem of constructing the simplest possible semi-
differential invariants for the recognition of nonplanar curves from stereo images
and motion sequences. The importance of selecting the appropriate transforma-
tion group for each set of conditions was highlighted. The rationale behind the
different conditions was the elimination of camera calibration.
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Abstract. One of the main goals of high-level image analysis is object recog-
nition. It is assumed that from traini data or otherwise, a template for the
object is available and the image contains a deformation of this underlying tem-
plate. This paper describes and unifies some of the statistical methodology in
this field. Some operational definitions of shape are given and then methods of
registration including local versus global considerations are decribed. Using the
Bayesian paradigm, ruethods for reconstructing shap6s from deformable tem-
plates are described.

Keywords: shape, registration, Bayesian paradigm, landmarks, grey-level ob-
ject, deformation, Procrustes analysis, shape coordinates, principal component
analysis.

1 Introduction

One of the goals of high-level image analysis is the identification and description
of objects in images. Further, when objects can vary from an underlying tem-
plate, suitable allowance for deformations must be incorporated. The purpose
of this paper is to describe and unify some of the statistical methodology which
can be used in this field. The objective is not to be comprehensive but wrorely to
illustrate statistical ideas which have been found illuminating in some ir ....esting
applications.

In Sect. 2 several different sorts of objects of interest are described, including
sets of landmarks, outlines, solid objects and grey-level images. The concept of
"shape" arises when certain transformations applied to an object (e.g. changes
in size and rotation) are deemed to leave the essential properties of the object
unchanged. The study of shape will be approached from a statistical point of
view.
• The authors are grateful to Fred Bookstein for generous comments, and to Ian Dry-

den, Colin Goodall, John Haddon, Charles Taylor and Alistair Walder for helpful
discussions. This work was supported by an SERC-MOD grant under the Complex
Stochastic Systems Initiative.
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The topic of registration is discusse in Sect. 3. Registration is important bo

that objects can be superimposed for the purposes of averaging and comparison.
The actual fitting of objects to images is reviewed briefly in Sect. 4 using the
Bayesian paradigm.

Bold-face type is used to represent vectors z and matrices A. Also zT denotes
the transpose of a vector, 2 the complex conjugate, and z* =- (2T) the adjoint.
Let 1 and 0 denote column vectors of ones and zeros, respectively. The dimension
will be clear from the context.

2 Definitions of Shape

Intuitively the shape of an object is the underlying structure or pattern in the
object after ignoring irrelevant transformations. Possible irrelevant transforma-
tions include translations, changes in scale, rotations, and shear or some subset
thereof. The set of transformations is assumed to form a group which we shall
call the equivalence group. The exact definitions of "object", "shape", "pattern",
etc., depend on the context of the problem, and several approaches to the study
of shape are listed below.

There are also other ingreients in shape analysis. First, for data analysis it
is helpful to have a finite-dimensional space of shapes, or parametric model. In
practice the dimensions of this model will be much lower than the number of
pixels in an image. The next step is to describe a distance between shapes. This
distance often depends upon an underlying idealized shape or "template". In
many applications the objective is to identify a deformed version of the template
in an image. For the rest of this section some of the statistical approaches that
have been used to describe shape are outlined.

2.1 Landmark-based Objects

Let an "object" be a set of n points or landmarks in JR2 or ]R3 , or more generally
IRP, arranged as an n x p matrix X = {xT,...,xT}. In practice the landmarks
are locations which can be consistently identified on different geometric bodies.
Examples include tips of fingers on a two-dimensional view of a hand, the tip
of the nose on a three-dimensional human face, etc. The equivalence group is
usually taken to be the special similarity group, formed from translations, scale
changes and rotations. That is, two objects X(1) and X(2) are regarded as having
the same shape if xý') = a + -yBx 7, i = 1,..., n, where ais a translation vector
of length p, y > 0 is a scale change and B(p x p) is a rotation matrix.

Various distances have been proposed in this context. For simplicity we focus
attention on the 2-dimensional case with a point x in JR 2 regarded as a complex
number z. An object is then a complex vector z = (z 1 ,... , z)"T. Without loss of
generality suppose z has been centered and standardized so that E Zi = 0, z'z =

F JZ,2 = 1. Rotation has not been standardized here. Possible distances include
the following:
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1. Produr~tes dutance: d2(3(1),$( 2)) = 1 - IS(1)uS(2)12 . This is closely related to
Kendall's [19] geodesic distance in shape space. Goodall [15] and Kent [201
give some other minor variations.

2. Euclidean distance in Booketein [6] coordinates: (w(l) - w(2))*(w() - w( 2))
where w(1) and w(2) are two shape vectors in Bookstein coordinates. Book-
stein coordinates ware defined in terms of the above spherical coordinates z
by

w = (z- -z)/(z2 -z) i = ,...,n.

Thus in Bookstein coordinates the object has been transformed so that the
first landmark lies at w, = 0 and the second landmark at w2 = 1.

2.2 Outline-based Objects

In this case the "object" is a (nonintersecting) closed curve in R 2 = C, {f(t) : t E
[0, 1]} with /(0) = f(1). Typically f represents the outline of a geometric body.
It is assumed that the parameter t means the same thing on different curves and
this correspondence is often obtained by fitting smooth curves (possibly straighit
lines) between a few landmarks identified along the outline.

Given a set of n landmarks along a template curve it is straightforward
to construct a finite-dimensional space of objects. First the n landmarks are
allowed to move freely in C, forming a vector space of real dimension 2n. Next, to
interpolate between a pair of consecutive landmarks, a similarity transformation
can be uniquely defined to map the two consecutive landmarks in the template to
the two corresponding landmarks on the new object. This linear transformation
can then be used to map the template curve between the two landmarks to the
new object. In practice only small deformations are used so that the new curve
will remain nonintersecting.

Let is = (p1,...,1,A)T denote the landmarks of the template and z =

(z1,..., z,)r the landmarks of the deformed template. Set qi = Pi - Ji-1 and
ei = zi - zi-1 to be the edges in the template and its deformation, respectively,
with the index i interpreted cyclically on {1, 2,..., n}. The similarity transfor-
mation between ih and ei can be written as a complex number, 1 + ti, where

ei = (1 + ti)i/i , i = 1,...,n.

Grenander et al. [18] proposed a conditional autoregressive Gaussian model
for t = (tl,..., tn)T. This model has the property that the conditional distri-
bution of ti given the values at the other sites depends only on the nearest
neighbours,

E[ti I tj,j j i] = A(ti- 1 + ti+1 ) , var[ti I tj,j # i] = a ,

where 0 < A < 1 and a2 > 0. The model penalizes two aspects of the deforma-
tion: the size of the deformation (large values of Itij ) and the lack of smoothness
(when ti is unlike its neighbours).

It can be shown that the quadratic form in the normal density for this model
can be written in the form of a squaa'ed distance d2(z, 1) = (z - U)TA(z -- 1A),
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whme A is an n x n positive semideflinite matrix satisfying Al = 0. See [251 for
a detailed calculation of the entries of A.

In this case the equivalence group contains only translations (since Al = 0).
Matching of scale and rotation must be done by pre-registration (see Sect. 3).

2.3 Solid Planar Objects

Let an "object" now denote a parameterized region D C [0, 1]2 C IR2 , expressed
as a 0 - 1 function f(t) E {0,1} for t E [0,1]2. Thus f(t) = 1 if and only if
t E D. As for outline-band objects, attention is usually focused on a finite set of
landmarks zl,..., z,, so that when comparing two objects, points in one object
can be identified with the corresponding points on the other object. Such objects
typically arise as a silhouette of a three-dimensional body.

Bookstein (Q7], (8, Sect. 2.2]) proposed a parametric family of objects based
on deforming an underlying template using a pair of thin-plate splines. A natural
distance between a test object with landmarks z and a template with landmarks
p can be defined by a quadratic form proportional to bending energy,

d2(z, p) = (z - p)B(z - p) z*Bz , (1)

where the real-valued (n x n) matrix B is determined by the underlying template
' - (A 1, A ,/,n) T and the thin-plate spline construction. Write p = v + iq and

set X - (la,q) to be an (n x 3) matrix. Let P - I - x(xTx)-XT denote
the projection matrix onto the orthogonal complement of the column space of
X, and define a matrix E = (orij) by orij = Ip, - pj 12 log J/, - uj 1. Then it can
be shown that B = PEP. Details are given in [25].

Strictly speaking, the equivalence group is just the translation and rotation
group here. However, the matrix B has the property that B1 = 0, Ba- = 0
and Bil = 0. Hence if z is an arbitrary affine transformation of p in 1R2, (i.e.,
(Re z, Im z) - icT + (m,, rg)E for some 2 x 1 vector c and 2 x 2 nonsingular
real-valued matrix E, regarded as an (n x 2) matrix equation) then d(z, ;) = 0.
Hence the distance focuses attention on those aspects of z which are not an
affine transformation of p. In some ways it is best to think of the template not ...

as a point but as a three-dimensional subspace of ]R'n spanned by 1, v and il. In
practice it is also often useful to introduce a second distance within this subspace
(incommensurate with (1)) to measure the affine difference between z and 1 ([8,
Sect. 6.3]).

2.4 Grey-level Objects

Next consider situations in which "texture" is also important. Thus we might
define an "object" to be a grey-level image on the unit square [0,1]2.

Amit et at. [1] developed a framework to deal with such objects. Starting
with an underlying template image on [0, 1]2, they consider a parametric family
of images obtained by deforming the unit square [0, 112 in such a way as to hold
the edges fixed. They give their deformations a Fourier series representation and
define a distance between two images in terms of the Fourier coefficients.
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Thi. firmework is similar to Sect. 2.3 since deformations of regions in R2 Me
involved. However, no landmarks ane needed or used in the approach of [1]. Fur-
ther, the equivalence group here is trivial so it is necessary to carefully preregister
a test image on top of a template image before attempting any deformation.

3 Registration

Registration involves transforming objects so that they can be superimposed on
one another in Euclidean space as closely as possible. When comparing shapes,
registration involves the choice of an appropriate element from the equivalence
class of objects. Most methods of registration depend on first identifying land-
marks in an object.

It is useful to distinguish two basic types of registration. Global registration
involves a single transformation applied to the whole object. Usually a linear
transformation is used, chosen from the equivalence class for a shape. On the
other hand, in local registration a nonlinear transformation is used, chosen to
get a closer local match between the landmarks of the two objects.

3.1 Global Methods of Registration

Global registration methods can be classified as absolute if the objects are reg-
istered with respect to a fixed frame of reference, or relative if objects are only
registered with respect to one another. One method of absolutely registering
landmark-based objects in two dimensions is to apply a similarity transforma-
tion to send one landmark L 1, say, to (0,0) and another landmark L2 to (1,0).
This registration procedure is due to Bookstein [6]. However, some caution is
required in selecting which landmarks to label L1 and L2 . For example, if L1
and L2 are too near or are highly variable, then distortion in the shape rep-
resentation is likely. In three dimensions one way to carry out the analogous
registration is to apply a similarity transformation to do the following: (i) send
L1 to (0, 0, 0), (ii) send L2 to (1, 0, 0), and (iii) send L3 to the x - y plane with
positive y component [16]. Bookstein's method of registration is popular because
it is easy to calculate and straightforward to display.

Another method of (relative) registration is Procrustes analysis [15]. Here a
landmark object is transformed relative to a template to minimize the sum of
the squared Euclidean distances between landmarks. A closely related approach
is due to Kendall [19] and involves partial registration. Landmark vectors z
are centered and scaled (, zi = 0, J Iz,12 = 1) so that they lie on the unit
complex sphere in C's. However, the registration is not complete because the
rotated vector eiez and z represent the same shape. For most purposes statistical
analyses based on the Procrustes, Kendall, and Bookstein methods yield similar
interpretations.

An exception to this statement is Principal Component Analysis (PCA). As
is well-known in multivariate analysis [23], the underlying metric can have a
significant effect on the interpretation of PCA; for example, PCA based on a
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covariance matrix is different from PCA on a correlation matrix. However, this
property has not always been widely appreciated in the image analysis literature.
Let x('), . . , z(-") be a set of m centered and scaled landmark vectors, concen-
trated about another landmark vector p, for example, the dominant eigenvector
of the complex covariance matrix of a('),.. . ,z('). Without loss of generality
suppose the x(j) have been rotated so that z(j)" p > 0, and define Kendall tan-
gent space coordinates by v0') = (I - spp*)z(U), the projection of zUL) onto the
tangent space of the unit sphere at p. The vectors v0) in this tangent space
satisfy complex constraints v(J)'1 - 0 and v(j)*' = 0; hence the tangent space
can be regarded as a real subspace of R2" of dimension 2n - 4. A version of PCA
based on Kendall tangent space coordinates can be defined by carrying out a
conventional PCA on the vectors 0(J), regarded as 2n-dimensional real vectors
in a (2n - 4)-dimensional subspace of RU2 .

Cootes et al. [11] have essentially used Kendall tangent space coordinates to
compare images of resistors on which landmarks could be identified. They used
"derived" landmarks (consisting of averages of actual landmarks at each end of
the resistor) to carry out the registration.

On the other hand, a conventional PCA can also be carried out in Book-
stein coordinates using the n - 2 nonfixed landmarks, each with 2 components.
The mapping between Kendall coordinates and Bookstein coordinates is approx-
imately linear, but is not orthogonal; hence the two approaches to PCA can yield
different results. Kent [21] gives further details. Limitations of PCA in Bookstein
coordinates are pointed out in Bookstein ([8, p.340]). It should be noted that
a PCA in Bookstein coordinates can also be sensitive to the pair of landmarks
which are chosen for the registration.

Note that Bookstein registration ([8, Sect. 5.3.2]) can give rise to "spurious"
correlations. Let p = (-1, 1,103, p4) be a fixed vector and construct a random
vector z by adding independent complex random variables with small variance T2

to each of the four landmarks. Let w denote the representation of z in Bookstein
coordinates. Then it can be shown that

coV(w3, w4) = (1 + 4/A3P4 )'r 2

([8, 24]). When one is examining shape variability, there is always an effect on
perspective depending on the pair of landmarks chosen for registration.

3.2 Preregistration

When landmarks cannot be identified in an image then it is useful to roughly
match the template to the image by other means - Grenander et al. [18] and
Mardia et al. [25] identify hands in an image by modified thresholding and use
principal components to superimpose the template on the image before fitting a
deformed template by more detailed procedures.

3.3 Local Registration

In face analysis the concept of shape arises at two levels ([2, 9, 10, 12, 28]).
First landmarks (sometimes called "control points") are identified in a two-
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dimensional image of a human face. The relative positions of these landmarks
form one definition of shape. Next the grey-level texture of the face itself forms a
second notion of shape. Further, to compare two grey-level shapes it is important
to match up the control points first, using a nonlinear map (deformation) from
R2 to 1R2. The resulting grey-level images can then be directly compared.

More specifically, let pi, i = 1,..., n and zi, i = 1,..., n denote the landmarks
on a template and test face respectively, and let f(t), g(t), t E JR, be the two
grey-level images on the unit square; typically f and g take integer values 0
to 255. First we construct a deformation 0 : .. j 2 with the following
properties:

1. 0 is continuous and bijective,
2. (pj)= *,i = 1,..., n,
3. 0 is equivariant under linear changes to the data.

Then g(#(t)) represents the second image, deformed to the landmark spacing of
the first image, and as such, can be directly compared to f(t).

Two simple ways to construct the deformation from a template image to a
test image are as follows:

1. Form the Delaunay triangulation of landmarks for the template face, and
construct the piecewise linear map which takes the landmarks of the tem-
plate to the landmarks of the test image and which is linear on each Delaunay
triangle. If x 1 , X2, X3 are the vertices of a Delaunay triangle, then the equa-
tion

yi-=Axi+b, i=1,2,3,

gives 6 equations for the 6 quantities in A(2 x 2) and b(2 x 1) determining the
linear mapping. It is also possible to triangulate JR2 outside the convex hull
of the landmarks with each triangle having one or two vertices at infinity,
but a bit more care is needed to guarantee a well-specified piecewise linear
mapping.

2. The thin-plate spline mapping from the template to the test ;.nage.

Some details of the thin-plate spline mapping can be found in [7, 25, 29]. The
advantage of the thin-plate spline mapping is that it minimizes bending energy.

If the {zi} differ only slightly from a linear transformation of {/p} then both
these deformations will be bijective, the usual situation in practice. However, if
a gross nonlinearity is involved, then the deformation may fold over on itself,
leading to !ack of bijectivity.

3.4 Shape Analysis without Registration

It is also possible to compare objects without first registering them, by focusing
attention on the iuterlandmark distances. (See [17, 22].) However Bookstein ([8,
pp. 225-227]) points out some limitations in this point of view.

i -a.¢, ,.•.•] . ,lli•..i l l i ~~ ~ ~ ~ .. .i~ ~ ii .- ........ ... .. . .. .i. . . : l ", i
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4 Image Analysis and the Bayesian Paradigm

In this section we describe how Baye. theorem together with appropriate sta-
tistical models can be used to locate objects in images. The popularity of this
approach is largely due to the efforts of Grenander and his co-workers over the
years.

Consider a grey-level image represented as a real-valued function f (t), t E R2 .
In practice this is observed on a rectangular grid of pixels indexed by t = 1, 1 E
D, say, where

D= {= (11,12): 1 <_ 11 _ Li, 1 _52: _L 2}

Suppose an image contains an object S which is assumed to be a deformation
of some underlying template object So, and suppose the image is also subject to
observational noise. One possible model is

Y1=i'I+el if IES , Y1=V+el if IfS

where yi E R denotes the observed "grey-level" in the 0th pixel and I labels
pixels in an L1 x L2 grid. In the simplest version of the model we suppose the
noise variables el are independent N(O, a,) random variables. The mean levels
v, and Ll indicate the difference between the shape and the background. Thus
given S the model for y = {ye} has probability density function

P(y I S) 0C exp{-1 2 2[( _ vi)2 + 1(>1 _ V2]}2
ItES leS

More realistic models might include an allowance for blurring [4, 14].
Next let P(S) denote the prior probability density of S under a deformable

template model, for example, the conditional autoregressive model in Sect. 2.2.
Then by Bayes theorem P(y I S)P(S) is proportional to the posterior density of
S given the data. We seek an estimate of S to maximize the posterior density.
This estimate is known as the MAP or mazimum a posteriori estimate. If we let
d(S, So) be a distance between S and So, where S is an arbitrary deformation
of So, a natural prior for S is given by

P(S) oc exp{- h2o(so, S)}

Preregistration (see Sect. 3) can be carried out to obtain an initial fit of the
object to the image if needed. In particular, the search for objects in images
based on the models described in Sects 2.2 - 2.4 can be cast in this framework.
Popular methods for the computat include Iterated Conditional Modes and
simulated annealing, [3, 5, 13, 1I

Other statistical contributionm ape analysis in a wider context include
the work of Ripley and Sutherland [2 i" who attempted to identify the arms of a
tpiral galaxy, and Mardia et aL. (26] who provide a gesture recognition method.
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Abstract. An object is defined as a rigid 3-D body that is bounded by surfaces.
Surfaces of up to the second order will be considered. The models of the objects
are constructed as a finite series of plane figures. Recognition is determined
by the order and set of identification. Regularity and consistency are used for
classification of these figures. An algorithm for the recognition of a single object
or of several objects, situated one after the other, has been developed. The
algorithm allows recognition of overlapping objects.
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1 Introduction

Recognition of 3-D objects is an important task in various applications. The
problem can be solved by transformation from 3D to 2D.

In this article it will be assumed that the 3-D coordinates are obtained from
the visible part of the objects by means of a stereo sensor [4]. Consider a fixed
Cartesian coordinate system O'z'y'z'. The first octant is called the operation
environment, and the plane O'z'y' is be called the ground plane. With respect
to this fixed coordinate system, a mobile Cartesian system Ozxz is defined. The
point 0 of this system is identified with the left camera of the stereo sensor.

In the initial position, the axes of the two coordinate systems are parallel.
The mobile system Ozyz may move by in-plane translations and rotations on
Olz'y', and rotate with respect to O'z' and O'Y' (Fig. 1). The relation between
the two coordinate systems is known, therefore measurements can be carried out
in Ozyz.

The space encompassed by the stereo sensor is divided into a rectangular
grid. In this grid, consider k finite planes which are parallel to the Ozz plane.
The objects are motionless and situated in the operation environment on the
ground plane of O'z'Vz' and Ozyz moves toward this octant. At the moment of
recognition, Ozpz is motionless, and only starts moving after a decision is taken.

An object is defined as a rigid 3-D body that is bounded by surfaces. Surfaces
of up to the second order will be considered. The objects, which will be recognized
are: parallelepipeds, cylinders, spheres, ellipsoids, hyperboloids, and paraboloids.
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Fig. 1. The coordinat, frame.

2 Creation of the Object Models

C ider a aet o 3-D objects M = {01,0 2,...,O.) with surfaces of up to
the second order. For every object Op E M a transkonation 0, --+ P4 can be
defined, where Kt is a finite series. of plane figure.. Only the pairs, of which the
object belongs to the space enfolded by the series of finite planes, will be taken
into account, indicated by Ti : OA --. R..

Definition 1. If for an object O0 there exists m different sets T'o : O --+ R., for
si = 1 * T 1,.. ,, and U' 71,' = T A' - R,, 9 R., for si 96 s , the object has an order
of identification rA, = m and the sets T.' are called the sets of identification.

Thus, every object O, can be identified by the triplet {rt, T,, RI,}, where RI, =
{R.,,...,j.Ra.

Deflnltioin 2. Two objects 0, and 0, are equivalent with respect to the series
of plant figures R,, Oi ;R Oi if Ti* : Ot ---+ R. and TI' : 01 ---+ R..

The equivalence relation satisfies the reflexivity, transitivity, and symmetry prop-
erties.

D3finition$. Two objects 0% and 01 are identical O 9i 0 0if and only if ri = rl
and Ok A* 01 for s =I,.. rh.

Definition 4. Two objects are different, if and only if they are not identical

according to L.

From Definitions 3 and 4 follow some corollaries.

CorollaUry 5. Two objects Oh and O are different with respect to L-, if rl 9 ri.

Corolary 6. Two objects Oh and 01 are different with respect to V, if rA =ri
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C oIomy 7. Two objects O and 01 are different with respet to 2 and object
Ob is part of object O, if rk < ri but I Rh n P = rh.

If an object has an order of identification r = 1, it is symmetrical. Such an
example is the sphere.

The object 0, may be in different positions, such that different surfaces are on
the ground plane, represented by Ohl,. .. ,Ohl, so that rhi 6 rhi, or if rk, = rkj,
then I Ri n RkJI < ri, for i #j. In these expressions, rhi, forj -= 1,... ,1, is the
order of identification, and RhJ' are the sets of sequences corresponding to the
sets of identification. It follows that every object 0, can be represented by the
sequence {ai } -= ah,,... , a&, denoting the positions of the object.

From Corollaries 5 and 6 it can be seen that Oki # O, for i # j, therefore
the set M can be extended to {M} = {O1i,. . 0 ,Oi,..., Onk. }.

To a specific position of an object Oh& corresponds the finite sequence of
plane figures jR , where the index m = rhi, R•,] are finite
sequences of plane figures, and Rk? -# Rk 1 , for i = .,. ,. The finite sequence
of plane figures show the orientation of the object with respect to the sensor.
Each pair of neighbouring elements corresponds to a pair of neighbouring sets
of identification. The neighbourhood is defined as anti-clockwise.

From the above, it can be seen that every object O0 E M can be represented
by a sequence {aki} I= aki,..., aGh. If an index i can be associated to every akj,
then the sequence {ak3 } is a finite numerical sequence. Analogically, if R, --,
s*m, every sequence ahG is a finite numerical sequence.

Hence, an object may be in different positions on the ground plane, each
associated with a series of plane figures. The models of the objects can be con-
structed by means of a series of plane figures Rki, where the index k denotes
a particular object, the index j denotes the different positions of the object on
the ground plane, and the index si denotes the orientation with respect to the
cameras. As a result, the models of 3-D objects can be represented by a tree, as
shown in Fig. 2.

0 023 Ok O

R1  R2  R3  Ri Rp

Fig. 2. Models of 3-D objects
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3 Structure of the Series of Plane Figures

Since M is finite, the set of all series of plane figures is also finite. Since the R
am finite, the set of plane figures F = {FI, F2,..., F} is finite.

If an index is juxtaposed to every plane figure of F, then a finite numerical
series will correspond to every series R. The general element of the series is of
the form

R={f,,E,,} , (1)

where j is the index indicating the place of the element in the series, fj is a
number corresponding to a certain figure, kj is a repetition factor showing how
many times a figure 1j appears consecutively in the series, Ej is a subset of
the set E = {Aw, Bw,...). Specifically, A, B,... are geometrical elements of the
figure f, and w E Vt, 1, -•}. The signs denote the change in size of a geometrical
element with respect to identical elements in the previous figure: T denotes an
increase, I denotes a decrease, and - denotes no change.

Hence, the task of recognition of 3-D objects is reduced to the recognition of
2-D plane figures by tracing a finite numerical series.

4 Regularities and Consistency of Regularities for
Recognition of Plane Figures

Grenander [2] gives excellent and elegant theoretical concepts in the field of
regular structures, but they are not efficient enough when applied in reality. In
the following, methods that can be applied for real-time systems are proposed.

Let D = {DI,..., Dt} be a certain set of actions, and S = {Sl,..., Si} be a
set of conditions.

Definition 8. Si is regular with respect to Dj if when the action Di is fulfilled,
the condition Si is satisfied. Regularity will be indicated by (Si, Dj).

Let the conditions be satisfied and the actions be fulfilled in the same space.
Let x be a point in this space.

Definition 9. The regularity (Si, Dj) is said to have changed at a point x, if
(Si, Dj) is satisfied at point x - dx and (Sk, Dj) 9 (Si, Dj) at point x.

Assume that N is a set of points in the plane.

Definition 10. N is regular with respect to (Si, Dj), if every time Dj is fulfilled,
the points of N satisfy condition Si .

The starting point xb and end point x- of regularity can be associated with
the term regularity. Therefore, every regularity can be described in an interval
AL = -- b. Consider the finite part of the Oxz plane. Choose the movements
on straight lines parallel to the Oz axis (i.e. D = {D1 }, where DI is x = I for
I = 0,1,..., n) from all possible actions on the plane.
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+

0"

Fig. 3. Movenients of the line in the plane

Let the line move in the plane parallel to Oz. The elements of S with respect
to the action D are defined as folkIw•w

So in the interval AL there are no points on the line;
S, for z = 1, where I is constant, there exists a set of points on the line;
S2  in the interval AL a set of points remains fixed on the line;
S3  in the interval AL a set of points moves in the positive direction

on the line;
S4 in the interval AL a set of points moves in the negative direction

on the line;
S5 in the interval AL a set of points moves in negative and positive

directions on the line. The distance between the points increases;
S6 in the interval AL a set of points moves in positive and negative

directions on the line. The distance between the points decreases;
S7 in the interval AL there exists a single point on the line.

Thus, the regulaa',.ies with respect to (So, DI),... , (S7 , DI) to DA are obtained.
The curves which satisfy the-, regularities are shown in Fig. 4. Because there is
only one action DI, a shorter notation for regularities can be used, Si.

S, S2 S3  St.<<r
S6

Fig. 4. Regularity curves
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From the previous definitions, it may be concluded that the plane figures in
F can satisfy several regularities.

Definition 11. The regularities Si and S are conuistent with respect to F, if
there exists a figure F. E F, such that two subsets of points belonging to F.
can be found, satisfying the regularities Si, Sj and the inequality Iz - z1 < d.
Consistency shall be denoted by the sign -p .

If n regularities Si are observed in the interval AL, their consistency shall
be denoted by S'. If several different regularities are observed, they can be
connected in a positive direction with respect to the Oz axis. Therefore, the
plane figures in F can be defined as consistencies of regularities.

From the last formulation, it also follows that a single figure (in its different
orientations with respect to the coordinate system) can be represented by dif-
ferent consistencies. On the other hand, there may exist figures in F which are
represented by a single consistency (see Fig. 5).

1 1KIII

0 
bo0 S5_ -0S 6 0 S 5-- S6

Fig. 5. Plane figures with consistencies

Definition 12. Two figui s are similar, if the points of these figures satihv
exactly the same consistencies.

Let FP = {F ,..., Fk'} indicate all the orientations of a figure F, . Then,
using Definitions 11 and 12 the set F can be extended to F0 = {F',..., F"}. If
C = {C 1 ,..., Cj} denotes the set of all consistencies, satisfied by the figures in
F, then ICI _• IF0°. Hence, it follows that Fr U= 1 iM, where mi are the set
of figures whose points satisfy the consistency Ci, and mi n mj = 0 for i # j.
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5 Independent Observer

Assume that the plane is divided by a rectangular grid. The shape of the curves
on the vertices of the grid are presented in [6]. Suppose that there is an indepen-
dent observer (10) who is tracking the movement of a curve point in the plane
on the line x = I when this line is moving in the plane. The 10 may stop the
moving line if one of the following situations occur:

1. One or more nonzero regularities are changed.
2. d columns of the grid are zero.
3. The end of the searching plane is found.

The 10 can make the following observations:

L. Direction of the movement of the point on the line: positive, negative.
2. The shape of the segments induced by the movement of the line: vertical,

horizontal.
3. The change of length of the segments: decrement, increment, no change.

As a result, the 10 can determine the following criteria and conditions:

1. The type of regularities with respect to the direction of movement of the
point on the line: T for S3 , I for S4 , IT for S5 , I for S6 , - for S 1, 0 for S2 .

2. The angle between the direction of regularity and the axis Ox, using the
information on the shapes of the segments and the type of regularities.

3. The shape of the arc: convex, concave, or straight line.

The following sequence can be defined:

S = (Sl" -(Si 2)k2 (Sin .. -- kn (2) ,, ..

where the general element is thL regularity Si, = i zi,-, tin} ;

j~i E {T44T,ITt,M0}
mi, E {V, H, VV, HH, VH, HV}, V = vertical, H = horizontal ;

t,• E {eT,t1,tTT,etT1,tT,t11} .

t denotes the length of the vertical or horizontal segment of the regularity.
Each of the elements of the sequence, corresponding to all points, satisfies one

and only one regularity. Hence, under the above assumptions, the boundaries of
the figures can be represented using sequence (2), and its consistency of regu-
larities. The 10 can recognize several regularities simultaneously. The program
which realizes this feature is presented in [5].

From this definition it follows that the 10 determines sets of similar figures. If
a set includes only one figure, then the 10 concludes that the figure is recognized.
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6 Method of the Sum of the Quadratic Error

The Method of the Sum of the Quadratic Error (MSQE) [8] is applied to deter-
mine a curve which gives the best approximation of a set of points if the set of
similar figures includes more than one figure. Suppose that there is a set of points
N = {(zi, zi); i = 1,..., n) on the Oxz plane, and the algorithm has recognized
a set of similar plane figures. These points may satisfy several approximation
criteria:

1. Circle with centre (zo, z0) and radius r, given by the inequality

El = (X, _ X0)I + (Z, _ Z0)I _ r2l <. do(d + 2r)= b1,
i--1

where zi r2 = 120 - P02
nt n n

920, P02 are the second central moments of the points of N,
d, denotes the distance between the point (xi, zi) and the circle,

and do is the least distance greater than di, for i = 1,.. ., n.

2. Ellipse with centre (z0 , z0) and axes a and b, given by the inequality

E2 X• (,-Xo) 2  (z,- zo) 2  I 2 3o___
n + n- 11< A - n+ 2 d 2

A20 IA02 2 1A02 (2pA02)I1

where a2 = A" b2 = P02
TI TI

3. Hyperbola with imaginary axis Oz or Ox, respectively given by inequalities

E3 = (X, -_ _) 2 2n+(Z, - zo) 2 n-11 <ndg2ndo=63
i= A 20 PA02

E3-= (Z,-zo)2 2n + (X,-XO) 2 n-1 <nd±+2ndo=63
i=1 P02 IA20

Note that the MSQE gives good results if the points of N are normally
distributed around the centre of the figure. For an arc of a plane figure of second
order the MSQE is not recommended.

7 Recognition of Overlapping Objects

If objects which are in the scope of the sensor overlap; then some of the plane
figures may overlap too, and parts of the boundaries of the figures are not visible.
An approach for the determination of an arc of a curve of second order, which
approximates the set of plane point, is presented in [7].

From the definitions of regularitiet, and consistencies, it follows that the points
of an arc of a curve of second order satisfy the regularities S5 and So, or consis-
tencies C3 = S 3 S $4 and C 4 = S 4 - S3 . Assume that the set of plane points
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satidies the noted regularities or consistencies. Consider the general equation of
a curve of second order:

Az+2Bzz+Cz+2Dz+2Ez+F=O. (3)

Theorem 13, If N is a set of plane points, which satisfies one of the regularities
S5 or SS, then C # 0.

Theorem 14. If N is a set of plane points, which satisfies one of the consisten-
cies C3 or C4 , then A # 0.

From the theorems the following systems of equations can be constructed:

A 2  D E F 2Aý zi eTi + Eý Fi+ = ,i i= 1, 2,3,4 (4)

C 2 D E F 2
zi + A zi + A zi + A =• X, i 1,2,3,4. (5)

If the coordinates of four points are known from the sensor system, the coeffi-
cients of (4) or (5) can be calculated.

There are some important aspects of the behaviour of the different types of
curves with regard to the regularities S5 or S6 , and the consistencies C3 or C4 .

The following are elliptic curves: an ellipse, an imaginary ellipse, a pair of
complex conjugate lines. Because the plane is restricted to the real plane, imag-
inary curves cannot satisfy any of the regularities or consistencies. There are
two hyperbolic curves: a hyperbola, a pair of real crossing lines. Obviously, the
pair of real crossing lines does not satisfy S5, So, C3 , or C4 . There are three
parabolic curves: a parabola, a pair of real parallel curves, a pair of complex
conjugate parallel curves. The latter has no real points.

From the definition of regularities and consistencies it follows that the points
of a pair of real parallel curves satisfy one of the following regularities [5, 8]:

S22 if the pair is parallel to the axis Oz;
S2 if the pair is parallel to the axis Oz;
S3 if the pair makes a sharp angle with the axis Ox;
S4 if the pair makes a wide angle with the axis Ox.

The following criteria can be formulated:

1. If A C > 0, the set of plane points is approximated by an arc of an ellipse.
2. If A = C, the set of points is approximated by an arc of a circle.
3. If A C < 0, the set of plane points is approximated by an arc of a hyperbola.
4. If C = 0 or A = 0, the set of plane points is approximated by an arc of a

parabola.

The system of equations (4) or (5) is solved using a specific choice of points.
Three points are boundary points of regularities S5 or S6, and of consistencies
C3 or C4 . The fourth point is the middle point of one of the parts of the regularity
or the consistency. If a middle point is not recorded by the sensor, the nearest
point can be used.
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8 Conclusion

Using the previously described concepts, an algorithm for the recognition of a
single object or of several objects, situated one after the other, has been devel-
oped. The construction of the object models allows the use of parallel processes
for checking finite numerical series [1].

The program is implemented in a language of the FORTH family. It can rec-
ognize an object in 200 ms, using an INTEL 80286 processor [5]. Three objects,
one after the other, are recognized in 500 ma.

The second step was the construction of a program for the recognition of a 3-
D object from multiple views [9]. The third step of this research is the recognition
of several objects, which are in the scope of the sensor, using a single view [8].
Current research is on the recognition of complex scenes from multiple views,
and the recognition of moving objects.

The system can be applied to robot control, navigation of vehicles [6], and
detection of 3-D objects in the chemical and nuclear industries.
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Abstract. This paper describes a shape characterization technique based on the
polygonal harmonics formed when the beundary of a region in a digital image
traversed using various step lengths. The traversal is derived from a traditional
method for estimating fractal dimension, where steps of constant length are taken
along the boundary, as if with a pair of dividers. While the traversal for fractal
dimension is closed in a single winding, usually with an unequal step length,
the derived traversal continues until the step endpoint lands on a previously
encountered endpoint to form a stable "harmonic polygon". Parameters based
on the harmonic polygons formed using different step lengths provide information
on specific aspects of shape and allow comparison of shapes.

Keywords: shape, shape descriptor, region, fractal, polygon.

1 Introduction

Descriptors for shapes of 2-D regions in digital pictures are important for scene
understanding as they provide a means for characterizing and quantifying the
regions. This characterization leads in turn to analysis and understanding of the
picture content. Shape characterization lacks a consistent, unifying approach and
consequently many different descriptors have been proposed, with no generally
accepted rules for determining their applicability in a given problem. Further-
more, certain application areas have developed a favoured choice of shape de-
scriptors for no convincing theoretical reasons. Improvements in the quality and
efficacy of shape characterization would be obtained by curtailing this prolifer-
ation and arbitrary selection of techniques.

Often several aspects of region shape are of interest to the observer, so typi-
cally several different shape descriptors are used to aid analysis. These different
descriptors may involve very different computational processes, adding to the
computational expense of the analysis. It is thus desirable to develop techniques
which allow several descriptors to be computed by a single process, or at least by
closely related processes. The choice of which descriptors to use can be rather

This work was spo._ jored in part by the Australian Research Council and CSIRO.
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ad hoc but it is often necesmary to select descriptors which will characterize
shape properties at coarse, intermediate, and fine scales relative to the region
size. If descriptors for different scales were available through a single process,
computational expense would be further reduced.

The technique presented here offers both the advantages identified above.
A set of harmonic numbers is constructed through repeated traversal of the
region boundary and several parameters based on various combinations of these
numbers are used as separate shape descriptors. A single process therefore gives
rise to these different descriptors. The construction of the set of numbers requires
traversals to be made using different step lengths, so shape information relating
to different scales is extracted automatically.

In this paper, the overall technique for extracting the set of harmonic numbers
from traversals will first be described. The shape descriptors based on this set
will then be fornmdated. Finally, some examples of applying the technique to
biological and engineering problems will be discussed.

2 Polygonal Harmonic Traversal

The technique described here uses a method of region boundary traversal, derived
from fractal perimeter estimation, to construct a set of equilateral polygons of
various side lengths with all vertices located on the region boundary [1]. The
conventional traversal method used in estimating fractal dimension [7] consists of
stepping along the boundary of the region with a fixed step length, constructing
a succession of chords of equal length with coincident endpoints, and closing the
polygon so formed with a single side usually of shorter length [9]. The variation
caused in perimeter estimates for nearby step lengths due to the fluctuation in
length of this shorter side have been shown to perturb the results obtained for the
fractal dimension considerably [2]. This perturbation is particularly marked at
large step lengths, often leading to severe miscalculation of the fractal dimension.

In the derived method, stepping is continued until a previous step endpoint
from the same traversal is visited a second time, as a means of controlling the
perturbation. It may take several windings of the boundary to satisfy this re-
quirement but eventual termination is guaranteed in the discrete case by the
finite number of pixels along the boundary. The resulting polygon, with all sides
equal to the step length, is termed harmonic as it forms a locally stable struc-
ture. The number of steps in the harmonic polygon determines the order, which
is regarded as the essential shape characteristic of the region for different step
lengths.

Definition 1. Let L denote a step length used for traversal of a given region,
N(L) denote the number of steps of length L required to form a harmonic poly-
gon for the given region, and, assuming that the final stable harmonic polygon
requires only a single winding to traverse in its closed state, the order of a har-
monic polygon n = N(L).

Each harmonic polygon constitutes an equivalent shape for the region bound-
ary, in the sense that any shape which has a polygon of that order for the same
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step length will have the same harmonic perimeter estimate for that step length.
The existence of polygonal harmonics of various orders as the step length changes
therefore provides basic shape information about the region. Figure la shows a
region boundary with a polygonal harmonic of order 3; note that a harmonic of
order 2 would form a straight line, as illustrated by the dashed line.

Polygonal harmonic shape analysis first requires the construction of a set of
harmonic numbers over a range of different step lengths. Since the step length is
notionally a continuous variable, discrete samples of step length must be chosen
and used to determine corresponding polygonal harmonics computationally for
digital image data. The existence and order of harmonics must be assumed to
remain constant between adjacent sample step lengths which produce the same
order of harmonic. There are thus ranges of step lengths over which a single
order of polygonal harmonic exists or endures. Within these ranges, especially
where a change to a different order of harmonic occurs, some transitions be-
tween different orders may be encountered, providing subranges of interrupting
or impure behaviour. In some cases, harmonics may exist which require more
than one winding of the region boundary to attain closure in the stable state.
These cases are termed complez harmonics, whereas those which close in a single
winding are termed simple harmonics.

Definition 2. Let W(L) denote the winding number of the polygon. The order
n of a harmonic polygon is equal to N(L)

For simple harmonic polygons, W(L) = 1. Figure lb shows a polygonal harmonic
plot of results for the region in Fig. la, which exhibits some of the properties
described here. A more lengthy discussion of these concepts can be found in [5,6].

It should be apparent that there are a number of variations to the traver-
sal algorithm which must be considered. In particular it must decide how the
traversal will be started, how to specify where the endpoint of a step lies, how
the step is constructed, and how the traversal process is terminated. These issues
are discussed at length in [3,4].

3 Shape Parameters from Polygonal Harmonics

Region shape properties that can be deduced from polygonal harmonic plots are
based on the prominence of the numerical features of the plots identified above.
Simple, coarse-scale, shape features (such as elongation) are indicated by the
existence of low order harmonics (smallest values of n) over a wide range of step
lengths. Single major features (such as angular protrusion) and repeated fea-
tures (such as rotational symmetry) are indicated by the existence of particular
harmonics. For example harmonics of orders 2 and 3 are strongly present in Fig.
lb due to the elongated and somewhat triangular nature of the region in Fig.
la. Overall roughness and complexity of shape are indicated by the existence
of a substantial proportion of impure and complex harmonics. Such properties
have been investigated experimentally elsewhere and the conclusions are sum-
marized in [5,3]. Formulations for several such parameters will be presented in
this section and the reader is referred to [6] for rigorous discussion of these.
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For a given region, polygonal harmonics of various orders endure over corre-
sponding ranges. Them ranges should be normalized by the largest possible step
length to remove variations due to the absolute size of the region.

Let Lma.z and Lmin, respectively be the greatest and least step lengths at
which a harmonic polygon of order n exists for the given region. Z4 = Lmax. -
Lmin% is the length of the range over which harmonic polygons exist for the
given region. D = Lmaz2 is the greatest possible step length for the given
region.

Within the range corresponding to order n, interruptions may occur as sub-
ranges within which different orders of harmonic polygons exist. These interrup-
tions may be due to the formation of complex harmonics or due to the temporary
existence of another simple harmonic owing to some shape feature. The effect
of these interruptions in diluting the range must be taken in .onsideration by
reducing the size of 4,, accordingly.

Definition 3. Let SmaxRi and Sminn,i be the greatest and least step lengths
at which the ith interrupting subrange occurs within the step length range for
harmonic polygons of order n, i - 1, 2, 3,..., imax. For Smax,,,i Ž L > Sminn,i,
g n. S.,i = Smaxn,i - Sminn,i is the length of the ith interrupting
subrange for the range of order n. The endurance parameter En of the nth
harmonic is formulated as:

((Lmax, - Lmin,,) - (Smax,,i - Smin,,i) (1)

Note that Lmaxn > Smaxt,i ý Sminn,i > Lmin,.
A relatively high endurance value indicates a tendency for the region shape

to be similar to that of an equilateral polygon of that order. As the order in-
creases, the number of possible polygon configurations grows and the shape
similarity is less definite, so the first few harmonics are the most important
for gross shape characterization. The relative importance of endurance values
for major harmonics can be used to compare several region shapes and to de-
rive a description of how they differ. This importance can be assessed most
easily by ranking the endurances for the first few harmonics of a region in
monotonically decreasing order. For a region A, construct the ordered sequence
{EA ,)}, k = 1, 2, 3,.. ., kmax with E A > E( 2 > EA _ E>)A

n( nv(1) - n(2) - n(3) - -' >En(kmaz)*
Furthermore, let {n(k)A} denote the set of polygonal harmonic orders which
generate {E,(k)}. A region A may be compared with a region B by considering
the harmonics appearing in such rankings for the two regions as the only ones
of significance. Note that complex harmonics may be included amongst these
significant ones if their endurance is high enough. The absolute difference sum
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fi the significant endurances can then be computed:

AD IE, - EI,, (2)
,E{,•h)A }u{,,(k)S}

which would be small when a good shape match exists. Note that the terms in
the absolute differences are commutative, so dAAB _=,ABA

The effects of the interrupting or impure harmonic behaviour in the polygonal
harmonic plot can be assessed in a similar way to the endurance by summing
the impure subranges associated with a particular harmonic range. Consider a
pair of significant harmonic ranges L. and 4n at neighbouring step lengths,
where m > n so Lmin. < Lmaza. Note that Lmina may lie on either side
of Lmaz.. If Lmaz. > Lmin, then no further impurities, other than those
already accounted for, exist in either range. If Lmazx < Lmin,, there is another
impurity subrange between these values. The existence of this extra impurity
subrange increases the amount of impure shape information associated with
both 4 and 4,.

Definition 4. Let Sa,. = Smazx,. - Sminam denote the length of subrange of
step lengths delimited by Sminm,n = Lmaxm, and SmoaZ,,, = Lmin, where
m and n, m > n, are immediately successive orders of harmonic for which step
length ranges exist. The impurity for harmonic order n must thus be defined in
conjunction with knowledge about the next significant harmonic of higher order,
so that this inter-harmonic impurity subrange can be included. The impurity
parameter Ia associated with harmonic order n can thus be formulated as:

= - (Smaxnm - Sminm) + (Smaxn,,i - Sminn,i)) (3)

High impurity values associated with very significant harmonics indicate a shape
which is complicated, with many protrusions and cavities at a large or interme-
diate scale. By comparison, low impurities indicate a general smoothness or
straightness.

As was done with endurances, an absolute difference sum can be computed
between impurities:

IAA - yI - I- 1  . (4)
iE~n(k)A )Ufn(k)m I

Note that the impurities corresponding to the ranked endurances are used in this
calculation and the impurity values themselves are not ranked. This is because
endurances have more direct descriptive power for shape than impurities. In
practice /AB values have been found to be weaker measures of shape match than
L)AB values. A more useful function is discriminating shapes when endurance
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values are fairly low and fairly similar, so that shape closeness can only be
inferred weakly and should be accompanied by similar impurity values (i.e. small
impurity absolute-difference sum).

A clear indication of the amount of shape information that has been ex-
tracted in a partial polygonal harmonic shape analysis is given by expressing
the successive endurance and impurity values as cumulative quantities. Since

.(E, + I,,) = 1, the amount of structured (i.e. coarse-scale) shape informa-
tion is given by . E,, and the amount of unstructured (i.e. fine-scale) shape
information is given by E. I,. Neither of these quantities is changed much by
insignificant harmonics, so considering the way they increase for only the first
few significant harmonics can reveal much about the shape characteristics.

The existence of many complex harmonics indicates that the shape has a ten-
dency towards intermediate scale roundness, including the nature of any large-
scale protrusions and cavities. Spikes and long protrusions decrease the likelihood
of complex harmonic formation, as do straight sections of the region boundary
as opposed to rounded or locally rough ones. The complexity of the harmonic for
a given step length L is the number of windings W(L) made by the harmonic
in its stable position. The importance of complexity in analysing a particular
shape can be estimated most directly by considering the proportion of complex
harmonics. Some idea of this proportion can be gained visually by constructing
a complexity plot of complexity values over the range of step lengths for the
region as shown in Fig. 1c. Consider the set of all subranges of step lengths over
which only complex harmonics occur.

Definition 5. Let Tj = Tmax, - Tminj denote the length of a subrange of step
lengths for which W(L) * 1, Tminj < L < Tmaxi, j = 1,2,3,...,jmax. The
complexity ratio parameter RA for a region A can be formulated as:

Sjmaxz jm,.z

R -= Z T3 = -D (Tmaxj- Tminj) (5)
Dj= , j=1

The value of RA lies between 0 and 1, and is large when the region roundness is
dominant and small when straight sides and protrusions are dominant.

4 Sample Results

Before discussing our overall results, let us examine how the parameters formu-
lated in Sect. 3 apply to the example in Fig. 1.

We first obtain from the endurances an indication of the global shape. En-
durance values for the first few orders of harmonics for the data of Fig. la are
E2 = 0.28, E3 = 0.18, E 4 = 0.01, E5 = 0.08 and E6 = 0.02, suggesting a some-
what elongated region via the high E2 , a strong triangular tendency via the high
E3 , a slight pentagonal tendency via the modest E5, and very little tendency
towards other polygons.

Further, by examining the impurity of the harmonics which arise, we can
obtain some information about the local shape. Impurity values for the first few
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Fig. 1. (a) (top) A region boundary with superimposed polygonal harmonics of order
2 and 3; (b),(c) (left, right) Plots of polygonal harmonics and complexity for the region
in (a).

orders of harmonics for the data of Fig. la are 12 = 0.00, 13 = 0.04, 14 = 0.01,
15 = 0.01 and 16 = 0.01, indicating a region with a smooth boundary and very
little local roughness. Comparing these impurity values with the correspondint
endurance values, it can be seen that E2 and E3 give strong indications of shape,
E5 gives a weak indication of shape and the other endurances are not significant.

The moderately low complexity ratio of 0.31 for the region of Fig. la indicates
a shape with significant protrusions, but is not low enough to suggest that there
are many such protrusions.

Some examples from biological and engineering applications of shape charac-
terization will now be considered to illustrate several of the concepts discussed
above. Figure 2 shows a set of four leaf outlines consisting of two pairs of leaves
from two different types of plant. Figure 3 shows a set of four particle outlines
consisting of two pairs of particles resulting from two different production pro-
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Fig. 2. (a-d) (left-right) Sample regions of four different leaves.

Fig. 3. (&-d) (left-right) Sample regions of four different particles.

ceases. In each case the results of polygonal harmonic shape analysis indicate
basic shape facts about the outlines and allow similar shapes to be distinguished
from dissimilar ones.

Table 1 provides the values of endurance and impurity for harmonic orders
n = 2, 3,..., 8 of these outlines, cumulative endurance and impurity values for
three different values -f kmax, and the complexity ratio RA. The leaves of Figs.
2a and 2b have a somewhat elongated shape with some coarse local roughness
and thus have a high E 2 characteristic, fairly low following harmonics and low
impurity values. The moderate complexity ratios indicate several protrusions.
Those of Figs. 2c and 2d have a much chunkier appearance, with order 3 and
5 harmonics being significant as there are dominant lobes in the shape. The
complexity ratios are smaller than for 2a and 2b as the protrusions are more
pronounced. Low impurity values imply that all the shapes are well characterized,
but the best indicator of the extent to which this is true is seen in the cumulative
endurance and impurity values, which show that between a half and two thirds
of the total shape information is already contained in the harmonics considered.
The four particle outlines in Fig. 3a-d are all similar in shape to a large extent,
being roughly round with some elongation. Higher impurity values than those
for the leaves indicate that the particle outlines are smoother (i.e. more curved
in nature) and thus that the endurance shape information is less reliable. This is
highlighted by the dominance of the cumulative impurity values by comparison
with the cumulative endurance values for the harmonics considered. The high
values for the complexity ratio in 3a and 3b distinguish these particles as being
very smooth locally, while 3c and 3d are somewhat rougher.

Table 2 compares each of the shapes from Fig. 2 with the others from that
same set, and likewise for Fig. 3, by displaying values for dAB and dA. The
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"Table 1. Polygonal harmonic shape Table 2. Comparison of sample region
aaalysis of sample regions in Fig. 2 and shapes using polygonal harmonic shape
3. analysis. Note: A, values are shown in the
E. lower triangle and Ai values in the upper
Ima------------------------------- triangle of the sub-tables.Imp 2bc 2d 33bc 3d

n=2 .268.29 .05 .06 .17 .14 .15 .18 kmia=2
n=3 .02.03 .17.21 .02 .06.01 .05 12a 2b 2c 2d - 3a, 3b 3c 3d

n=4 .05 .05 .00 .01 .02 .02 .01 .03 2al .01 .12 .06 3a .01 .03 .04

n=5 .03 .03 .11 .06 .00 .01 .00 .02 2b .03 .12 .09 3b .07 .04.05

n=6 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .o0 .01 2c .49.51 .09 3c .03.06 .05
n=7 .01 .01 .00 .02 .00 .00 .00 .02 2d .43I 30 .04'.05.0
n=8 .01 .01 .02 .02 .00.00 .00 .00 kmax=4

. 2a 2b 2c 2d i 3a 3b 3c 3d

I 2a2b2c 2d 3a 2a, .04.13.07 3a .02.09 .10
e b d 3 - d 2b .04 .13.11 3b .08 .07 .10

n=2 .00 .00 .03 .00 .02 .01 .05-.03 2c .52.54 .14 3c .05.08 .07
n=3 .05 .07 .07 .03 .11 .11 .11 .08 2d .47.49.12 f3d .09 .07.11
n=4 .04.05.00.00 .09 .09.07.06
n=5 .03 .04 .00 .02 .071.07 .06 .05 kmax=6
n=6 .03.03.02 .02 .05.06 .02 .04 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a[ 3b 3c 3d
n=7 .03.03.00.031.041.04.04.03 2 .04 .17 .09 3a, 02 .09.11
n=8 .02.02 .03 .01 .03j.04 .01 .02 2b .04 .17-13 3b .081 .11 .13

2c .52 .54 .14 3c .051.09 .10
__(_, !2d .49.51 .13 3d .09 .09 .15t
Image 2a 2b 2c 2d 13a 3b 3c 3d

kmax=2 .31 .341.28 .27 .19.20.16
kmax=4 .36 .40.35 .35 .22.23.17.28
kmax=6 .39 .43j.36 .38 .22.24.17.31

Ei -2(k)
Image 112a 2b 2c 2d 3al3bi3c 13d

kmax=2 .04 .05 .07 .03 .13.12.161.11
kmax=4 .12 .16 .13 .08 .27.28 .291.22
kmax=6 .18 .21 .15 .09 .38 .38 .351.29

E E,,k + EI In(k)

Image 2a,2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 3c 3d

kmax=2 .35 .39 .35 .30 .32.32 .32 .34
kmax=4 .48 .55 .481.43 .49 .51 .46 .50
kmax=6 .56.64.51 .47 .60.62 .52.60

Image 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 3c 3d
R .351.41.28.22 .69 .29.42
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very low values for Azj for 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d clearly confirm these shapes are
very similar. In the case of 2a and 2b, the low value of Al gives further weight
to this conclusion, but for 2c and 2d this is not so. The values for both A.E and
Al for pairs from 3a-d are all much the same and fairly low, indicating that all
of theme shapes have much in common. The table also demonstrates that good
shape matching can be performed using only the first few harmonics, since the
strength of deductions made on the basis of kmaz = 2 is as strong as that for
km =az 6.

5 Conclusion

The scope of polygonal harmonic shape analysis has been described, providing a
variety of shape descriptors from a common set of harmonic numbers generated
by traversal of the region boundary. The effectiveness of these descriptors has
been shown by providing typical examples of shape characterization problems
to which they have been applied. The descriptors have proved useful in char-
acterizing individual shapes and in comparing shapes, as shown by the sample
results.
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Shape Description and Classification
Using the Interrelationship of Structures
at Multiple Scales *

Gr•eor Dudek

McGill Research Centre for Intelligent Machines, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H3A 2A7

Abstract. This paper deals with the classification of objects described by pla-
nar curves in an image. Invariance to deformation is an important aspect of
shape representation and two representations are described with different de-
grees of such invariance. One of these is a new statistical method for shape
description exhibiting a large degree of such invariance.

Using scale-space to describe shape statistically allows for a texture-like form
of object classification. The scale-space used is one based on curvature-tuned
smoothing (CTS). This allows a curve to be represented as a set of descriptors at
various scales. The spatial correlation of these descriptors produces a statistical
description of a contour that has similarities to a large-scale texture measure.
The texture being measured is, in fact, the combination of substructures that
define the object's shape.

Keywords: shape description, classification, recognition, tuned smoothing, ac-
tive contours, statistical shape, scale-space, texture.

1 Introduction

For the purposes of object recognition, an object's shape is its most impor-
tant characteristic. Computational approaches to shape-based recognition have
largely focused on shape matching based on shape similarity as a ten.. late-like
matching process combined with a limited amount of deformation (notwithstand-
ing several exceptions noted below). Vision-based object recognition amounts to
a process of finding the exemplar shape from a library of models whose contours
best match the input shape according to some distance measure. This approach
fails to describe the alternative types of shape-based recognition that is per-
formed by humans. Consider the recognition of 2-dimensional objects such as
the silhouettes of clouds or plants: such objects are eminently recognizable from
their silhouettes but are often highly dissimilar in any template-like sense.

* The author gratefully acknowledges the financial support of the Natural Sciences

and Engineering Research Council and the comments of M. Langer, J. K. Tsotsos
and S. W. Zucker
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1.1 Representational Constraint

Despite its intuitiveness, the concept of what it means for objects to have similar
shapes is surprisingly hard to define. This may be, in part, because there are
multiple mechanisms that contribute to the concept of shape [8, 241.

Computationally, there are several classes of shape description techniques
which can be organized along a continuum or taxonomy according to their de-
gree of representational shape constraint; that is, the degree of spatial freedom
they permit in individual parts (or sub-parts) of an object without change to
the representation (or the deformation invariance properties). Template-like rep-
resentations are the most constraining allowing almost no deformation in an
object's shape [31, metric representations with parameterized deformation are
somewhat less constraining [20, 14], representations based on feature topology
are less constraining still [1], and finally statistical shape description, a method
described below, captures shape properties with extremely little positional con-
straint on the individual sub-shapes or features.

Two matching methods along this continuum are presented based on the same
input primitives. One method is a minimum-deformation matching method, the
other is a new method for shape description and representation based on statis-
tical properties of an object's shape. The complex relationship between spatial
scale and object structure has become apparent in attempts to describe object
shape computationally [25, 4, 15, 12]. The statistical shape recognition method
exploits the multi-scale aspect of object shape by describing objects in terms of
the interrelationship between different shape features at a single location of an
object contour. This leads to an object similarity measure that associates objects
having similar structural properties even when they are dissimilar in a template
matching or part-by-part sense. The notion of statistical shape properties and
the relationship between different scales has some similarities to a texture mea-
sure [16, 18]. A key difference from conventional microtexture descriptors [23, 9]
is that the primitive features here are large-scale shape primitives.

2 Curvature Scale-space Description

Shape primitives can be extracted using a variational method called
curvature-tuned smoothing [5, 6]. This description has its basis in curvature
measurements [2, 13], and tolerates sparse data or noise [19, 22]. The multi-scale
nature of the representation allows multiple alternative descriptions for portions
of a curve to be retained. It produces a description of a curve where a single
region may be described in terms of one or more arcs of different curvatures (of
one or more sizes), and hence makes the information at different spatial scales
explicit. The term scale is used to refer to the size or spatial extent of a processing
operation or feature.

The curve representation is produced by repeatedly minimizing the following
energy functional with respect to a piecewise C 2 solution u(t) = (x(t), y(t)):

E(u(t),c) = Ilu(t) - d(t)11 2 + op(u(t)) + ,(c)(K,(t) -c)2 dt, (1)
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where t is the arc length, d(t) = (z(t), y(t)) is a list of initial data points es-
timating the input curve, p(x, y) is a potential function derived from the input
image (i.e. a measure of edge strength), K,(t) is the curvature of u(t), c is the
curvature tuning, a is a constant, and A is the stabilizing constant selected as
a function of c. This solution is determined for various values of c, denoted by
ci. The first two terms constrain the solution to be consistent with an initial
input description and with image support for the curve position. The third term
expresses an a priori bias for a solution with a specific curvature given by c.

In practice, the discrete form of this equation is used:

SIlui(t) - d(t)ll2 + ap(u.(t)) + A(c)(1 - -(t))(r,•(t)-c)2, (2)

tedata

where li(t) is an independent Boolean discontinuity function (line process) at
each scale. Discontinuities are progressively inserted at each scale to satisfy a
smoothness criterion.

For each value of the tuning parameter, a slightly different solution curve u(t)
is produced that reflects structure. This combines smoothing of the input data
akin to that of active contours models (i.e. snakes [11]), with model fitting at
multiple scales although the process can also be used directly on a parameterized
input curve (i.e. with a = 0) [6].

The use of multiple alternative stabilizers for curvature-tuned smoothing
leads to selecting not only various structures at different curvatures, but also
structures with different spatial extents. Low curvature segments are components
of circles with large radii. Conversely, the segments selected when the curvature
tuning is large must also have large curvatures. As a result, differently tuned
stabilizers lead to different sets of discontinuities that decompose the curve into
different segments.

. . .. . . .......................... . . .

M 43rev ~ i .... ....... .......................... .
tuning-- ........ ....

CC~flCX -C

tuning

p•c psiti-on

Fig. 1. Poison sumac leaf and scale-space.

The description of the poison sumac leaf (object sl) extracted using curvature-tuned
smoothing. Segments corresponding to certain features on the leaf illustrated.

I L~&
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2.1 Abstractinm into Segments

From the set of arc-like segments produced by the minimization operations it
is possible to extract a small subset of the segments with high smoothness as a
simplified description [7, 6]. These are the segments that best match the input
data since their low energy implies that they had to deform least to suit the data
(such a description is shown in Fig. 1). The segments themselves are sections
of approximately uniform curvature, yet together they capture most of a curve's
structure. The structure of each segment is so simple that it is unnecessary to
retain all the internal point locations. As a coarse description the curve segments
can be encoded only by their initial and final positions (tf and tf) and the
curvature tuning c used to extract them. This encoding will be referred to as the
segment descriptor for a segment j:

sj = (t;,tf•,c). (3)

The set of segment descriptors for an object o constitutes its description S(o):

S(o) = (4)

3 Matching with Deformation

Dynamic programming is one of the techniques used to match curves based
on a sequence of extracted primitives such as those described above [10]. By
constructing a matching function that ensures that matched curves have the
same sequence of (multi-scale) primitives, matching is made insensitive to local
deformations in a curve. For two segments s, and 82 the mismatch is measured as
(I1,82), = w l lOgCl -- 0ogc21 + Ill -121, where wl is a constant and 11 and 12 are
the segment lengths (It' - tf 1). Note that logarithmic weighting is applied to the
curvature components to impose a preference for coarse-scale information [25].

Curve matching can be formulated as a dynamic programming problem in
terms of matching an increasingly long subsequence of segments from one curve
to a series of segments from the other. Invariance to the initial position on either
curve can be achieved by doubling the series of tokens and looking only for
a substring of half the total length [6]. This has been demonstrated using an
algorithm that constructs an incrementally expanded table of costs such that
for two curves composed of segments, entry C(i, j) in the cost table reflects the
match the first i segments from one curve makes with the first j segments from
the other. The process of matching one contour with another is then a process
of executing the dynamic program for an observed data set against the set of
models.

This procedure has been shown to be appropriate for matching curves that
are noisy versions of one another or that have undergone a limited amount of
deformation [6]. For pairs of curves that have significant structural variations
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with respect to one another, there will be substantial mismatch error. For many
natural processes structural variations may be present at a global level while
sub-parts and local structures are similar. It has been suggested that one way
in which this can occur is when local generative processes at different scales are
combined in a pseudo-random or non-rigid manner [17, 25]. In such cases the
alternative approach described below may be appropriate for shape recognition.

4 Statistical Measurement

Conventional approaches to curve recognition using local characteristics, such
as the one described above, are based on determining the position of features
on a curve and then using the position or spatial topology of these features for
recognition. The approach described here as scale-apace statistics is an alterna-
tive to using the relative locations of features on a curve for object recognition
or classification.

At a given scale, the ease with which a curve can be described as having
a given curvature c can be considered as a one-dimensional signal similar to a
goodness-of-fit and will be denoted by

46t c)Eo,1 (5)

that varies along a curve. A simple form of 0(t, c) is a binary function that
indicates whether any segment descriptor having curvature c spans point t:

(1 iff 3 aj = (t', tf, c) E 2)an' t<t4(t, c) = 0 otherwise . J S a - < (6)

By observing the mean value 4,(c) of this function, we can describe "how much"
of a contour can be well-approximated at the given curvature.

The similarity between the one-dimensional functions 0(., c) for different val-
ues of c indicates the interrelationship between the different-scale substructures
that make up the curve at each point. As noted above and in the texture lit-
erature, specific statistical interrelationships are characteristic of many shapes
including a variety of natural forms. Common examples include the trunks of
trees, typified by a large-scale cylindrical curve combined with fine-scale bark
patterns, geological formations, or the way the bumps and ridges on the leaves of
a tree are combined. Note also that many objects are recognizable even though
the sequence of sub-curves that compose them may be highly variable (Fig. 2).

The cross-correlation matrix C has elements defined by

Ci= J (t, - .)(c'))(Ot(tc) - 0cj)) dt (7)
J O1(C,) ol#(Cj)

between this value at one curvature and the value of this function at another
curvature. It provides a measure of what types of substructure in curvature space
occur within a structure at another scale. This corresponds to taking a slice of

~~~~~~~~~~- -------i-ii i i li i i i ".. . . .• . . | .. .' ..
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Fig. 2. Statistically similar objects. The first two coastal curves are similar in a
structural or statistical sense, yet they cannot be globally deformed into one another
easily; the third is different.

Fig. 3. Sample input curves. Left to right, top to bottom: rl (raspberry), ml (maple),
&9 (unknown), r2 (raspberry).

the scale-space for a fixed position and measuring the statistical likelihood of
features at one scale given the presence (or absence) of features at another scale.

Together, the vector ý and the matrix C provide a statistical description of
a curve which is similar to a texture measure for an intensity pattern. Whereas
texture is often measured by decomposing a signal into different components
such as bandpass channels [23, 21], the statistical shape measure presented here
relates texture to the goodness-of-fit of shape operators at different curvature-
based scales.

For appropriate classes of shapes, these statistical scale-space measures can
be used directly for shape matching. The simplest such shape measure for two
shapes o0 and o2 being compared is

M 2 = Cl • C2

where -denotes the dot or inner product. Shapes with identical scale-space statis-
tics thus match with value 1, while unrelated shapes have a match score of zero.

Since C, and C2 have uniform diagonals caused by autocorrelation, M has
a positive offset. Cross-talk between the responses at different scales leads to a
consistent positive bias for near diagonal elements as well. This off-diagonal cou-
pling across scales, however, cannot readily be estimated a priori and depends
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Fig. 4. Scale-space correlation surfaces. Three scale-space correlation surfaces for three
different curves from the previous figure (leaf silhouettes). Curvature tuning (or scale)
varies along each axis and the amplitude at any point reflects the corre!ation between 4
signals for the two curvatures. The top two surfaces are from two different leaves of the
same type (examples rl and r2 at different orientations in depth). The lower surface is
from a different type of leaf (example ag); note its qualitatively different profile.

on non-linear discontinuity effects in the original solutions. Hence, an additional
heuristic is of utility: elements (correlations) of C that are well off the diagonal,
corresponding to correlations between signals well separated in scale, can be more
heavily weighted. This is further grounded in the observation that, in general,
structures at different scales are independent except where non-accidental pro-
cesses lead this to be otherwise; hence such structural correlations are especially
salient [26, 17].

Hence, we have a refined measurement of the form:

M 1C1(ID W C2®W (9)

where 0 denotes the Hadamard product (C(i, j) * W(i, j)) and W is a weighting
matrix of the form:

W(i,j) = 1 - •-li-jl. (10)

In this way, an improved signal-to-noise ratio for the matching task is obtained.

5 Results

The results of matching particular contours (e.g. object ml of Fig. 3) to sev-
eral others are tabulated below, each to two significant figures (the first letter
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indicate, the leaf species, the numerical suffix indicates the example; m and r
"species are intuitively similar):

Cre W(I ) Wf )MWFg.)
ml 1.0 0.65 0.29
m2 0.79 0.72 0.44
rl 0.73 0.87 0.24
r2 0.71 0.78 0.17
s9 0.65 0.54 0.21
ti 0.65 1.0 0.086
a9 0.29 0.086 1.0

Note that the ml and rl contours and their deformed versions are rated
similar to one another while other contours have much lower scores.

The statistical representations C and the matching function MW describe
the relationship between structures of different types without regard for the
precise spatial arrangement of the structures. For example a large bump may
equivalently contain several concavities without regard for the positions of the
concavities with respect to one another. This form of view invariance has both
advantages and shortcomings. A disadvantage of this coarse abstraction of a
curve's shape is that it is insensitive to a large variety of possible variations in
the object, in particular those that are obtained by reordering the major sections
of the shape. On the other hand, this abstraction permits measurement of the
the similarity between different shapes that have the same cross-scale structure
because they are composed of the same building-block parts, but in different
numbers or arrangements. For example, various natural forms such as cloud
types are typified by the combination and co-occurrence of particular forms at
multiple scales, for example lobes with serrations, whereas the specific spatial
arrangement of the forms is highly variable. In essence, this simple shape mea-
surement is best suited to classes of objects where a small number of interacting
generative processes are responsible for each object, and each of these processes
can be typified as creating subshapes at a particular scale but with random or
hard-to-typify spatial arrangements. This characterization appears to be appro-
priate for many types of natural form such as rocks, leaves, microscopic particles,
and clouds.

6 Conclusion

The use of a collection of curvature-based minimizing operators, which are
termed collectively curvature-tuned smoothing, has been previously developed
to address several difficulties with existing approaches to smoothing, interpola-
tion, segmentation, and curve description. Using this representation as input,
techniques for describing and recognizing objects via the sequencing of descrip-
tors along the curve and via the correlation statistics of the descriptors in this
space have been outlined.
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The statistical method provides a notion of recognition based on structural
regularities in shape rather than direct point-to-point similarity. As such, it
allowe objects to be recognized or deemed alike even when they have no identical
sub-contours. Because the primitive elements in this description (bumps and
valleys) ane perceptually and functionally salient, the shape-similarity space can

be described in intuitive or generative terms (for example it can be related to
processes that produce bumps and valleys). Statistical shape description can
also be formulated in terms of alternative primitive shapes if this is appropriate
to specialized domains. This particular class of similarity appears well suited to
the recognition of certain classes of biological and geological forms where the
structural characteristics are common to the class, but individual members vary

in terms of their particular layout.

The two matching techniques presented illustrate very different positions

along a proposed continuum for the classification of shape matching methods.
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Abstract. This paper describes a shape representation technique for learning
shape classes. This representation technique is based on the notion of represent-
ing categorical shape knowledge; shape itself is represented by so-called con-
junctions of local properties (CLP). Shape concepts are learned by a techniqu.
called property-based learning, an incremental learning method that inductively
selects properties crucial for classification. Unlike other classification methods
based on distances or similarities, classification performance does not degrade
as the number of classes increases and classification can be done correctly with
only partial information of instances.

Using this shape representation, shape prototypes can be learned and shapes
can be classified in the presence of viewpoint changes, local movements (such as
moving handles of pliers or fingers) and occlusion.

Keywords: shape classification, shape representation, shape learning system,
conjunctions of local properties, property-based learning.

1 Introduction

A class is a set of instances; a shape class is a set of similar shape instances. Shape
classification is the process of labelling shape instances with their correct class
names based on a representation of the shape. Usually, a shape classifier consists
of a shape representation and a classifier model. Building such a shape classifier
manually is tedious, and sometimes impossible. Learning is a good strategy for
building a shape classifier. A shape learning system, that is, a shape classifier
with learning capability, has a learning module that modifies its classifier based
on its output and the correct class name provided by a supervisor.

The problem of learning shape classes is the same as that of learning from
ezamples except that the instances are specified by shapes. This different as-
sumption about the instance description raises many different research issues;
some of the important issues are touched on in this paper.

Shape classification is difficult because shapes in a class may vary by many
different factors: sensor and digitization noise, viewpoint, moving or flexible parts
and occlusion.
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Thew different sources of shape variation may be mixed in a shape clas.
Depending on the assumptions about shape variation, different classification
approaches are possible. However, it is difficult to model arbitrary deformations
where only some similarity is preserved. Image processing operations can also
introduce variation since imperfect selection of a region of interest will introduce
artifacts similar to occlusion. All of these contribute to the variation within a
clas, making classification difficult.

Existing systems that can learn shape differ (1) in their assumptions about
input and output, (2) in their shape representation methods, (3) in their classifier
models, and (4) in their learning methods.

The shape representation used in [11] consists of moments of a compact
region; it has limitations since the features are subject to change by occlusion.
The learning algorithm ACLS is an example of a decision-tree learning method
[81 where each leaf node represents a class. A class can have multiple paths and
the paths represent disjunctions of conjunctions.

The shape representation system in [3] is one example of shape represen-
tations by structural description. 2-D shapes are decomposed into subshapes
using smoothed local symmetries [1] and a semantic network is computed from
the subehapes. To learn shapes represented by semantic networks, a learning
method that is a modified version of ANALOGY [14] is described. This algo-
rithm incrementally updates the description of a concept with training examples;
the concepts are generalized or specialized depending on the type of example.
Unlike [14], the system in [3] allows disjunctive concepts.

Paper [4] describes a system for automatic generation of object class de-
scriptions. The learning method is based on the INDUCE algorithm [6], where
instance descriptions are generalized by a set of rules. The generalization rule
set which generalizes two (less general) descriptions is extended into a general
description. The control strategy to generate concept descriptions using general-
ization rules is a generate-and-test mechanism with a modification of an external
disjunction rule that generalizes every pair uf descriptions by their disjunction.

There is another group of approaches known as feature hierarchies [7] in shape
representation techniques. The basic idea is to detect the most fundamental
parts of shapes (such as straight line segments or points) and then these parts
can be combined to form higher-level parts. Layered graphs [9] is an example
of this approach, in which curvature extrema are the basic level parts. Layered
graphs represent shape instances and probabilistic layered graphs represent shape
concepts. The probabilistic layered graph of a class is constructed incrementally
from its instances. Classification is to find a concept that maximally simplifies
the description of the instance. In [10], Segen extended the original method [9]
to handle disjunctive concepts by allowing multiple probabilistic layered graphs
for a concept.

In Sect. 2, prototypical representations of shapes are used for classification
and it is shown that a conjunction cf local properties is a good categorical
representation for classification purposes. In Sect. 3, a learning paradigm called
property-based learning is proposed as a learning method for concepts that are
described by conjunctions of many properties. In Sect. 4, some experimental
results are presented.
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2 Shape Representation for Reasoning Taskcs

This section is an overview of the shape representation that was found to be
most amenable for cognitive tasks such as the task of learning to be discussed
later. The criteria that this representation must satisfy are:

Input criterion: The input to shape representation should be computable and
general enough to cover any shape concept, including skeletons and bound-
aries that are not closed.

Output criterion: The output of the representation must be easily usable in
classification processes, thus constraining the syntax of representation.

Uniqueness criterion: Shape representations should be unique for distinct
shapes and invariant to some geometric transformations. This criterion is
an interpretation of Marr's scope vs. uniqueness criteria [51.

Consistency criterion: Similarity between shapes should be preserved in rep-
resentations. A representation should be changed locally by any geometrically
local shape changes which are regarded as non-noise, making the represen-
tation sensitive and stable [5] at the same time.

The shape representation which satisfies all four of these criteria is called
the conjunction of local properties (CLP). By conjunction we mean a logical
conjunction; a local property is a feature of the shape that characterizes local
structure. The regions where local properties are defined are not mutually dis-
joint but overlapping. The places where the local properties are computed are
robust.

2.1 Local Properties of Straight Line Segments

CLP1 is a specific representation based on local properties defined on straight
line segments. The input is a line drawing, curves are approximated with straight
line segments first and local properties are computed for each pair of straight
line segments. The conjunction of all properties computed from all straight line
segments is the representation of the shape. The details of the straight line ap-
proximation method using corner detection and the iterative endpoint algorithm
are explained in [2]. This method selects features that are stable through scale
for endpoints of the line segments.

Figure 1 illustrates representing a local property of 2 straight line segments.
The local properties of a pair of line segments are the position and orientation of
the second line segment with respect to a coordinate system established by the
first line segment. The local properties of straight line segments are the position
(r and 0) of the centre of the line encountered and the slope (0) of the line
encountered. They are invariant to 2-D translations, rotations, and scale. Local
properties are computed whenever the directional search encounters another line
segment.
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Implementation constraints on quantizing length and angle have the effect
of constraining the locality of the properties. This fact has been exploited by
Stein and Medioni [12], where the number of segments in a supersegment are
limited. The smaller the number of segments, the more local is the information
in supersegments.

In [2], it is shown (the uniqueness theorem of CLP1) that the straight line
local property representation of a distinct shape is weakly unique (that is, there
is at least one different weight) if the number of directional searches is large
enough. Furthermore, the representation of a distinct shape is strongly unique
(that is, there is at least one distinct property) if the shape is not the part of an
equilateral polygon and the number of directional searches is large enough. For
more details on the notions of weak and strong uniqueness, see [2].

The consistency criterion is satisfied by a conjunction of local properties
representation and specifically is satisfied by local properties of straight line
pairs. Under a local shape change such as occlusion (see Sect. 5 for examples),
the properties related to the occluded part will be changed while other properties
remain consistent, since the representation is a conjunction of local properties
and the local properties of the unoccluded portion have not changed. Local
properties of straight lines are also consistent under an imperfect extraction of
line segments, as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 (a) shows a shape with 2 straight
line segments and Fig. 2 (b) shows the same shape where one line segment is
broken. In CLPL, most of the properties computed from the (unbroken) base
are the same even though the other segment is broken. Of course, the properties
computed from the broken line segment vary. In other words, the representation
is changed locally.

2.2 Approximating Curves with Straight Line Segments

The straight line approximation of a curve is a combination of comer detection
and an iterative endpoint algorithm; full details are given in [2]. If the curve
segments are closed contours, then the approximation using the classical iterative
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(A) (B)

Fig. 2. (a) shows the local properties of two stable line segments. (b) shows the local
properties of a stable base segment and a broken line segment. Most of properties
remain the same.

endpoint algorithm is dependent on the starting point. This is undesirable for a
robust approximation.

We apply a comer detector before the iterative endpoint algorithm to over-
come this problem. The common definition of comer point is a point of high
curvature. Many comer detectors use a definition of curvature in a single scale;
here a comer is defined as a point of high curvature that is stable through scale-
space. Only comers that are detected from small to large scales consistently are
selected as real corners.

The straight line approximation procedure using comer detection and iter-
ative endpoint approximation for the straight lines and the iterative endpoint
algorithm are described below.

Straight Line Approximation Algorithm
with a given threshold for curvature
all points on a curve segment are comer candidates ,, .

from a small scale to a large scale
for each candidate point

calculate the curvature
if the curvature is above the threshold
or the curvature is not the largest within the scale

exclude the point from candidates
for each curve segment defined by 2 consecutive comers

call IEP

Itorative Endpoint Algorithm
with a given curve segment
if the the error between the curve and the straight line
connecting the endpoints is largsr than the threshold

select a point where the error is largest
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split the line at that point
call IEP recursively for the split segments

To evaluate the fitting error, the distance between a point and a straight line
segment is defined as the shortest distance between the point and any points on
the line segment. The distance between a line segment and a curve segment is
defined as the average of the distances between each point on the curve segment
and the line segment, to suppress noise effects.

Fig. 3. Boundary of a pair of longnose pliers and its approximation by straight lines.

The approximation algorithm was tested on a boundary of a pair of longnose
pliers. In Fig. 3 the top shows the original boundary and the bottom shows the
corner points (small circles) found and the approximation with the straight line
segments.

3 Property-based Learning

In this section, a new learning paradigm for CLP representations, called property-
based learning (PBL), is presented. In both the learning and recognition proce-
dures we will take advantage of two observations from cognitive psychology:
namely, that recognition is composed of two phases of hypothesis formation and
verification; and also, that the similarity of an object to a class is not necessarily
the same as the similarity of the class to the the object. The shape representa-
tion described in Sect. 2 is not only robust with respect to possible changes in
shape, but is also a facile shape representation for these cognitive tasks. This
section shows how CLP (specifically, CLPI) can be used in learning and recog-
nition where machine recognition is based on these two observations of cognitive
psychology.

Classification in property-based learning is achieved by an indexing and a
matching algorithm. Indexing is based on the similarity of instances to concepts;
it is represented by a property-centred table (PCT). The property-centred table
can be accessed by a property and the entry is a list of classes that have the
property. Matching is based on the similarity of concepts to instances; it is
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represented by the concept-centred table (CCT). The CCT can be accessed by
a al and it has a list of property-weight pairs.

In PBL as in "concepts as prototypes" of cognitive psychology, aimilarity is an
organizing principle by which individuals classify instances, form concepts, and
make generalizations. In property-based learning a set-theoretical approach to
similarity is used rather than metric and dimensional approaches. Our similarity
model is a special case of the ratio model [13]. In property-based learning, this
asymmetry in similarities are exploited in the two step model of classification,
consisting of indezing and matching. Indexing is based on the similarity of an
instance to concepts, and matching is based on the similarities of concepts to
the instance.

The learning part includes a reinforcement algorithm and a garbage-collect-
ion algorithm. The reinforcement algorithm acquires new properties or adjusts
weights of properties for each class when the classification makes an error. The
garbage-collection algorithm removes insignificant properties.

The goal of indexing is to retrieve some hypotheses with an instance. If a
property is found solely in a single class, the property is a good clue for recalling
the class. If a property can be found in several classes but not all, the property
can be used to constrain the set of hypotheses. With an instance that is a list of
properties, there can be many constraints. The similarities of instances to classes
score the constraints systematically for each class. The similarity of instance I
to a concept C is

a(I, C) = f(I n C)
f(I)

where the function f(I) is the number of properties in I and the function f(InC)
is the number of properties both in I and C.

The matching algorithm orders classes by the similarities of indexed classes
(concepts) to the instance. The similarity of a concept C to an instance I is

s(C, I) - f(C l I)
f(C)

where f(C n I) = Ei member(pi, I)wi, f(C) = i wi, and member(pi, I) is 1 if
pi E I, otherwise 0, C = ((pl, wl), (p2,w 2 ),), (P1,P2,

Learning in PBL changes the property- and concept-centred tables so that a
better classification result can be achieved. Two algorithms, called reinforcement
algorithm and garbage-collection algorithm, form the basis of the learning; the
PCT and CCT are changed only if the classifier's output is wrong.

Let an instance I be input to the classifier, assume that the classifier's output
c, is incorrect, and the correct class name c, is given by a supervisor. Then, the
learning algorithm is

for every pi in I
if pi is in CCT[c.], wi - wi + 1
else insert (pi, 1) in CCT[co]

for every pi in I
if pi is in CCT[c,], wi- wi - 1
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fr every pi in I I 1

if c. is not in PCT[pj] insert c, in PCT[pj]wb I = (t 2 ) PCT~lh- = c,2

Another important algorithm managing the PCT and CCT is garbage-collect-
io. In a clam, if a property has relatively small weight when compared to the
others, it means the property is not important for identifying the claws any more.
The garbage-collection algorithm removes such properties. The algorithm is

let the maximum weight in CCT[c.] be win..
for every pi in CCT[c.] if * < noise-ratio

delete the pair (pi, w,) fronm CCT[c.] and delete c. from the list PCT[p]
similarly for c,

Let the number of properties of an instance be m, the average number of
properties to describe a concept be n, and the average number of concepts that
can be recalled by a property be k. Then, the complexity of indexing is O(mk),
the complexity of matching is O(mn) and the complexity of classification is
O(mk + inn). Note that this does not depend on the number of concepts learned.

The complexity of the reinforcement algorithm is O(mk + inn) since the
cost of updating PCT is O(mk) and the cost of updating CCT is O(mn). The
complexity of the garbage-collection algorithm is O(nk). The cost of learning,
which is necessary only if the system makes an error, is O(mk + mn + nk).

4 Experiments with CLP and PBL

4.1 Classification of Tools

Figure 4 shows some of the sample data used in the shape learning and clas-
sification experiments. For each tool (longnose pliers, nippers, and pliers), 16
different images were taken changing the viewpoints. Four extra images for each
tool were taken for testing and in some cases they are only partial views of
the tools. The results of the shape classification (with learning) of the three ex-
periments performed with this data are given in Table 1. In most of the cases,
the system learned the training examples within 5 training cycles. The perfor-
mance of the system varies with the order of examples because the learning is
incremental.

Table 2 shows the effect of the garbage-collection algorithm. The table entries
are the average number of properties in the CCT for each tool during experi-
ment III. The next row shows the number of distinct properties of each tool.
The garbage-collection algorithm reduces the size of property-weight pair lists
in CCT roughly by half. This means that only half the distinct properties in each
class were necessary for classification and the others are either erroneous or re-
dundant. This explains why indexing schemes without any learning mechanisms
are sensitive to noise.

The significance of these experiments is that the system can learn to classify
instances of different viewpoints, instances with moving parts, and instances
with occlusion.
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Fig. 4. Samples of the tool data.

Table 1. Success rates of 3 experiments

1 2 3 4 Average
Trained on 48 (12) 12 10 11 11 91.67%

Leave One Out (48) 424441 45 89.58%
Leave One Out (60) 52,59 6 58 93.75%

Table 2. Number of properties in CCT
longuose nippers plie

CCT 228.3 311.3 383.1 ."....

# properties 586 582 61

5 Conclusion

The main contribution of this research can be summarized as follows:

- As has been emphasized, learning is necessary because the shape variation
of a class cannot always be defined.

- The criteria of shape representation for classification have been redefined
and restated.

- A new paradigm of shape representation for classification, called CLP, was
introduced. It was shown that representation by CLP can satisfy the shape
representation criteria.

-auk
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- A nw learning paradigm called PBL was introduced. PBL is unique in that
this is the only feasible learning method when instances are characterized
by conjunctiots of many properties. PBL is unique in that indexing and
matching is combined so that there is no degradation in performance as
the number of classes increases. PBL is also unique in that it can classify
instances with partial information.
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and 3-D Shapes
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Abstract. Shape interpretation methods that model a shape using stochastic
graphs can recognise many classes of nonrigid objects, even if the objects are
partially occluded, and interpret complete scenes composed of overlapping non-
rigid shapes. Then methods can also identify most parts of each shape. This
paper describes the use of a stochastic graph ac a model for a claus of 2-D or
3-D shapes, and presents learning methods that infer stochastic graph mod-
els and their symbolic primitives from examples. These methods, as well as a
graph-covering method used for scene interpretation, use a criterion of minimum
description complexity which eliminates the need for subjective parameters. One
practical application of this work is a trainable real-time system that recognizes
hand gestures in 2-D images.

Keywords: shape description, relations, graph representation, stochastic graph,
minimal description length, MDL.

1 Introduction

Structural descriptions composed of parts and relations are often used as mod-
els and representations of shape. Some examples of such use are in the work of
Barrow et a8., [1] Shapiro [15], Nackman [6], Wong and Lu [20], Biederman [2],
and Truve and Whitman (17]. Structural models have proved especially suitable
in cases where recognition and interpretation are the main goals of modelling.
It is likely that they will also find more extensive applications in other shape
related fields, such as image compression or computer graphics. Advantages of
these models are especially vivid when nonrigid shapes have to be recognized
from their partial view (occlusion). Barring cases where shape can be adequately
represented by a parametric form, such tasks are inherently difficult for recog-
nizers based on a nonstructural description, such as a set of feature vectors or a
neural net.

Despite their popularity, there has been relatively little work on two im-
portant aspects of structural models: the automatic construction of symbolic
relations, and learning structural models from shape examples. Learning may
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not be necessey if one attempts to model only rigid shapes, since then a re-
lation, which represents the range of values of a numerical parameter such as
distance, can be determined by error analysis. However, if a model is expected
to describe a nonrigid shape, parameter ranges must be determined from data,
either by a human or a machire.

One of the first structural learr'ng methods was the work of Winston [19],
which represented input data and the models in a semantic network. The ap-
plications of this method were restricted to block worlds and noise-free data.
Connel and Brady [3] described a shape learning method, which allows disjunc-
tive description of a class, and can accept some amount of noise. A method of
learning structural descriptions in the form of an attributed random graph has
been proposed by Wong and You [20], and they have shown an example of its
application to synthetic scenes. The above methods rely on a predetermined set
of symbolic types of parts and relations.

This paper presents an approach to structural modelling of shapes based on
stochastic graphs. It extends and generalizes earlier work on planar shapes ([10],
[111). The presented approach consists of two parts. The first part automatically
constructs symbolic properties and relations that are the elements of the struc-
tural description. The second part builds clusters of stochastic graphs that serve
as models for shape classes. This part is almost free of user-settable parame-
ters such as acceptance levels, or weights, which would limit its robustness. The
resulting models can be used to recognize nonrigid shapes, interpret scenes com-
posed of many overlapping shapes, and to identify shape parts. These methods
are practical and fast, despite their use of graph matching. This is demonstrated
by the current implementation in a 2-D vision system that recognizes hand ges-
tures in real time.

1.1 Overview

The approach presented here attempts to capture si.ii!airity within a class of
shapes represented as sets of primitive parts, by characterizing the range of
values of displacement and rotation between parts, or a relative pose. In a rigid
object these values are constant, but in a nonrigid object they vary between
different object instances, and the range of variations can be different for different
pairs of parts. The objective of learning is to describe a class of shapes using
a structure of relations among parts, where each relation represents a specific
range of displacement and rotation values.

Instead of analyzing each class separately, the entire set of training shapes
is examined for natural groupings of part types and their relative poses in pairs
of nearby parts. Each identified group represents a geometric relation, involving
two parts and a distribution of parameters of their relative pose. A pair of
primitive parts joined by one of the discovered relations is then treated as a
higher-order part, and the grouping process repeats, giving rise to a hierarchy
of parts and relations, similar to the hierarchy proposed by Marr and Nishihara

[5]. While some true relations may be obscured by nearby groups or clouds
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of randam occurrences, and some identified relations can be coincidental, the
pOUpig poess usually discovers a large percentage of true relations.

The clas membership of the training samples is examined only after con-
structing this hierarchy of relations. A shape is described as a graph, whose
vertices are the relations. For each class of shapes the learning process con-
structs a model, which is a group of stochastic graphs. A stochastic graph is a
probability model whose outcomes are graphs.

The key element of learning, recognition, and interpretation methods based
on the graph representation is a fast heuristic for graph matching, that finds
correspondences between vertices of two graphs.

2 Hierarchy of Parts and Relations

2.1 Primitive Parts

An instance of shape is initially represented as a collection of primitive parts.
These parts do not have to be mutually exclusive, that is some parts may overlap.
The collection of parts does not have to cover the entire shape. The literature
on shape provides an abundance of algorithms and techniques for extracting
parts from a two- or three-dimensional shape. Some methods partition the pri-
mary representation, e.g. a curve, surface, or volume into homogeneous regions,
i.e. regions whose local properties are approximately constant. Other methods
identify singularities, that is points or boundaries of the primary representation
which are unique within their neighbourhood, such as edges, comers, local ex-
trema of curvature, or critical points of a surface. Most of the published methods
can be adapted to generate parts that satisfy the requirements of the approach
described in this paper. This approach also allows one to mix together parts
generated by different methods.

Definition 1. A primitive part p is a triple [type, inv, va'], where type is a sym-
bol from a finite alphabet, inv and var are real valued vectors, such that if T is
a rigid transformation, then T(p) = [type, inv, T(var)]

The type symbol specifies the format and interpretation for inv and var vectors,
and it is used to distinguish parts generated by different extraction methods. The
inv vector contains parameters that are invariant under rigid transformations of
the coordinate system. These parameters are specific to the type of a part, which
also remains constant under rigid transformations. Some parts, such as a single
point, have no invariant parameters, that is the inv vector have dimension zero.
The var vector consists of parameters that change with rigid transformations.
This vector carries information related to the part's pose, that is part's position
and orientation in space. In 2-D space pose consists of three values: two coordi-
nates of position and the orientation angle. In 3-D space pose has six dimensions:
three position coordinates and three angles. If the pose of a part can be deter-
mined based on the form of the part, then the war vector is the pose. However,
for parts with symmetries pose cannot be determined completely, but it can be
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mtricted to a number of degres of freedom (for continuous symmetries) or to
a number a( values (for discrete symmetries). The approach described here con-
siders ouiy parts with continuous symmetries such as line, or sphere. For such
pats the war vector contains the maximal number of parameters that constrain
the pm..

Definition 2. A representation by parts of shape S is a set of primitive partsP(S) = A 2'..

The function P in this definition stands for a method used to segment or to
extract parts from S. The representation P(S) should satisfy the following prop-
erties:

1. Invariance: Without presence of noise a rigid transformation should not
change the representation. This means that for any rigid transformation
T, P(S) = {Jp,P2,. . .} implies P(T(S)) = {T(pl),T(p2 ),. ..

2. Locality: A part description should not be affected by shape changes outside
of the part's immediate neighbourhood.

3. Stability: The representation should not be significantly affected by random
noise in the image. This means that if S1 and S2 are two noisy images of the
same shape, then there exists a one-to-one mapping between large subsets of
P(SI) and P(S 2 ), where the corresponding parts have identical type symbols,
and similar inv and var parameters.

2.2 Constructing New Parts

To build a structural description of shape one needs to identify symbolic relations
among its parts. All pairwise relations might contain useful information, but
examining all such relations in a large set of parts can be too costly. Therefore,
direct pairwise relations are restricted only to pairs of nearby parts. Pairs of
nearby parts are also used to construct new parts, called composite parts, that
are treated just like the primitive parts. One can find binary relations between
composite parts, and combine a pair of composite parts into a new composite
part.

One can think of a composite part as a root of a binary tree. All non-leaf
nodes of this tree are composite parts, and the leaves are primitive parts. This
binary tree defines the composite part at its root, and determines the order of
operations needed to construct it. Depth of this tree determines the level of the
part at the root. The level of a primitive part is 0, a level-1 part is constructed
from a pair of primitive parts, two level-1 parts give us a level-2 part, and so
on. The current method combines parts with equal levels, so a composite part
at level n has 2" primitive parts as its leaves.

A composite part is represented the same way as d primitive part as
[type, inv, var]. Composite parts are constructed bottom-up, one level at a time
up to a preset maximal level. The construction method in the recognition mode
is a bit different from the learning mode. In the learning mode the construction
process repeats for each level the following sequence of steps:
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1. Cluster the isv vectors of all parts at level k, separately for each part type,
and &asi* a unique label to each cluster.

2. Assign to each part the label of its nearest cluster, or NIL if the nearest
cluster is too far.

3. Terminate if k is equal to a preset maximal level.
4. Find pairs of neighbouring parts with non NIL labels, and construct k + 1

level parts by applying a composition operation.

The recognition mode uses the same construction process, but step 1 (clus-
tering) is omitted, and step 2 uses clusters computed in the learning mode. The
key element of this process is the composition operation used in step 4 to form
new parts.

2.3 Composition of Parts

The composition operation is applied to an ordered pair of parts. The result of
this operation is a composite part represented as [type, inv, var].

The type of the result of composition is a string obtained by concatenating
the types of components, treated as strings. The inv and var vectors of the result
are computed from the var vectors of the components. This operation depends
on symmetry types of the component parts. A symmetry type specifies a group of
rigid transformations which do not change the part's appearance. For example,
an infinitely long cylinder has two continuous symmetries: rotation around, and
translation along the axis. The approach proposed here is restricted to parts
with continuous symmetries. Discrete symmetries, such as the symmetries of a
cube may be treated in future extensions.

The symmetry type of a part is a function of the part type. The symmetry
type of a primitive part has to be given defined for each primitive part type. Sym-
metry types of composite parts are determined by composition rules in Tables 2
and 4.

2.4 Perts in 3-D Space

Table 1 lists six symmetry types that are be used for three-dimensional parts.
The first column shows a simple geom.•.tric form, that exhibits a given type of

Table 1. Part types in 3-D

PART SYMBOLIvar DIMENSION SYMMETRIES EXAMPLES
Point P 3 3R sphere
Line L 4 IR+1T cylinder

Plane S 3 1R+IT plate
Point on line PL 5 1R cone, paraboloid
Line on plane LS 5 1T infinite edge, ridge

Frame F 6 None edge segment
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symmetry. The symmetry trandorm tions are shown in fourth column using a
symbolic notation, where nR which means rotation about n axes, and nT means
an n-dimensional translation. All linear forms in the first column of Table 1 are
assumed to be oriented, that is Line, Plane normal, and Frame axis are lines
with sense.

Symmetry type of the composition of any two of types is always among the
six types listed in Table 1. Table 2 shows the symmetry type and the number of
invariant parameters of the result of composition, for all combinations of operand
symmetry types.

Table 2. Parts composition in 3-D

COMPONENTS RESULT # OF INVARIANTS
P,P PL 1
P,L F 1
P,S PL 1

P,PL F 2
P,LS F 2
P,F F 3
L,L F 2
L,S F 1

L,PL, F 3
L,LS F 3
L,F F 4
SS LS 1

S,PL F 2
S,LS F 2
S,F F 3

PL,PL F 4
PL,LS E 4
PL,F F 5
LS,LS F 4
LSF F 5
F,F F 6

In most cases, it is possible to define composition operation in several ways,
using different formulas for the inv and var parts of the result. These alternative
formulations are equivalent, that is from the composition result for one of the al-
ternatives the result of any other formulation can be computed. The composition
operation is defined below for four cases from Table 2. The following notation is
used: P(z) is the point specified by x, for symmetry types P and PL. L(x) is
the line and r(z) the unit vector for symmetry types L, PL, and LS.

Case 1 Operands z, y of type P.
Result z of type PL:
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war. P(z) is the midpoint between P(:) and P(y), that is '(P(x) + P(y)). L(z)
is the line defned by P(z) and P(y).
inv Distance between P(z) and P(V).

Came 2 Operands: x type P, p type PL.
Result z of type F:
vue. The frame origin is the midpoint between P(z) and P(y). The orientation
of the first axis is given by the unit vector

P(x) - P(p)

IP(z)- P(y)l

The remaining axes are obtained by a Gramm-Schmidt orthonormalization: Let
V = r(y) - (r(y) u)u then a unit vector (v) = V/IVI defines the second axis;
the third axis is w = u x v.
"int. Distance between P(x) and L(y), and signed distance from P(V) to the
projection of P(z) on L(y).

Came 3 Operands: z, y type PL.
Result z of type F:
var. Frame is computed as in Case 2, using r(x) + r(y) instead of r(y) to find
the second axis.
inv. Distance between P(:) and P(y), angle between r(x) and u, angle between
r(y) and u (u defined as in Case 2), and angle between the two planes defined
by a line through P(x) and P(y) and vectors r(x), and r(y), or angle between
normals to these planes.

Case 4 Operands: x, y type F:
Result z of type F:
var: Frame is computed as in Case 1, using the sum of the unit vectors from all
six axes of : and y instead of r(y) to find the second axis. If this sum is 0 then
any subset of the axes can be used.
intr. Six parameters of rigid transformation from x to y.

2.5 Parts in 2-D Space

Symmetry types in 2-D form a subset of symmetry types in 3-D. This subset
consists of three symmetry types listed in Table 3. The composition operation

Table 3. Part types in 2-D

PART SYMBOL var DIMENSION SYMMETRIES EXAMPLES
Point P 2 IR circle
Line L 2 IT edge

Point on line PL 3 None edge segment
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COMPONENTS RESULT # OF INVARIANTS
P,P PL I
P,L PL 1

PPL PL 2
L,L PL 1

L,PL, PL 2
PL,PL PL 3

in 2-D is defined in Table 4.
Each cane of 2-D composition can be derived from a corresponding 3-D case,

as shown in the example below.

Came 4 Operands: x, ytype PL in 2-D.
Result z of type PL:
var. P(z) and L(z) correspond to the origin and the first axis in Case 3 above.

inv.. Distance between P(z) and P(y), and the two angles between vectors r(z)

and r(y), and the line through P(m) and P(y).

2.6 Ordering Pairs of Parts

The procedure for matching the structural descriptions requires the arguments
of binary relations to be ordered. To order a pair of parts (z, y) the following
three-step procedure is used. If z and y have different types then they are ordered
according to a lexicographic order of their types. If the types are identical, but
the parts have different labels, then they are ordered by their labels. If the labels
are the same then an ordering function f(x, y) is used. An ordering function must
have the following properties:

1. There is a partial order relation > defined on the ranp 1i f.
2. Generally, f(z,y) 0 f(y,x).
3. For any rigid transformation T, f(z, y) > f(y, z) in r.'r s that

f(Tz, Ty) > f(Ty, Tz). Of course this is satisfied if I(z, y) = f(Tx, Ty).
This property ensures that the order specified by f is invariant under rigid
transformations.

With the aid of f one orders parts z and y as (z, y) if f(z, y) > f (y, z), and
vice versa. If neither f(z, y) > f(y, z) nor f(y, z) > f(z, y), then parts cannot
be ordered.

An example of such a function for 2-D parts z and y and symmetry types L,

or PL, is the signed angle between part orientations r(x) and r(y).
An example for 3-D parts with symmetry type PL is the first angle invariant

in Case 3, Sect. 2.4.
Using an ordering function presents a minor problem. A natural cluster that

intersects the hypersurface f(z, y) =f(y, x) will be split into two clusters. This

S~j. ~&
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is an undesirable feaiture, since such a split is purely artificial. Split clusters can
be merged using the following consolidation procedure.

For each cluster Ci form an inverted cluster -C,, then find a cluster C' in
a set Ci + 1, lC + 2,..., which is nearest to -C,. An inverted cluster -C is a
cluster formed by reversing the order of composition of elements of C. In most
cases such an operation is a function of cluster parameters, so it does not require
reprocessing the cluster elements. If -C, and C' are sufficiently close then merge
-C, into C', provide a pointer from C, to C', and delete all clusters that point
to Ci. In addition, delete any cluster that is close to its own inverse.

If the above procedure is used then the labelling step is modified as follows:
If a composite part is assigned to a cluster a that points to a cluster b, then the
part is inverted and receives the label of the cluster b.

2.7 Extracting Relations

The label of a primitive part symbolically describes an invariant property (unary
relation), such as size or curvature. The label of a composite part P describes
"a binary relation between its two component parts (children). It also describes
"a 4th-order relation among the part's grandchildren (if any), 8th-order relation
among the great grandchildren, and so on, until it finally describes a 2"-ary
relation over a set of primitive parts.

After constructing the composite parts up to a preset level, one retains only
their labels, and the parent-child links. The resulting structure is a graph with
labeled vertices, that are grouped into layers according to their depth. The leaves
of the graph represent the primitive parts; other vertices represent composite
parts. This graph contains all the information about the shape, that is used for
recognition and interpretation.

3 Graph Representation

A directed graph is a set of vertices V and a set of directed edges E. Beginning
with a directed graph, a special case of a hypergraph called a layered graph is
defined recursively. A vertex v E V will is called a level-O vertex, or a leaf. Two
level 0 vertices connected by an edge will be called a level-1 vertex. Given a set of
directed edges between pairs of level-1 vertices, one acan similarly define a level
2 vertex, and generally define a level-n + 1 vertex as an ordered pair (vI, v2),
where v, and V2 are level-n vertices. Their order corresponds to the direction of
the edge between v, and v2. Such a structure is called a layered graph.

A layered graph can be represented by a directed acyclic graph, whose ver-
tices correspond to the vertices of the layered graph, and whose edges show the
hierarchical dependency among vertices. The terms parent, child, ancestor, de-
scendant, and leaf, are used for the vertices of a layered graph in the same sense
as for a tree, except that a graph vertex can have multiple parents.

A layered graph has the following properties:
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1. Each non-haf vertex v has exactly two ordered children, distinguished as
left(v) and righ*(v).

2. Fbr every vertex v, each path between v and a leaf vertex has the same
length. This length is called the level of v.

3. Two vertices can have no more than one common parent.

In addition, it is assumed that each vertex v of a layered graph has a label L(v),
which is a symbol from a finite alphabet, and there is a separate alphabet for
each level. Such a graph is a special case of an attributed hypergraph: the leaves
of the layered graph are vertices of a hypergraph, while the higher-level vertices
are the hyperedges.

A group of layered graphs that are not identical can be described using a
probability model whose outcome is a layered graph, or a stochastic layered
graph. This model is defined just like a layered graph, except that each of its
vertices is associated with a probability distribution over a set of labels, rather
than a single label. A probability of finding the label I at a vertex v will be
denoted by p(llv).

Further, a layered graph and a layered stochastic graph are called respectively
"a graph and a stochastic graph, providing it causes no confusion.

If T is a mapping from the vertices of a stochastic graph M onto the vertices of
"a graph H, one assigns to each mapped vertex of M the label of the corresponding
vertex of H. The probability of H, given M and T, P(HIT, M) is the probability
of this set of assignments. Assuming independently distributed vertex labels,
P(HIT, M) is simply the product of the probabilities p(L(Tv)Jv), where v is a
vertex of M, and Tv is the vertex of H assigned to v by T.

4 Graph-based Recognition and Learning

4.1 Minimal Representation Criterion

The minimal representation criterion ([14], [9]) was introduced to guide inference
of models in cases when the maximum likelihood fails. Its formulation has been
inspired by the pioneering work of Solomonoff [16]. This criterion seeks a minimal
length program generating observed data X, among a given set of programs for
a Turing machine. The Turing machine is treated here as a general purpose
decoding device, where a program (with a null input) is a code for the output
sequence. Mapping a family of probability distributions to a subset of programs
and seeking a distribution corresponding to a minimal program results in an
inference rule that select a distribution P that irinimizes

C(P) - log2 P(X) ,

where C(P) is the number of bits needed to specify the probability model P, or
the cost of P. This criterion is equivalent to the minimal description length or
MDL principle of Rissanen [7], and closely related to the information measure
of Wallace and Boulton [18], but it was derived independently.
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4.2 Matching Graphs

A key mechanism of a learning system based on a graph representation is a
method for establishing a mapping between elements of two graphs, or graph
matching. Based on the minimal representation criterion, the task of matching a
stochastic graph M to a graph H, is formulated as a construction of a mapping
between vertices of M and H, that maximally simplifies description of H, when
H is represented relative to M. This formulation provides a natural decision rule
for accepting a match, which does not rely on an arbitrary threshold. Intuitively,
it works as follows: If part of M fits to a part of H, then representing H relative
to the matching part of M should cost less than its default representation, inde-
pendent of any model. However, the total cost of representing H with the aid of
M includes an overhead associated with specifying the mapping. If the part of
H represented by M is too small, the saving may not cover the overhead cost,
and it will be cheaper to use the default representation, i.e., to reject the match.

A default representation of a graph is constructed as follows:

1. Specify N, the number of leaves in H.
2. Provide a list of leaf labels, ordered by leaf index.
3. Order pairs of leaves (e.g. lexicographically), and specify the label of the

common parent for each pair (NIL if none).
4. For level 1, order pairs of non-null vertices. For every pair, specify the label

of the common parent (or NIL).
5. Repeat the last step for each higher level, up to a level with all null vertices.

The cost of this representation C(H) is

C(H) = C(N) - , log 2 p(L(v))

where p(l) is a prior probability of the label 1. The first term is the cost of
representing N, the second term is the cost of specifying vertex labels (this
value is within 1 bit from the length of Shannon block encoding).

A graph H can be described relative to a model M, given a one-to-one
mapping T: V1 -+ V2, where V1 C_ V(M) and V2 C_ V(H). To represent H under
this mapping one uses the probability defined by M for labels of the mapped
vertices in V2, instead of their prior probability. The cost of representing H,
given M and T, denoted C(HIT, M) is:

C(H IT, M) = C(H) -Flog 2 p(L(Tv)Iv)

the s cn miT he' sum)H -of p(L(Tv))

where the second term is the sum of bits saved over V2. The cost of describing
H relative to M, C(H, TIM) includes the overhead for specifying T:

C(H, TIM) = C(HIT, M) + C(T) ,

where C(T) is the cost of T. To find this cost, notice that mapping T is com-
pletely determined from its submapping T' restricted to the sets of leaves F(M)



and F(il). T' isamapping from F, C F(M) onto F2 C F(H), such that
T'(v) = T(v) if v is a lead. The fact that Ti determines T is implied by the
Propetty 3 of the layered graph. Therefore, one needs only to specify the leaf
mapping 7", and C(T) - C(T'). If Tr maps k out of n leaves of one graph, to k
outoi m laves of the other, then knowing n and m, Tr can be encoded using

__ _ in!
C(T') = log2 min(n, m) + 1092 n i + o M

(n - k)!k! (in - k

bits. The first term is the cost of specifying k > 0, the second term is the cost of
selecting k leaves of the first graph, and the third term is the cost of selecting k
leaves of the second graph and specifying their permutation. This representation
essentially assigns equal prior probability to each value k > 0. An alternative
is to assume equal prior probability for each mapping, which corresponds to a
constant cost

MIa(n,m) n~ m!

C(T) = log 2  E - n )!
,= (n k)!(m -

The first representation is used, since it is less penalizing to small values of k.
The number of bits saved with respect to the default representation is

Q(H, TIM)= C(H) - C(H, TIM)
=1:~ p(L(Tv)Iv) - C(T)
LEV. p(L(Tu))

If this value is positive, the representation based on M and T should be used
instead of a default representation, since it is less expensive.

The task of matching a graph H with a model M is formulated as a problem
of constructing a mapping T, that maximizes the value of Q(H, TIM). It is
easy to show that the problem of finding a maximal isomorphic subgraph, which
is NP-complete, is a special case of the above problem, so the maximization
of Q(H, TIM) is NP-hard. Therefore, one must compromise and accept a quasi-
optimal solution obtained by heuristic search. The fast graph-matching heuristic
described below is an improved version of the method from [10].

The procedure for matching H with M consists of two steps, called map and
refine. Map finds an initial mapping T that maximizes an upper bound of Q,
then refine iteratively edits T until Q reaches a local maximum.

The function map uses contextual similarity as a basis for the leaf assignment.
One can think of a vertex v of a layered graph'as a relation l(fl, f2,... , ft), where
I is the label of v, and fl, 2,... are recursively ordered leaf descendents of v.
Similarly, a vertex v of a stochastic layered graph is associated with a relation
1(f1, f2,...,f%), which has the probability p(/jv). The context ofa leafv is the set
of relations associated with its ancestors. The context is described by a support
of the leaf v.

Defnition 3. A support SPS(v) of a leaf v of a layered graph, is a set of pairs
{(R, K)), where R describes a relation by its label and the position of the vertex
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v in its argument list, and K is the number of occurrences of R among ancestors
dav. A mppot ofa loaf dastochastic layred graph, is a set of pain {(R,G)},
whe R ri describes a relation, as above, and G = (G1, G2 ,...) is a list containing

a value 2-1"1(s) log tl for each occurrence of R in an ancestor u of v, for
p~lPii)

wch > 1. This list is sorted in a decreasing order. The factor 2-ImIve(s)
divides equally the support of u among its leaf descendents.

DSnltkon 4. A similarity S(u, v) between a leadu of a graph and a leadv of a
stochastic graph is

mi%(KIGI)

(R,K)ESPS(s) i=O
(RG)ESPS(v)

Similarity S(u, v) provides an upper bound on an increase of Q resulting from
adding an assignment (u, v) to T.

Map finds a mapping that maximizes the sum of similarities between mapped
leaves, by solving an assignment problem. This mapping is iteratively improved
by refine, which deletes or adds one assignment in each iteration, seeking a
maximal increase of Q. The iteration stops when no single addition or deletion
can further improve Q.

4.3 Recognition and Interpretation

Given a graph H and a library of stochastic graph models
ML = {Mo, M 1, M2 ,..., M,}, where M0 is an empty graph, one might want
to select one model M which is in some way nearest to H. This task is called
recognition. Since the mapping of H to a single model may not exhaust all the
vertices of H, different subgraphs of H could be mapped to different models.
These mappings taken together form an interpretation of H. Interpretation can
be considered an attempt to explain H using the models from the library as
primitives. Since both recognition and interpretation can lead to a compressed
representation of H, both tasks are formulated as problems of minimizing the
cost of representation.

Recognition problem: Given a model library ML and a graph H, find a
model m in ML, and a mapping T from m to H, that maximizes

Q(H, T, m) = Q(H, Tim) + log2 P(m) , (2)

where P(m) is the prior probability of model m. The empty graph MO is always
associated with a null mapping, so that Q(H, TIMo) = 0 for any H.

A brute-force recognition method seeks a maximum of this expression by
matching H with each model in ML. The computational cost of this method
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search a pnul jicalu a method can be used based on a similarity measure, re-
lWad to the measure defined in (1) that provides an upper bound on Q(H, T, m).
One first computes the similarity between H and each model in the library, then
matches the models, and computes Q(H, T, m) in order of their decreasing sim-
ilarity to H. This search terminates upon reaching a model with a similarity
value les than the highest match score Q(H, T, m) found.

Interpretation problem: Given a model library ML and a graph H, con-
struct a sequence of models ml,m2, i ... , m, where mi E M 1 , M 2,..., M. for
i = 1,2,...,k - 1 and m% = Mo, and a sequence of associated mappings
Ti, T2,..., iTh, to maximize the value of

SQ(H,, TIm,) + log2 P(m,),
i=1fi

where the graphs Hi, i - 1, 2,. . ., k are constructed recursively as follows:

-H, =H.
- Form H,+1 from H, by removing all vertices of H, mapped to in, by T,.

A heuristic method for graph interpretation solves the recognition problem,
first for H, = H, then for H2, etc., until some graph Hi, is recognized as M0 .
Since interpretation requires multiple recognitions, the preclassification method
described above can be used to speed it up.

4.4 Learning Graph Models

Models used for recognition and interpretation are learned from a training set
of shape examples represented as layered graphs, and their class assignments.
The objective is to describe shape classes using stochastic graphs. This task can
be approached in two ways. First, a single stochastic graph can be forced to
represent all examples within a class. However, such a model may not perform
well if the graphs in a class are not sufficiently similar. In such a case, attempt
can be made to divide the class into subclasses consisting of mutually similar
graphs, and to use a separate stochastic graph to describe each subclass. This
task is similar to classical clustering problems, except the objects of grouping
are graphs, so it is referred to as graph clustering. The remainder of this section
describes a method for fitting a single stochastic graph to a set of graph examples,
and two methods of graph clustering.

4.5 Forced Fit

This learning procedure incrementally constructs a stochastic graph from a se-
quence of graph examples. Given a sequence of graphs H1, H2,..., H1,, the first
graph H1 is converted to a stochastic graph Ml1, by assigning a probability value
to each vertex label, using the formula in (3) below. The following graphs are then
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usd to updat the model, which results in a sequence of models MIA, A•2,.. . t,.M,
using the following match-and-merge operation.

A graph Hx+l is matched with model M, giving a mapping T. Since T maps
a subset of leaves of M. to a subset of leaves of H.+1, generally some leaves
of M. and H.+l remain unmapped. The mapping T and the graph M. are
extended to Tr and M' in the following way: Initially M' is set to M.. For each
unmapped leaf! of H.+l, a new leaf f' is added to M', and a pair (f', f) is
added to T. Then new higher-level vertices are added to M', such that each
vertex of M' has a corresponding vertex in H.+,. The mapping of these vertices
is determined by recursively following child-to-parent links. Finally, vertex-label
statistics for the vertices of M' are updated, based on the labels of their matches
in H.+l, and new label probabilities are computed using the Bayes estimator:

P(i) = n(i) + 1
n+k ' (3)

where n(i) is the number of occurrences of label i among n observations, and k
is the number of different labels. The final form of graph M' is then taken as
M.+l. The last graph MA, obtained this way is used as the model of a class.

4.6 Graph Clustering

Graph clustering is a task of dividing a set of graphs into groups, such that
similar graphs are grouped together. Previously proposed methods for clustering
graphs ([4], [20]) share the requirement for user-specified parameters or other
subjective devices to control the number of clusters, or cluster separation. Here
the clustering of graphs is formulated in a non ad hoc manner, as an optimization
task void of any free parameters. The optimality measure is based on the criterion
of minimal representation.

Graph clustering problem: Given a sequence of graphs I = HI, H 2,..., HN,
construct a set of stochastic models, ML = MI,M 2 ,...,Mh, such that when
graphs in I are represented relative to models in ML, the total cost of repre-
senting ML and I is minimum.

The set of all graphs that are represented relative to the same model is called
a graph cluster. To avoid the need for encoding label distributions for a stochastic
graphs, a model is represented predictively using a small set of cluster members
called internaL The remaining members of the cluster are called ezternal. This
approach is related to Rissanen's predictive minimal description length principle
[8], but it does not depend on the ordering of data elements.

A model MA, i > 0, will be represented by a generating sequence of ni graphs
from I, Ii = Hl, Hi2, . .., Hi,, (internal members). The forced-fit algorithm
applied to this sequence results in a sequence of mt, 'els Mil, At 2 ,..., Mii,.
The last model in this sequence is then used as the model Mi of a cluster i. A
default representation is used for the first graph in the generating sequence, then
remaining graphs are encoded predictively, that is a graph Hj+1 is represented
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relative to a model Mv. In addition, for each graph in Ii, the position in I must
be encoded to preserve the initial ordering of I.

The total representation for M L and I consists of the following parts:

1. The length N of I, and the number of clusters K.
2. The predictive encoding of a generating sequence for each cluster.
3. The position of each of n = E nZ internal members in I.
4. For each external member H of some cluster, a cluster "adex i, and the

representation of H relative to Mi.
5. For each free (not a member of any cluster) graph H, the index of the group

of free graphs, and the default representation of H.

An incremental clustering method begins by forming a cluster from the first
element of I, then it assigns each successive element to its nearest cluster, or
creates a new cluster containing this element, based on the value of (2). The
nearest cluster is the one which gives maximal value to this expression; a new
cluster is formed if this value is not positive. After examining the last element of
I, all singleton clusters are eliminated, and their members become free graphs.

While the above method is simple and fast, its results depend on the order of
data, and it tends to find only well separated clusters. A second graph clustering
method uses an agglomerative procedure, that does not dependent on the order
of samples. While this method is more expensive than the previous one, it usually
results in cleaner clusters and lower representation cost.

Beginning with a default representation for each graph in I, and 0 clusters,
the program repeatedly applies one of the following moves, until there is a single
cluster containing all elements of I:

1. Form a new cluster from a pair of free graphs.
2. Assign a free graph to one of the clusters, as an external member.
3. Merge two clusters by assigning members of the first cluster to the second

cluster as external members, and removing the first cluster.

Each iteration selects the move, which results in a minimal representation cost
after the move, even if this cost increases. When a new member is added to a
cluster, the program attempts to reduce its cost by appending external members
to the generating sequence. The final result is the best among the examined sets
of clusters.

5 Final Remarks

The graph learning and recognition methods described above have been im-
plemented in a Common Lisp system. The relation constructor has been pro-
grammed so far only for the 2-D case, using one type of a primitive part: a local
extremum of curvature of the boundary of a planar shape. This part has one
invariant parameter: the curvature. The var vector contains the position of the
extremal point, and the direction of the curve normal at this point, that is its
symmetry type is PL. The symmetry type of all the composite parts derived
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frhm them pimitaves is also PL. The system has been trained to recognize three
posturm of a flexible toy and it achieves over 99% recognition accuracy on iso-
lated cama. It also recognizes occluded objects, but its accuracy drops with the
number of invisible parts.

The 2-D recognition method was also implemented in a real-time vision sys-
tem GEST. The first version (13] used a network of 30 processors, and it pro-
cessed 4 video frames/s. The current version [12] uses 3 processors (SUN 4 and
Intel i860) and its throughput is 10 - 20 frames/sec, with latency of 100 - 150
ms. GEST has been trained to recognize 10 hand gestures. It is used as an input
device that allows the user to interact with 3-D graphics programs using hand
signs.

A first 3-D implementation will use corner-like parts of symmetry type PL,
that are extracted by a structural stereo system.
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Abstract. The problem of parallel, bottom-up construction of hierarchical struc-
tures adapted to the content of an input image is addressed. This principle is
essential in image analysis and understanding. For each level of the structure,
which is related to a resolution level, the region adjacency graph of a segmen-
tation of the input image is defined. All segmentation and resolution reduction
operations are local, and therefore a complete input-dependent hierarchy can be
built in O[log(image-size)]. The region adjacency graph contraction is achieved
by extracting a maximal independent set (MIS) of the graph. A new parallel
probabilistic method for MIS computation is proposed and discussed. The rep-
resentation uncertainty introduced by the probabilistic component of the hier-
archy construction is reduced through consensus among an ensemble of outputs
obtained from the same input image.

Keywords: graph representation, shape description, hierarchical processing, im-
age segmentation, maximal independent set, probabilistic algorithms, consensus
approach, stochastic symmetry breaking.

1 Introduction

Multiresolution image analysis is a widely used tool in computer vision. A hier-
archical stack of decreasing resolution representations is derived recursively from
the input image, as are defined image pyramids. Each resolution corresponds to
a level of the hierarchical structure, starting at level 0 and ending at level n.
The hierarchy is built bottom-up and in parallel, the values at level I + 1 (called
parents) are computed from the values at level I (called children). The reduction
procedure assures the construction of a hierarchy in O[log(image - size)]. Mul-
tiresolution image analysis exploits the hierarchical architecture and achieves
fast giobal analysis by local processes defined at low-resolution levels. The tradi-
tional hierarchies have a regular structure and are known as image pyramids. In
an image pyramid the resolution is frequently reduced fourfold between adjacent

Peter Meer would like to acknowledge the support of the National Science Foundation
under Grant MI-9210861, and the support of the Rutgers Research Council.
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levels. Numerous applications of image pyramids to feature extraction and image
analysis have been developed [21, 6]. Image pyramids, however, do not have the
right architecture for image analysis. This resolution reduction process is con-
strained by the rigidity of the pyramid and produces artifacts. Contour tracing
with image pyramids is an example of a task where such problems appear and is
discussed in [16]. The artifacts of rigidly structured hierarchical processing were
recognized a long time ago [23] and algorithms in which the parent-children link
weights and the neighbourhood size are iteratively changed were proposed (e.g.,
[8, 2]). However, the resources reallocation approach cannot eliminate completely
the undesired effects (3].

An optimal approach requires that the structure of a hierarchy is adapted
to the content of the input image. This can be achieved only if the structure
of the different levels is described by graphs. Each level of the hierarchy is a
graph adapted to the input; the whole hierarchy is a stack of graphs recursively
reduced from the graph representing the structure of the input. In shape analysis
the homogeneous regions must first be delineated. To segment an image into
homogeneous regions, the region adjacency graph must be used when building
the hierarchy. In Sect. 2 the graph formulation is given, and it is shown that the
construction of the lower resolution representation is equivalent to finding the
maximal independent set (MIS) of the adjacency graph of the current level. A
fast probabilistic algorithm for MIS computation is described. In Sect. 3 the local
operations adapting the structure of the hierarchy to the content of the input
image are discussed. The application to image segmentation is presented in Sect.
4. In Sect. 5 a consensus-based methodology is presented which distinguishes
reliable features from sporadically detected features.

2 Apsolution Reduction with MIS

The hiech. to bc ronstructed is a stack of undirected graphs (G[1]) 1=o...,. The
index I is called tt.; level of G; G[l] = (V[I], E[l]), where V[l] is the set of vertices
and E[1] is the set of -edge- (each edge connecting two vertices). V[l + 1] is an
MIS of V[1] if the subgraph induced by the vertices of V[l + 1] does not have any
edge of E[l]. The graph G[O] is defined on the 8-connected square sampling grid
of the input image. Each vertex at level 1 is linked with a connected subset of
vertices at level I - 1. Tracing top-down these parent-children links, each vertex
at level I delineates a connected subset of vertices at level 0 called receptive field.
When delineation of homogeneous regions is of interest, the hierarchy must be
constructed such that the receptive fields correspond to homogeneous regions at
the input. The edges at level I represent the adjacency relations between these
receptive fields. Thus G[1] is the region adjacency graph of the segmentation of
the input as it is obtained at the resolution of level 1.

The definition of G[l + 1], the reduced resolution version of G[l] is a graph
contraction problem. Three steps must be solved:

- extraction of V[l + 1], a subset of V[l];
- creation of the parent-children links;

----- ---- -
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- computation of E(I + I].

This section presents the extraction of V[( + 1].
To ensure efficient processing, the stack of reduced resolution representations

must be derived recursively from the input through a parallel process.

The vertices retained for level I + I are called the survivors of the resolu-
tion reduction process; they form a subset of the vertices of level 1. The value
associated with a survivor (parent) is the reduced resolution representation of

a neighbourhood on level I (its children) and therefore of the concatenation of
the receptive fields of the children. Parallel processing and significant resolution
reduction between consecutive levels are required. In other words, the selected
survivors for V[I + 1] have to be spread out on G[L] uniformly while they are
significantly less numerous than in V[l]. This kind of problem is well known in
graph theory, in terms of dominating set and maximal independent set [5].

V[l + 1) is defined as a maximal independent set of G[l], and is characterized
by the two following properties:

GI: Two adjacent vertices in G[l] cannot both be selected for V[1 + 1].
G2: Any vertex in V[1] not selected for V[1 + 1] is connected to a vertex which is.

The constraint G2 ensures that the allocation of non-survivors to a survivor
(definition of the parent-children relation) can be performed in one step. The
MIS of a graph is not unique and neither is its cardinality. In Fig. 1 two examples
of MIS of the same adjacency graph G[1] are shown. The receptive fields of the
vertices are also drawn.

Fig. 1. Two examples of maximal independent set for the same adjacency graph. The
solid circles are the selected vertices. The tessellation of the input by the receptive
fields is also shown.
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In order to build the hierarchy in parallel and preserve pyramidal concepts,
parallel methods described in the literature were studied (e.g., [1, 12, 7]). All the
parallel MIS algorithms are based on the same principle.

MIS Algorihm
bein

V[1 + l] := 0; V := V[1];
while V 9 0 do
begin

select IS, an independent set of a subgraph induced by V on G[1];
add IS to V[l + 1];
remove IS and all the vertices adjacent on '3[l] to IS from V;

end
end

The specific parallel MIS algorithms differ by the adopted model of compu-
tation and the way the intermediate independent set IS is selected. The Monte
Carlo technique proposed by Luby [12] is typical.

Selection by Trial and Error
begin

In parallel, for all v in V[l]
compute d(v), the degree of vertex v;
if d(v) = 0, set rand(v) = 1
else set rand(v) = 1 with probability 1/2d(v);
if rand(v) = 1, add vertex v to IS;

In parallel, for all edges (vi, v2 ) E E[l]
if v1 E IS and v2 E IS, remove from IS the vi, (i = 1, 2)

with min d(v,);
end

The Trial and Error selection procedure can be implemented in parallel on
O[IE[l]1-dm.] processors, where IE[Il]I is the number of edges and din,3 is the
maximum degree (that is the maximum number of edges connected to a vertex)
in G[lj. The number of necessary iterations is O[log IV[l]I], proportional with the
logarithm of the number of vertices in the graph [1].

The probability of a vertex to be selected into the intermediate indepen-
dent set is reciprocal to its degree. The selection procedure is biased toward
vertices with a smaller degree to increase the number of retained vertices, that
is, to obtain an MIS of better quality. The deg,-ee-based selection also reduces
the probability that two adjacent vertices are chosen simultaneously. When this
happens, the algorithm must backtrack and remove one of the vertices before
proceeding to the next iteration. Due to backtracking, the Trial and Error se-
lection procedure is not the fastest possible parallel method for obtaining an
MIS. In our approach, a different selection procedure in which all the selected
vertices belong to V[1 + 1] is used. The new procedure is based on a probabilistic
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algorithm for symmetry breaking in parllel environments [13, 14].

ScIhetions by Local Ext vem,

In paraeforall v in V[l]
choose rand(v) from the (0, 1) uniform distribution;
if rand(v) > rand(vi ) for all i such that (v, vi) E E[l]

add vertex v to IS;
end

The vertices selected are those associated with local extrema and therefore
two adjacent vertices can never be chosen in the intermediate independent set
IS. No backtracking is necessary and the Local Extrema method is faster than
the Trial and Error method. Only strict local extrema are considered; ties due
to the finite machine precision are broken at the next iteration. Note that the
procedure implicitly takes into account the degree of a vertex. The higher the
degree, the less probable it is that the vertex has the highest outcome of rand(v)
in its neighbourhood. The number of processors needed to run the parallel MIS
algorithm with Local Extrema selection is V[11, the number of vertices in the
graph. Thus implementation of this procedure requires a minimum number of
processors.

The performances of the two selection procedures were compared by simula-
tions. The first three levels of a hierarchy were built recursively. The 8-connected
graph of a 64 x 64 sampling lattice was used as the adjacency graph G[0] for
the base of the hierarchy. The extracted MIS V[1] induces the adjacency graph
of the next level, G[1]. (The procedure to define the new adjacency relations
that is, E[i], will be discussed in Sect. 3.) From G[1] its MIS V[2] was extracted
and the adjacency graph G[2] of the second level obtained. From G[2] the set
of vertices retained for the third level V[3] was extracted. Fifty hierarchies were
built with each selection procedure.

The rate of convergence of the MIS algorithms was monitored through the
number of iterations required to extract an MIS. Each iteration corresponds to
a cycle of the loop in the MIS algorithm. Note that due to backtracking an
iteration with the Trial and Error procedure requires more steps than with the
Local Extrema method. The quality of the obtained MIS was measured by the
number of vertices retained in the set. The statistics computed: mean, standard
deviation, minimum and maximum value of the range, are given in Tables 1-6.

Both selection procedures generate MIS of similar sizes, the Trial and Error
procedure yielding slightly larger sets. The Trial and Error procedure requires
about log(number - of - vertices) iterations as predicted by the theory [1]. The
Local Extrema procedure selects the surviving vertices based on their immediate
neighbourhood on the graph, and its rate of convergence depends only weakly
on the number of vertices in the graph. The number of iterations is also more
stable than that of the Trial and Error procedure.
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Table 1. Trial and Error procedure, Ar Table 2. Local Extrema procedure, ist
level level

Mean Std.dev. Min Max Mean Std.dev. MiJ Max
No. iterations 13.281 2.01 111 21 No. iterations 3.98 0.311 3 15
No. vertices 789.31 7.87 1775 806 No. vertices 779.7 8.34 17597971

Table 3. Trial and Error procedure, Table 4. Local Extrema procedure,
second level second level

Momus Std.dev. Min Max Mea Std.dev. Min Max
No. iterations 9.44 1.70 16 14 No. iterations 3.32 1 0.47 3 4
No. vertices 194.3 4.77 1183 205 No. vertices 188.5] 5.30 176 199

Table 5. Trial and Error procedure, third Table 6. Local Extrema procedure, third
level level

MeanlStd.dev. IMin Max] Mean Std.dev. Misn Max
No. iterations 7.92 2.24 4 15 No. iterations 2.94 0.37 2 4
No. vertices 54.8 3.07 47 62 No. vertices 52.4 3.39 _43 59

3 Adaptive Hierarchical Structures

To define the hierarchy completely, parent-children links must be created, as well
as E[ + 11.

The graph G[I + 1] cannot be defined without creating the parent-children
links from which E[l+ 11 can be obtained. By using the MIS for the graph con-
traction, a non-survivor vertex is always connected with an edge to a survivor.
The parent-children links can thus be established in parallel with local processes.
After the non-survivors are allocated, the edges in E[l + 1] are simply defined by
the adjacency between the receptive field of V[1 + 1] on G[I]. Note that all the
necessary information is available locally. In Fig. 3 the adjacency graph repre-
senting the structure of the next level in the hierarchy is shown for the example
in Fig. 2. The receptive field of a parent is the concatenation of the receptive
fields of its children.

The procedures described earlier do not take into account the information
available at the bottom of the hierarchy. To adapt the structure of the hierarchy
to the content of the input:

- G[I], the adjacency graph of the current level, must be transformed into a
similarity graph S[], and

- the parent-children links must depend on the values assigned to the vertices,
that is, the representations of the receptive fields.

The similarity graph is defined in parallel using only local processes.
Let g(v) be the value associated with vertex v (for instance the average grey-

level). This value is computed from the values of the children of the vertex.
Extraction of the similarity graph S[1] from the adjacency graph G[4] means
definition of arcs (directed edges) between two adjacent vertices whenever a



Fig. 2. Allocation of non-survivors. Fig. 3. Reduced resolution representation.

distance measure of the values associated with the two vertices is less than a
predefined threshold. The similarity graph is obtained with the following parallel
procedure.

Similarity Graph Definition
begin

In parallel, for all v in V[l]
while (v, v,) E E(l] do
begin

if jIg(v,) - g(v)1IH < T(v), set Ai = 1;
if 1Ig(v,) - g(v)IJ > T(v), set A, = 0;
if X, = 1, retain the arc (v, vi) in Sl1];

end
end

The Similarity Graph Definition procedure allocates a class membership to
every vertex connected to the vertex v. The procedure is executed in parallel
for all the vertices and thus can have at most d,..,. steps. The distance measure

11.11H is contingent upon the employed criterion H for homogeneity. All the arcs
starting from v are now weighted with the binary variable A, and the neighbour-
hood of v is dichotomized into two classes. If the distance between the values
associated with the two vertices v and vi is less than a threshold, it is concluded
that the receptive fields of the two vertices can be fused, that is, under the ho-
mogeneity criterion they belong to the same region. The decision threshold T(v)
is neighbourhood specific and in general I1g(vi) - g(v)llf < T(v) does not imply
that I1g(v) - g(vi)11H _• T(vi), since the two thresholds are computed based on
neighbourhoods that only partially overlap: an arc from v to v, may not be re-
ciprocated by an arc from vi to v (Fig. 4). Thus, the class memberships define a
directed similarity graph S[1].
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Fig. 4. Local class mnemberships, as arcs. Fig. 5. Resolution reduction and
allocation of non-survivors.

To take into account the information available at the input, the selection con-
dition in the Local Extrema procedure has to be modified to: if rand(v) >
Xrand(v,) for all i as (v, vi) E E[f], add vertex v to I. The random value of
the vertex v is compared only with the random values of those vertices in its
neighbourhood which were classified as being in the same clas. These vertices
are connected to v by an arc. The graph contraction condition G1 is satisfied
only for the similarity graph but not for the adjacency graph of level 1. Two
survivors may now be neighbours on G[l] if they are not connected by an arc
in the similarity graph. V[1] is a dominating set of the directed graph S[1] (it
verifies properties (Gi) and (G2)).

Note that a non-survivor vertex of V[l] can be connected in G[1] to vertices
retained for V[1+ 1] (survivors). The vertex (child) will be allocated to the vertex
in V[l + 1] (parent) from which it is at minimum distance. After the survivors
are allocated, the edges of the adjacency graph G[1 + 1] can be obtained using
the graph G[l] and the receptive fields of V[1 + 11 delineated on it. In Fig. 5
the resolution reduction aud the allocation of non-survivors are shown for the
example in Fig. 4.

4 Image Segmentation

The presented adaptive hierarchy construction method starts from an input im-
age and recursively generates the coarser representations. The value g(v) as-
signed to each vertex which is the average grey-level of its receptive fields, can
also be computed recursively. For every homogeneous region of the input a sepa-
rate hierarchy is built having approximately log(region-size) levels. The resolu-
tion reduction ratio is no longer fixed at four as in the case of rigidly structured
image pyramids, although it is close to it. The receptive field of a vertex at the
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apex of a hierarchy, the root of that hierarchy, represents the entire homoge-
neous region. The root adjacency graph is defined by the apexes of the different
hierarchies. This graph describes the spatial relations among the delineated ho-
mog•neous regions. Hierarchies built over different homogeneous regions have
different heights. The value associated with an earlier detected region may be-
come within threshold distance of a neighbour on the adjacency graph of a higher
level. Thus the region may disappear at subsequent levels, its receptive field be-
ing fused into a larger region. In our segmentation applications, this procedure
gave better results than removing the region from subsequent adjacency graphs
or making it an automatic survivor. For tasks with more complex homogene-
ity criteria, however, a careful analysis is needed to assess which of the region
preservation strategies is adapted.

Additional local information can also be incorporated into the construction of
"a hierarchy. Jolion and Montanvert [9] proposed a variant in which the chances of
"a vertex becoming a survivor are improved if its neighbourhood is more homoge-
neous. Montanvert and Bertolino [181 defined a quality measure for the contours
separating adjacent receptive fields. This measure is recursively derived from dis-
continuity information available at the input. The Similarity Graph Definition
procedure then uses both contour quality and grey-level difference.

Fig. 6. Original image.

As an example, the segmentation of the 64 x 64 grey-level image shown in
Fig. 4 was performed using these adaptive hierarchies. The receptive field of
each root vertex delineates a constant valued region at the input. The results
for two different adaptive hierarchies (constructed with different outcomes of
the random variables in the selection procedure) are shown in Figs 7-10. The
receptive fields are coloured with their average grey-level. The number of vertices
in the root adjacency graph were 112 and 94 respectively. The large number of
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Fig. 7. Output of the first segmentation: Fig. 8. Output of the first segmentation:
Average grey-level coloured receptive fields. Randomly coloured receptive fields.

Fig. 9. Output of the 2nd segmentation: Fig. 10. Output of the 2nd segmentation:
Average grey-level coloured receptive fields. Randomly coloured receptive fields.

vertices in the root adjacency graph is due to the many vertices having small
receptive fields. The quality of the segmentations is given in Figs 8 and 10: the
receptive fields (homogeneous regions) are coloured with arbitrary grey-levels.

High contrast features (like the black blobs) have similar shapes in both seg-
mentations but regions with blurred boundaries present significant changes. The
variations are due to the probabilistic survivor selection procedure. A different
set of survivors will have slightly different neighbourhoods and thus different g(v)
values. The cumulative effect of these small differences may lead to significant
changes in the segmented image. The structural uncertainty of the hierarchies
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is inhermtly embedded into the method and will always yield shape uncertainty
for the delineated regons. Employing robust local operators to dichotomize a
neighburhood cannot yield significant improvement since the sise of the neigh-
bourhood is too small for any estimator. Graph theoretical analysis of hierarchi-
cal structures obtained by recursive application of the MIS algorithm is given
in [11]. Montanvert et a. [17] discuss the practical issues in constructing the
adaptive hierarchies and the influence of the probabilistic selection procedure on
the outcome of a task.

The shape uncertainty can be reduced, however, when several output images
are combined together into a consensus image as proposed in Sect. 5.

5 Performance Improvement by Consensus

Assume that several output images are derived from the same input image.
For example, several segmentations are obtained as in Figs 7-10 for the same
input image. When the output images differ only in the uncertainty of the repre-
sentations, a consensus approach can reduce this uncertainty. Consensus means

Fig. 11. Consensus for segmenting the Fig. 12. Consensus combining 5 output
original image combining 1 output image. images.

"t'general (all or most) agreement in opinion". A formal description of the consen-
sus paradigm is given in [15]. The necessary conditions for successful application
of the consensus approach are:

Cl: Representations in different output images are outcomes drawn from the
same distribution.

C2: The mode of the distribution is the optimal representation.
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Fig. 13. Consensus combining 10 output Fig. 14. Consensus combining 30 output
images. images.

For example, a low contrast region extracted as homogeneous from the image
in Fig. 4 has different shapes in the two segmentations shown in Figs 7 and 9.
The two delineations of the region are regarded as the outcomes of a random
process. The mode of the distribution governing the process then defines the best
possible delineation of the region, given the input and the employed homogeneity
criterion (piecewise constant). The condition C1 implies that the most probable
delineation of the homogeneous region can be found by combining many output
images.

To compare the different segmentations, the output images (segmented im-
ages) are transformed first. For every pixel in an output image the number
of its 8-connected neighbours having the same label (that is which are in the
same region) are counted. The transformed output image thus retains only the
boundaries of the delineated regions. An example of a transformed output image .

is shown in Fig. 11. The image is scaled between 0 and 255. Higher pixel values
correspond to more homogeneous neighbourhoods. When several transformed
output images are combined the scores are cumulated pixelwise in a consensus
image.

In Figs 12-14 consensus images taking into account an increasing number of
outputs are shown. As more segmentations are used, regions not present in the
first image (Fig. 11) are revealed. The region boundaries at the bottom-right are
a good example. The consensus process practically converges after combining 10
outputs and no significant changes appear later. In the consensus image every
pixel carries a measure for the homogeneity of its neighbourhood.

The consensus paradigm is a powerful approach. Using the simplest local
homogeneity criterion (difference of grey-levels) all the important features (dis-
continuities relative to a piecewise constant model) of a grey-level image are
delineated. The probabilistic nature of the adaptive hierarchy construction was
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exploited to reduce the uncertainty of the output and to eliminate the artifacts of
the segmentation. The consensus approach was also applied successfully to elimi-
nate the block effects in a pyramid-based image smoothing [20], and to reduce the
importance of cluster position on pyramidal delineation of compact dot patterns
in an image [221. Consensus can become useful when constructing a hierarchy
to obtain robust local decision thresholds for the Similarity Graph Definition
procedure. The distribution of local thresholds is analysed at a higher level of
the hierarchy for several different constructions. The most probable threshold is
then broadcast top-down to all the vertices in the receptive field.

6 Conclusion

A system to perform shape delineation for grey-level images has been described.
All the procedures are executed in parallel and in O[log(image - size)]. Some
of the principles can be compared with some parallel techniques for image seg-
mentation [4). The approach was also used for curve pyramids and contour ap-
proximations [10, 191.

Several outputs (segmented images) are derived from the same input and are
combined to yield a more accurate result. This representation can then be used
to guide further processing in a top-down fashion. The method of recursively
building the hierarchy is a general one: Any (scalar or vector) value computed
from a receptive field can be associated with its vertex as long as the computa-
tion can be performed recursively. Thus, extraction of shape descriptors for the
delineated regions is immediate and is obtained in logarithmic time.

The principles behind the described technique recall biological systems where
a large uncertainty of individual representations (neuronal signals) is compen-
sated by a high degree of parallelism and redundancy as well as by efferent
pathways.
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Abstract. Regular 2 x 2/2 curve pyramids are hierarchical symbolic represen-
tations of curves that can be constructed and processed in logarithmic time. The
rigidity of the regular structure causes drawbacks that were overcome by extend-
ing the concept to irregular pyramids. These have a structure that adapts to the
image data by deriving control information from curve relations. The algorithm
that builds the irregular curve pyramid goes far beyond merely solving the shift
variance problem. It allows the definition of rules for the control that image
data holds on the structure of the pyramid. These rules can be used to reflect
the importance of local elements of shape with respect to a given application.

Keywords: discrete curve representation, dual graph, curve relation, decima-
tion, irregular tesselation, bottom-up construction.

1 Introduction

Digital images represent objects from the real world in a discrete structure.
Such a structure consists of a large set of atomic cells and certain neighbour-
relations. Through analog-to-discrete mapping the properties of real objects are
transformed into relations among the atomic cells of the discrete representation.

The shape of an object may be described either by its boundary or by its
axis, a curve in the middle of the shape. Curves are connected sets of points.
Since the connectivity of curves is their most important property and since this
property is represented only implicitly in grey-level or binary images we have
introduced the scheme of curve relations [3]. It is based on the idea that a curve
crossing the region of an atomic cell (e.g. a square) intersects the cell boundary
exactly twice. To check the connectivity of the curve segments distributed in the
image cells, it is sufficient to verify that the intersection points of adjacent cells
match. The model can be further simplified by identifying only the side of the
cell on which the intersection point is located and not memorizing its precise
coordinates. In this way a curve crossing an atomic cell creates a binary curve
relation between two sides of the cell.
" This work was supported by the Austrian Science Foundation under grant P 8785.
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In Sect. 2 we summarize the properties of the regular 2 x 2/2 curve pyramid [4]
which can be constructed from an image, the content of which is represented by
binary curve relations. In this structure long thin objects can easily be extracted.
The major drawback of the 2 x 2/2 curve pyramid is the position variance of the
object representation (Sect. 2.1). Section 3 summarizes the principles of irregular
pyramids and introduces the idta of representing curves in irregular sampling
grids. The algorithm to construct the stochastic curve pyramid is presented in
Sect. 4. It is based on a stochastic process which selects vertices that survive
during a decimation. In Sect. 5 we show how the construction of the irregular
curve pyramid can be controlled by image data.

2 The 2 X 2/2 Curve Pyramid

In image processing the classical arrangement of cells is a square grid. The 2 x 2/2
pyramid stacks square grids of successively lower resolution in a regular way: cells
of overlapping 2 x 2 reduction windows are SPLIT by their diagonals, deriving
curve relations in the resulting triangles. Groups of four triangles are then merged
into one cell at the next level, building the transitive closure of the curve relations
stored in the triangles (MERGE) [5]. Figure 1 gives an example of how the
representation of a curve is simplified when a cell of the new pyramid level is
constructed.

NN E

/_ _ _s

Fig. 1. Reduction in the 2 x 2/2 curve pyramid

The grid is rotated by 45 degrees, and the number of cells is divided by 2
from level to level. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of such a stack.

A 2 x 2/2 pyramid recursively built with operations SPLIT and MERGE has
been shown to possess the length reduction property [6]. It states that short curves
remain at the lower (i.e. high- resolution) levels of this "curve pyramid" whereas
long curves survive up to higher (i.e. low-resolution) levels. The connectivity is
preserved in the bottom-up building process.

Two applications have demonstrated the efficiency of the concept: structural
filtering of short curves produced by noise [7, 9, 10] and preserving the contrast
of boundaries in the concept of dual pyramids [16, 8].
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Fig. 2. Structure of a 2 x 2/2 pyramid

2.1 Drawbacks

Unfortunately the 2 x 2/2 curve pyramid has also some drawbacks related to
its rigid structure. These drawbacks are similar in nature to those described by
Bister et al. [1]. The first problem appears as an exception in the "length reduc-
tion" theorem and concerns isolated blobs, i.e. short curves surrounding a vertex.
Such a blob survives the reduction until the vertex it surrounds disappears. This
may be as high as the apex of the pyramid and depends heavily on the position
of the vertex in the pyramid. Blobs that may lead to an exception of the length
reduction property of the curve pyramid cover only a 2 x 2 window. These can
be removed during reduction by an additional local filter.

The second drawback of the 2 x 2/2 curve pyramid involves the representa-
tion of parallel lines. It is not so easy to remedy. Consider two parallel lines at 45
degrees and at a distance of one pixel (Fig. 3b). The corresponding curve rela-
tions form two series of opposite left-right turns. If the vertices (a) between the
two lines survive (Fig. 3c), both lines will be represented at the next two lower
resolutions yielding the same situation as before. However if the vertices between
the parallel lines do not survive, the two lines are merged into one (double) line
(Fig. 3a).
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(a.) (b) (W)

Fig. 3. Parallel lines may or may not be merged

3 Irregular Pyramids

Pyramidal structures that are flexible enough to adapt their structure during
construction have been introduced by Meer [13]. The levels of the stochastic pyra-
mid are not regular (square) grids but general graph structures. The bottom-up
construction first assigns random numbers to all vertices and then selects vertices
with a local maximum of this variable (surviving vertices). Then non-surviving
vertices are assigned to the survivors. All non-survivors that are assigned to a
surviving vertex form the receptive field of this survivor. These receptive fields
determine the neighbour-relations of the reduced graph. Jolion and Montanvert
have related the selection of survivors to the image data in the adaptive pyramid
[2, 15, 14].

This scheme overcomes many of the drawbacks of rigid pyramids because the
structure of the pyramid reflects the structure of the data. Since these pyramids
are characterized by the fact that their neighbour-relations are not regular they
are called irregular pyramids.

3.1 Curves in Irregular Pyramids

Combining the curve relations with the adaptive pyramid seems to solve the
problems with isolated blobs and parallel lines. However, if we decimate the
cells with the curve relations, the number of sides of the larger cells may grow
from level to level and hence also the space required to store the curve relations.

This problem can be solved using the notion of the dual graphs. Let an
edge e = (vl, v2 ) E E connect two vertices vi, v2 E V of the neighbourhood
graph G(V, E). Then the dual of G, G, consists of faces F and of sides E,
G = (F,-E). A side Z- E E C F x F separates two adjacent faces and, at the
same time, it corresponds one-to-one to an edge e E E C V x V which connects
two neighbouring vertices. Sides and edges are differentiated here for formal
reasons; their graphical representation (e.g. in figures) is the same line segment.
We proved that the degree of faces in the dual graphs of irregular pyramids does
not increase [11]. Hence if we decimate the vertices of G(V, E) and not the atomic
cells (= faces) and if we further store the reduced curve relations in faces formed
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by the surviving vertices and their surviving neighbours, the number of sides
of a face does not increase. Starting with a square grid we need to extend our
curve relations only to triangular cells because cells with two straight sides are
not possible. The sides of the reduced grid connect two neighbouring survivors
by a straight line. If this line crosses grid cells of the lower level an extended
SPLIT operation must be applied to find the intersections with the new grid
side. The MERGE operation is also generalized and derives the reduced curve
relations by building the transitive closure of all cells covered by the new grid
cell. With these modifications an irregular curve pyramid can be built. It has the
freedom of selecting which vertices should survive. A simple scoring can control
this process and can force vertices not to survive in the cases that caused the
problems in the 2 x 2/2 curve pyramid.

4 Constructing the Irregular Curve Pyramid

The bottom-up construction of a pyramid assumes image data to be given at
the highest resolution (= lowest pyramid level 0).

A level n + 1 of an irregular pyramid is built on level n by decimating a
neighbourhood graph G,,(V,,, E,,). Decimation produces a subset of surviving
vertices V,,+I C Vn, the parents, and by the use of receptive fields in Gn also the
neighbourhood structure E,.+j of G,,+I(V,.+l, E1,+1 ) [13].

In the curve pyramid, the image data are curve relations expressing the fact
that a curve connects two sides of a cell (face) in a graph G,U. dual to G,.. We
therefore assume that a pair of dual graphs G,,(V,,, E,.) and G,,(TF,, E--) and the
curve relations CR,, C E-- x (-E-u {stop}) for every face in Fn are given. (e, stop)
denotes a curve end. The recursive construction involves three independent steps:

1. G,, is decimated yielding G,.,+.
2. The structure implied by decimation is propagated to the dual graphs 0,_

and G,,+1.
3. Curve relations CR, are reduced from On to GUn.+ yielding CR,,+I C E,+I x

X _+1 U {atop}).

Decimation creates relations between graphs G,. and G,,+i. We propagate
these relations to the dual graphs On- and Gn+1 by means of labels. If we assign
to every vertex v E V,.+1 a unique label 1(v) and if the parents in Gn,+l transmit
their labels to their children in Gn then the children in G, form a segmentation
that reflects the structure of the decimation.

A face f E F is surrounded by vertices. Let L(f) be the set of labels of the
surrounding vertices. Several faces f,, E F,& correspond to a single face fn+l E
F,,+1 after decimation and label propagation. We formally collect them in the
merge area MA(f,+I) of a face f,,+l E F,,+, as follows:

MA(fn+l) := {ffn E F, I L(f,.) _ L(fn+1 )} . (1)

Figure 4 shows an example of a merge area. Faces within the merge area are
outlined in bold. The propagation of labels from parents (o) to children (o) is
indicated by arcs, small characters indicate the labels.
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Fig. 4. Merge aren and boundary of the triangle (A, B, C) E F,+l

4.1 The Extended MERGE Operation

We consider the merge area MA(g) of a face g E F.+l. The boundary of a merge
area g is the set B(g) of all sides that separate faces belonging to MA(g) from
faces not belonging to MA(g):

B(g) {:-= (fi,,i,)-E- I L(f,) 9 L(g)A L(f,) Z L(g)} . (2)

New curve relations are created in a face g E F,1+1 by building the transitive
closure (see Fig. 5) of all curve relations in the merge area MA(g). Among those
are relations that connect distant sides on the boundary B(g).

Sides at level n±+ 1 are spanned by surviving vertices v E V,,+.I Consequently,
we consider a segmentation of the merge area's boundaries. Every such boundary
segment will correspond to one side of En+i. Boundary paths of a merge area

P(p, q) C B(g) (3)

are defined by two surviving vertices p, q E Vn+ with no other survivor lying on
a connection (p, q) and built entirely of sides C- E B(g).

The transfer of the curve relations from level n to level n + 1 by boundary
unification is based on Jordan's curve theorem. A curve relation A(, t) E CR,
connecting a side G of path PA := P(PA, qA) C B(g), ý-j := (PA, qA) E E,,+,
with a side i- of any boundary path PB := P(pB, qB) C B(g), F'•:- (PB, qB) E
En+I creates a curve relation (FA-, "j) in face g:

V,,-)E CRR,,E PA,ijE PB (ei,)E CR. +1 (4)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Steps of the merge process

Example. The boundary in Fig. 4 consists of the following sides:

B(face(A, B, C)) = {1, 5,9,8,7,6,2).

Figure 5 shows a curve traversing the merge area of Fig. 4. It is represented
by the curve relations (6,3), (3,4), and (4,5). New curve relations are created
between two sides on the boundary by transitive closure:

* (6,4) :=(6, 3) (D (3,4);
* (3,5) :=(3,4) 9 (4, 5);
* (6, 5) :=(6, 4) 0 (4, 5) = (6, 3) 0 (3, 5).

After elimination of inner sides 3 and 4 the curve connects sides 6 and 5. The
three boundary paths connecting the surviving vertices (A, B, C) are

"* P(A,B)= {2,6),
"* P(B,C)= {7,8,9},
"* P(C,A) = {5,1}.

Since 6 is on path P(A, B) and 5 on path P(C, A), the curve connects sides (A, B) ,.. ..
and (C, A) in E;+- which is expressed by a curve relation ((A, B), (C, A)) E
CRn,.+ ('unification') in face(A, B, C) E F,+,.

4.2 Isolated and Central Survivors

Unfortunately survivors v. E V,,+, need not always be on the boundary B(g)
of their merge areas. Depending on the neighbours of v., two exceptions can be
differentiated, isolated (Fig. 6a) and central vertices (Fig. 6b):{ isolated, if card{v E BV(g) I (v, V.) E E. V (v., v) E E)} = 1 ,

central, if card{v E BV(g) I (v,v.) E E. V (v.,v) EE.} > 1

where BV(g) := {vi I (vi,vi) E B(g) V (vi,,i) E B(g)} define the boundary
vertices of g. In both cases these non-boundary survivors cannot be connected
to any of their neighbours in face g E F.+,, using only sides of B(9).
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Fig. 6. Isolated and central vertex of a merge area MA(9)

A central vertez v. is completely surrounded by faces g carrying only the label
1(vo). Since l(v°) E L(g), BV(g) contains vertices with label l(v 8 ) but not vo.
The subsequence of vertices in B(g) with label /(v,) is bounded by two vertices
v and w (see Fig. 6 b). Both v and w are neighbours of v. in G, and allow the
following modifications of BV, B, and the label sets of sides in B(g):

1. BV'(g) = fv, E BV(g) I 1(v,) i L(v.)} U Iv, w, v.1;
2. B'(g) = (f1,,f2) E B(g) I (v, v2 ) = (fi,f2),vi E BV'(g) A v2 E BV'(g));
3. Remove L(g) from B(g) - B'(g).

By this modification of the boundary we exclude several faces from merge
area MA(g). It can be shown that the curve relations stored in these faces are
included for transitive closure in another merge area [12].

The edge e, E E,, between an isolated survivor v. and its child is the only
connection to merge area MA(g). Consequently, boundary paths to its neigh-
bouring survivors must contain this edge. If included in the extended boundary
B'(g), side G must be traversed twice to close the extended boundary. Since
eK. corresponds to two different sides in E+1 we introduce an auxiliary curve
relation between the two sides if K is crossed by any curve. This operation is
necessary to preserve the connectivity of the curve in C&+,.

4.3 The Extended SPLIT Operation

Adjacent merge areas may overlap, MA(f) n MA(g) 0 0. Curve relations
in such overlap areas contribute to both merge areas. Jordan's curve theorem
satisfies the consistency if the curve crosses the overlap area from MA(f) to
MA(g). However a false U-turn may be generated (e.g. in face g = face(B, C, D)
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Fig. 7. Overlapping merge areas may create false U-turns

of Fig. 7) if curves remain completely within one merge area, e.g. MA(f) (f -
face(A, B, C) in Fig. 7 ).

An overlap area is imited by two boundary paths P! C B(f) and Pg C B(g).
Since adjacent faces f, g E F.+1 have one side (p, q) E ER+1 in common, both
Pf (p, q) and P.(p, q) connect aio p E V. and q E V.. A curve creating a false
U-turn would cross P1 twice without leaving the overlap across P." We find
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this proprty in two steps. First we initializ all sides , E E+-,,+ with an empty
label set, LS(l) := 0, and accumulate labels on the sides ij of all boundaries
D(s), a e F.+1 with label set L(z), LS(Ej) := LS(iI) U {L(z)}. Second we
propagate the label sets LS of the sides to the curve relations and accumulate
them during transitive closure:

LS(r) := LS(VI) U LS(Ij) for r = (fi, Z2) E CR, (6)

LS(r (Da) LS(r) U LS(s) for r = (tj,iG) E CRR., s- F3i,) E CR(7)

After the transitive closure-boundary unification cycle (MERGE) described
above, any consistent curve relation carries at least two different label sets. We
can therefore delete U-turns which carry only one label set because the curve
enters and leaves an overlap area without connecting P1 and P..

5 Control Information from Curve Relations

The representation of an object in the regular 2 x 2/2 curve pyramid depends
on its position with respect to surviving vertices. In the stochastic decimation
vertices survive depending on a random variable. The value of this variable
provides the means to overcome the position variance problem: depending on
the image data we can add scores to vertices. The rules according to which
scores are distributed depend on the recognition problem to be solved. Scores
on vertices can be accumulated and represent thus the vertices' importance with
respect to a given application.

Our strategy to remove the drawbacks of the regular curve pyramid is double:
eliminating isolated blobs and preserving parallel curves. From this strategy we
derive rules for scoring vertices.

+1 +1 0 +

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Scores are distributed in faces with a curve relation

Isolated blobs are surrounded by a closed curve. They disappear as blobs if
the vertex surrounded by the curve is a non-survivor, and they are preserved
if it survives. Closed curves that surround a single vertex cannot be reduced in
length any more. To preserve the length reduction property of the curve pyramid,
these curves, i.e. the vertices they surround, must be eliminated. A closed curve
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is rApsoted is faese surnudi•g a vwtex. In any of thes faces the curm
relation is a turn aomud this vertex, i.e. the related edges have that vere in
comnon. Since it is desirable that it does not survive during decimation, we add
I to its u•urties in the face (Fig. 8b,c).

I I

Fig. 9. Score distribution for the example of the paraliel lines

Parallel curves are represented in adjacent faces in F,. To preserve those
curves, vertices between them should survive. Therefore scores are also dis-
tributed in faces where the related sides do not form a corner. All vertices that
span the connected sides are therefore incremented by 1 (Fig. 8a). Thus if two
adjacent faces hold a curve relation each, the vertices that these two faces have
in common accumulate the scores distributed in the faces. Yor the example of
the parallel lines, the resulting score distribution is reported in Fig. 9.

The random numbers added to the scores before the decimation are within
[0, 1). Since they do not exceed the quantization step of the score distribution,
the selection of survivors implied by the curve relations remains unchanged.
However, they are used to break the remaining ties, e.g. in areas without curve
relations.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that by means of scores one can control the survival of vertices
in a sampling grid during decimation. We derived the scores from curve relations
stored in the dual graph U of the sampling grid.

The position-variance problem mentioned in Sect. 2.1 has been solved: by
means of the scores we can avoid the merging of two parallel lines, and also iso-
lated blobs can now be eliminated independent of their position in the sampling
grid. However blobs cannot be eliminated in every case, whatever decimation is
chosen. Consider, for example, an image plane where every vertex is surrounded
by a closed curve. Then surviving vertices will also be surrounded by closed
curves. Consequently, we cannot guarantee the annihilation of blobs in all cases,
but images where blobs are forced to survive must show a very high density of
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blobs. This characterizes rather a texture than a representation of objects. To
be sure of identifing objects correctly in the curve pyramid it is necessary that
objects are distinct from their surrounding in all scales considered.

Although motivated by the goal of finding long connected curves in digital im-
ages the scope of the presented approach goes beyond the original goal. Putting
together curve segments that meet in a common point has many analogies in
image analysis as in other fields of computer science. For example, a complex ob-
ject is often composed of several parts which are themselves composed of smaller
parts. These object parts have different physical properties and, hence, may be
recognized as individual image parts. In order to reassemble an object from its
parts, pairs (or triples ...) of parts must satisfy certain constraints, e.g. they
meet at a given angle. Checking all possible combinations of parts is a problem
of high computational complexity ("combinatorial explosion"), as is the problem
of building the transitive closure of a set of relations. This approach considerably
reduces this complexity by

1. embedding the set into a discrete partition of a (geometrical) space;
2. building a hierarchy of partitions using only local processes to aggregate

small parts to larger parts;
3. adapting the structure of this hierarchy to the image data to overcome certain

problems arising in rigid (regular) structures.
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Abstract. A robust method for describing planar curves in multiple resolution
using curvature information is presented. The method is developed by taking
into account the discrete nature of digital images as well as the discrete aspect
of a multiresolution structure (pyramid). The main contribution of this paper
lies in the robustness of the technique, which is due to the additional information
that is extracted from observing the behaviour of corners in the pyramid. Fur-
thermore the resulting algorithm is conceptually simple and easily parallelizable.
Theoretical results showing the behaviour of curvature extrema under varying
scales are developed based on the analysis of curvature of continuous curves in
scale-space. These results are used to eliminate any ambiguities that might arise
from sampling problems due to the discreteness of the representation. Finally,
experimental results demonstrate the potential of the method.

Keywords: 2-D shape description, scale-space, reduction of curvature extrema,
corner detection, multiresolution representation.

1 Introduction

The aim of this work is to introduce a curve description suitable for many higher-
level visual tasks, such as matching used in problems related to stereo, motion,
or object recognition. This description uses the corners or curvature extrema of
curves, since they provide a natural means of segmenting boundaries [2].

A description of curves should clearly be robust under rotation, scaling and
translation. Further criteria of importance for a reliable computer description
are: the computability of the representation by using only local support, the
representation of the description at varying levels of detail and its stability,
defined in the sense of numerical analysis; that is, small changes in the input
should cause only small changes in the representation.

The curve pyramid [11] is first used in order to obtain a representation of
the curve at varying levels of detail. Different resolutions of curves in digital
images are calculated by reducing a small number of curve segments at higher
resolution to one segment at lower resolution. The images (the levels of the
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pyramid) awe superimposed on each other in such a way that there exists a
geometrical relationship between their elements.

Then, a method for calculating corners in parallel is introduced. It is based
on the idea of deciding whether a pixel represents a corner by looking only at
the pixel itself and a few of its neighbors. Continuous curves in scale-space are
considered to analyze the behaviour of curvature extrema under smoothing. The
results obtained are used to define measures for the description of a curve in the
pyramid. These measures form the basis of a stable description.

Previously published methods dealing with descriptions of planar curves that
are based on points of interest along the curve can be broadly classified as those
performing corner detection at one scale and those dealing with descriptions at
different scales. The latter are further classifiable into methods that deal with
the problem in a continuous manner, in scale-space [1, 15], and methods that
represent the data in a discrete way by employing multiresolution structures (e.g.
pyramids [9]) or using symbolic representations of features at multiple scales [17].

Techniques that operate at just one level of resolution may suffer from the
disadvantage of finding many unimportant details while at the same time missing
large rounded corners. Techniques that operate in scale-space on a continuous
representation are quite elaborate, involving considerable overhead. Therefore,
various discretization schemes have been introduced [3]. Although scale-space
methods have produced interesting results, they may be problematic in practi-
cal applications, since they must employ either 1-D [15] or 2-D smoothing [8, 16].
In the first case important large scale structures may be lost, while in the sec-
ond case the topological properties may be destroyed. Finally, techniques that
operate on a discrete pyramid, where the number of grid points is reduced from
one level to the next, are limited to a finite number of resolutions and may suffer
from the problem of undersampling.

The method introduced in this paper, which employs "syntactic smoothing"
(to be explained later), works on a discrete pyramid [11], but takes advantage of
mathematical relationships among curves in scale-space and can thus be consid-
ered as a hybrid algorithm. Although it is of a discrete nature, it is supported by
scale-space information. Furthermore, it combines the advantages of 1-D and 2-D
smoothing, since local 2-D smoothing is performed, but the context information
inherent in the curve is considered.

2 Curvature Points of Continuous Curves in Scale-space

Planar curves are described by points where the curvature has a local extremum
or has the value zero.

Definition I Curvature points. C(t), with t any parameterization, is an ori-
ented, planar, closed curve. The maxima, minima, and zero-crossings of the
curvature are called curvature points. Among the extrema there is a further
distinction as to whether the value of the curvature at these points is posi-
tive or negative. Therefore there exist five classes of points: positive maximum
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(Max'), negative maximum (Max-N, positive minimum (Min+), negative mini-
mum (Min- and inflection point (0) (Fig. 1).

Max* Max* Min* Max*

WCin Min" Max- Min-

Fig. 1. Curvature points of a curve

This classification depends on the orientation of the curve. If it changes,
positive maxima become negative minima, negative maxima become positive
minima and vice versa.

Our method of curve description using curvature employs both the size
(value) and scope of the curvature.

Definition 2 Scope of curvature. Lt C(t) be an oriented, planar, closed
curve. The scope of curvature (B(tA)) with centre at point Ct, consists of the
right and left scope B(tk) = {BR(tk), BL(t&)}. The right scope is the length
of the curve's arc from Ct. to the next curvature point in the positive orienta-
tion, and BL(tt) is the arc's length from Cet, to the next curvature point in the
negative orientation.

Using only the corners detected at one scale is often not useful for creating
a representative description. A resolution that is too fine may show many unim-
portant details and large rounded corners may not be detected, while at too
coarse a resolution important corners may be missed. Therefore, a description
at different scales seems to be desirable. To relate the descriptions at different
scales we need to analyze the behaviour of curves under progressive smoothing.
This method is called scale-space filtering [18]. It is a way of describing a curve
C(t, or) under smoothing with a kernel of width o, where a is treated as a contin-
uously increasing parameter. Q(t, a) is the convolution (*) of a curve Q(t) with
a kernel g(t, a):

C(t, 0) = C(t) * g(t, or).

In principle, there are several possibilities for choosing g(t, a). Babaud et
al. [4] and Yuille and Poggio [19] proved that when filtering a one-dimensional
function z(t) with a Gaussian, no generic zero-crossings and no curvature ex-
trema are created as the scale increases. Bergholm [5] showed that when blurring
with a two-dimensional Gaussian, any closed curve turns into a circle.

An equivalent way of generating the family of signals in scale-space is by
solving the diffusion equation [10]. Lindeberg [13] has analyzed the nature of
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smoothing kernels when dealing with discrete signals, which led to the develop-
ment of a discrete analog of Gaussian kernels and to a discretized version of the
diffusion equation.

The previous studies show that the number of maxima, minima, and zero-
crossings of curvature, for curves that are smoothed in these ways, decreases. In
this paper curves are characterized by their comers; therefore the behaviour of
maxima and minima of curvature under smoothing is analyzed. The following
theorem makes this explicit.

Proposition 3. There are ten possible combinations of three successive curva-
ture points, when the middle one is an eztremum as listed below. The local re-
duction of these triples under smoothing are shown below:

(RI) Mint Maz+ Min+ -- Min+
(R2) 0 Maz+ Mint--. 0
(MS) Min+ Maz+ 0 -. 0
(R4) 0 Max+ 0 -- Ma-
(R5) Max+ Min" Max+ - Max+
(R6) Min- Max- Min -- Min-
(R7) Max- Min- Max -- Max-
(R8) Max- Min- 0 -- 0
(R9) 0 Min- Max- -- 0
(Rio) 0 Min- 0 -- Min+

Max-

Mn~ in ________________

t t

Fig. 2. Reduction of curvature points

To prove the validity of each reduction one needs to plot the curve in 2-D
space, with the z-axis representing the arc length and the y-axis the curvature
and observe in this space when the middle extremum disappears [6]. For example
R1 can be established by comparing Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b.

At this point we need to emphasize that the results of the theorem are of a
syntactic nature and do not involve the smoothing parameter o. The value of a
at which the middle extremum in any of the rules (R1-R1o) disappears depends
on the size and scope of curvature at the points under consideration.
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3 Digital Reprentation of Curves

In this study the curve code [12] is used for encoding curves. A digital image
is overlaid with a grid. Curves are represented by their intersections with the
sides of the square grid cells. This information about intersections is stored in
the cells.

Fig. S. Reduction of curve code in the pyramid

The curve pyramid is obtained by merging the contents of the cells and
producing in this way a stack of images of different cell sizes and different res-
olutions, where the cells' areas at each resolution are twice as large as those at
the next lower resolution. The lattices are rotated by 450 from level to level [12].
In the first step the squares are divided by a diagonal into two triangles (opera-
tion split) and in the second step groups of four triangles are merged and their
contents are reduced to the content of one cell at the lower resolution (operation
merge) [11] (Fig. 3). Since there are two possibilities for splitting a curve, there
are 2' possibilities for building a pyramid of n levels.

3.1 RULI-Chain Code

In order to explain our theoretical research the RULI-chain code has to be intro-
duced. The curve is followed from a starting point to an end point, so the coding
of spatial position within the segments can be dropped. The relative movement
within the cell can be described by one of four different symbols: R for curves
that enter the cell at one border and leave it at the border on the right; L for
curves that turn to the left; I for curves that pass straight through; and U for
curves that enter and leave at the same side (see Fig. 4). A sequence of such
code elements is called a RULI-chain.

u

R I L

Fig. 4. RULI-chain code
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The reduction of a RULI-chain can be done by a formal grammar [12], and
therefore a description of a curve through a RULI-chain code and its formal
reduction becomes equivalent to a description in the curve pyramid.

This syntactic method of reducing the resolution offers an alternative to one-
and two-dimensional smoothing. As mentioned earlier, both of these methods
have disadvantages: two-dimensional smoothing does not necessarily maintain
the topological properties and one-dimensional scale-space descriptions, such
as the analytical one described above, perform less well with spike-like, highly
convex or concave features [14]. With the proposed method these problems can be
overcome because the reduction used is a smoothing of curves in both dimensions,
which takes into account 1-D context information.

4 Corners of a RULI-chain

The corner detection algorithm introduced here is a parallel one; just three or five
picture elements are considered in order to decide if a point represents a corner
and in this way two types of curvature points are considered: Max+ and Min-.
Curvatures whose estimation need more than five pixels will not be detected in
this step.
A code is recognized as originating from curvature if it cannot be created by a
straight line.

The following proposition shows what corners look like in the RULI-chain
code.

Proposition 4. If a corner is detected from a code sequence of up to three (or
five) elements, it must consist of one of the following sequences:

Corners of three elements: Corners of five elements:
1. U 1. (U, RR or LL, IAI or IiI
2. RR or LL 2. RiR or LIL, RfIR or LfIL
3. IfI or IiI 3. IRLRI or ILLI
4. RIR or LkL 4. RLII or LRLII, IILR or IILRL

5. RIfIR or L&lL

The proof follows directly from the contradiction of the corner sequences
to the conditions of straightness. The procedure using only three elements is
called the Three-element method and the one using five elements is called the
Five-element method.

5 Detectability of Corners

5.1 Necessary Corner Conditions

The particular choice of the curve code out of the 2" possibilities is determined
by its position in the pyramid. Since the description should be independent of the
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specific reduction the size of the angles in the corner sequences and the distance
between two neighboring corners are examined and necessary corner conditions
arn developed. These conditions have to be satisfied by corners in order for them
to be detectable under all possible reductions.

For the Three-element method (Five-element method) the straight lines form-
ing a corner must enclose an angle of 63.4° (108.4*) and two neighbouring corners
have to be at one receptive field (a receptive region of three code-elements) dis-
tance. A receptive field of a cell at a level k in the pyramid is defined as the region
from which this cell obtains its information and a receptive region is the union
of receptive fields corresponding to neighbouring cells. If we detect corners with
the Three- or Five-element method and exclude those that do not satisfy the
necessary corner conditions, we detect only corners which are detectable under
all reductions.

5.2 Corner Detection in the Pyramid

Since the description is a discrete one, the problems caused by undersampling
have to be considered. It will now be shown how this might affect the description
and a remedy will be presented.

In comparison with an analytical description of curves, where all curvature
points that appear at a low resolution must also be detected at a high resolution,
in pyramids curvature points may appear for the first time at a low resolution.
These points correspond to curvatures which cannot be detected with the pro-
posed parallel method because of the angle's size (for example, corner 15 or 18
in Fig. 5). Because of discrete sampling, corners may appear at level E.- 1 and
Ei+1 but not at level E1 (e.g., corner 3 is not detected at level 3 in Fig. 5).
Furthermore, it is possible for a corner to be detected as two adjoining corners
at the level above, but in these cases the necessary corner conditions are not
satisfied. However, the proposed algorithm does not suffer from such problems
because information about corners is complemented with knowledge about the
scale-space behaviour of curves.

5.3 Robustness Measurements

Measures that reflect the size and scope of the curvature in the pyramid are
defined next.

Three properties are important, namely the lowest and highest levels at which
a corner is detected and at how many levels it is detected.

The last appearance (moving from the bottom to the top) of a corner in the
pyramid gives information about the scope of the curvature; we therefore call it
the measure of scope (S). The first appearance reflects the size of curvature; it
is called the measure of curvature-approzimation (C). The sharper the enclosed
angle, the earlier the curvature point will be detected. The number of levels at
which a corner is detected is called the mea-sure of importance (I). For individual
corners, it was proved that they must be detected when they satisfy the corner
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Fig. 5. Corners of a closed curve in the pyramid: * ... corners that satisfy the
necessary coer conditions; D ... corners which do not satisfy the distance condition;
A ... corners not satidying the condition of the angle's sise, but satisfying the distance
condition.

Fig. 6. Results of curve partitioning method by Fischler and Bolles.

conditions. The measure of importance describes the possibility of the appear-
ance of a corner in the pyramid. It is introduced to make the description usable
for more corners.

The three measurements stabilize the description in the sense that small
changes in the i"-,it result in small changes in the description.

6 Experimental results

The results of applying our method to a curve which was also used by Fischler
et al. [7] are shown in Fig. 5. The curve is plotted at eight successive levels of
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resolution. At every level corners are extracted using the three-element method
and classifled in relation to eise of angle and distance to the next corner.

The method of Fiechler et al. for curve partitioning is based on the arc-chord
distance. For every point on the curve they decide whether the arc stays close
to the chord or makes excursions away from it and partitions the curve at the
points of single excursion that are farthest away from the chord. Points must be
at least a predefined distance apart in order to be detected as different points.
They chose a quarter of a chord length as the threshold. In their paper they show
the partitioning of the curve at one resolution; their results are shown in Fig. 6.
Comparisons to our method show that with their relatively large threshold they
do not extract small corners (6,11,12,17). They also do not detect point 2 and
none of the points between 8 and 13.

The advantage of our method lies in the fact that not only corners at different
resolutions are detected, but the descriptions at different resolutions are com-
bined into one description. Therefore, corners can be differentiated by adding
attributes to them.

7 Conclusions

A multiresolution description of planar curves using corners and the curve pyra-
mid has been presented. Continuous curves under smoothing have been examined
and the results used to define measures that stabilize the description. A method
has been developed for detecting corners of digital curves in parallel. This local
method has been analyzed. It was found that corners are detected in all cases
when the straight lines enclose an angle of at least 63.40 (108.40) and the dis-
tance from one corner to the next is a receptive field (a receptive region of three
cells).

A possible application of this description is multiple-resolution contour match-
ing. Starting at a low resolution, the description can gradually be refined by
adding the information stored at the next higher level of resolution of the pyra-
mid.
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Model-boned Bottom-Up Grouping of
Geometric Image Primitives

Peter Nfeck. * an Aleid•er Toet

T.N.O. Iastitate for Hums. Factors, Kampweg 5, 3769 DE Soesterberg,
TI. Nhed•and

Abstract. A new bottom-up technique for grouping geometric image primitives
is presented. In this scheme, each pair of adjacent primitives is compared to a
model. The outcome of this evaluation is used to select pairs of primitives for
merging. The technique is applied in a hierarchical graph context using algo-
rithms which perform in parallel and use only local information. These algo-
rithms inherently have a stochastic nature. Limitations imposed by the scheme's
bottom-up character can be remedied by the introduction of a top-down flow of
information.

Keywords: graph representation, hierarchy of graphs, segmentation, grouping,
region adjacency graph, maximal independent set.

1 Introduction

Low-level image analysis frequently involves grouping of geometric primitives
(13]. For grey-level image segmentation, pixels must be grouped in such a way
that (i) the regions which they represent satisfy some homogeneity condition
and (ii) adjacent regions have distinct properties. For polygonal curve approxi-
mation, pixels must be grouped such that (i) the curve segments they represent
can be approximated by a line segment and (ii) adjacent groups (segments) have
different orientations.

Every segmentation algorithm must (implicitly or explicitly) adopt a model
for homogeneous image regions. The most simple model adopts a constant grey-
level value for each region. In some cases (e.g. for the segmentation of textured
images) more intricate models may be required. Segmentation also requires an
error measure for determining the deviation of an image region from the model.

" This research was supported by the Foundation for Computer Science in The Nether-
lands (SION) with financial support from The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific
Research (NWO). It was performed in a joint project of TNO Institute for Human
Factors, the Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science (Amsterdam) and the
Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science of the University of Amsterdam.
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For the piecewis-constant grey-level model one often uses the root-mean-square
value of the residues.

Many techniques for image segmentation have been proposed. They can be
divided into two groups: those computing the homogeneous regions in the im-
age and those computing the boundaries between such regions. Region-oriented
techniques compute connected groups of pixels which satisfy the region model.
Edge-detection methods detect points in the image which satisfy a discontinuity
model. It is not possible to evaluate all groupings. Groups of pixels that satisfy
the model are typically found by splitting or merging groups repeatedly until
the result fits the model within a given error.

Two different approaches to bottom-up grouping can be distinguished:

1. Region-merging methods [3] first consider each pixel as an individual region.
Two regions are replaced by their union if the latter satisfies the model.
Merging continues until no union of adjacent regions satisfies the model.

2. Region-growing methods [15] first select a special set of pixels called seeds.
Regions are grown by aggregating pixels to the seeds. This growth process
continues until the image plane is covered by regions which satisfy the model.
Each region in the final segmentation contains exactly one seed. The selection
of appropriate seeds is a difficult problem, which requires procedures that
are adapted to a particular class of images (e.g. [10]).

Bottom-up techniques use only local information, that is, information from
a restricted area. The regions over which information is collected increase pro-
gressively as the grouping process continues. When global information becomes
available, a clustering performed in the early stages may prove incorrect. Relink-
ing methods [4] can be invoked to revise incorrect clusterings.

In contrast to stochastic pyramid schemes [9, 12], in which an arbitrary num-
ber of adjacent regions can be replaced by their union, the bottom-up grouping
scheme performs pairwise region merging. For each pair of adjacent regions the
fit of their union to the region model is calculated. This information is used to
select the pairs that are actually merged. In this sense, the method is also related
to merging schemes like the one described by Beveridge [1].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section grouping
is presented in a hierarchical-graph context and some related work is described.
Section 3 describes the grouping method. In Sect. 4 some results in grey-scale
image segmentation are presented. In Sect. 5 the grouping method is applied
to the problem of polygonal approximation of curves. Section 6 presents some
concluding remarks.

2 Grouping with Hierarchical Graph Structures

A partition of the image plane in a number of regions can be represented by a
region adjacency graph. The vertices of this graph represent the image regions
and its edges represent the adjacency relations between the image regions. The
region adjacency graph is an important tool for image segmentation methods
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based on region merging. Henceforth, a graph is indicated by the symbol G and
its vertex and edge sets by the symbols V and E respectively. If G = (V, E)
is a graph, a subset H of V in called connected (with respect to G) if, for all
z, E H, there is a sequence x = zo,...,z. = y such that (xi,,i+l) E E for
all i. The graphs representing the results of two successive steps of the iterative
bottom-up grouping procedure are called the child graph and the parent graph
respectively. The parent graph represents the result of the grouping procedure
applied to the child graph.

An iteration step in a bottom-up grouping procedure involves three stages.

1. Group selection. Groups of vertices in the child region adjacency graph are
selected to be merged (note that groups may consist of a single element).
These groups are chosen such that

- each group of vertices is a connected subset of G, and
- the image regions obtained by merging the regions corresponding to the

individual nodes in the group (i) closely fit the region-model and (ii) do
not overlap.

2. Vertex construction. The region adjacency graph is transformed such that
each group of vertices (the children) in the child graph maps to a single
vertex (the parent) in the resulting parent graph. A parent represents an
image region which equals the union of the regions corresponding to its
children.

3. Edge construction. Vertex pairs of the parent graph that represent adjacent
image regions are joined by edges. Two parent vertices are adjacent if and
only if they have adjacent child vertices.

Formally, the iteration step can be defined as follows:

Definition 1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let Hi,..., H, be connected sub-
sets of V such that H, n Hi = 0 for i #6 j and UHi = V. A graph G' = (V', E')
is said to result from a grouping step in G according to the groups H1 ,.. ., HI, if
there is a function 0 : V -- V' such that

1. O(V)= V';
2. O(x) = 0(y) for each x, y E V if and only if there is a group Hi which

contains x and y;
3. two vertices x' and y' in G' are neighbours ((x', y') E E') if and only if there

are two vertices x and y in V such that O(x) = x', 0(y) = y' and (x, y) E E.

The first condition implies that all vertices in the parent graph are derived
from the vertices of the child graph. The second condition implies that each
vertex in the parent graph corresponds exactly to one of the groups Hi. The
third condition describes adjacency between vertices in the parent graph.

Starting with the initial graph representing the input image, a hierarchy of
graphs is built by recursive application of the grouping process.

Definition 2. A hierarchy of graphs is a sequence (GO,... , G,) of graphs and a
sequence (00,. _., 1) of mappingsOi : Vi -- Vi+. such that:
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L . for. i 0'. O , .. n 1, =,V ) j ,

2. for ach i 0,... ,n -1 and each•xz E ,Y,.I(z) is a connected subset of
0,;

3. for each i = 0,..., n -1 and z, E Vi+ , (z, ) E+1 if and only if there
are X' E #-'(3) and y'E 4'1 (p) such that (z', VI) E E,.

For z E V,, the vertex Oi(x) E V,+1 is the parent of z; the vertices in 4,j 1 (z)
are the children of z.

Montanvert et al. [12] and Jolion and Montanvert [81 presented merging
schemes which use a transformed version of the region adjacency graph. This
adapted graph is constructed from the region adjacency graph by deleting edges
between regions if the difference between their average grey-levels exceeds a
given threshold. In the adapted graph, a grouping is performed. Their method
requires the selection of a subset of vertices. The vertices in this subset are called
surviving vertices, because each vertex in the parent graph corresponds to one
of these vertices. Different selection criteria [11, 12] result in different image
segmentations. Clusters are formed by assigning the non-surviving vertices to
surviving ones. A merging step is then performed by taking the union of the re-
gions in each cluster. In terms of Definition 1, the merging scheme of Montanvert
et al. [12] and Jolion and Montanvert [8] transforms a graph (V, E) to a graph
(V', E') such that V' equals the set of survivors; the mapping 0, as described in
Definition 2 satisfies O(v) = v if v E V'.

A large number of groups is indeed merged in each step and the assignment
of non-survivors to survivors can be performed through local computation if the
set V' satisfies the following two properties:

1. no two vertices in V' are adjacent;
2. each non-surviving node has at least one surviving node as a neighbour.

In graph theory, a set satisfying these properties is called a maximal independent
set [61.

The following method [12] can be used for the selection of a maximal indepen-
dent set in a graph. Each vertex is given some random label f from the interval
[0, 11. Vertices which have a larger label than all their neighbours are selected
as members of the maximal independent set. Their neighbours are rejected. As
a result, two neighbouring vertices of the graph cannot both be members of the
maximal independent set. It is possible that there are unselected nodes which
are not adjacent to a selected node. In this case, all vertices that have been nei-
ther selected nor rejected are attributed a new random label, and the selection
procedure is repeated until each vertex has been either selected or rejected. The
selection process usually converges after a few iteration steps.

In the segmentation methods of Montanvert et al. [12] and Jolion and Mon-
tanvert [81, the merging process continues until the grey-level difference between
every pair of adjacent nodes exceeds the threshold. These methods are related
to region growing, because the surviving vertices in each stage act as seeds in a
merging step.
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3 Evaluating Candidate Pairs

This section presents a grouping scheme in which each pair of adjacent vertices
is considered kow merging. For each candidate pair, the fit of the union of the
two vertices to the region model is computed. This information is used to select
thas pais that ar actually grouped, as described in the previous section.

The selection of pairs for merging poses a transitivity problem. If, for ex-
ample, three vertices z, y and z are mutually adjacent, both (z, y) and (y, z)
are candidates for merging. However, they cannot both be selected, because y is
a member of both groups, and only two nodes can be merged at a time. Each
choice of a number of pairs to be grouped corresponds to the selection of a subset
of edges in the region adjacency graph. An admissible choice of pairs, for which
no transitivity conflicts occur, corresponds to a set of edges such that no vertex
in the graph lies on more than one edge in the subset. In graph theory, such a
set of edges is called a matching [6].

The procedure which selects a set of pairs must not only find a matching,
but it must also select pairs that give rise to a segmentation that is optimal in
a certain sense. The line graph [6] is used to perform the selection.

Definition 3. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The line graph L(G) = (V', E') is the
graph for which each vertex v' E V' corresponds to an edge (v1 , v2) E E such
that two vertices v' and w' E V' are connected by an edge if and only if the
corresponding edges {vi, v2} and {wl, w2} E E share a common point.

A matching in the graph G corresponds to an independent set in the line
graph L(G). The selection of a suitable independent set is partially performed
by the following deterministic algorithm:

1. Each vertex in the line graph is associated with a merge score, which is
equal to the error of the associated candidate pair with respect to the region
model.

2. Vertices which have a merge score above a threshold value t are not selected.
3. Of the remaining vertices, those having a smaller merge score than their

neighbours are selected; their neighbours are all rejected.

This procedure never selects a pair of adjacent vertices. The selected pairs are
used in the region-merging scheme of Beveridge [1]. There may be large parts of
the graph in which no local extrema occur, such that no vertices are selected.
For these regions, the random symmetry breaking method of Montanvert et al.
[12] is used.

The merge score associated with each vertex in the line graph is a measure
for the quality of the union of the corresponding regions with respect to the
homogeneity model. Vertices with a low merge score should have a large chance
of being selected. This is achieved by attributing to each vertex a random label,
using a distribution that depends on the error associated with that vertex. The
distribution is chosen such that vertices with a small error value have a large
chance of drawing a high number, and therefore have a large chance of being
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selected. Suppose that a vertex is labelled with error e and the rejection threshold
is t. Then that vertex draws aL random number from [0, 11 from a distribution
with a probability density funcujon of the form p(z) = ax + b for 0 <5 z < 1. The
slope a is chosen to be 2e/t - 1 and the constant b is used for normalization.

Montanvert et al. [12] used random variables that do not depend on local
image properties. Jolion and Montanvert 18], on the other hand, used labels which
are derived deterministically from a local image property. The first strategy does
not use the available image information at each stage in the grouping process,
while the second one may cause problems, for example in homogeneous regions.
The strategy proposed here is a compromise between these two strategies.

4 Grey-level Image Segmentation

This section presents the application of the grouping procedure described in
the previous section to grey-level image segmentation. The input image is rep-
resented by a 4-connected graph in which each vertex represents an individual
pixel.

Two different region models have been tested:

1. In the first model, regions have a homogeneous grey-value. The deviation of
the data from this model is defined as the root-mean-square error from the
best fitting constant, which equals the standard deviation.

2. The second model adopts a linear function of the x- and y-coordinates to
approximate the grey-level value in each region. Here, the error is defined as
the root-mean-square error with respect to the best fitting linear function.
It is not possible " fit a unique optimal linear function through one or two
pixels. Also, the best fit for a -.,nall number of pixels is noise sensitive. There-
fore, the model adopts a homogeneous grey-level value for regions containing
less than 10 pixels.

Segmentations based on the constant grey-value model appear less cluttered
than segmentations based on the linear model, even when they are calculated
using the same thresholds. This seems remarkable, since the linear model can
provide a closer fit to a given region than the constant grey-level model. This

results from incorrect decisions made in the initial stages of the segmentation
piocess. If there is a weak step edge present in the image, it is not possible
to find a constant grey-level region which contains the step edge and fits the
data reasonably well. It is possible, however, to find a region with a linear grey-
level which contains the step edge and still fits the data reasonably well. This
is especially true if the step edge is blurred. Therefore, step edges are contained
in the regions that are formed in the early stages of the grouping process. As a
result, in the later stages it is no longer possible to find the "true" regions in the
image.

The chance that pairs which contain a boundary will be selected is reduced
by increasing the merge score of pairs that correspond to linear functions with
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Fig. 1. The original image (top left) and segmentations obtained with the constant
grey-level model (top right), the linear model (bottom left) and the linear model
(bottom right) with limited slope.

a large slope. This is done by adding the magnitude of the gradient of the
best fitting linear model, multiplied by some weight factor, to the error for
each candidate group. This reduces clutter on larger scales, but introduces more
clutter in small image details. Clutter in small details occurs because such details
can correspond to regions with a high slope, while the error (with respect to both
constant grey-level and linear models) of such a region can be small.

The segmentation results for a natural image are shown in Fig. 1. The im-
age consists of 256 x 256 pixels with 256 possible grey-values. The threshold for
the error values was set to 18 grey-level units. For the improved linear model,
the weight factor for the gradient magnitude was set to 10. A nice looking seg-

mentation is (for this image) produced by the constant grey-level model. The
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linear model produces much large-scale clutter. The linear model, adapted to
discourage large slopes, has problems with smaller regions.

Grey-level models and error measures should be carefully chosen: an unfortu-
nate choice of models and measures can cause noise pixels to survive as isolated
groups in an otherwise homogeneous region. This problem does not occur in
practice with the measures described here.

5 Polygonal Approximation of Curves

The grouping process described in the previous sections can also be applied to
the polygonal approximation of curves. In this case, the vertices of the graph
represent line segments. Each vertex in the initial graph represents a line segment
of unit length. The initial graph can be derived from a chain code description
[5]. The edges are defined from the adjacency relations along the curve. Each
vertex which is not an end point of the curve has exactly two adjacent vertices.

Fig. 2. From left to right: the original curve, the segmentation achieved using the
measure of Wall and Danielsson (14], the segmentation achieved using the measure of
Borgefors [2].

Each pair of adjacent line segments is evaluated as a possible group. Two
such line segments share an end point. The union of these two line segments
is the line segment that connects their unshared end points. There are several
measures for determining the quality of the approximation of a curve by a line
segment (e.g. [14] and [2]).

A curve segment is approximated by the line segment connecting its end
points. The curve and the line segment cut out regions from the plane. The
difference between the area of the regions to the right of the line segment and
those to its left is called the signed area between the line and the curve. The
error measure proposed by Wall and Danielsson [14] ie the absolute value of the
signed area between the line segment and the curve, divided by the length of the
line segment. A nice property of this measure is that the signed area between the
union of two line segments and the curve can be calculated from the signed areas
between the two individual line segments and the curve. Therefore, the error of
a candidate pair can be computed from the properties of the constituting line
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segments, without having to consider the curve itself. The measure proposed

by Borgefors [2] is based on the closest distance of points on the line segment
to points of the curve. It is calculated for each point on the line segment, and
averaged over the line segment. The error measure of Borgefors can be computed
efficiently from the distance transformation of the original curve.

The construction of a polygonal curve approximation starts with the con-
struction of an initial graph that contains "line segments" of the size of a single
pixel. Clustering is performed until the error measure of all pairs of adjacent
line segments exceeds a threshold. Figure 2 shows the result of the polygonal
curve approximation procedure. Both the error measures of Wall and Daniels-
son and of Borgefors were used. The threshold was 2.5 pixel sizes for the Wall
and Danielsson measure and 5 pixel sizes for the Borgefors measure. The size of
the complete image was 128 x 128 pixels.

Note that the curve approximation contains a stochastic component, such
that different runs of the same algorithm produce slightly different segmentation
results. There are no major differences between the outcomes of different runs
based on the same error measure. Differences between the two error measures
can be seen in the top right and bottom right of the curve. These effects can be
understood by considering the approximation of a curve consisting of two line
segments AB and BC by the line segment AC. The segment AC can be regarded
as the base of the triangle A ABC with the distance from B to the line AC as
its height. According to Wall and Danielsson the error of this approximation is
proportional to the height of this triangle. The error according to Borgefors is
proportional to the average distance of a point on AC to the curve ABC. If
the height is small, this is proportional to the height of the triangle, but if the
height is large and the angle ABC is sharp, it is proportional to the length of
AC. Therefore, sharp corners are followed more exactly if the error measure of
Wall and Danielsson is used, while obtuse angles are traced more precisely when
the error measure of Borgefors is used.

6 Conclusions

A new grouping scheme for grey-level image primitives has been presented. The
scheme has been described in a hierarchical graph context. This method cal-
culates for each pair of adjacent vertices the fit of their union to the region
model. This information is used to select the pairs that are actually grouped.
The new technique has been applied to grey-level image segmentation and to
curve segmentation.

In contrast to previous stochastic methods, the image content guides the
clustering process, not through adaptation of the region adjacency graph, but
through merge scores represented in the line graph. For the selection of pairs,
the maximal independent set algorithm by Montanvert et al. [12] is extended by
assigning to each vertex a random label from a different distribution.

There are several ways in which the methlvd presented here can be improved.
Problems that arise from the linear grey-level region model can probably be
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alleviated by performing a number of grouping steps with the constant grey-level
model until large regions have been formed, followed by a number of grouping
steps in which the linear model is used. A further improvement can be expected
from the use of top-down flow of information (as used for example in relinking
methods; e.g. [41) for the generation and evaluation of candidate groups. This
type of information can for instance be derived from the output of an edge
detector ([ 1]). The extension to split-and-merge type of operations and relinking
methods also needs to be investigated.
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Hierarchical Shape Representation
for Image Analysis

0 Ying-Lie"

CWI Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract. Image analysis requires an appropriate description of shape. The
structure of shape may be determined by a grouping of parts of the image with
certain associated characteristics. A coarse-to-fine structure can be determined
by an ordered sequence of hierarchical levels. Three methods of generating an or-
deed sequence are proposed, that is, based on grey-level images, based on shape
primitives, and based on symbolic descriptions. The hierarchical representation
is based on symbolic descriptions. This paper aims to generalize the hierarchical
approach, and to explain the mathematical background.

Keywords: shape, order relation, grouping, primitive extraction, symbolic de-
scription, layered structure.

1 Introduction

The notion of shape is rather intuitive, and highly influenced by human vision
of objects in real life. The human visual system is capable of recognizing a large
variety of objects in different environments and circumstances. In image analysis,
only specific tasks are of interest. These tasks are generally based on shapes that
can be described by models that contain specific characteristics.

The structure of shape may be determined by a grouping of parts of the
image with associated characteristics. These characteristics are determined with
respect to the spatial domain and the grey-level domain. The description must
be invariant with respect to irrelevant transformations and small perturbations.

A mathematical description of shape may be characterized thus:

- It is based on an underlying topology, supporting notions such as order rela-
tion, neighbourhood property, connectivity, adjacency, and inclusion.

- It supports invariance under certain afirne transforms, such as translation,
rotation, scaling, and deformation.

- It allows decomposition into various levels of details.

* Correspondence address: Zwaardemakerlaan 23, 3571 ZA Utrecht, The Netherlands.
The author wishes to acknowledge the referees for their helpful comments.
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Two clams. of model-based methods may be distinguished: the geometric
model and the ezpansion model. The geometric model directly reflects the geo-
metrical characteristics, while the expansion model is based on series expansion.

The geometric model of shapes in a two-dimensional image may be

1. solid-based based on connectivity of sets with nonempty interiors,
- region-based based on a contiguous domain,

2. curve-based based on connectivity of sets with empty interiors,
- outline-based based on a closed boundary curve,
- skeleton-based based on a main curve with branches,

3. point-based based on distinct points,
- landmark-based based on identifying features.

A similar classification for statistical shape analysis is presented in [5].
The invariance properties determine equivalence classes of similar shapes.

These classes define the characteristics of shapes that are identified as equal. A
coarse-to-fine structure can be determined by an ordered sequence of hierarchical
levels. The equivalence classes increase with a coarser representation.

In Sect. 2, a structured method of generating hierarchical ordered sequences
is depicted. Then, Sects. 3, 4, and 5 delineate the different types of sequences and
the operations that are involved. In Sect. 6, it is explained how the hierarchical
representation can be obtained. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes with some familiar
examples.

2 Hierarchical Levels

The hierarchical representation is a sequence of levels, such that

- higher levels contain fewer shape characteristics than lower levels,
- successive levels are associated.

The hierarchical levels are ordered, that is, there exists a hierarchical order
relation >- that satisfies the preorder properties

reflexivity Li > LI,
transitivity Li >- L2 and L2 >- L3 imply that Li >- L3,

where L1,L2, and L3 are hierarchical levels.
The hierarchical levels of an image are given by an ordered sequence that satisfies
the preorder properties, and

linearity L.. t L,, or L,, t L,,
where L,, and L,, are members of the sequence.

From an initial grey-level image, three types of ordered sequences can be
generated: the sequence of grey-level images {F,}, the sequence of primitive
extractions {GO}, and the sequence of symbolic descriptions { H,, }.

These sequences can be obtained by application of some of the following
operations:
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gre,-level filter F, = #,(&-j), n = 1,.. ., N,
primitive extraction G. = (.(F.), n = 0,..., N,
primitive fiter G. = 0'R(G._..i), n= 1,. .. , N,
symbolic description H. = (.(G.), n = O,..., N,
symbolic filter H, = X,(H,-,), n = N,

where the subscript n indicates the hierarchical level, and the subscript 0 indi-
cates the initial level.

A filter reduces the amount of shape characteristics by removing details. In
particular, a grey-level filter decreases the variation of the grey-levels. A primitive
or symbolic filter eliminates undesirable primitives or symbols.

A primitive extraction operation extracts shape characteristics of a different
nature than the grey-level image. Examples of primitives are: extrema, differ-
entials, line segments, and. curve segments. A symbolic description provides a
representation of the primitive extraction that is suitable for image analysis. An
example of a widely used symbolic description is a graph.

The methods of generating the sequences are illustrated by the following
diagrams.
Generation of the sequence of grey-level images from an initial image:

(a) Fo FFF -- 1...-- F&--F
(b) (0 1 1 Ci 1R- ( .

Go GG ... GR- G (1)
(c) to I I t.-I I I C.

Ho HI ... H,.-, H.

Generation of the sequence of primitive extractions from an initial image:

Fo
(a) CO I
(b) Go • G1  -- ... - Gn.- --. G, (2)
(c) to I I I I C 4 •.

Ho HI ... H.-i Hn ,,-

Generation of the sequence of symbolic descriptions from an initial image:

F0
(a) Co I

Go (3)
(b) to I
(c) Ho - H1  "- ... -- H.- 1 -1- HR

The hierarchical representation is obtained from the sequence of symbolic
descriptions by a hierarchical association p.:

(d) H 0 4 H 1 H - • •-- H -1 *-+ HR (4)

where the ",---" sign denotes the association between primitives in different
levels.
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3 The Sequence of Grey-level Images

A grey-level image can be considered as a two-dimensional function. The distri-
bution of the grey-levels determines the shape in the image.

Let F : D -- T; F :z x-. t denote a grey-level image, where D is the spatial
domain and T is the grey-level domain. F assigns a unique grey-level value t E T
to each element z E D, given by the elements (z, t) E F. The space of grey-level

images is F = TD. The spatial domain D C R 2 is connected, and the grey-level
domain T C RI. As a result of the imaging process, D is usually a square and T
is bounded. In addition, T may be nonnegative, where the 0 values may indicate
lack of information.

The dual grey-level image P is obtained by mirroring the grey-levels with
respect to a constant grey-level. As a result, minima become maxima, lower
semi-continuous becomes upper semi-continuous and vice versa.

Definition 1. A grey-level shape in a grey-level image Sf C F is a grouping
of subsets Sf = group({f}), f E 'P(F), such that (i) the spatial domain Df =
domSf is connected; and (ii) the associated grey-level function F(Df) is upper
semi-continuous.

The domain Df may be based on the interior (region-based), or on the boundary
(outline-based). A grey-level shape may be composed of smaller subsets which
may overlap. The grouping of the subsets is determined by connectivity (or
adjacency) of the domains. Shape inclusion Sf1 C Sf2 is inclusion of the domains
Df 1 C Df 2. Note that this is different from set inclusion of a function [3].

"Important" shapes are called foreground shapes, and "unimportant" shapes
are called background shapes. The term shape is generally used for foreground
shapes. If the image is considered as a smooth geographic surface, then pro-
nounced "hills" are foreground shapes while the remainder are background shapes.
Hence, if the shapes of interest are the "valleys", then it is more convenient to
use the dual image P.

Shape invariance properties with respect to transformations on the spatial
domain and grey-level domain such as translation, rotation, and scaling are de-
sirable. Specifical:y, the "shape" of a grey-level function is invariant with respect
to grey-level translation.

The sequence of grey-level images is generated from the initial image by

application of a sequence of grey-level filters (diagram (1), step (a)).
A grey-level filter is a mapping 4: F - F that satisfies the following basic

properties:
increasing F1 >- F2 implies that Of(F1) t Ok(F2),
anti-extensive F t O(F),
neighbourhood for each (xl, tl), (yl, sl) E F with corresponding (x2, t2),

(y2, s2) E O(F), xl, yl E 01 C dom F implies that x2, y2 E

02 C domo(F). 01 and 02 are open neighbourhoods.
An example of the neighbourhood property is n-isomorphism [8].

The invariance properties of most filters are usually limited to translation and

rotation. Scaling is only included if the filter depends on the scaling parameter.
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The squence of #gy-level filters {1.}, F, =, 3 (F3..- ), n = 1,...,N, that
generates the sequence of gremy-level images {F.) possesses additional properties
that determine the ssociation between grey-level images:

order 0 induces an order relation such that F,._ t F,,,
scale 0. depends on a monotonic one-parameter family s. _> 0

such that F. >, Fm if n < m, r00 = 1,
evolutionary jd(F., FM)I :5 ex,,n for some e^,m > 0 that depends on n, m,
composition 0.0. = 0.(.,,n), semigroup if u,(n, m) is linear.

The parameter s is the scale parameter that may incorporate scaling invariance
properties. The difference function d(., .) indicates the distinction between two
hierarchical levels.

4 The Sequence of Primitive Extractions

A shape can be specified by features that reflect the geometrical properties. Cer-
tain combinations of these features form a primitive that provides a meaningful
description of shape.

Let G C {(x, u) : x E D, u E U} denote a primitive extraction. G assigns
one or more primitives u E U to some x E D generating the (distinct) elements
(x, u) E G. The space of extracted images is G C D x U. A primitive is typically
a geometric structure that may have parameters. The space of primitives U is
therefore usually richer than the grey-level domain T.
The primitive extraction does not generally have a dual representation.

The primitive extraction operation is a mapping C : F --+ G; C : {(x, t)}
(x, u) that derives a primitive from the grey-level image. The primitive and its
parameters are derived from a subset of the grey-level function. The correspond-
ing spatial domain, the primitive domain, will be denoted by dom u. Domains
of different primitives may overlap. The operation is generally nonlinear, and
preserves the neighbourhood property:

neighbourhood for each (xl, tl), (yl, t2) E F with corresponding (x2, ul),
(y2,u2) E C(F), xl,x2 E domul and yl,y2 E domu2,
xl, yl E 01 C dom F implies that x2, y2 E 02 C dom C(F).
01 and 02 are open neighbourhoods.

Definition 2. A primitive shape in a grey-level image Sg C G is a grouping
of primitives Sg = Yroup({g}), g E P(G), such that (i) the spatial domain
Dg = dom Sg g Df; and (ii) each primitive (xl, ul1) E Sg is associated with at
least one other primitive (x2, u2) E Sg in a specific manner.

The domain Dg may be given by the union of the primitive domains (region-based
or outline-based), or by the corresponding distinct points (landmark-based).
The grouping is determined by connectivity of the primitive domains, and by
properties and parameters of the primitives. The shape inclusion is not as clear.

The primitive extraction operation preserves the invariance properties men-
tioned earlier for the grey-level shape. In fact, it is frequently used to enhance
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tu properties. Primitives with special invariance properties that are useful for

image analysis are frequently denoted by "invariants".
Different grey-level shapes may result in the same primitive shape, yielding

an equivalence class of primitive-similar shapes. It satisfies the reflexivity, sym-
metry, and transitivity properties.

Two grey-level shapes Sf1 and Sf2 are primitive-similar Sf1 Sf2 if
((Sf1) = ((Sf2).

Specifically, a class of deformations such that A(Sf) 6 Sf may exist.
The seqluence of primitive eztractions may be generated (i) from the sequence

of grey-level images by performing primitive extraction operations on each level
(diagram (1), step (b)); or (ii) from an initial primitive extraction by application
of a sequence of primitive filters (diagram (2), step (b)).

In method (i), the order relation of the grey-level images is preserved if the
primitive extraction operation ( is increasing.

The primitive filter is a suriective mapping v : G --. G that is increasing,
anti-extensive, and preserves the neighbourhood property and the invariance
properties of the primitive extraction operation C. The surjective property im-
plies that primitives may be eliminated. Primitives can be altered according to
filter conditions {(x, u),- 1 I- (x, u),n I PO as follows

(z, u),. = (x, u),- 1 , (preservation)
(X, u),1 = 0, (elimination)
(z, u),. : (x, u),.- 1 , (modification)
f(x,u),.-_} I-. (x,u)., (merging)

where the filter conditions PO depend on the parameters of the primitive.
The sequence of primitive filters {10}, Gn = ,.(G,,..), n = 1,..., N, that

generates the sequence of primitive eztractions {Gn} has additional properties
that determine the association between primitive extractions:

order On induces an order relation such that G,-1 t Gn,
scale On depends on a monotonic one-parameter family an >_ 0

such that Gn t G, if n < n, i#0 = 1,
evolutionary Jd(G,, G,) 15 En,,,1 for some n,,m >-- 0 that depends on n, m.

The scale parameter . is determined by the filter conditions 1P. The same
consideration applies to the difference function d(., .), which is not always easy
to determine.

5 The Sequence of Symbolic Descriptions

The structure of shape can be described by primitives and associations between
these primitives. These elements can be represented by a set of symbols.

Let H C {v, e : v E V, e E E} denote a symbolic description. H consists of
(distinct) primitive symbols v E V and interrelation symbols e E E that associate
pairs of primitive symbols. Both types of symbols may have parameters. The
space of symbolic descriptions is H C (V U E). The spaces of primitive symbols
V and interrelation symbols E C V x V are finite.
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The symbolic description operation t : G - H is composed of a bijective
mapping q : G -- V; q : (z, u) s-4 v and symmetric assignments e(vl, v2) E E.
The first mapping assigns a primitive symbol v to each primitive (z, u). The
second expression assigns an interrelation symbol e to each pair of associated
primitive symbols (vl, v2). Parameters of the primitives are passed to the prim-
itive symbols. Interrelation symbols may also have parameters that are derived
from parameters of the associated rimitive symbols.

The dual symbolic description I is obtained by replacing interrelation sym-
bols with primitive symbols, and primitive symbols with interrelation symbols.
The use of the dual representation may be worthy of further analysis.

Definition 3. A symbolic shape in a grey-level image Sh C H is a grouping of
primitive symbols Sh = group({h}), h E P(H), such that the primitive symbols
v E V are connected by interrelation symbols e E E forming certain connection
paths.

The connection paths satisfy the symmetry and transitivity properties. The path
is determined by the geometric model:

each symbol is connected to all other symbols by paths (region-based),
each symbol is connected by a closed path (outline-based),
symbols are connected by a main path with branches (skeleton-based),
only associated symbols may be connected (landmark-based).

Both grouping and inclusion are determined by connectivity between primitive
symbols. This provides an adequate and explicite way to describe shape.

In accordance with the foregoing, an equivalence class of symbolic-similar
shapes may be defined.

Two symbolic shapes Sg1 and Sg2 are symbolic-similar Sgi 1 Sg2 if
there is a one-to-one correspondence between each v1 E Sgl and v2 E Sg2,
and each corresponding interrelation.

A similar notion in graph theory is known as graph isomorphism [2].
The sequence of symbolic descriptions may be generated (i) from the sequence

of primitive extractions by performing symbolic description operation on each
level (diagram (1), step (c)), or similarly (ii) (diagram (2), step (c)); or (iii) from *.

an initial symbolic description by application of a sequence of symbolic filters
(diagram (3), step (c)).

In methods (i) and (ii), the order relation of the primitive extractions is
preserved if the symbolic description operation t is increasing.

The symbolic filter is a surjective mapping X : H --+ H that satisfies similar
basic properties and conditions to the primitive filter '0 with conditions on the
interrelation symbols {(e(vi, v2)),,._ i-, (e(vl, v2)),, I R.} such that

e,(v1, v2)n # e,,-.(v1, v2)-,._ (reassignment).
Changes in the primitive symbols result in appropriate reassignment of the as-
sociated interrelation symbols. After elimination of a primitive symbol, path
connectivity can be preserved by assigning additional interrelation symbols.

The sequence of symbolic filters {X,,}, Hn = xn(Hn-1), n = 1,..., N that
generates the sequence of symbolic descriptions {Hn} has properties that deter-
mine the association between symbolic descriptions as specified previously for
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the sequence of primitive filters
The scale parameter s is determined by the filter conditions R.. The same con-
sideration applies to the difference function d(., .), which is not always as clear.

6 Hierarchical Representation

The hierarchical representation is a hierarchical structure that is obtained from
the sequence of symbolic descriptions by associations of successive levels. The
hierarchical association determines parent-child links between primitive symbols
in these levels. The parent symbol is in a higher level than the child symbol.

The hierarchical association p,(H,, H,,-0), n = 1,..., N, assigns parent-
child links between pairs of primitive symbols v. E V, C H,, and vn- 1 E V,, i C
HL- 1 , denoted by fr. (v., v.- )}.

The child-symbol can be inferred from the parent-symbol by linking condi-
tions f{Vu, iVn - :., va- 1 ) I R,}. According to these conditions, previously
established links may be reassigned (relinking). In the case that the symbolic
descriptions are generated by symbolic filters, the sequence of hierarchical asso-
ciations {p,.} directly results from the sequence of symbolic filters {X,,).

The hierarchical structure is a layered structure. Links between symbols in
successive levels are indicated by directed arcs from parent to child.

A special type of a hierarchical structure is the tree [2]. A tree has one root
symbol that has no connection to a parent symbol, branches that connect one
parent symbol with child symbols, and leaf symbols that have no connection with
child symbols. The root is the ancestor, and descendants are therefore parts of
the same shape. Grouping is indicated by the connections of child symbols to
the same parent symbol. The structure of shapes in an image can be described
by several trees, in which:

roots may be located on different levels (vanishing),
symbols may belong to more than one tree (overlapping),
symbols may not belong to any tree (independence).

7 Applications

A number of useful applications are segmentation, recognition, and compression.
Segmentation divides the grey-level image into disjunct connected subsets. It pre-
vents the overlapping property. These segments can be regarded as "shapes" in
the image. Recognition is carried out by comparing the shapes with an archetype.
For this purpose, the description must be comprehensive, and suitable for algo-
rithmic use. Compression is a method to reduce the amount of data for storage or
transmission. The grey-level image must be recoverable from its representation,
up to a certain equivalence class.

The number of hierarchical levels is determined by the number of meaningful
shape characteristics required for the aimed purpose. A grey-level image with a
constant value, a primitive extraction containing a single primitive, or a symbolic
description without interrelation symbols may not be useful.
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T.i GOaatimo of a Sequence of Grey-level huae

The sequence of grey-level images can be generated by a system of evolutionary
equations. The most popular method is scale-space, satisfying the diffusion equa-
tion AF(z, a) = F.(z, s), where a is the scale. The solution depend continuously
on the scale and is governed by the maximum principles [16]. This property is
valid for several types of parabolic equations, a few of which are presented in
this volume (10, 1, 6].

The method of deriving a hierarchical representation from a sequence of grey-
level images is delineated in diagrams (1) and (4).

(a) The grey-level filter is obtained by convolution with a Gaussian kernel

F. = .(F0)= Fo (y) k (x -y,sa.) dy , k(, s,,) =c exp(-ll-- W) ,

J ,8,

where 11. is the 12 norm. The filter is linear, translation and rotation invari-
ant, and satisfies the order, scale, evolutionary, and semigroup properties.
The maximum principle implies the neighbourhood property. The order rela-
tion is induced by the scale, F,,- >- Ft , if s,,-, < s,,. The difference function
is given by the grey-level range d(F,,,F,) = IT,,-T,,I, T, = max F,,-min F,,.

(b) The primitive extraction method is based on the evolutionary properties.
Mostly, it only concerns one primitive type, given by the set of spatial and
grey-level values G,. = {(x, t) I s = s,,}.

- Region-based. An extremal region or "blob" is defined by the function
surrounding a maximum M that exceeds a threshold level gm = {F(x) I
F(x) > 'r, M = maxgM(x)}. The threshold value r can be determined
by a delimiting saddle pt,.nt [11]. These "blobs" are "hill-like" foreground
shapes.

- Outline-based. The zero-crossings are surfaces that are solutions of the
Laplacian-of-Gaussian equation AF = 0. This method is suitable for
data compression [4].

- Landmark-based. The behaviour of extrema as a function of the scale,
extremum following [7] are curves that are solutions of JVFJ = 0.

(c) The symbolic description associates sets of function values with primitive
symbols, Hn = {(vn, xO, tO) 1 s = sn}, and derives (xO, tO) as principal pa-
rameters of V,•. In the region-based example each blob is a primitive symbol,
and the maximum determines the principal parameters.

(d) The hierarchical representation gives the loci of primitive symbols as a func-
tion of the scale by connecting the principal parameters. The resulting sur-
faces or curves may merge or vanish.

7.2 Generation of a Sequence of Primitive Extractions

Most shape description methods are based on binary images. A method that is
also suitable for grey-level images is mathematical morphology. An overview of
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the theory and application on shape description is delineated in [3]. The primary
operations are dilation and erosion

6(X)=X9B= UX6 and .(X)=XeB=UX..,
bED bEB

where X is a set, the set B is the structuring element, and the subscripts indicate
the translates along vectors b, -b respectively. The operations are translation
invariant, and reflect how the shape of a set X relates to the shape of the
structuring element B.

By using sets as structuring elements, the approach can easily be extended
to grey-level functions, yielding the "flat extension" which has the same proper-
ties. The method of obtaining a hierarchical representation from a sequence of
primitive eztractions is depicted in diagrams (2) and (4).

(a) The primitive otration method is based on a granulometry [3], that is, a
family of openings {I. I ci,(X) ;? ci,(X) if a <_ r}, ct. = 6 .BE.B, where
sB is the structuring element scaled by a, and B is a convex structuring
element of unit size. An opening is an increasing, anti-extensive operator
that satisfies the order, scale, evolutionary, and semigroup properties. The
order relation is the set inclusion relation, and the difference function is
based on set difference.

(b) The primitive filter and the primitive extraction can be combined into a sin-
gle operation G, = W,,(FO) where !P is an increasing, anti-extensive operator.
- Region-based. Shape decomposition can be obtained from granulome-

tries with structuring elements of different shapes and sizes, given by the
recursion formriula

X = UUaBm(X\ X), <

where Bm = Bl, B2,... are convex structuring elements of unit size.
This results in

tkn(X) = X I a > s..

- Skeleton-based. The skeleton subset is given by [3]

EB(x) = .B(X) \ U ,,rB(,.B(X))

The sequence of primitive extractions is given by the skeletons of the
eroded sets

?b.(X) = EB(e.,B(X)) = U E.B(X)

Curves can also be generated from shape indices of the eroded set E. B(X),
yielding the erosion curve [12].
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(c) The symbolic description can be expressed as a union of sets H. = U.>.. v,
where the primitive symbols v are determined by the structuring elements. In
the region-based example, v = aBm(z) are the scaled structuring elements
positioned at x.

(d) The hierarchical representation gives the description of shape as a function
of structuring elements of decreasing or increasing sizes.

7.3 Generation of a Sequence of Symbolic Descriptions

Suitable representations for symbolic descriptions are graphs. A major advantage
of this method is that the theory is well established [2], a dual representation
may exist, and algorithms are available. A graph consists of vertices which may
be labelled, and edges that may connect pairs of vertices. A pair of vertices that
are connected by an edge is called adjacent.

The method of obtaining a hierarchical representation from a sequence of
symbolic descriptions is given in diagrams (3) and (4).

(a) The primitive extraction method must generate distinct primitives and clearly
defined interrelations. It may be region-based, curve-based, or landmark-
based.

(b) The symbolic description is a labelled graph H C {v, e : v E V, e E E}, where
v are vertices, and e are undirected edges. The vertices are the primitive
symbols, and the edges are the interrelation symbols. Both vertices and edges
may be labelled and have parameters passed from the primitive extraction.

(c) The symbolic filter is a surjective mapping

that merges a group of adjacent vertices into one vertex, and reassignes the
corresponding edges. It consists of three steps [14]: (i) selection of a group
of adjacent vertices (grouping), (ii) mapping of the group into one vertex
(merging), (iii) determination of the edges (adjacency).
The grouping is determined by grouping conditions. The number of vertices
that meet the conditions can be reduced by favouring specific configurations
[14], or by random selection [13]. Vertices that do not belong to a group
are eliminated. The merging step determines the order relation V,- 1 >- Vn.
The scale parameter and the difference function are determined by these
conditions. The adjacency step generally preserves path connectivity.

- Region-based. Region-based methods are generally used for segmenta-
tion. The regions are derived from adjacency and similarity of the grey-
levels, given by edges e(d(tl,t2)) of adjacent vertices ((vl(t1),v2(t2)),
where the difference function d(tl, t2) = It1 - t21, tl and t2 are the
grey-levels. Vertices are selected if d(tl, t2) < r. The threshold value T-

determines the scale s, = rn. The initial level is obtained by dividing
the grey-level image into small regions, usually a square grid.
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- Curve-b.bed. Curve-based methods can be based on several assump-
tions: connectivity of curve-segments, outline-based or skeleton-based,
and geometric forms, allowing particular kinds of connectivity such as
intersection and end-point connection.
Grouping can also be based on spatial sampling. In the 2 x 2 \ 2 sam-
pling [9], 2 x 2 squares of the grid are split by their diagonals, and the
4 inner triangles are merged into a new square, rotated by 45 degrees.
This induces a spatial scale a,, = j v n.

(d) The hierarchical representation is a layered graph, in which the parent-child
links are indicated by directed edges. These links result from the merging
operation, yielding a tree structure. A layered graph also allows the decom-
position of a shape into parts, for instance by using a binary tree [17].
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Abstract. This article shows how a (linear) scale-space representation can be
defined for discrete signals of arbitrary dimension. The treatment is based upon
the assumptions that (i) the scale-space representation should be defined by con-
volving the original signal with a one-parameter family of symmetric smoothing
kernels possessing a semi-group property, and (ii) local extrema must not be
enhanced when the scale parameter is increased continuously.

It is shown that given these requirements the scale-space representation must
satisfy the differential equation OL = AscspL for some linear and shift invariant
operator Ascsp satisfying locality, positivity, zero sum, and symmetry conditions.
Examples in one, two, and three dimensions illustrate that this corresponds to
natural semi-discretizations of the continuous (second-order) diffusion equation
using different discrete approximations of the Laplacean operator. In a special
case the multidimensional representation is given by convolution with the one-
dimensional discrete analogue of the Gaussian kernel along each dimension.

Keywords: scale, scale-space, diffusion, Gaussian smoothing, multiscale repre-
sentation, wavelets, image structure, causality.

1 Introduction

Image structures are intrinsically of a multiscale nature. Objects in the world
and, hence, image features only exist as meaningful entities over certain ranges of
scale. The idea behind a scale-space is to explicitly cope with this inherent prop-
erty of measured data, by embedding a given signal into a family of gradually
smoothed and simplified signals, in which the fine scale information is succes-
sively suppressed. Each member of the scale-space family should be associated
with a specific value of a so-called scale parameter, somehow describing the cur-
rent level of scale. A natural requirement of such an embedding is that features
at coarser scales should correspond to (abstractions of) features at finer scales -

they should not be just accidental phenomena created by the smoothing method.

The support from the Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical Devel-
opment, NUTEK, is gratefully acknowledged.
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This property has been formalized in different ways by different authors.
When Witkin [211 introduced the term "scale-space" he observed a decreasing
number of zero-crossings when subjecting a signal to Gaussian smoothing. Koen-
derink [9] showed that natural constraints; causality, homogeneity, and isotropy,
neceosarily imply that the scale-space of a two-dimensional signal must satisfy
the diffusion equation. Other formulations were given by Yuille and Poggio [22],
regarding the zero-crossings of the Laplacean, Babaud et al. [2], and Lindeberg
[12] who combined a decreasing number of local extrema with a semi-group
structure on the smoothing transformation. Recently, Florack et al. [6] showed
that the uniqueness of the Gaussian kernel for scale-space representation can be
derived under weaker assumptions by imposing scale invariance on a semi-group
of convolution kernels.

From the similarity of these results it can by now be regarded as well es-
tablished that within the class of linear transformations the natural way to
construct a scale-space L : RN x ]R+ --+ R of a continuous signal f : J N ... R
is by convolution with the Gaussian kernel

L (.; t)=g(.; t),/- f 1

where

t)= 1 )/2t(2)

or equivalently, by solving the diffusion equation

A•L = 1V2L (3)

with initial condition L(.; 0) = f. In contrast to many other multiscale repre-
sentations like pyramids (see, e.g., Burt [3]) or orthogonal wavelets (see, e.g.,
Mallat [17]), structures in the scale-space representation can be easily related
across scales, since it is described by a differential equation (see, e.g., [14, 16]).

When applying scale-space theory in practice it should, however, be noted
that real-life signals from standard detectors are discrete. The subject of this pa
per is to develop how scale-space theory can be discretized while still maintaining
the scale-space properties exactly.

2 Scale-Space Theory for 1-D Discrete Signals

For one-dimensional signals it is possible to develop a complete discrete theory
based on the assumption that the number of local extrema in a signal must not
increase with scale. Below, are briefly summarized some of the main results from
earlier work on this [12, 13]. The hasty reader may proceed directly to Sec. 3,
where higher-dimensional signals are treated.

Definition 1 Discrete scale-space kernel (1-D). A kernel K : Z - JR is
said to be a scale-space kernel if for any signal fi. : Z --+ R the number of local
extrema in , = K * f, does not exceed the number of local extrema in f,,.
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Using clasi rmlts (mainly by Edrei and Schoenberg; see Karlin 181) it is
possible to completely clasify those kernels that satify this definition.

Theorem 2 ClaIi~ cation of discrete scalaspace kernels (1-D). A kernel
K : Z --- R .s a scale-space kernel if and only if its generating function
i9K(z) = _ K(n)z" is of the form

) 'e(€--+q ) (1 + aiz)(1 + 6,z-1)

== (1 - fz)(l -,z-,)

00c >0; k;4EZ; 9-j,qj,ot•,Oj,'y,6j2>_0 j,,'f•< 1; E(O,+#i+-Y+6i)< Oo.

The interpretation of this result is that discrete scale-space kernels obey the
following decomposition property:

Corollary 3 Primitive discrete smoothing transformations (1-D). For
discrete signal. Z -+ R there are five primitive types of linear and shift-invariant
smoothing transformations, of which the last two are trivial;

- two-point weighted average or generalized binomial smoothing

fo.,(z) = f,,(:) + aif,h(x - 1) (C' >_ 0),

f.,t(z) = ,A.(z) + 6,ff.(z + 1) (6, > 0),

- moving average or first order recursive filtering

f..,(W = A/, W + A,/ot,(x - 1) (0 _ ,< 1),
f't (z) = f,.(z) + 3ri fo,(z + 1) (0 < fi < 1),

- infinitesimal smoothing or diffusion smoothing (see Theorem 4 for an ezam-
pie),

- rescaling, and
- translation.

It follows that a discrete kernel is a scale-space kernel if and only if it can be
decomposed into the above primitive transformations. Moreover, the only non-
trivial smoothing kernels of finite support arise from binomial smoothing.

If Definition 1 is combined with a requirement that the family of smoothing
transformations must possess a semi-group property and have a continuous scale
parameter, then the result is that there is in principle only one way to construct
a scale-space for discrete signals.

Theorem 4 Scale-space for discrete signals; Necessity and sufficiency.
Given any signal f : Z --* R, let L : Z x It+ -- It be a one-parameter family of
functions defined by L(x; 0) = f(z) (z E Z) and

L(z; t)= E T(n; t)f(z - n) , (4)
---- ..
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(z E Z, t > 0), where T: Z x R4+ -* JR is a one-paremeter family of symmetric
functions satisfying the semi-group property T(.; s).T(.; t) = T(.; s+t) and the
normalization criterion , T(n; t) = 1. For any signal f and any t 2 > tl it
is required that the number of local eztrema (zero-crossings) in L(z; t 2 ) must not
exceed the number of local extrema (zero-crossings) in L(z; ti). Then, necessarily
(and sufficiently),

T(n; t) = e-*1I,(at) (5)

for some non-negative real a, where I. are the modified Bessel functions of
integer order. Thi kernel T is called the discrete analogue of the Gaussian kernel.

Similar arguments in the continuous case uniquely lead to the Gaussian kernel.
The term "diffusion smoothing" can be understood by noting that the scale-

space family L satisfies a semi-discretized version of the diffusion equation:

Theorem 5 Diffusion formulation of the discrete scale-space. The repre-
sentation L : Z x R+ --- i given by (4) with T: Z x R+ -- JR according to (5)
and a = 1 satisfies the system of ordinary differential equations

OtL(x; t) = !(L(x + 1; t) - 2L(x; t) + L(x - 1; t)) = 2(2 L)(x; t) (6)

with initial condition L(z; 0) = f(z) for any discrete signal f : Z --- R in 11.

Despite the completeness of these results, they cannot be extended directly to
higher dimensions, since in two (and higher) dimensions there are no non-trivial
kernels guaranteed to never increase the number of local extrema in a signal.
One example of this, originally due to Lifshitz and Pizer [11], can be found in
[12] (see also Yuille [23]). Anyway, an important point about this study, is that it
gives a deep understanding of what one-dimensional linear transformations can
be regarded as smoothing transformations. It also shows that the only reasonable
way to convert the one-dimensional scale-space theory from continuous signals
to discrete signals is by discretizing the diffusion equation.

3 Selecting Scale-Space Axiorrs in Higher Dimensions

Koenderink [9] derives the scale-space for two-dimensional continuous images
from three assumptions; causality, homogeneity, and isotropy. The main idea is
that it should be possible to trace every grey-level at a coarse scale to a corre-
sponding grey-level at a finer scale. In other words, no new level curves should
be created when the scale parameter increases. Using differential geometry he
shows that these requirements uniquely lead to the diffusion equation.

It is of course impossible to apply these ideas directly in the discrete case,
since there are no direct correspondences to level curves or differential geometry
for discrete signals. Neither can the scaling argument by Florack et al. [6] be
carried out in a discrete situation. An alternative way of expressing the first
property, however, is by requiring that if for some scale level to a point zo is
a local maximum for the scale-space representation at that level (regarded as a
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function of the space coordinates only) then its value must not increase when the
scale parameter increases. Analogously, if a point is a local minimum then its
value must not decrease when the scale parameter inr-eases.

It is clear that this formulation is equivalent to the formulation in terms
of level curves for continuous images, since if the grey-level value at a local
maximum (minimum) would increase (decrease) then a new level curve would
be created. Conversely, if a new level curve is created then some local maximum
(minimum) must have increased (decreased). An intuitive description of this
requirement is that it prevents local extrema from being enhanced and from
"popping up out of nowhere". In fact, this is closely related to the maximum
principle for parabolic differential equations (see, e.g., Widder [201).

In next section it will be shown that this condition combined with a contin-
uous scale parameter means a strong restriction on the smoothing method also
in the discrete case, and again it will lead to a discretized version of the diffu-
sion equation. In a special case, the scale-space representation will be reduced
to the family of functions generated by separated convolution with the discrete
analogue of the Gaussian kernel, T(n; t).

3.1 Basic Definitions

Given a point x E ZN denote its neighbourhood of connected points by N(x) =
{f E ZN: (II zx-f 1.5 1)A(f 74 z)} (corresponding to what is known as eight-
connectivity in the two-dimensional case). The corresponding set including the
central point z is written N+(z). Define (weak) extremum points as follows:

Definition 6 Discrete local maximum. A point z E ZNr is said to be a
(weak) local maximum of a function g: ZN -- R if g(z) > g(t) for all f E N(z).

Definition 7 Discrete local minimum. A point z E ZN is said to be a (weak)
local minimum of a function g : ZN --+ R if g(x) :5 g(t) for all t E N(z).

The following operators are natural discrete correspondences to the Laplacean
operator V 2 in one (V2), two (V2, V 2 ) and three V2 d( , +3, Wxs dimensions

respectively (below the notation f-i,o,l stands for f(z - 1, y, z + 1) etc.):
(v~of)0=_1 -2fo + f•,

(V 2pf)o - f-i,o + f+i,o + fo,-i + fo,+1 - 4 fo.o,
(V2f)0,0 "-=1/2(f-i,-i + f-i,+, + f+i,-i + f+i,+i - 4 fo,o),

(V2f)o,0 ,o = f-_,o,o + f+1,o,o+ + fo,-io + !o,+,,o + fo,o,-i + fo,o,+I - 6 fo,o,o,

(v+3,f)o,o,o = 1/4 (f-i,-i,o + f-i,+i,o + f+i,-i,o + f+i,+i,o +

f-i,o,-i + f-I,o,+I + f+i,o,-i + f+i,o,+i +

fo,-i,-i + fo,-i,+l + fo,+i,-i + fo,+i,+i - 12 fo,o,o),
V2

(X3f)0,0,0 = 1/4 (f-i,-i,-i + f-i,-i,+i + f-i,+i,-i + f-,,+,,+i +

f+i,-i,-i + f+i,-i,+i + f+i,+i,-i + f+i,+i,+i - 8 fo,o,o).
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4 Axiomatic Discrete Scale-Space Formulation

Given that the task in to state an axiomatic formulation of the first stages of
visual processing, the visual front end, a list of desired properties may be long;
linearity, translational invariance, rotational symmetryp, mirror symmetry, semi-
group, causality, positivity, unimod aity, continuity, differentiability, normaliza-
tion to one, nice scaling behaviour, locality, rapidly decreasing for large x and t,
existence of an infinitesimal generator (explained below), and invariance with re-
spect to certain grey-level transformations, etc. Such a list will, however, contain
redundancies, as does this one. Here, a (minimal) subset of these properties will
be taken as axioms. In fact, it can be shown that all the other above-mentioned
properties follow from the selected subset (see also [15, 16]).

The scale-space representation for higher-dimensional signals is constructed
analogously to the one-dimensional case. To start with, postulate that the scale-
space should be generated by convolution with a one-parameter family of kernels,
i.e., L(z; 0) = f(z) and

L(x; t)-- T(t; t)f (x -t) (t >0) .(7)

This form of the smoothing formula corresponds to natural requirements about
linear shift-invariant smoothing and the existence of a continuous scale param-
eter. It is natural to require that all coordinate directions should be handled
identically. Therefore all kernels should be symmetric. Impose also a semi-group
condition on the family T. This means that all scale levels will be treated simi-
larly, that is, the smoothing operation does not depend on the scale value, and
the transformation from a lower scale level to a higher scale level is always given
by convolution with a kernel from the family:

L(.; t2 ) = {definition} = T(.; t2 ) * f = {semi-group} -

= (T(.; t2 - tO) * T(-; ti)) * f = {associativity} =

=T(.; t2 - t) * (T(.; ti) * f) = {definition}- T(.; t2 - t) * L(.; ti) . (8)

As smoothing criterion the non-enhancement requirement for local extrema is
taken. It is convenient to express it as a condition of the derivative of the scale-
space family with respect to the scale parameter. In order to ensure a proper
statement of this condition, where differentiability is guaranteed, it is necessary
to state a series of preliminary definitions leading to the desired formulation.

4.1 Definitions

Let us summarize this (minimal) set of basic properties, which a family should
satisfy in order to be a candidate family for generating a (linear) scale-space.

Definition 8 Pre-scale-space family of kernels. A one-parameter family of
kernels T: ZN x R1+ --- R is said to be a pre-scale-space family of kernels if it
satisfies
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- T(.; 0) = 6(.),
- the semi-group property T(.; s) * T(.; t) -T(.; + t),
- the symmetry properties T(-z1,zz,...,ZN; t) = T(xi,z 2 ,...,ZN; t) and

T(Pj,,(xj, x2,..z); t) = T(si, x2,..., xN; t) for all x = (XZ2,l-, XN,.,) E

V", all t E 1L., and all possible permutations P4" of N elements, and
- the continuity requirement II T(.; t) - 6(.) 11-- 0 when t 1 0.

DIefnition9 Pr.calo-s ?!ce representation. Let f : ZN --. R be a dis-
crete signal and let T : Z x 1+ -- JR be a pre-scale-space family of kernels.
Then, the one-parameter family of signals L : ZN X JR+ --+ R given by (7) is
said to be the pre-scale-space representation of f generated by T.

Provided that the input signal f is sufficiently regular, these conditions on the
family of kernels T guarantee that the representation L is differentiable and
satisfies a system of linear differential equations.

Lemma 10 A pre-scale-space representation is differentiable. Let
L : t 1N x R+ --+ R be the pre-scale-space representation of a signal f: ZN ---,
JR in l1. Then L satisfies the differential equation

e9,L=AL (9)

for some linear and shift-invariant operator A.

Proof. If f is sufficiently regular, e.g., if f E 11, define a family of operators
{Tt, t > 0}, here from from 11 to 11, by Ttf = T(.; t) * f. Due to the conditions
imposed on the kernels it will satisfy the relation

lim 11 (Tt - Tto)f Ili= lim i1 (TM-C. - I)(Ttof) Ili= 0 (10)
t-tto

where I is the identity operator. Such a family is called a strongly-continuous
semigroup of operators (see Hille and Phillips [7] p. 58-59). A semi-group is often
characterized by its infinitesimal generator A defined by

Af = lim Thf -f
ho h (11)h

The set of elements f for which A exists is denoted V)(A). This set is not empty
and never reduces to the zero element. Actually, it is even dense in 11 (see Hille
and Phillips [7] p. 307). If this operator exists then

L(., .; t + h) - L(., .; t) Tt+hf - Ttf
lim = lim = (12)
hlO h hio h

lim TA(TMf) - (T7) = A(Ttf) = AL(.; t).

hi0 h

According to a theorem by Hille and Phillips ([7] p. 308) strong continuity implies
A8(Ttf) = ATtf = TtAf for all f E V(A). Hence, the scale-space family L must
obey the differential equation OtL = AL for some linear operator A. Since L
is generated from f by a convolution operation it follows that A must be shift-
invariant. 0
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This property makes it possible to formulate the previously indicated scale-space
property in terms of derivatives of the scale-space representation with respect to
the scale parameter. As in the maximum principle, the grey-level value in every
local maximum point must not increase, while the grey-level value in every local
minimum point must not decrease.

Definition 11 Pro-scale-space property: Non-enhancement of extrema.
A differentiable one-parameter family of signals L : ZN x JR+ --+ R is said to
possess pre-scale-space properties, or equivalently not to enhance local extrema,
if for every value of the scale parameter to E JR+ it holds that if zo E ZN is
a local extremum point for the mapping x ý-. L(z; to) then the derivative of L
with respect to t in this point satisfies

OtL(xo; to) _5 0 if z0 is a local maximum point, (13)

OtL(zO; to) _Ž 0 if x0 is a local minimum point. (14)

Now it can be stated that a pre-scale-space family of kernels is a scale-space
family of kernels if it satisfies this property for any input signal.

Definition 12 Scale-space family of kernels. A one-parameter family of pre-
scale-space kernels T : ZN x R -+ IR is said to be a scale-space family of kernels
if for any signal f : ZN -. R E 11 the pre-scale-space representation of f gener-
ated by T possesses pre-scale-space properties, i.e., if for any signal local extrema
are never enhanced.

Definition 13 Scale-space representation. A pre-scale-space representation
L : ZN x ]R+ R JR of a signal f : ZN -* JR generated by a family of kernels
T: ZN x R+ R F., which are scale-space kernels, is said to be a scale-space
representation of f.

In the next section it will be shown how these requirements strongly restrict the
possible class of kernels and scale-space representations. For example, they will
lead to a number of restrictions on the operator A in Lemma 10:

Definition 14 Infinitesimal scale-space generator. A shift-invariant linear
operator A from 11 to 11

(AL)(z; t) = afL(x - t; t) , (15)

is said to be an infinitesimal scale-space generator, denoted Ascsp, if the coeffi-
cients a( E R satisfy

- the locality condition a( = 0 if f 5 N+(0),
- the positivity constraint a0 Ž_ 0 if * • 0,
- the zero sum condition F"4,N at - 0, as well as
- the symmetry requirements a((.... N) = a ((1,4 .... N) and apN(l,42,.....N) -

a(9,42, .... ,4,) for all f - (Gi, 62, ... , fN) E ZN and all possible permutations
Ph of N elements.
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4.2 Necessity

It will first be shown that these conditions necessarily imply that the family L
satisfies a semi-discretised version of the diffusion equation.

Theorem 15 Scal*space for discrete sia W22 Necessity. A scale-space
representation L : Z' x IR+ -+ R of signal f : ZN --* R satisfies the differ-
ential eqpation

AL = Ascs,,L (16)

with initial condition L(.; 0) = f(.) for some infinitesimal scale-space generator
Ases,. In one, two and three dimensions respectively (16) reduces to

OL 0o1 V2 L , (17)

8,L =- a1 V2L + a 2V2 2 L, (18)

L=aIV2L + o 2 V2+3L + a3V2aL , (19)

for some constants a, Ž_ 0, a2 Ž_ 0 and a3 > 0.

Proof. The proof consists of two parts. The first part has already been presented
in Lemma 10, where it was shown that the requirements on the kernels imply that
the family L obeys a linear differential equation. Because of the shift invariance
AL can be written in the form (15). In the second part counterexamples will be
constructed from various simple test functions in order to delimit the class of
possible operators.

The extremum point conditions (13), (14) combined with Definitions 12-13
mean that A must be local, i.e., that a4 = 0 if f V N+(O). This is easily under-
stood by studying the following counterexample: First, assume that a(0 > 0 for

some to ý N+(0) and define a function fl : ,- JR by

e >OifX=0,

0 if x E N(0), (20)
1 if x = fo, and

0 otherwise.

Obviously, 0 is a local maximum point for fl. From (9) and (15) one obtains
A• L(O; 0) = ea0 + ato. It is clear that this value can be positive provided that
, is chosen small enough. Hence, L cannot satisfy (13). Similarly, it can also be
shown that aC. < 0 leads to a violation of the non-enhancement property (14)
(let e < 0). Consequently, at must be zero if f V N+(0).

Moreover, the symmetry conditions imply that permuted and reflected coef-
ficients must be equal, i.e., a(-(, 42 ,-....4N) = a(t, 4 2,...,fN) and apNrv(4,42,-...4N) =

a(4•,W . for all ( = ( , . ) N and all possible permutations P1f

of N elements. For example, the two-dimensional version of (15) reads

L c= L (21)
aba
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for some a, b and c. Then, consider the function given by

f2X1) I if xEN+() and (22)I2(=,) = o other.w(22)

With the given (weak) definitions of local extremum points it is clear that 0
is both a local maximum point and a local minimum point. Hence OtL(O; 0)
must be zero, and the coefficients sum to zero •EwN a -= 0, which in two
dimensions reduces to 4a + 4b + c = 0 in (21). Obviously, (15) can be written

OtL = (AL)(z; t) = af(L(z - f; t) - L(z; t)) , (23)
4EN(O)

and the two-dimensional special case (21) reduces to

11/2 1/2tn=01 1-41 L+C92 -2 L= a nVL+ca 2 V•n2 L. (24)

1 (1/2 1/2)

Finally, by considering the test function

f>0if X = 0,
fM(X,y) = - = , and (25)

0 otherwise.

for some ý in N(O) one easily realizes that a4 must be non-negative if C E N(0).
It follows that a, 2 0 and a 2 2! 0 in (24), which proves (18). (17) and (19) follow
from similar straightforward considerations. The initial condition L(.; 0) = f is
a direct consequence of the definition of pre-scale-space kernel. 0

4.3 Sufficiency

The reverse statement of Theorem 15 is also true.

Theorem 16 Scale-space for discrete signals: Sufficiency. Let f : ZN

JR be a discrete signal in 11, let Ascsp be an infinitesimal scale-space generator,
and let L : ZN x JR.+ - R be the representation generated by the solution to the
differential equation

OtL = AscspL

with initial condition L(.; 0) - f(-). Then, L is a scale-space representation of

f.
Proof. It follows almost trivially that L possesses pre-scale-space properties, i.e.,
that L does not enhance local extrema, if the differential equation is rewritten
in the form

OtL = (AL)(z; t)= • aC(L(x - f; t) - L(z; t)) . (26)

SE N(O)
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If at some scale level t a point z is a local maximum point then all differences
L(z - (; t) - L(z; t) are non-positive, which means that 8tL(z; t) < 0 provided
that a( _: 0. Similarly, if a point is a local minimum point then the differences
are all non-negative and OiL(z; t) > 0.

What remains to be verified is that L actually satisfies the requirements for
being a pre-scale-space representation. Since L is generated by a linear differen-
tial equation, it follows that L can be written as the convolution of f with some
kernel T, i.e., L(.; t) = T(.; t) * f. The requirements of pre-scale-space kernels
can be shown to hold by letting the input signal f be the discrete delta function.
The semi-group property of the kernels follows from the fact that the coefficients
Sare constant, and the solution at a time s + t hence can be computed from the
solution at an earlier time s by letting the time increase by t. The symmetry
properties of the kernel are obvious from the symmetry of the differential equa-
tion. The continuity at the origin follows directly from the differentiability. 0

These results show that a one-parameter family of discrete signals is a scale-
space representatbon if and only if it satisfies the differential equation (16) for
some infinitesimal scale-space generator.

5 Parameter Determination
For simplicity, from now on mainly two-dimensional signals will be considered.

If (18) is rewritten in the form

OtL = C ((1 - Y)V2L + -yV2 2L) = CV2L , (27)

the interpretation of the parameter C is just a trivial rescaling of the scale
parameter. Thus, without loss of generality C may be set to 1 in order to get thesame scaling constant as in the one-dimensional case. What is left to investigate

is how the remaining degree of freedom in the parameter y E [0, 1] affects the
scale-space representation.

If I = 1 then a undesirable situation appears. Since the cross-operator only
links diagonal points, the system of ordinary differential equations given by (27)
can then be split into two uncoupled systems, one operating on the points with
even coordinate sum z + y and the other operating on the points with odd
coordinate sum. It is clear that this is really an unwanted behaviour, since then
even after a substantial amount of "blurring", for certain types of input signals
the "smoothed" grey-level landscape may still have a rather saw-toothed shape.

5.1 Derivation of the Fourier Transform

Further arguments showing that -y must not be too large car. be obtained by
studying the Fourier transform of the corresponding scale-space family of kernels.

Proposition 17 Fourier transform of the 2D discrete scale-space. Let L:
Z ×2 . -X JR be the scale-space representation of a discrete signal f: Z 2 -__ R
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generated by (*7) with initial condition L(.; 0) = f(). Assume thatf E 11.
Then the generating function of the kernel describing the transformation from
the original signal to the representation at a certain scale t is given by

PT(Z, w) T(m, n; t)z-w- =

(28)

Its Fourier transform is
T(z, w) = •T(e-",e-i ) = e-(2-7)t + (1 -7)(co.%+coo v)t + (7 co sco.o.)t (29)

Proof. Discretizing (27) further in scale using Euler's explicit method with scale
step At, gives an iteration formula of the form

-(1 - (2- 'y)At) L- +

(1 - Y)At I + L j + , +

2 (L 1-L i+ j +j
4 ( s-Ij-j + L# + j+l + L+Ij_1 -+ L+ lj+l), (30)

where the subscripts i and j denote the spatial coordinates z and y respectively,
and the superscript k denotes the iteration index. The generating function de-
scribing one iteration with this transformation is

WPp(z, w) = (1 - (2 - 7y)At) + (1 - 7)At (z_1 + z + W-1 + W) +2
At (Z-1W-1 ( -" +" Z+ 1 + zw) . (31)

Assume that the scale-space representation at a scale level t is computed using
n iterations with a scale step At = I. Then, the generating function describing
the composed transformation can be written (PcoMPo~ed,,(Z, W) = (Ptep(z, W))I.
After substitution of At for I and using limn--.o.(l + -*')" = e• if lim,-.00 an =
a, it follows that (ocompood,,,(z) tends to (PT(Z, W) according to (28) when n --

oo, provided that the discretization (30) converges to the actual solution of (27).
0

5.2 Unimodaiity in the Fourier Domain

It is easy to verify that the Fourier transform is unimodal if and ordy if - :5

Proposition 18 Unimodailty of the Fourier transform (2D).
The Fourier transform (29) of the kernel describing the transformation from
the original signal to the smoothed representation at a coarser level of scale is
unimodal if and only if -y : 1

Proof. Differentiation of (29) gives O0. = -O(u, v) sinu (I - 7(1 + cosov)) t and
cl, = -O(u, v) sin v (1 - 7(1 + cosu)) t. The Fourier transform decreases with
Jul and Ivt for all u and v in [-w, w• if and only if the factors (1 - -,(1 + cos v))
and (1 - 7(1 + cosu)) are non-negative for all u and v, i.e., if and only if 7 < 1
Then, any directional derivative away from the origin is negative. 0
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5.3 Separability

The transformation kernel is separable if and only if its Fourier transform is
separable, that is, if and only if OT(u, v) can be written on the form UT(u)VT(V)
for some functions UT and VT. From (29) it is realized that this separation is
possible if and only if - = 0. Hence,

Proposition 19 Separability of the 2D discrete scale-space. The convolu-
tion kernel associated with the scale-space representation defined by L(z, y; 0) =
f(xy) and

1

2t ((1 - yf)V2L + 7yV2 2 ) (32)
is separuble if and only if -y 0 O. Then L is given by

L(z, y; t)= 1 T(m; t) 1 T(n; t)f(x - m, y - n) (t > 0), (33)
M=I-00 n=-a0

where T(n; t) -e-tI,,(t) and 1, are the modified Bessel functions of integer
order.

Proof. The Fourier transform OT(U, v) can be written in the form UT(u)VT(v)
for some functions UT and VT if and only if the term with cos u cos v can be
eliminated from the argument of the exponential function, i.e., if and only if -Y
is zero. In that case the Fourier transform reduces to

TT(u, v) = e(-2+cos %+co. )t = e(-1+co)te(-1+co.v)t (34)

which corresponds to separated smoothing with the one-dimensional discrete
analogue of the Gaussian kernel along each coordinate direction.

It can also be verified directly that (33) satisfies (32). Consider the possible
scale-space representation of an N-dimensional signal generated by separable
convolution with the one-dimensional discrete analogue of the Gaussian kernel;
i.e., given f : ZN --+ R define L: ZN x R+ -- JR by

L(z; t) = • TN((; t)f(x - f) (t > 0), (35)

where TN : ZN x JR -+ JR is given by

N

TN(f; t)" YlT((i; t) , (36)

- - ,and T1 : Z xJ R+ - Ris the discrete analogue of the Gaussian
kernel, T1 (n; t) = e'-l(t). It will be shown that this representation satisfies a
semi-discretized version of the two-dimensional diffusion equation

L- V2N+L (37)
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wher
N ?

(V|.N+lL)(z; t) = , L(z + e,; t) - 2L(z; t) + L(z - e,; t) , (38)
juzl

and ei denotes the unit vector in the ith coordinate direction. Consider

N

(ATN)(C; t)= A (OtTO)(M,; t)IlTi(f; t) (39)
ij~l

Since T1 satisfies (6), this expression can be written

N(A TN)(f; t)- 2 (TI (fi- 1; t) - 2TI (&; t) + TI (C, + 1; WII TI (fj; 0),

which is obviously equivalent to

1v2
OTTN = V2 N+lTN (40)

The same relation holds for L provided that the differentiation and infinite sum-
mation operators commute. 03

In other words, in the separable case the resulting higher-dimensional discrete
scale-space corresponds to repeated application of the one-dimensional scale-
space concept along each coordinate direction.

5.4 Discrete Iterations

The discretization of (27) in (30) using Euler's explicit method with scale step
At corresponds to iterating with a kernel with the computational molecule(- -ty)At . (41)

4 4

Clearly, this kernel is unimodal if and only if -t • 2. It is separable if and only if
,y = At (see below). In that case, the corresponding one-dimensional kernel is a
discrete scale-space kernel in the sense of Definition 1 if and only if At < 1 (see
Proposition 10 in [12]). This gives a further indication that -y should not exceed
the value 1

Proposition 20 Separability of the iteration kernel. The iteration kernel
(41), corresponding to discrete forward iteration tith Euler's ezplicit method, is
separable if and only ify = At. In that case, the corresponding one-dimensional
kernel is a discrete scale-space kernel if and only if 0 __ - 1/2.
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Proof. Since the kernel o symmetric and the coefficients sum to one, the kernel
is sepable if and only if it can be written as a kernel (a, 1 - 2a, a) convolved
with itself, i.e., if and only if there exists an a > 0 such that a2 -= yAt/4,
a(l - a) = (I - 7)At/2, and (1 - a)2 = 1 - (2 - "y)At. The first equation ham
one non-negative root a = v/r-ft/2. Insertion into the second equation gives
two conditions for At; either At = 0 or At = 7. One verifies that these roots
satisfy the third equation. The kernel (a, 1 - 2a, a) is a discrete scale-space
kernel if and only if a < • (see Equations (30) and (31) in [12]; compare also
with Theorem 2). 0

The boundary case -y = At = • gives the iteration kernel in Fig. 1(a) correspond-
ing to separated convolution with the one-dimensional binomial kernel ( , •, •)
frequently used in pyramid generation (see, e.g., Crowley (4]).

(1/16 1/8 1/ý16 (1/8 2/8 1/8) ( 1/30 1/9 1/30 (1/6 4/6 1/6)

1/8 1/4 1/ 2/8 -12/82/8 1/9 4/9 1/9] 4/8-20/34/6]
1/16 1/8 1/16/ (1/8 2/8 1/8/ 1/36 1/9 1/36 1/6 4/6 1/6/

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1. Computational molecules corresponding to (from left to right); (a) discrete1

iteration with At = -y = 1, (b) the Laplacean operator when -y :, (c) discrete
iteration with At = -y = •, and (d) the Laplacean operator when -y

5.5 Spatial Isotropy

Another aspect that might affect the selection of y is spatial isotropy. It is not
clear that rotational invariance is a primary quality to be aimed at in the dis-
crete case, since then one is locked to a fixed square grid. It is also far from
obvious what should be meant by spatial isotropy in a discrete situation. Pos-
sibly, it is better to talk about the lack of spatial isotropy, spatial anisotropy,
or rotational asymmetry. However, since the Fourier transform is a continuous
function of u and v, one can regard its variation as a function of the polar angle,
given a fixed value of the radius, as one measure of this property. By express-
ing O'T(u, v) in polar coordinates u = w cos 4, v = w sin 4) and examining the
resulting expression,

PT(W cos 4), w sin 4) = •h(w co *,c.in #)s , (42)

where

h(w cos 0, w sin 4) = -(2 - -y) + (1 - 7)(cos(w cos 4)) + cos(w sin 0))) +

"y cos(w cos 4)) cos(w sin q6), (43)

one realizes that the value of 7 that gives the smallest angular variation for a
fixed value of w, depends on w. Hence, with this formulation, the "rotational
invariance" is scale dependent. At coarse scales one obtains:
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Proposition 21 R•tatioad invariance in the Fourier domain (2D).
The vslue of y that give. the lesat rotational as.ymetry for large scale phenom.
eC8 in the solution to the differential equation (17) u = -

Proof. The Taylor wxpansion of h for small values of w is (we (13, Appendix A.2.3])

h(wcos,w sino) = -w2 + 1 (1 + (6 - 2)cos2 sin 2)W 4 + 0(W,), (44)
2 24

where the O(w6 ) term depends on both 0 and y. Observe that if Y = • then the
0-dependence decreases with w as w' instead of as W4 . 0

This means that -f = a symptotically, i.e., with increasing spatial scale, gives the
most isotropic smoothing effect on coarse-scale events. The reason why spatial
isotropy is desired at coarse scales rather than at fine scales is because the grid
effects become smaller for coarse-scale phenomena, which in turn makes it more
meaningful to talk about rotational invariance. This selection of - corresponds
to approximating the Laplacean operator with the "the nine-point operator"
(see Fig. 1(d) and Dahlquist [5]). Note that when the separability is violated by
using a non-zero value of y, the discrete scale-space representation can anyway
be computed efficiently in the Fourier domain using (29).

6 Summary and Discussion

The proper way to apply the scale-space theory to discrete signals is appar-
ently by discretizing the diffusion equation. Starting from a requirement that
local extrema must not be enhanced when the scale parameter is increased con-
tinuously, it has been shown that within the class of linear transformations a
necessary and sufficient condition for a one-parameter family of representations
L : ZN X + --+ IR to be a scale-space family of a discrete signal f : ZN _ R
is that it satisfies the differential equation

OL = AscspL , (45)

with initial condition L(.; 0) = f(.) for some infinitesimal scale-space gener-
ator Ascsp. In one, two and three dimensions respectively it can equivalently
be stated that a family is a scale-space family if and only if for some linear
reparameterization of the scale parameter t and for some %y E [0, 1] it satisfies

DL=1 V2L (46)
1

OtE=L ((1 _ -7)V2 L +.1V22L) ,(47)

OtL _(1 _ - 2)V2L + 7 1V2+,L + Y2 V, sL) (48)

The essence of (45)-(48) is that these equations correspond to discretizations of
first-order differential operators in scale, and second-order differential operators
in space.
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The effect of using different values of 7y in the two-dimensional case has
been analysed in detail. Nevertheless, the question about definite selection is
left open. Unimodality considerations indicate that -y must not exceed •, while
-1 gives the least degree of rotational asymmetry in the Fourier domain.

The family of scale-space kernels is separable if and only if 7 - 0. In this case
the scale-space family is given by convolution with the one-dimensional discrete
analogue of the Gaussian kernel along each dimension. For this parameter setting
the closed-form expressions for several derived entities simplify (see, e.g., [12,
151). Observe also that 7y = 0 arises a necessary consequence if the neighbourhood
concept (defined in Sec. 3.1) is redefined as N(z) = {f E ZN : (II zi - t 11 5
1) A (t # z)) (corresponding to what is known as four-connectivity in the two-
dimensional case), since then necessarily c,- = 0 (i > 1) in (18) and (19). Similar
results hold in higher dimensions. A possible disadvantage with choosing -y = 0
is that it emphasizes the role of the coordinate axes as being special directions.

Finally, it should be remarked that if a linear and shift-invariant operator C,
commuting with the smoothing operator T*, is applied to the scale-space rep-
resentation L of a signal f, then CL will be a scale-space representation of 4f.
One consequence of this is that multiscale discrete derivative approximations
defined by linear filtering of the smoothed signal preserve the scale-space prop-
erties. This property, which provides a natural way to discretize the multiscale
N-jet representation proposed by Koenderink and van Doom [101, is developed
in [15].

7 Possible Extensions

The treatment so far has been restricted to signals defined on infinite and uni-
formly sampled square grids using uniform smoothing of all grid points. Below
the ways in which these notions can be generalized are outlined.

7.1 Anisotropic Smoothing

Perona and Malik [19] propose anisotropic smoothing as a way to reduce the
shape distortions arising in edge detection by smoothing across object boundaries
(see also Nordstrom [18]). The suggested methodology is to modify the diffusion
coefficients in order to favour intraregion smoothing over interregion smoothing.

Using the maximum principle they show that the resulting anisotropic scale-
space representation possesses a suppression property for local extrema similar
to that used in Koenderink's [9] continuous scale-space formulation and this
discrete treatment. From the proofs of Theorems 15-16 it is obvious that the
discrete scale-space concept can easily be extended to such anisotropic diffusion
by letting the coefficients in the operator Ascsp depend upon the input signal.
By this, the locality, positivity, and zero sum conditions will be preserved, while
the symmetry requirements must be relaxed. Introducing such an anisotropic
diffusion equation, however, violates the convolution form of smoothing as well
as the semi-group property. Therefore, when proving the necessity of the repre-
sentation a certain form of the smoothing formula may have to be assumed, for
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example, of the kim (9) with the filter coefficients depending upon the input
signal. Note that, if the translational invariance and the symmetry with respect
to coordinate in h are relaxed in (45), then this equation corresponds
the (spatial) discritization of the (second-order) diffusion equation with variable
conductance, c(z; t),

(OL)(z; t) = V(c(z; t) VL(z; t)). (49)

Throughout this work uniform smoothing has been used at the cost of possible
smoothing across object boundaries. The motivation behind this choice has been
the main interest in using scale-space for detecting image structures. Therefore,
in the absence of any prior information, it is natural that the first processing
steps should be as uncommitted as possible. The approach taken has been to
first detect candidate regions of interest, and then, once candidates have been
detected as regions, improve their localization. Possibly, variable conductance
could be useful in the second step of this process. Another natural application
is to avoid the negative elects of smoothing thin or elongated structures.

There are, however, some problems that need to be further analyzed. Modify-
ing the diffusion coefficients requires some kind of a priori information concern-
ing which structures in the image are to be smoothed and which are not. In the
method by Perona and Malik there is a tuning function to be determined, giving
the diffusion coefficient as function of the gradient magnitude. When the scale
parameter t tends to infinity, the solution to the anisotropic diffusion equation
tends to a function with various sharp edges. Hence, choosing a tuning function
somehow implies an implicit assumption about a "final segmentation" of the
image. It is not clear that such a concept exists or can be rigorously defined.

7.2 Finite Data

A practical problem always arising in linear filtering is what to do with pixels
near the image boundary for which a part of the filter mask stretches outside
the available image.

The most conservative outlook is, of course, to regard the output as unde-
fined as soon as a computation requires image data outside the available domain.
This is, however, hardly desirable for scale-space smoothing, since the (untrun-
cated) convolution masks have infinite support, while the peripheral coefficients
decrease towards zero very rapidly. A variety of ad hoc methods have been
proposed to deal with this; extension methods, subtraction of steady-state com-
ponents, solving the diffusion equation on a limited domain with (say, adiabatic)
boundary conditions, etc. However, no such technique can overcome the problem
with mising data. In some simple situations ad hoc extensions may do. But this
requires some kind of a priori information about the contents of the image.

Inevitably, the peripheral image values of a smoothed finite image will be
less reliable than the central ones. Instead, if accurate values really are required
near the image boundary, then the vision system should try to acquire addi-
tional data such that the convolution operation becomes well-defined up to the
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prescribed accuracy. This is easily achieved within the active vision paradigm
simply by moving the camera so that more values become available in a suffi-
ciently large neighbourhood of the object of interest. The task of analyzing an
object manifesting itself at a certain scale requires input data in a region around
the object. The width of this frame depends both on the current level of scale
and the prescribed accuracy of the analysis.

Of course, a genuinely finite approach is also possible. In this presentation
this subject has not been developed, since the associated problems are some-
how artificial and difficult to handle in a consistent manner, although the non-
enhancement property can be easily formulated for finite data and although in
the one-dimensional cae the concepts of sign-regularity and semi-groups of to-
tally positive matrices [8] in principle provide possible tools for dealing with this
issue. One way to avoid both the infiniteness and the boundary problems is by
using a spherical camera. Then, the ordinary planar camera geometry appears
as an approximate description for foveal vision, that is, small solid angles in the
central field of vision.

T.3 Other Types of Grids

The assumption of a square grid is not a necessary restriction. The same type
of treatment can be carried out on. for example, a hexagonal grid with the
semi-group property preserved, and also on a grid corresponding to non-uniform
spatial sampling provided that the diffusion coefficients are modified accordingly.
In the latter case some a priori form of the smoothing formula may have to be
adopted when proving the necessity of the representation. An interesting case to
consider might actually be the non-uniformly sampled spherical camera.

7.4 Further Work

Finally, it should be pointed out that there is one main issue that has not been
considered here, namely scale-dependent spatial sampling. This issue is certainly
of importance in order to improve the computational efficiency both when com-
puting the representation and for algorithms working on the data. The scale-
space concept outlined here uses the same spatial resolution at all levels of scale.
The pyramid representations (see, e.g., Burt [3)) on the other hand imply a fixed
relation between scale and resolution beyond which refinements are not possible.

Since the smoothed images at coarser scales become progressively more re-
dundant, it seems plausible that some kind of subeampling can be done at the
coarser scales without too much loss of information. It would be interesting to
carry out an analysis about how much information is lost by such an operation,
and to which extent a subsampling operator can be introduced in this represen-
tation, while still maintaining the theoretical properties associated with having
a continuous scale parameter, and without introducing any severe discontinuities
along the scale direction that would be a potential source to numerical difficulties
for algorithms working on the output from the representation.
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Abstract. This article describes how a certain way of expressing low-level fea-
ture detectors, in terms of singularities of differential expressions defined at mul-
tiple scales in scale-space, simplifies the analysis of the effect of smoothing. It
is shown how such features can be related across scales, and generally valid
expressions for drift velocities are derived with examples concerning edges, junc-
tions, Laplacean zero-crossings, and blobs. A number of invariance properties
are pointed out, and a particular representation defined from such singularities,
the scale-space primal sketch, is treated in more detail.

Keywords: scale-space, drift velocity, feature detection, primal sketch, singu-
larity, invariance.

1 Introduction

A common way of implementing low-level feature detectors in computer vision
and image processing is by applying non-linear operations to smoothed input
data. Examples of this are edge detection, junction detection, and blob detec-
tion. The pre-smoothing step can be motivated eitner heuristically by the need
for noise suppression in real-world signals, or by the fact that image structures
only exist as meaningful entities over certain ranges of scale. The latter argument
is one of the main motivations for the development of the multi-scale represen-
tation known as scale-space representation, in which a given signal is subjected
to smoothing by Gaussian kernels of successively increasing width.

This aim of this article is to show why a certain way of formulating such low-
level feature detectors, in terms of singularities of differential expressions c fined
from the scale-space representation, is attractive from theoretical viewpoint. An
overview of the scheme proposed is shown in Fig. 1. Any given signal is subjected
to the following operations: (i) smoothing to a number of scales, (ii) derivative
computations at each scale, (iii) combination of the derivatives at each scale into
(non-linear) differential geometric entities, and (iv) detection of zero-crossings in

* The support from the Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical Devel-
opment, NUTEK, is gratefully acknowledged.
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Singularities (features)
t

Neareet-neighbour comparisons

IDifferential geometric descriptors
T

Point operations

ISmoothed derivatives: L.,, J
T

Local derivative operators: 0.,i, ,

I
Smoothed signals: L

T
ILarge support smoothing operator. G*

Continuous input signal: f

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the different types of computations required for detecting
features in terms of differential singularities at multiple scales.

these. It will be shown how the effect of the smoothing operation in this scheme
can be anitlyzed by (i) showing how features defined in this way can be related
across scales; a subject which can be referred to as the "deep structure of scale-
space", and (ii) by deriving drift velocities for a large class of feature detectors.
A number of invariance properties with respect to natural transformations of
the spatial coordinates and the grey-level domain will also be listed.

Before starting it should be pointed out that this scheme is not presented
as solely new. Some of the results presented in the paper are (at least partly)
known, or have been touched upon before; see, e.g., Koenderink and van Doorn
[8], who proposed the multi-scale N-jet representation, Florack et al. [5], who
showed how a minimal set of differential invariants can be derived at any scale,
or Lindeberg [11] who analysed the behaviour of scales of local extrema and
related entities. The purpose with this presentation is rather to emphasize the
role of the singularities in the scheme in Fig. 1, and to illustrate how they are
attractive for the theoretical analysis of different feature detectors. For simplicity,
the treatment is developed for two-dimensional signals. The approach, however,
is valid in arbitrary dimensions.

The scale-space concept dealt with is the traditional diffusion-based scale-
space for continuous signals developed by Witkin [16], Koenderink [7], and
Babaud et at. [1], which is given by the solution to

AL 1VL 1(La, + L11)(1

:•.,r.,,,,, 2n... " '" • l s• l trlt •• m• . . •. ... . . . . " ' - t . .
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with initial condition L(.; 0) = (.). At any scale in this representation and at
any point PO = (z0, VO) E 1R2, denote by 1% the directional derivative in the
gradient direction of L, and by Of the derivative in the perpendicular direction.
In terms of derivatives along the Cartesian coordinate directions it holds that

S=sin 0. -coo00, ; N, =cos08 +sin00, (2)

where (cos O, sin 0) is the normalized gradient direction of L at P0 .

2 Feature Detection from Singularities in Scale-Space

2.1 Examples of Differential Formulations of Feature Detectors

A natural way to define edges from a continuous grey-level image L :112 -R

R is as the union of the points for which the gradient magnitude assumes a
maximum in the gradient direction. This method is usually referred to as "non-
maximum suppression", (see e.g. Canny [4]). Assuming that the second and third
order directional derivatives of L in the v-direction are not simultaneously zero,
a necessary and sufficient condition for P0 to be a gradient maximum in the
gradient direction may be stated as:

{Lo = 0 (3)

Lei < 0

Since only the sign information is important, this condition can be restated as

5 L0. = _= LZ=L.. + 2L 2L,L, + L•L,,'=0 0 ,
1. i =LiL , = L3 L.., + 3LUL,LLzz + 3LL 2 Lzvy + L3•L,,, < 0

An entity commonly used for junction detection is the curvature of level curves
in intensity data (see e.g. Kitchen [6] or Koenderink and Richards [9]). In terms
of directional derivatives it can be expressed as

L = A - ( 5 )
Lri

In order to to give a stronger response near edges, the level curve curvature is
usually multiplied by the gradient magnitude (see, e.g., Brunnstr6m et al. [3])

S= IL2 = IL=2L. - 2LL LZv + L2Lyl. (6)

Assuming that the first- and second-order differentials of R are not simultane-
ously degenerate, a necessary and sufficient condition for a point PO to be a
maximum in this rescaled level curve curvature is that:{' 0(• 'of, o(;0 = 0 ,

() RN=, > o, (7)

sign(R)Rg < 0

Zero-crossings of the Laplacean

V 2 L = Lg + Lf= L.. + Lip = 0 (8)

have been used for stereo matching (see, e.g., Mart [15]) and blob detection (see,
e.g., Blostein and Ahuja [2]). Blob detection methods can also be formulated in
terms of local extrema (see, e.g., Lindeberg and Eklundh [10]).
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2.2 Invariance Properties of Differential Singularities

One of the main reasons why the formulation in terms of singularities is impor-
tant is because these singularities do not depend on the actual numerical values
of the differential geometric entities, but only on their relative relations. In this
way, they will be less affected by scale-space smoothing, which is well-known to
decrease the amplitude of the variations in a signal and its derivatives.

In fact, the differential entities used above are invariant to a number of
primitive transformations of both the original and the smoothed grey-level sig-
nal; translations, rotations, and (uniform) rescalings in space as well as affine
intensity transformations. (This set is similar but not equal to the set of trans-
formations used by Florack et al. [5] to derive necessity results about differential
invariants from intensity data; the main difference is that [5] considers invariance
with respect to arbitrary monotone intensity transformations, while the differen-
tial singularities used here are invariant to uniform rescalings of the coordinate
axes, i.e., size changes.)

To give a precise formulation of this, let L.men = Lf denote a mixed di-
rectional derivative of order Ial = m + n, where a = (m, n), and let V be a
(possibly non-linear) homogeneous differential expression of the form

I J

VL = jc 1Lijai H (9)
i=1 j=l

where Ia1jj > 0 for all i = [1..I] and j = [1..J], and Ej=l Ijaj = N for all
i E [1..II. Moreover, let S.L denote the singularity set of this operator, i.e.,
S-L = {(x; t) : DL(x; t) = 0}, and let g be the Gaussian smoothing operator,
i.e., L = Qf. Under these transformations of the spatial domain (represented by
x E IR2) and the intensity domain (represented by either the unsmoothed f or
the smoothed L) the singularity sets transform as follows:

Transformation T Definition Invariance
translation (TL)(z; t) = L(x + Ax; t) Sv 9 T f = SD T 9 f = T Sv 9 f
rotation (RZL)(x; t) = L(Rz; t) SV GI f = SID R9 f = 7"ZSV f
uniform scaling (UL)(z; t) = L(sx; t) SvQUf = SVUdf =USDvf
affineintensity (AL)(z; t) = aL(z; t)+b SV9Af =SvAgf =Sv-f

Above, R is a rotation matrix, dx is a vector (E IR2 ), while a, b and s are scalar
constants. The definitions of the transformed singularity sets are as follows;
TSvL = {(x; t) : DL(x + Ax; t) = 0}, I.DSL = {(x; t) : DL(Rx; t) = 0},
and USvL = {(x; t) : DL(sx; s2 t) = 0}. The commutative properties of Q
with T, R, and A are trivial consequences of the translational invariance, ro-
tational invariance, and linear .ty of Gaussian smoothing. Under uniform rescal-
ings f'(x, y) = f(sx, sy), however, it holds that L' = 9f' is related to L by
L'(x, y; to) = L(sx, sy; s2to), which means that U applied to a singularity set
also affects the scale levels. The commutative properties of SpD with T, U, and
A follow from corresponding invariance properties of linear derivative operators
combined with the homogeneity of (9), while the commutativity with respect to
R follows from the rotational invariance of the directional derivatives La,,j.
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3 Relating Differential Singularities at Different Scale.

Consider a feature, which at any level of scale can be defined by

h(z,y; t)=0 (10)

for some function h : JR2 X R+ __ RN, where N is either 1 or 2. Using the
implicit function theorem it is easy to analyze the dependence of (z, y) on t in
the solution to (10). The results to be derived give estimates of the drift velocity
of different features due to scale-space smoothing, and provides a theoretical
basis for relating corresponding features at adjacent scales. It does hence enable
well-defined linking and/or identification of features across scales.

3.1 Zero-Dimensional Entities (Points)

Assume first that N is equal to 2, that is, that h(z, y; t) = (h, (z, y; t), h2 (z, y; t))
for some functions hl, h2 : R2 x R+ -+ R. The derivative of the mapping h at
a point P0 = (xo, yo; to) is

-(9OOh 1 Ohl Oth 1  - (h(i,hO) 8(hl,hO) (11)
0. h2  o h2 8th2  OY0

If 0(hl, h2)/C9(X, y) is a non-singular matrix at P0 , then the solution (x, y) to
h(x, y; to) = 0 will be an isolated point. Moreover, the implicit function theorem
guarantees that thire exists some local neighbourhood around Po where (z, y)
can be expressed as a function of t. The derivative of that mapping t '-- (x, y)
is:

( , =- k azhl2 Ohl /-l Ohl) (12)

If h is a function of the spatial derivatives of L only, which is the case, for
example, for the feature extractors treated in Sect. 2.1, then the fact that spatial
derivatives of L satisfy the diffusion equation at = (a.. + a,,)/2, can be used
for replacing derivatives with respect to t by derivatives with respect to x and y.
Hence, closed form expression can be obtained containing only partial derivatives
of L with respect to z and y. For example, the junction candidates given by (7)
satisfy (kg, kR,) = (0, 0). In terms of directional derivatives, (12) can then be
written

- /- .(13)

aIt V ao•K#K# P tK R Po

( 1tv pff 'r~"' ) I PO : PO
By differentiating the expressions for Af and Af with respect to t. by using the
fact that the spatial derivatives satisfy the diffusion equation, and by expressing
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the rmult in directkonW derivatives in the u- and "directions the following ex- F

premions can be obtained (the calculations have been done using Mathematics):

ka = Lse~a + 2LU(LasLoe - Li,) + 2Le(LsoLues - LauLaus),
aeo = LsLe.a + 2L1o(LagL.o - Lie) + 2L 0(LeLgaa - LaoLaao),

= LeL 0 ,e, + 2Le(LsaLee - Li,) + 2LU(La0 L.,o + 2LoeLagu - 3LeLave),

.= L(L.ao.a + La.0 0 0 )/2
+(LseLoo - Lgs)(Laaa + Le,,) + Lo(L0 a0 Leo - LggeLsoo),

r-- Lo(Lateiag + Leaveo)/2 + (LoLoo -LL)(Laa, + Lose)
+Lo(Lno(Lnagg + Lasse) + Lea(Lnoo + Lawoo) - 2Loo(Lgaue + Levee))
+Lo(Leg.(Lnas + Lose) - Lnee(Laea + Lim.)).

(These expressions simplify somewhat if we make use of Lagalp. = 0, which
follows from R = 0.) Note that as long as the Hessian matrix of R is non-
degenerate, the sign of the k and k will be constant. This means that the

type of extremum will be the same. For local eztrema of the grey-level landscape,

given by (L., Ly) = (0,0), the expression for the drift velocity reduces to

rt 1 -(H4L)-' V2 (VL) (14t= 2 (14)

where W(L denotes the Hessian matrix and VL the gradient vector. Observe that
regularity presents no problem, since L satisfies the diffusion equation, and for

t > 0 any solution to the diffusion equation is infinitely differentiable.

3.2 One-Dimensional Entities (Curves)

If N is equal to 1, then there will no longer be any unique correspondence between

points at adjacent scales. An ambiguity occurs, very similar to what is called the
aperture problem in motion analysis. Nevertheless, we can determine the drift
velocity in the normal direction of the curve. Given a function h : R 2 x JR+ -+ ]R
consider the solution to h(x, y; t) = 0. Assume that Po = (xo, Yo; to) is a solution
to this equation and that the gradient of the mapping (z, y) ý-. h(x, y; to) is

non-zero. Then, in some neighbourhood around (zo, Yo) the solution (x, y) to

h(x, y; to) = 0 defines a curve. Its normal at (xo, yoI is given by (cos 0, sin ) =

(h., hy)/(h2. + h2)'/ 2 at Po. Consider the function h : R x R.+ . - . h(s; t) =

h(xo + scos4,yo + ssin4; t), which has the derivative

h'(0; to)-h,(xo, yo; to)cos,0+hy(xo, yo; to)sinO-= h2+h2 (15)

Since this derivative is non-zero, we can apply the implicit function theorem.
It follows that there exists some neighbourhood around P0 where h(s; t) = 0

defines s as a function of t. The derivative of this mapping is

1taPo h, +- tP ht (16)

As an example of this consider an edge given by non-maximum suppression

h = a = L2LZZ + 2LZLIL~y + L2L,, =0 (17)
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By diffeentiating (17), by using the fact that the derivatives of L satisfy the
diffusion equation, and by expressing the result in terms of the directional deriva-
tives we get

0MotL•L. = 0,
at L= LM. + 2LL.,L..s (18)
at = MLtL + 2L.L2,
at = L!(L..., + L,.,.)/2 + LL.,(La.t + L.ls)

To summarize, the drift velocity in the normal direction of a (curved) edge in
scale-space is (with as and a4 according to (18))

(tu, 06v) = Le(Ls.s. + L".) + 2Ls.(L.s.. + L.to) a 9)
2((L*Lj.. + 2Lt.Lt.) 2 + (LeLes + 2L1,)2)( L.9 LO

Unfortunately, this expression cannot be further simplified unless additional con-
straints are posed on L. For a straight edge, however, where all partial derivatives
with respect to u are zero, it reduces to

(au.8.?A 1 Lve.. (0, 1) (20)
2 Lett

(see also [11, 14]). For a curve given by the zero-crosaings of the Laplacean we
have

SV(V 2 L) 2 V2 (
2((V 2L-) 2 + (V 2 Lt)2 )(V 2 L., L.) , (21)

which also simplifies to (20) if all directional derivatives in the u-direction are set
to zero. Similarly, for a parabolic curve, given by det(flL) = L,,Lvv - L-2, - 0,
the drift velocity in the normal direction is

L,,L,,s,,-2LxiL,,, R+( Lx + Ly)LasgV -2LxjLa gyp+ Ls aL1yu,

(8 , 06 Y) = 2 e zy 2zl a +V rx3+LeLV 2x Le VV+LV Legg)-)

(Lz =j -,- 2LE ,Lzz, + L,,Lz, + L( yl,,, - 2L 1 L 2,,, + L,, Lx).

This expression simplifies somewhat in a pq-coordinate syst- , with the p- and
q-axes aligned to the principal axes of curvature so that the nixed second-order
directional derivative Lpq is zero.

4 Invariance Properties of the Scale-Space Primal Sketch

A particular type of representation constructed in this way is the scale-space
primal sketch [10, 14]. It is a tree-like multi-scale representation aimed at making
explicit blobs in scale-space as well as the relations between blobs at different
scales. It is constructed by first defining one type of blobs, called grey-level
blobs, at all levels of scale. The definition of this concept should be obvious from
Fig. 2. Every local extremum is associated with a grey-level blob, whose extent
is determined by the level curve through a specific saddle point, called delimiting
saddle point. Formally, grey-level blobs can be defined by a water-shed analogy:
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Fig. 2. Grey-level blob defnition for bright blobs of a two-dimensional signal. In two
dimteuioas a grey-level blob is generically given by a local extremum and the level
curve through a speciic saddle point, denoted dsbiting sedle poinL

Given any differentiable signal f : R -+ R consider any pair of maxima, A and
B. They are connected by an infinite set of paths PAB. On each path, PAM,
the grey-level function assumes a minimum. To reach another maximum from
A, one must at least descend to the grey-level

Zb...(A) = sup sup inf f(C, n), (22)
BEM PA,BEPA,, (0,?)EPA,B

where M is the set of all local maxima; z,..e(A) is the grey-level value of the de-
limiting saddle point associated with the local maximum A. The support region
D.,,,(A) of the blob is the region

D..pp(A) = {r Eli2 : sup inf fe(f, 7) Ž zb,,, (A)} . (23)
PA,VEPA,r (MJ)EPA,r

Finally, the grey-level blob associated with A is the (three-dimensional) set

Gbo(A) = {(z,y, z) E 112 X : ((z, y) E D.,,(A))A(Zb..(A) • z < f(x, ,))}
(24)

In general, to every grey-level blob existing at some level of scale there will
correspond a similar blob both at a finer scale and a coarser scale. This notion can
be made precise by applying the implicit function theorem to the extremum and
saddle point associated with each blob. Grey-level blobs along an extremum path
across scales are linked as long as neither the extremum point nor its delimiting
saddle point is involved in any bifurcation, that is, as long as the Hessian remains
non-degenerate. The resulting (four-dimensional) objects, which have extent in
both space (z, V), grey-level z, and scale t, are called ecale-space blobs (see [10,
11, 14] for a detailed description). From the bifurcations between these objects,
which can be of four types; annihilation, merge, split, and creation, a tree-like
data structure can be constructed with the scale-space blobs as primitives and
the bifurcations as arcs between them.

Earlier work has shown that this representation can be used for extracting
blob-like image structures from grey-level images without any prior information
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about the contents of the image. A signifkaans measure is postulated as the
(fotardimeaaional) volume the scale-space blobe occupy in scale-space,

_' /"e

=( J= Ve,..(Go....(r(t)); t) d(,r,,(t)) , (25)

however normaliied in order to enable uniform treatment of structures at differ-
ent scales. Vo,.w(Gw,a,(r(t)); t) denotes a transformed volume of a grey-level
blob along an extremum path r delimited by two scale values t',j and t',,=,
while r-r.,: R --+ R is a transformation mapping the ordinary scale parameter
into a transformed scale parameter called effective scale. For continuous signals
-.j, is given by r.,V(t) = C1 + C2 log t for some constants, C1 and C2 (see [12]).

Since the scale-space primal sketch is defined solely in terms of local extrema,
level curves through saddle points, and bifurcations between critical points, it
inherits the invariance properties listed in Sect. 2.2. This means that the topo-
logical relations in the tree-like data structure are preserved under translations,
rotations, and (uniform) rescalings in space as well as affine intensity transfor-
mations. The relative ranking on significance obeys the following properties:

Invariance with respect to translations and rotations is trivial, since the scale-
space representation and volumes are invariant to such operations. Concerning
affine intensity transformations, it is obvious that the grey-level blob volumes are
insensitive to the grey-level offset. Invariance with respect to linear stretching is
achieved by dividing the measured grey-level volumes by the variation level of
the input image in the transformation function Vt,.. Because of the invariance
of the scale-space primal sketch with respect to coordinate rescaling, the only
way an extremum path is affected by this operation is by moving it so that
the scale values t',, and tn. are multiplied by a constant factor. Clearly the
logarithmic measure rff is invariant to this, since it corresponds to a translation
of the integration domain, which affects all scale-space blobs in the same way. The
intention with the transformation function Vt,•,• is that the integrand should
also be well-behaved under this operation.

The scale-space primal sketch satisfies the following properties, which are
essential for a low-level image representation: (i) it is based on the underlying
topology, since it is defined from families of level curves; (ii) it is hierarchical in
the sense that the primitives are related through a tree-like data structure, and
there is a natural ranking of events in order of significance; (iii) it is local in
the sense that the primitives of the representation have finite support and only
influence their nearest neighbours (in fact, it can be used for delimiting regions
in space (and intervals in scale) for further processing); (iv) it is continuous in
the sense that the topology of the overall represertation is preserved as long as
the relations in the underlying images remain the same; (v) it is invariant to
transformations such as rotations and translations in space; (vi) it is compatible
with rescalings of both the spatial coordinates and the grey-level intensity. For
discrete signals, the rotations must be multiples of 90 degrees, the translations
must be pixel-wise, and the spatial rescaling factor must be an integer in order
to preserve the invariance.

• ,'• • ,- .,• , .. , -• , • m m • •ib M -'*-,- , ... .. ... ..... ... ..... ........ . .. ;:" •.... .. ...
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5 Summary and Discussion

It has been shown how the formulation of feature detectors in terms of differential
singularities makes it theoretically simple to analyze their behaviour over scales.
Even though further work may be needed before implementing the drift velocity
estimates derived for the different feature detectors, these expressions completely
describe the theoretical evolution properties of such non-linear combinations
defined in scale-space. The discretization of the scheme in Fig. 1 is treated in
[13, 14], where experimental results are also presented.
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Abstract. A general theory of shape is developed from basic principles. These
principles are organised around two intuitions: first, if a boundary changes only
slightly, then its shape should change only slightly. This leads to a proposal
of an operational theory of shape based on incremental contour deformations.
The second intuition is that not all contours are shapes, but rather only those
that can enclose "physical" material. A novel theory of contour deformation is
derived from these principles, based on abstract conservation principles and the
Hamilton-Jacobi theory. The result is a characterization of the computational
elements of shape: deformations, parts, bends, and seeds, which show where
to place the components of a shape. The theory unifies many of the diverse
aspects of shapes, and leads to a space of shapes (the reaction/diffusion space),
which places shapes within a neighbourhood of "similar" ones. Such similarity
relationships underlie descriptions suitable for recognition.

Keywords: shape description, object recognition, shape evolution, shape defor-
mation, parts, reaction-diffusion, entropy, conservation, viscosity solution, topol-
ogy of shapes.

1 Introduction

While there is a sense in which the meaning of shape is effortlessly and intu-
itively understood, a formal definition of it has been elusive: there is currently no
generally accepted definition of shape in either computational vision or psychol-
ogy. This gap in understanding is important, because shape may be considered
as the bottleneck between early visual processes operating on edges, texture,
colour, shading, etc., and higher level processes acting on representations of ob-
jects. A theory of shape sufficiently powerful to provide a language for describing
shapes is thus needed. It follows that such a theory must be robust to variations
within scenes, for example, due to small changes in viewpoint, to the changing

* This research was supported by grants from AFSOR, ARO, MRC, NSERC, and
NSF. We thank David Mumford for an early reference to the work of Grayson, and
Allan Dobbins and Lee Iverson for discussions and technical help.
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appearance of objects due to local motion and emergent occlusions, as well as to
variations within objects, for example, due to flexibility, growth, and inflation.
To meet these needs, a formal framework for our theory is derived from a math-
ematical model of deformations. But the results are not just mathematical: in an
attempt to capture the intuitions underlying shape, a series of natural principles
are postulated to which any such theory should be subject. This complements the
examples presented throughout the paper, which exhibit the numerical stability
of this new technique.

2 The Need for a Novel Geometry of Shape

Objects come in all forms. As they deform and grow incrementally, their shape
does not change drastically. For example, one's perception of a tree is not dras-
tically altered each day as it grows, nor as a flock of birds rests on it. That
the primary perception is one of an object with modifications is so intuitive
that to mention it might appear redundant. Yet, it is essential that any general
computational representation of shape must behave similarly, so that, for exam-
ple, an industrial tool that is slightly bent or chipped will be described as "a
tool that was bent or chipped". Analogously, when objects deform with motion,
growth, erosion, etc., the percept is only slightly modified. There seems to be
great stability with regard to such changes [20, 19, 18].

Unfortunately, standard geometries do not satisfactorily address these as-
pects of shape for the purposes of object recognition. This points to the need
for a language that makes the morphogenesis of shape explicit. A second point
concerns the treatment of singularities. Attneave showed that the most salient
portions of a shape are corners and high curvature points [3]. However, singu-
larities do occur in nature, and they play a different role than their smoothed
versions [21]. They must have an explicit place in a theory of shape.

2.1 Preview of Results

A preview of results is presented to close the introductory portion of the paper
and to provide a concrete focus for the ensuing theoretical discussion. First,
the notion of deformation and how it leads to robust descriptions of parts is
illustrated. Figure I contains four images of pears, presented by Richards et
al. in [23], and which were intended as gross modifications of an object category
(pear). The original shapes are across the top, and each column contains samples
from a continuous sequence in which the bounding contour has evolved according
to the deformation rules (to be developed in Sect. 3). The samples were chosen
to illustrate how the deformation process eliminates the noise (first row) to
reveal the fundamental part structure for the pear (second row). This structure
is a pair of lobes, with the most significant one on the bottom. The relevant
shocks in this case signal the part structure, and correspond to the orientation
discontinuities that develop on the evolving contour in ordered pairs. Note how
the lobe structure and the dominant lobe (bottom row) are comparable for each
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0 0 0 0
Fig. 1. An illustration of how our deformation approach to shape leads to natural
descriptions despite large quantities of noise and texture. The original shapes are across
the top, in black. Each column contains samples from a continuous sequence in which
the bounding contour has evolved according to our deformation rules. The samples
were chosen to illustrate how the deformation procem eliminate the noise (Mrst row)
to reveal the fundamental part structure for the pear (second row). This structure is a
pair of lobes, with the most significant one on the bottom. Note how the lobe structure
sad the dominant lobe (bottom row) are comparable for each of these different pair
images, even though the noise and texture were so prominent.

of these different pair image. The continuous space of shapes which supports
such descriptions is called the entropy scale-epace.

A second example shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the notion of hierarchy in more
detail. An image of a doll was chosen to show how the different "parts" emerge
according to one's natural intuitions about significance. Observe that the "feet"
partition from the "legs(via second-order shocks, to be discussed in Sect. 5)
between frames 3 and 4, and the "hands" from the "arms" between frames 2 and
3. Following these second-order shocks, first-order shocks develop as the arms""
are "absorbed" into the chest. Running this process in the other direction would
illustrate how the arms "protrude" from the chest. Note, in addition, how hands
and feet are less significant than limbs, which are in turn less significant than
the torso. This example also illustrates that several different types of shocks
arise within the system, with first-order shocks signalling deformations, second-
order shocks signalling part connections, third-order shocks signalling bends, and
fourth-order shocks signalling part centres. Note that occlusion will not affect
decomposition into parts, a desirable feature for recognition.

3 Shape from Deformations

To begin the development of our framework for shape, note that, since any recog-
nition strategy requires a notion of similarity between shapes, or of a "neighbour-
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Fig. 2. (left) The evolution of shocks leads to parts, protrusions, and bends. This figure
shows the development of an imas of a doll (National Research Council of Canada
Laser Range Image Library CNRC9077 Cat No 422, 128X128). The contour shown in
each box corresponds to a boundary evolution at the time shown in the lower right
hand corder of the box. (right) The hierarchical decompositioa of a doll into parts.
Selected frames were organised into a hierarchy according to the principle that the
signifcance of a part is directly proportional to its survival duration. These notions
are described precisely in [17].

hood" around each shape, the shape of an object should be intimately intercon-
nected to "nearby" shapes. To illustrate this, consider the shapes in Fig. 3; these
are readily seen as similar, and an variations within the category of "peanuts".
Such variations among shape are captured via deformations, and deformations
are characterized in a differential geometry. Our approach is to apply arbitrary
deformations to shapes and, through incremental change, to observe the emerg-
ing organization of the space of shapes. In the first subsection, it is shown that
the space of local arbitrary deformations is qualitatively spanned by two simple
deformations: constant deformations and curvature defbrmations. In the next
subsection, a distinction is made between the evolution of contours and the evo-
lution of shapes. The entire development is guided by several principles that, in
our view, are fundamental and self-evident. More formally, they are proposed to
ensure that evolving curves remain "valid" shapes, that is, possible projections
of three-dimensional objects onto a two-dimensional image. Then, it is shown
that the contrasting and complementary properties of shape are captured in the
interaction between constant and curvature deformations.

3.1 Shape from Deformations of Contour%

Much of early vision is organized around inferring boundaries [27], from which
it may be observed that
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Fig. 3. These shapes sem to belong to the same group of objects. This concept of a
neighbourhood of "nearby" shapes is the key to rcognition.

PAciple 1. Slight changes in the boundary of an object cause only slight changes
to it shape.

A

Fig. 4. The points on the initial curve A move to B to generate a new curve.
The direction and magnitude of this motion is arbitrary in order to capture general
deformations. However, with mild restrictions appropriate to shape, one can classify
this deformation as a sum of ror tant deformation and curvature deformation along ,,...

the normal.

Consider a shepe represented by the curve Co(s) = (z 0 (s), St(s)) undergoing
a deformation, where s is the parameter along the curve (not necessarily the
arclength), z0 and t are the Cartesian coordinates and the subscript 0 denotes
the initial curve prior to deformation. Now, let each point of this curve move by
some arbitrary amount in some arbitrary direction; see Fig. 4. This evolution is
then described as 8C = t) T + P(o, t)N

C(s, 0) = 4(s)

where T is the tangent, N is the outward normal, a is again the parametrization,
t is the time duration (magnitude) of the deformation, and a, . are arbitrary
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functiois. This, by a rusignment (i.e. reparameterisation) of points, can be
reduced [13, 14] to

C(a,,0) CO(),
where P is again arbitrary, but not necessarily the same as that of the previ-
ous equation. Now, concentrate on intrinsic deformations that depend only on
the local geometry of the curve at that point, namely those dependent on the
curvature [],

bi =,O(o(s, t))N, 1

C(, 0) = Co(W)

where ic is the curvature.

Since the deformations are intended to bring out the relationships among
shapes, it is reasonable to require that the process relating shape S1 to shape S2
is independent of when it is applied to S1 . For example, the way an ellipse relates
to a circle in the space of deformations should not be dependent on the time of
the deformation, but rather on the amount and nature of the deformation itself.
Hence our second principle concerns time-invariance and it is proposed that:

Principle 2. The class of contour deformations necessary to articulate shape
consists of those deformations that do not depend on the time the deformation
is applied.

Then from (1)

S = r(.(s))N, (2)

C(s,0) =CO(s)

To obtain the generic character of (2), assume 6(.) is analytic, that is, that it
admits a Taylor series expansion, and consider the following "first-order approx-
imation" of 3(rc):

b = (ft0 - 31 r,)N ,(3)

C(., 0) Cso(s).

The remaining terms in a Taylor expansion of an analytic # involving higher
orders of r qualitatively resemble r for the purposes of shape [14].

Equation (3) contains two terms. The first term describes a deformation that
is a constant motion along the normal, or constant deformation. The second term
describes a deformation that is proportional to the curvature along the normal,
or curvature deformation. To summarize the discussion of deformations, it has
been shown that:
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Rasemt & Arbitrary local deformations of a curve in an arbitrary direction are
qualitatively captured by a linear combination of two basis deformations, namely,
the conatant deformation and the curvature deformation, of the curve along its
normal.

Such ddormatiou will be fundwamental to our framework, and will provide
the basis for forming a topology of shape.

3.2 Shape Deformation vs. Contour Deformation

The next principles relate to the observation that not all contours are valid
shapes. Recall that, informally, shape derives from the projection of three-di-
mensional objects, or volumes of material, onto two dimensions. The basic con-
straint is thus that for contours to represent shapes they must be (the projection
of) boundaries which could enclose "materWl". This notion also seems to hold
psychophysically [9]. To restrict curve evolution to shape evolution, consider the
situation in which two remote points of the boundary touch each other. This
would occur in the process of pinching a ball of clay, for example. At the point
when the two extremal points come together, the object falls apart into two
pieces.

Principle 4. If, during the process of deformation, distinct points of the bound-
ary touch, then the evolved shape, or its background, splits into two subohapes.

It follows, of course, that once a shape has split it cannot be joined together
again by continuing the process of deformation:

Principle 5. During the process of deformation the boundary of the shape must
not cross over itself.

This principle had an earlier expression in the "grass-fire" transformation of
Blum [4], who observed that grass could not burn twice.

It is obvious that open curves cannot contain material. Therefore,

Principle 6. The boundary of a shape must remain closed during the process of
deformation.

Next consider the singularities of the contour, such as corners and cusps.
Since objects often have sharp edges, bends, etc., these project to corners and
cusps in the contour. In fact, these are among the salient points of a shape and
deserve an explicit representation. However, there cannot be infinitely many such
singularities, or for that matter extrema in curvature, because physical objects
are composed of materials with a finite grain size and are observed by devices
with finite resolution limits. This implies a finite total undulation in the two-
dimensional shape, and such total variation may be measured by total absolute
curvature as defined by

rt 2w
rc(t) f Iicr(s,t)Jg(s,t)ds
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where g(s, t) is the length metric along the curve:

Note that this definition allows for the representation of curves with tangent
discontinuities, for example, a square, for the infinite curvature can be countered
by infinitesimal speed [14]. Therefore,

Principle T. During the process of deformation the boundary of the shape must
remain of finite total absolute curvature.

Notice that closed curves evolving by (3) must remain closed (as long as the
classical solution exists). Moreover, from the maximum principle for parabolic
equations, one can show (see for example, [1]), that

Theorem 8. Simple closed curves evolving by (3) remain simple and closed (as
long as the classical solution ezists).

The final principle relates the deformation process to the change in similarity.

Principle 9. The deformation of shape is required to preserve similarity.

4 Conservation and Shape: The Role of Shocks and
Entropy

It is most intriguing that an arbitrary combination of constant and curvature
deformations satisfies a conservation law with viscosity. The relevance of conser-
vation laws to shape is subtle. First, there is an intuitive connection in which our
deformations leave certain aspets of the shape conserved, for example, contour
orientatior. The second connection is technical: the conservation laws allow our
deformation models to continue beyond the formation of singularities. This is
particularly important for shapes with discontinuities, such as a square which
has four corners, where the normal is undefined.

4.1 Conservation of Orientation

How does an infinitesimal piece of a curve change its orientation when viewed
externally? To motivate our approach, recall that, when matter flows through a
small section of pipe, matter is conserved in the sense that the amount of matter
flowing into this piece of pipe is precisely equal to that which flows out plus
that which stays in. Similarly then, consider a small piece of the external z-axis
coordinate, the interval (x, z + Az). This infinitesimal interval can be regarded
as a small section of a pipe through which "orientation flows". It is shown that
orientation is not annihilated or created by this flow for curves evolving according
to (3) with 01 = 0, that is, orientation is conserved. When 01 # 0, viscosity is
introduced into the system:
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The•oem 10. The orientation of a curve deformed by constant deformation sat-

80 + * o , =(4)

uhere 9 is the orientation of the curve in some Cartesian coordinate frame,
namely, the angle the curve tangent makes with the x axis, W(6) = - cos(9) is
the flux of orientation flow, -r/2 < 0 < w/2; clearly a hyperbolic conservation
law for orientation 0.

Intuitively, each coordinate frame's horizontal axis can be viewed as a pipe
through which "orientation" flows. The conservation law asserts that in this
proces. orientation does not annihilate or regenerate. Rather, it flows from one
section to another, governed by a flux N(0) = cos(0). Adding curvature motion,
on the other hand, adds viscosity to the system:

Theorem 11. The orientation of a curve deformed by a combination of constant
motion and curvature motion satisfies

e, + 00 [N(e)]. = 1 cos2(0)90. , (5)

where N(9) = - cos(0), namely a viscous hyperbolic conservation law for orien-
tation e.

This kind of viscosity or "diffusion" changes the character of the deformation.
Whereas with no viscosity, deformations conserved the local orientation identity
of each piece, with viscosity the local orientation of each piece is "blended" with
its neighbouring points. This blending, in its pure form, is equivalent to a form
of Gausvian smoothing of the boundary coordinates. Informally then, one view
of the constant deformation and curvature deformation trade-off is that of area
versus length or region versus boundary.

4.2 The Formation of Sh-,cks

Other than the intuitive appeal of these conservation laws, their more significant
role is that the original process of deformation (2), a local differential model, can
now be extended to handle singularities using an "integral" form of the conser-
vation law and the notion of "weak" solutions of partial differential equations.

The key lies in Principle 9 and the introduction of a notion of entropy for
shape. Since the conservation law of orientation is valid beyond the point when
singularities form, the principle of conservation can be postulated as the fun-
damental principle underlying the deformation of shape, and it can be used to
guide shape evolution beyond the formation of "corners". Informally, the entropy
condition, which forces characteristics to lean into a shock, translates into the
condition of removing dashed curves for shape. These dashed lines are portions
of the curve which cross over each other. A physical analogy may help: in gas
dynamics, when particles of unit velocity and stationary ones collide at a shock,
they "reach an agreement", namely, the formation of a shock moving with a
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Fig. 5. Curve evolution is not shape evolution. Note that in the process of deformation
of the curve, local portions of the boundary may cross over each other, like the corner
of the square. Similarly, remote portions of the boundary may cross over each other.
Since shapes are curves that are filled with material as required by Principles 5 and 6,
the local curve deformation does not always lead to shape deformation. To resolve this
dilemma, the interior must be represented explicitly.

Fig. 6. Nonlinear processes can transform initially smooth functions to functions with
singularities. (left) shows a curve with a negative curvature extremum which, when
evolved by constant motion along the normal, leads to a singularity. This evolution can
be based entirely on boundary information until the singularity arises. However, at this
point the entropy condition is required to further control evolution, so that the curve
does not cross over itself and the swallowtail configuration can be properly handled. The
entropy condition is region-based, and controls how interior information interacts with
the boundary. It plays another key role in controlling topological evolution, by globally
managing the splitting of a single boundary into two closed boundaries (right). In both
cases the entropy condition dictates that the solution does not include the "dashed"
portions of the contour - these annihilate into the shock.
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"compromise" velocity which depends on the form of the flux. Certain particles
must annihilate into a shod. For shape, the dashed lines would be present if
each portion were to evolve independently by ddorming along the normal. How-
ever, given the conservation law (4), during the collision a similar "agreement"
must be reached between the orientation of "particles", namely, the crossed-over
portions - the dashed lines of Fig. 6 - must annihilate into a shock. Since
the dashed segments are points which the boundary has crossed already, the
following definition of entropy for shape is appropriate:

Definition 12 Entropy condition. In the process of inward deformation, once
a point is dislodged from a shape, it remains disjoint from it forever. Similarly,
in the process of outward deformation, once a point becomes part of a shape, it
remains part of it forever.

This condition is reminiscent of the "grass fire" algorithms in vision, where once
an area is burnt, it cannot be burned again; see also Sethian's analogous entropy
condition for flame propagation [24].

Whereas the conservation law may be postulated in the above fashion to be
a beginning for our approach, it can also be shown that it is necessarily the
way to continue deformations past the point of singularity formation, based on
previously postulated principles. The key connection here is one between the
entropy-satisfying solution of hyperbolic conservation laws and their viscosity
solutions. The idea is to introduce an infinitesimal amount of viscosity to the
system and reduce it to zero. It is reasonable to require that the limit of such a
solution be the solution of a system in the absence of viscosity [12, 10, 6].

4.3 Embedding Curve Evolution in a Higher-dimensional Space

The conservation law formulation resolves the first of the two problems depicted
in Fig. 5, that is, the local collision of the boundary and the consequent formation
of singularities. However, as the peanut shape of Fig. 5 evolves in time, remote
portions of the boundary collide and pass over each other. This collision does
not manifest itself in either the local curve deformation model of (2) or the more
general conservation model of (5). The missing ingredient is a notion of "inte-
rior". Observe that a comprehensive understanding of shape involves the notion
of both its boundary and its interior. To allow for this extra "dimension" of in-
formation, consider an evolution in a higher-dimensional space, for example, the
evolution of a two-dimensional surface in a three-dimensional space constrained
to embed the original problem.

In [161 it is proved that:

Result 13. Consider a surface z = q5(x, y, t) evolving according to the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation

with the initial condition z = O(x, y, 0) = Oo0(x, y). If the explicit representation
of O (x, y) = 0 is denoted by Co(s) = (zo(s), yo(S)), then the (z, y, t) satisfying
O(x, y, t) = 0 also satisfy evolution (3).
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Fig. 7. This figure depicts the case when two points of a shape (a) that are distant
along its boundary come together during an arbitrary deformation (b). How should
the deformation proceed beyond this point? A pointwise deformation along the normal
would produce the dashed-lines, which clearly violate Principle 5 since they do not
correspond to an actual object.

Thus, by invoking the entropy condition as presented in Definition 12, when
portions of the shape's boundary collide and pass over each other, the shape
is segmented into two disjoint subshapes, each evolving separately, according to
Principle 5. In this way, topologically connected shapes composed of two compo-
nents, like that in Fig. 7(a) and those with two disjoint components, like that in
Fig. 7(c), become neighbours in a deformation process and therefore are similar.
To summarize:

Result 14. Solutions of (6) satisfying the entropy condition in Definition 12 are
the proper "physical" solutions as they are also obtained by the viscosity method.

5 The Reaction-Diffusion Space and Formation of Shocks

In the previous section shocks were shown to form in the course of evolution
of shapes. In this section, these shocks are classified and are shown to lead to
our proposal for the computational elements of shape: parts, protrusions, and
bends. These shocks occur for various combinations of constant deformation and
curvature deformation, or reaction and diffusion. The space generated by these
combinations and by time is thus referred to as the reaction-diffusion space. It
is in the context of this space that shocks will be related to shape.

5.1 The Reaction-Diffusion Space

Definition 15. The representation of a shape S in all possible time and all
possible ratios 030/,31 (i01 < 0) is called the reaction-diffusion space for that
shape.
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5.2 Fbrst-order Shocks

Consider the shape in Fig. 9 which is formed by pushing a portion of a circle
outwards. It would not be uncommon to describe this shape as a "circle with a
protrusion". Now, consider a constant motion type of deformation on this shape.
Adhering closely to the terminology of classical conservation laws, let us preserve
the term shock and define:

Definition 16. When in the process of deformation and orientation flow, cur-
vature builds up to create an orientation discontinuity, then a first-order shock
has formed.

Gkob Find~ she*

Fig. 9. The shape on the right is perceived as a circle with a deformation. While a
number of other interpretations are possible, this interpretation seems to be favoured
naturally.

Thus, a first-order shock is a discontinuity in orientation of the boundary of
a shape, which often arises from curvature extrema of the boundary:

Theorem 17. In the process of evolution by constant motion, each local curva-
ture ezxtremism leads to a first-order shock, provided that only this local portion
of the curve evolves.

First-order shocks are associated with protrusions (indentations) in the ab-
sence of other shocks. They arise because curvature accumulates most rapidly
at extrema. Note that several smaller protrusions may merge to form one at a
larger "scale" as in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. This fgurs illustrtes the hWrachY of At-ord shocks, depictig pvotrusion
in niitiple Ies

5.3 Second-order hocks

A second kind shock frms not due to curnture build-up as in the first type
of shock, but due to a collision of boundaries. Consider the shape in Fig. 7. As
the shape (a) evolves in time due to a coeMant deformation, portions of the
boundary collide and give rise to two cusps (b). These cusps awe discontinuities,
not in tangent, but in curvature. These are referred to as second-order shocks.
Note the change of connectivity at this instant. Beyond this instant, portions of
the boundaries cros each other (the dashed lines). The role of entropy in this
case is to remove portions of the boundary that have reached a previously visited
point (c). Formally,

Defidltion 1i. When in the process of deformation two distinct non-neighbouring
boundary points join and not all the other neighbouring boundary points have
collapsed together, a second-order shock is formed.

Thus, a second-order shock is a dicontinuity of curvature, but not of orien-
tation. The second-order shocks define parts of a shape. This notion of parts is
different than that proposed in [11], where parts are defined by negative minima
of curvature. Our parts are more intuitive; see, for example, Fig. 11. These ideas
have been extended in [2ý, 26] to include neck-based and limb-based parts.

5.4 Third-order Shocks

A third type of shock point is generated when distinct boundary points are
brought together as in second-order shocks, but, unlike the second-order shock,
the neighbouring boundary points on each side have also joined with other dis-
tant boundary points. Formally,

Deftnition 19. When in the process of deformation two distinct non-neighbouring
boundary points join, so that neighbouring boundaries of each point also collapse
together, a third-order shock is formed.

S ... ' ii•ii ~ i i i i i i i 'i l~ l i 'l • .... • I .... . ... ii;•... ... .. . .... ',i• :. . • • • .4
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Fig. 11. Partitioning of a two-dimensional shape requires not only boundary, but also
region information. The top row shows two shapes and the unnatural part structure
implied by [11]. Our theory leads to much more natural descriptions (bottom row).

Fig. 12. The snake shape forms third-order shocks when distant points of the boundary
come together not in isolation, but rather in conjunction with neighbours. Third-order
shocks indicate the "bending" of an object. The interpretation of the snake therefore is
as a "bent stick". Note that the partitioning of the "snake" at the negative curvature
minima would give rise to five (unnatural) parts, as indicated by a pure boundary-based
approach.

I* . . . • " i' " [i .. . ... . " .. . ' . . . . ' .. . . . . .. . . . . " ' • l -A
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Thus, a curve of third-order shocks represents the median of two parallel
curve segments of the boundary. As defined above, third-order shocks cannot
posiably chag the topological connectivity of the shape. Rather, they indicate
a symmetrc aiis, as in the case of an ellipse. However, this axis is not composed
of first-order shocks where portions of the boundary collapse into a single point.
Rather, this axis is the result of a region collapsing into points, Fig. 12. Therefore,
the locus of these points indicates a b.ending of an extended region, rather than
a protrusion of the boundary.

5.5 Fourth-order Shocks

In the process of inward evolution of a shape, regions shrink and form shocks.
In time, remainng regions finally shrink to a point and disappear due to the
entropy condition. All parts of a shape must eventually annihilate to a point,
since the shape may be entirely embedded inside some circle of radius R which
will, in R/4, units of time, disappear.

Definition 20. When in the process of deformation a closed boundary collapses
to a single point, a fourth-order shock is formed.

Thus, fourth-order shocks are the seeds for parts of shape.

5.6 Examples

In this section, the reaction-diffusion space and the formation therein of shocks
is illustrated. To recall, the reaction-diffusion space is the collection of al! defor-
mations of shape for all combinations of reaction fl0 and diffusion 31, and time
t. Since of these three variables only two are independent, time and the ratio
of reaction to diffusion (0o/18 3 ) are selected as the two variables which span the
space. This choice is motivated by the fact that there is always some amount
of diffusion present, so that the vertical lines at the extremes of the z-axis are
associated with pure reaction and the y-azis is associated with pure diffusion.
Furthermore, the case of pure diffusion is a natural seam between inward and
outward reactions; see Figs. 8 and 13.

To interpret our reaction-diffusion convention, then, each vertical line at x
is a deformation of the original shape with the ratio /o/#I = x (the absolute
values of PO and 01 are not relevant in that they are absorbed in time t). Note
that for #1 = 0, or pure reaction, some diffusion manifests itself in the numerical
implementation, so that shapes along this line diffuse minimally. The vertical
dimension of the line represents time, or the amount of deformation. This ver-
tical axis is best depicted on a logarithmic scale and the numerals indicate the
time frame of the computation from which the image was taken. However, note
that there is no inherent "vertical topology" in this space and that the space is
intended to generate a topology in both dimensions; this is a visual choice for
representing this space.

There is an interesting connection between the reaction-diffusion and the
symmetric axis transform (SAT): the shocks along the pure reaction axis form
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Fig. 13. This figure is an example of a reaction and diffusion involving both inward and
outward deformation for the DOLL image. The DOLL image was taken from a range
image collection of the National Research Council of Canada's Laser Range Image
Library CNRC9077 Cat No 422. The image was thresholded and stored as a 128x128
image. The numbers on the x-axis are indicative of the two values 00, #1 in relation
to time. Note the formation of shocks with both inward and outward reaction. Also,
observe that outward reaction may be thought of as an inward reaction when the role
of figure and ground is reversed.
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the laci of the symmetric axis transform. Since SAT is susceptible to noise, vari-
ous smoothing algorithms have been proposed [7, 22]. In our framework, however,
diffusion is naturally part of the deformations. As such, not only the resulting
description is a "colouration", or classification, of the symmetric axis into mean-
ingful portions via the classification of shocks, but a sense of significance also
emerges. The other interesting connection is that the reaction-diffusion space
under the pure reaction axes embeds the mathematical morphology operations
of erosion and dilation with a ball structuring element. Furthermore, the "shape
from deformation" framework also embeds mathematical morphology operations
with all convex structuring elements [2]; also see [5].

Shape representation is perhaps most important to object recognition. Any
object-matching method employs a similarity metric, whether it is explicit or im-
plicit in the algorithm. The formation of shocks in the reaction-diffusion space
and their classification yields a complete representation of the shape. These
shocks as discrete events represent the shape not only statically, but also dynami-
cally (in the spirit of Koenderink's dynamic shape [19]) in relation to its "nearby"
shapes [15). Since these deformations simplify shapes in time, the longer it takes
two shapes to become similar under these deformations, the more dissimilar
they are. Therefore, the degree of similarity of the shock-based representation of
shapes in the reaction-diffusion space is indicative of their degree of similarity
for object recognition.
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Per-borauce in Noise of
a Diffusion-based Shape Descriptor *

Mval II. Law and Sheag- Yun Hwang

Department of Electrical Enieering and Computer Science, George Washington
University, Washington DC 20052, USA

Abstract. A diffusion-like process, analogous to the thermodynamic diffusion
of heat or of gas molecules, is used to describe the shape of two- or three-
dimensional objects. It is effective at identifying extrema of curvature that might
be used to segment the boundary, and also at characterizing the types of line
segments that lie between the extrema. Both of those operations are essential for
qualitative descriptions of images, as would be required by an approach based
on geometrical icons (geons). The region need not be convex. The descriptor
is invariant to several common transformations, including rotation. It can be
implemented easily on parallel machines, does not pose problems with the def-
inition of slope, and appears to be capable of dealing with the matching of
partially-occluded objects. The descriptor's performance is essentially indepen-
dent of user-supplied parameters.

It is shown that noise does not affect the accuracy of identification of the
extrema - a simple stopping rule for the process ensures that the structural
parts of the boundary are preserved while the noise is suppressed. The proce-
dure is compared and contrasted to scale-based boundary-description methods.
Connections are drawn between this work and that of others who use diffusion
in scale-space and edge-detection methods.

Keywords: curvature extrema, diffusion, scale-space.

I Introduction

Previous work [11, 8] has presented a method for describing the shape of a region,
based on a simulated discrete-time diffusion process. The region was required to
be simply-connected, but need not be convex. The method worked as well in
three dimensions as in two; here only the two-dimensional case is considered.

The earlier work showed that the descriptor was invariant under translations,
rotations by multiples of 90 degrees, and scale changes, and claimed that the

• We appreciate the constructive comments of the reviewers. This work was supported

in part by the Office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-91-J-1539.
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method was relatively insensitive to noise; the claim was not, however, supported
by proof or by extensive experimentation.

Others have examined diffusion because of the relationship that the diffusion
equation [4] has to multiscale representations of grey-scale images [9, 6, 7, 5].
Those methods aim to create families of images, in which the original image
is successively blurred, and intensity features become less and less distinct. A
feature at a coarse level of resolution is required to possess a "cause" at a finer
level of resolution, though the converse need not be true. The features describe
regions within the image, which would then lead to robust edge detection or
segmentation. Lindeberg (7] provides a fundamental basis and establishes the
necessary conditions for performing scale-space operations in a discrete domain.
He derives the values of parameters that ensure desirable characteristics such
as isotropy and separability in the discrete space. In all cases the aim is to
produce a sequence of successively smoothed images that may give insights into
the structure of the images and be useful in segmentation.

In contrast, this work seeks to use diffusion only to detect extrema of bound-
ary curvature. It possesses many of the desirable characteristics of other diffusiuon
approaches, and is essentially parameter-free. Because the method (described be-
low) is effective at detecting extrema of curvature, it would appear to be useful
in identifying the regions that are important in human object recognition (1, 2].
An issue identified in our earlier work was the choice of stopping rule - when
should the process be stopped, and the results examined? The work presented
here links the two issues of stopping rule and sensitivity to noise.

2 Methods and Data

2.1 The Diffusion Method

The diffusion-type procedure simulates the release at an initial time of a given
number of particles from each pixel along the boundary of a region to be. (It is as-
sumed that the boundary pixels have been defined and that non-boundary pixels
within the region are empty initially.) At each instant of discrete time thereafter,
new values of pixel contents are computed based on an assumed diffusiorn con-
stant and the isotropic assumption (i.e., that the diffusion law applies equally
in all directions for all parts of the region under study). The process consists
of an initial transient and a subsequent steady-state condition. In steady-state,
all pixels contain the same number of particles. During the transient condition,
however, the number of particles in each boundary pixel depends on the shape
of the boundary. The concentration is greater in concavities than in convexities,
with straight or nearly-straight regions having intermediate concentrations. It is
necessary therefore to stop the diffusion process during the transient condition
to detect those characteristics of the boundary. When the simulated diffusion
process is stopped, the sequence of numbers of particles in the boundary pix-
els can be used to generate a shape-related code. Specifically, the positive- and
negative-going peaks in a plot of pixel-content vs. boundary-location correspond
to regions of high concavity and convexity, respectively.
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Let N.4 (t) be the number of particles contained in the pixel at coordinates
(i,j) at time t. Then the fundamental algorithm to be used is

Na(t+dt) = Nij(t)-4KNj(t)+K(N-,_j(t)+Ni+ j(t)+Nij-,(t)+Nij+,(t))

(1)
This is the two-dimensional computational evaluation of

It = AI = K(.. + I,,), (2)

the diffusion equation, using a simple finite-difference method. Alternatively,
diffusion could be modelled as occurring in eight directions. Neighbours that
lie outside the boundary of the object do not participate in the process. The
solution of (2) is the convolution integral

I(x, y,t + dt) = K J f I(x - u, y - v, O)G(u, v, t + dt)dudv

= K f f I(x - u, y - v,t)G(u, v, dt)dudv

where I(x, y, 0) is the initial condition.
The computational solution is usually

Ni,j(t + dt) = K E E Ni-kj_1(t)GA.(dt) .
A; I

The numerical accuracies of the two methods are similar [3, 4].
The diffusion equation is governed by the maximum principle [12], which

states that all the maxima of the solution to the equation belong to the initial
condition (in this case, the boundary of the image), and to the boundary of the
domain of interest, if the diffusion constant is positive.

In a real diffusion process of matter or heat, the diffusion constant K would
depend on the nature of the material and/or experimental data, and the isotropic
assumption (realized only approximately in this discrete case) might not apply.
In this simulated process, however, the only constraint is that K be apprecia-
bly smaller than the reciprocal of the number of directions (4 or 8) in which
diffusion is permitted to occur. This ensures that the outflow from a boundary
pixel does not cause computational problems early in the process. Extensive ex-
perimentation has shown that variations in K have virtually no effect on the
shape-describing power of the method. There is an inverse relationship between
K and t: increasing K results in the achievement of a desired stopping criterion
at a smaller value of t; but small variations along the boundary are then lost
because of the larger amounts by which pixel contents change at each time step.

When should the process be terminated? If the peaks are important, then
a reasonable stopping rule would be the one that maximizes the amplitude dif-
ference between the peaks; that is, it would compute the difference between
maximum and minimum along the boundary at each t, and the point at which
that difference was maximized would be the stopping time. This yields the max-
imum signal-to-noise ratio for the extrema. Typically, however, that rule will
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lead to a relatively early termination of the process, before appreciable smooth-
ing of the boundary occurs. The set of boundary values, for each iteration of the
process, constitutes a scale-space representation at a "scale" given by the time
t. Figure 4 offers four kinds of measures to be considered as inputs to stopping
rules, based on the goals of expressing the variation in pixel contents along the
boundary and of determining when near-stability has been reached. The mea-
sures (all computed using only the boundary pixels), and the criteria for choice,
are:

1. standard deviation: use point at which maximum occurs, and/or the point
at which the value stabilizes;

2. coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by mean): use point at
which maximum occurs, and/or the point at which the value stabilizes;

3. mean: use knee of curve;
4. max-min difference: use maximum, or knee of curve.

Figure 4 provides these measures for the example of the N SKIRT (noisy)
object shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 Objects Studied

A set of images of objects was generated that included a representative group of
segment and extrema types - straight lines, concave and convex corners, and
curves of large and small curvature. Examples of the objects appear in Fig. 3.
Noise was introduced by generating a white Gaussian sequence and adding one
of its elements to each pixel; then boundary pixels and their neighbours were
compared to a threshold and rendered as part of the object boundary, or as part
of the background. Pits and bumps along the boundary, and connected to it,
were thereby created; they were one pixel deep or high, respectively, and one or
more pixels long. The noisy versions of the images are shown also in Fig. 3.

The basic idea of the process is described as follows. The object has 10, 000
particles placed in each of its boundary pixels at t = 0, and the diffusion process
carried out with K = 0.01. At t = 10, the contents of the boundary pixels
are as shown in Fig. 1. A plot of the boundary-pixel contents as a function of
boundary position appears in Fig. 2, for t = 3 and t = 10. It is clear that the
concave corners of the object correspond to the two large positive-going peaks,
and that the convex protrusions into the object correspond to the two large
negative-going ones. Straight sections of the boundary correspond to constant
or nearly-constant values in the plot. It is often convenient for comparisons
between plots to normalize them by subtracting the mean (computed along the
bou,•dary) from each boundary pixel, and dividing by the standard deviation
(also computed using only the boundary pixels).

Diffusion was performed on N SKIRT and plots were generated (Fig. 5)
that show normalized (as in Sect. 2.1) pixel contents at each of five instants, in
accordance with the candidate procedures for stopping noted above. Maximum
standard deviation occurred at t = 2; maximum difference at t = 5, maximum
coefficient of variation (COV) at t = 75, stable mean at t = 163, and both stable
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Fig. 2. Number of particles for concecutive boundary pixels for the shape of Fig. 1, at
t=3and *=10.

standard deviation and stable COV at t = 212. Numbers on the peaks of the
plots in Fig. 5 correspond to the vertex numbers on the N SKIRT object in Fig.
3.

The distinct positive and negative peaks in the t = 75,163, and 212 plots
(called the "late" plots) correspond identically to the concave and convex corners,
respectively, in the N SKIRT object. The horizontal and vertical straight lines
between vertices in the object correspond to flat or nearly-flat segments of the
diffusion plots. The "early" plots contain the same set of corner-related peaks,
as well as peaks due to the noise bumps and pits evident in Fig. 3. Additionally,
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Fig. 3. Test objects (upper row without noise, lower row with noise a - 60) left to
right: SKIRT, CIRCLEl, CIRCLE3, OVAL.
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Fig. 4. Four stopping criteria for the noisy SKIRT object (N SKIRT).
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Fig. 5. N SKIRT at t - 2, corresponding to maximum standard deviation a. Labelled
peaks correspond to vertices in Fig. 3.
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the early plots contain oscillations (between vertices 6 and 7 and also 8 and 9)
arising from the staircase approximations to the diagonal edges in N SKIRT.
Staircases can be viewed as sequences of alternating concavities and convexities,
which explains the oscillatory behaviour. Both they and the noise are smoothed
by the diffusion process during the interval between t = 5 and t = 75.

An oval and several kinds of circles were also examined; the diffusion results
for those shapes are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8.

Fig. 6. (top to bottom) N OVAL at t 1 (maximum oa), t - 2 (maximum difference),
t = 108 (maximum a/p), and t = 131 (stable a and stable a/,).

2.3 Properties of the Diffusion Process

It is the nature of a corner or of a general extremum of curvature that its
shape and existence are defined by its set of neighbours. Noise, if uncorrelated
(white), has no such local support, in general. It is therefore not unexpected that
the diffusion process, acting in part as a local averager, suppresses small-scale
variations while preserving major differences.

The peaks in the late plots of Fig. 5 have broader bases than had the peaks
in the early plots that correspond to the same vertices in the original figure. This
spreading of the peaks over time is a direct consequence of the diffusion process,
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Fig. T. (top to bottom) CIRCLE3 at t = 91 (maximum a/l), t = 135 (stable u),
t = 146 (stable maximum difference), and t = 170 (stable o and stable o/ju).

as the (relatively large) contents of the positive peaks' pixels spread into those
neighbouring pixels that help to define the concave corner. Similarly, convex
corners' negative peaks in the diffusion plot also spread out, as particles from
more-distant pixels contribute to the (relatively small) contents of the pixels in
the neighbourhoods of those corner pixels.

Peaks in the early plots, that arise from oscillations due to diagonal-line ,........
sampling and from noise, have no local support - there are no structural char-
acteristics of the boundary to sustain the extreme amplitude. Rather, because
the neighbouring pixels are of a different (and relatively uniform) structure, they
serve to reduce that extreme amplitude by effectively averaging it with their own
contents.

This behaviour may be summarized by the observation that structural peaks
spread, while artefactual ones vanish. Examination of the late plots, then, would
reveal the atructural properties of the boundary - the existence of the important
extrema - while the early plots would give precise locations of the extrema and
information about the kinds of segments that lie between the extrema. So objects
that appear in the late plots could point back to the early plots for the details
that would contribute to a simulation of human object understanding. This is
exactly the implication of the maximum principle, noted above, that accounts for
the fact that no new peaks are generated after the first iteration of the diffusion
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Fig. S. (top to bottom) N CIRCLEl at t = 2 (maximum difference), and t = 139
(stable p and stable maximum difference).

process.

3 Discussion and Conclusions

This work bears some similarity to that of Witkin [13], who proposed scale-
space filtering as a way of detecting and identifying visually significant- features
in a one-dimensional signal. Gaussian smoothings of the signal were performed
using a series of values of the standard deviation, and the extrema then located
by finding the zero-crossings of the second derivative of each smoothed signal.
Contours connecting those extrema at the different scales (standard deviations)
gave an indication of the location and visual importance of the extrema. No
basis was given for choosing the range and increments of the standard deviations
used, and there was no procedure recommended for extension to two-dimensional
data. One approach to 2-D data was suggested by Rattarangsi and Chin [10],
in which the boundary points coordinates were parameterized as z(s) and y(s),
and addressed independently of one another.

The diffusion process described here is intrinsically 2-D and uses discrete
time as a natural index of its progress; the stoppng time is determined by the
stabilization of simple measures taken around the boundary, and does not require
that parameters be chosen. The procedure does require that the boundary of
the object be determined in advance, and so this approach does not itself fully
utilize the grey-scale information of the original image. It is easy to see, however,
how the scale-space-dependent boundary detection of, for example, Perona and
Malik could be augmented - at whatever scale - by the present procedure to
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identify the significant extrema of curvature of the boundary. They are indicated
by the local maxima in the diffusion plot when the process stops, or at any
earlier time. The locations of those broad peaks point to precise values of the
boundary positions of the extrema in the early plots. In addition, the nature
of the diffusion waveform lying between each pair of extrema in the early plots
provides a description of the kind of line-segment present: straight, or curved
with a measure of the curvature. It therefore should be useful in extracting and
identifying geons for subsequent object recognition. The modest amounts of noise
used to date were successfully removed and did not affect the performance of
the process.
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Abstract. In this paper it is shown that erosions and dilations using increas-
ingly larger quadratic structuring functions can be used to construct a morpho-
logical scale-space which is incrementally computable (the image at scale p can
be calculated from the image at scale p for p ( p) and the (weak) soluti,,n of
a differential equation. Furthermore it is argued that the morphological scale-
space preserves causality in the resolution domain, in the sense that no spatial
details are introduced by moving towards larger scales. This is illustrated with
an example showing the singularity trace through scale-space.

Keywords: mathematical morphology, morphological scale-space, evolutionary
systems, quadratic structuring function, skeleton, propagator, Burger's equation.

1 Introduction

The use of scale-space is nowadays well accepted in computer vision. Using a
scale-space an image can be analyzed at all levels of resolution simultaneously.
The way in which the visual details develop while going from low to high reso-
lution defines the structure in the image.

In this paper the following requirements for the construction of a morpho-
logical scale-space are used:

1. The scale-space is a one-parameter family of images F(x, p) with z an n-
dimensional spatial vector and p the scale parameter. For p = 0 the original
image f is obtained (i.e. F(x, 0) = f(z)).

2. The scale-space is incrementally computable, i.e. F(z, p+dp) can be obtained
from F(x, p).

3. The scale-space F(z, p) satisfies a differential equation linking an infinitesi-
mal small change in scale (going from scale p to scale p + dp) with spatial
properties of F(z, p).

4. The scale-space "preserves causality in the resolution domain" (see [7]), i.e.
it is required that by moving from high to low resolution no spatial details
are introduced (only removed).
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A weal-known eanmple of a scale-space is the one obtained by linearly smooth-
ing the original image with increasingly larger Gaussian filters. Section 2 briefly
states some of the properties of the Gaussian scale-space.

Instead of building a scale-space using the linear Gaussian filter, the use of
morphological image transforms has also been proposed. Chen and Yan [21 in-
vestigated the "opening scale-space" obtained by opening a binary image with
increasingly larger disks. They claimed that the morphological scale-space thus
obtained preserves causality in the sense that zero-crossings in the contour are
never created when moving towards larger scales. Nacken [9] has proved this
claim to be incorrect by giving a counterexample. However, in our opinion this
does not imply that morphological scale-spaces cannot be constructed. This pa-
per indicates that whereas zero-crossings are a suitable starting point for Gaus-
sian scale-spaces, this is not the case for morphological scale-spaces.

In this paper it will be shown that a morphological scale-space for grey-
value images can be constructed which satisfies a differential equation. Kimia
[6] has found similar differential equations describing the deformation of 2-D
contours in scale-space. Considering only 2-D contours, Kimia then combines
the morphological scale-space with the Gaussian linear scale-space.

Instead of Gaussian filtering, the erosion (dilation) of the original image
by increasingly larger quadratic structuring functions is used. These structur-
ing functions share many of the properties of the Gaussian filter and are called
the morphological equivalents of the Gaussian functions [1]. The restriction to
quadratic structuring functions is not essential. In [1] the general class of differ-
ential equations solved with morphological operations is considered.

2 Gaussian Scale-Space

An important property of the Gaussian function is that it is Green's function (or
propagator) of the diffusion equation. Let z E R 2 and p E R' and let F(x, p)
be a real-valued function satisfying the diffusion equation:

F, = V 2F

where F, = OF/8p and V2 F is the Laplacian of F. With initial condition
F(z, 0) = f(x) (in computer vision f is the image being analyzed) the diffusion
equation is solved using the Gaussian function to propagate the initial condition
into the "scale-space" F(x, p):

F(z, p) = (f * )(x),

where * denotes the convolution and gP is the Gaussian function with scale
parameter p:

1 I-,=
9 x= = 4-e p

4irp

In computer vision the function F(x, p) is interpreted as a family of images,
where p indicates the level of resolution (or scale). The larger p is, the more
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blurred the original image f will be, finally showing only the larger structures
in the image, until ultimately any image detail disappears.

The diffusion equation serves as an apt starting point for constructing a scale-
space (multiresolution representation) because it satisfies a mazimum principle
(see Hummel [5]). An immediate consequence of the maximum principle is that
the scale-space "generated" by the diffusion equation preserves causality in the
resolution domain [7], in the sense that by moving towards larger scales new
details are never created. It is also the maximum principle which explains the
unique properties of the zero-crossings in the Laplacian of F.

As pointed out by Perona and Malik [10] Gaussian blurring "does not re-
spect the natural boundaries of objects". Objects that are better left unmerged
are merged. Furthermore edge junctions (corners) are destroyed. They intro-
duced an inhomogeneous blurring scheme in which the amount of (infinitesimal)
isotropic blurring needed to obtain F(z, p + dp) from F(z, p) is determined by
the magnitude of the gradient. They claimed that the scale-space thus obtained
satisfies a maximum principle and thus guarantees preservation of causality in
the resolution domain.

Most images analyzed by either the human visual system or a computer vi-
sion system are projections of three-dimensional reality on a two-dimensional
retina. Projective image formation makes linearity of visual stimuli a question-
able assumption. The scheme of Perona and Malik may be advantageous over
the original scheme, but it still does not tackle the questionable assumption of
linearity in the visual stimuli.

3 Elements from Mathematical Morphology

In this section the morphological notation used in this paper is given and some
properties that are needed are discussed (see also [8, 4, 3]).

The erosion of a grey-value image f using structuring function g, using A as
a shorthand for the infimum operator, is given by:

YfE4)(W)= A [f(x+Y)-g(y)(1)

The dilation f D § is defined as:

Yf E 0)( = V (x+ y) + gy)], (2)

where V denotes the supremum operator. It should be noted that whereas in
convolution kernels the pixels with zero value do not influence the convolution
sum, in structuring functions these pixels have value -oo. Table 1 summarizes
the definitions of grey-value morphology needed in this paper.

Let g be a structuring function whose umbra U(g) = {(z, t) I f(z) >_ t} is a
convex set. It is well known in mathematical morphology that any convex set S
is divisible with respect to dilation, in the sense that aS @ D/S = (a + 8)S. This
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Table 1. Notation and defnltons of gpry-valu. morphology.f 9 and h denote
fu os (e.g. f : W" i-. UR) and x and V denote a position vector in R". An element
from R"'+ will be deoted as (z; t), where z E R" and t E R.

Name Notation Dehition
TVAaulmt ao f(,;t)(Z) = (Az - Y) + t
Complement f9 IC = -f
T"Mpos I A(z) = f(-Z)

Union f v g (f V g)(z) =fz) v gz)
Intersection f A g (f A g)(z) = f(z) A9g(z)

Dilation f 9 § (f 9 §) (z) = Vv,.. [f(z + y) + g(y)]
Erosion f e 4 (f e ) () = AE.- If(-T+ Y) -g( )]
Closing f s g (f ( ) eg
Opening f o g (f e) ) 9 9

is also true for "convex" structuring functions. Define the family of structuring
functions:

90W, = IPo

Such a family of structuring functions is closed with respect to dilation [1]:

gP E)gI = gP0+16

Among all convex structuring functions the quadratic structuring function (QSF)

q(x) 1 - 14"I•
4

is the only rotationally symmetric one which can be dimensionally decomposed
[1] (the choice of the scaling factor 1/4 is irrelevant now, but will be clear later
on). This means that a dilation f E q can be implemented by first dilating along
the rows in an image, followed by a dilation along the columns in the image.
The QSF q shares this property with the Gaussian function, which is the unique
rotationally symmetric function that can be dimensionally decomposed with
respect to convolution.

4 Morphological Propagators

Consider the dilation of an image f with the QSF qP (see Fig. 1). The downwards
pointing parabola positioned at point (z, (f qP)(z)) hits the original function at
the point y (which is called the point-of-contact). Note that the parabola, when
placed at another point on the dilated function, may hit the original image at
more than one point. These situations leading to singularities in the dilation
result are treated later.
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Fig. 1. Dilation with parabola

In [1] it is shown that if f e qP is differentiable in z the point-of-contact y
can be calculated:

y = z + 2pV(f D q')(x), (3)
f(y) = (f ( qP)(z) - q(x - y). (4)

The above point-of-contact equations are easily proved by observing that the
gradient of f @ q9 in point z is equal to the gradient of the structuring function
qP' in the point z - y, i.e. V(f E qP)(z) = (VqP)(z - y). The choice of a QSF qP
allows us to calculate an "inverse gradient function" (i.e. given y = (Vq')(z),
the function (VqP)-' such that z = (VqP)-l(y) exists). The inverse gradient
function of q' is given by (VqP)-'(z) = -2pz.

It should be noted that an inverse gradient function does not exist for all
structuring functions. For example all "flat structuring functions" are excluded
from the analysis in this paper.

The point-of-contact equations easily lead to the differential equation linking
an infinitesimal change in scale (going from scale p to scale p + dp) with spatial
properties of the dilated function. Define the function FO(z, p):

F*(z, p) =(f 9 €')(x);

then with initial condition F9(z, 0) = f(z), FO is a weak solution of the differ-
ential equation:

-F= 117Vp,0112.
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This can be proved by showing what happens when the scale is increased from
p to p + d4. Because the QSFs are closed with respect to dilation it is true that:

F*(x, p + *p) = (f 0 I +*,)(z) = ((f 9q,) ( qd)(z) = (F*(., p) D ql)(z).

Using the point-of-contact equations (note that the dilation is done with q4 )

leads to:

F"(z,p) = F'(x,p + dp) - q"P(-2dpVFO(z, p + dp))

= F(z, p + dp) + dplIVFe(z, p + dp)112.

Neglecting all second- aad higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion of
dplIVFO(z, p + dp) 112 the above equation simplifies to:

F1(x, p) = F1 (z, p + dp) + dpiIV F1(T, p)11 2;

rearranging terms and dividing by dp gives:

FO(z, p) - FO(z,p + dp)
dp

For dp --a 0 the differential equation:

Fs= -IVF111 2

is obtained. A formal proof can be found in [1], where the above differential equa-
tion is a special case of the class of differential equations obtained by considering
the class of structuring functions that have an inverse gradient function.

Replacing dilation with erosion, Fe(z, p) = (f e qP)(x), the differential equa-
tion becomes:

Fe = -1IVFelI 2.

5 Morphological Scale-Space

The morphological scale-space F(x, p) is defined by

F(Xp)= F1 (z, p) = (f D qP)(z) : p> 0,
(Fe(x,p) = (f eqP)(x) p < 0.

In the previous sections it has been shown that

1. The scale-space is a one-parameter family of images. In contrast to the Gaus-
sian scale-space the scale parameter ranges from -oo to +o0. This reflects
the fact that whereas linear operators treat object and background alike
(a convolution is self-dual), in morphology the duality between object and
background is explicitly dealt with. In a sense the scale-space defined above
is comprised of two tightly linked scale-spaces: one for the objects and one
for the background.

2. Because the QSFs are closed with respect to dilation (i.e. qP i qP = qP+P')
the scale-space is incrementally computable.
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3. The morphological scale-space satisfies a differential equation:

0 IIVFII2 : p 0,
F= -IIVFII 2 p < o.

Comparing the above summary with the scale-space requirements stated in the
introduction, the requirement of causality still has to tackled. As already said
in a previous section, a parabola may hit the original function at more than
one point. If it does a singularity in the dilation is the result (singularity in the
sense that the dilation result f ( qP is not differentiable at that point). This also
explains why F9 and F9 are weak solutions of the differential equations.

In order to show the importance of the singularities consider the function

S[+oo :z x X,
&x(X) = 1 0: •X i

where X is a two-dimensional set. In [1] it has been shown that the erosion of
j'x with the QSF qP results in squared distance transform of the set X, giving at
each point x E X the square of the distance to the nearest point in XC divided
by 4p. The set of all non-differentiable points in the distance transform function
forms the skeleton of the set X (provided the set X is sufficiently smooth).
The skeleton points together with the distance value at those points provide a
complete description of the original set. Let S(X) be the skeleton of X (i.e. feqW
is non-differentiable at all points of &(X)) and let s be the (squared) distance
weighted skeleton:

SW = (IA, eqP)(z) : x E S(X),

Dilation of a results in a function saqP such that all points x with (s qP)(x) > 0
form the original set X. However, setting all points in s to zero where the original
distance was less than A gives:

8 (X) = fs(x): 8(X) < A,
10: $(X) < A;

then dilating a. with qP results in the function s% E qP such that all points x
with (a,\ E qP)(x) > 0 form the opening of the original set X o 2v'-XB where B
is the disk with radius 1. Thus, the singularities of ux E qP do not only provide
a complete description of the original set but also of all openings of that set.

It should be noted that because a "binary function" lux is used as the "orig-
inal" image, all images in the dilation scale-space are scaled versions of the
squared distance transform. Thus for binary images the singularities are inde-
pendent of the scale p at which they are formed.

Considering arbitrary grey-value images to start with the analysis is some-
what different. However, it should be noted that there is a close correspondence
between functions and sets (using the notion of an umbra). In fact the analy-
sis in [1] started with sets and only at the end was the transition to functions
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made. This implies that the above analysis for sets can also be used for arbi-
trary functions. It is evident that the positions of the singularities in this case
are dependent on the scale p. It may be conjectured that:

- singularities (and the scale at which they are formed) provide a complete
description of the original image;

- singularities form traces in the spatial-scale space such that traces only merge
when moving from a lower to a higher scale (this is the morphological equiv-
alent of the causality requirement);

- all singularities at scale p and higher provide a complete description of the
closing f o qP (considering the singularities in the dilation scale-space).

Fig. 2. Parabolic dilation

In Fig. 2 an example of a dilation of an image with a parabolic structuring
function is shown. Superimposed on the images is the grey-value profile along the
indicated line. Note the singularities in the dilation result. These singularities
are easily detected by closing the dilated image with a small-scale parabola and
taking the difference with the dilation.

In Fig. 3 an example of a singularity trace through the dilation scale-space
is shown. The singularities at each scale level are superimposed on the original
image (the singularities are drawn 3 pixels thick so that they become clearly
visible). Note that the thin leg of the Rietveld chair only shows up at lower
scales, it completely disappears at higher scales.
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I " z' I

Fig. 3. Singularity trace through scale-space. From left to right, top to bottom, the
scales range from I to 8 (integer valued).

6 Conclusion

In the introduction four requirements for a scale-space were given:

1. One-parameter family of images. In contrast to the Gaussian scale-space the
scale parameter ranges from -oc to +oc. This reflects the fact that whereas
linear operators treat object and background alike (a convolution is self-
dual), in morphology the duality between object and background is explicitly
dealt with. In a sense the scale-space defined above is comprised of two tightly
linked scale-spaces: one for the objects and one for the background.

2. The morphological scale-space is incrementally computable because the class
of quadratic structuring functions is closed with respect to dilation. Further-
more quadratic structuring functions are of practical importance because
they can be dimensionally decomposed.

3. The morphological scale-space satisfies a differential equation. The differen-
tial equation bears great resemblance to Burger's equation, which describes
the propagation of shock-waves (see [1]).

4. The scale-space should preserve causality.
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The results in this paper prove that morphological scale-spaces can be con-
structed using quadratic structuring functions, meeting the first three require-
ments.

The zero-crossings (providing the "signature" of the Gaussian scale-space)
are of less importance for the morphological scale-space [2]. It has been argued
that instead the singularities formed in the morphological scale-space provide the
signature. For binary images the singularities are closely related to the skeleton
which is known to be a complete description of the original set.

The use of the opening and closing is more often considered than the erosion
and dilation to construct morphological scale-spaces. However, it is impossible
to describe the closing function f * gP with a differential equation. Furthermore
it is conjectured that the dilation scale space (more specifically the singularity
traces thereof) completely describes the closing "scale-space" as well. This can
be interpreted as follows. In the same way as a 2-D set can be reconstructed from
its distance weighted skeleton a function f can be reconstructed from its scale
weighted singularity trace. Omitting all skeleton points with distance less than
d from the reconstruction leads to the reconstruction of the opening (of size d).
In the same way it is argued that this is true for the singularity reconstruction.
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Anisotropic Diffusion *
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Abstract. Segmentations that are based on the geometry of the intensity sur-
face of an image are useful for describing visual features in the image. Some
visual features can be characterized as boundaries between geometric patches.
Geometric patches are defined as regions in an image where geometric descrip-
tors vary slowly over the support of the region. The boundaries between these
patches represent discontinuities in the higher-order geometry of the intensity
surface. Reliable and accurate characterizations of local geometry can be diffi-
cult. This is because stable measurements of the differential structure of images
are obtained only by averaging over a finite aperture. In this work, the scale of
differential measurements is established by using an anisotropic diffusion process
that generates piecewise constant approximations to geometric descriptions of
images. The types of the geometric features as well as the definition of boundaries
depend on the types of visual features that one wishes to measure.

Keywords: differential geometry, segmentation, anisotropic diffusion, diffusion,
scale, evolutionary systems.

1 Introduction

An image f is a smooth mapping from the image domain I C R' to some subset
of the set of real numbers L C It, so that f : I "-* L; the range of f is called
the intensity or sometimes luminance. The graph of this function is the inten-
sity surface. The specification of contiguous regions in the image domain such
that the regions depend on the shape properties or geometry of this graph is a
geometry-based image segmentation. An example of this kind of segmentation is
the partitioning of an image into regions that are based on slowly varying lumi-
nance or height. The resulting boundaries form luminance "edges" that are often
detected as areas of high gradient magnitude. This example relies on the most
basic property of the intensity surface - its height. Another example is the seg-
mentation of images on the basis of extremum in height and the flanks or hillsides
associated with these "peaks" and "pits". Such segmentations have been created

* This research has been supported by NIH grant #PO1 CA47982.
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an the bosi. gradient directions and watershad (8J. Second-order popertes
such as the mean curvature of the intensity surface or the second derivative in
the gradient direction can also serve as the bosi for such semnentations.

A

f' - -JM

z...............

4 X

Fig. 1. Local shape of the image intensity surface represented by a finite set of local
measurements made at every point in the image domain.

This research proposes a class of segmentation algorithms which group neigh-
bourhoods in images into regions based on the homogeneity or similarity of the
local shape within those neighbourhoods. The local shape at a point in the im-
age is the differential geometry of the intensity surface about that point. In the
"edges" example mentioned previously, local shape has implicitly been reduced
to the height of this intensity surface - a zero-order property. In that case mea-
suring the similarity among points consists of measuring the intensity at various
places in the image and then comparing these values in local neighb-'irhoods.
For higher-order properties of local shape the notion of similarit,. between the
shape of two or more surface patches is ambiguous because there are many de-
grees of freedom which can be compared. This indicates that two important
decisions must be made when constructing segmentations on the basis of geom-
etry. The first decision is the order of the local geometry that is to be measured
and compared. Representations of local surface structure-must be finite and so
comparisons are made between approximating functions to the intensity surface
at each poi-- *n the image. The second decision is the nature of the comparison,
or the metri-, that is used in determining similarity. Such a metric quantifies
the differences in shape between two surface patches. For example, suppose one
decides to use second order information to descri!,e local surface structure. Each
point in the image is represented as a quadratic. Now define a metric to compare
quadratics - there are a variety of options.
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Ioas are places in an image where variations in geometry are small within
local neighbourhoods and boundaries are the loci of places where variations in
geometry are large. Deciding how large variations should be in order to constitute
a boundary can be difficult. In this paper we do not address this question directly
but note that there are several widely used methods for making this decision in
a discrete fashion if, indeed, a discrete segmentation is the goal. One option is
to quantify the variation in local shape and then threshold this measure. Points
where geometry changes at rates above the threshold are defined as boundaries.
Another option is to specify boundaries as critical points in the rate of change
of local geometry, as does the Canny edge operator [1].

In order to quantify differences in local shape, represent shape as a position in
a finite-dimensional feature space. A feature space, as used in statistical pattern
recognition [3], is the space consisting of a number of features or values that
characterize points in an image. Typically, classifications of points in the image
are made on the basis of proximity in the feature space. A set of geometric
measurements of the intensity surface define a feature space as well as geometric
description of the local surface shape. The similarity of shape between two points
in the image is inversely related to the distance between the two corresponding
points in this feature space. Diusimilarity is the amount of variation of geometric
descriptions that exists within a neighborhood of a point in L. Thus, boundaries
are regions of high dissimilarity.

2 Geometry-limited Diffusion

2.1 Describing Local Geometry

The local shape of the intensity surface at every point in the image is repre-
sented by a finite set of scalar values. These values constitute a set of geometric
descriptors and an associated feature space. There are a variety of possibilities
for such representations, but for this work we use sets of derivatives of intensity
surface measured in Cartesian coordinates. We choose this representation for
two reasons. First, derivatives of the intensity surface can be measured directly
from a digital image using linear filters. Second, in analysing the behaviour of
this system it is useful to be able to rely on the linearity of these operators and
the crthogonality of these measurements. A set of derivatives on the original
image create a multi-valued function f : I '-o F where f = fl,..., fm designates
this function as multi-valued and F C ]R't is the feature space.

2.2 Scale and Anisotropic Diffusion

Stable differential measurements of discretely sampled (digital) images are ob-
tained only through some neighborhood operator or kernel. Requiring the ap-
propriate symmetries indicates that suc •els should be Gaussian blobs or
derivatives of Gaussians. Koenderink [4 that the use of Gaussian kernels
as tq-st functions introduces a free pararm- scale, into the measurements that
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remlt from them kerels. Derivatives of sampled data are not calculated ana-
lytically but are measured by convolution with the appropriate kernel or test
fiunctiom. The scale of a particular measuremett should be appropriate for the
data and the task.

The convolution of the image with a test function is equivalent to blurring
the original image before taking the mmauremet. Gaussian kernels of sise s are
the fundamental solutions to the diffusion equation also called the heat equation,
where scale replaces the time or evolution parameter t.

cV-Vf- andt---. (1)

This blurring is essentially a low-pans filtering where the bandwidth of the filter
is determined by the choice of scale in the Gaussian kernel. Indeed, the signal-to.
noise ratio of measurements made with Gaussians can improve with increasing
scale [7]. However, low pass filters such as the Gaussian can have adverse ef-
fects on the characterization of objects or features whose shapes depend on high
frequency information.

Nonuniform diffusion has been proposed (6, 5] as an alternative to the uniform
scale space as described by the diffusion equation. More specifically, edge-affected
diffusion incorporates a variable conductance term which limits the flow of in-
tensity according to local gradient information. Solutions to this equation have
been shown to reduce uncorrelated noise while preserving, and even enhancing,
edges. Several authors have proposed edge-affected diffusion in the form of the
equation,

Of
V.- g(lvf )Vf = &- (2)

where g, the conductance modulating term, is a bounded, positive, decreasing
function of IVf!. The solutions of this equation can be thought of as a kind of
anisotropic or nonuniform scale space. When the original image is used as the
initial condition, this process produces, over time, a set of smooth regions with
nearly constant luminance, separated by step edges.

It has been shown that this process bears a strong mathematical resemblance
to a class of relaxation algorithms which seek piecewise constant approximations
to images [5]. Although this paper discusses primarily nonuniform diffusion equa-
tions as in (2), this is done with the understanding that this framework has sim-
ilar implications for a broad range of regularization problems which are solved
by means of a constrained smoothing process.

2.3 Scale Within Diffusion

Earlier work [9] has shown that uniform scale can be incorporated into the gra-
dient measurement that is included in the conductance term of (2). This scale
can account for the unreliability of local gradient measurements in the presence
of correlated and uncorrelated noise. This approach is consistent with the notion
that all image measurements have an associated scale, and that the appropriate
scale or scales may depend on the data and the task at hand. Furthermore, by
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dmersing the scae at which the gradient is meamu over time, one can ob-
tam boundary information that reflects both small-scale and large-scale gradient
information. This results in the multi-scale anisotropic diffusion equation,

V .•(VGa(.)o f I)Vf Of (3)

in which "G(a)o" denotes convolution with a Gaussian kernel of a particular size
s(t), which is itself a function of the time parameter and generally decreases as
the process evolves. This process describes a continuous "trade-off" between the
isotropic and anisotropic scale, where the scale of isotropic measurements used
in the conductance term decreases as the image undergoes progressively more
anisotropic blurring.

2.4 Multi-valued Diffusion

In this section, the anisotropic diffusion of (2) is generalized in order to incorpo-
rate representations of surface shape. Instead of a single intensity image, diffuse
a multi-valued image, which is a smooth mapping from the image domain to the
feature space. The diffusion process introduces a time or evolution parameter,
t E T C R+, into the function f: I x T ý-. F so that there is a multi-valued func-
tion at each point in time or each level of processing. The multi-valued diffusion
equation is

Of
V g(-(G(a() o f))Df = (4)

where V: F ý-4 R+ is a dissimilarity operator. The composition Pf : I -* R•+
assigns a degree of dissimilarity to every point in the image. The convolution
G(s) o f incorporates the notion (from (3)) of time varying, uniform scale. The
derivative Df of f is in the form of a matrix, also called the Jacobian. The
conductance g is a scalar, and the operator "V." is a vector that is applied to the
matrix gDf using the standard convention of matrix multiplication. Equation (4)
is a system of separate single-valued diffusion processes, evolving simultaneously,.........
and sharing a common conductance modulating term. The boundaries are not
defined on any one image, but are shared among (and possibly dependent on)
all the images in the system.

2.5 Diffusion in a Feature Space

The behaviour of the system (4) is clearly dependent on the choice of the dis-
similarity operator V. In the single feature case, m = 1, the gradient magnitude
proves to be a useful measure. That is, Df= (Vf. Vf) i. For higher dimensions,
evaluate dissimilarity based on distances in F, the feature space. The dissimi-
larity operator is constructed to capture the manner in which neighbourhoods
in I map into F. At a point zo E I, the dissimilarity measures the density of
space in the neighborhood of zo after it is mapped to F. If the resulting space
is dense, it will indicate that the neighborhood of zo has low dissimilarity. We
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propose a dismimilauity that is the Frobenius (root sum of squares) norm of the
Jacobian. If J is the Jacobian of f, with elements J.j, then the dissimilarity is

V/' IIJII = ~ :(5)

This norm has several advantages over alternatives. First, this matrix norm is
induced from the Euclidean vector norm so that in the case of m = 1, this expres-
sion is the gradient magnitude, as in edge-affected diffusion. Second, the square
of this norm (as it often appears in the conductance functions [5]) is differen-
tiable. Finally, this norm when applied to geometric objects (tensors) always
produces a scalar which is invariant to orthogonal coordinate transformations.

The dissimilarity can be generalized to account for local transformations in
the feature space. If one considers coordinate transformations (rotations and
rescaling of axis) to be changes in the relative importance of features in the
calculation of distance, then the dissimilarity measure could allow the relative
importance of various features to vary depending on the position in the feature
space. If 0(y), for V E R', is the local coordinate transformation, then the
dissimilarity operator is generalized:

P4f -- II=(f)Df 11 (6)

The local metric 0(y) provides a flexibility in defining distances in the feature
space. Each position in the feature space represents a different shape as repre-
sented by the local Taylor series expansion. Thus, 0(y) is precisely the shape
metric that is described in Sect. 1. For feature spaces that consist of geomet-
ric features, this metric is essential for comparing incommensurate quantities
associated with axes of these spaces. It is also necessary in order to construct
dissimilarity measures that are invariant to one's initial choice of spatial coordi-
nates.

2.6 Diffusion of Geometric Features

The differential measurements that comprise the Taylor series description of local
surface shape form feature vectors that become the initial conditions of a multi-
valued diffusion equation. In the feature space of geometric features, each point
corresponds to a different shape, and the metric 0 quantifies these differences
in shape. One should choose 0 so that it creates boundaries that are of interest
and choose the scale s(t) in the diffusion equation so that unwanted fluctuations
in the feature measurements (noise) are eliminated.

As anisotropic scale increases, measurements can be taken from the resulting
set of features can be made with progressively smaller Gaussian kernels, and
decisions about presence of specific geometric properties can be made on the
basis of those measurements. This strategy is depicted in Fig. 2. The assertion
is that information about (N + 1)th-order derivatives can be obtained in three
steps. First, make differential measurements of the image up to Nth-order using
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duuitiv.-o&-&Gu@ian filters. Second, regularise these derivatives in a way that
breaks these "images" into patches that are nearly piecewise constant. Third,
study the boundaries of these patches and make decisions about the presence of
higher-order features which include (N + 1)th-order derivatives.

original geometric multi-valued decisions
image measurements diffusion

Fig. 2. Geometry-limited diffusion in which features are geometric measurements made
on a single valued image.

2.7 An Example: First-order Geometry and Ridges

Such a system has been constructed in order to locate "ridges" or "creases" in
digital images. The definition of ridges in two dimensions is described by Gauch
[2] as loci of extremum of curvature in the level curves of the intensity surface.
Level set curvature is a second-order property that describes the rate of change
of direction of tangents to the level curves. Notice that the height of the intensity
surface does not enter into this definition, so the local image geometry is encoded
as two features

fi(z,y,t) f2 (z,y,t) and f 2(x,y,t)=- fI(xy, t)

where the raised indices are labels which denote that these features undergo
nonlinear diffusion but have the image derivatives as their initial conditions.
That is,

f (X,,0) = Of (z,y) and Of(Xy)
ax ey

Effectively each local surface patch is modelled as a plane of a particular orienta-
tion which is specified by these two features. These two measurements comprise
a two-dimensional feature space.

Define a dissimilarity operator which captures only changes in the direction
of the vector created by this pair of features. This is done by using the local
metric

(f• 83f V2) (f 21V 10, (7)

or by computing the Jacobian of a function g that is normalized with respect
to the Euclidean length f, i.e. Vf M IlDgtl and g - I-I"f This normalization

first maps all the points in F to the unit circle, making explicit the fact that
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this distance measure, or dissimilarity, is invariant to any monotonic intensity
taion.

Ex mnts [101 show that this process forms sets of homogeneous regions
which have similar gradient directions and which are the "flanks" or "hillsides"
in the intensity surface of the original image. The boundaries of these regions
appear to correspond well with the ridges in the original image. Because of the
tendency of this process to produce piecewise constant solutions, the boundaries
are distinct and allow for easy detection with one of the techniques already
mentioned. The results of this process are robust with respect to noise, and
the use of scale in measuring dissimilarity allows us to control the size of these
patches without distorting the shapes of the boundaries between patches.

2.8 Time Behaviour of Invariants

We wish to construct a process which produces results that are independent of
the coordinate system that is used to describe the image domain. In particular,
the results should not be influenced by translations and rotations of the original
image. The encoding of local geometry in terms of coefficients of Taylor series
forces the choice of a coordinate system. The absolute position of points in the
feature space will depend on this choice because the axes of the feature space
are sets of directional derivatives that are aligned with the coordinate axis in
the image domain. This presents a serious question. How can one construct a
system which produces invariant results but which relies on a feature space that
is intimately tied to the choice of coordinate systems?

The answer lies in the dissimilarity measure, which defines distance in the
feature space. Positions in the feature space need not be invariant to orthogonal
transformations in order to obtain invariant results. It is essential, however, that
the relative positions of points and the distances between those points be invari-
ant. To ensure this invariance, express the dissimilarity as a geometric invariant
of the intensity surface of the original image. Given this, the dissimilarity will
be invariant at the start of the process because it is a geometric invariant of the
intensity surface. As the process progresses, however, the terms of the invariant
will change so that they no longer resemble derivatives of the intensity surface.
Will dissimilarity remain invariant as the nonlinear, nonuniform diffusion pro-
gresses? The following proposition shows that geometric invariants constructed
from the original geometric features (derivatives of the intensity surface) remain
invariant throughout the diffusion process. It concerns polynomial invariants as
described by ter Haar Romeny and Florack [7], where polynomials are expressed
using the Einstein summation convention of summing expressions with like in-
dices over the basis. The lowered indices indicate a derivative in the direction
associated with that axis. For example, the square of the gradient magnitude of
a two-dimensional function h(x, y) is expressed as

~~ Oh2hih,=E hih, = h " h1 (h) +h, ,O (8)
iEz'j bx y
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A"d the ILaplacian a

02h 82 h
hii ii -has hl --- + -a -(9)

iEa,vp

Any expression of this form with the property that all indices ae paired (no
free indices) is a salar that is invariant to orthogonal coordinate transforma-
tions (rotations and translations), and is thereby independent of one's choke of
coordinates.

Proposition 1. Given a geometry-limited diffusion system as described in Sect.
2.6 with:

1. a set of features f = fl,..., f, with initial value, that are derivatives of a
smooth image,

L. a dissimilarity measure Df that is an invariant ezpression of those features
and their first-order derivatives, and

3. solutions which are analytic in time,

then any function P that depends on these features and has an initial value
(t = 0) that can be expressed as a polynomial invariant of the intensity surface
is invariant for all t > 0.

Proof. The proof relies on the analytic nature of the solutions to express the
invariant as a Taylor series,

P(f,t) = P(f, 0) + () ...

Using the chain rule and the diffusion equation, express each time derivative of
the invariant in terms of spatial derivatives of the initial values (t = 0) of the
features,

a t) = 0 P(f, t) P(f, t)V g(D(f))Vf, (11)
i---1 i---1

Inductively each term in this series in (10) is an invariant. Consider the kth term
(Oh/&t)P(ft) from (10) and assume (inductive assumption) that it is invari-

ant and is also a function of the features and higher-order derivatives of those
features. Then the time derivative (&k+'I1tk+l)P(f, t) must also be invariant.
This is true because the time derivative of any of these terms can be converted
as in (11) to a spatial derivative using the multi-value diffusion equation. Al-
ternatively, expressing the invariant in terms of the initial values of the features
allows the raised indices, which are labels, to be written as lowered indices, which
indicate derivatives as used in the Einstein notation. With an invariant conduc-
tance term, the operator V . g(D(f))V introduces indices into expressions only
in pairs, thus maintaining the Einstein summation convention. The first term of
the Taylor expansion, P(f, 0), is invariant by assumption because it is a polyno-
mial invariant consisting of derivatives of the intensity surface. Inductively, the
entire series of (10) is invariant, and by analyticity so is P(f, t). 0
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This result is important because it states that throughout the diffusion pro-
ces the dissimilarity measure, as well as any other function of polynomial in-
vawiants, remains insensitivt to the original choice of coordinates. The raised
indices, which indicate the initial values of the features, are treated as deriva-
tives when constructing differential invariants. For example, in the first-order
process of Sect. 2.7, both the gradient magnitude (fif')l - ((fi)2 + (fp)2)l

and the Laplacian P' -= P + fj, are invariant to orthogonal transformations
for all t > 0.

3 Conclusions

Characterizing images in terms of the differential structure of the intensity sur-
face allows one to examine the way shape varies across the image domain and
to create segmentations on the basis of local shape. Regions in the image where
local shape is homogeneous can be grouped on the basis of geometry. This ap-
proach requires a model of local shape that captures relevant properties with a
finite representation as well as a definition of "distance" that allows one to quan-
tify the similarity of two shapes. Anisotropic scale can be used as a means of
localizing patch boundaries in a manner that appears to be accurate and robust.
The geometry-limited diffusion process produces homogeneous patches with rel-
atively well-defined boundaries while maintaining the geometric invariance of
the measurements that are used to detect and characterize these boundaries.
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Abstract. In this paper a framework is proposed for representing local image
structure in an operationally well-defined and well-posed way. Its mathematical
basis is the theory of regular tempered distributions. Under suitable physical con-
straints this theory turns out to be equivalent to scale-space theory for greylevel
images.

Two formally equivalent representations of scale-space are presented. Apart
from the familiar representation, which is based on a fixed-scale spatial integra-
tion using a Gaussian measure, an alternative representation is proposed that
relies on a coarse-to-fine scale-integration. The potential functionality of this is
explained in the context of active vision.

Keywords: local jet, nmetamerism, regular tempered distribution, scale-space,
well-posed differentiation.

1 Introduction

The process of differentiation as defined in the standard way is known to be
ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard. This means that differentiation, seen as a
linear transformation in a Hilbert space of functions, is discontinuous (it is even
unbounded). Consequently, conventional differential operators require a non-
trivial modification in order to be of any practical use as a tool for describing
local image structure. At this point it is important to stress that i",-posedness
is indeed a problem inherent to the operators and not to the type oi operands,
that is images. It is still not commonly appreciated that "smoothing" prior to
differentiation essentially does not remove the ill-posedness problem.

The ill-posedness problem was formally solved several decades ago in the
theory of tempered distributions [8]. This theory allows for a significant relaxation
of a priori constraints on the class of objects that are subject to differentiation.
By basing the process of differentiation on an integration, rather than on an

" This work was performed as part of the 3D Computer Vision Research Program,
supported by the Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs through a SPIN grant,
and by the companies Agfa-Gevaert, Philips Medical Systems, and KEMA.
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infinitesimal procedure, well-posedness is built in right from the start. In fact
one may argue that images, by their very physical nature, are naturally modelled
as regular tempered distributions, that is special kinds of functionals-as opposed
to functions-related to an equivalence class of functions.

Whereas a function in the conventional sense has a structure "of its own", the
structure of a distribution is defined in an operational way through its action
on a dual space of test functions, called a Schwartz space (explained later in
this paper). A regular tempered distribution associated with a real image is
essentially a bilinear, symmetric form, or a scalar product. The "raw signal"
serves to define its first argument, whereas its second argument can be any
member of some physical Schwartz space. The abstract Schwartz si -ce thus
acquires a very vivid meaning as a set of smooth physical apertures or linear
template kernels. This admits a well-posed differentiation scheme based on its
well-defined adjoint operation on the Schwartz space. Clearly, this is the only
way to make sense of "the differential structure of an image", which is a physical
and mathematical non-entity in the conventional sense.

In this paper some of the basic results from the theory of regular tempered
distributions will be reviewed and their relation to images will be pointed out.
With some physical constraints on the admissible Schwartz functions, this will
give us a set of well-posed scaled differential operators, apt for the description
of local image structure up to any given order. An alternative representation
of the fixed-scale differential operators will be proposed that relies on a scale-
integration, yielding an alternative method for obtaining local image structure
in a potentially even more robust way. Such an approach seems quite useful,
in particular for an autonomous, active vision system. For such a system, a
coarse-to-fine approach is likely to be needed for accessing or reading the scale-
space data representation by high-level visual routines. This is particularly the
case for a high-resolution system which is capable of sampling many more data
simultaneously than these routines can handle. Permission for writing the scale-
space data representation is naturally granted to the visual environment, not
to the observing system. In other words, the distribution as such (that is the
fixed first argument of the associated bilinear form) is set by the environment
(as it should), and the visual system provides the dual space of test functions
to extract measurements from it (receptive fields). The nature of the Schwartz
space accounts for a metameric (many-to-one) mapping of a physical scene to a
given data representation.

An overview of several alternative approaches to well-posed differentiation is
given in this volume by Foster [3].

2 Regular Tempered Distributions and Scale-Space

Let us consider the class p(jRd) of functions of polynomial growth. This class
of (piecewise continuous, but generally not smooth) functions is sufficient for
most physical applications, and more specifically, for most image analysis and
computer vision purposes:
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D][nltIou 1. A function g : Rd -. R is said to be of polynomial growth,
notation: g g P(Jt'), if there exists c > 0 and m 2! 0, such that for all x E ]Rd

1g(x)l 5 c (1 + I1x112)m.

For later convenience, let us also introduce the multi-index notation in d
dimensions:

Definition 2. A multi-index n denotes any set of d non-negative integers, while
J njl denotes its norm, that is the sum of all these integers:

d

n= {nl},-..., linl =jj n
i=1

The multi-index notation will be used to abbreviate Dn = 812/O4n/ ... Z d,

xn= .1I ... xd, etc. Also, O)n will be used as an alternative notation for Dnu.
Finally, dx will be used to denote the usual d-dimensional measure dxj . . .dXd.

For the class of functions of polynomial growth one then proceeds as follows
in order to define their derivatives in a well-posed way: for each such function
g one introduces a functional T., called a regular tempered distribution. This
functional is defined so as to operate on the class of smooth test functions (also
called Schwartz functions), which will be denoted by g(l d). A linear derivative
Dng of g is then likewise associated with a regular tempered distribution, whose
action on a test function 0 is expressed in terms of the action of T. on the
corresponding derivative DnO of 4) (which is well-defined). This is how it is
defined:

Definition 3. The class of smooth test functions, g(]Rd), is defined by

4 E Q(IRd) * 0 E C-(]Rd) A sup Ix3Da4)(x)I < oo,
XEtd

for all multi-indices a and f.

Definition 4. A linear functional T : g(JRd) - JR is called a tempered distri-
bution if there exist c > 0, and multi-indices a, f, such that

IT(4)) _< c sup Ix3DaO(x)l,

XE]td

for all 4) E g(]Rd).

Definition 5. Let g E p(IR") be a function of polynomial growth, then its asso-
ciated regular tempered distribution Tg is defined by the tempered distribution

Tg,: C(Rd) JR : 4 f g(x)4)(x)dx.

K . •• m ~ m m ,m •• - .. . . . . .. . .. :.. . . .
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One may easily verify that a regular tempered distribution as defined by Defi-
nition 5 is indeed a tempered distribution according to Definition 4. The space
of all tempered distributions is a linear space over R (with the usual defini-
tion of addition and scalar multiplication) and is denoted here by d(Rd). Often,
and for obvious reasons, a regular tempered distribution T. is identified with
the function g, and in this sense it is straightforward to define the derivative
of g by identifying it with the derivative of its corresponding regular tempered
distribution T.:

Definition 6. The derivative DnT of a tempered distribution T is defined by

(DnT) (,0) = (_-1)[,nll T(DnO) .

The conventional - sign reflects the antihermitean nature of differentiation. Note
the metameric nature of g alluded to in the introduction: since in practice one
only has access to the values of T,(4k) for some finite subspace of g(Rd), # and
g define metamers whenever T7'(') = T,(O) for all 0 in that subspace.

For the purpose of removing the ill-posedness of differentiation, the above
solution is completely to the satisfaction of the mathematician. In particular,
there is no reason for constraining the space of smooth functions from this point
of view. Physical considerations are required to interpret and to constrain the
function space g(JR d).

As far as the interpretation is concerned, the functionality of the Schwartz
space g(J d) as a general bank of linear templates or, from a physiological point
of view, as a stratification of receptive fields, has already been discussed. Thus
a physical subspace of g(lRd) is provided by the vision system as a prewired
module of linear detectors (the "front-end"), the weighting profiles of which are
matched against the image distribution to produce correlation numbers (several
independent physical Schwartz spaces may exist for parallel front-end channels).
Since the only way of accessing linear image information is via these correla-
tion numbers, it is indeed quite natural to think of images as regular tempered
distributions.

The constraints one would like to impose on G(IRd) may of course depend
on the application. If one considers the front-end as a general "read-only" data
bank for whatever higher level image processing routine, one may want to impose
constraints of a "universal" nature only. In the absence of a priori knowledge
concerning the nature, location, orientation, and scale of image features that
might be of interest, it is plausible to impose translation, rotation, and scale
invariance [1].

This introduces at least two free parameters, x and a say, corresponding to
the base point and span of the linear aperture profiles 0 (aptly called local neigh-
bourhood operators for this reason). A (fuzzy) spatial neighbourhood of extent
a', centred at base point x, will be indicated by (x; o'). The freedom of choos-
ing these parameters accounts for manifest shift and scale invariance. Although
one could argue for the introduction of an angular parameter for incorporating
manifest rotation invariance in a similar way, this would really be redundant
(though for a biological system this kind of "redundancy" is quite natural).
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Once on* has established a basic physical kernel E.) E g(FR), one can scale
and shift it so as to obtain a parameterized family of "zeroth order" operators

O"(x, . ; oa) -f a'dO(a I(x - . )), one for each local neighbourhood (x; o). Then
one can consider all partial derivatives of this with respect to some arbitrarily
chosen Cartesian frame. This yields a complete, hierarchical family of "scaled
differential operators" (this procedure for constructing a physical Schwartz space
can be generalized to account for other physical parameters as well: see [2]).

It is thus straightforward to reconcile image differentiation with the theory
of regular tempered distributions: simply take the subclass of test functions to
be the O(x, . ; ar) obtained by distributing scaled copies of a basic, physically ad-
missible scaling function 0( . ) over the entire image domain. If •0 E P(lRd) is a

given image and Vk(x; ar) d=f T,.o(O(x, . ; a)), that is the smooth function obtained
by freezing the scaled and shifted copy of 46 into the regular tempered distribu-
tion associated with ?O, then a robust derivative of •0 that depends continuously
on 00 is given by Dnik(x; a) = DnToo,(46(x, . ;a)). Despite the fact that the
Dn on both sides of this equation are totally different operators (the one on the
left-hand side is the conventional one, acting on smooth functions, whereas the
one on the right-hand side is the new one, acting on distributions), the equal-
ity guarantees overall notational consistency (the left-hand side notation will be
used henceforth). Moreover, if ?PO is sufficiently smooth, say 40 E CIIniI(lRd), one
has DnTio. = TDnko0. Using Definition 6 one obtains

DnO(X; a) = (- 1 )IlnII J DnO(x, Y; o')Oo(y)dy, (1)

(the operator Dn is understood to apply to the dummy argument). In particular,
using un(x, y; a) = a- d4(o-l(x -_ y)), (2)

one gets

DnO(X; a') =] -d n(a-&(x - y))Oo(y)dy, (3)

in which On means DnO.
Note that one can define a unique image derivative only after fixing the inner

scale a on which one wishes to resolve the image's differential structure. The only
smooth, self-similar test function 0 that meets the previously mentioned front-
end invariance requirements (translation, rotation, and scale invariance) is the
normalized Gaussian scale-space kernel g.

Definition 7 Gaussian scale-space kernel. The Gaussian scale-space kernel
g is defined by the normalized Gaussian

Xx) = -1 exp -X2

or, in Fourier representation

§(w) = exp (-W2)
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Using (3) this immediately suggests a complete family of scale-space kernels:

DeAltion A Gaussian family. The Gaussian family is the set of all possible
Gaussian derivatives:

gn(x) = Dng(x),

= ) =(Ow)W

On the basis of this family one may define the local jet for a given image Oo
and a given local neighbourhood (x; a), which concisely captures all local image
structure up to a given order:

Definition 9 Local jet. The local jet of order N for a given image Oo E P(Rd)
and a given local neighbourhood (x; a) is the equivalence class of images Xo E
P(R1 d) with spatial contact of order N at x on scale or:

JN[•o](X~ a') - {XO E rP() xI- i"') -- •n(X;a) Vn with Ilnil < N

For an extensive treatment, see [1, 9, 4, 5]. We will henceforth focus on Gaussian
scale-space theory.

3 A Coarse-to-Fine Representation of Scale-Space

In Gaussian scale-space low-resolution information results from the fine-to-coarse
propagation of higher resolution information along the scale dimension ("blur-
ring"). The interactions that take place in this process are intrinsically irre-
versible and the density of structural degrees of freedom (and hence the natural
sampling rate of local neighbourhood operators) decreases in a strict monotonic
way. Since a high-resolution image, with inner scale a say, is actually a multireso-
lution image, containing all coarse scale-information for & > a as well, one would
expect it to be possible to retrieve the a-details by a coarse-to-fine integration
of this "deep structure".

In an active vision system this process may be under the control of an atten-
tion and foveation mechanism, allowing the system to roam about in scale-space.
The advantage of this strategy is that if the system wants to read out certain
interesting details (of a priori unknown scale), represented by the front-end local
neighbourhood operators, it can start integrating on a coarse neighbourhood of
the locus of attention (where the precise position of the base point of the local
neighbourhood operators is not crucial), and decide "on the fly" how to adjust
the base point of the integration path by switching to neighbouring points within
the current &-neighbourhood (the path continuously bifurcates with decreasing
scale because of the increasing sampling rate). As long as the initial coarse scale
neighbourhood has sufficient overlap with the final base point of interest, and as
long as the base point variations during the scale-integration process are small
enough relative to the current inner scale (which decreases on integration), one
may expect a final result rather independent of the continuous base point ad-
justments, that is close to the result that would have been obtained with a fixed
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bese point, frowen at the (a priori unknown) point of interest. To understand
such an autonomous system to its full extent is of course far beyond the present
state of the art. Instead let us concentrate on the scale-integration procedure for
a fixed base point, showing that it is indeed possible to retrieve any structural
image detail by such a coarse-to-fine approach,

Definition 10 Mexican-hat profile. A mexican-hat profile h is defined by the
Laplacean of the Gaussian g:

h(x) = dg(x) or, in Fourier representation: h(w) =

The following proposition shows how to obtain a-scale details via a coarse-
to-fine scale-integration. It involves a scale-ensemble of local neighbourhood op-
erators. Compare this with Definition 9, in which the extraction of each jet
component relies on a single local neighbourhood operator only.

Proposition 11. The local jet jN[ 00](x; a) {=tin(x; o) I Ilnil _ N} can be rep-
resented by a concatenation of a "mezican-hat" and a "geometric" front-end
stage:

Obn(x;o)=N-'fOfgn (: ) fh (YZ)O 0(z) d- dydz,

in which the normalization constant N is given by:

N =

Proof. Consider the "blurred" image X(x; a) = f g(x, y; o)Xo(y)dy, or, by di-
agonalising the kernel through Fourier transformation, ý (w; a) = (ow)*o0(w).
Multiply this by a-lh(aw) and integrate over a > 0. This yields: Njo(w) =
fo' h(&w)j(w; &)&-`db, with N as given in the proposition (and in particular,
N = -1/2 for our Gaussian-mexican-hat pair (g, h)). If one now replaces X0 (w)
by (iw)n"p(w; o), and ergo ý(w; &) by (iw)n§((o' 2 + &2)'w)ýo(W), then one ends
up with N(iw)n(w; a) = fo d(&w)gn((o2 ±&2 ) w)'o(w)&d. Fourier inver-
sion then completes the proof. 0

Proposition 11 shows a two-stage front-end, consisting of a Laplacean prepro-
cessing stage, comprising a dense set of mexican-hat profiles of various sizes, and
a "geometric" stage, based on the Gaussian family (at this stage one finds orien-
tation sensitive filters). A possible interpretation of the different functionalities of
these stages is that the Laplacean preprocessor is essentially the scale-integration
measure for the second stage (it yields the derivative with respect to scale), thus
encoding the image's differential structure along the scale dimension, whereas
the Gaussian family captures all differential structure on each fixed-scale spatial
"slice".

The normalization constant N depends on the choice of the filter h: any filter
is allowed for which N is well-defined and non-zero. The lowest order linear
filter that is invariant under Cartesian coordinate transformations and meets
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the requirement is the mexican-hat profile, for which N 1- -/2. Other, similar
operators are at least of fourth order (such as the Gaussian biharmonic A 2g).

Note that the scale-integration measure or-Ida equals dr if one parameterises
scale as or) = ao exp(,r), which is the natural parameterization for a self-similar
sampling. Note also that, because the base point x is fixed, the effective scale-
integration domain is the interior of a "fuzzy" hypercone 0 < lix - Y1 < A&,
0 < & < oo (a cone in the conventional sense for 2-dimensional images), where
A > 0 is some scale-invariant fiducial constant that controls the effective neigh-
bourhood of x taken into account in an approximating finite-volume integration;
the approximation rapidly converges to the exact result of Proposition 11 in the
limit A -- o0. The hypercone can also be clipped to some physically sensible
minimum and maximum scales a- and a+, the exterior of which contributes
only by a negligible amount.

In a foveal vision system, one can always arrange things such that x cor-
responds to the foveal centre (by introducing an extra shift degree of freedom
for foveation). For a self-similar system with a finite read-out capacity one can
stack the receptive fields of various scales in such a way that the a-cross-sections
through the hypercone are all scaled copies of each other, with a fixed density
and relative overlap of receptive fields (once again: scale-invariance!). Regardless
of scale-sampling, one thus obtains a vision system that is characterized by a
linear decrease of resolution as a function of eccentricity (the smallest receptive
fields at a given base point y correspond to the boundary of the hypercone). Such
a system naturally emerges from optimising the trade-off between its finite read-
out capacity and high-resolution requirements. It is implicit in Proposition 11.
See [7] for further details.

Despite the fact that the first stage entails a second-order differentiation of
the image data on various scales, zeroth and first-order local information is not
filtered out. Only the global zeroth- and first-order image averages are lost. In
other words, all images i00(x) + a + .3 x for arbitrary a and 3 are mapped to
the same representation. The image in Proposition 11 should be regarded as a
representative member of this equivalence class.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

The intimate relation of scale-space theory and the theory of regular tempered
distributions has been explained in detail. The physically constrained Schwartz
space that forms the domain of definition for the regular tempered distribution
associated with a given physical image is made up of translated and scaled
copies of a single scaling function, the self-similar normalized Gaussian. It has
been pointed out that this is a rather minimal choice: generalized Schwartz
spaces are conceivable by tuning the basic Gaussian to particular observables.
Such Schwartz spaces carry additional parameters, such as velocity or disparity
parameters.

The case of time-varying images has not been addressed here. The require-
ment of temporal causality introduces a nontrivial complication for the con-
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struction of a physically admissible Schwartz space. A possible solution to this
problem has been proposed by Koenderink; see [6].

Whereas the usual representation of scale-space relies on a fixed-scale spatial
integration for each level of scale, an alternative one has been proposed involving
a coarse-to-fine scale-integration in addition. In this representation any given
local image property on a given scale can be obtained by an integration over a
fuzzy (hyper)cone in scale-space centred at the given base point and clipped at
the bottom on the scale level of interest. The relevance of such a representation
has been pointed out for an active vision system. A physical realization of such
a system naturally yields a foveal mechanism characterized by a linear decrease
of resolution as a function of eccentricity.
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Abstract. A new method is presented for solving equivalence problems for the
extended jet of finite order of the scale-space corresponding to a 2-dimensional
input image and the groups of spatially homogeneous affine and orthogonal trans-
formations of local cartesian coordinate frames. By means of this method com-
plete and irreducible sets of algebraic invariants are found that may describe
any local and (or) multilocal affine or orthogonal invariant of scale-space. Con-
sequently these sets may form bases for topological descriptions of scale-space.

Keywords: shape description, scale-space, local and (or) multilocal, algebraic
invariant.

1 Introduction

The differential structure of an input image may operationally be well defined by
the extended jet of its scale-space [1, 2]. This structure is acquired by convolution
of the input image with fuzzy-derivative operators, i.e. physical representatives
of the partial derivative operators. The jet in turn forms the basis for equiva-
lence problems: when are two given differential geometric or algebraic objects of
the jet the same if we allow a specific group of transformations of the variables?
Thus, which equivalence relations or invariants characterize the object as far as
the equivalence problem is concerned? In order to solve equivalence problems for
a jet and some transformation group, Cartan's method may be applied [3]. This
method leads to a complete and irreducible description of scale-space in terms
of a countably infinite number of local invariants [4, 5]. But Cartan's method
presupposes a specific definition of a connection on the basis of the jet. What
should be done if it is impossible to set up such a connection? Furthermore, Car-
tan's method restricts itself to a purely local description of geometric structures
that are implicitly defined on that jet. But structures are also characterized by
multilocal equivalence relations. What about a complete and irreducible set of
* This work was performed as part of the 3D Computer Vision Research Program,

supported by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs through a SPIN grant, and by
the companies Agfa-Gevert, Philips Medical Systems and KEMA.
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(multi)local invuriants of scale-space under a transformation group? Equivalence
problems of this kind have only been sparsely addressed [14].

In Sect. 2 related equivalence problems are defined for the extended jet of
finite order corresponding to a 2-dimensional input image and for the groups of
spatially homogeneous affine and orthogonal transformations of local cartesian
coordinate frames. A formal solution to these problems is presented in Sect. 3
by applying Hilbert's method and using Klein's adjunction theorem [6, 7]. The
equivalence relations underlying those problems then define complete and irre-
ducible sets of algebraic invariants that are necessary and sufficient to describe
any (multi)local affine or orthogonal invariant of scale-space. In Sect. 4 this
method of (multi)local scale-space description is applied to equivalence problems
for the extended jet of fourth order and for the affine group and the orthogonal
group respectively.

2 Definition of Equivalence Problems

The definition of an equivalence problem with respect to image structure requires
a representation of the extended jet of finite order corresponding to an input
image and specification of the group of transformations allowed. An extended
jet jNL of order N corresponding to a set of C'-images L is defined as [1]:

Definition 1. Let D and R be C'-manifolds (infinitely differentiable) and de-
fine an equivalence relation on the set of all C'-images L of D into R by requir-
ing with respect to a chosen cartesian coordinate frame all the partial derivatives
up to order N of those images to be equal on D. An equivalence class formed by
such images with respect to that relation is called an extended jet jN L of order
N: it consists of all the local jets of order N on D.

In order to represent physically the equivalence relations of such a jet for a 2-
dimensional input image L0 : JR2 -* IR, its scale-space L : JR2 X Jý -+ IR and
partial derivatives have to be generated by means of the linear isotropic diffusion
equation with initial condition L(., 0) = L0 [8]. The similarity solutions of this
initial value problem then form a complete representation of the equivalence
relations of that jet [1, 2, 9]. This means that a n-th order partial derivative
Lai...a. of scale-space is given by a convolution of the input image L0 and a
fuzzy-derivative operator Ga,.. .a.:

La... -- L * G .... , (1)

with

1 _~ 8 OG
G(x;s) = 4s ' and Gai..., an ..̀ , X; a =Xi, a

being the Gaussian kernel and its partial derivatives respectively. Here x E JR2

represents a spatial position in cartesian coordinates, whereas a E MR: corre-
sponds to a level of scale. Note that Einstein's summation convention is used
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in the sequel: sum over spatial components when indices appear twice in prod-
ucts. Furthermore, Greek indices denote, unless otherwise indicated, also partial
derivatives with respect to scale a. But because the partial derivative with respect
to s is equal to the Laplacian operator it suffices for a complete representation
of the extended jet of order N corresponding to a scale-space L to consider the
spatial differential structure of the extended jet of order 2N.

The considered groups of transformations of the local cartesian coordinate
frames are given below by definition.

Definition 2. The group of spatially homogeneous affine transformations A(2)
and that of orthogonal transformations 0(2) of the local cartesian coordinate
frames (l, W2) with basepoints (x; Y) E R 2 x MR are defined by the following
transformation rules:

with

f det(J(R)) # 0 if R E A(2)
RR = RR' = I if R E 0(2) (2)

where I is the identity operator and J the Jacobian.

Consequently the representation of the extended jet of scale-space and the
groups of transformations provide a natural context for the definition of equiv-
alence problems:

Definition 3. An equivalence problem is the problem of finding a complete and
irreducible set of invariants necessary and sufficient to describe any (multi)local
feature of the extended jet jN L of scale-space that is invariant under a specific
group of transformations. A (multi)local invariant I then satisfies the following
condition:

I{R(jN)L} = detg(R)IljN L) VR E A(2),0(2) . (3)

Here the weight g E JR is determined by the invariant I; for g - 0 the property
I is an absolute invariant, else a relative invariant.

In the sequel the problems for the different groups are called the affine and
orthogonal equivalence problem respectively.

3 Solution of Equivalence Problems

From classical ir-rariance theory it is known that the local jet of finite order at
(x; s) in scale-space has a finite, complete and irreducible set of polynomial affine
invariants [6, 101. On the basis of this notion complete and irreducible sets of
(multi)local invariants for the extended jet of finite order of scale-space and for
the groups of coordinate transformations mentioned in the previous section will
be derived by extending Hilbert's method [6] and by using Klein's adjunction
theorem [7].

First, in order to solve the affine equivalence problem it has to be adjoined
to another problem on the basis of Klein's adjunction theorem [7]:
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Tboare 4. The affine equiwvence problem may be defined as the problem of
jhdsn the equivalene relations for the algebraic variety VN that is defined by
the mots of all the local binary ground forms L,. up to order N connected to
.csle-spaee:

N
VN E U f{(x; s;,q) E R' X X C2 I L.(v)lcx;.) = 01. (4)

The orthogonal equivalence problem may be adjoined to that for the affine equiv-
alence problem by extending it for every point in scale-space with the following
local algebraic equation:

1 0 
(5)

where a local binary ground form L, of n-th order is defined as:

Definition 5. A binary ground form L, of n-th order at (x; a) is definec as the
corresponding n-th order part of the local Taylor expansion with respect to the
cartesian coordinate frame (6i, (2) E IR 2 :

L, (f) Ix;.) = 1 •.... (6)

where the partial derivatives Li,...i, of scale-space are evaluated according to
formula (1).

Hilbert [6) has proposed in turn that the above equivalence problem at any
(x; s) is directly related to the algebraic conditions ensuring the degeneration of
another algebraic variety, namely:

Proposition 6. The affine equivalence problem may be adjoined to the problem
of finding the algebraic conditions for the existence of an algebraic variety S:

S =_ lln =1 ,. .N J (7)
where local binary ground form ln is a product of t+1 and a local binary ground

form An-,-1 of (n - h - 1)-th order:

In-•ll C •n-h-_l() ; n-= 2h or n= 2h+1. (8)

The proof of this proposition follows from two other theorems of Hilbert [6],
namely:

Theorem 7. If the vanishing of a set of invariants implies the vanishing of all
polynomial affine invariants related to the algebraic variety defined by (4) (and
(5)), then all those affine invariants are algebraic functions on that set.

And
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Thbeam S. If all the algebraic invariants of the binary ground form of degree
n- = 2k + 1 or n = 2h are zero, then the ground form has a linear factor of
mufliplicity h + 1; and, conversely, if the ground form has a linear factor of
multiplicity h + 1, then all the algebraic invariants are zero.

In order to obtain the algebraic equivalence relations for a single local bi-
nary ground form (6) Hilbert started off with the construction of the set Zn of
transvectants [Lft, Li]":

Zn =- f Ln, [L,. Lm]I, . [Lm, Ln]s} , (9)

where g = h, h- 1 for n odd and even respectively. The k-th order transvectant
is defined as:

Definition 9. The k-th order transvectant [ A, .] of two local binary ground
forms An of order n and Bn of order m is defined by:

[Ant, mIk lriM k a 9 A,(f)B,(q)
J~~~mI l ira ,,Jf ,

in which eij is the parity of the ordered pair (ij). For convenience the zero-th
order transvectant of two identical forms is defined to be equal to itself.

Next he proved the following proposition [6]:

Proposition 10. The necessary and sufficient condition for the local binary
ground form (6) of n-th order to have a root of multiplicity h + 1 is equivalent
to requiring the set of transvectants (9) to have one linear factor in common.

To verify this, M is defined to be the least common multiple of the numbers
n, . .. ,2(n - 2h):

M = mn 2m(n- 2) ... 2mg(n- 2g), (10)

with

f h if n=2h+1

h= -1 if n=2h

On the basis of the numbers above two forms U and V are introduced with
undetermined linearly independent parameters u0 , ul,. . . , uh and v0 , vi,.. , vh E
IR, namely:

"9
U= Euk([Ln,Lmhk)mk , (11)

k=O

9

V - E vk([L, Lnik)m (12)
k=O
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Finally from classical algebra [11] it is known that the set (9) has a common
linear factor if and only if the resultant R of the forms U and V vanishes:

R(U, V)-=J1A +..+ J,P, J. J=O. (13)

Here each P, is a product of powers of the parameters u and v above and each
J. = 0 forms an algebraic equivalence relation of the local affine equivalence
problem for ground form (6). Thus the J,, form a complete and irreducible set
of local relative affine invariants of the local binary ground form (6).

Knowing the equivalence relations at (x; s) for each ground form (6) of the
algebraic variety (4), then the equivalence relations still should be derived that
are related to the algebraic conditions for the coincidence of roots of the local
binary ground forms constituting the degenerated algebraic variety (7). Hilbert
has proved that these conditions correspond to the vanishing of the resultant of
two different transvectants of the ground forms [6]. Examples of this are given
in Sect. 4.

Finally a complete and irreducible set of (multi)local algebraic invariants for
the extended jet of scale-space and the affine group are found on the basis of a
third theorem of Hilbert [6]:

Theorem 11. Let A. and BL be two local binary ground forms of equal order,
An one of the algebraic variety (4) at (xl; sl) and B,, also but at (x 2; s 2). Re-
peated application of the Aronhold operator P:

a
P =- Bi,...i, .. ,(14)

on a complete and irreducible set of local algebraic invariants for the problem
at (xi; a,) generates a complete and irreducible set of bilocal algebraic invari-
ants comparing multilocal structures of scale-space. Applying again the Aronhold
operators to the latter set results in a similar set of trilocal invariants, etc.

In order to solve the affine equivalence problem and that of zero weight,
g(I) = 0, rational invariants have to be formed on the basis of the afline invari-
ants above: a complete and irreducible set of absolute affine invariants will then
come about.

Secondly, adjoining on the basis of Klein's adjunction theorem (4), algebraic
relation (5) to the degenerated algebraic variety (7), the orthogonal equivalence
problem turns out to be similar to the affine equivalence problem. All basic
orthogonal invariants may be found on the basis of Theorem 11 by applying the
adjoined Aronhold operator H given by:

= ifi=j (15)
tteopta irij s of rl 0 if i i nj

to the complete and irreducible set of relative affine invariants.
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4 Examples of Equivalence Problems

The aim is to describe the scale-space of a 2-dimensional input image in terms
of a complete and irreducible set of (multi)local algebraic invariants for its ex-
tended jet of fourth order and different groups of transformations by means of
the methods developed in the previous section. Successively the affine and the
orthogonal equivalence problem are solved. First of all the local algebraic in-
variants for the affine equivalence problem are derived that have to vanish on
the basis of Theorem 7 whenever the spatial image structure of the local 4-jet
becomes:

Ll= =Al, (16)

L d A2= 2  , (17)
L3 = A3•I6 , (18)

L4 = A4•3 (a, f, + a2C2) ; a E R. (19)

Here A, E R are arbitrary constants representing the differential structure of
the n-th order. Next a complete and irreducible set of (multi)local relative afmine
invariants of the extended jet of fourth order is generated on the basis of Theo-
rem 11. The afline equivalence problem and that of zero weight is consecutively
exemplified by forming a rational invariant on the basis of the relative affine
invariants derived. Finally the orthogonal equivalence problem is solved by ap-
plying Aronhold operators (15) to the relative affine invariants and using again
Theorem 11.

Solving the afine equivalence problem for the conditions (16) and (17) gives
a complete and irreducible set S2" of affine invariants for the local 2-jet:

S= {[LI, L 2]2 , D(L2)} ; D(L2 ) =-[L 2 , L2 12  (20)

In this set the second and third irreducible invariants are equal to the resultant
of the linear and the quadratic local binary ground forms L1 and L2 and the
opposite of one half of the discriminant of L2 respectively.

The former equivalence problem may be extended to the local 3-jet by im-
posing the additional condition (18). Requiring the cubic loc"l binary ground
form L3 to have a root of multiplicity two is equivalent to the vanishing of its
discriminant D(L3 ):

D(L3 ) -- [[L 3 , L3]2 , [L3 , L 3]2]2 . (21)

Whether Ll and L2 have at least one linear factor in common with L3 depends
on the vanishing of the resultants of those forms with L3:

R(L 1L, 3 ) [L 3, L3 13 , (22)

R(L2 , L3 ) [[L 2, L3]2 [L2 , L3], L2]2 + D(L 2 )[[L 3 , L3 ]2 , L2]2 
. (23)

Equivalence relations for the coincidence of L1 and L2 with the factor (2 of L 3
still have to be derived. It was shown by Hilbert [6] that for this to be the case
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the vanishing of the local algebraic invariants Q that measure the coincidence of
L2 and L2 with the determinant of the Hessian H(L3) of L 3 [6] is required:

Q(L2, H(L 3 )) [L2, (L3 , L3]2]2 , (24)

Q(L2 , H(L 3 )) • [L2, (L3, L3 ]2] 2  (25)

The union of the features (21),..., (25) and (20) forms a complete and irreducible
set S3 of affine invariants of the local 3-jet.

Adding the pure fourth-order local structure to the local 3-jet a complete
and irreducible set S' of affine invariants may analogously be found that fulfill
the conditions (16) up to (19):

S = S U 6S4 , (26)

with

6St = fs(L),j(L4), R(Li, LO, Q2(LI, H(L)), R(L2, LO, (27)

R(L3 , LO, Q2(L2, H(L)), Q2(H(L 3)2 , H(L4) .

The listed algebraic invariants in (27) are defined by:

i(L 4 ) [L4, L4]4 ,

j(L4) =([L 4 , L 4]2 , L4 ]4

R(LI, L4 ) [L4, L44,

Q2(L 1 , H(L 4 )) [L4, [L4 , L4]2 ]4

R(L 2 , L4 ) =-[L2, L]4J[L2, L4]4 + 2D(L2 )[[L 4 , L 412, L2]4 +

SD(L 2)D(L 2 )[L4, L 4]4

Q 2(L 2, H(L 4 )) = [L 2, [L4, L4 ]2]4

,R(L3, L4) -[a, 0]2,

Q 2(H 2 (L 3 ), H(L 4 )) [[L 3, L 3]2 [L3 , L312 , [L4, L4]2]4

with
4312 "2 2•,T]-

a=[p, p]4 -- 6 [, a]3 + 12[a, a]2 -- [0,r _ ,r

)3 = [p, L3]3 + 6[,L 3]2 +

where

p= 3[L 4 , L 3] , a =[L 4 , L3]2 , r = [L4, L3]3

This concludes our search for the local algebraic invariants that satisfy the afline
equivalence problem for the local 4-jet. Applying now Theorem 11 gives a com-
plete and irreducible set of (multi)local invariants for the considered problem.

The solution of the affine equivalence problem under the additional condition
of absolute invariance comes about by deriving by means of the relative affine
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invariant& a complete and irreducible set of rational invariant features of zero
weight. For example the following absolute affinoe invariant feature a may be
constructed:

([L4, L4 ]')3

This image property is directly related to the (an)harmonic division of the roots
of the fourth-order local binary ground forms L4 (10].

In order to solve the orthogonal equivalence problem the afline equivalence
problem is extended by imposing algebraic condition (5). When the local relative
affine invariants derived above are subjected to the Aronhold operator (15), a
supplementary irreducible set 6S4 of orthogonal invariants of the local 4-jet is
obtained:

6S4= L, Ik[L2, L2]2, f"[L2, L2]2, !IkR(L2, L3), (28)
nkQ(L2 , H(L 3 )), DkR(L2 , L4), JIQ 2 (L2, H(L4)I k E N)}

A further application of again Theorem 11 gives rise to a complete and irre-
ducible set of (multi)local orthogonal invariants.

5 Discussion

A method has been presented to derive a complete and irreducible set of algebraic
invariants that may describe any (multi)local afiine or orthogonal invariant of
the scale-space that corresponds to a 2-dimensional input image. Such a set is of
major importance for a number of reasons. It forms, due to its completeness and
irreducibility, a solid basis for feature detection, patch classification and topo-
logical description of that scale-space: for example, comers, T-junctions, Euler
numbers may be extracted [12, 13]. It may play a crucial role in studying and
understanding the behavior of nonlinear observation processes [9]. Furthermore,
it may be used to tackle stereo, multi-modality and optic flow problems. For ex-
ample, actually existing 3-dimensional geometric structures may appear under
restricted environmental conditions, e.g. variations in the light source distribu-
tion, as induced structures of the jet bundle of the scale(-time) spaces of a pair or
a time sequence of 2-dimensional input images. As covariances of image structure
can define a process of parallel transport related to a connection on scale(-time)
space, so may (multi)local algebraic invariants play equally well a crucial role
in operationalizing that process [14]. Finally, for nonlinear equivalence problems
for 2-dimensional input images and arbitrary groups of transformations of the
variables it is even possible to express the solution in terms of the algebraic
invariants found above [4].

What about the solution of equivalence problems with respect to higher di-
mensional input images and other transformation groups? Again the method
described above may turn out to be appropriate for solving similar equivalence
problems for 3-dimensional input images [6]. The symbolic method may, how-
ever, also lead to such a description [10, 6]: form all possible invariant features
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up to a certain weight; decompose them by means of certain reduction rules into
a complete set of invariant features and find all irreducible sysygies, i.e. algebraic
relations for the derived invariants. For nonlinear equivalence problems for the
extended jet and an arbitrary group of transformations of the variables Cartan's
method seems to be the most attractive approach to follow [5].

Another appealing question is how to describe implicitly defined structures
of scale-space itself? The connection on scale-space may mainly be set by the
projection fields of algebraic or differential geometric invariants [8, 151.
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